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I teach Product Management classes all over the world. At the start of
every workshop, I ask if anyone has a degree in Product Management.
Virtually all the time, there is no response. In the classroom, students
represent a wide variety of backgrounds and college majors: marketing,
finance, physics, engineering, computer science, English, philosophy,
psychology, graphic arts—but no diplomas in Product Management.
However, when asked how many have “Product Manager” as their job
title, most participants raise a hand.

So the obvious question is, “If you’re all product managers, but you
can’t get a degree in it, how did you get the job?” The answers often
sound something like this:

� “My boss asked me if I wanted to do the job, and I thought it
would be a good experience.”

� “I thought it would be interesting.”
� “I was in development, and since I knew the product, they

thought I’d do well here.”
� “I was in sales, and since I understood the product, I thought

this was the next logical step.”
� “It sounded like such a neat job.”
� “I did marketing before, so this was a good fit for me.”

Welcome to the accidental profession.

EVERYONE COMES FROM SOMEWHERE ELSE

You may have backed into Product Management from another field or
business discipline. And you may be feeling overwhelmed as you try to
figure out how to get an amorphous collection of urgent, important

xxvii
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things done, right away. Dozens of distractions pull you in all directions,
some important, some not, yet it seems essential to address each detail
effectively. Things happen so fast you cannot structure them, cannot
build in your mind’s eye a clear picture of how things should be coming
together. Everyone is placing tremendous expectations on you; chances
are you have no idea how to meet some of the key expectations, nor are
you even aware of all of them.

People in charge of products and services tend to manage them
within the context of their own discipline (engineering, marketing, etc.).
Faced with decision points, they simply choose the priorities that seem
urgent to themselves or their management. When specialists from other
areas plunge into the job, without adequate knowledge and support
structures, they may end up operating a lot like Lewis and Clark. They
become strangers in a strange land, guided by natives who speak
strange languages and don’t understand the importance or priorities of
Product Management.

Adding to this confusion, Product Management has no well-
defined framework and is often treated as a transient discipline in many
companies. Consider a few obvious symptoms:

� No two companies seem to manage products the same way.
� Product managers report to different functions in different 

companies.
� Organizations and policies do not seem to line up in ways that

support strong Product Management.
� Executives split important processes between too many depart-

ments, creating inefficient methods.
� A high percentage of typical product “practices” are either 

nonexistent, unnecessary, or made unnecessarily difficult
because they are not based on proven, best-in-class methods.

� Most companies have neither a formal structure nor standard-
ized internal Product Management professional development
programs.

As a result, product managers unwittingly spend too much time 
on things that don’t matter. Exceptional opportunities are missed, while
mismatched, unwanted products seem to linger inexplicably in the 
marketplace.
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The source of these troubles is not your lack of ability, nor is it your
company’s gross oversight. Individuals and companies struggle with
Product Management because there has not yet been a codified body of
knowledge available to the Product Management practitioner. Universi-
ties teach core business functions, and you should not underestimate the
value of a solid business foundation. Every business discipline has its
place, including a unique library of excellent books that make for a for-
midable education. Everyone should build that foundation, because it
gives you a list of what to do. Absent from the curriculum, however, is an
overall framework or “anatomical structure” to look at Product Man-
agement holistically—and there is no holistic framework within which
to manage and grow your career.

A GRAY’S ANATOMY OF BUSINESS

I have written this book to remedy that situation and help transform a
largely accidental profession into a successful, productive, and recog-
nized discipline. There is a standard body of knowledge for Product
Management, including a strong, holistic viewpoint of profession and
career, along with a set of specific, learnable skills. My passionate goal—
which this book reflects—is to provide that body of knowledge, and in
the process, transform Product Management from an artificial, poorly
defined slot in an organizational chart into its true and correct role: the
pivot point for successful enterprise.

Think of this book as a Gray’s Anatomy of business—a three-dimen-
sional, in situ picture of how everything works when it’s running right.
Like the human body, business is a dynamic, living entity. It consists of
overlapping, interlocking systems and functions that influence each
other in very complex ways. Business generally responds slowly to cor-
rective action, and doesn’t always respond predictably or consistently.
Relationships between the players and the pieces are dynamic and 
situational, influenced by a fluid array of team decisions that address
constantly changing circumstances. Business is not exactly a web, a
mind-map, a flowchart, or a notebook full of checklists.

This is a reference written from the practitioner’s perspective, for
practitioners. Anchored by a standardized “Product Management Life
Cycle Model,” this business “anatomy” book explains in detail:
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� How to choose and justify which products to build
� How to plan for their profitable creation and deployment
� How to develop and launch them
� How to manage them once they enter the market
� How and when to gracefully retire them and replace them with

new products
� How to use product portfolio management techniques to effeciently

allocate investments across all of the products in an organization

To sum up, this book is designed to help you take the right actions,
done the right way, at the right stage of the product’s life cycle.

Along with these critical activities, a detailed primer on many of 
the fundamental business skills is provided to execute these methods
successfully. Rounding out the collection is a broad range of best prac-
tices and examples, coordinated with a large library of templates and
exercises in the back of the book and on the Web site for the book
(www.pmdeskreference.com.)

Like a physician’s handbook, this book is structured for dual use, 
as both a ready reference for decision making and for sequential self-
education. Like doctors, product managers benefit greatly from a handy
reference library of protocols that can be skillfully applied to various
levels of risk. Considered as a holistic discipline, however, the art of
Product Management has four fundamental pillars or “knowings” you
must develop:

� Knowing where you are. To proceed productively, you must be
able to answer the question, “Where am I now?” As a product
manager, you need to assess your current career situation as
well as the situation with your product. All journeys have a
starting point.

� Knowing where you want to go and knowing how to compare
your vision to your current environment. You must be visionary,
or at least learn how to cultivate and sustain a vision for what
your product will bring to the marketplace. How far away is the
vision? What needs to change? How should I react to the pres-
sures of an environment that is pushing me to take some path
that does not lead to my vision?
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� Knowing how to get to where you want to be, by having a large
repertoire of processes, practices, and documents—that is,
“know how”—that you know when to dynamically apply to 
situations you’ve never seen before, but whose shadows you
recognize through experience.

� Knowing how to use these skills with a centered, settled, quiet
confidence that you will reach the right goals, predictably and
repeatedly.

Studied sequentially, The Product Manager’s Desk Reference is intended
to help you to cultivate these four pillars incrementally. Within this frame-
work, Product Management can be relatively straightforward and much
more predictable.

HOW YOU SHOULD USE THIS BOOK

The material contained herein makes it easier to choose correct responses
and make decisions, with much greater accuracy and effectiveness than
simply “winging it.” Ultimately, the situations you encounter may vary
widely from one hour to the next. How you read this book really
depends on your own experience. Read from cover to cover, it gives a
good general orientation to Product Management. But also, based on
your particular needs, you can:

� use this book as a reference or “toolkit” to deal with specific 
situations for your product,

� use it as a method to map your progression through your Product
Management career,

� use it as a way to link the “what you do” with the work that has
to get done in each specific phase of the Product Management
Life Cycle Model,

� use it as a cross-reference to link practices to documents,
� use it as a glossary of common terms, so everyone on your team

speaks the same language.

Use it as all of these, and more. With a clear head and the right
tools, it’s possible to associate real causes with real effects, so that you
manipulate the right causes to gain the desired effects.
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One of the key goals of this book is your growth and development
as a product manager. In order to facilitate that growth, I have provided
material at the end of most of the chapters, describing work you can 
do and experiences you can seek that will improve your knowledge,
skills, and professional effectiveness. These are listed under the heading
“Raising Your Product Management Experience Quotient (PMEQ)”.
These suggestions, keyed to the chapter contents, may be helpful in
advancing your understanding or gaining an “edge” in your Product
Management career.

DRAWN FROM EXTENSIVE BENCHMARKING AND EXPERIENCE

When I was getting my MBA, I used to get frustrated because the pro-
fessors were preaching, not teaching. Distorted, low-probability case
studies supported out-of-context views. Individual components of good
product strategy, such as positioning, were touted as the single key to
great results. I already had some business experience, and was actively
working at the time, so it was clear to me that there was plenty of data,
but very little relevant information.

I pictured myself in an entrepreneurial setting, managing my own
business. I often said to myself, “If it were my money, what would I do?”
As I moved forward in my career, the vision of a predictable set of meth-
ods was never far from my mind. Every time I solved a problem, the solu-
tion was captured in my private little notebook in my mind. Some of these
are reflected in interesting stories I’ll share with you as you read the book.

The Product Management Anatomy

Beyond a simple body of protocols, Product Management should be
afforded an independent identity, similar to Accounting or Marketing. 
I strive to create that identity by offering a body of standardized knowl-
edge that positions Product Management as an essential element of the
organization’s structure.

Many modern companies view Product Management in the same
light that our ancestors viewed the practice of medicine. Think of Galen,
the Greek physician who essentially organized modern medicine
around 2,000 years ago. His story serves as a powerful example of what
can be accomplished with an unswerving combination of passion and
professionalism.
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Galen was very much ahead of his time, successfully performing
brain surgery and removing cataracts, feats unduplicated by medical
practitioners until the twentieth century. His prodigious success seems
to indicate exceptional natural ability, but by his own admission, he was
an ordinary man who simply had an extraordinary passion for his pro-
fession. He did do one thing, however, that most of his contemporaries
failed to do: he took good notes.

When Galen found something that worked, he finessed it until he
understood it, and then wrote it down and added it to his protocol library.
He recorded everything and anything he learned, and organized it into
repeatable diagnoses, treatments, and standardized methods. His studies
were so intense that he reportedly kept 20 or 30 scribes extremely busy
while he worked. His knowledge of preparing medicines was so advanced
that the Galenic Formulary is a still a bastion of modern pharmacy.

Of course, even with this broad collection of protocols, modern
medicine is hardly a checklist-driven activity. Doctors use protocol
mainly to quickly eliminate the predictable from the diagnostic process,
leaving the mind free to focus on new and as-yet-unsolved problems. 
As with medicine, the practice of entrepreneurship is not 100 percent
predictable, either. Like the physician, the primary function of the prod-
uct manager is to choose the correct response to rapidly changing, com-
plicated conditions, or in the best circumstances, to be able to anticipate
and lead change.

Also like the physician, the product manager can proactively drive
more predictable, positive and repeatable results with a set of protocols
that provide a standard response for at least some situations. This doesn’t
imply that there is a process for every activity or a pat answer to every
problem. Business, like life, is at its core about response-ability, and the
brain of this living system called “business”—or, at least, the creative side
of the brain—is the product manager. However, the better you are able to
recognize patterns and address them with validated methods, the more
mindshare you can apply to unpredictable situations, and thus the better
the business results, period.

A Career in Progress

Someone once said that if you don’t know where you’re going, you’ll
probably end up somewhere else. Product manager was nowhere on my
list of career ideas. As a solid business generalist with strong leanings
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toward finance, operations, and marketing—an undergraduate degree
in management science, a minor in organizational behavior, and an
MBA in corporate finance—I had a host of jobs:

� I was a management trainee for a wholesale plumbing supply
company, learning every job in the house. From picking pipe-
fittings and selling toilets, to sizing boilers and doing the books,
I did it all.

� I was a cost analyst for a defense contractor, learning project
management from the ground up, because that’s what you do
when your company works for the government.

� I worked as a budget manager for a women’s clothing manufac-
turer, discovering ways to deal with suppliers, offshore manu-
facturing, and the quirks of a fast-moving fashion-oriented
business.

� I joined finance and operations at a medical device manufac-
turer, soaking up manufacturing techniques, medical science,
distribution management, reporting, Product Management, 
supply chain management, marketing and a lot of other things.

None of these jobs, though interesting, made my list of jobs I’d like
to have as my life’s work. I didn’t have a strategic direction; I didn’t have
a career coach; I didn’t have a clue.

Eventually, I went to work at AT&T Bell Laboratories in business
operations and finance. About three years into my career there, I encoun-
tered an unusual opportunity. Slated for a double promotion, my second-
level boss asked me what I wanted to do. After more than a decade of
work experience, there’s nothing like finally hearing the question, “What
do you want to do when you grow up?” I gave something of a vague
answer, explaining that one day I wanted to be a general manager of a
division of a larger company. Her concise, immediate response shocked
me: “Oh. You want to be a product manager.” That sounded too much
like marketing, so I deferred. In spite of my skittishness, she insisted it
was the right thing to do, so I enrolled in a week-long workshop in 1988,
and that was that: I was hooked. Product Management really did turn out
to be everything I ever wanted.

Not that it was easy. Instantly, I became a product manager, taking
over the Japanese version of a “made for U.S.” office telephone system.
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There were many problems, but the biggest one was my lack of product
knowledge. My bosses expected that I would rapidly get up to speed,
get to know all the players, learn the technology and discover many
other things that I didn’t even know existed. I entered the job as a senior
manager, when a lower-level job, with closer guidance, would have been
more appropriate.

Someone else once said, “You haven’t failed if you learned some-
thing new.” Aside from my suspicion that the person who said that
never tried anything big, I did learn a lot:

� To be a product manager, you have to start near the bottom, just
like an apprentice serves under a master carpenter. No matter
how much you think you know about business, you need to 
get the basics down, including products, people, systems 
and methods.

� You can’t learn, even at the bottom of the ladder, if you don’t
have coaching and mentoring. The smartest move I made as a
product manager was reaching out to people and asking for
help and I asked a lot.

� Companies need a formal structure for professional develop-
ment of product managers, modeled after their leadership
development programs for high-potential employees, but few
have them.

My next Product Management job was difficult for other reasons. 
I had a new boss who knew profit-and-loss, but didn’t understand Prod-
uct Management. The result was a thankless cycle of doing what 
I thought was right, circumventing instructions and then secretly finding
ways to fix business and customer problems. It wasn’t quite as bad as
being without a paddle, but since I had to come up with my own meth-
ods, it felt a lot like guiding an unbalanced canoe upstream in a drench-
ing storm. Sooner or later, I worried, I would capsize, and then I’d have
to swim for it—unless I put everything I had into getting things done.

As a matter of fact, an office-mate once asked, “How do you know
what to do?” I replied, “I just do what needs to get done.”

In the end, though, I not only managed to keep the boat upright, I
even garnered a “far exceeds” rating, luckily based on the results, not
how I got there:
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� I delivered a product on time, earning $5 million in revenue at a
net profit of 50 percent.

� My solution had a compelling value proposition, filling a previ-
ously unmet need for a clearly identified market.

� Most of all, though, I used lessons learned from falling on my
face many times over the years, because my common sense
approach often challenged conventional wisdom.

Considering my first real taste of product leadership, it was obvious
that, while the school of hard knocks hadn’t necessarily been kind to me,
at least it had been talkative, and I had somehow managed to take a
pretty good set of notes.

SEPARATING THE BEST FROM THE REST

In 1993, while still working at AT&T, I was assigned to a Product Manage-
ment excellence task force, chartered to understand how other companies
managed their products. Via practical research, we were to investigate how
different companies in different industries carried out strategic planning,
product planning, product development and introduction; how they man-
aged existing products; and how they managed portfolios of products. Bill
Ausura, who was later my collaborator when I started Sequent Learning
Networks, led the team.

With Bell Laboratories on our badges, we had internationally recog-
nized stature that opened doors. Thirty-six companies were benchmarked
throughout the mid-1990s. The interviews were qualitative, based on
Product Management practices used across the entire life cycle. We really
wanted to find out what companies did to create and manage successful
products, product lines and portfolios. The interviews were informative,
exhaustive, and eye opening. As we worked through the responses, we
started to see patterns that correlated specific activities with product suc-
cess. Success was never guaranteed, but companies who applied certain
methods were more likely to have successful products.

Here are some of the patterns we discovered during this bench-
marking investigation:

1. Product and market success in these companies is linked to a
keen focus on carefully chosen markets. In some cases, this focus
may be obsessive (more later).
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2. Management clearly communicates their over-arching strategic
intent up and down the organization. This contributes to a reduc-
tion in organizational ambiguity and most importantly, better
alignment of product portfolio and product line investment 
decisions.

3. These companies consistently use standardized product plat-
forms. Organizations that use platforming as a part of their
strategies benefit from improved economies of scale from reuse
of common architectures, technologies and even components.

4. Regular rationalization of product portfolios contributes toward
more efficient allocation of investments to the most appropriate,
strategically important product lines. Significant go/no-go proj-
ect investments are made at the divisional or corporate leader-
ship team levels based on portfolio strategies.

5. Organization around products, not projects, using empowered,
cross-functional product teams to run “mini-businesses” inside
of these larger enterprises. When these teams are in place longer,
they tend to perform better and achieve better results than teams
that are more transient. In the best performing teams, Marketing
is always seen as a strong member. Furthermore, teams, not
processes, are the glue that holds these organizations together.

6. Most companies assign primary product or product line profit-
and-loss accountability to the product teams.

7. Most companies have some kind of phase-gate New Product
Development (NPD) process and attempt to adapt it based on
the type of project and the market conditions driving the project.

8. Funding for unplanned product opportunities is not made from
annual budget money, but from a separate funding pool and 
vetted using the NPD process with funding and business justifi-
cations made using Business Cases.

9. Success is linked to strong product team leaders and team mem-
bers who respect one another. They have clear roles and respon-
sibilities underscored by the consistent use of a common business
language for processes and documents. Furthermore, these com-
panies hold these product teams accountable for the achievement
of business results using a small, manageable number of business
metrics controllable by the team, not by individual functions.
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In terms of market focus, these organizations have a formal, cen-
tralized industry and competitive intelligence function.

� These organizations push (via subscription) clippings or
abstracts of select industry or competitive activity to interested
internal subscribers.

� They create forums for information sharing. Product groups 
or marketing groups gather from time to time, either at lunch
sessions, all-hands meetings, or the like, and present market
updates or reviews so that everyone knows what’s going on.

� They make the competition the main enemy, which tends to
reduce internal conflict and draw teams together.

� They make data available to the Product Management and 
marketing communities.

� They maintain communities of practice for product managers
and marketers.

� Customer knowledge goes hand in hand with market focus.
Connection to key customers is critical, not only from sales, but
from Product Management, marketing, and development. 

� These companies use anthropological and ethnographic 
(live contacts with customers) techniques to understand 
customers’ businesses.

Companies that focus on the marketplace tend to have a better
chance of gaining an outside-in view of the world. This helps them 
recognize the needs of unique segments and important trends that 
influence product and marketing strategies.

Within these best-in-class companies, organizational structures
typically have product managers reporting to the marketing depart-
ment. Informally, at the start of every one of my workshops, I ask,
“Where do you report?” Anecdotally, approximately 70 percent of the
time, people in Product Management report to marketing. About 20 per-
cent of the time, they report to product development (predominantly
technology companies focusing on software and hardware) and the rest
of the time, to the general manager, operations (COO), and so on.

At this point, the material you are reading has been greatly expanded
with thousands of new data points. Ever since my initial benchmarking
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experience, I have continued to gather this kind of corporate and
employee performance data using what I call “fitness and aptitude surveys”
for product management and marketing communities. I also carry out
intensive employee and executive interviews, seeking out, capturing, and
refining best-in-class activities and practices. In all my training classes, all
my corporate contacts and through a host of professional associations
such as the Product Development and Management Association (PDMA),
I continue to extend and validate this collection of protocols for successful
Product Management.

SAFE JOURNEYS

Many years after my initial successes, I was explaining the situation to my
daughter. She sagely observed, “Well, you didn’t have a you.” Precisely—
I didn’t have a “me,” someone who had navigated the uncharted, rocky
shoals of Product Management and survived, newly scrawled map in
hand. It took a few more years for me to realize that I needed to share my
discoveries, but eventually, I began to show others how to navigate this
(sometimes treacherous) passage at the core of business and entrepreneur-
ship. And now, I would like to do the same for you.

As a product manager, you are the quarterback and on every single
play, there are dozens of variables to consider: field conditions, defen-
sive formations, distance from the goal line and so on. In your repertoire,
there is a virtual mountain of information, from the playbook to scout-
ing reports to last minute instructions from the coach. Considering all
these things, though, the final score and the ultimate result depend
largely on your individual vision, competencies and experience. If you
have the right tools, correct information and an appreciation for excel-
lent workmanship, you can achieve superior results. And in the process,
you can transform an unclear job assignment into a highly visible, well-
respected career. The caveat is that it requires a long-term commitment.

Like Ulysses, if you burn your ships behind you (but not your
bridges) and dedicate yourself to success as a product manager, it’s amaz-
ing how quickly you can develop the magic touch. So if you are dedicated
to success, here begins your work toward becoming a virtuoso of Product
Management. Once again, welcome to the accidental profession. Here’s
wishing you fulfilling, productive, profitable journeys.
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1M O D U L E

FOUNDATIONAL ELEMENTS
FOR PRODUCT

MANAGEMENT

INTRODUCTION TO MODULE 1

Everyone lives in a house of some kind. Every house has a foundation
and a basic series of systems that sustain the house and create an 
environment in which you and others can comfortably live. Product 
Management, as you will learn, is not a job title or something that other
people do. It’s an element of the company’s entire business model. In
order to build the “house” of Product Management, a solid foundation
is needed, as well as a working knowledge of the integrated systems that
support Product Management. Therefore, Module 1 is about building
this foundation. 

Whether you are a new product manager, an experienced product
manager, a product portfolio leader, or someone considering a career 
in Product Management, the topics covered in this Module will give 
you a strong appreciation for what you need to know about Product
Management. Furthermore, by really grasping the importance of these



foundational elements, people in other business functions will gain an
important appreciation for the role filled by the product manager, and
how to support the product, and the product manager, who has the 
ultimate responsibility for the success of the product.

Chapter 1—What Is Product Management? describes Product Manage-
ment by breaking down the expression Product Management into its two
basic components, namely products and management. The two pieces are
then rejoined to provide you with a view of the value of Product Manage-
ment in an organization. Furthermore, the chapter helps you understand
the vital role played by the product manager in the organization.

Chapter 2—The Product Master Plan gives you the wherewithal to
create your official plan of record for the product. This “binder” serves
as a repository for all product documentation, a communication vehicle,
and a learning mechanism for all members of a cross-functional product
team. The Product Master Plan keeps everyone on the same page.

Chapter 3—Leadership: Creating Influence provides you with the con-
text for understanding the human dimension of your job. Most product
managers don’t have people from other business functions reporting to
them. However, product managers are responsible for the success of
their products. This chapter explores the people side of Product Man-
agement, providing helpful ideas to create a collaborative working envi-
ronment, so that all functional contributions can be successfully melded
together, guided by the “vision” of the product manager in the creation
and management of successful products. 

Chapter 4—Cross-Functional Product Teams: Getting Things Done
picks up cues from the previous chapter, and melds it into the primary
work structure used to plan and carry out the work of the product as a
business. First, it draws the distinction between a product team and a
project team. Then, it provides you with the mechanics involved in clar-
ifying roles and responsibilities so that the right team members get the
work done. In the end, the cross-functional product team is the “board of
directors” for the product and is accountable for optimizing the prod-
uct’s performance in the market.

Chapter 5—Decision Making: What’s Next? The theme “what’s next”
appears many times throughout this book, because that’s exactly what
product managers face every day. Across the product’s life cycle, 
the product manager will be faced with situations that arise day by day
and hour by hour that require the assimilation of data, analytics,
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thought, and an action, namely, a decision. This chapter focuses on the
product manager’s challenge in assessing these situations and making
the best decision possible on behalf of the product, the product team,
and the company.

Chapter 6—Finance for the Product Manager: Keeping Score is the last
chapter that rounds out the foundational areas upon which product
managers must rely to plan and run their businesses. You won’t get an
MBA in finance here, but you’ll get a solid dose of financial terminology.
You will also learn the financial tools and methods used to plan and
manage products, across the life cycle.

With this in mind, let’s start building the foundation!
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1
WHAT IS PRODUCT MANAGEMENT?

5

CHAPTER

Executive Summary

� Product Management is the “holistic business management of the
product” from the time it is conceived as an idea to the time it is
discontinued and withdrawn from the market.

� The product manager plays a central role in Product Management.
As the “mini-CEO” for the product, he or she leads a cross-functional
team to achieve the product’s strategic intent.

� Organizations can achieve greater levels of efficiency if everyone
uses a common vocabulary when referring to practices, processes,
and documents.

The Introduction states that Product Management is the pivot point of
successful business. However, the job and its associated responsibilities
are poorly understood and inconsistently applied. Before offering a rem-
edy for this situation, it’s appropriate to explain precisely what I mean 
by “Product Management.” I’ll do this by breaking down the two words,
Product and Management, analyzing the pieces, and putting the terms back
together. You will master the “how” much more quickly when you com-
prehend the overall context for the discipline of Product Management.



Just like the assembly-disassembly demonstrations that apprentice
mechanics are shown before learning to repair an engine, this chapter
offers a rapid, break-down-and-reassemble orientation to Product Man-
agement. If you’re using this book for sequential study, it also improves
your grasp of the material if you understand the overall concepts covered
in the book.

Four questions must be answered to completely define Product
Management:

1. What is a product?
2. What is management?
3. What is Product Management?
4. How does Product Management transform a product?

In this chapter, each of these questions will be explored in turn.

QUESTION 1: WHAT IS A PRODUCT?

In the PDMA Handbook of New Product Development (2nd ed., Wiley), the
glossary contains the following definition for Product: “A term used to
describe all goods, services, and knowledge sold. Products are bundles
of attributes (features, functions, benefits, and uses) and can either be
tangible, as in the case of physical goods; intangible as in the case of those
associated with service benefits; or can be a combination of the two.”
Webster’s online dictionary indicates, “A product is something that 
is produced.”

These definitions don’t lend themselves well to this discussion. A
product is not always just a single product; there is usually a hierarchy of
products and services within a firm. A product may be part of other prod-
ucts or product lines, packaged with a group of products, or included in
a product portfolio. Alternatively, products can be broken down into
product elements, modules, or terms (as in a credit card). Products may
be built upon product platforms or product architectures. In order to
visualize this hierarchy, consider the model shown in Figure 1.1.

The first order of business, then, is a workable definition of a prod-
uct. A product is anything that is sold, tangible or intangible. Products are
created by businesses to sell to other businesses (business-to-business, or
B2B) or to consumers (business-to-consumer, or B2C). They can even 
be created by businesses that sell to other businesses, which ultimately
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sell to consumers (business-to-business-to-consumer, or B2B2C). Some
products are merely resold to end customers, and some are sold as parts
of other products.

Think of how an automobile parts manufacturer sells parts to an
automobile company. The auto company is actually an assembly busi-
ness—in most cases, they don’t even manufacture any of the parts. Auto
companies sell to dealers (other businesses) who ultimately sell to 
consumers or other businesses.

Product Lines

Frequently, companies collect a number of related products into product
lines. Very few companies carry isolated, one-off products. A product
line, depicted in Figure 1.2, is a grouping of products focused on similar
markets, or on solving a particular type of problem. Typically, products
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within a line serve similar markets or can be produced via similar meth-
ods. A product line, in effect, is a small product portfolio. For example,
BMW Group has several different automobile product lines: The Mini
brand, the Rolls-Royce brand, and the BMW automobile brand. The
BMW Automobile Division has several cars in its product line. These
product lines are depicted in Figure 1.3.

Product Portfolios

In some companies, especially larger organizations, several product lines
may be grouped into a related collection called a product portfolio. The
common attribute of a given portfolio might be the markets on which the
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products focus, the type of product, or even the specific source or manu-
facturing method used. A market example might be a medical device com-
pany that groups three product lines—hearing aids, reading glasses, and
motorized wheelchairs—into a “seniors” portfolio. An example by type of
product would be a toy manufacturer with a cycle portfolio, consisting of
three product lines: tricycles, mountain bikes, and BMX bikes. Similarly, a
cookware company might divide its portfolios by type of metal, having a
cast-iron product portfolio, an aluminum portfolio, and so forth.

The choice of organizing principle for a product portfolio will vary
widely from company to company. In rare instances, one product line
may be assigned to two different portfolios at the same time. For exam-
ple, a major computer equipment vendor has a secure server product
that sits both in the security portfolio and the multiprocessing comput-
ing portfolio. Ideally, this would not be the case, but in some instances,
this kind of dual assignment might make sense.

A product portfolio, then, is the set of all products or product lines, or
other groupings (within a business unit or business division). Portfolios
can be mixtures of existing products, which may be at various phases of
their own life cycles, as well as incoming products (those anticipated, actu-
ally in development, or in the launch phases). In smaller organizations,
your product or product line may in fact represent the entire portfolio. 
A visual example of this type of product portfolio is shown in Figure 1.4.

Much of what I say about Product Management can be applied
directly to portfolios as well. Product portfolio management and
related activities of portfolio optimization and balance are an important
part of the strategic planning and strategic management of the organi-
zation, whether that organization is a company, business unit, division,
or product line.

Extending the previous example for BMW Group, the portfolio of
automobile lines is shown in Figure 1.5. BMW Group also has a financial
services division, a motorcycle division, and a retail division. All of
those divisions comprise the entire BMW Group portfolio.

Solutions and Bundles

Related products and services will sometimes be grouped into solutions
or bundles. The word solution seems to be used more frequently in the
BtoB arena. Solutions are usually highly complex because they solve
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complex problems, have a high degree of integration across disparate ele-
ments, and usually require customization for a specific customer type or
industry. An organization that focuses on solutions should be structured
to support solutions-based marketing and selling. A good structure is a
solutions marketing group, whose role is to size up business and market
opportunities and then to bring together the needed elements, products,
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and services, sourced internally or externally. Typically there’s a large
consultative aspect of every solution sale.

Solution is sometimes used inappropriately. Every product should be
a solution to some problem. If you assume that every product is really a
benefit-filled solution, then every company is really in the solutions
business. The reality is, however, that grouping products together when
they don’t solve a customer’s problem from start to finish is merely the
act of bundling. There is an easy, quick way to determine whether a given
solution is actually a bundle. In a B2B setting, if purchasing agents can
pick the offer apart to shop the piece parts, it is a bundle.

Bundling can be an appropriate strategy, but bundles held out to be
complete, seamless solutions might create excess overhead for the
organization. Companies should avoid adding overhead to the business
if it doesn’t increase profit or add value for the customer. Bundles do not
generally contribute much to product profitability, so they may be more
trouble than they’re worth.

Figure 1.6 provides a conceptual snapshot of a solution in a B2B
environment. In this case, several internal product lines and a product
from an external company are assembled, to which value-added pro-
grams are supplied, such as consulting and operational support. The
package adds value for customers because it offers the full range of
problem resolution, including diagnosis, solution recommendations,
implementation, and integration. The components of this solution can-
not be shopped separately, so it is a genuine solution.

Here’s an example of how a real solution might come about. IBM
sells solutions. It brings products and services together, both from its
own divisions and other partners. IBM and its partners believe that there
is tremendous added value to customers if they are the single face to the
customer, offering both diagnostics and problem solving.

Now, suppose a company makes medical devices and your cus-
tomers are complaining of delayed shipments, damaged goods, and
incorrectly labeled parts. This is costing time, money, and reputation. IBM
has a consultative session with the stakeholders and executes a process
discovery, whereupon they realize that the company has a supply chain
problem. It can be addressed with some physical products (from Cisco®),
some software (from Oracle®), and some services from IBM consulting.
IBM offers to be the single point of contact for complete business analysis,
customization, implementation, testing, turn-up, and postsales support.
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Since the medical device company doesn’t have the people resources to
analyze and fix complex problems like this, and they can’t easily pur-
chase this combination of products and expertise as separate line items,
they purchase the solution.

Product Elements and Modules

Another key distinction in the definition of products is the idea of
product elements or modules. For tangible products, these are product
components that may be treated as “black boxes” inside the product.
For example, if an appliance company buys electric motors from
another firm in order to manufacture appliances, then the motor is a
product element. If the motor is mounted in a larger housing with a
wiring harness, then that could be called a “power module” or some
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equivalent expression indicating that it is a subassembly as a part of
the product.

If another division supplies a product with a complex part at a suit-
able price, it may not be valuable to break down the part into individual
components. For example, when developing software, modules of the
code could be sourced elsewhere and then linked together later. There
are also intangible modules, which might include features or terms. A
bank’s credit card line, for instance, may treat features, terms, or condi-
tions as product elements. Whatever these modules, elements, or sub-
assemblies are, they are building blocks of a product that may require
individual Product Management oversight in their definition, design,
and integration with a larger product or solution.

Platforms

The last piece of the product puzzle to be defined is the product platform.
The platform represents the underlying foundations, technology frame-
works, base architectures, and interfaces upon which products are built.
The platform provides commonality so that a higher degree of standardi-
zation can be achieved across a portfolio. This standardization contributes
to higher economies of scale and greater flexibility in designing and styling
products, so that the company can meet the needs of different market seg-
ments or customers. For example, the automobile industry effectively uses
platforms for their cars. Honda has several product platforms. One of those
is called the CD platform, on which it builds its Accord model for Asia and
North America, the Odyssey Minivan, and the Acura TL (in the United
States). Another is the C platform, used as a basis for the Civic, Acura RSX,
CR-V, and Element (U.S.) models. As well, many companies actually share
parts and other product elements or modules across their platforms, some
of which might include motors for electric windows, speedometers, and
other components. Figure 1.7 helps visualize this concept.

In The Power of Product Platforms, Marc Meyer and Alvin Lehnerd
state: “Product platforms must be managed. If a platform is not rejuve-
nated, its derivative products will become dated and will fail cus-
tomers in terms of function and value. If a company’s platforms are
renewed periodically … redesigned to incorporate new functions, com-
ponents, and materials, the product family will remain robust through
successive generations.” They go on to say “Robust product platforms
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do not happen by accident. They are the result of a unique methodol-
ogy and of strategies for designing, developing, and revitalizing them
over time.”

Platform usage can be problematic for some large companies that
have grown through mergers and acquisitions. Issues arise because plat-
forms are so complex (and old) that they are sometimes difficult to merge
into a unified platform. Large banks for example, may have many differ-
ent platforms for processing credit card transactions or for managing
deposits. If you contact a large banking company’s call center, you may
be asked about the state or region in which you live, so they know which
system to access. In one of my corporate jobs, we visited a wireless phone
company that had gone through many mergers. They were distraught
because they had five different billing systems, and the bill-consolidating
mechanism was “dropping” about 30 percent of the billing records, caus-
ing the company to lose millions of dollars in revenue.

QUESTION 2: WHAT IS MANAGEMENT?

Thus far, I’ve focused on products: I defined the different kinds of prod-
ucts and product offshoots, whether they are product lines, product ele-
ments and modules, platforms, solutions, or the product portfolio. The
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second major part of this discourse on Product Management focuses on
the art of management itself. Management is the second word in the
phrase “Product Management,” with its roots in Latin: manu agere, or
“to lead by the hand.” In most books about management, definitions
generally include the usual cycle of business elements:

� Setting goals
� Directing human and financial resources
� Assessing outcomes
� Reassessing/resetting goals

I recall a professor from college saying “managing means getting
things done … period.” They’re all generally saying the right things.

In Product Management, the person in charge is the product manager.
Based on the definition of product given earlier, it is not correct to assume a
one-to-one relationship of product to product manager, though that may
be the case in some organizations. A product manager can be partly or
wholly responsible for all or part of a product platform or architecture, a
module or series of modules, a single product, a product line (a small 
product portfolio), or several product lines (a larger portfolio).
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What is a Product Manager?

� The product manager is a person appointed to be a proactive
product or product line “mini-CEO” or general manager.

� The product manager leads a cross-functional product team.
� The product team’s responsibility is to optimize the product’s mar-

ket position and financial returns, consistent with corporate, busi-
ness unit, or division strategies.

What Does a Product Manager Really Do?

As a general rule, it would be very easy to say that the product manager
is responsible for making sure that everything gets done. This level of
responsibility assumes the product manager has a number of distinct
competencies. These competencies cannot be perfectly honed down to a



finite number of actions, but there are some specific practices (“things
you do”) that are more successful in the long run. These practices
include:

� Leading and influencing. There is a distinct difference between
managing and leading. Managing implies explicit authority
over individuals. Leadership, on the other hand, means you
must convince those individuals to follow your vision.

� Cross-functional teaming. The product manager usually leads a
cross-functional product team, but is not capable of seeing
everything about the product that’s important. Every product
manager needs the help of many people, who bring expertise
from many different areas. Each of them will see different things
when they look at the product, and those varied skills and per-
spectives are critical to product success. In addition to leading
the team, the product manager must have the skills to facilitate
discussions and debate, mediate conflict, and nurture a collabo-
rative, “functional” cross-functional team that can ultimately act
as the board of directors for the product.

� Making decisions. Product managers must continually strive to
make better decisions in near-real-time at every point across the
product’s life cycle. That decision-making skill is learned and
improved based on actual practice, not what business would be
like if everything went perfectly according to textbook behavior.

� Financial planning and analysis. Planning for product profitability
and assessing the profitability of existing products is an impor-
tant dimension of Product Management. Companies invest
money in products, and these products are expected to yield a
positive return to the business. The product manager, who
should be entrusted with this responsibility must, therefore,
have a solid understanding of the financials.

� Assessing the industry and competition. One of the jobs of the
product manager is to interpret the environment within which
the company participates, and where it may operate in the
future. Furthermore, the company’s products compete with
other company’s products within that industry landscape.
Whether there are formal structures within the company which
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gather and archive this data, it falls to the product manager to
assimilate data about the industry environment and the compet-
itive situation within the industry in order to consider strategies
for the product and in understanding how the company allo-
cates investments across the product portfolio.

� Market segmentation and targeting—uncovering customer needs.
Segmentation will be a joint effort, involving not only the cross-
functional team, but also (possibly) outside research firms. 
Nevertheless, the product manager often takes primary respon-
sibility for directing this activity and keeping it on track. If for
no other reason, the product manager must own this activity to
prevent bias typically associated with function-driven market
research. Market research and segmentation is no substitute for
the hard work of discovering customer needs. Sometimes even
the customer is unaware of a basic need, that is, that there is a 
“better” way. The product manager must drive this discovery
process and own the results.

� Forecasting. Forecasting volumes, market share, and revenue is
an essential part of the product manager’s job. Of all the jobs
(partially) done by other groups, this is the least likely to be
owned elsewhere. Frequently, a new product manager may have
barely gotten a foot in the door before someone is asking for
projections. The product manager should and must own this
activity from start to finish.

� Formulating product and marketing strategies. Establishing a vision
for the product and crafting a path to the future rests with the
product manager with help from the cross-functional team. The
most important responsibility of the product manager is to align
the strategies for the product with those of the organization, and
to make sure they interlock across the constellation of possible
product portfolio investment possibilities.

� Leveraging the Product Management Life Cycle Model. I’ll explain
the model shortly, but the product manager must not only craft
the strategy for the product, but integrate those strategies such
that the right amount of systematic planning will support the
development, launch, and management of a product across its
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in-market life cycle. The product manager has the primary
responsibility for creating and maintaining the various plans
and documents required to give life to a product and keep it
healthy. Furthermore, the product manager needs to make sure
these plans are put into action. Product managers provide cross-
functional oversight as product-related projects are carried out.
Finally, product managers provide strategic and tactical manage-
ment of products that are already in the market, in different
phases of the product’s life cycle. This may include adjusting the
marketing mix; influencing new product plans for enhance-
ments or derivatives, or creating plans for replacement products.
The work of the product manager here is to constantly collect
and analyze performance data (market, financial, and opera-
tional) in order to identify new opportunities for the business.

Besides these practices, a number of important documents must be
owned or heavily influenced by the product manager. These include the
Product Strategy, the Business Case, the Launch Plan, the Marketing
Plan, and the Product Requirements. These are explained and exempli-
fied in detail elsewhere within this book.

QUESTION 3: WHAT IS PRODUCT MANAGEMENT?

It is said that Proctor & Gamble conceived of Product Management in the
1930s as a way to improve the effective oversight of its ever-expanding
consumer products business. The notion of Product Management and its
myriad interpretations has permeated the core of product and service
companies around the world. The main challenge for all companies is 
to bring together disparate activities performed by different business
functions under the leadership of one person—the product manager.

So what is Product Management? Based on the answers to the first
two key questions, Product Management is business management at the
product, product line, or product portfolio level. Products are like small busi-
nesses inside of a bigger business. Sometimes an organization has one
product; sometimes it has several. You will often see references to the
expression “product as a business” throughout this book.

There is a nuance to consider. There have been many occasions
when companies have announced, “We’re reorganizing the firm to focus
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on Product Management. We’re going to have product managers.” When
probed about what they were really doing and why, it became clear that
they simply wanted to focus on their products as mini-businesses, that is,
businesses within businesses. In addition, these companies wanted to
collectively manage all the products within a product line or portfolio in
the way one might manage investments.

Focusing on products is often held out to be problematic in some
companies. Chief marketing officers proclaim, “We focus on the mar-
ket!” But product managers are supposed to create and manage prod-
ucts, not markets. There are a variety of drivers for such a decision,
including poor product performance or channel conflict. It always
seems to be some kind of a business problem that brings an organization
to Product Management as one of the key answers to the problem.

Product Management (big P, big M) is, and should really be, a
model for a business organization. This model includes strategizing,
conceiving, developing, introducing, managing, and marketing prod-
ucts. In essence, Product Management alters the genetics of the organi-
zation up and down, as well as across business functions. Such firms
generally focus on the market first, and then concentrate on either the
generalized needs of broad market segments or the explicit needs of 
target customer types. This kind of outside-in view of the marketplace
will enhance the probability of producing better business results across
the portfolio. Implicit in this view is the fact that the business benefits
when products are treated like investments in a portfolio of businesses
(products), allowing for a more granular approach to strategic and 
tactical product planning. With this approach, the products become the
building blocks of the organization.

Does it imply that Product Management supports the entire organ-
ization? No, not at all. If Product Management is genetic, it influences all
supporting structures—all business functions. Think of the human
body: Product Management is in the genetic material; it’s in the skeleton;
it’s in the circulatory system, the neural network, and of course, the com-
mand and control center (the brain). All actions of the body work
together, holistically, toward a single goal: homeostasis, or balance.
Therefore, everyone in the organization is in Product Management, in
some way or another, and everyone needs to understand the roles,
responsibilities, commitment, and deliverables that make the business
(body) work properly.
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QUESTION 4: HOW DOES PRODUCT MANAGEMENT 
TRANSFORM A PRODUCT?

Answering the first three questions has yielded a detailed definition of
Product Management. In order to gain a comprehensive understanding
of this definition, however, it’s necessary to illustrate the way that Prod-
uct Management transforms “good ideas” into successful products. The
simplest way to achieve this is to use the Product Management Life
Cycle Model, shown in Figure 1.8, and the three Areas of Work that
bring products from idea to final sale. These three Areas of Work are
New Product Planning, New Product Introduction, and Post-Launch
Product Management (PLPM).

The model is (of necessity) a linear, progressive, static depiction of
something that is actually three-dimensional, recursive, and dynamic—
but for most purposes, it’s a useful approximation. The three Areas of
Work undertaken by product managers are supported in part by a stan-
dard phase-gate product development process. Companies seeking to
improve cycle time or time to market have utilized phase-gate processes
for decades. The following paragraphs describe what happens in each
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phase within each Area of Work, using Sequent Learning Network’s 
version of a standard, generic phase-gate process for New Product
Development, which is generally recognized by the acronym NPD.

The small boxes in Figure 1.8 represent the flow of work through the
phases and gates. There are five phases in this version of a standard
phase-gate process: Concept, Feasibility, Definition, Development, and
Launch. The gates are shown as diamond-shaped decision points between
the phases that either allow movement of a project idea to a subsequent
phase for deeper exploration or additional work, or stop the project from
proceeding.

New Product Planning Phases

The Area of Work called New Product Planning serves as a backdrop for
the creative process and for guiding decision making. Its physical size in
relation to the other Areas of Work is intentionally larger to represent the
amount of time and effort that should be devoted to planning by the
product manager and the team. The expression “go slowly and carefully
first so you can go faster later” is the mantra for New Product Planning.
There is no mandate to use the word new to describe the Area of Work.
Whether the product being planned is new or an enhancement to an
existing product, there is usually something new being considered.

There are three phases and three gates within this Area of Work: the
Concept phase, in which new ideas are generated and screened; the Fea-
sibility phase, in which they are qualified in greater detail; and the Defi-
nition phase, whereby products are designed and specified so that they
can be developed. There is benefit to briefly considering each of these
phases now, while more thorough discussions are available in Module 3.

Concept phase work includes assessment of ideas for new products
as well as for line extensions, feature enhancements and product deriva-
tives, or new market entry with an existing product. It is a process 
of rapidly screening ideas, revenue potential, competitive posture, and
differential advantage for a “good fit.” The output document of this
phase is an “Opportunity Statement.” At the conclusion of the phase, a
decision review takes place: Either the concept/idea will proceed to the
next phase, or it will be rejected and work will stop.

For ideas that pass the Concept phase, the Feasibility phase pro-
vides a more in-depth review of the business, market, and technical
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dimensions of the proposal. The input to the phase is the Opportunity
Statement and the outputs are a preliminary Business Case, preliminary
Launch Plan, and high-level Functional Support Plans from each func-
tion. If a project is considered feasible from a deeper assessment of 
market, technical, human resource, and economic points of view, it can
move to the Product Definition phase. If the opportunity does not meet
the established criteria for acceptance, the project is stopped.

The Product Definition phase represents the activities that com-
plete the market research, technical, resource, and operational analysis
of the prospective program. In this phase, the product requirements and
business capabilities needed to actually develop and launch this product
are more deeply considered and the future state marketing mix is solid-
ified. Major funding for development is tied to the successful outcome of
this phase. A final Business Case, Marketing Plan, and set of baselined
Product Requirements are the primary output documents. It is possible
to reject the Business Case if the risks are too great, or if the criteria for
acceptance are not met.

New Product Introduction Phases (Execution)

The Area of Work called New Product Introduction (again, “New” could
be optional), focuses on taking the plans and getting the work done; in
other words, executing. These phases are portrayed sequentially in most
NPD models. This is not how work should be carried out during New
Product Introduction. While the product is being developed under the
watchful eye of the product manager, a cross-functional launch team
carries out the work needed to prepare the product for the market, and
ready the market for the product.

The Development phase begins after the project is approved and
funded. It is the critical point in program execution, as the product and all
supporting materials and documentation are built or developed. It can be
characterized by a series of projects or subprojects (some of which are
functional and some, cross-functional). It could include software devel-
opment, manufacturing, or other programs involved with the actual
delivery of the product in accordance with the product requirements.

Carrying out the Launch phase actually begins early in the Devel-
opment phase, and involves the activities used to bring the product to
market. This is exemplified by the inverted triangles of Development
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and Launch. The launch is an integral part of the Product Management
process and is an intense cross-functional team endeavor. However,
management of the launch is often heavily driven by the Marketing
function, or at the very least, done in close partnership between Product
Management and Marketing. It represents an orderly sequencing of
activities and events to bring the product to market.

Post-Launch Product Management

After the product is launched into the market, the product manager
begins to focus on optimizing the performance of the products within
the context of the strategies of the firm, division, and product line. Fur-
thermore, the strategic management of products and services character-
izes PLPM, including adjustments to the marketing mix (product, price,
promotion, and channels), with broad oversight of Customer Service,
Finance, and Operations. Product team leaders should be adept at lever-
aging the membership of the cross-functional team when products are in
the market to run the business of the product.

Often PLPM is characterized by “blocking and tackling,” fire
drills, and other urgent tasks and activities. This job frustrates many
product managers and can often undermine their credibility on the
team as they try to placate too many people and answer the ever-chang-
ing priorities of the day. PLPM is further characterized by intense infor-
mation collection and sharing about the product’s performance and the
activities of the marketplace. The leadership of the team entails com-
municating and collaborating such that appropriate market-based deci-
sions can be made as the product moves through the market. A
premium is placed on team leadership and the collaborative skills of
product managers in the encouragement of efficient, rapid communica-
tions among team members.

Product Management: A Holistic Activity

The phases in the life of a product do not have clean edges: early phases
blend into later ones, while later phases have deep roots in earlier phases
of the process. Best practices that appear to belong in one part of the life
cycle are active across the product life span. Tools and techniques morph
throughout the life cycle, and even best-in-class documents tied to a 
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particular point in time have elements that touch everything, from
beginning to end, so that they become living, breathing documents. 
In fact, Product Management is a living process: it evolves; it changes;
things wax and wane in importance; but it is an interconnected, living
system.

While the Product Management Life Cycle Model does help
establish a clear line of sight, creating fantastic products is not a linear
or easy process. Any real business and market environment is
dynamic, with many important things active at the same time. Deci-
sions taken now affect future elements of the life cycle, so that a single
degree of difference in any given moment makes a world of difference
later. Learning along the way changes the implementation of the life
cycle, though the life cycle itself doesn’t change structurally very
much. Experiencing the product in the market can change the strategy
or influence decisions about next steps. Actions taken by management
or competition may suddenly change your immediate goals or operat-
ing environment.

There are times when certain actions or pieces become more
important; times when other parts are dynamic; and even times when
one or more elements of the product environment must absolutely be
static and stable. The product manager simultaneously manages each
of these pieces separately, yet also manages all of these pieces together,
holistically, in harmony. And that is the ultimate definition of Product
Management.

Now, I’d like to share with you an additional perspective from
someone who was once a product manager. My hope is that this exam-
ple will serve as another source of encouragement so that you may con-
tinue on your professional development journey. This story is from
Stephanie DiMaro, the CEO of Advent Software:
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Growing up, I was surrounded by family members who were entre-
preneurs. My father had his own public relations firm and did very
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well. But he fell ill when I was in high school, and my family suffered
a reversal. It was a formative experience.

I was the youngest of five and knew I had to fend for myself. I
chose to attend the University of California, Berkeley, which cost
$600 a year at the time. I also got financial aid and worked at various
university jobs. I was majoring in French until my junior year, when I
panicked about making a living and changed to a business major.

The stock market always interested me. When I was 18, I took
the bus to a Merrill Lynch office and opened an account with my
baby-sitting money. After college, I worked for Bank of America and
then, in 1981, became a financial analyst and portfolio manager for a
small financial advisory firm in Marin County.

The company did all its processing manually. The most sophis-
ticated equipment we had was an I.B.M. Selectric typewriter. The sec-
retary would type and then tabulate the portfolio’s positions once a
month. Then, as the portfolio managers made trades throughout the
month, we’d go to the master binder, cross out a prior position and
pencil in the new one. At the end of the month, the typist would add
all the figures again and produce a typed statement for each cus-
tomer account.

I was appalled. I suggested that we write a program to improve
our statement processing. I convinced the firm to hire Steve Strand,
a friend from college, and to buy a D.E.C. computer that cost $30,000.
Steve and I automated the process and had so much fun I suggested
we start our own company. I was 25.

I.B.M. had introduced the PC/XT, a desktop computer. It cost
$5,000 and had 10 megabytes of hard disk space. I thought I could
interest small and midsize financial services firms in buying our soft-
ware for these computers. I called the richest person I knew, a friend
of my then-boyfriend (now my husband), and asked him to invest in
the company. He gave us $50,000. I was off to the races. I developed
the system requirements and was the product manager, and Steve
was the programmer.

Not only was I young, I looked young. It was a challenge to be
taken seriously. I was at a trade show when I overheard a competitor
talking about Advent. He said, “‘It’s that little company in California
run by that little girl.” I wasn’t going to let it get me down. I turned it
into an advantage. As the public face of the business, one that people
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didn’t expect, I was able to surprise a lot of customers. That competi-
tor is no longer in business.

I left in 1999, at the height of the Internet bubble. I was very frus-
trated in that environment. We were very successful, yet people were
asking what was wrong with us because our business model was tradi-
tional. But the Internet business model didn’t apply to our type of com-
pany. It seemed like a good time to let someone else take the company
into the next phase and for me to spend time with my two children.

Then the company lost money for the first time, and in 2003 the
board asked me to return. I think all founders who return to their
company do so because they have a deep attachment to the busi-
ness. I did not want to see the company I started fail.

After starting without two nickels to rub together, I don’t take
anything for granted. I had a dirt-cheap education, I worked hard and
I picked the right entry point in an industry. The company I started
now has a billion-dollar market capitalization. Too often, people for-
get how lucky we are to live in a free and open society where these
things can happen.

Five years ago I started surfing. It’s a rush. It’s very difficult to
get up on the board and ride a wave to the shore, but when you do,
it’s a great feeling. The wave picks up your board and flies you
through the water. The minute you reach the shore you think, “I just
want to do that again.”

—Stephanie DiMarco, Chief executive, Advent Software

From the New York Times, August 26, 2007. Used with permission.

RAISING YOUR PRODUCT MANAGEMENT 
EXPERIENCE QUOTIENT (PMEQ)

1. If you are new to Product Management or are considering a job
in Product Management, visit the human resources department
and ask them for some current product manager job descrip-
tions. By reviewing them, you can recognize the kinds of tasks
that product managers carry out in your company. You can also
compare that description to some of the content in this book.
This might help you devise some of your own professional
development work.



2. A helpful method to learn about product management in your
company is to have an information-sharing discussion with a
senior member within the product management organization.
Seeking out people and asking them about their career progres-
sion and how they gained experience along their career journeys
will also give you a more interesting perspective on this job cat-
egory. Further to this, ask to see an organization chart to see how
Product Management is set up in the company.

3. If you’re already a product manager, you have at least one prod-
uct for which you are responsible. That product (hopefully)
solves a unique customer problem. From time to time, you
should be able to verify that the product actually does solve a
customer’s problem and that the product carries a differential
advantage in the marketplace. It may help you to reflect or
reevaluate some of the foundations on which your product was
built, such as:
a. The unique customer problem it helps to solve,
b. The type of customer who has this problem, and
c. The reasons these customers choose your product over a 

competitor’s.
4. Within your company or division, there will be some relation-

ships or connections between products. There could be shared
platform elements, technologies, or components. Understanding
these connections and documenting them in a visual way has
value by helping you recognize a variety of factors that might
influence your product. One idea would be to find out about the
existence of product, product line, and product portfolio dia-
grams, as shown in samples throughout this chapter. If they
don’t exist, you might try to draw them yourself using a variety
of resources such as your company’s Web site, and by visiting
the product managers or who are responsible for those products
to have them help you with those drawings.

5. If there are any true “solutions” sold by your company, perhaps
you can learn about these in your discussions with Product Man-
agement leaders, marketing leaders, or perhaps in a professional
services department in the company. Try to learn about how
these solutions solve bigger customer problems and ask if you
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can review any real case studies related to how these solutions
really did solve customers’ problems.

6. What type of thought or technical leadership does your company
exhibit? Are there any documents or resources you can explore to
help you learn about your company’s distinctive advantage?

7. Your company may employ platforms, or may have the opportu-
nity to develop them. You can learn more about these product
platforms by finding out if there is a platform organization. If
there is, it is usually a chief platform architect or an equivalent
group of people who have this responsibility. Visit these architects
and have them describe the major platform elements as they are
shared across product lines. This is critical if you are going to be
creating product requirements when you will need to rely on your
ability to clarify systemic dependencies and interfaces. Additional
work you might want to carry out in this area could be:
a. Secure documentation to describe how the platform supports

(or will support) current or future products.
b. Review key drawings and documentation. Learn how the

platform interfaces with the products. Learn if there are spe-
cific interface rules when defining products and writing
requirements.

c. Find out who, in your product development organization, is
responsible for coordinating and testing interfaces with the
platform group.

d. Find out the process for making suggestions to the platform
group to influence their evolution.

8. Find out about the product development process used in your
organization. Get as much information and documentation as
you can to learn about the terminology, documents, and proto-
cols for planning, development, launching, and ongoing man-
agement of products. You can learn about this by working with
a variety of people in Product Management and product devel-
opment. Be sure you don’t look at the development process from
only the perspective of the Product Development department.
Remember their functional process interlocks with the overall
product development process.
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THE PRODUCT MASTER PLAN

29

CHAPTER

Executive Summary

� Every product manager needs a unified “plan of record” for the
product or product line for which they are responsible.

� A Product Master Plan is the centerpiece meta-document that
houses all product documentation.

� The Product Master Plan is the perfect “tribal knowledge” document
in organizations where people may come and go, but the product
remains.

One of the questions I often pose to participants in workshops or to
product managers during diagnostic interviews is this: “When you
started your job as a product manager, was there any documentation to
which you could refer to find out what was going on with the product
you inherited?” Ask yourself this question as you read this paragraph.
What goes through your mind? Usually, the answer comes that there is
little, or nothing “on the shelf.” The purpose of this chapter is to intro-
duce to you both a tool and a methodology to learn which documents
you need to manage the product, and to have a single place to keep your



current documentation. Ultimately these will become historical records
for future product managers who may inherit your product.

THE PURPOSE OF A MASTER PLAN

When a state, municipal government, university, or other institution
wants to establish a plan for facilities, human resources, equipment,
thoroughfares, housing, or other elements of its infrastructure, “crisis
mode” planning really cannot hold up. A grand vision for a new com-
munity center, a major park, or a larger police force will not make it 
happen. What is needed is a complete strategy that covers near-term 
tactical plans plus long-term plans that often stretch decades into the
future. Regardless of how well the strategy is conceived, every well-run
municipality has a rigorous system or method to capture these plans
and documents. This document repository and its archives serve as a
plan of record for current and future activities. This collection of plans
and information for a municipality, government, or institution is called
the Master Plan. For the product manager, it is called the Product Master
Plan. The content of the Product Master Plan serves as a mirror into the
past, a bookmark for the product as it is currently situated, and as a
roadmap to the future.

This plan of record is particularly important because so much is
always going on. If you’re busy implementing year two of a five-year
plan, it’s easy to forget that year three is coming and there are things to
do ahead. It’s also easy to forget that you already solved a year four
problem back in year one, and budget for it again—unless you keep
good records.

Note that the Master Plan is not the strategy. Many government
development programs have a life span far beyond a single individual
or administration, but the strategies may change with each election. So
how do these projects and programs ever get completed? Obviously,
long-range programs get completed because the previous administra-
tion not only did its homework, but also captured that homework in
some binders for the next officials to inherit. That binder or set of
binders with their contents is what makes up their Master Plan.

At the end of an implementation cycle (which could be a fiscal
year), the Master Plan is updated, filed, and archived—not thrown
away. It needs to be available so that future generations of employees,
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residents, students, or historians, or anyone for that matter, can look
back to see how the organization, institution, or municipality evolved
over time. They can use it as a learning mechanism or as a way to com-
municate. They may even come back to it to implement some phases 
or activities that were never completed, due to budget limitations,
turnover, or unexpected changes in priorities.

Most organizations have some formal plan of record. Publicly
traded companies should have one, not just because they are account-
able to their shareholders, but also because they are obligated to fulfill
corporate governance guidelines. These larger plans are usually an
amalgam of the more tactical plans and outcomes that guide the organi-
zation through a given fiscal period. Product Master Plans may also
include the “official” visible plans used to communicate to shareholders,
stakeholders, and other entities that have a vested interest in the success
of the company, even if they don’t contribute directly to the day-to-day
operation of the firm.

Sometimes the plan of record is a true strategic plan, which serves
to guide the organization into the future. Quite often, these documents
are used to demonstrate to industry analysts or securities analysts that
the future of the organization is sound. More often these documents 
are created for a select group of executive team members as a decision-
making platform, with the hope that objectives flowing from these 
plans will cascade to individual contributors and their managers for 
execution.

Plans Change

The Product Master Plan is a living, evolving collection of other plans
and documents. Let’s face facts: plans are just that—plans. They change
as new information and new events enter the picture; they become stale
as objectives are missed or unsupported (read as “bad”) decisions are
made; and sometimes they simply don’t reflect a realistic approach 
to the dynamic affairs of real business operations. When those things
happen, the Product Master Plan is simply updated to accommodate
new information.

Although plans may change, a well-thought-out plan is generally
less likely to be overcome by events than a top-down plan that responds
only to the most necessary elements of corporate planning. For example, a
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company requires forecasts and budgets. If that’s all some managers pro-
vide, they stand a much greater chance of being viewed as “unsuccessful”
by the boss compared with those who have a robust Product Master Plan
that includes the best supporting documentation they can put forward.
And if they have a plan of record that’s at least fairly comprehensive, they
are light years ahead of peers that have no plan of record at all.

This is very significant for your career and for the success of your
product. When you are the “go to” person with the “well-oiled product
machine” that’s “highly visible,” you reduce the chances that you or
your product will face catastrophic cutbacks. But even if you aren’t able
to fight off a workforce reduction, documentation has value for your
professional stature as a product manager—and for your own integrity
and reputation. When organizations eliminate experienced profession-
als, they lose the mentors and coaches who take with them many years
of experience and possibly critical product data. Offshoring continues to
pull teams apart; so does turnover, a lack of time, chronic understaffing,
and various exigencies of the moment. All of these issues, and more,
contribute to the need for stronger documentation. At the end of the 
day, if you want to be recognized as a committed, professional product
manager, you must take, keep, and share good notes—which means a
strong, well-documented Product Master Plan.

THE FORMAT OF THE PRODUCT MASTER PLAN

The Product Master Plan is not a long deck of presentation slides. When I
work with clients’ product teams, I often ask them to produce documents
like Marketing Plans, Business Cases, Product Strategies, and so on. These
are typically requested as formal, written documents produced on a word
processor, and ideally signed off by the various business functions that
have a vested interest. Most of the time, companies cannot produce these
plans, or the documents they do produce are incomplete. Instead, we typ-
ically receive an incoherent, hundred-plus-page PowerPoint deck with six
or seven totally incongruous slides from each department, all written in 
9-point type with unlabeled, amorphous spaghetti diagrams titled “best
in class” and “number one provider of …”.

You cannot capture critical Product Management thought processes,
arguments, and other important data in a deck of presentation slides. Yet
because everyone is in a rush to get the job done, slides become the
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default. There are no back-up data. The only consistently applied stan-
dard follows the current corporate presentation format standards. With
the use of a slide deck, people usually fail to adequately track changes to
rapidly evolving documents, nor do they create back-ups. When they
leave their jobs, they clean out their files, clear off the shelves, return their
laptops, and go on to their next assignment or another company. Every-
thing they learned and any documentation they may have created all
goes away with the person. A new person comes into the job, into a new
cubicle or office, with little or nothing on the shelf and the unhappy
prospect of spending six months or more just figuring out where things
stand. A slide deck cannot really help the new product manager get up
and running.

A product manager in a large pharmaceutical company once
expressed the following (paraphrased) lament:

I came into this job after three years in the field (sales). It took me six
months to figure out what was going on and another six months to be pro-
ductive. . . . I just don’t know whether I was doing the right things right or
the wrong things right . . . there’s no one to learn from because everyone
has the same issue . . . I can’t wait to finish this and get back into the field.

The Product Master Plan represents the right “must-have” plat-
form to establish plans of record for a product organization and the
cross-functional team driving product success.

THE VALUE OF A PRODUCT MASTER PLAN

An appropriate amount of documentation for the planning, develop-
ment, and management of a product or product line is critical to the
product team’s success. Notice the word appropriate. It is important
because it helps to capture the product goals; helps establish or clarify
roles and responsibilities; and serves as an archive for the product across
the life cycle. A Product Master Plan is the perfect holding document—
the meta-archive or master control plan for any product. I encourage
product managers to refer to the Product Master Plan as “THE BINDER”
because a three-ring notebook is generally recommended to store the
physical document.

Also, note the phrase physical document. Without arguing whether
information technology and document management systems are more
effective (it depends on how you use them), it is simply too easy to make
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a few quick, spur-of-the-moment modifications to an electronic plan,
forget to change the version number, or leave someone off the e-mail dis-
tribution list, and then end up with an absolute disaster because of a
simple but poorly socialized change. A physical binder, with printed
pages, is strongly recommended. The product manager should control it
strictly as the definitive plan repository.

However, if you have a solid electronic version control system,
everyone knows how to use it, everyone feels they can trust it, and
everyone is trained to actually look at it—and not an out-of-date copy
they printed last week—then by all means, go with an electronic system.

When using a physical binder, the plan must be socialized to be suc-
cessful. Depending on the organization, members of the cross-functional
team should have ready access to the latest revision of the plan. However,
the product manager holds the only master copy. Remember, everyone
must see the same thing in order to make coherent decisions. A single-
source, up-to-date binder is the best way to ensure consistent knowledge
across the cross-functional team and beyond.

In addition to the earlier arguments, some of the key benefits of a
Product Master Plan are as follows:

� It’s the perfect communication platform among cross-functional
product team members, because it serves as a standard way to
capture their commitments, both to the team and to each other.

� It is a mechanism that enables effective decision making within
the context of the Product Management Life Cycle Model, not
just during the phases of New Product Planning.

� It is the ideal archive for major product-related documents, like
strategies, Business Cases, Marketing Plans, financial documents,
project plans, and so on.

� It is valuable in making sure that product strategies are 
consistently reviewed and reconsidered as product plans and
opportunities evolve.

� It can be constantly updated so that any team member can
quickly sort out the current state of the product, which is 
especially useful for existing products.

� It is a learning mechanism for new team members, or even 
a new product manager when your stellar results earn you 
a promotion.
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� It is an ideal starting point when creating a brand new product.
� It is a great continuity tool. There is such a thing as accumulated

wisdom that shouldn’t be ignored. Families and tribes have
practices, rules, and traditions that carry over from generation
to generation, sometimes for centuries. Cultures have memes,
and societies have laws, myths, legends, and other superstitions.
All of these, however silly or apocryphal they may seem in the
moment, transmit at least a little wisdom and a lot of continuity.
With enough care, the Product Master Plan can act as this 
“tribal knowledge” from one “generation” of products and
product managers to the next.

� It clarifies roles and responsibilities of all product team 
members across the entire product life cycle.

The value of the Product Master Plan cannot be overemphasized.
The Product Master Plan can be, and should be, the nucleus of every-
thing related to the product. It is so fundamental to capturing the work
efforts of a product team that it usually serves as the actual glue of the
cross-functional product team.

AN INSURANCE POLICY FOR CONSISTENT COMMUNICATION

Document confusion is one of the key sources of inefficiency in organiza-
tions. While the documents mentioned in this book are named generically,
each organization should create and maintain a consistent document
vocabulary. Each company or industry may have a standard nomenclature
for some of these documents. Most of the documents held within the Prod-
uct Master Plan are representative of the plans and activities being carried
out by product managers or other cross-functional team members. There
are some standard document names, including Business Case, Product
Strategy, and Marketing Plan. Other documents may have a dozen varia-
tions. To achieve the goal of having a common set of documents you need
to use each document’s name consistently, making absolutely sure it is
described adequately so that anyone can understand it.

THE BASIC CONSTRUCTION OF THE PRODUCT MASTER PLAN

A very quick look at the table of contents and general outline of content
for a Product Master Plan will be helpful. Most of that which is contained
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in each section will be discussed in many different places throughout this
book. To help put this into context, here is what is in the key sections of
the Product Master Plan:

� Product team protocols and identifying documentation. Every Product
Master Plan should contain the most fundamental information
that identifies the product and the organization within which it
resides. It should also contain the following:

� a list of the cross-functional team members and all their 
contact information, including their manager’s names and
contact information;

� guidelines for meeting attendance and rules for resolving 
conflict;

� product team meeting information: this section would contain
everything about team meetings, including a standard agenda
for meetings, requirements for attendance, meeting notes and
action items; and

� procedures and escalation paths for issue resolution.

� Product/product line description(s). This section includes actual
documentation on product descriptions consistent with publicly
available documents. It could include actual positioning state-
ments, value propositions, or any content serving to clarify the
purpose of the product.

� Market segments and customer needs. This section captures infor-
mation about the marketplace on which the team focuses its
efforts and why, explicitly describing the needs of the groups
targeted.

� Product strategy. These are the documents that contain the vision
and strategy for the product or product line.

� Functional Support Plans (FSPs). These are commitments from
business functions to the product team and to one another.

� Market data. Any data related to the industry, competitors, and
customers should be kept in this section. It would also contain
documented formal and informal information about findings
from market research projects.

� Product performance data. It is critical to be able to keep track 
of the product’s performance against stated, formal plans 
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and budgets. This includes financial performance, market 
performance, and operational performance with the requisite
financial statements and other formal performance documents
and scorecards.

� Operational systems that support the product. Information about
support systems that could include ordering, billing, 
supply chain, IT, and configuration. It also includes procedural
notes (e.g., how to add a product code, or maintenance of 
product availability ratings related to market status or 
“order-ability”).

� Outward facing programs and marketing materials. These docu-
ments or programs may or may not be included in Marketing
Plans, but could include PR programs, industry analyst interac-
tions, and documented conversations. This section should 
contain documents like sales guides, sales collateral, copies of
advertisements, and so on.

� Process documentation. Any important information on guiding
processes like the New Product Development process, launch-
ing rules, discontinuation guidelines, and so on, should be
included in this section.

� Appendices. Notes, additional supporting documents, resources,
internal Web links, detailed reports, and other relevant support-
ing items are included here. Examples of what might be kept in
this section (or subsections, as needed) include:

� market research data/backup and other research reports that
are relevant to the product’s history;

� presentations to management, which might include strategy
reviews, performance updates, and others, that are important
to preserve;

� product price lists and product catalog (current and historical).
This also might include special discounting for specific bids
and proposals;

� escalation rules and contacts;
� service Level Agreements for customers;
� sales guides and marketing collateral, and other documentation

used for training sales people;
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� training plans and activities for other organizations, such as
customer service (agent product training) or actual customer
training;

� customer presentations;

� case studies and references;

� bid boilerplates;

� quality and/or cost improvement initiatives;

� any other relevant, historical business documentation.

Realize that while these are suggestions about things to include in the
Product Master Plan, the primary goal is to keep the lens focused on the
product, its position in the market, and its evolution across the life cycle.
Any documentation, agreements, or supporting data needed to do that
should be included.

MAJOR DOCUMENTS INCLUDED IN THE PRODUCT MASTER PLAN

A few documents bear special mention because they influence the job of
Product Management so heavily:

� Strategic Plans. It is important to have a place to hold the strate-
gic plans for the product within the Product Master Plan binder.
Effective Product Management considers the importance of
strategy for steering products even during turbulent market
activity. Furthermore, strategic plans represent the combined
efforts of the cross-functional team to chart a path forward for
products in the market. Successful organizations create, carry
out, and modify their strategies on an ongoing basis. They 
continually find ways to improve themselves by finding new
and innovative ways to boost efficiency, streamline operations,
and promote customer loyalty while adapting to market
changes and new technologies. These companies create, apply,
and modify their strategies on an ongoing basis.

� Business Cases. All product investments don’t just happen
because someone comes up with a good idea. Many ideas
emerge across the product’s life. The Business Case serves as 
the document used to clarify and justify investments for new
products, product enhancements, and new market expansion. 
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If these documents are not archived, future product managers
will never know the Business Case history for the product—or
simply, they won’t know what you were thinking, and why,
especially if they are trying to assess a product’s performance
years into the future, when you aren’t there to ask. Therefore, 
all Business Cases should be archived in the Product Master
Plan binder.

� Marketing Plans created for the product. There are myriad types of
Marketing Plans. Some are done at the corporate level, some at
the divisional level, and some at the product line level. There 
are even Marketing Plans for individual products within the
product line. These documents have similar formats and flows,
but their place in the organizational hierarchy means their focus
is slightly different. Marketing Plans for the product are kept in
the Product Master Plan binder because it captures the other
marketing mix elements that support the product. These may
include pricing programs, advertising and promotional plans,
and distribution channel strategies for the product.

� Functional Support Plans. FSPs represent the commitments by
each business function to the cross-functional product team.
They also serve as a primary mechanism for communicating
among functional organizations and the product team. These
plans describe the activities to be completed, the deliverables,
schedules (project plans), resources, and budgets. FSPs are used
during the phases of new product development, as the product
moves through the market (across its life cycle), and in Business
Cases. Each of the FSPs is critical to clarify roles and responsibil-
ities. They will be described in other places throughout this
book, but a summary of each is offered for you here:

� Marketing FSP: The Marketing FSP represents the plan for
inbound market data gathering and the support for outbound
marketing plans and programs for the product or products in
the Product Master Plan. People in Marketing also provide
descriptions of integrated marketing communication activities,
sales kits, training, and other helpful material to the Sales team.

� Product Development FSP: This plan contains information 
that may be needed about technologies, platforms, designs,
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and specifications, so that the product can be produced or
developed. Groups called IT, R&D, or Engineering typically
provide this information.

� Finance FSP: The Finance FSP contains the commitments from
the Finance department to the team. He or she typically works
with product team members to consolidate the financial data.
The data are based on product and market assumptions that
ultimately appear in forecasts contained in Business Cases and
budgets, and these ultimately make their way into financial
statements. Those financial documents will ultimately track how
well the product is performing versus the established plans.

� Sales FSP: The Sales FSP may be a collaborative effort between
the product manager, the marketing manager, and the repre-
sentative from the sales function. Product managers and 
marketers usually work together to create assumptions about
market size, segments, targets, and other market and competi-
tive challenges which is communicated to Sales. The Sales
team determines whether they have the staff and skills to 
support selling activities. The product team needs to have
assurance from Sales regarding at least a few key issues:

• Their commitment to selling and supporting the potential
unit volume forecasts that they provide.

• A sufficient number of sales staff or sufficient staff they
have approval to hire, to support the committed volumes or
to sell into given geographic areas.

• Their commitment to provide the staff who can get the
training needed to support the agreed upon volumes, or
sell into given market segments.

• There is sufficient administrative support to manage the
sales and sales operations activities.

• They understand their dependencies on other team members,
for example, Marketing, Product Managment, and so on.

� Supply Chain FSP: The supply chain activities usually include
issues related to sourcing, inventory management, and logistics.
In order for this function to adequately support the product
team, they should have a solid understanding of the product(s)
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currently being planned or already in the marketplace. Their
support is critical in ensuring that the right materials are avail-
able at the right time and that goods can freely move through the
company, to distributors and/or retailers, and ultimately, to the
end customer. If the product team is involved with the provision
of tangible products to the market, this business function is vital.
It requires information regarding unit and volume forecasts from
the product manager and marketing team members as well as
financial information regarding fixed and variable costs.

� Customer service FSP: The customer service department provides
support for responding to service requests or complaints from
customers, case management, and repair and return activities.
Customer service also handles inbound ordering activities and
has a responsibility for delivering a satisfying experience to
those with whom they interact, whether on the phone, over the
Internet, or in other sales and service support activities. Their
FSP focuses on staffing, facilities, and technologies needed so
that they can adequately support the product.

� Legal and regulatory FSP: There are important legal issues and
regulatory issues for some industries that span the spectrum
from product safety, packaging, labeling, marketing commu-
nications, and even corporate governance. This is important
for domestic and international business. This FSP should be
provided to make sure that any legal and regulatory issues are
considered. Don’t neglect to include the legal function for the
following milestones: pricing reviews, regulatory updates,
contract support (including negotiations), and bid support.

� Operations FSP: How does a business support its entire infra-
structure? From ordering, billing, fulfillment, marketing, selling,
IT, human resources, and intellectual property management,
there should be an overarching plan for how any product or
service is supported by typical day-to-day business operations.

� Customer documentation: The documents that customers or
trainers may need for operating, installing, administering,
maintaining or using a product may include instruction man-
uals, online help guides, maintenance manuals, operations
manuals, and the like.
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A Personal Library

Although the Product Master Plan may not be entrenched (or even
applied) in your organization, it certainly cannot hurt the reputation or
results of any product manager to maintain one. A carefully maintained
binder can easily become a nucleus for change, especially if manage-
ment correlates a higher level of product and cross-functional team 
success to its use. In that light, here are some useful ground rules about
the Product Master Plan and its binder or binders:

� The product manager owns the Product Master Plan. It sits in a
central place, which could be the office, “strategy room,” or
“war room,” depending on the company and culture.

� The entire team should know of its existence and its purpose,
and must know how to appropriately contribute content. This
doesn’t mean adding sticky notes to the pages or making 
red-pencil edits at random intervals.

� Any team member can contribute to its content, but other team
members should understand what’s being contributed, why a
change is being made, and whether that particular contribution
is at all relevant for them.

With those few rules observed, it’s likely that a well crafted, carefully
maintained Product Master Plan would have a significant impact on the
success of your product and your career.

SUMMARY

As discussed at the outset of this chapter, the notion of the Master Plan
is not new. It’s been used as a document for municipalities, govern-
ments, and institutions for many years. The amalgam of plans, pro-
grams, and budgets acts as a focal point, even when administrations
come and go. This is why the Product Master Plan is the perfect meta-
document for product managers and the teams they lead. New product
teams can start out with a fresh set of documents that can be built up
over time and act as a reference to guide current and future work activi-
ties. Teams managing existing products can begin to build any retro-
spective documentation, and can also contribute as the product’s
evolution is planned and carried out. And as people come and go, one
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Product Master Plan will always be present to act as a centerpiece of
best-in-class Product Management.

RAISING YOUR PRODUCT MANAGEMENT 
EXPERIENCE QUOTIENT (PMEQ)

1. Start now to create your own Product Master Plan binder. You
won’t be able to complete it in an afternoon. Rather, you can set
up the outline for the documents you wish to create based on the
list provided earlier in this chapter. If you can find any current or
historical documentation, print it and place it in the binder.

2. Since much of your work is done while collaborating with others,
consider putting a list together with the names and contact infor-
mation of all cross-functional team members. Include their man-
agers as well. This should be inserted into the first “tab” of the
binder titled “Team Contacts.”

3. Whether your cross-functional team is official or transient, try to
find any documentation that demonstrates how teams commit-
ted to the work of the product. Try to understand the structure of
the current relationships and commitments between the various
organizations that support success of your product. This can be
achieved by talking to people who work in different business
functions. This conversational roadmap starts with item 2 above.
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3
LEADERSHIP: CREATING INFLUENCE

45

CHAPTER

Executive Summary

� Leadership is a critical skill as product managers learn and grow in
their careers.

� For the product manager, leadership skills can be cultivated through
a hunger for knowledge, ongoing learning, and the exponential
effect of increasing business experience.

� Product leaders are able to transform ideas, facilitate debate, and
process market signals into an actionable vision for a product.

We all have the capacity to inspire and empower others. But we must
first be willing to devote ourselves to our personal growth and devel-
opment as leaders.

B I L L G E O R G E ,  P E T E R S I M S ,
A N D R E W N .  M C L E A N , A N D D I A N A M AY E R

H A R VA R D B U S I N E S S R E V I E W, V O L U M E 8 5 ,
N U M B E R 2 ,  F E B R U A R Y 2 0 0 7



How many times have you heard or read that product managers have to
be leaders? How often does your boss discuss the importance of real
leadership? How often does the topic come up in corporate pep rallies
and strategy sessions? Leadership is an inescapable component of busi-
ness, and an indispensable asset for the product manager. Unfortu-
nately, the qualities of genuine leadership are obscured by the overuse of
the word and the many, many definitions found in business literature,
the media, and human culture. The purpose of this chapter is to give you
a basic framework for thinking about leadership as a product manager.
Not all of us are “born leaders,” but you can learn from others to achieve
success. I’ll guide you in ways to think about your own plans to evolve
your leadership skills.

There are many leadership concepts to be considered. There are
those who distinguish leadership (as an act of influence or inspiration)
from management (as an act of authority or direction). There are those
who associate leadership with force of personality and charisma, and
alternatively, those who agree with Emerson’s lament on leadership and
identity (“Who you are speaks so loudly I cannot hear what you say …”).
In fact, a recent search on Google using the word leadership as a key word
netted 168,000,000 references!

Every product manager should spend a fair amount of time study-
ing and thinking about leadership. Most business curricula offer courses
on motivation, leadership, and management. There are running debates
on management versus leadership. This topic encompasses broad study,
as demonstrated by the plethora of articles, books, and schools of thought
on leadership. However,  the assertions of academics, pundits, oracles,
and advisors cannot trump reality, and should not discourage further
reading, or inhibit career advancement.

Leadership, like the role of the product manager, comes in many
different shapes and sizes. Some people have the innate gift of leader-
ship, some learn bits and pieces of it, and some just don’t get it. Some can
be leaders in one part of their lives and followers in other areas. You
should not assume that you can’t develop strong leadership skills just
because you think you are not a born leader.

“Thou art a product manager.” This is an attempt at humor when
meeting people who are new to Product Management, or when it’s being
explained to a leadership team in a company. You can evoke an image 
in your mind of a superhero, complete with cape, goggles and T-shirt
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(with a big P on the front), as shown in Figure 3.1, charging into an 
existing product team and saying, “I’ve come to save the product.”

Yet this comic image stirs some deeper questions. If leadership
(specifically Product Management leadership) is the key, why is it so
difficult to attain? Why are there so many “secret recipes” of leader-
ship? If leadership is what’s necessary to be a product manager or prod-
uct team “leader,” why isn’t every product manager doing such a great
job as a leader?

The fundamental answer is pretty straightforward: leadership is an
acquired skill. It’s not a delegated power, an innate ability, or some black
art that can be achieved by trial-and-error checklists. In short, job assign-
ment doesn’t imply leadership. Even some innate or “born” leaders
(charismatic leaders) may inspire and influence, but unless they really
understand how they’re getting those results, they may falter or collapse
at precisely the wrong moment. The person who knows that most ele-
ments of leadership are learnable (and who takes the time to learn them)
will be able to thoughtfully address situations that many so-called natural
leaders cannot handle.

There are several building blocks to improving leadership skills we
will put in place for you. No matter where you are on the leadership devel-
opment spectrum, you can always find a way to move from where you are
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and take a small step to further your leadership profile. In that light, it’s
valuable to put leadership and the product manager in perspective.

YOU ARE ALWAYS ON STAGE

“It’s show time!” Each and every day you are on stage. When I worked
at AT&T, I had a boss named Bob. Bob was an affable, social person. He
was a terrific manager and coach and played a vital role in my career
development. Whenever someone called him or saw him in the hall,
they’d say, “Hi Bob, How’s it going?” Bob would always respond
“Great! Couldn’t be better!” He was always great! How could someone
be constantly at work, dealing with his bosses and his subordinates, out-
side suppliers and customers, and always be “great”? Even if he was not
well, he never deviated from his disposition.

There were a few things about his personal life that most people
wouldn’t have considered “great.” Like an actor in a performance, Bob
was always smiling, always happy, and always, always on stage. The
world of business is a stage. Not that it’s filled with pretend actors—but
there is an archetype role for a leader, and that is, to remember you’re
always in the public eye. To reduce barriers to your capabilities, beliefs,
and vision, put on a happy face.

STAY CALM, EVEN WHEN YOUR HAIR’S ON FIRE

The life of a product manager is not smooth and composed of fluid
movements like yoga poses or t’ai chi. Product leaders know what fire
looks like, feels like, and smells like. They put out fires all the time. The
last thing your peers, subordinates, or managers want to see is someone
who goes berserk every time a crisis occurs.

For an inexperienced product manager, the exterior behavior often
reflects the interior panic. However, after a few helpful interventions, they
quickly learn this behavior is not effective. If they have enough on the ball,
they must make some conscious decision to improve and get some coach-
ing to better process and respond to unplanned or crisis events.

Usually after a couple of tries, here’s what they tend to learn:

� Stay calm (even if your insides are jumping around).
� Process the “people signals.”
� Calmly determine what’s really going on.
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� Evaluate what has to be done or what can be done.
� Make a decision and act.
� Calm everyone else down.

When you’re seen as the person who’s seemingly doing the processing,
considering the options, and making the decision, and others see you’re
unfazed, they’ll take the signals from you and feel like things are under
control (even if you feel you just took air time on a roller coaster).

TRANSFORMATION

No matter where you stand within the leadership spectrum, find the will
to learn and grow. For those who aren’t naturals (many are not), product
managers and their bosses need to find an experiential roadmap that
will enrich their ability to lead and influence. Leading requires an alter-
ation in the way information from different sources is processed and
acted on, which is part of the transformation.

Leading also has many faces. Your face to the company differs from
your face to the community or your face to your family. You are in con-
trol of a vehicle (you) with many different dials or gauges that allow you
to throttle forward or backward, depending on the situations in the past
and those in the future.

To discern how to transform yourself, no matter your location in
the leadership continuum, you need a good map. A very useful leader-
ship map is shown in Figure 3.2. It contains elements from a variety of
sources, items that are worthwhile to consider and to discuss in detail.
These items may be helpful in creating a personal strategy for your own
transformational leadership journey.

The Most Important Values

Values are an important element of your personal mission, your prod-
uct’s mission, and the mission of the organization within which you
work. Everyone lives with an individual set of values. All companies
operate with their own unique values. In short, values guide much of
what you or companies do. Therefore, it is important to learn and under-
stand the values and principles that form the fabric of the organization’s
mission and to integrate those values into what you do, how you act, and
the face put forward to your team, your managers, and your customers.
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Listed below are values that are vital to consider and develop—
values that will inspire people to bind themselves to you:

� Employ integrity in everything you do. This is a core value that
means you adhere to ethical codes of business and personal con-
duct. Integrity earns respect from others through consistency,
reliability, and honesty. Integrity leads to trust.

� Engender trust. Trust is important because it is easier to influence
others when people have faith that you will do the right thing
and are consistently sincere.

� Stand for something important. People will identify with you if
they know what you represent and that you stand for something
meaningful.

� Meet your commitments. Meeting commitments to people with
whom you work and to your customers means you will always
be considered responsible and trusted and you will be perceived
as possessing integrity.
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� Help others. How you help others is important. Your willingness
to help them learn more or work through problems will help
them grow and optimize their capabilities. If you set an example
and act as a role model or mentor you engender greater per-
formance from others. This also sets the stage for greater levels 
of trust, which builds closer working, and possibly, personal
relationships.

� Include others. When you include others in your vision for the
product, in strategizing, in planning for the future, in leading the
team, and in decision making, people are more likely to commit
to your vision and work harmoniously with you to achieve it.

LEADERSHIP BEHAVIORS AND MINDSET

A number of internalized behaviors are common to more effective lead-
ers. Learning and development of these leadership dimensions may be
difficult, but with proper awareness and coaching, these behaviors can
evolve. If you don’t have all of these now, don’t worry; there isn’t a hard
and fast rule for how and when you acquire them. However, by consid-
ering these, and understanding what they can mean to you and to your
organization, you have a chance to continue on your evolutionary path.

Here is a list of these leadership characteristics that are important
for product managers:

1. Continuous learning. Each and every experience you have as a
product manager contributes to your repertoire of personal and
professional resources. Learning all the time means that every
environment in which you find yourself becomes a learning
laboratory for building business savvy and people skills. This
learning is also about your customers’ businesses and how they
do what they do, and about the market environment in which
your company operates. After a while, others in your organ-
ization see you as one of the “go-to” people who teaches and
guides, and encourages others to learn continuously.

2. Strategic thinking. Best in class product managers, like good CEOs,
are always weighing and planning, trying to assess the current
state of business and how to optimize their products in the market
and beat the competition. There is an explicit methodology behind
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strategic thinking and plotting. A strategic mindset is among the
most important characteristics for a product manager to develop,
one that is inextricably linked to the next behavior and mindset:
being a visionary.

3. Vision. Leaders have vision. They dream of possibilities, of what
could be. Others tend to pay attention when someone else’s vision
makes sense. This is because those who have a vision tend to
inspire excitement about possibilities as well as a common pur-
pose. Although the word vision is heavily used, and is expected of
product managers by management, please do not be disheartened.
Your vision may not have become apparent to you. I offer you
hope that there are “shades of gray”—or variations that allow your
vision to slowly emerge, or become less dreamlike. I’ll talk about
this more in Chapter 10, on strategy. Vision can be improved like a
set of glasses as you nurture your learning about the industry,
competitors, customers, and your own organization.
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If you recall the beginning of the book, my first Product Management
job had me at a great disadvantage right from the start. I took over an
existing product that didn’t have a Business Case or a Master Plan. It
didn’t possess the competitive attributes needed to be successful,
and I couldn’t see any path to any kind of realistic future. It took me
six months to figure this out. In the end, the only thing that came of
it was my vision that the business was not viable and it was best to
kill the product and withdraw it from the market. I moved on from
there with a new set of experiences and a new appreciation for key
Product Management building blocks.

4. Networking and bridge building. All great executives know a lot of
people in a lot of places. The manager mentioned earlier, Bob,
worked at AT&T for more than 20 years. Wherever business took
him, it seemed like everybody recognized him, almost as if he
was a sort of celebrity. In fact, when he had a problem, faced a
challenge, or needed some help, he always knew the right
source to call. Product managers build a network, make friends
everywhere, radiate their values, and know whom and where to
go to at every turn in their journey.



5. The mensch factor. There’s a Yiddish expression with roots in 
German that means “human.” In its American migration, it
roughly translates into being a good and eminently decent per-
son who exhibits the kinds of traits we would want in a good
friend, colleague, or family member. The word mensch is almost
onomatopoetic when it’s used frequently enough and everyone
gets it: be kind; be fair; be humorous; be helpful; do what’s right.
Be a mensch.

6. Serving customers. Although not on traditional leadership radar
scopes, product team leaders must be able to form working rela-
tionships with customers. These working relationships provide
you with valuable insight into how they think, what’s happening
in their organization, and what’s happening in their industry and
with their competitors. They also tell you about your competitors.
CEOs and other key executives in your company do this with their
peers in customer companies. It stands to reason that product
managers, as leaders, should pursue the same kinds of relation-
ships with customers who buy, use, or influence the purchase of
products. If you think this only applies to B2B companies, let me
give you an example. A couple of years ago, while flying on a
major airline, I was approached by its chief operating officer. He
came up to me and introduced himself and reached out for a hand-
shake. “You look like a guy who flies a lot. Do you fly with us
often?” I replied I did. After some “getting to know you” conver-
sation, he asked, “So how are we doing?” I said, “I’m the right per-
son to ask,” and we had a heart-to-heart talk about being a
business traveler. In this instance, in 15 short minutes he estab-
lished a relationship with me, one of his consumers. Relationships
can easily be brief, as in this example, and long lived, as well. The
point is that relationships with customers teach you their way of
life and allow you to see their world through their eyes. Bringing
this back to the team when you’ve been the scout gives more peo-
ple the opportunity and desire to listen to what you have to say
about the marketplace.

7. Facilitation and collaborative problem solving. Good leaders grasp
and consider the situation, ask a lot of questions, and bring peo-
ple together to solve problems. Product managers as leaders can
bring people together to clarify focus on the team’s objectives.
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The challenge is when different people see things differently.
Effective product team leaders are skillful at this kind of facilita-
tion, which is usually needed as strategies are formulated and as
plans are readied. Whenever the team is faced with a challenge
and there are many differing paths to a needed decision, a prod-
uct manager with superior facilitative skills will be able to steer
the team in the right direction.

8. Empowering others. One of the most overused and misunder-
stood expressions in corporate life is the word empowerment. If a
product team is chartered by a cross-functional executive leader-
ship team, and has been provided with the appropriate author-
ity, accountability, and resources for that team, and, if the team
delivers great results with minimal oversight in a highly com-
municative environment, then that team will have been said to
have been empowered. Empowerment does not, however, sit on
its own island. Empowerment is a give-and-take process built 
on the trust between product manager and team members, the
commitments that are continually met (demonstrating strong
values), and the results that are delivered. A while ago, a mar-
keting executive came in to kick off a Product Management
training session and as he went through his introduction, he
talked about the importance of everyone’s job. The most striking
thing he said is, “From now on, you are all empowered.” He
wished them good luck and left the room. Everyone’s jaw
seemed to have dropped; the room was quiet. In fact, no one in
that room felt empowered, no one knew what to do with what
was said, and the bond of trust between executive management,
the product managers, and product directors was broken—in
less than five minutes. The ability to learn is not only from see-
ing good examples, but also from recognizing our own errors
and the errors of others.

9. Leading an organizational change. At some point in your career,
you will have gained enough experience and credibility that you
may be called upon to participate in, or lead, a major organiza-
tional change. This can be a reorganization or restructuring, a
major alliance or partnership, an acquisition, or a divestiture.
Change happens, and your experience in this area will be of
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tremendous value to you because you have to, at a minimum,
reconcile issues related to people, organizational culture, finan-
cial, and product portfolio impacts.

Within the Product Management realm, management, peers, and
teams are constantly evaluating the product manager, either formally or
informally, against these characteristics.
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What does the category “leading an organizational change” really
mean and how do you either document it or plan for it? I’ll give you an
example. In my last corporate job, two of the things we needed were
experienced people and some technology. Our objective was to
acquire small companies to achieve this goal. As a product leader, I
was part of the due diligence team for prospective candidate compa-
nies, and when a deal was done, I was on the transition team so that
the people and product lines could be easily merged. Without going
into exhaustive detail, this was an outstanding learning experience for
me and contributed to one of the leadership experiences I gained.

There were other experiences I had earlier in my corporate
career as well that contributed to bits and pieces of my knowledge
and experience. For example, at AT&T I was a team member of the
Product Management Excellence task force. The mission of that group
was to further the profession of product management inside the cor-
poration and learn what other companies did when they were suc-
cessful with their products. By working on this task force, I gained the
experience to do an organizational benchmark analysis, diagnose
issues, envision the solution, and then implement that solution.
Although not the “leader” of that task force, I learned from the role
modeling demonstrated by my mentor, Bill Ausura, and from my
interactions with other team members. I also gained tremendous
insight and another durable leadership learning experience.

ADDITIONAL SKILLS AND SUBJECT MATTER EXPERTISE

Knowledge and experience are critical building blocks of the Product
Management skill set. There are skills and experiences that you build
throughout your career in specific fields, whether they’re functional or



technical. These could include computer programming, applications
engineering, market research, manufacturing techniques, finance, etc.
This is one of the reasons why in Product Management everyone comes
from somewhere else, bringing with them their particular subject matter
expertise.

Many companies have management development programs in
which people work in a job within various business functions for a period
of time. This helps them to understand how each part of the business
works, and how it all fits together. There are great benefits to this approach,
mainly because you can see exactly how each and every department oper-
ates and interoperates. Because of these experiences, the product manager
will be more likely to consider new things, new opportunities, or different
ways of doing things.

EXPERIENTIAL DEVELOPMENT

One of the common themes of Product Management is the role that
experiential development plays. Experiential development has tremen-
dous value to both the individual and the organization. Experiences are
the enablers of your career. They open up the doors for future opportu-
nities—doors that aren’t always easy to identify without a leadership
transformation roadmap. When you understand the kinds of experi-
ences on which you should be focusing, you are putting the lampposts
on the road for yourself and others that you will influence.

Your growing self-awareness and experiential development sets the
stage for you to be a role model to others. When others see “how it’s
done,” they’re more apt to follow, especially if they didn’t know what they
didn’t know or were afraid to admit they didn’t know. How do you know
what to do? That’s experience. As you keep “doing,” you just start to
know. Your mind is like a giant version of the central processing unit of 
a computer. You take inputs and signals, you process the data, and you
draw conclusions. You learn to improve your inputs, process more effi-
ciently, and improve your outcomes. This is why there is such a strong
linkage between leadership and decision making and between leadership
and the cross-functional product team—all foundational practices being
discussed in this book. Figure 3.3 reinforces this extremely important
point with a circular diagram.
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HOW DO YOU IMPROVE YOUR SKILLS AND EXPERIENCES?

The quote at the beginning of this chapter, from “Discovering Your
Authentic Leadership” by Bill George, Peter Sims, Andrew N. McLean,
and Diana Mayer, implies a mandate to continuously improve your lead-
ership skills. There are two primary ways to improve your skills and
experience. They are not treated individually, but symbiotically: instruc-
tional training and guided experiences on the job. Instructional training
can include formal classes delivered by training companies (like mine) or
universities. Experience-based methods link work activities and tasks to
performance development (formalized goal setting with your manage-
ment) under the guidance of a manager, coach, or mentor, either on your
current job or in a job rotation or special assignment. Whatever path you
take, you should have partners (your coaches and mentors) who guide
you and challenge you.

Product leaders can alter their behaviors and mindset, and by so
doing, allow for examination of core values and of the next best experi-
ence to map out. Each experience changes your mindset—and each
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mindset adjustment may help you reassess your values, until your
mindset expands and your leadership profile adjusts.

Some of the actions you might consider for yourself include the 
following:

� Be a student. Study, observe, and be open to continuous learning.
� Be a teacher. Help others to learn and grow so they can develop

the habit and knack of continuous learning.
� Be a facilitator. Encourage discussion about the business, the

marketplace, and customers. Ask questions to stimulate thought
about the business, the product, and competitive strategy in a
manner that is engaging and contributes to your personal and
professional growth and the growth of others.

� Be a supporter. Help or coach others, even if they don’t work 
for you.

� Be a recognizer. Recognition validates. Recognize people’s efforts
by reinforcing positive contributions to the product team and
providing feedback, or offering guidance for less than desirable
behaviors.

� Be a thinker. Create your own “you” as you form opinions, gain
wisdom, and become a sought after adviser.

� Be a product therapist. Listen clearly and try to help others help
themselves through questioning, guiding, and suggesting.

SUMMARY

Leadership in Product Management doesn’t just happen. Those who
believe leadership is innate don’t understand the developmental nuances
of leadership. For the product manager, leadership is a vital skill and
capability that can be learned over time based on the experiences you
have, the guidance you are afforded by your coaches and mentors, and
the inner belief that you want to influence and attain great business
results. However, I leave you with the real key to your own personal
growth as a leader, either of a small product team or an entire organiza-
tion: No one will bestow Product Management leadership on you. It 
is yours to own, to internalize, and to practice. Over time, others will 
follow, and those signs are unmistakable.
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RAISING YOUR PRODUCT MANAGEMENT 
EXPERIENCE QUOTIENT (PMEQ)

� If you find yourself at the point in your career where your focus
turns to improving your ability to lead, the first thing to do is to
create an inventory of the skills you believe you possess already.
Using what I talked about in this chapter, try to take a realistic
view of the areas on which you should concentrate. This exer-
cise will enable you to create your own personal leadership
skills development map. You can further reconcile some of your
own personally derived goals by working with your manager to
understand what he or she believes are the most valued leader-
ship characteristics in your organization and the kinds of things
you can do to further build your leadership skills inventory.

� In your human resources department, there may be a person or
group of people who focus on leadership development. Perhaps
they would be willing to talk to you so that you can better
understand some of their guidelines. Furthermore, you could
ask them to provide some examples, documentation, and per-
haps other people in the organization with whom you could
speak. These are the mentors who may be able to help you along
your journey.

� As you progress, keep checking yourself to make sure you are
putting your best face forward. This is somewhat of a leap of
faith, but if you can visualize yourself watching you as you
interact with others, you will come away with new perspectives.
You could, for example, “see” how you interact with others
when you work on a team to create a Business Case or work on
some other planning document. Let’s say you want to improve
on always having a positive outlook. After the interaction or
meeting, think of how you believe you came off in the eyes of
others. You can also enroll colleagues in your cause. Ask for
feedback: “Do you think I came off as encouraging and positive
to Joe in the meeting?” Keep a list of these interactions to show
how you are making the kind of progress you wish to make, and
compare this to your leadership skills development map.

� If you happen to be more experienced, there are deeper transfor-
mational experiences on which you may wish to focus. For
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example, if one of your skill areas to develop is in “supporting
people”—which could be in coaching or mentoring of others
who either work for you or work for others—what can you do
to further this goal? You can think about doing the following:

� Mentor a person in another business function, with whom
you work on a product team, who may have a difficult boss.

� Lead a product subteam made up of less experienced people
and encourage them to set realistic goals and guide them in
work activities that will build their confidence.

� Maintain a positive outlook and keep people motivated under
adverse circumstances such as during a reorganization, down-
sizing, or merger.

� Help or coach an individual in your group or on your product
team to reach a performance goal if that person doesn’t know
how to achieve that goal alone.

� Leaders in product organizations (leaders overall, for that mat-
ter) understand how customers think. They visit customers fre-
quently either in person or on the phone. Some of the ways you
can achieve this is to go on account visits with the sales teams,
go on a tour of a customer’s facility, answer the phone in the call
center for a couple of hours or days, deliver training on your
products to customers, or work in a booth at a trade show where
your products are being demonstrated. Any or many of these
things that put you on the front line with the customer will
improve your insight and sensitivity to customers. Strong lead-
ers have powerful customer insights built over years of talking,
interviewing, teaching, and observing.
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4
CROSS-FUNCTIONAL PRODUCT
TEAMS: GETTING THINGS DONE

61

CHAPTER

Executive Summary

� Product teams and project teams are both cross-functional, but
differ greatly in purpose.

� A product team should run the business of the product like a board
of directors.

� Product teams are accountable for the strategic, market, and finan-
cial success of the product.

� A product team leader is responsible for the success of the team
and the success of the product.

For many people, teams are sometimes the antithesis of getting things
done. How many teams and task forces have you worked on? Have you
ever felt that the team was without direction, leadership, or purpose?
Have you ever had to form a team of people from different areas, but
couldn’t get them to commit to one another in a meaningful way? Was
your team ever stuck because of some unresolved conflict? If so, you are
not alone. The purpose of this chapter is to ground you in the basic work



structure for best-in-class Product Management: the cross-functional
product team.

Most people who work in companies have a good sense of what a
team is, and the purpose of a cross-functional team. This is borne out in
organizational assessments and benchmarking exercises carried out
with my clients. They recognize that cross-functional teams are made up
of members from various business functions, that those team members
commit to one another, and work together to complete the designated 
project.

CROSS-FUNCTIONAL TEAM DEFINITIONS

In the PDMA Handbook for New Product Development, the cross-functional
team is defined as “A team consisting of representatives from the various
functions involved in product development, usually including members
from all key functions required to deliver a successful product. … The
team is empowered by the departments to represent each function’s per-
spective in the development process.” [Source: PDMA Handbook of New
Product Development (2nd ed.)]

The common element shared by most definitions of cross-func-
tional teams is that the team members work on a project, even if the proj-
ect is for work related to a product. Confused? Let me try to clarify,
because this is where many issues arise: a cross-functional product team
is different from a cross-functional project team.

The purpose of a cross-functional product team is to manage all the
elements needed to achieve the financial, market, and strategic objectives
of the product, as a business. The cross-functional product team is made
up of delegated representatives from their respective business functions.
This team is the primary mechanism through which an organization ini-
tiates product strategies and plans. The team is responsible for making
sure that plans are executed in a timely fashion. Finally, the product team
is responsible for the profitability of the product in the marketplace. With
these characteristics in mind, I want to reinforce the importance of think-
ing of the product as a “business.”

Product teams usually take on one of these three different profiles:

1. A team that stays in place from initial idea until the product is
launched;

2. A team that stays in place from the time a product is launched
until it is discontinued or withdrawn from the market; or
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3. A team that stays in place across the product’s life cycle, from
idea to discontinuation.

Although these definitions are typical of most organizations, the
fact remains that many product managers are usually responsible for all
phases of the product’s life cycle, that is, from idea to discontinuation.

With that in mind, the challenge in most organizations is the tran-
sience of the cross-functional team. Team members often do not want to
stay on the team long-term, or frequent management changes affect their
membership. When functional leaders change, they move their staff
around so the product manager cannot rely on the kind of permanent
membership needed to run the product as a business. This is why prod-
uct managers often feel like they are the “dumping ground” for all the
things the people in other functions fail to carry out. This is also why, if
you ask product managers about what they do and with whom they
work, the answers often vary so widely. This is why the Product Master
Plan and Functional Support Plans (FSPs) are so very important. These
documents help to ensure that the commitments made by members from
a business function to the team are met, even if members come and go.

DEFINITION: A CULTURE OF DISCIPLINE

Few companies have a culture of discipline. When you have disci-
plined people, you don’t need hierarchy. When you have disciplined
thought, you don’t need bureaucracy. When you have disciplined
action, you don’t need excessive controls. When you combine a cul-
ture of discipline with an ethic of entrepreneurship, you get the mag-
ical alchemy of good performance.

J I M C O L L I N S , F R O M G O O D T O G R E A T:  W H Y S O M E

C O M PA N I E S M A K E T H E L E A P … A N D O T H E R S D O N ’ T

As we already discussed, a cross-functional project team is different
from a product team. A project team is made up of delegated team mem-
bers, too, however, their primary focus is on projects. Projects, within the
context of Product Management, are a series of activities and tasks that
contribute to the creation or support of a product or service. Projects are
organized within a systematic framework, utilizing appointed or allo-
cated resources. Task completion is dependent on a person fulfilling his
or her commitment and the risk to other tasks if the person does not
deliver as committed and on time. In Product Management, a product
team with responsibility for products from beginning to end will spawn
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many new project teams—small teams responsible for many discrete
activities, such as evaluating opportunities, crafting Business Cases, and
orchestrating Product Launches.

Project teams can also function in stand-alone mode. In the Devel-
opment department, engineers, programmers, designers, and other
technologists are always working on projects. Their projects, though,
involve only people from within their function, so those are not cross-
functional projects.

Organized like a board of directors for a product, a cross-functional
product team may focus on a single product, or it may be responsible for
a product line or product portfolio. In its highest form, an executive-
level cross-functional portfolio group charters the product team. The
resulting product team will have its best chance of achieving success if
led by a higher-level, experienced product manager or product line
leader. Team members should be delegated by the executives on the
portfolio team as representatives from their function. Either way, the
product team is the primary means of assuring the ultimate success of 
a product or product line.

Product line teams should stay together across the life of the prod-
uct because this allows stable (but evolving) relationships with mini-
mum conflict. This also allows for the teams to move through and
appreciate all of the stages of team development, as formulated by Dr.
Bruce Tuckman. These stages include forming, storming, norming, and
performing. The definitions are almost self-explanatory.

When teams come together, they are forming. When forming, people
on the team get to know one another and begin to understand their roles.
In the second phase, storming, there may be some turbulence as new ideas
surface and the team learns to deal with conflict. Norming implies that the
team members are normalizing or stabilizing and becoming more produc-
tive. Respect for one another evolves as relationships become stronger,
trust evolves, and the team adjusts to each member’s style as they deliver
on their commitments. Finally, performing teams act as well-oiled machines,
working smoothly, efficiently, and productively.

Figure 4.1 shows these four phases of team development. As you
can see in the figure, there are two-directional arrows between each of
the nodes. This reflects what happens as teams move in and out of the
phases as members come and go.
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Many books have been written on the topic of team behavior and
performance. One thing comes up as a common theme of all of this
research: teams who stay together longer tend to perform better. When I
worked on the product management task force, we observed a product
team meeting as part of one of our benchmarking exercises. The meeting
we sat in on was characterized by some very heated discussions, shout-
ing, and even name calling. We were aghast. Questioned about this later
on, the team members said, “Oh, that—that was nothing—we’ve known
each other for years.” Such is the mark of a effective “performing” team.

TEAM MEMBERSHIP

The actual team visual for a cross-functional product team is not new. The
diagram exists in one form or another in many documented resources. In
fact, you could say it applies to both product teams and project teams.
Most likely, you’ve seen it before—it’s a typical daisy wheel or pie chart. 
I prefer the pie chart visualization (see Figure 4.2), but product managers
should choose the type of graphic that works best for them.

The daisy wheel depicts the typical functions designated as the
members of a core product team. No matter what visual representation
is used, it should be applied consistently in the organization.
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Teaming Is Not Always Easy

These descriptions of teams and team structures seem fairly straightfor-
ward: team members are delegated; they act on behalf of their business
function; and they contribute toward decisions that optimize the per-
formance of their products. In practice, however, teams struggle to mesh
well. When I think about teams and teamwork, I often think about a
sandbox in a playground. The box is bounded but the surface of sand
inside the sandbox is uneven. Think about teams you’ve worked on and
about the unevenness of team member performance—and further, how
this uneven performance causes imbalance and inefficiency. I’ll describe
some of these below:

� Uneven commitment. This happens when team members are hesi-
tant about making significant commitments to the product team.
They generally don’t like to say “no” when asked if they are
able to meet a commitment for a new or incremental deliverable.
When they do consent to undertaking the work to produce an
incremental deliverable, they may be committing to more than
they actually can deliver. They seem to feel that they must do
everything because they don’t want to let the team down or be
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viewed as inadequate. They work as hard as they can, but ulti-
mately, they fall short of their commitment and the prophecy is
fulfilled.

� Uneven empowerment. Many bosses tell teams they are empow-
ered, but at the end of the day, they cannot make the decisions
that empowered teams could expect to make, usually because
their bosses aren’t committed enough to want to commit the
required resources. The truth is even more complex. It’s not
really that the team member cannot commit the resources of that
function—it may be that that there is no mechanism for properly
managing the intrateam projects and programs. This leaves the
team members feeling they cannot possibly be accountable for
business results.

� Uneven alignment. The team members themselves are not aligned
with the priorities and needs of the team. Instead, they aim to
further their individual agendas or the agendas of their business
functions instead of considering the team’s goals.

� Uneven trust. One of the most important foundations of cross-
functional teams is the trust shared by team members. When
people who work on product teams have trust issues, they will
tend to not want to confront one another when they encounter a
difficult situation that may bring about a conflict. In these
instances, there isn’t an adequate trust mechanism that makes it
okay for people to confront one another. There always seems to
be a “hippo under the rug.”

� Uneven financial management. Budget processes tend to take pri-
ority over other team issues. This leads to a generalized inter-
pretation: “If it’s in the budget, it’s approved.” What this
means is when budgets lock for the year, teams feel they have
all the money they need for product development projects. As
a result, they don’t use the New Product Development (NPD)
process—or any decision-making method for that matter—to
screen projects that may not make strategic, financial, or busi-
ness sense. Failure to use a reliable process tends to result in
short-term, project-oriented focus, not the big-picture, market-
focused mindset that creates successful, lasting products.
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� Uneven accountability. Management does not hold teams account-
able for, or have any consequences for, ignoring mandated deci-
sion-making processes (NPD gate process, Business Cases, etc.).
Along with this, many companies have great processes, but
teams choose to ignore them or don’t use them consistently.
When problems arise, they tend to blame the process, instead of
the people issues that are usually the cause.

� Uneven life cycles. Very often, front-end planning is ignored.
Teams are forced to react to executive- or customer-driven proj-
ects. The team must take its eyes off the marketplace, competi-
tors, and other important dynamics because they’re so focused
on the short-term results. Furthermore, they tend not to push
back to management for rethinking because management has
not made it okay to do so, or the teams don’t have enough for-
malized data to offer alternatives or assist in reprioritizing. The
teams then have to rework, readjust, and fix all the things they
should have anticipated by planning. Therefore, as they try to
manage existing products, they are necessarily drawn away
from running the business because they are fixing quality prob-
lems, dealing with functionality that doesn’t work, adding miss-
ing features, or addressing other parts of the product’s real
value proposition that didn’t make it into the product or were
implemented incorrectly.

One of the best things about recognizing these poor team behaviors
is that it affords us the opportunity to level the playing field by finding
ways to better equip our teams—and ourselves. A high-level executive
once complained that the corporate Product Management processes
were not working and needed to be fixed. Pushback data suggested a
different issue: the teams were ignoring the process because they didn’t
think it applied to them.

CURING THE DYSFUNCTIONAL TEAM

Overall, poor team behaviors can be compared with those of a dysfunc-
tional family. Poor behaviors lead to a lack of harmony and focus, so
identifying them early—by alert and focused product managers—can
keep things running smoothly.
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Effective product managers should strive to follow a different
approach to cross-functional teaming. “Functional” cross-functional
teams are focused and goal directed. The most efficient cross-functional
product teams are those that share the following key characteristics:

1. The product team leader has the experience and stature to actu-
ally lead the team. Usually, this person is a product line manager
or a product director.

2. The team is in place across the life cycle, which means that mem-
bers may come and go, but their business function remains
bound to the business of the product.

3. The members are delegated and earn their “empowerment”
through the actions and decisions they make, and the results
they deliver.

4. They enjoy the autonomy of being able to get the job done and
work collaboratively, set realistic goals, and communicate with
one another when there is a risk.

5. Their primary loyalty is to the team, not to the function, and the
team is rewarded for the results they achieve collectively.

6. They are tolerant of one another’s individual differences,
strengths, and weaknesses but still share their commitment to the
team’s goals.

Teamwork, team mechanics, and proper team documentation are
needed to communicate, collaborate, and make decisions. The right
tools will equip team leaders and team participants with the strategies to
plan, negotiate, and carry out work, cross-functionally. They will also
effectively monitor the work of the team.

BUILDING BLOCKS OF A CROSS-FUNCTIONAL PRODUCT TEAM

The Product Management Life Cycle Model provides a holistic frame-
work and reference point for assembling the cross-functional team. The
three primary areas of work—New Product Planning, New Product Intro-
duction, and Post-Launch Product Management—represent the general
areas of accountability for the product team. Teams may be in place from
idea to launch, from launch to discontinuance, or across the life cycle.
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One of the things that all teams need to deal with is the fact that they
are becoming increasingly diverse and increasingly going global.
This article, published in the New York Times on April 22, 2007, and
used with permission, is used to show how one company deals with
this issue in an article called “How Diversity Makes a Team Click,” by
Kelley Holland.

When consultants at Bain & Company are transferred to the
Delhi office, they don’t pack just their BlackBerrys and toothbrushes.
Each one also receives a copy of a manual written by consultants who
are, or have been, posted there. It spells out in precise consultant-
speak suggestions for nightclubs, gyms and Hindi teachers. But it
goes beyond that, by discussing meeting protocols, dress codes and
telephone etiquette.

New arrivals are advised that “with people who are more senior
to you, don’t be offended if they are blunt,” that “it is acceptable for
important clients to walk in and out of a meeting as it progresses”
and that “there is a tendency for meetings not to start on time.”

The idea is to avoid any gaffes or missteps because of cultural
differences, said Steven Tallman, a partner at Bain in charge of tech-
nology and training.

“We’re trying to build people who think globally and think like
global managers,” Mr. Tallman said.

Multicultural teams have long been a presence in management
consulting, where the big firms tend to be every bit as global as the
clients they serve. Certainly, such teams have been a fact of life in
places like the United Nations and other intergovernmental organiza-
tions. But now multicultural teams are becoming increasingly common
in a range of industries.

For one thing, companies now have more diverse work forces,
so that even teams from a single office are more likely to include
members with a range of cultural backgrounds. At the same time,
companies are marketing, manufacturing and selling more products
globally, and the teams in charge of those efforts are more likely to
be multicultural.

A gorgeous mosaic? You bet. But multicultural teams can also be
tricky to manage. Communication styles can differ from culture to cul-
ture, as can traditional views of hierarchy and decision-making
processes—and, of course, there can be language barriers. The poten-
tial for misunderstanding, bungled efforts and ill will is enormous.
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The key to success is understanding and accepting the differ-
ences on a multicultural team, and then using them to enhance the
way the team analyzes situations and makes decisions.

Instead of simply assuming that all is well for, say, a joint Israeli-
American effort because a team includes the same number of mem-
bers from each country, managers on these teams need to be open 
to other ways of thinking, communicating and solving problems.
American managers should not hesitate to use a typically Israeli deci-
sion-making process—and vice versa—if it leads to better results in a
given situation.

“It’s not comfortable being on a multicultural team,” said
Jeanne M. Brett, a professor of management and organizations at the
Kellogg School of Management at Northwestern University. “You
have to be really tolerant, not take things personally, and then try to
be really creative in finding out the best way to make things work.”

In an article she wrote with two colleagues from other universi-
ties last November in the Harvard Business Review, Ms. Brett
described a manager on a team that was undertaking a technology
project affecting the whole company: He and a colleague from Singa-
pore were frustrated by some Japanese team members who seemed
to agree with the direction of the project in meetings but failed to fol-
low through adequately. They considered talking to the boss of the
Japanese team members but decided instead on an indirect approach:
they put together a presentation on the successes of European teams
in this undertaking and took it on the road to show the Japanese. The
Japanese team members decided that they would like to be the focus
of a future presentation, and their work picked up.

In another situation, a team with members from the United
States and Latin America had to negotiate with a South Korean sup-
plier. In meetings, the Koreans would often discuss matters among
themselves, speaking in Korean. The members from the United States
and Latin America responded by having discussions of their own in
Spanish, with even those who didn’t speak Spanish pretending to par-
ticipate—and the Koreans got the message that their exclusionary
caucuses were annoying.

At some level, the challenges for multicultural teams resemble
those that surfaced when women first joined the ranks of management.
The white men who were there first had to adjust to colleagues who
had different life experiences, communication styles and perspectives.



The most effective approach is the latter—maintaining the cross-
functional team across the life cycle. This approach encourages manag-
ing the product as a business. Otherwise, product teams may just work
on the product from idea to launch, and then default to managing fea-
ture content and upgrades, with no regard for the other activities
required to successfully manage the product as a business.

This error is seen often with highly technical products or IT sys-
tems, managed by technically oriented or engineering-oriented product
managers (e.g., technology industries). Moreover, in the technology
business, many methods advocate rapid software development. This
launch-to-launch mentality makes it very difficult to actually manage
the product, because it leads to an internal project focus rather than
robust, holistic, market-focused business management.
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“Multicultural teams today are like the multigender teams of 
yesterday,” said Ilene H. Lang, the president of Catalyst, a research
and advisory organization that aims to expand opportunities for
women at work.

Catalyst often observes an evolution in companies’ approaches
to diversity, from simply hiring people of diverse backgrounds—
which Ms. Lang describes as “really about counting noses”—to
being truly inclusive.

The challenge for business, she said, is to embrace the differ-
ences among their employees and to use those differences to make
better business decisions.

Every fall, for example, new consultants from all Bain offices are
flown to Cape Cod, Mass., for 10 days of training, Mr. Tallman said.
Most of the time is spent analyzing cases and solving problems, as
the consultants learn to work with colleagues who have different
experiences and approaches.

But sometimes, he said, the consultants are intentionally
grouped with others who have displayed similar traits on a standard-
ized personality test—and they quickly realize the pitfalls of having
everyone on a team think alike.

“They can get dysfunctional really quickly,” Mr. Tallman said,
and the consultants then realize how important it is to encompass
different perspectives.
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Full-stream, beginning-to-end Product Management means much
more than simply focusing on a chain of product releases. The success-
ful product team should also focus on marketing mix management, 
customer service and support, financial management, and operations
management. In a best-in-class, cross-functional team setting, the prod-
uct manager is the designated leader with responsibility and accounta-
bility for establishing the mission, vision, and overall strategic direction
of the product. This leadership becomes the focal point for all product-
related activities and actions, as well as the gateway for all strategic and
tactical decisions.

Every product manager must also work with other product man-
agers, both in their immediate area within the product line and with other
product lines in their divisions. This aspect is critically important, because
each product manager or product team leader should know the kinds of
initiatives other teams are pursuing and how product investments are
being allocated. Doing so avoids redundancy and establishes a context of
elasticity across product lines (complementary, neutral, and cannibalizing).

Product team members are appointed representatives of business
functions or functional organizations who have been given the authority
to commit resources to a product and the resulting projects. If this struc-
ture does not already operate for an existing product, its implementation
should be considered an urgent matter. For new products, the product
team should be organized at the beginning of the product life cycle, dur-
ing the Concept phase (the first phase of the NPD process). Although the
team structure may be smaller at the beginning of the product life cycle,
the team’s membership will grow as the product concept matures and
moves through each of the life cycle phases.

Membership on a cross-functional product team should not be
taken lightly. It’s not a role on a task force. The responsible business 
unit or division leader must approve the individual’s membership and,
in so doing, guarantees that person’s accountability for their assigned
responsibilities, which include representing that function to the team.
That accountability is crucial to successful cross-functional teaming.
Each member of the cross-functional product team must represent prod-
uct issues and needs to their functional group, and also support the
product manager and the product team as a whole.

Team members must be the key advocates and representatives from
their respective functional organizations. They provide the interdependent
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link of functional expertise needed to support the product manager and
the other business functions of the team. With this in place, the team can
fulfill its primary responsibility, which is to meet all the performance goals
of the product. The team members must, individually and collectively,
assure that they fulfill their commitments to the team. Without this, the
product may fail.

The focus and membership of the team may change as the product
moves through its life cycle phases. Within each phase, it is the primary
responsibility of the product team to carry out the fundamental work
needed in order to make ongoing decisions about the product. When a
product is in its NPD phases (concept-feasibility-definition-develop-
ment-launch), the product team works together to decide whether to
move a product opportunity from one phase to the next based on the
results of actual work (research, product definition, and supporting doc-
uments). These decisions and the supporting rationale are agreed upon
with the product manager, so that the team can make the appropriate
recommendations to executive management—which might be a product
leadership or product portfolio council.

Not every functional group will have the resources or level of
involvement to require a full-time member on the product team. Func-
tional groups with specific resources dedicated to a specific product will
typically have a full-time, or at least near-full-time, member based on the
needs of the team and the current phase of the life cycle. Regardless of the
membership status, each functional team member participates in both
formal and informal supporting teams. These supporting teams repre-
sent the actual working teams (or project teams) that are responsible for
planning and executing the agreed-upon tasks needed to support the
individual projects that are spawned from the main product or product
line team. Actual membership designations may vary among product
teams, divisions, or business units of the same company and usually vary
across industries. Functional areas of primary team members may
include those listed below:

� Marketing or Product Marketing
� Finance
� Product development (IT or Engineering)
� Sales
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� Operations
� Supply chain
� Customer service or support
� Legal
� Regulatory
� Field operations
� Standards
� Security and safety
� Manufacturing
� International

PRODUCT TEAM RESPONSIBILITIES 

The product team leader actively leads the product team, providing conti-
nuity and guidance. He or she is a team builder who develops shared
goals and provides a balancing force for priorities, based on the required
commitments and constraints for the various supporting business func-
tions. The product team leader is a domain expert and a market expert. He
or she knows the marketplace and the underlying needs of the market seg-
ments. Furthermore, he or she has good interpersonal, collaborative skills.

Functional team members provide needed functional expertise to
the product team, but they are also responsible for coordinating the work
of others in their functional organizations. This means that not only must
they interoperate with other team members, but they must also represent
the capabilities and expertise of their own discrete business function as
they negotiate across the business functions. If they cannot commit those
resources to the product team, then they put the entire team in jeopardy.
This pivotal point of contact is critical: they are ultimately accountable to
the team for the implementation of their committed FSPs.

FORMS OF CROSS-FUNCTIONAL PRODUCT TEAM MEMBERSHIP

There are three different levels of cross-functional product team partici-
pation that help to describe the needed level of participation on the
team: Dedicated Core Team members, Associate or Extended Team
members, and Advisory members.



1. Dedicated Core Team members bring one member per func-
tional organization, authorized to make commitments on behalf
of their function to the product team. These members are
accountable for meeting the agreed-upon goals for their func-
tional area.

2. Associate or Extended Team members are part-time (which could
be half to three-quarter time) members. They are usually subordi-
nates of Dedicated Core Team members and may be dedicated to
a particular product or product project. They are not permitted to
make final commitment on behalf of their function.

3. Advisory members are those who are called in to participate on
an as-needed basis because they represent their organizations to
many different product teams. Organizations like Legal, Regula-
tory, PR, and Training are examples of Advisory members.

CLARIFYING ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES

A very interesting and useful method can help clarify roles and responsi-
bilities in an organization, especially when it comes to task assignments
for projects. It can also be a great tool for cross-functional product teams
when there are cross-team dependencies and deliverables. It’s called
RACI, and it’s used to define which functions are responsible, consulted,
or informed for each milestone or deliverable required of the cross-func-
tional team. RACI is an acronym, representing the four potential roles
that a functional area can play relative to a specific milestone or deliver-
able. The components of the acronym have the following meanings:

1. Responsible—the person who owns the deliverable, also known
as the “doer.” The doer is the person who executes a particular
deliverable, or at least delegates and oversees its execution, 
and the single point of authoritative information on the current
status and outcome of the deliverable.

2. Accountable—a person who has the authority to approve the
completion of a task or activity. In general, the accountable indi-
vidual has a larger stake in the outcome; thus, this person makes
the final decision on execution.

3. Consulted—a person or persons who may be asked for assis-
tance. The source of this is a group of people who may want or
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need to influence the final decision. These people are generally
consulted before any major decisions are made, and before a
given deliverable is executed.

4. Informed—a person who is kept up to date on the execution,
output, or status of the deliverable, but who does not influence
the result.

A RACI matrix is used to establish roles and responsibilities as
shown in Table 4.1.

All work tasks are typically characterized by some kind of goal or
end point. It is important to be clear about these specific goals. This is
achieved by considering reasonable methods for setting realistic, achiev-
able goals. Psychologist Alfred Adler said, “We cannot think, feel, or act
without the perception of some goal.” When teams don’t have concrete
goals, indecisiveness and inability to move forward are amplified in pro-
portion to the number of team members.

There are hundreds of studies in the field of Organizational
Dynamics on how to set goals properly, yet there is no recognizable con-
sensus. Many organizations set goals using the accepted SMART
method—Specific, Measurable, Achievable, Realistic, and Time-framed.
Applying SMART to task definitions can be extremely helpful in using a
RACI matrix, but there are a couple of very important caveats we can
learn from the academic study of goal setting.

First, there is a tremendous difference between approach goals and
avoidance goals, something the SMART mode doesn’t move us to con-
sider. Individuals and teams feel more motivated toward moving for-
ward, instead of holding position. In psychological terms, we are more
motivated by things we approach, or go toward out of choice, than by

Functional Functional Functional Functional 
Task or Team Member Team Member Team Member Team Member
Activity A B C D

Task 1 R R/A R I

Task 2 C A R R

T A B L E  4.1

A Typical RACI Matrix



things we avoid because life moves forward and it’s something we have
to do. While the effect may be marginal in high-functioning teams, the
practice of setting approach goals, rather than avoidance goals, takes
advantage of the human mind’s natural motivational tendencies. For
example, “grow market share 15 percent” is an approach goal; “avoid
static market share” is an avoidance goal.

For most business elements of the cross-functional team, approach
goals will seem obvious and routine. Development members of the
team, however, may be more prone to set avoidance goals. For instance,
in the software development and manufacturing realms, goals are often
set for things like “defect rates,” giving the impression that things can
only get so good. Bottom line, sometimes it’s realistic to set avoidance
goals, but most of the time, the specific language of the goal should rep-
resent progress, growth, and forward-looking action.

Second, the structure of a goal often determines the level of com-
mitment that a team member is willing to offer. Two factors play into this
effect: goal importance (how challenging or visible the goal seems to be)
and goal attainability (how realistic the goal seems to be). In fact, both
individuals and teams find it easiest to commit to goals that are as chal-
lenging as possible without being unrealistic, sometimes (erroneously)
called “stretch goals.”

What does this suggest for goal setting? In a phrase, when setting
SMART goals, maximum individual and team commitment is given to
challenging, forward-looking, visible goals that state achievement in
positive terms.

THE FUNCTIONAL SUPPORT PLAN

Knowing what we know now about cross-functional product teams, how
should the team work? How does it get started and how is continuity
maintained across the life cycle? The simplest answer is that most of the
team dynamics can be driven from the FSP. As discussed in Chapter 2,
and as you will see extensively in the chapters covering New Product
Planning, the basic building block of the Product Master Plan is the FSP.
Perhaps it would be better called the “cross-functional support plan,”
because that’s more descriptive of its purpose.

FSPs are created as action planning, horizontal contracts across the
cross-functional product team’s membership. FSPs describe the activities,
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deliverables, dependencies, and schedules for each team member across
the entire life cycle, especially the new product development phases.
High-level versions are created for each FSP during the Concept Phase of
the NPD process and are updated in each succeeding phase. You may
recall our earlier summary of the typical FSP in Chapter 2. We’ll go into
detail on each of the different FSPs as we get to later sections of the book,
but for now, you need to know that the FSP is the primary vehicle for giv-
ing the cross-functional team cohesiveness. As such, it must be able to
describe what the function is giving and getting, to whom, and when.

TEAM MEMBERSHIP ACROSS THE LIFE CYCLE

As products move from one area of work to another (from New Product
Planning to New Product Introduction, for example) or from one phase
to another, team membership will evolve. The matrix shown in Table 4.2
provides a way to identify team members who need to be associated
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New Product Post-Launch Product 

New Product Planning Introduction Management

Strategy Concept Feasibility Definition Development Launch Growth Maturity Decline

Product manager

Marketing

Development

Finance

Sales

Operations

Supply chain

Customer service

Legal/Regulatory

Manufacturing

HR

International

T A B L E  4.2

Cross-Functional Team Membership Across the Life Cycle
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with the team at various phases across the entire life cycle. This template
can be modified for your own environment and include the names of the
business functions that are specific to your organization.

This idea of keeping the team to the right number of members for
the job is referred to as team sizing, and it is the responsibility of the exec-
utives or senior business leaders who are cross-functional themselves,
and who have portfolio oversight for several product lines or product
portfolios. After all, those who allocate investments across product
teams should be able to allocate the human resources as well. Note that
Figure 4.4 refers to Core Team members, but there may also be a number
of Associate or Advisory members involved at various points along the
way. It’s very important to manage these “nonvoting” attendees care-
fully, especially since they tend to be very focused specialists in their
own functional areas. Can you remember a team meeting where a par-
ticular technical or financial discussion completely derailed the agenda,
only to be resolved later as a nonissue being pushed by someone with
too narrow a focus? Choose the attendance at each team meeting, and in
each life cycle phase, carefully.

The key point is to always maintain relevant membership in the
cross-functional product team; any functional area that has a vested
interest in—or needed expertise for—a particular phase should partici-
pate in the team. Anyone whose only contribution is pressure toward an
unbalanced process or a side agenda should be excluded, or at least rein-
troduced to the rules of the cross-functional team.

CROSS-FUNCTIONAL TEAM LEADERSHIP

An important theme ties together two important foundational chapters
in this book, namely, Chapter 3 on leadership and this chapter on the
cross-functional product team. All cross-functional product teams need
a leader. The product team leader inspires a shared purpose—the suc-
cess of the product. The product team leader brings the team through
the phases of team development and acts as the catalyst for action,
which helps the team focus on the tasks at hand. At times, the product
team leader is the coach, the teacher, and even a negotiator when con-
flict arises or priorities need to be adjusted. As such, team leaders use
the suggested tools like FSPs, RACI, and SMART goal setting to make
sure that both pairwise work activities and deliverables are clearly
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agreed upon, and then they make sure that those deliverables take
place. During meetings, product team leaders encourage participation
through inclusion with a shared, standard agenda, agreed-upon times
for discussion, rules to take “other things” offline, negotiating discus-
sions, and facilitating the team to consensus. This is all done with an
unwavering focus on actions of the industry, competitors, and of
course, customers.

SUMMARY

Every company has teams because teams are a primary structure used
by organizations to get work done. Teams are put together because
they have the collective skills to best achieve a common goal. In busi-
ness, there are many team types. Most importantly, and related to the
topic of Product Management, it is important that you understand the
difference between project teams and product teams. Most project
teams you’re familiar with are cross-functional. Product teams are
cross-functional as well. Project teams focus on the completion of
explicit tasks and deliverables and then they disband. Product teams
are responsible for running the business of the product. A product
team in place across the entire life cycle can have a positive impact on
the product’s performance across the life cycle. This is an important
distinction between team types, and is a major reason for this chapter,
because the difference tends to confuse many people. Even if team
members come and go, the product team requires leadership, and 
that team leader is a product manager or product line manager. The
cross-functional product team can, when appropriately led, be a highly
effective work structure for strategizing, planning, and managing 
the product.

RAISING YOUR PRODUCT MANAGEMENT 
EXPERIENCE QUOTIENT (PMEQ)

If you are newer to Product Management, ask your manager if you may
observe how he or she runs their product team meetings. Observe team
members and how they participate, the subject matter expertise they
bring, and how the meeting is structured. You can compare the way the
team operates with the guidelines provided in Chapter 19. (A template
for capturing meeting minutes is also included in Chapter 19.)
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1. When you lead a team, or if you work on a project team, make
sure that you can clarify roles and responsibilities. Use SMART
as one way and use RACI as another. You can also use a role clar-
ification form to work with individual members if any roles
remain unclear by working collectively to both uncover aspects
of the team member’s work that are unclear and to learn where
roles or responsibilities may overlap. You can use this as a way
to bring the team together to negotiate on who does what and
when. If it is still unclear, then you can use this data to ask for
help from management.

2. Ask your manager or an impartial person in your organization
to observe you leading a team meeting to determine your facili-
tative style, and how you build trust, remove barriers, and
inspire purpose.

3. Check to see which documentation is used by the teams you
work on. Try to adapt the FSP format as used in this book to the
clarification of roles and responsibilities, deliverables, and
dependencies.

4. Carry out a quick self-assessment to determine where you are in
your evolutionary development as a product team leader. Table
4.3 provides a brief template to use. On a scale of 1 to 10, 10 being
the best, where do you think you are and what might you be able
to do to improve?

5. Work to resolve conflicts that invariably occur by recognizing
the conflict, carrying out fact finding with key team members,
mediating disputes, and having affected team members partici-
pate in alternatives to a solution.

6. Focus on building trust among team members. Trust is established
first at the personal level. Additionally, try lending a helping hand
in the building of relationships between team members so that
they feel more comfortable with one another. Relationships have a
degree of personal engagement—it’s not always about work, so
when you spend time with people, it should be not just in team
meetings.
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7. Since effective teaming and team leadership are about under-
standing people (team participants), think about all going
through some kind of personality or behavioral profiling typing
exercise, such as the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator (MBTI), the
Keirsey Temperament indicator, or some other type of instrument.
The goal is to gain better insight into why people do what they do,
and how to use this to establish better working relationships.

Characteristic Rating Action Plan

Clarifies the product’s strategy and makes sure others
buy in

Builds relationships with other core team members and 
understands what each team member brings to the table

Plans and organizes purposeful product team meetings 
with agreed-upon agendas and desired outcomes

Provides a forum for making sure that team roles and 
responsibilities are clear using FSPs

Solicits input and inspires others to contribute in 
problem solving

Creates a collaborative working environment to focus
on the product and the market instead of individual 
team agendas

Focuses the team on delivering results (and keeping 
the team on track)

Provides positive reinforcement to team members
for their participation

Regularly reviews business results and has all team 
members contribute to analyzing variances and 
suggesting remedial action

T A B L E  4.2
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DECISION MAKING: WHAT’S NEXT?
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Executive Summary

� The heart of good decision making is agility of thought plus the
rapid assessment of opportunities and their consequences.

� For product managers, decision making is a nonstop series of pivotal
inflection points across the life of a product.

� Effective product managers are adept at problem solving, which is
at the heart of all decision making.

Decision making, in a nutshell, is how we solve problems. Throughout
your career in Product Management, you are always going to be called
upon to make decisions. Some are easy and don’t impact many people or
require much in the way of resources. Some decisions are very complex
and their impacts can be long lasting. Decision points abound, whether
it’s within the New Product Development process, in deciding on
whether to enter a new market, or the best way or best time to launch 
a product.

Entrepreneurs have active, constantly moving thought processes and
are always trying to consider options, opportunities, and consequences.



For all businesspeople, product managers included, the biggest chal-
lenges are often to decide, “What will we do next? Why? What if we
choose one option over another?”

THE IMPORTANCE OF DECISION MAKING

One of the most important things that product managers need to do,
no matter what their job level in the company, is to recognize there are
always decisions to make because there are always problems to solve.
Agility of thought and comprehension are of supreme value for any
manager, and this includes product managers and the members of the
teams they lead. The experienced product manager is a thinker who
decides his or her way forward, always strategizing and restrategizing.
The product manager constantly asks, “What’s right for the cus-
tomers, the teams, and the business? What are the resources involved?
What’s the impact on the portfolio?” They are constantly reviewing
situations in their minds and considering the available options second
by second.

For the experienced product manager, good decisions are all about
assimilating the varied cadences of the industry, evaluating the compe-
tition, considering the financial state of the product, and assessing other
performance indicators to properly frame a situation.

The greater the product manager’s familiarity with these indica-
tors, the more rapidly the indicators can be processed in his or her mind
and on spreadsheets. This leads to greater rapidity in the decision-
making process—and greater speed is a key differentiator for good
decision making.

In larger companies, many different people have to be included in
the decision-making process, which involves dealing with many differ-
ent personality types. Some of these people need an endless barrage of
data, which unduly extends the decision-making process. Others are
seemingly comfortable with less data because of their “third eye” into
the other more nebulous areas of the business environment. Some call
the extended process “analysis paralysis.” An unwanted outcome from
extended analysis is a failure to act, opening you up to being beaten by
a competitor. Balancing the need for speed and the need for data is
essential. As a matter of fact, the need for speed and data will continue
to exert pressure on managers at all levels of the company. How do you
deal with this constant state of urgency?
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If decision making is the fulcrum, then what exactly are we trying
to leverage? The multitude of variables in the equation for product man-
agers includes known product strategies and tactics; cross-functional
team expertise; finances; competitor knowledge; competing initiatives;
and your (and your team’s) time, just to name a few. Accurate and timely
data is your friend, and that data should be as accurate and available as
possible, so that the decision maker is able to do what needs to be done.

DECISION MAKING AND PROBLEM SOLVING

The crux of decision making is that it leads to solving problems. The
word problem doesn’t mean it’s bad, it just means there is a situation to
deal with and it requires attention. Part of the decision-making process
is built upon determining the problem’s root.

Throughout your career in product management, you will always
be talking about determining customers’ needs. A need is an apparent
problem, whether it causes pain or discomfort or is just a situation that
can be improved. A commuter’s need is a reliable way to get to work, via
a car or some other method of transport. A problem can arise when the
car is in the repair shop and an alternative is needed: work at home, take
a train, ride a bicycle, and so on. Speedy decision making solves the
problem of how to get to work.

To identify problems and evolve alternatives, you, as a product
manager, will have to do a lot of the digging and research yourself. If
you are working on or leading a cross-functional team, as I advocate,
you cannot get your team members to listen and participate in problem
solving and decision making if you are not the orchestrator of the prob-
lem-solving process. In order to smooth the way, you may want to take
advantage of a simple model to guide the problem-solving process, as
shown in Figure 5.1. This process acknowledges that there is an
observed situation followed by an opportunity to clarify the problem.
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Observation Assess risks Mitigate Outcome
Clarify

problem or
situation

Identify and
analyze data

Identify
possible
solutions

F I G U R E  5.1

The Problem-Solving Sequence
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When I worked at Oracle, I led four product groups focused on solving
problems related to the operation of call centers. As the leader who
owned the portfolio, I saw a disconnect between the sales teams and
our product teams based on a lack of understanding by sales people
and inadequate sales training. Specifically, I needed to clarify the role
of the software that ran inside of “black boxes” and figure out just how
to prove the value proposition—so that it was more visible to sales
people and to customers. I pondered the idea and then the vision came
to me: “If only the sales people and customers could actually see into
the black box.” I had limited spending authority. I shared my vision
with my team and said I wanted to create a “day in the life of the call
center” video that would showcase what people did and how all of our
products together helped them solve a much bigger problem.

I contacted a firm to produce the video for $15,000, which I knew
wouldn’t sit well with the corporate marketers who already told me
“we weren’t in their budget.” I also didn’t really want to call any atten-
tion to my stealthy project because of the impact I wanted to have on
those who always said “we just don’t do that here.” It took us about
three months to produce this video sales tool. It was fantastic!

Then, it was show time! At the semi-annual divisional offsite, I
delivered my presentation and then I lowered the lights and fired up
the video for the 50 people in the room to see. Jaws agape and
smiles were just a few of the reactions I observed. “How did you do
that?” “Where did you get the money?” “Who did this?” were only
some of the questions. The next day, several people came in to ask
me for the contact information for the video production company.

You see, sometimes you just have to make a decision (in this
case, it was several decisions) to do something differently, stimulate
ideas to turn people’s heads, and demonstrate that things can be
done differently for greater effectiveness with creativity, and outside
of older paradigms.

The lesson I want to pass on to you is this: When you see that a
problem has to be solved, you have to feel strongly enough that
you’re the one to solve it, and then take the risk that you can deal with
the consequences—positive or negative. By the way, the sales guys
loved it—they “got it”—and they thought that it was a great way to
begin a consultative dialogue with a customer, based on comparative
scenarios. I was told explicitly that it wasn’t a boring product demo
that said, “Click here and look at this great feature!”



Subsequently, the team gets the data it needs, analyzes it, and comes up
with possible solutions. Each solution is a possible outcome, so it
requires an analysis of risks, and with that, a mitigation plan that, when
acceptable by all, leads to the agreed-upon outcome.

SAVING GRACE: A CASE STUDY ABOUT DECISION MAKING

In order to illustrate some of the complexities and challenges related to
decision making, I am providing you with a case study, presented as 
a story. At the end of this story, some questions will be posed for you 
to think about and answer. There are no right answers. Subsequently,
parts of this story will be threaded through the end of this chapter to
provide a relationship between this story and some of the other dimen-
sions that contribute to your understanding about the decision-making
process.

Jason, the product manager of a loyalty credit card program for a
large regional bank, was waiting for his computer to boot up one morn-
ing when he decided to scan the monthly customer complaints report.
Something jumped off the page: he noticed an increase in calls and an
increase in card cancellations over the past two months. Jason decided
that this required more immediate attention.

The decision to introduce the card was made over a year before to
appeal to a specific group of art collectors. It had been decided that the
launch would take place at the start of the auction season, which had
been nine months ago. There was a big advertising campaign and 75,000
new accounts were opened in the first two months. The number of new
customers for the card grew 15 percent per month for four more months.
Jason’s product team noticed that late fee revenues were growing faster
than expected and interest income was also higher in the past two
months. Of course, that is a good sign for a banker, but only up to a
point, because you don’t want people to default on their obligations.

Jason decided to ask the customer service manager for a more
detailed complaint report and then decided an immediate meeting with
the customer service manager was needed. When he called the customer
service manager on the phone, she was too busy, because she said that
her agents were getting tired of being yelled at by so many customers
who were then canceling their cards. It was time for more deliberate
action, so he thought about the situation while driving to work.
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Jason wasn’t scheduled to have a team meeting for two weeks, but he
wanted to find out what was really going on and get to the heart of a prob-
lem he thought might get worse. He asked the customer service manager
to lunch and said, “I really need your help to solve this problem—because
by helping me, I can help you solve your problem and maybe another, big-
ger problem, which is unhappy, defecting customers.” She took notice and
said, “Okay, how can I help?” They both brainstormed and decided on a
few things they could do:

� They could review the detailed agent reports. The customer
service manager agreed to get these out of the CRM system
immediately.

� They decided to each spend a couple of hours listening to the
interactions on the call center recordings to determine exactly
what was happening. What they heard was quite startling. 
Customers were complaining about getting charged late fees
and interest that shouldn’t have been charged because their 
bills were paid within the stated grace period.

� Jason and the customer service manager decided that there
should be an emergency meeting of the cross-functional team.

At the meeting, representatives from Marketing, IT, Customer Ser-
vice, Risk Management, Regulatory, and Operations discussed the situ-
ation, which was based on actual, verifiable data. After further analysis
and diagnosis, the team decided that the issue was caused by a Marketing
oversight.

Apparently, the new person in Marketing (who didn’t have a Func-
tional Support Plan and checklist) was asked whether she had put the
billing system change on the IT project list last year. Apparently, she had
not done so. Marketing neglected to secure the cross-functional team
commitment from IT to change the grace period in the system. Instead of
the grace period being the promised 25 days, it was set to 19 days, so the
system billed fees and interest charges for those account holders who
chose to use what they believed was their total grace periods to their
advantage.

IT held part of the key to the solution, but was adamant that they
could not spare any programming resources for at least six weeks to
make the adjustments in the system. They stated that they were on a big
merger project and besides, this situation wasn’t really their problem.
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Jason was not too happy about this so the team brainstormed and wrote
down some options:

� Option 1—Train each of the 100 call center agents about how to
deal with any customer who calls with a complaint. The solu-
tion would be for the agent to reverse any charges immediately
and apologize to the customer.

� Option 2—Same as option 1, but add 5,000 loyalty points to the
customer’s account.

� Option 3—Same as 1 and 2, and suspend the annual fee for 
two years.

� Option 4—Escalate to the VP of IT and push the schedule up by
four weeks.

� Option 5—Do a direct mail campaign to the 98,000 remaining
accounts to explain, apologize, and promise to rectify the situa-
tion in 60 days.

� Option 6—Complain to the VP of Marketing that the error was
costing the bank too much money.

Now it’s time for you to examine the questions below so that you can
make some decisions about the pros and cons of each option. Remember,
each option should be considered within the context of cost, schedule,
resource availability, impact on customer loyalty, and brand reputation for
the bank.

1. What option would you choose and why?
2. Is there enough data to make a decision? If not, what additional

data would you want to have?
3. What would happen to the bank if competitors found out about

this internal oversight?
4. What other dimensions would you think about in making the

most appropriate decision?

The scenario just reviewed is fairly simple because it is presented in
a linear fashion. However, problem solving and decision making are 
generally a bit more complex because the process requires careful consid-
eration of a variety of variables. The flowchart or problem-solving map in
Figure 5.2 shows, in a little more detail than that shown in Figure 5.1, some
of the internal recycling that may take place. It considers discussion,
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Observation
Problem

or
Situation

Needed
data

People
with other
data you
believe
you need
to help

Greater analysis
of the situation

QUESTIONS or
MISSING DATA

•  How important
    is it?
•  Does it exist?
•  Can we get it?
•  Can we afford it?
•  What if we don’t?

OPTION 1
•  How does it fix
    the problem?
•  Does this
    outcome create
    any other
    problems?
•  How would you
    measure the 
    success of the
    outcome?

RISKS
•  What are the
    possible problems
    that could be a
    result of this option?
•  Impacts elsewhere
    if we decide on this
    outcome?
•  Who would be
    impacted?
•  How?

MITIGATION
•   What would you do
    about it?
•  How would you 
    prove  to yourself, 
    your team,  and/or 
    your management 
    that this is the
    optimal decision?
•  What would you 
    do if no one agreed?

DECISION

OUTCOME

•   What was
    decided?
•   Why?
•   How were risks
    dealt with?
•   Who agreed?
•   Who dissented?
•   How were they 
    acknowledged?

MITIGATION
•  What would you do
    about it?
•  How would you 
    prove  to yourself, 
    your team,  and/or 
    your management 
    that this is the
    optimal decision?
•  What would you
   do if no one agreed?

RISKS
•   What are the
    possible problems
    that could be a
    result of this option?
•   Impacts elsewhere
     if we decide on this
     outcome?
•   Who would be
     impacted?
•   How?

OPTION 2
•  How does it fix
    the problem?
•  Does this
    outcome create
    any other
    problems?
•  How would you
    measure the 
    success of the
    outcome?

F I G U R E  5.2

Documenting a Decision Process
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debates, missing data, other organizations, customer impacts, and other
questions about cause and effect when considering possible outcomes,
risks, and mitigation in making the best decision possible.

It is important for you, as the product manager, to create decision-
making maps using this flowcharting technique. The essence of this tech-
nique is breaking down problems into smaller and smaller pieces, and
then going back and forth through the process so that you can discern the
following:

1. Is the problem you see the real problem?
2. What is the importance of the problem?
3. Why is this important and deserving of your or your team’s

attention in relation to other issues you’re addressing?
4. What additional data do you need?
5. How comfortable is everyone with the amount of data (that’s a

decision in and of itself)?
6. What are the potential outcomes, or other problems, that could

emerge from this decision?
7. What would you do about those other problems if they emerged?
8. How will you document what you did so that others might learn

from your experience?

By cycling through this process, one can usually whittle the problem
down to, at most, three options, if not two.

DECISION-MAKING TECHNIQUES

Ideally, perfect solutions tend to show up by continued iteration, but
often there are at least two options that fit the combination of risk and
urgency presented by the problem. Ronald Howard, a learned explorer
in the area of decision analysis, wrote, “Decision making is what you do
when you don’t know what to do.” Therefore, we focus on a variety of
techniques that are designed to support decisions and provide a degree
of perspective or insight into how the problem might be solved. There
are four additional techniques that can help identify the best option, or
at least refine your options so that a choice is easier:

� Combining options
� The morphological box



� The decision matrix
� The decision tree

It’s worthwhile to take a brief look at each of these tools.

Combining Options

If you have only two options, it’s critically important to consider the
possibility that they aren’t mutually exclusive, that is, they can both be
executed without working against each other in any noticeable way. In
many cases when problem solving, the choice of whether to execute two
or more options simultaneously comes down to one of marginal cost
and marginal value. When you’re making a decision, and you get hung
up on two or three finalists that don’t seem to stand out from each other,
try applying the following tests:

� Is there any reason why we can’t do all of these?
� Can we find a way to afford them all?
� Do we have enough resources to execute them all?
� Do they interfere with each other?
� Is there marginal value in doing all of them?
� What is the marginal cost of simultaneously executing the 

second option? That is, what costs will the second option 
incur that the first option doesn’t already cost us?

� What is the marginal value of simultaneously executing the 
second option? That is, what additional benefits will it bring
that the first option alone won’t achieve?

These marginal costs and benefits aren’t always measurable in dol-
lars, so be sure not to focus exclusively on budgetary impacts or benefits.

The Morphological Box

When you can’t refine a choice to more than two or three options, it’s
often because you can’t figure out how one aspect of the problem relates
to others. In Jason’s case, for example, was it customer retention, cus-
tomer satisfaction, product revenue, or some other aspect that he was
trying to improve, or some combination of them, or maybe all of them at
once? For most decisions, there are just one or two aspects that are really
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important. Sometimes making up your mind is as simple as identifying
these aspects, then evaluating each option after you have done so.

In the late sixties, Fritz Zwicky, a Swiss astronomer, developed a
way to simplify problems that were too complex for making a simple
decision. It’s called the “morphological box,” a digestible, easy-to-evalu-
ate form for analyzing the problem and evaluating its possible solutions.
Table 5.1 is a simplified version of the morphological box for this partic-
ular problem and its options, considered for just three possible aspects.

The goal is to simply choose the aspects of the problem that each
option truly impacts. For example, if you think that Option 6, which
involves complaining to the VP of Marketing, will really improve the
customer satisfaction characteristic, then you would check the cell in the
row for Option 6, under the column for “Customer Satisfaction.” In
many cases, you’ll be able to decide right away that one or more options
don’t contribute to a solution aspect. In this specific case, for example,
it’s clear that complaining about the situation won’t actually improve
any of these aspects, so why keep it? While some of the answers you get
may be intuitive, this method gives you better clarity in explaining why
you chose a particular option. For example, if a senior manager were to
ask, “Why didn’t you just complain to the VP of Marketing?” you can
more clearly state that you couldn’t really see how that would improve
customer satisfaction, customer retention, or product revenue. Maybe
you didn’t need a chart to tell you that, but the chart helped you clarify
your thinking so that you gave a more cogent and wiser answer.
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The Decision Matrix

Sometimes options can’t be easily reduced by either combination or mor-
phological analysis, usually because every remaining option has some
level of desirable impact on every problem characteristic, that is, they’re
all good choices. That’s where a decision matrix can be helpful. The deci-
sion matrix is constructed similar to a morphological box, with one very
important difference: it assigns a weight to each solution characteristic
and asks you to evaluate, on a simple numerical scale (e.g., 1 to 5), how
much each option contributes to each characteristic. Table 5.2 shows how
a decision matrix would be run for the example used in this chapter.

Just to run through the mechanics of this quickly, the important
part is to assign higher weights to characteristics that you feel are more
important. In this case, it was arbitrarily decided that product revenue
was more important than customer retention, which was more impor-
tant than customer satisfaction. Having thus assigned the weights, one
then just proceeds down the table and inserts the best estimate of how
much that option will improve each characteristic, ranked according to
the “1 to 5” ranking scale we’ve used here (you could use 1 to 10 if you
wanted, although larger numbers sometimes get ridiculous to score
and compute).

In the example, Option 1 was scored a “1 out of 5” in terms of cus-
tomer satisfaction, while Option 3 was scored a “5 out of 5.” Once you’ve
ranked all the options on all the characteristics, you then multiply your
rank times the weight and write the result in the “Rank Times Weight”
column for that characteristic of that option. Continuing the example,
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Weight 1 Weight 2 Weight 3 
Customer Satisfaction Customer Retention Product Revenue Totals

Your Score Rank Times Your Score Rank Times Your Score Rank Times Sum of “Rank
(1–5) Weight (1–5) Weight (1–5) Weight Times Weight”

Option 1 1 1 (1�1) 5 10 3 9 20

Option 2 2 2 (2�1) 3 6 5 15 23

Option 3 5 5 (5�1) 2 4 4 12 21

T A B L E  5.2

Decision Matrix



we ranked Option 1 as “1 out of 5” against customer satisfaction, which
has a weight of “1,” so the “Rank Times Weight” is 1 � 1 which is 1.
Finally, you add up all the weighted scores (i.e., all the “Rank Times
Weight” entries) for the “Totals” column at the end of each row.

It seems complicated, and sometimes (as in this case) it produces
options that don’t differ much from each other. But if you study the chart
for a minute, you realize how much better you can explain your choice.
Suppose, for the sake of this example, that you chose Option 1, which
doesn’t have the highest score, but has better results in your highest
weighted characteristics (Customer Retention and Product Revenue).
Now you have a much better answer when the boss asks, “Why did you
choose an option that made all these customers complain so much?” You
can say, with a little more wisdom and forethought, that while the option
you chose had much lower customer satisfaction, the options with better
customer satisfaction scores had abysmal customer retention and prod-
uct revenue possibilities, so you chose the option that gave you better
customer retention and product revenue results, knowing that customer
satisfaction is a fleeting, changeable characteristic. Sounds smart, but the
fact is, with the decision matrix, all you have to do is pretty much “read”
your scored chart.

Ultimately, you may or may not choose the option with the highest
score, as we showed in our example. The point is to understand clearly
why you’re choosing a specific option and what you believe to be the
most the most significant impact(s) of your decision.

The Decision Tree

An effective decision analysis technique used to clarify and visualize
decision options (alternatives) and possible outcomes is called decision
tree analysis. It uses a diagram that looks like a tree with branches (out-
comes) and nodes (decision alternatives). It’s a good technique when the
decision analysis is serial, that is, one decision and alternative leads to
another set of alternatives.

A good way to start using a decision tree is to create a scenario or a
story. The use of scenarios is important because of its relationship to the
creation of assumptions when a Business Case is being prepared to ana-
lyze a product investment or when a market share forecast is being made.
This linkage is critical because Business Cases and forecasts represent
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structured decision-making techniques, within the context of the New
Product Development process, which is also a decision-making frame-
work. Figure 5.3 shows an example of a simple set of activities involved
in deciding when to launch a product, and where. In this simple case, you
could almost imagine the cross-functional launch team meeting in a
room, thinking about the impact of launching a product early or later,
and having reached a decision of later, how they may have discussed the
location and why. Each situation involves a series of scenarios, which
helps the team envision the consequence of the outcome of an alternative.

ANALYSIS PARALYSIS AND RATIONAL IGNORANCE

Sometimes, the more options you have, the worse your decision—or you
might not make a decision at all. Curiously, over-analysis, or analysis
paralysis, is easy to fall into when the possible negative impacts of a bad
decision (the opportunity cost) seem much greater than the potential
gains made by deciding. For example, if one stands to lose $3 million
with a bad decision, but gain only $500,000 with a correct one, it’s very
easy to spend more time than necessary analyzing the problem.

The root cause of this paralysis is the overwhelming negative view
that causes you to naturally focus only on one side of the equation (unfa-
vorable outcomes), which can limit your creativity. A simple technique
to break this type of deadlock is to assume the worst case, and then work
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Product
Launch

Launch in April?

Launch in September?

Don’t Launch

Launch in New York?

Launch in L. A.?

In a hotel?

At a big event?

F I G U R E  5.3

A Decision Tree



upward from there. For instance, in the previous example, a seasoned
decision maker will quickly recognize the onset of paralysis, and
approach the problem differently: “Assume we’ve lost $3 million. Now,
how can we improve on that situation, before it happens?”

Another deadly sin of decision making is rational ignorance,
which, in some cases, is actually useful. When it’s very expensive or dif-
ficult to gather facts for an informed decision, you need to consider the
possibility that an informed decision might cost more than any benefit
you’d gain from getting the facts. Hint: There aren’t very many of those
situations in corporate life. Some real world examples of appropriate
rational ignorance might be (1) just getting everyone out and running
away while you still have time, rather than trying to figure out which
wire to cut on the bomb; (2) avoiding asking personal questions when
someone seems to be in a bad mood; or (3) not bothering to find out, by
experiment, just exactly how much tolerance a state trooper adds to the
radar reading before pulling you over!

Rational ignorance can also hinder decision making, usually when
people (or cross-functional teams) feel their voices won’t be heard. Rational
ignorance is often applied to presidential elections, using the reasoning
that one vote is so small that, in the scheme of things, it just isn’t worth-
while to be informed on the issues. As a product manager, if you suppress
the voice of anyone on your cross-functional team, you run the risk of see-
ing rational ignorance begin to affect his or her decision-making behavior.
For a very common example (especially in the software industry), if you
don’t adhere to schedules, and you ignore complaints or questions about
slippage, you run the risk of everyone falling into denial about schedule
risks. Before long, the product is either second to market or canceled alto-
gether. This doesn’t mean you blow issues out of proportion, but you can’t
ignore or denigrate them either.

In short, if you want to make better decisions more often, you must
ensure that your team does not fall into an unbalanced focus on negative
consequences (analysis paralysis), but also ensure that negative issues
are not unduly suppressed (rational ignorance). You can’t succeed as a
Pollyanna or an Eeyore in the Product Management role—the glass is
neither half full nor half empty, simply something that must eventually
be washed.

This brings us to an important point: the product manager and the
team he or she leads continues to earn greater credibility by having a
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higher percentage of better decisions than worse decisions. Often man-
agement one or two levels above you may become focused on one key
characteristic of the solution—such as customer complaints—failing to
recognize that you are making the right long-term choice for revenue,
retention, or gross margin, for example. In other words, your manage-
ment may get caught up in a weird combination of paralysis (short-
term negative consequences—customers might call again) and rational
ignorance (just get these calls to stop now). If you use a documented
decision process, do enough evaluation to explain your choices credi-
bly, and keep good records in the Master Plan, these “local anomalies”
and decision-making fallacies are easier to address and control. And if
you keep thorough, well-thought-out decisions in your Master Plan
binder, you can continuously look back at your results and improve
your decision making.

The New Product Development process (later chapters) is a some-
what structured decision-making process. On the whole, though, day-
to-day product management is a massive exercise in decision making.
Some things you just have to do, and some mini-decisions will be easy
and will turn out ok; some will be harder and have more significant
consequences, but you must deal with all of them.

GUT-FEEL DECISION MAKING

As explained above, decision making has many objective methods, but a
great deal of subjective content. Some of that subjective content can be
qualified with rational thought, while some of it is based purely on
instinct, intuition, or emotional reaction. In fact, decision making based
solely on reason may or may not lead you to the most effective option.
Often a well-rounded decision requires “going with your gut,” other-
wise known as gut-feel decision making.

Psychologists have come to understand that we generally have two
neurological reactions to any problem. Our rational reactions employ
logic, structured in slow, clear, linear argumentation that may continue
for hours, days, or weeks. Usually in only microseconds, however, we
use somatic markers (our basic survival instincts) to holistically analyze
and pass judgment on the situation. These markers are often expressed
directly through our physical reactions, such as embarrassment, anger,
fear, fight-or-flight responses, excitement, and so on.
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If you think about it, you’ll probably recall a situation in which
you had a physical reaction to a potential decision, and then spent 
several days trying to work out why you had that reaction. Physical
changes in your emotional states are known as self-regulation, which
is the complement of self-control. Successfully getting through the 
day is a matter of choosing how much we balance external, rational
discipline with allowing our inner selves free reign to regulate our
behavior.

Physical reactions should not be the last word on most decisions,
however (see Figure 5.4). Somatic markers and reason operate inter-
dependently, so it’s necessary to properly weigh them together when
trying to finalize a choice. Contrary to what you might expect, the
weight of psychological evidence suggests that self-regulation—our
emotional reaction—deserves about 80 percent of the weight, while
our rational, logical input should comprise about 20 percent of the
decision.

Most psychologists are quick to underscore that this evidence does
not imply exclusive reliance on instinct. When you have an incongruent
emotional or physical reaction, however, it’s worth spending a fair
amount of time decoding why your gut doesn’t support your reasonable
conclusions. More often than not, your gut is right.
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“It would appear, Hopkins, that your gut feel was only indigestion”

F I G U R E  5.4

Gut-Feel Decision Making

(Used with permission of the artist, Timo Elliot)



BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE

One of the growing areas of decision sciences in business is known as
Business Intelligence (BI). Although it appears to be a new concept, in
fact it dates back to the late 1950s. BI refers to a collection of technolo-
gies that gather, process, and present information about business oper-
ations. The overall purpose of BI systems is to provide businesspeople
with a comprehensive, structured set of easy-to-understand metrics.

BI generally focuses on internal data such as sales, production vol-
umes, and operations, so it should be distinguished from purely external
data based on competitors, industries, and markets. That said, you must
realize that BI describes not only the internal operations of your particu-
lar company, but also the interaction between your company and the
marketplace. As a result, there are many trends you can “see” based
solely on BI—trends you should then verify with available external data
points. In fact, BI can be an incredible wealth of information about your 
customers, charting everything from spending patterns to preferences.

Dozens of BI vendors exist in the marketplace, so you can quickly
gather a mountain of information on this up-and-coming toolset on your
own. Based on the earlier discussion of gut-feel decision making,
though, I caution you to be very careful in evaluating and implementing
BI in your own organization. Many vendors present study after study
decrying instinct and gut-feel as “incredibly costly.”

Let me put those issues in perspective right here. For every decision
you make, the more data you have (within reason), the better your ulti-
mate decision. As you’ve already gathered, I am a huge advocate of
gathering massive amounts of data from every possible source. Once
you have that data, however, it’s crucial that you convert it into relevant
information—then use that information as an input to how you arrive at
your decision. As BI systems become more sophisticated, there may be a
tendency to “let the data speak for itself,” rather than to use the data
within the context of other decision-making parameters or business sig-
nals. Remember that there are rarely times when you should not apply a
little reason, along with a healthy dose of instinct, to your decision.

SUMMARY

Decision making is an evaluative process that product managers must
cultivate throughout their careers. Every moment, every day, every week,
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dozens of decisions will need to be made, some simple and almost
unconscious and some requiring complex data analysis. In the New
Product Development process, you’ll have to decide to move an oppor-
tunity from one phase to another, or whether to terminate a project.
When you create a Business Case, you will need to decide whether a
product investment is worthwhile. When evaluating product line finan-
cials, you’ll be deciding how to respond to unfavorable outcomes. And of
course, you will always have to ask, and answer, “What’s next?” For now,
it’s important that you recognize the importance of decision making and
begin to develop some skills in this key area. The tools and methods in
this chapter will certainly help you get started.

RAISING YOUR PRODUCT MANAGEMENT 
EXPERIENCE QUOTIENT (PMEQ)

1. Keep a journal of the number and kinds of decisions you make
each day. Classify them as personal and business. Use this
method to examine your thought processes, the data you used,
the assumptions you made, and your own satisfaction with the
outcomes. Over time, you may be able to spot some patterns in
how you process data, how comfortable you are with missing
data, and what you might do to improve the speed and/or qual-
ity of the decisions you face.

2. When evaluating a situation, you need to get to the root cause.
Ask “why?” There is a technique, roughly known as “why
analysis.” When you encounter a situation or problem that you
believe requires a decision, you need to figure out what decision
to make based on the basic problem. If you focus on the wrong
problem, then you may make the wrong decision. I recommend
you use a journal for this, too. Identify the problem or challenge
in several steps. Here is an example:
a. Unit volumes are below plan. Why?
b. There has been an increase in customer complaints and an

increase in product returns. Why?
c. The contract manufacturer used a substandard part, causing

the product to fail. Why?
d. The product specification did not adequately describe the

type of material to be used. Why?
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e. The product requirements did not clearly identify the per-
formance needs for the customers based on how the product
is to be used. Why?

f. The customer analysis research did not capture the most
appropriate usage scenarios. Why?

3. The next time you believe you are faced with a key business
decision, start out by clarifying the problem to be solved—or the
decision that must be made. You must have a clear idea of what
the problem is; otherwise, this exercise will not work. A white
board or other larger visual display might help inspire creative
thought. Next, make a list of things you think you might do to
solve the problem. At first, the obvious possibilities will surface
but each possibility might lead to a consequence, either desir-
able or undesirable. This begins to eliminate some ideas and
raise new ideas for you. You can step away from the exercise and
come back to it, or you can invite others to help you, especially if
others have a more diverse set of experiences. You may also find
that you need to do further analysis or secure more data. These
are all positive actions designed to help you reveal possibilities
and narrow alternatives, as you work toward the best possible
outcome.

4. You will invariably have to evaluate new product project ideas
using a structured decision-making technique. Discussed in
detail in Chapters 11 through 17, decision “screening” is used to
determine which product ideas are to be acted upon and which
will be rejected. It is suggested that the technique you ultimately
use be documented and used as a learning tool for the cross-
functional team. By capturing the decision-making process and
the data used, you will create the artifacts that describe how and
why you and the team arrived at the decision. If you ultimately
present a recommendation to management, you will want to
document the outcome in the Product Master Plan.
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FINANCE FOR THE PRODUCT 
MANAGER: KEEPING SCORE

105

CHAPTER

Executive Summary

� Product managers should have a solid understanding of the
“numbers” in order to plan and manage products.

� Product managers who understand the mechanics of financial
statement construction can readily evaluate the performance of
their products, their own companies, their competitors, and even
the industries in which they compete.

� Product managers work to cultivate successful products that provide
a positive economic contribution to the company.

� The product life cycle curve is a graphical representation of the
product’s stream of revenue and/or profits. It provides a powerful
tool to illustrate the product’s overall progress and performance.

The product manager must make sure that the product’s actual financial
performance fulfills its expected financial and market performance targets.
Making good decisions on behalf of the product requires financial data.
However, data garnered from my ongoing benchmarking indicates that



many product managers do not have any formal education or training in
financial management. Furthermore, they don’t have access to important
and timely financial details about product performance, product costs, 
and product profitability. Financial principles, along with the associated
financial and accounting vocabulary, should be a vital part of the product
manager’s toolkit.

THE LANGUAGE OF BUSINESS

Finance is the common language of business. If product managers are
responsible for running the business of the product, they need a good
foundation of fundamental financial skills. They must be able to under-
stand and assess how a product’s financial returns affect the business
and the product portfolio. In addition, they need the financial acumen to
manage future investments in their product wisely. Product managers
need grounding in the fundamentals of business finance.

This chapter provides you with that essential financial foundation.
Basic financial statements and vocabulary will be defined. These include
Income Statements (sometimes called the Profit and Loss Statement, 
or P&L), Balance Sheets, and Cash Flow Statements—and an explana-
tion of the importance of discounted cash flow and “net present 
value” or “NPV.”

These key techniques are aligned with the Product Management
Life Cycle Model and are then applied in two broad categories: planning
and managing the “business of the product.” Each of these topics will be
developed as the chapter evolves.

THE BASIC FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

Product managers should be able to review and analyze financial state-
ments. When business and financial people talk about gross profits,
depreciation, working capital, and cash flow, they must comprehend the
meaning of these terms and feel comfortable when discussing financial
matters. The language of business is derived from the accounting field.
Your familiarity with this critical business vocabulary will increase your
stature as a product manager and earn you greater respect from your
cross-functional team members as well as from management.

Financial statements are the most important and universal docu-
ments utilized by businesses. They are the functional instruments used
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to manage the business, make decisions, and communicate results to
various interested parties.

Since products are “mini-businesses” for which product managers
and their teams are responsible, it is important to understand that these
same financial statements are used at the product level. Product man-
agers use these statements to create and communicate product budgets,
analyze results, and make decisions when results don’t align with pro-
jections. The product manager should also understand how these tools
are used to disclose information about the product’s performance to
stakeholders, namely your cross-functional team members and your
management.

Additionally, the product manager should make sure there is strong
financial expertise and representation on the product team. Understand-
ing and applying financial techniques does not automatically bestow 
the underlying knowledge about the mechanics of corporate financial
management and accounting. The financial representative to the team
provides critical insights when Business Cases are created, forecasts are
derived, and analyses are carried out. In the following sections, I’ll
describe the characteristics and usage of each financial statement.

THE INCOME STATEMENT

The Income Statement is sometimes called the Profit and Loss State-
ment, or just “P&L.” Since the P&L tracks product or business perform-
ance over a given time period such as a month, quarter, or year, it is
referred to as a periodic statement. The P&L helps to determine whether
the product has contributed a profit or loss over the specified time period.
Each product should have its own P&L. The basic P&L format for a
product is shown in Table 6.1.

There is an easy way to view the P&L. Divide it into two halves.
The top half of the P&L considers revenue and the specific costs to create
that revenue. The bottom half includes the expenses incurred by the func-
tional departments as they support the business or carry out their daily
activities.

The top half of the P&L opens by accounting for the revenue brought
in from the sale of products or services to customers. Revenue is calcu-
lated by multiplying the unit selling price by the number of units sold:

Revenue � Unit Selling Price � Units Sold
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If your company produces tangible goods, a variety of costs are
incurred to produce them. (Note: Service-based businesses or software
companies do not have material costs; however, you should always
check with your finance department to determine if there are any costs
in this category.) These production-specific costs, in total, are referred 
to as cost of goods sold (COGS), and represent the direct costs incurred to
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T A B L E  6.1

Projected Income Statement for Product ABC for the Upcoming Year 20XX

Budget

Sales (Revenue)
Number of units 10,000
Price per unit $6.25

Total revenue $62,500.00

Cost of goods sold (COGS)
Materials 7,500.00
Labor 4,500.00
Overhead 9,800.00

Total COGS $21,800.00

Gross Profit $40,700.00
Gross Profit % 65.1%

Expenses
Marketing 5,400.00
Sales 3,300.00
R&D 3,235.00
General and administrative 2,100.00

Total expenses $14,035.00

Earnings before interest and taxes, depreciation and amortization (EBITA) $26,665.00
Depreciation and amortization 500.00
Interest expense 350.00
Income taxes 2,631.00

Net Income (profit) $23,684.00

Net Income % 37.9%



produce the product and any overheads allocated in the production of
the product. COGS is generally composed of the cost of raw materials,
the associated labor to assemble the product, and various direct and
allocated overhead costs like rent and electricity for the facility used in
the production or assembly of those products:

Material � Labor � Overhead � Cost of Goods Sold (COGS)

Gross profit (sometimes called gross margin), is the profit earned
directly by the sale of the product. It is derived by subtracting COGS
from revenue. Gross profit is very significant because it represents an
important measurement of product profitability. For product managers
and their cross-functional product teams, gross profit is often the only
measure of product profitability that can be reasonably applied. The
gross profit must be significant enough to cover the expenses incurred
by other departments that support your product—and deliver a net
profit at the end of the financial period. Gross profit in absolute dollars,
and as a percentage of revenue, is also an important measurement when
comparing one product’s performance to another (within the portfolio),
and in comparing your company’s results to its competitors:

Revenue – COGS � Gross Profit
Gross Profit / Revenue � Gross Profit %

The bottom half of a P&L is where the different functional depart-
ments’ expenses are listed. These expenses are categorized by functional
departments, including Sales, Marketing, R&D, Customer Service, and
other operating expenses. There is usually an allocation for “general and
administrative” expenses, which are borne by all products and distrib-
uted to product line P&Ls by the company according to predetermined
algorithms. However, these expenses (directly charged to the product or
allocated by predetermined formulas) are often beyond the control of
the product manager and the team.

If it is possible to establish budget line items for expenses that are
budgeted in Marketing Plans, and to be able to track those incurred
expenses against those plans, the product team would have better 
visibility into the impact of those marketing investments on the prod-
uct’s market performance and profitability. This could be accomplished
as a collaborative effort with the Finance department. The team could
thus “absorb” its marketing allocations and, as a consequence, be able 
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to recognize the direct expenditures for product-related marketing
investments.

After operating expenses are accounted for, the next level of prod-
uct profitability must be calculated. That is called the earnings before
interest and taxes, depreciation, and amortization, or EBITDA. In some com-
panies, this might be referred to as “income from operations.” This
allows for the separation of interest and taxes from the actual operating
P&L for the product:

Gross Profit – Operating Expenses � EBITDA

There are some additional expenses that are often charged against
product P&Ls: interest and taxes. Interest is sometimes allocated to a
product or product line to cover a proportion of the cost of the com-
pany’s borrowing money to finance its operations. Taxes are levies by
federal, state, provincial, and local governments on profits earned by 
a company.

All of these categories are typically beyond the extent of control of the
product manager and the product team. However, in many cases, positive
gross profit or even EBITDA can “evaporate” because of other allocations
or charges, such as interest, taxes, depreciation, and amortization.

The true profit of a business as well as a product’s “bottom line” or
net profit can be calculated by subtracting all expenses, interest, and
taxes from EBITDA by the following calculation:

(EBITDA) – (Interest, Taxes, Depreciation, 
and Amortization) � Net Income

Net Income / Revenue � Net Income %

Net income (or net profit) is the whole reason that your company is
in business. If the bottom line isn’t greater than getting a return on
investment such as interest from a bank, why run the risk of operating a
business at all?

Your product may be dependent on “assets” such as machinery,
equipment, facilities, computer systems, patents, trademarks, or other
assets. A portion of an asset’s value is taken each year as “depreciation or
amortization.” If your product is dependent on “assets,” these assets are
depreciated or amortized over time. Depreciation and amortization is
how companies indicate the use and declining value of assets. Since the
company lays out the money for the equipment or facilities in advance, it
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lists those assets on the Balance Sheet (more on Balance Sheets later). The
company already paid the “cash” for the equipment when it was pur-
chased. Therefore, your product is “charged” each year for a portion of the
normal wear and tear caused by usage of the equipment (depreciation), or
the remaining life of a patent or trademark (amortization).

Depreciation and amortization are not really a current cash expense
because the team (or company) didn’t spend any money. However, the
team does have to absorb a cost for the portion of the asset actually 
utilized in that year. Depreciation and amortization have to be captured
and accounted for somewhere. Therefore, they are recognized in a 
line item of the P&L by being treated as if they were a cash expense.
Depreciation does not affect cash flow for the company.

THE BALANCE SHEET

The Balance Sheet is a financial statement that takes a “snapshot” of 
the assets and liabilities of the company at a specific point in time, and
depicts the overall net worth or equity of the company at that particular
point in time. It is different from the P&L, which shows results for a
financial period.

The Balance Sheet depicts the assets owned by the business and
how those assets are financed with money from creditors or the capital
of its owners or shareholders, or both. The Balance Sheet states that 
the business is in balance. Like the human body, the Balance Sheet must
be in a state of balance, or homeostasis, if it is to function properly. The
Balance Sheet has a basic arithmetical formula or equation:

Assets – Liabilities � Owner’s Equity

Assets are the items of value that a firm controls, all of which are
measured or valued in terms of money. Assets are employed by a com-
pany’s management to create value. For example, a manufacturing plant
is an asset that enables the company to build products. Consider the
forms and sources of assets: assets are more than just cash in the bank;
they can also be money that’s owed to the company by customers, called
accounts receivable.

Current assets are those that can be easily converted to cash within
one year and include cash in the bank, marketable securities, accounts
receivable, and inventory. Quick assets (as they are sometimes termed)
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are the subset of current assets that are essentially already in liquid form,
like cash and marketable securities.

Fixed assets are those that are more difficult to quickly convert to
cash: buildings, manufacturing equipment, and land. Collectively these
are also referred to as property, plant, and equipment (PP&E).

Intangible assets are a financial representation of intangible items
that nonetheless have some monetary value. These include patents,
brands, or intellectual property (acquired knowledge), and goodwill.
Intangible assets are considered difficult to measure and value, but com-
panies, as well as accounting governance bodies, are focusing more and
more on finding ways to account for them.

Liabilities generally represent the means by which assets are
financed. When your company incurs a liability, it is obligated to pay for
it at some point—either in the near term, or over the long term, so it rep-
resents a future cash outflow. Just like assets, liabilities are divided into
two categories: current liabilities and long-term liabilities or debt.

Current liabilities are those obligations that must be paid off within
one year. These include payments for operating expenses, supplies, and
materials as accounts payable. Current liabilities may also include short-
term loans, the interest on those loans, the current portion of loans
required to be paid within one year, and taxes owed.

Long-term liabilities (often called long-term debt) describes obliga-
tions that mature beyond a year. Many companies incur long-term debt
(or issue bonds) to finance capital expansion or to finance other business
activities. This is where the term leverage often comes into play. When a
company is “heavily leveraged,” it is said to have a lot of debt—money
it owes to others (I’ll give you an example shortly).

One of the derivative financial principles and terms you often hear
is the expression net working capital. Net working capital is what you 
get if you subtract current liabilities from current assets. It’s called
“working” in the sense of “doing work,” not “available to do work,”
since it’s the share of the owner’s equity that’s actually tied up in day-to-
day operations and could be extracted within one year if the company
ceased operations and paid all outstanding bills. Working capital is a 
particularly sensitive subject for many financial team members, because
its application and use has to be carefully balanced. If there is too 
little working capital available, the company won’t be able to meet 
its monthly financial obligations such as payroll and rent. However if
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the balance sheet shows too much, it can indicate certain problems such
as excess or slow-selling inventory, slow payments by customers, or
even uncollectible accounts. Any one of those is situations needs to be
immediately analyzed and rectified.

Owner’s equity is the collection of assets that actually belong to the
owners or shareholders. Also known as net worth, it is the difference
between assets and liabilities, and therefore a representation of the true
“book value” of the ownership of the company. A simple comparison
could be your ownership of a home. The value of the home could be
$500,000. But if you have a $200,000 mortgage, the amount of your true
ownership, or equity, in the home is actually only $300,000. The forms and
sources of owner’s equity include contributed capital (money invested in
the company by its owners, private investors, or shareholders) and
retained earnings (the company’s accumulated net income over its time in
business). A sample Balance Sheet is shown for you in Table 6.2.

As briefly described in an earlier paragraph, financial leverage
refers to the situation in which you use borrowed money to purchase an
asset (to create value), and then repay the money with an overall net
gain that exceeds the return you’d get on your own capital. This is worth
explaining further with a simple example.

For example, let’s say you could buy pencils for a dollar each and
sell them for $1.25—but you only have $1 of working capital. Without
leverage, you can buy one pencil, sell it, and keep $.25 profit, for a 
gain of 25 percent. After four such sales, you could afford two pencils,
and so on, each time making only 25 percent return on your invest-
ment. On the other hand, you could borrow $3; add it to your dollar to
buy four pencils; sell them for $5; return the $3 loan; and reap 100 per-
cent profit on your original investment of $1. Even if you had to pay 
10 percent interest (i.e., $.30), you’d still net 70 percent profit from your
original dollar.

Product managers may not be concerned about how the chief finan-
cial officer (CFO) or controller finances equipment or other assets used in
the creation of their products. However, when analyzing their competi-
tor’s situation, product managers may find it is important to know
whether they are overly leveraged or not. Whereas overly leveraged
organizations (those with too much debt on the Balance Sheet) may be
limited in whether they can invest in new products or new marketing pro-
grams, companies that are not heavily leveraged (don’t have a lot of debt),
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and have cash on their Balance Sheets, have the luxury and advantage of
being more financially agile, which counts in competitive situations.

In general, the Balance Sheet is usually a reference tool to the prod-
uct manager. However, in certain instances, assets would be an area of
interest. For example, if new equipment or facilities are needed to sup-
port product investments, the product manager would be concerned
about the investment required as well as the future depreciation of these
new assets allocated to the product.
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T A B L E  6.2

Sample Balance Sheet: December 31, 20XX

Increase/
Past Year Current Year (Decrease)

Assets
Current assets

Cash 250,000 325,000 75,000
Marketable securities 335,000 420,000 85,000
Accounts receivable 650,000 700,000 50,000
Inventory 275,000 240,000 (35,000)

Total current assets $1,510,000 $1,685,000 $175,000

Property, plant, and equipment $2,750,000 $2,850,000 $100,000

Total assets $4,260,000 $4,535,000 $275,000

Liabilities and owners equity

Current liabilities
Accounts payable 635,000 720,000 85,000
Short-term loans 24,000 19,000 (5,000)
Taxes payable 125,600 138,000 12,400

Total current liabilities $784,600 $877,000 $92,400

Long-term debt $625,000 $550,000 ($75,000)

Total liabilities $1,409,600 $1,427,000 $17,400

Owners’ equity $2,850,400 $3,108,000 $257,600

Total liabilities and owners’ equity $4,260,000 $4,535,000 $275,000



Product managers should also have an interest in the inventory posi-
tion of the product. If too much inventory builds up, it is an indication that
sales are not materializing, which indicates that production forecasts are
incorrect and the underlying causes need to be addressed. If there is too
little inventory, it might mean that a lag in production will result in lower
than projected sales. Such problems are within the purview of the product
team and are the responsibility of the product manager.

CASH FLOW

Every month, the company checkbook receives money from sales of
products and services (revenues) and disburses money in order to oper-
ate the business (expenses). The best parallel to use is based on our 
own personal lives. We receive money from salaries or other sources,
and disburse money for our living expenses. In a nutshell, this describes
cash flow.

It is not a typical responsibility for the product managers to know
every nuance of cash flow management. It is largely the responsibility of
the CFO or treasurer of the company. However, a fundamental under-
standing of cash flow is important for the product manager. The reason is
because all forecasts (and the underlying assumptions in those forecasts)
involve the translation of market share estimates and sales projections
into financial information. This information is synchronized with the cal-
endar so that the appropriate plans can be made coincident with the
expected arrival of money from sales, and the outflow of money to sup-
port operations. The CFO reviews the forecasts of all the product teams
within the company to determine how much money to anticipate to
finance business operations. If shortfalls are predicted, the CFO needs to
work out where to get money to pay the bills. If there is an excess of cash
flow, then the CFO has to have a plan in place to invest the money so 
it doesn’t sit idle instead of producing profits.

This scenario can be an example. If the product manager predicts 
a product launch in May, first orders in July, and payments from 
July orders in September, the team’s financial member informs the 
CFO about the product forecast and the CFO inserts this into the cash
flow plans. (By the way, if you are producing a physical product, your
factory forecast is also tied to the assumptions about when your product
will be selling).
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Now, suppose the launch is three months late (August) and the first
orders don’t actually materialize until October. It is possible the com-
pany will be paid either late in the year or perhaps not until early the
next year. This could be a dilemma if the product manager does not
understand two things: the company’s sales cycle and the order-to-cash
cycle (which tells the product manager how long it takes to get paid 
after an order is received). The late launch problem could also have a
negative impact on product inventory because the factory’s production
forecast was tied to the sales forecast.

Inventory build-up takes cash away from the CFO’s checkbook
because instead of funding operations or investments, the money gets
tied up in nonproductive inventory.

When you create a forecast in a Business Case, the potential cash
inflows from product sales must exceed the investment that the com-
pany has made (in advance of those sales) plus some premium for the
cost of capital and a return on that capital.

In the accounting concept known as present value, the basic prem-
ise is that a dollar today is worth more than a dollar tomorrow. For
those who are not financially trained, this is sometimes a difficult con-
cept. Thus, another reason cash flows are important is because of pres-
ent value: the farther out into the future the cash comes in, the less
value it has to the company. In financial planning, money received
today, has more value than money expected to be received two years
from now.

However, not all product investments are the same. In order to 
put this into perspective, we need to talk about discounted cash flow.

DEMYSTIFYING DISCOUNTED CASH FLOW

Throughout the year, many product teams ask management for invest-
ment money for their products. The CFO, working with the executive
leadership team, is supposed to take a portion of the company’s profits,
after providing for normal working capital requirements, and invest it.
One way to do this is to reinvest in the business. If the product team
wishes to “borrow” money from the CFO, it must be paid back with
interest (providing a rate of return). This interest has another word in the
corporate world: the discount rate. The discount rate is based on what is
called the “cost of capital.” (If you’re interested in this, you can read more
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about it in most finance textbooks.) Companies supply their checkbooks
with money from a variety of sources, and each source has a different
“cost.” The discount rate is also considered a function of the company’s
risk of loss—for example, if your product team doesn’t pay it back when
expected. The discount rate may be increased for investments perceived
as riskier. Suffice it to say that the CFO charges you a discount rate that
accounts for the fact that money expected to arrive farther into the future
is discounted back to the present. Hence we have the financial expression
discounted cash flow. Here’s a simple example of how this works:

Suppose your product team needs $100,000 for a new product. The
finance representative feels that the Business Case has a low risk for 
failure and that the discount rate of 12 percent will be sufficient to cover
the cost of capital and the relevant risk of the investment. Table 6.3 shows
how the cash flows are actually discounted. In the current year (CY), the
team gets $100,000. In the first year, the net cash flow from product sales
is $45,000. However, because it’s one year into the future, the $45,000
needs to be “discounted” back to the present. In our example, it would be
calculated as [$45,000 � .88 � $39,600], with .88 allowing for the dis-
counting of the cash flow by 12 percent. In the second year (CY � 2), the
product contributes $60,000 to the company. However, in this second
year, the money is discounted twice (that’s compounding the discount
rate), which means it’s discounted by 12 percent two times, calculated as
[$60,000 � (.88 � .88 � .7744) � $46,464]. In the third year (CY � 3), the
money is discounted three times and the discounted cash flow is calcu-
lated as follows: [$75,000 � (.88 � .88 � .88 � .6815) � $51,110]. Each
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The Mechanics of Discounted Cash Flow

CY CY � 1 CY � 2 CY � 3 Total

Cash invested �$100,000

Revenue $45,000 $60,000 $75,000 $180,000

Discounted cash flow $39,600 $46,464 $51,110 $137,174

Cumulative discounted cash flow $39,600 $86,064 $137,174

CY, current year.



future cash flow is discounted “back to the present” and then added up.
Adding up the future discounted cash flows is called the cumulative dis-
counted cash flow (CDCF). Most financial analysts will take the CDCF
and subtract the original investment to arrive at the net present value
(NPV) for the investment. Positive NPV means that the investment will
generate a return to the business. The CFO and the portfolio review
board will likely compare different NPVs based on timing (cash flows
received sooner are generally viewed more favorably), risk, and the
absolute amount of the initial investment. This is an expression you will
probably hear many times during your Product Management career, and
while you are involved in the world of business.

When product managers learn the fundamentals of financial state-
ments, they are better able to apply these financial tools and techniques
to the business management of the product—that is, to create plans and
to manage those plans based on a good knowledge of fiscal requirements.

FINANCIAL PLANNING FOR PRODUCT MANAGERS

Now that you’ve had an introduction to understanding the financial
statements, let’s talk about financial planning. Product managers, at
some point in their career, have to carry out the following:

1. Create Business Cases for product investments
2. Assemble forecasts
3. Test planning assumptions (sensitivity analysis)
4. Derive product cost models
5. Establish pricing models
6. Prepare product budgets

Each of these planning activities is critical to setting up the business
of the product so that its results can be tracked and compared against those
plans. I’ll briefly discuss each one. However, these topics are discussed in
more detail in other chapters.

Creating Business Cases for Product Investments

The Business Case is the primary document used by product managers
to justify investments in new products or product enhancements, or
even marketing investments. The term investment is revealing. It means
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that the product manager is requesting money from management 
(typically the product portfolio review board) and is going to prove that
the product team can deliver a positive return to the business. There
may be other product managers in the company who are competing 
for money, so realistic, believable Business Cases usually garner greater
levels of support from management. Product managers should try to
create the best, most complete Business Cases possible because these
documents help to establish the product manager’s credibility and busi-
ness acumen in the eyes of management and the cross-functional team
members with whom they work.

Assembling Forecasts

A forecast is an estimate based on assumptions about the future. As you
will learn in Chapter 9, product managers are responsible for forecasting
market share, sales volumes, and demand or production forecasts. Each
of these forecasts is based on a host of variables, ultimately linked 
back to the strategy for the product. Forecasts are built on assumptions
formulated by members of the cross-functional product team. Their 
goal is to determine “future state” market situations that are ultimately
translated into unit volume forecasts.

Forecasts are also created to determine the market share the product
can capture. Market share postulations and assumptions are built on a
solid foundation of industry and competitive research, and needs-based
market segmentation models. For example, assumptions for sales vol-
umes are evaluated in conjunction with the Sales department, because
Sales needs to be able to commit to delivering those volumes and, of
course, needs to be appropriately compensated for selling the product.

Assumptions are also linked to demand forecasts for tangible goods
so that the factory’s production schedules can be created. In addition, fore-
cast assumptions are linked to the work of the Marketing department
since marketing programs must be appropriately timed to stimulate inter-
est in the product and drive sales activity. If the sales forecast is too low,
there won’t be enough product available and customers will go elsewhere
to satisfy their demand. If sales volumes are too low, inventory positions
will build, wasting company money.

Of course, each and every assumption about the future in any 
forecast is expressed in financial terms.
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Testing Planning Assumptions Using Sensitivity Analysis

As you begin to consider investment decisions, forecasts in budgets, and
Business Cases, it does not take long to reach the point of asking, “What
if … ?” What if the cost of materials goes up in six months? What if we
increase the price by 10 percent? Eventually, as a product manager, you
will want to create various assumption sets and then see what might
happen. Testing assumptions means that you change a variable (unit
volume, a product cost element, or a unit price) to assess the impact on
future product profitability. When you change a variable in the formula
based on a revised assumption, you’re trying to see how “sensitive” the
impact is on profitability. This process is called sensitivity analysis.

When carrying out sensitivity analysis, you should not be changing
many variables at the same time. You change one variable to see the
overall impact on gross profit or net income. If you believe that the most
likely market situation will yield a unit volume of 1,000 units at $250 per
unit for one year with revenue of $250,000, what happens if the volume
is 20 percent less and the price is the same? Then, revenue would be
$200,000. Would that be enough to sustain the business and deliver the
targeted product profitability and market share?

Deriving Product Cost Models

As suggested earlier, all tangible products have costs associated with
their production. Businesses that make or buy goods to sell deduct the
COGS from their revenue in computing gross profit. This information
applies if the business is a manufacturer, wholesaler, or retailer, or if the
company is engaged in any business activity involving the buying or
selling of goods to ultimately produce revenue. This does not generally
apply to businesses that provide intangible services.

Product managers should have some ideas about the cost models
used to plan and manage products. The three methods discussed here
include standard costing, target costing, and activity-based costing.

Standard costing of a product is based on the company’s cost of
direct material, direct labor, and overhead. During planning or budget-
ing, many companies don’t assign an actual cost of material, labor, and
overhead to the product. Rather, they establish a standard cost by esti-
mating the costs based on what’s already known, or based on products
that have already been produced (especially if there is inventory that has
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a cost associated with it). Product managers can think of the standard
cost as the “cost used for planning purposes.” Typically, the standard
cost is set at the outset of the fiscal year, and then as new costs are real-
ized for producing the product (in different volumes), these actual costs
will be compared with the standard costs. If there is a difference between
the actual costs incurred and the standard costs, they can be analyzed
and attributed to variations or fluctuations in volume, material costs, or
overheads. As products evolve across their life cycles, product managers
will always be looking to reduce the costs of producing the product and
will rely on having relevant reference points from which to carry out
their cost analyses.

Target costing is a method whereby the proposed product costs are
specified so that a targeted gross profit or product profit can be realized.
The process of target costing begins with the product definition, and
clearly encompasses the product’s functionality, performance, and quality.
The underlying assumption, in tying costs to the product definition, is that
it considers the market segments or target customer types for whom the
product is to be developed. If the product manager establishes a gross
profit goal of 75 percent and the market price of the product is $100, then
the targeted cost cannot exceed $25.

Activity-based costing is a technique that logically allocates overhead
to products based on actual usage of factory facilities or machinery. 
The best way to describe this is with an example where there are two
products in one product line: product A and product B. Product A is a
product ordered by customers in low numbers. However, for product A
to be produced, it requires some additional engineering, testing, and
many machine set-ups. Product B is ordered frequently by customers
and the production runs are longer and are not interrupted by set-ups 
or other activities. If your company applied standard costing, it would
probably allocate the overhead based on the number of hours of
machine time. This means that product A would have little overhead
because it uses less machine time, and product B would have a lot of
overhead because it uses a lot of machine time. Activity-based costing
considers not only machine time, but other costs such as engineering,
testing, and set-up, which are activities used in conjunction with the 
production of the product. Therefore, product A’s overhead would be
higher by utilizing activity-based costing. Product B’s overhead will
likely be reduced because there is less overhead to be spread over a
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larger amount of product and will only be charged for machine time, not
those additional costs incurred by product A. Activity-based costing is
not always easy to implement and track in many organizations, but it 
is an option if these cost-recognition mechanisms are available in the
corporate accounting systems. Activity-based costing can be a helpful
approach when really looking at cost reduction or process improvement
initiatives.

Establishing Pricing Models

Every product, within the context of a carefully crafted marketing mix,
has to be priced. Pricing models abound. The most appropriate model 
is a value-based approach, although many companies use cost-plus pric-
ing, which I do not advocate. Pricing is both art and science, but is built
upon a solid foundation of well-researched and understood customer
needs and competitive pressures. This basis determines how the product
is ultimately positioned in the market. Pricing is also determined based
on the strategic goals set for the product. Introducing a new product at a
lower price can “buy” market share. If your product is sold in the luxury
consumer segment, your prices are usually priced at a premium. Some
companies price for short-term gains in revenue or profit; some try to
sell as many units as possible.

Strategic pricing often requires some assistance from a financial
specialist based on some of the intricacies involved. In carrying out
strategic product planning, an assessment is created that baselines how
well the product has sold, at what prices, and under what conditions
and to which customer types. Although list prices may reflect what is
believed to be the product’s value proposition, actual pricing perform-
ance, as in special bids, discounts offered for purchases in specific quan-
tities, and so on, may have brought about shifts in the average prices
paid for the product. These pricing details need to be factored back into
future pricing strategies. For pricing planning, the product manager
(along with a financial specialist or pricing specialist) should continually
be thinking about pricing within the context of financial planning and 
the desired future financial performance of the product. Your product
revenue forecast is dependent on the pricing model and your gross
profit is ultimately calculated based on the units you sell. The price,
therefore, is the lynchpin in the product profitability formula.
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Preparing Product Budgets

Product managers need to create budgets for their products. The budget
sets up the product’s business to fulfill its near-term goals. Typically,
budgets cover the next fiscal or calendar year. They are spending
roadmaps that link the near-term business of the product to the prod-
uct’s strategy. Therefore, budgets are used for short-term planning, coor-
dinating functional activities, communicating to management and other
team members, and tracking progress. Functional Support Plans, for
example, contain spending estimates. When all the spending estimates
for all the functions are “rolled up” into the budget for the product or the
product line, they can be carefully evaluated by management to make
sure that the spending plans are both affordable and achievable—based
on the financial resources available to the company. Not only do product
budgets need to link to the product strategy, but product budgets are
linked to the cash flow requirements used by the CFO to make sure there
is enough money to run the company.

When you submit your budget in October and it comes back to you
with a directive to pare it back, it’s typically because it is deemed not
affordable or it does not contribute enough to the company’s net income.
The reason the budget is such a great communication tool is that it uses the
language of money to describe to management or other stakeholders the
action plans of the product team. It also provides a medium that enables
management to communicate back to the product team. As will be dis-
cussed shortly, the budget column in the P&L provides the reference point
for being able to track the product’s actual financial progress, and to be able
to explain variances between actual spending and agreed-upon budgets.

MANAGING THE BUSINESS

Up until now, we have discussed the basic financial statements and how
finance is applied to product planning activities. Next we focus on how
finance is used by product managers and their teams when the product
is in the market and is “living its plans.”

There are two general categories to be discussed. First, the product
manager must make sure that that the product is achieving its stated
business goals as budgeted, or in relating the product’s performance
against the original Business Case. Second, the product manager should
be able to determine where the product is situated on the life cycle curve.
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Making Sure the Product Is Achieving Its Financial Goals

Given a basic understanding of financial statements and product budg-
ets (plans), it’s appropriate to expect that the product manager can
understand and explain how actual outcomes compare with the estab-
lished plans. Tremendous insight can be gained from this analysis. One
of the most important methods applied to analyzing the performance of
the product and the business is variance analysis. Variance analysis looks
at a financial plan or budget and compares that plan to the actual results
as shown on the product’s P&L. Variance information is a starting point
for the product manager, usually with the help of a financial specialist,
to analyze what has taken place, why, and what kind of remedial action
might be needed. The key in this kind of product level financial analysis
is to determine the relationships between unit volumes, costs, and prod-
uct profitability. Every line item in the product P&L provides a glimpse
into the business performance of the product. All variances, either 
positive or negative, must be explained. Each explanation should have
some kind of action plan to remedy any deficiencies. We start with the
sample P&L budget from Table 6.1; now we’ll look at Table 6.4, which
shows actual results that are now revealed, along with the associated
variances.

To properly evaluate the product’s financial performance in an
orderly fashion, three general questions have to be asked, and answered.
What is the variance? What happened? What is the action plan for reme-
dying (or further exploiting) the situation? These questions can lead you
to uncover possible problems to be addressed by the cross-functional
team, the resolution of which may ultimately improve market perform-
ance and profitability of your products and services. The structure for
carrying out the analysis and reporting to management during a product
review session is demonstrated in Table 6.5.

Financial Ratios

Financial analysis can extend beyond variance analysis to find relation-
ships between items on financial statements. If you’ve spent a lot of time
evaluating results, you’ll discover that there are many useful relation-
ships between some of the line items in the statements. Expressed as
ratios (division formulas), these relationships can give a quick, often
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Budget Actual Variance Variance %

Sales (Revenue)
Number of units 10,000 10,450 450 4.5%
Price per unit $6.25 $5.88 �0.37 �5.9%

Total revenue $62,500.00 $61,446.00 �$1,054.00 �1.7%

Cost of goods sold (COGS)
Materials 7,500.00 7,612.00 �112.00 �1.5%
Labor 4,500.00 4,250.00 250.00 5.6%
Overhead 9,800.00 10,412.00 �612.00 �6.2%

Total COGS $21,800.00 $22,274.00 �$474.00 �2.2%

Gross profit $40,700.00 $39,172.00 �$1,528.00 �3.8%
Gross profit % 65.1% 63.8% �1.4% �2.1%

Expenses
Marketing 5,400.00 5,105.00 295.00 5.5%
Sales 3,300.00 3,410.00 �110.00 �3.3%
R&D 3,235.00 3,875.00 �640.00 �19.8%
General and administrative 2,100.00 2,140.00 �40.00 �1.9%

Total expenses $14,035.00 $14,530.00 �$495.00 �3.5%

Earnings before interest and taxes, $26,665.00 $24,642.00 �$2,023.00 �7.6%
depreciation, and amortization (EBITDA)

Depreciation and amortization 500.00 500.00 0.00 0.0%
Interest expense 350.00 350.00 0.00 0.0%
Income taxes 2,631.00 1,985.00 646.00 24.6%

Net income (profit) $23,684.00 $22,307.00 �$2,669.00 �11.3%

Net income % 37.9% 36.3% �1.6% �4.2%

intuitively obvious read on the financial health of a business by revealing
the financial condition of an organization as well as the efficiency of its
business and marketing activities. Ratios can also be abstracted to the
product, product line, or product portfolio level. They are especially 
useful in comparing results between time periods for the same product,
between different products in the portfolio, and even in comparing 
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Income Statement for Product ABC for the Year Ended December 31, 20XX



competitors’ products’ financial performance with your own (although
this can be particularly challenging). There are even ratios that may be
considered common within a specific industry.

Perhaps the most important ratios for a product manager are the
two profitability ratios, gross profit percent and net profit percent. These
are derived using the following formulas:
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Product Profit and Loss Variance Analysis

What is variance? What happened? What is the action plan or remedy?

Unit volume is 450 units 
(4.5%) greater than plan.

Unit prices were $.37 or 
5.9% below plan.

COGS are slightly above 
plan by an average 
of 2.2%. Material costs 
were greater than plan 
by 1.5% and overheads 
were 6.2% higher than plan.

Gross profit is slightly 
below plan by 3.8%.

R&D expenses were 
19.8% higher than plan.

There was a sales contest in the last
quarter.

Apparently, the sales team had to do
intense discounting in the fourth quarter to
promote sales. Sales volumes would have
been lower than plan. Sales said that the
competitors were also pushing deals in the
fourth quarter.

Upon further analysis, the supplier raised
prices due to higher shipping costs and
overhead was higher because electrical
costs went up. Both material and overhead
variances were due to fuel costs. 
(The utility said that oil prices went 
up 30 percent and they raised some of
their rates accordingly). The higher costs
for materials and overhead were offset by
lower labor charges due to a productivity
enhancement on the production line.

The problem with gross profit is the 
lower average selling price (even with
higher volumes) as well as higher COGS,
as explained earlier.

R&D said that two of their top engineers
left the company and went to work for a
competitor. A major project deliverable
necessitated the hiring of contract
workers.

Consider using this to boost sales in the
future.

In the future, if discounts are below the
preauthorized amounts, special pricing
authorizations will be required from
product management.

Purchasing is looking into local
suppliers to minimize shipping costs and
Operations is exploring changing
lighting to energy saving bulbs. It is also
looking to change the hours of the plant
from 9–5 to 7:30–3:30. Starting 1.5 hours
earlier will reduce electric usage by 
6 percent and the production workers
union agreed.

Remedial action is being taken with
Sales, Purchasing, and Operations.
Results will be provided at the next
review session.

This is a temporary variance and was
approved by the head of R&D and the
CEO.



Gross Profit / Total Revenue � Gross Profit %
Net Profit / Total Revenue � Net Profit %

Another profitability ratio that would be of interest to the product
manager would be return on investment (ROI). ROI is often calculated for
many purposes when an investment is made. It asks, “How much will 
I, or did I get back from the investment?” ROI can be calculated for a
marketing investment (Marketing ROI) or a product investment that
was justified by a Business Case. The ROI for the product as a profitabil-
ity ratio looks at the overall investment made in the product and the
actual profits generated by the product because of that investment. It is
strongly advised that product managers be very careful when trying 
to use ROI because it is often very difficult to isolate the exact return for
the investment made. As such, it can be abused and can lead to over-
exaggerated results and future over-optimistic forecasts. Work closely
with your financial team when considering these measurements.

In financial analysis, there is another type of ratio. It is called an
activity ratio. One of the activity ratios measures the number of days it
takes to get paid after issuing an invoice. This ratio is called “days
receivable outstanding” and impacts overall corporate cash flow. A
product manager may be interested in this ratio because it helps put
future forecast assumptions for a product investment into perspective. If
you know that most customers pay their invoices in 90 days, then
assumptions about future cash flows and discounted cash flows for the
product should follow the typical pattern of payments to the company.

Another important activity ratio that product managers really
should be concerned about is called inventory turnover. This is a meas-
urement of how many times the inventory is refreshed because of ongo-
ing sales. Higher inventory “turns” are preferred as they indicate a high
level of business activity. This is because the ratios measure how fast
you’re moving the product. How fast should your inventory turn over?
That depends on your industry and how quickly your products “get
stale” or become obsolescent. Inventory turnover is computed as COGS
divided by average inventory:

Inventory Turnover � COGS / Average Inventory

A commonly accepted practice is to calculate average inventory in
order smooth out dramatic changes in inventory over a given evaluation
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period. To apply this method, you would add the inventory figures from
various times from the beginning, through the end of the period being
measured, and divide that figure by the number of inventories included
to get a rough average.

Lastly, one of the types of ratios that I find particularly helpful
measures a cost or expense category as a percentage of revenue. For
example, marketing or R&D as a percentage of revenue helps determine
whether the company is investing heavily enough, or too heavily, in
each of these areas. It’s also a good way to see if you’re doing better or
worse than your competitors.

Last Words on Ratios

Knowing about ratios is one thing; knowing how they’re used is the key.
Ratios alone say little. They should be used within the context of industry
or business averages, thereby providing a measure of the relative position
of your business against others in similar business categories. They can
also be used to show trends in your business over time. For example, they
can show seasonal variations in product profitability. If your product is
showing increased profitability over a period of several quarters, but then
begins to deteriorate, you know that your product is facing some chal-
lenges. However, if you observe that there is a general economic downturn
and other companies in your industry are experiencing the same profit
pressure, your conclusions and actions might be different.

One final note on ratios: As you manage your products through
their life cycles, you’ll note that your product performance indicators
may require fine tuning. The performance levers you’ll adjust corre-
spond to the marketing mix (product, pricing, promotion, and place or
channel), which can be adjusted upward or downward, depending on
your business goals. Financial statements and ratios tell you very quickly
whether such adjustments are having the desired effect and allow you to
make further adjustments as the product evolves across its life cycle.

Maturity Assessment: Placing the Product on the Life Cycle Curve

One of the ways product managers can use financial data is to organize
the data so that the facts shown tell a story about the product’s history.
A new product begins its life in the concept phase and absorbs money 
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as the company invests in it. After the product is launched, it hopefully
begins to earn a profit and contributes to the financial health of the 
company. Since there may be many products within the portfolio, each
product’s performance should be tracked against the original objectives
as articulated in the Business Case.

Financial data, particularly revenue, gross profit, and even cash flow
(which is difficult to track at the product level), can tell a story about the
product’s history. If the product remains viable for a long period of time,
its history can be tracked beyond the monthly or quarterly numbers and
back to its early years. By tracking the product’s performance in a table or
spreadsheet and graphing those numbers, even years back, you create the
depiction of the product life cycle curve. That graphical portrait can be a
very powerful tool when used by product managers to analyze the prod-
uct’s performance. It can also be a great way to communicate results to
the product team or to management. The curves that result are not always
the “S” curves you might see in marketing texts. But they can provide true
visual clues about how the product’s performance was impacted by mar-
keting investments or enhancements, or how it responded to the pres-
sures from the competition or the economy.

Figure 6.1 provides a view for us into the value of graphing the
product’s performance on a life cycle curve. For this simple example, a
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fictional product’s life is charted over 36 quarters. The depiction portrays
a product experiencing approximately 7 quarters of revenue growth, 
6 quarters of slow growth, and then a decline in revenue somewhere
around quarter 13 into quarter 19, followed by 8 additional quarters of
renewed growth.

If the product manager keeps good records, he or she will have a
valid ongoing analysis of customers who buy, competitive activity, and
other relevant financial and operational analyses to correlate the prod-
uct’s performance (portrayed graphically on a life cycle curve) with
explanations as to what happened and why. This is important because
future investments will need to be calculated by the product manager to
match the life cycle state of the product within the context of its evolving
strategy, plus the evolving investment profiles for other products within
the portfolio. Can you imagine trying to manage a product without the
most basic financial data? It would be a nearly impossible task.

Using Scorecards

There are some key indicators that you and your management may want
to keep track of on a monthly basis. Some are financial and some 
not. Such a monthly scorecard or dashboard can help you understand
how all of the numbers and other business indicators come together to
form a picture of the business. Whether it’s a single product or an entire
product portfolio, it’s important to make sure that the business is 
evaluated from a holistic standpoint, not just by the financials alone. In
Chapter 19, which focuses on Running the Business of the Product, I’ve
provided some very detailed examples showing how to construct and
use scorecards.

SUMMARY

The objective of this chapter has been to illustrate the basic elements of
finance, in order to provide you with a perspective to help you plan,
manage, and market products and services across the product life cycle.
Product managers don’t necessarily need to be financial experts, but
since product managers function as “mini-business” owners or general
managers for their products, they should have some degree of financial
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acumen. Furthermore, product managers as leaders must be able to
draw their teams into the “numbers game” so that every team member
has the ability to process the data regarding the product’s performance.
This would mean that they are equipped to participate in capitalizing on
positive outcomes or to overcome financial challenges.

RAISING YOUR PRODUCT MANAGEMENT EXPERIENCE 
QUOTIENT (PMEQ)

1. If you have never had any formal financial training, you may
wish to enroll in an Accounting 101 class and a Finance 101 class.
This will give you the basic tools to navigate the world of
finance. I don’t recommend the quick one- or two-day “finance
for nonfinancial managers” type of classes.

2. Make an appointment with your financial representative, or some-
one from your finance department, who can help you understand
the format and structure of your product financial statements.
Find out how frequently they are produced so that you can have
the most up-to-date financial data about your product.

3. Ask a financial manager to attend your product team meeting 
to explain the financial tools used by the organization so that
you’re all speaking the same financial language inside your
company.

4. Begin working with your financial representative to help ana-
lyze variances in the product P&L. Understand the steps that
take you from perceiving the variance and asking the question,
“What happened?” That will take you to a place where you 
are better able to either carry out the investigation, or to work
with your financial team member to discover the cause of the
variance.

5. Work with your management during the annual budgeting 
and planning process. Help define, or at least understand, the
assumptions to be used in the creation of product budgets.

6. Identify the top metrics most appropriate for your product
where they rely on financial inputs. As mentioned in this chap-
ter, use gross profit, an expense to revenue ratio, inventory
turnover, or other financial analysis tools as may be required for
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your organization. Use these metrics as part of the product
reporting or read-out regimen.

7. Set up a monthly status session for your cross-functional team,
or an even broader representation of team members where you
“go through the numbers” so that everyone knows what’s hap-
pening with the business. Describe the positive contributions as
well as the challenges where they are indicated by numbers that
are below plan.
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2M O D U L E

MAKING THE MARKET
YOUR PRIMARY FOCUS

INTRODUCTION TO MODULE 2

Module 1 provided you with the foundation to support the knowledge,
skills, and structure needed to be a product manager. With this frame-
work established and in place, it’s time to consider the more specific
techniques that allow product managers to turn their attention to the
“markets” in which their products are sold.

Most fundamental writings about marketing or economics talk
about markets. Modern marketers and business people constantly talk
about their strategic intent to focus on the market and on customers.
However, sometimes, the terms used have different interpretations,
especially when using terms to describe strategic intent. Terms often
heard include market oriented, customer focused, and customer oriented.

The best way to eliminate any confusion is to have a firm definition.
First, we need a definition of a market. Simply put, a market is where
buyers and sellers come together. If an organization is market focused,



then it devotes its efforts to understanding the dynamics of this place
where buyers and sellers come together. This is why this module has
been put together.

There are four chapters: 
Chapter 7, “The Playing Field and the Players: Analyzing the Indus-

try and Competition,” defines the “sellers,” composed of the competitors
and the industries in which they operate.

Chapter 8, “Finding Markets to Conquer by Understanding Cus-
tomer Needs and Market Segments,” shows you how to figure out who
the “buyers” are and where they are. You will learn the importance of
effective segmentation, which helps in defining products that customers
really want to buy.

Once the sellers and the buyers are identified, we’ll help you figure
out how many you can sell and when in Chapter 9, “Preparing to Set
Your Mileposts: Forecasting for the Product Manager.” 

Finally, you will ultimately want to know the “whats” and “whys”
in figuring out what to sell, to which customers, and against which 
competitors. In order to do that, you will need to know how to formulate
the strategy for the product and the related marketing mix elements.
This will be described in Chapter 10, “Strategic Product Planning: The
Inflection Point.”

In following the theme for this book, you can read any of these
chapters singularly, as needed, or sequentially. They are designed 
to stand alone and provide you with what you need, along with some
helpful tips to help you raise your product management experience 
quotient (PMEQ).
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7CHAPTER

THE PLAYING FIELD AND THE 
PLAYERS: ANALYZING THE 

INDUSTRY AND COMPETITION

135

Executive Summary

� One of the key responsibilities for product managers is to establish
and maintain competitive advantage for their products in the mar-
ketplace.

� Good intelligence about their industry and the competition gives
product managers and their teams the edge and expertise to
strategize and act with purpose and clarity.

� The more product managers know about their industry and the com-
petition, the greater the credibility they have as product team leaders.

An organization’s ability to learn, and translate that learning into
action rapidly, is the ultimate competitive advantage.
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In order to chart an astute strategy for their goods or services, product
managers need a comprehensive perspective on the marketing strategies
of their competitors: a lens through which to view these competitive
actions. This lens, when focused properly, allows product managers to
observe how industries are classified, how and why they evolve, and how
the competitors, as participants in these industries, carry out their work.

A fundamental understanding of the playing field and the players
enables product managers to better anticipate what a competitor might 
do, how a regulator might intervene, and, more significantly, how cus-
tomers respond. With so much at stake, the importance of the content in
this chapter cannot be overemphasized. The goal is to help you formu-
late the best decisions to plot your product’s journey to success.

BECOMING THE EXPERT

Successful business people and entrepreneurs are knowledgeable, totally
involved, and passionate about what they do. They are constantly seek-
ing cues and clues from the markets in which they operate.

Product managers in sporting goods companies are usually ardent
about sports. They are aficionados who keep up with and even actively
engage in particular sports. They have a hunger to know as much as
they can. I’m an avid skier and expect the product managers of compa-
nies that produce skis to have enough expertise about the sport to offer
skis designed for the demands of skiers like me. People who feel
strongly about something—a sport, a hobby, or even their professions—
understand passion. If you keep that level of enthusiasm in mind, you’ll
be motivated to develop the analytical and evaluative skills needed to
compete successfully in the marketplace. The more you keep your eye
on what’s happening and why, the better you’ll be at generating the best
strategies for your products and services.

When colleagues and team members see magazines and research
documents on your desk, and hear you discuss industry activity
knowledgeably, they’ll realize the benefit of such strong focus. This
may motivate them to seek and integrate their own observations into
their work routines. Your posture as a leader will grow as you are per-
ceived as “the” expert about the industry and the competition. Others
on your product team will take their cues from you. The more you pur-
sue and assimilate market signals and take action, the better you will
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be at creating the best strategic options for you and your team to grow
the business.

WHAT IS AN INDUSTRY?

Definitions of industry vary. I think of any industry as an arena or play-
ing field made up of companies that focus on solving the problems and
serving the needs of discrete groups of customers.

Another definition of the term is that an industry is composed of
companies who focus on the same market segments with similar solutions
within a sector. Governments look at broad categories of the economy to
determine areas of expansion and contraction, and these categories are
called sectors. If you follow the world of investments, you’ll hear or read
about sectors.

However, there is no rock solid definition of industry. That’s
because industries keep changing as customers’ needs keep changing.
Customers keep moving around (geographically); products keep devel-
oping; technologies keep evolving.

The one unchangeable fact you can depend on with industry is that
it is constantly changing. Sometimes the changes are fast; sometimes
slow. Change depends on many aspects: politics, the regulatory envi-
ronment, the economy, social trends, consumer preferences, the state of
technology, and other factors. The primary rule of “blocking and tack-
ling” is that you, as a product manager, be always vigilant about what’s
going on in your industry and decide what you want to do with your
products based on the customers you’re competing for.

INDUSTRY CLASSIFICATIONS

Here are some basic facts product managers should know

� In North America, there is an industry classification structure
called the North American Industry Classification System
(NAICS). It lists only manufactured products. There are several
dozen NAICS codes for different industries.

� There is the North American Product Classification System
(NAPCS). This U.S. Census organization created 71 product lists
for a variety of industries.
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� There is also a Global Industry Classification Standard (GICS),
established in 1999 by Standard & Poors and MSCI Barra. The
GICS acts as a framework for industry analysis used by invest-
ment research and other financial professionals. According to
the structure as of 2006–2007, there are 10 major sectors, 24
industry groups, 67 industries, and 147 subindustries.

Table 7.1 is a summary extracted from a publicly available down-
load from the Standard & Poors Web site. It shows the 10 major sectors
and some of the related industries (not the complete list).
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Sector Industries

Energy Energy equipment and services; oil, gas, and consumable fuels

Materials Chemicals
Construction materials
Containers and packaging
Metals and mining
Paper and forest products

Industrials Aerospace and defense
Building products
Construction and engineering
Electrical equipment
Industrial conglomerates
Machinery
Air freight and logistics
Airlines
Marine
Road and rail
Transportation infrastructure

Consumer discretionary Auto components
Automobiles
Household durables
Leisure equipment and products
Textiles, apparel and luxury goods
Hotels, restaurants, and leisure

T A B L E  7.1

Global Industry Classification Standard Summary
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Diversified consumer services
Media
Distributors
Internet and catalog retail
Specialty retail

Consumer staples Food and staples retailing
Beverages
Food products
Tobacco
Household products

Healthcare Healthcare equipment and supplies
Healthcare providers and services
Healthcare technology
Biotechnology
Pharmaceuticals
Life science tools and services

Financials Commercial banks
Thrifts and mortgage finance
Diversified financial services
Consumer finance
Capital markets
Insurance
Real estate investment trusts
Real estate management and development

Information technology Internet software and services
IT services
Software
Communications equipment
Computers and peripherals
Electronic equipment and instruments
Office electronics
Semiconductors and semiconductor equipment

Telecommunications services Diversified telecommunication services
Wireless telecommunication services

Utilities Electric utilities
Gas utilities
Multi-utilities
Water utilities
Independent power producers and energy traders
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How you describe and classify an industry is important. It will help
you understand what your research yields, to analyze how industries
change and evolve, and the ways that competitors within each industry
change. Now let’s talk about how to analyze an industry.

PUTTING INDUSTRY EVOLUTION INTO PERSPECTIVE

Industries evolve because market forces evolve. Think of most industries
today and how low-cost global communications, the Internet, transporta-
tion, and technology have impacted how people do what people do; how
companies make and deliver products; and how customers’ preferences
change.

A good way to analyze an industry and its evolution is to select two
that are highly visible in their morphology. One is the U.S. airline indus-
try within the Industrials sector; the other is the U.S. commercial bank-
ing industry within the Financials sector.

The U.S. airline industry has gone through a host of changes over the
past several decades after its deregulation in 1979. The industry was once
controlled by the Civil Aeronautics Authority (CAA). The CAA controlled
routes and ticket prices because its role was to serve the public interest.
Today, the deregulated airline industry operates in an environment where
competitors set prices and domestic routes are based on market demand.
The industry is characterized by falling prices, concentration (mergers),
some overcapacity, and some inefficiencies of operation. Major “legacy”
carriers have not taken full advantage of deregulation, but smaller, lower-
cost, efficient carriers like Southwest Airlines, JetBlue, and others have
done so.

Contrast this with the commercial banking industry, which has also
gone through many changes. In the late 1980s and early 1990s, commercial
banks were operating in a world of economic and financial difficulties due
to poorly performing loans, thousands of bank failures, and a recession
(1990–1991). Many foreign banks opened branches or subsidiaries in the
United States, adding complexity to the competitive climate. Most banking
companies in the United States weren’t allowed to expand beyond state
lines and needed more latitude in order to compete. In response to these
issues, the government began making regulatory changes that allowed
banks to open branches in other states and removed the restrictions on
interstate bank acquisitions. Furthermore, the regulations were altered to



allow banks to expand their businesses into wealth management and sales
of insurance, securities, and mutual funds through subsidiary operations.
The changes in the banking industry have been tremendous. As always,
there are new challenges. In the mid 2000s, many banks opened a huge net-
work of retail branches, to gain access to more customers. Whatever their
size, they also face enormous competitive pressure across all their business
lines. These two short examples characterize the evolution of two different
industries and their changing competitive profiles.

Product managers in these businesses, must be vigilant about indus-
try capacity and the downward pressure on prices. Their strategies tend to
focus on outdoing competitors in service and convenience, cost manage-
ment, productivity, and greater efficiency. In this market environment,
they would want be make sure that their product portfolio strategies
would help them maintain profitability, and avoid erosion of margin.

Furthermore, in these heavily competitive environments, product
managers should factor into their strategies other marketing mix ele-
ments to support their products. As a product manager, you will need to
foster greater levels of cooperation between product line groups and
work together to prune product lines and focus on continuously clarify-
ing customer needs. You would probably want to provide broad solu-
tions packages or bundles, and other creative measures to surmount the
possible problems of these overgrown, maturing industries.

CARRYING OUT INDUSTRY RESEARCH

Product managers must develop highly sensitive industry radar due to
their knowledge that industries constantly change. Such ongoing moni-
toring provides a steady stream of data that you can translate and apply
to potential opportunities and action plans for the product.

As the product manager, you are an important catalyst for effecting
profitable and productive change. It is up to you (and most likely, your
marketing counterparts) to obtain this vital data on a timely and ongo-
ing basis. You have to be aware of the need to keep current and to
process all data so that meaningful possibilities and successful future
strategies for the product will emerge.

It is also your responsibility to share what you learn with all others
involved, from your team to other organization stakeholders. In bench-
marking activities carried out while I worked at AT&T and through
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research carried out with Sequent’s clients over many years, I found
that when product managers and/or marketers share research findings
with other team members—whether dealing with the state of the indus-
try, the competitive environment, or customer research—the collective
energy of the team enhances their efforts and produces more positive
and rewarding results.

There are many resources for learning the basics of industry
research, along with many useful and important models. Esteemed aca-
demics like Michael Porter have written extensively on these topics. and
warrant tremendous respect and admiration. These tools and techniques
are absolutely invaluable.

To start an industry research project, you need a plan of action.
First, create an inventory of the data you have. You may have industry
reports, past research projects, and other data. Colleagues in marketing,
other product managers, or your own manager can offer some valuable
and pertinent information.

Next, what is it you want to study and what do you want to do with
the information you glean? If you are preparing to update your product
strategy document, you can limit your research to the past year. If you’re
creating a new product strategy, then you may need several years’ worth
of data.

After identifying what you want to learn, you have to determine
where to obtain the data and what to do with it. Here is a listing of
potential resources:

� Industry trade journals
� Business periodicals
� Internal reports on trade shows or industry events attended by

others in your company, from shows you attended, or from 
analyst coverage of those events

� Trade associations
� Governmental agency reports and Web sites
� Standards groups
� Financial market analyst reports
� Syndicated research
� Key word searches on the Internet
� Field research and interviews
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Once you acquire the data, you might want to begin filling in a
table (as shown in Table 7.2). This enables you to construct a chronology
of prior year industry observations, current observations, and future
possibilities, some which may be articulated in the writings and fore-
casts of analysts, editors, and other industry specialists.

There is a technique that creates a useful, macroscopic view of a
given market area. It examines the political, economic, social, and tech-
nological factors affecting a market or a geographic area. PEST is the
acronym used in most marketing books that prescribe this standard
analysis. However, in many market environments there are regulatory
controls and some other instances that may not fall into any of the other
categories, so the letters PRESTO encapsulate and offer a better
approach. It’s useful to consider each of these factors individually:

� Political—The political environment of a geographic area is vital
because you will learn about government’s treatment of busi-
ness, governmental stability, attitudes about employment, and
so on. Obviously, a business would not want to create products
for or in markets (countries, states, regions) that are hostile to
the kind of products available to sell.

� Regulatory—What are the laws that govern health, safety, and
welfare? What are the rules that drive corporate governance?
What are the tax laws in each area?

� Economic—A positive, well-managed economic system is criti-
cal to business success. Countries or regions with poor economic
fundamentals like high unemployment, high interest rates,
unbalanced trade activities, or poor consumer confidence are
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less conducive to business formation, new product introduc-
tions, and overall business success. Businesses and consumers
may not have enough money to spend on the product. Solid
economic fundamentals improve the probability for business
success. Economic issues are also important because many 
businesses are publicly traded companies. Macroeconomic 
influences on stock prices in a group of companies may be rele-
vant. For example, a rise in oil prices may add profitability to an
oil company but will play havoc with an automobile company
selling high-mileage cars.

� Social or societal—Discrete market areas are distinct from others
due to characteristics such as income distribution, age distribu-
tion, attitudes about work, number of two-earner families, num-
ber of children, and other lifestyle issues. Societal indicators are
also directly connected to market segmentation and the needs
expressed by different groups.

� Technological—Some market areas encourage investment in
technologies, and some do not. California’s Silicon Valley tends
to breed companies that experiment in new technologies. Ven-
ture capital firms are situated there, and many engineers and
scientists are also located there. Pharmaceutical or biotechnol-
ogy companies may situate themselves in other areas with a rich
resource pool. Some governments may provide tax incentives
for some types of businesses in some areas. Another market-
related issue related to a particular area may be the pace of
acceptance and adoption of newer or different technologies

� Other—Not every observation fits neatly into one category. You
may find other dynamics in industries similar to the one in
which you operate. For example, an industry may be character-
ized by a series of mergers, none of which fit neatly into the cat-
egories you are looking at. Therefore the “other” category can be
applied when you can’t readily identify an industry.

PRESTO is also a helpful tool when you need to create a framework
for a bigger picture.

There are other methods to assist you in studying industry-based
activities. Michael Porter’s Five Forces Analysis is one of those methods.
For example, you can examine the industry environment based on its
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attractiveness and/or ease of access. Although there are theoretical under-
pinnings, there are some dynamics and business realities you should be
familiar with:

� Customer segments can exert power over competing companies
when it comes to buying readily available products. When there
are many competitors and many choices for customers, they
may group together, like a food co-op or a hospital supply-
buying group, and by doing so, hold vendors in check and
achieve better pricing.

� In business-to-business firms, some vendors are so embedded in
a company’s infrastructure that the cost of switching to a com-
petitor is too great. A telephone equipment supplier may have a
strong foothold with telephone companies because the infra-
structure and equipment took years to build and cost hundreds
of millions of dollars to develop. An alternate vendor cannot
attempt to offer a replacement unless the value proposition is
overwhelmingly compelling—and even then, the political infra-
structure in a company may offer its own entry barrier.

� If you are in an industry that hasn’t really kept up with the
times, your industry may be vulnerable to new, creative com-
petitors. If you work in one of those companies, be on the alert
for niche players who may have products in the better, faster,
cheaper category. Low-cost airlines and communications service
companies using the Internet are a couple of good examples.

� Some industry areas are very thorny to penetrate. Their cus-
tomers won’t switch to another product or company due to
strongly entrenched suppliers who can counter the incursion of
newcomers. Governmental regulations can present some hefty
barriers, too. An example of this could be an effort by an upstart,
low-cost airline to work out of a major airport where one
embedded carrier is dominant. The low-cost airline believes that
a low-fare approach will win passengers. All the entrenched air-
line needs to do is offer a host of low fares and within a few
months, the upstart may be bleeding red ink.

The major thrust of a model that depicts competitive activities that
give you good clues is made better when it is augmented by really good
market radar. The more experience you have from “living” in the market,
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the more you are able to make sense of what you hear, see, and read. To
illustrate this, think about the following points:

� More participants in a market mean more competitive activity.
Soft drink companies vie for quarter-point gains in market share
when they reduce the prices of their colas by 30 percent for a
week through a chain store grocer.

� When the general economy slows down, the remaining suppliers
struggle to maintain market share. When homebuilders enjoy
explosive growth, there is plenty of business to go around. But
when the real estate market slows, builders must compete more
vigorously for a smaller, more cautious group of homebuyers.

� When a company has a strong brand, they may not have to 
compete quite so vigorously.

Additional research and articles covering economics, competitive
analysis, and strategic planning are not elaborated upon here. I cannot
emphasize enough that there is tremendous benefit to continual learning
in these areas.

SECURING ADDITIONAL DATA

The astute product manager will look to colleagues in the Industry and
Competitive Intelligence group or Market Research department to aug-
ment the arsenal of data. There are also many industry research organi-
zations (syndicators) that do a lot of the legwork for you. Their value lies
in offering detailed data collection and that they maintain relationships
with many companies in the industry. The drawback is that they sell the
same information to everyone. Their reports can be fairly expensive and
there may be subscription fees for updates. Also, in their 120-page (or so)
annual or semiannual update report, half the text may be recycled infor-
mation from previous reports. Despite any shortcomings, it’s smart to
keep current by using some combination of these resources to help cre-
ate and maintain comprehensive industry profiles to support strategic
product planning, forecasting, and other activities.

It’s up to the product manager and the marketing members of the
cross-functional team to decide on the most relevant set of data points
that can be used to evaluate strategic and tactical options for the product.
You then determine how to collect this data.
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In many corporations, product managers (or others in Marketing or
other corporate areas) maintain relationships with analysts in several
industry research companies. They also purchase (often expensive) sub-
scriptions from these companies. Industry research companies are much
like consumer products rating organizations. A company must con-
stantly prove to analysts in these research companies that their products
are competitive and worthy of consideration. The analysts set the bar
high and continue to raise it as you share more information. They sell
their findings to other subscribers, purchasers, and prospects who are
considering your products or competitor products. Many sales can be
lost due to a poor rating from an outside industry analyst firm. Even
with any flaws, however, they often provide relevant, useful data on
market size and growth rates.

If you have five reports from five different industry analyst firms,
and they’re all providing a growth curve that looks about the same,
you can take the data points and average them. For example, one
research company estimates that the total market space will be com-
posed of 20,000 distinct customer types in two years and 40,000 in five
years. Another company claims that the market will be 18,000 in two
years and 43,000 in five years. Given the PRESTO environmental indi-
cators plus the data from these two syndicates, you can reasonably
forecast a market size between 15,000 and 22,000 in two years and
35,000 and 45,000 in four years. This is a rough “guesstimate,” but it
would give you a sense of possible market size for a forecast that’s in
the ballpark.

If you find that you don’t have enough data, or don’t have enough
time, you may have to hire an outside research firm. If you make that deci-
sion, be sure you have an explicit goal for your particular project; know
exactly what you want to learn; specify the format you require. Be sure to
specify a full and thorough analytical commentary. The research company
should provide you with a detailed statement of work, a project plan, and
a project estimate.

Be prepared to devote a fair amount of attention to managing their
work, and meet often with the research team to make sure they’re on
track. It’s your money, your research, and your reputation that may be on
the line for spending what could amount to tens of thousands of dollars.

Another research source is the Internet. Do a Google search using
the key words “industry review” and see what you come up with. Click
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around and explore. List a specific industry. Try “chemicals industry” or
“electronics industry” or “communications industry” or anything else.
You will find free resources and those that charge a fee.

When I scanned the International Telecommunications Union (ITU)
Web site for data about trends in global telecommunications technology, 
I found a report titled “Global Technology Trends” presented by Dr. Tim
Kelly to Guang Dong Telecom in Hong Kong. I was able to extract a chart
(Figure 7.1) from the Strategy Policy Unit at the ITU in 2004, which depicts
the penetration of mobile communications and the Internet from 1994 to
2003. If you were writing an introduction for a consumer technology
product related to portable handsets, and wanted to establish a probable
trajectory for your forecast, the data in this chart could prove helpful.

Forecasting assumptions, as you will learn in Chapter 9, may rely
on the market penetration of similar products or technologies. There-
fore, a chart like this may help as an analogy in validating assumptions
about market sizing and trends.
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Mobile and Internet Showing Similar Growth Paths
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PROCESSING THE SIGNALS

“What to do next” is what product managers think when a problem
arises. If a competitor introduces a product update, cuts a price, or
begins a national advertising campaign, the signals are unmistakable.
They’re investing monies in their products or in their company. Con-
versely, if a competitor issues a recall of a defective product or
announces a layoff, you know that they are under pressure and are vul-
nerable. These are simple examples, but they’re used to show you that
when you recognize a problem, you need to work out your next move
based on your observation.

However, proactive decision making is far better than reactive deci-
sion making. It’s often better to be a first mover and a market leader.
Keep the competitors on their toes and let them react to your actions.

In business, nothing is so clear-cut or ideal. You will also be
called upon to make decisions about competitive actions, offensive or
defensive, without complete data. Decision making (as discussed in
Chapter 5) requires the evaluation of alternatives and selecting the
one that has the optimal outcome. The better your data, and the more
experience you gain, the higher the comfort level you’ll have in 
making the decision.

COMPETITIVE ENVIRONMENT

Many industry “players” work untiringly to position themselves com-
petitively in a market area or domain. Pursuit of profit, market share,
prestige, and building their brands drive your competitors. Product
managers need to identify the competition and form some basis for
positioning their products.

Much of what is written about competitive advantage deals with
corporate competitiveness, but not about competing individual products
or services. Product managers must be champions for their products,
and find effective strategies to compete vigorously. However, this may
not be feasible for the individual product manager or an individual
product or product family. In certain cases, the product is successful
because the company’s brand or entire product portfolio pulls the prod-
uct along. The following extract from a story in the Wall Street Journal,
gives the large brand perspective.
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Product managers contribute to the firm’s competitive advantage
by making the decisions and taking the necessary actions to solve spe-
cific customers’ problems—and doing so better than anyone else. How-
ever, over time products tend to commoditize, but that doesn’t mean
that it’s inappropriate to continue to compete. To retain customers, prod-
uct managers must “go the extra mile.” Offer customers service and sup-
port them with care, which helps maintain strong customer bonds and
memorable customer experiences. Your extra efforts to make the prod-
uct distinctive—a special design, packaging element, or style—may give
your product an edge over the competition.

COMPETITIVE POSITIONING

According to Al Ries and Jack Trout in their book Positioning: The Battle
for Your Mind, “Positioning is not what you do to a product. Positioning
is what you do to the mind of the prospect.” They have a point, but real-
istically, a major goal of positioning is to ensure that your product can be
favorably compared with your competitor’s product. Often the posi-
tioning of competitors’ products can be evaluated through their adver-
tising or promotional activities.

In order to create an initial profile of a competitor and the com-
pany’s product/products, it’s a good idea to determine how various
competitors position their products in the market against other competi-
tors’ products, including yours. One way to determine the positioning of
a competitor’s product is to use the positioning statement template as
shown in Table 11.4 in Chapter 11.
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Leaders of the nation’s biggest banks often boast that bulk and
breadth are best. They say their far-reaching collection of businesses
will insulate their profits from upheaval in financial markets better
than other financial companies … [T]hese so-called universal banks,
which support massive balance sheets, are also well-positioned to
withstand Wall Street’s unrest. … Most recently, the big banks have
started to demonstrate that their diversified business models can
give them flexibility to be opportunistic when their rivals are focused
on managing their smaller balance sheets.

Source: Wall Street Journal, September 6, 2007, page C1



GAINING AN EDGE: PERFORMANCE COUNTS

Competing vigorously and winning in the market should be ascertained
by specific performance comparisons. How can a sports team know if
they are winning or losing if they don’t know the score?

For a product’s performance, some of the measurements include
revenue, gross profit, market share, and customer satisfaction. For a port-
folio, it could be product line breadth or depth, or the mix of sales across
that portfolio. More abstractly, it could include the degree to which a
product complements other products in a portfolio. It is possible that
your product either pulls through sales of a complementary product, or is
pulled through by another product. Your product’s sales may be cannibal-
ized by another product if there is competition within the line. How does
this happen in competitors’ companies? How does each competitive
product compare with yours? How do their portfolios stack up against
yours? There are other factors you can look at as well. For example, how
large is their direct sales force versus yours? How much do they spend on
R&D as a percent of revenue? Do you know what percentage of their rev-
enue is from products that are less than 12 months old? The more you can
compare your product’s performance measures versus your competitors’
products, the more you add to your competitive arsenal.

COMPETITIVE INTELLIGENCE IN YOUR COMPANY

Before we delve into the diverse steps necessary to obtain the competitive
intelligence you need for your strategies, check if there is a formal Indus-
try and Competitive Analysis group in your own company. In most com-
panies there is an actual Industry and Competitive Intelligence group at
the corporate level. Typically, they focus on higher-level competitive
actions within an industry area. Your company may also have a market
research department with funding for industry and competitive research.
Many of these groups tend to focus on broad aspects of an industry and
do not focus as much on product level research. You certainly need both
perspectives. Some of the competitive intelligence data might include:

� A glossary of industry terms
� Subscriptions to industry publications (or at least a list of them)
� Academic case studies where your company and/or its 

competitors has been studied by business students
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� Relevant government reports about your industry
� Population or census reports
� Bibliographies or lists of relevant reference books (e.g., technolo-

gies, practices, methods, etc.)

Other resources often subscribed to by corporate offices include
services provided by the following companies:

� Hoovers (www.hoovers.com) provides information about com-
panies, industries, and people (Hoovers is owned by Dunn &
Bradstreet [D&B]).

� Edgar-on-line (www.edgar-online.com) provides real-time 
Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) filing information,
industry information, historical data, and useful graphics.

� Standard & Poors (www.standardandpoors.com) provides
credit rating information, indices, risk evaluation, investment
research, and so on.

� Thomson Reuters (www.thomsonreuters.com) provides infor-
mation and services for financial management, academic, 
government, corporate, and related areas.

It is suggested you check into the resources and expertise available
to you within your own company and decide whether these resources
are right for your research. Here are some criteria to apply:

1. Who are the key personnel in that organization?
2. What research services do they offer?
3. Which subscriptions do they have for industry or competitor

news that can be pushed to your computer?
4. Do you have the latitude to request that special research projects

be carried out for your specific purposes?
5. Can you gain access to outside industry resources or organiza-

tions, trade groups, and the like?

COMPETITIVE INTELLIGENCE IN YOUR WORLD

Competitive intelligence is all around you and it’s yours for the taking.
Look at the job board on your competitor’s Web site. Talk to your sales-
people to see what competitors’ products they see in their labs. Walk
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through your supermarket and see who’s selling what or how packages
are changing. Read trade magazines to see which competitors are adver-
tising. Visit regulators’ Web sites: Federal Communications Commission,
Food and Drug Administration, Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation,
Federal Aviation Administration, U.S. State Banking Departments, Insur-
ance Departments, SEC, Committee for European Securities Regulators
(CESR), European Directorate for Quality of Medicine and Healthcare,
European Aviation Safety Agency, and other relevant regulatory organi-
zations. Visit the Web site of the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office or the
European Patent Office (or the Thomson Scientific for R&D/patent infor-
mation). Check your competitors’ D&B reports. There are clues every-
where as to what your competitors are doing. As the product manager, it
may be a bit more of a challenge to get down to the product level in these
general sweeps of the competitive horizon, but there are certainly many
indicators of competitive activity available to you. Seek and you shall
find. You don’t have to be a spy, but you certainly need to have your com-
petitive radar working, and it should be scanning the horizon all the time.

To modify some of your competitive intelligence paradigms, here
are a few things to consider. First, it’s easier to find out about competi-
tive activities in regulated industries because very often, they need to
publish or request permission to sell a product. A second factor is to
evaluate the degree to which a product’s category is changing or evolv-
ing. For example, advances in technologies are continually written up in
trade or industry periodicals. Third, competitive intelligence is widely
available for businesses such as cable TV companies, phone companies,
and money center banks, among others, which are highly visible by rea-
son of what they do.

Review the securities industry required reports (10K’s, annual
shareholders’ reports and others). In these reports, the companies dis-
cuss their product development activities, the competitors they face, and
the challenges within their industry.

ETHICS IN COMPETITIVE INTELLIGENCE

However you seek competitive intelligence, it should be done in an eth-
ical and above-board manner. Leonard Fuld, in his wonderful book The
New Competitor Intelligence, states that there are “Ten Commandments of
Legal and Ethical Intelligence Gathering.” He suggests that intelligence
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gatherers should not misrepresent themselves, should not do things that
are illegal, shouldn’t bribe, shouldn’t eavesdrop, and shouldn’t seek
information from someone whose employment could be jeopardized.

Two more important things to do: Whatever you have learned,
share the information with your team members—and write it down.
And a third thing: When you hold a cross-functional product team meet-
ing, ask your teammates to share what they have learned.

If you continually gather and share industry and competitive infor-
mation, the entire product team benefits because it has a better perspec-
tive from which the members either accept or reject product strategies
and tactics.

WITH WHOM DO YOU COMPETE?

Now let’s get down to the actual work of characterizing competitors.
Characterizations will help you to personalize the impersonal nature of
competitors so that you can create stories about them and determine
your product positioning strategy.

Begin with the basics. Classify them by company name, the prod-
ucts you are competing against, and the market segments into which
they sell. In my work, I have found that many product managers do not
have this fundamental information written down (let alone in a Product
Master Plan). In order to effectively codify this data in your Product
Master Plan, a section should be instituted for formal competitor pro-
files. Table 7.3 depicts a standard competitive profile template. Each
competitor can and should be identified by using a common set of char-
acteristics. Furthermore, based on the known data, observed market
actions, sales force feedback, and a host of other inputs, these competitor
profiles should be kept up to date.

COMPETITOR SWOT

One of the “weapons’ in your competitive data arsenal is the ability to
understand how your strategies can be used effectively to either attack a
competitor’s vulnerability or defend against its strengths. A valuable
methodology to apply is a variation of a SWOT analysis (SWOT is an
acronym for an analytical technique meaning strengths, weaknesses,
opportunities, and threats, discussed further in Chapter 10) for each rel-
evant competitor. Just examine and chart the strengths and weaknesses
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Name of competitor

Date of profile

Address of main office and other locations

Web URL

Public or privately held

General statement about the company’s or brand’s reputation in the market

General observations about the financial condition of the firm any relevant financial data at the
product level or at the level of the division of that company where your products compete

Divisional or business unit structure plus a description of each division’s market focus, market
segments, and market share. Additionally, include key customers and/or key wins, if relevant.

Relevant organization charts and key executives supporting the divisions which sell the
products you compete with

Number of employees (by division)

Names and model numbers (or other identifiers) of every product with which you compete.
Include feature, function, and other attribute comparisons.

Market segments on which they focus

Key accounts or customers to whom they sell (especially B2B)

Pricing strategies and discounting activity for each product

Channels used to move products from source to customer

Promotional mix profiles (how do they advertise and promote, where, and when)

Selling models (direct sales force, Web, etc.)

Value propositions represented for those products

How the competitive products are positioned against other competitors as well as your own
products

Employee morale or other employee indicators

Key strengths for the products with which you compete

Key weaknesses for the products with which you compete

Known competitive strategies of this competitor. What are the most visible activities of this
competitor over the past year or two and what might you expect in the future?

T A B L E  7.3

Competitor Profile Template for a Product or Product Line



of the competitor’s products, as portrayed in Figure 7.2. This helps iden-
tify effective methods to plan attack strategies that focus on competitor
vulnerabilities or defensive postures to counteract competitor strengths.
The secret to accomplishing this is to look for all the common denomi-
nators across the field of competitors in order to get some indication of
the areas on which you can focus.

HOW DO THEY DO WHAT THEY DO?

As noted above, a competitive profile is a great way to provide an over-
arching summary for each of your competitors and the products with
which you compete. The challenge for the product manager and the
product team is to determine how your products compare with the com-
petitors’ products so that appropriate product strategies or game plans
can be devised and implemented. There are some problems with this
because we don’t always have the basic competitive data to help us dig
beneath the surface—except for a comparison of competitors’ features,
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or whatever may be revealed in general data contained in the competi-
tor profile. One of the ways to overcome such challenges is to enlist the
support of the members of your cross-functional product team. Engi-
neers, marketers, and others may be helpful in filling in missing infor-
mation. They all read different material, talk to different people, and
may have data that will help construct a more complete story.

The factor that makes a competitive analysis valuable for a product
manager and team is knowledge of what happens in a competitor’s
company. Simply defined, it’s what they do, how they accomplish what
they do, and why. Furthermore, how does your company do what it
does in comparison with what competitive companies do? There are
eight groups of questions (and some subquestions) I have found effec-
tive in finding what lies behind the locked doors of a competitor. Hope-
fully, you will be able to abstract some meaningful guidelines that assist
you to carry out your own competitive analyses.

1. How do they operate their company?
� Every company has a basic operating model. There are opera-

tional support systems and elements of infrastructure that
either afford them a competitive advantage or leave them vul-
nerable. They have procedures used to procure, move, and
manage materials through their supply chains. They have
their own methods for processing orders from customers and
delivering those products to customers. It is important to
know about each of these areas. Here’s why. Suppose one of
your competitors uses a retailer to hold inventory of their
products. Another competitor stores its own finished goods
inventory and processes bulk orders to ship directly. Which
one would you think has the best advantage? Would it be the
one who doesn’t tie up its investment in inventory (thereby
having more cash available to invest elsewhere) or the one
who stores inventory (and has a sizable investment tied up in
facilities and inventory carrying costs)? Would you find it
valuable to compare each company’s financial position rela-
tive to their distribution models? Yes, you certainly would. The
purpose of appraising the operational models of your com-
petitors is to help you correlate competitors’ business opera-
tions with other areas of their business to determine whether
they exhibit strength or vulnerability in one of these areas.
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2. How do they produce the product?

� The production of the product can be examined in many
ways. For tangible products, you’ll want to know where they
make their products and how. Twenty years ago, when Gen-
eral Motors or Ford saw competitors building factories in the
United States, they were probably concerned that these com-
panies were invading their home markets and would capture
some of their market share. More recently, there has been a
shift to the outsourcing of computer programming, customer
service, the manufacture of noncritical product parts, and
product assembly to other regions domestically and overseas.
When your competitors are outsourcing and lowering their
costs, and you are not, what does that mean for your company
and your products?

� As a product manager, you need to be able to relate the com-
petitor’s methods in product creation to your own product’s
production or development methods. How you operate
directly influences your cost structure. It affects your ability to
price your product profitably and your ability to reinvest at
the product or portfolio level.

� Another dimension of the production puzzle involves the cost
of goods of a tangible product. You should have a version of
every similar product your competitor sells in your laboratory
or other product development area. Tangible products should
be torn down to their basic components and all of the compo-
nents’ costs should be calculated based on assumed volumes
and production locations. In some companies, the process of
reverse engineering helps put cost models and pricing models
in perspective. In many tangible goods businesses, from
industrial machines to sophisticated communications gear,
low labor cost markets like China are producing lower-cost
(and possibly lower-quality) products, and creating tremen-
dous downward pricing pressures on higher-cost competitor
products. Such factors could cause your company to consider
other options in materials, labor, and production facilities.
You could even decide to completely outsource your produc-
tion in order to have products that are markedly more com-
petitive while preserving your margins.
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3. How do they distribute the product?
� Although operational models and production techniques con-

tinue to be streamlined, product distribution can also be a major
source of competitive advantage or disadvantage. Distribution
(also called “place”) is one of the marketing mix elements, and
usually distribution cannot be changed without some other ele-
ments of the mix being changed as well. For example, you know
your product needs to move through a channel, but no product
is going through a channel without a price or some promotion
to build awareness and encourage sales. Distribution must
leverage one of the other mix elements in order for that element
to serve as a key competitive advantage. Take the company
Research in Motion. That company capitalized on its product’s
wireless e-mail capabilities (its key strength) and gained a lot of
favorable treatment by wireless service providers. This was a
huge advantage for them because they built their credibility
with those channel partners. This, in turn, provided more
monies for more R&D in order to continuously improve its
product. Currently, it retains a powerful competitive advantage
due to its distribution network, which also helped promote and
establish its brand.

� What you learn about your competitor’s distribution method
and what those facts tell you about their methods (direct ver-
sus indirect, wholesale versus retail, etc.) will tell you a great
deal about how efficiently they get their products to their end
customers. By now, many firms have capitalized on use of the
Internet as a core competitive advantage. Anecdotally, one of
the large networking equipment companies reported that 80
to 90 percent of their reorders were processed online, thereby
removing a direct sales interface for ordering.

4. How do they promote and sell their products?
� Most companies advertise and promote their products and/or

brands using a variety of methods. This is the promotional mix,
or as some say, integrated marketing. Do as much investigation
and research as you can on your competitors’ promotional pro-
grams. Be aware of their use of changing marketing communi-
cation methods, which encompass both traditional and digital
methods. Some companies will actually hire research firms to
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go to different geographic areas to find out which competitors
are advertising locally. Recently, a fairly new product manager
of a retail bank asked me how to learn more about competitors’
retail products. I asked her, “If you were a consumer, how
would you compare which banks you wanted to do business
with? Go hunting.” She called me back a couple of weeks later
to tell me she had gone to all of the competitors branches and
browsed all their Web sites and came up with a matrix of prod-
ucts. I then suggested she phone their call centers to see what
else she could deduce. After a while, she “got it.” She may have
known it all along, but doing a competitor product comparison
appeared more complicated than it needed to be. A good way
to learn more about your competitors’ products would be to act
like a customer or a prospective customer seeking a vendor. If
you had a specific need you wanted to satisfy, how would you
go about shopping for the product and what promotional
material would you find? Shopping for the product can be so
helpful, many companies hire market research firms to do
“mystery shopping” of competitors’ stores and Web sites, and
even act as a customer of a company.

� Another question to be answered is, “How do they sell their
products?” Some companies maintain a direct sales force
while others rely on manufacturers’ representatives or value
added resellers. Some sales people foster great account rela-
tionships and some do not go this extra mile. Your research
should focus on building as much of a sales force profile as
possible. You need to work with your own salespeople so they
can help you learn who else in the competitor’s sales force
works on the account, who is it they interact with (e.g., middle
management or upper management), and who makes the
purchasing decisions. Furthermore, you may be able to pin-
point the geographic areas where they are strong and where
they are not so strong. You may be able to find out why cus-
tomers buy their products versus yours, or why they buy
yours versus theirs.

5. How do they service and support their customers?

� One of the best ways to find out how competitors support cus-
tomers is to be a customer of a competitor (if you can) and try
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to report a problem, lodge a complaint, or request informa-
tion. Then, be a customer of your own company. Compare the
experience and try to determine the differences between your
experiences. Many times in my career I have been amazed at
how difficult it was to get product data from my own com-
pany. Whether you hire a researcher, call to request informa-
tion, or go into their retail outlet, try to walk in the customer’s
shoes (which, by the way, is a great way to get the customer’s
voice). You would do this when researching your own con-
sumer needs and you can apply this method to one dimension
of competitive research. Your goal is to find the vulnerability
in the competitor’s armor in order to attack that weakness
and play up (or build up) your own strengths.

� Some of the subtle nuances you want to discern are the
degrees to which their customer service agents are empow-
ered to help you and the feelings they engender. Do they
make you feel they’re interested in your satisfaction? Do they
apply good problem-solving skills? If there is a repair and
return policy, what is it and how does it compare with yours?

� Finally, at some point, the industry analysts will issue com-
ments on the manner in which a company services and sup-
ports its customers. In the current computer marketplace, HP
and Dell are constantly being monitored by independent firms
for the purpose of correlating service-related performance 
and product quality to customer satisfaction and revenue or
market share.

6. What are the primary technologies used?
� When you understand the technologies employed across the

competitive landscape, one of the things you learn about is
how companies utilize technology for competitive advantage
and why. Often, patent intelligence allows you to find this 
out. There are a host of resources available: Subscriptions to
Thomson Scientific a firm that maintains databases of world
patents, impending product launches, and other technology
industry trends. Google now offers a patent search option that
can yield very usable data.

� University research programs offer another interesting resource.
You can determine which companies are funding which kinds
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of research (through grants). This information is usually avail-
able through the Office of Projects and Grants and the Office of
Technology Transfer (or other similar departmental names) in
organizations within the university.

� Technology and systems can be a major competitive weapon.
Wal-Mart can determine which product is selling down to the
store level within 10 minutes. Their ability to react and move
merchandise in and out of stores in a timely fashion gives
them the advantage of moving the hottest goods to the most
favorable locations on the floor.

7. What’s going on with their employees?
� Every company has a culture. When I talk to people from

Southwest Airlines, they don’t have a negative word about
their employer. After flying on Jet Blue, I chatted with the pilot
after I saw him collecting trash in his plane. He told me he had
agreed to do whatever it took to help the airline. When I hear
employees at a bank complain that they’re worried about their
jobs, I wonder how productive they may be under such cir-
cumstances. The old adage that your employees are your most
valuable resource can differ in value to various companies.
Your competitive advantage can be better secured when the
environment in your organization is progressive and commu-
nicative and people feel connected to their leadership. This is
why product team leadership is so important—it helps to cre-
ate an environment of “can-do” collaboration and cooperation.

� Keep an eye on your competitors and their employee activi-
ties. In some industries, people move among competitor
firms, so your friends in your current company may leave one
day and work for a competitor—and you don’t usually stop
being friends. Recently, I was visiting a banking client in a
southern U.S. city, and I heard about a baseball game to be
played that evening. The teams were from big bank W and big
bank B. Most of the players were friends no matter which
team they played for. Friends talk to each other.

8. What are they saying to the securities regulators?
� Each publicly traded company files reports with the SEC or

CESR. These reports discuss their businesses, their financial
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performance, their investments, and their performance. It’s
not unusual for them to discuss competitors—sometimes 
by name. They even cite legal actions taken for or against
rivals, and the reasons why (think about looking for vulner-
abilities). These documents are a great resource for competi-
tive data.

THE FINAL ANALYSIS

The industry in which you work and compete, and the competitors you
face, represent the playing field for the products you manage.

Throughout your career in Product Management, you will be asked
to provide an industry and competitive profile. This will appear in your
product strategy documents, your Business Cases, and Marketing Plans.
You don’t want to have to go back and do a completely new analysis
each time you need to create a document. Since story telling is an
extremely effective method to describe and characterize a situation,
developing a competitive story is a good idea. Then, when you need a
standard format and structure to tell the story about what is going on in
your market area and with your competitors’ products, you are well pre-
pared to do so. This is also desirable because at a moment’s notice, you
could be called upon to render a fairly up-to-date interpretation of the
market. This story about the industry and the competition is built
around the following data-derived story structure:

1. A historical perspective of the industry that describes what has
happened in each market area where your products have been
sold.

2. A discussion about who the competitors are, what they have
been doing with their products, and why. Moreover, you will
likely need to provide individual competitor snapshots as well
as some type of description about how your product or products
compare with those of the competition, and why those competi-
tive products are performing the way they are.

3. Finally, you’ll need to be able to synthesize the data into a
cogent story about what’s going on overall within your busi-
ness playing field, and what your next steps are going to be
and why.
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SUMMARY

Any successful product strategy seeks to construct the most viable and
durable competitive advantage. Compelling value propositions and
superior positioning must be built on the foundation of an astute
understanding of industry landscapes that often change like the
chameleons and competitors whose products seem to morph overnight.
Product managers should be self-motivated professionals who seek to
continually evolve their industry and competitive assessment knowl-
edge base—and keep good records on an ongoing basis, using industry
and competitive profiles.

The basic collection of data and its ultimate translation into usable
information provides the true basis for deriving industry and competi-
tive intelligence. Analysis of information by correlation, inference,
extrapolation, and just gut feel helps you create the intelligence that pro-
vides you with the ability to strategize and to act. In the end, it’s not
about the actual reports or documents you generated, it’s about what
you do with the data you have garnered.

RAISING YOUR PRODUCT MANAGEMENT EXPERIENCE 
QUOTIENT (PMEQ)

1. Create a visual, historic gallery of your product or product line.
Use pictures or just text boxes or diagrams (if you have intangi-
ble products). Call this the “retrospective visual product
roadmap.”

2. Take what you did in item 1 above and overlay it onto your
competitor’s products or product lines.

3. Create a story board for items 1 and 2, describing how industry
and competitive forces, as well as other business, regulatory,
economic, technological, and other market drivers, motivated
these product line changes

4. Generate a list of industry and trade periodicals and analyst
organizations that are the most relevant for your organization or
product line. To find out what exists, talk to as many people as
possible in Marketing, Sales, R&D/Engineering, and anyone else
you may learn about who might have this information. Subscribe
to as many of these industry, trade, and analytical publications as
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you can. Some of these publications will respond favorably to
requests for complementary subscriptions. Furthermore, every
publisher is expanding their digital media distribution, so ask 
if you can be allowed complementary access. Use your funds
wisely when you do have to pay.

5. Subscribe to every internal and external news feed or informa-
tion summary service in the relevant areas covered by your
products. Scan them frequently.

6. Create a magazine rack (or equivalent) outside of your office or
in your war room, with all the publications you have secured.
This will act as a reference library. People in the organization
will take notice of these “leadership” indicators.

7. If there is a corporate information library or electronic reposi-
tory, visit it often. Incorporate what you learn into periodic
team reviews.

8. Every month or so, or as often as practical, invite your team
members to an informal market review session. This means you
have to actually put together a 15- to 30-minute presentation.
The best time is before the workday starts or at lunch time.
Bring food. The object is for you to share the latest industry and
competitive news and to announce any major wins or losses.
You’ll quickly find that when meeting with the attendees, some
of them may have read or heard about things you were not yet
aware of. Be sure you record what you heard and keep copies of
all the items discussed in your Product Master Plan binder.

9. Prepare a detailed industry and competitive analysis report.
Keep it updated as often as needed (depending on the speed of
product life cycles in your industry). You will find that when you
are called upon to prepare a document, decide on a feature trade-
off, or make a presentation, you’ll always have one “ready to go.”

10. Establish a contact in your Competitive Intelligence group and
ask them to notify you when new content is available. Follow
up by calling him or her every month or two to be updated on
what’s been happening.

11. Join a trade association for the industry in which you work.
Attend conferences and expositions where you can view competi-
tors’ product information or attend where they may be giving a
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speech. Networking at these events is vital. You can glean a 
surprising amount of information.

12. When attending trade or industry conferences, be sure to write
up a synopsis of what you found or learned, and share it with
members of your cross-functional team as well as with your
peers. When you attend a conference, you are the eyes and ears
for others, too.

13. Reach out to your Industry and Competitive Research organiza-
tion, if one exists. Find out what they do and what their sources
of information are. Perhaps you can encourage experts on the
corporate staff who may be involved in corporate development
or corporate strategy to talk to your product team from time to
time to share some of their findings and observations—and
some of their strategic plans.
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8
FINDING MARKETS TO CONQUER
BY UNDERSTANDING CUSTOMER
NEEDS AND MARKET SEGMENTS

167

CHAPTER

Executive Summary

� The more you know about the needs that motivate customers, the
more you can learn how to attract them.

� Understanding the benefits that customers value most can help
you create the most potent product positioning.

� Market segmentation models are highly transient and volatile
because customers’ needs continually evolve. Product managers
need to keep up with those changes so they can more appropri-
ately evolve their products with the necessary agility.

In search of answers to questions untold …
J O H N D E N V E R ,  “ C A LY P S O ”



In basic terms the “market” is made up of buyers and sellers. The previ-
ous chapter defined sellers as companies who compete for customers in
given market segments. With this chapter, we turn our attention to the
customers. Market segmentation is the classification method that helps
product managers identify customer types based on specific categories
such as common needs or similar buying behaviors. When product man-
agers and marketers actually understand the needs and motivations 
of specific customer types (consumers or businesses), they can create
optimal marketing mix strategies targeted to these customer classifica-
tions. The marketing mix, described in various places throughout this
book, comprises four categories: the product, and how the product is
priced, promoted, and distributed.

Like many business and marketing terms, the phrase market seg-
mentation seems easy to understand, but when you are using it in a real
situation it may be somewhat fuzzy and imprecise. The reason is that the
common sets of needs and attributes for specific customer types are not
clearly understood. Different companies in different industries have dif-
ferent ways to classify customers and the markets in which they are 
situated. In this chapter, these issues will be addressed and clarified.

THE COMMON DENOMINATOR IN SEGMENTATION: CUSTOMER NEEDS

In the world of fast-moving consumer products and services, there are
many opportunities to take market and customer snapshots in rapid
succession. Such snapshots reveal helpful insights into why customers
buy certain products and how they use those products. In businesses
with fast-moving products, the performance results of product and mar-
keting strategies need rapid responses so new strategies can adjust to
meet new needs. In complex business-to-business (B2B) industries, even
with rapid customer and market feedback, companies sometimes move
at a glacial pace. It can take a surprisingly long time for strategies to be
reformulated.

Whether your products target consumers or serve businesses,
product managers have to ask, “Who buys our products, and why?” The
next logical question would be, “Who is it we want to add to our cus-
tomer base, and why?”

The “why” is the most significant question. The answers will help
product managers understand the overarching problems or needs of
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specific customer types. What determines a customer’s motivation to
actually buy or use your products? What leads customers to seek prod-
ucts that haven’t yet been created? The stronger your commitment to
understanding and acting on customer needs, the better your chances
for meeting or exceeding their expectations.

In my workshops, I ask, “What needs does your product address?”
The participants offer a wide variety of responses—and most of them are
off the mark. In most instances, the answers from people in the group
describe their product’s great features. “Our product has a quick start
button.” “Our product has an easy-to-use user interface.” “Our product
works faster.” None of these answers points to the needs that these fea-
tures are supposed to address.

Within the realm of Organizational Behavior, a defining work on
human needs was presented by Abraham Maslow, in his 1943 paper,
“A Theory of Human Motivation,” in which he proposed a hierarchy of
needs models. It’s a great way to take a look at needs at the most basic,
fundamental, psychological level. Even though academics debate the
theory and others challenge the idea of a sequencing of needs (if
indeed there is a satisfaction sequence), the fact that there really are
ways to explore human needs offers an opportunity to reflect on how
to view market segments.

Maslow posited that there are several layers of needs, beginning
with primary physiological needs like the need to eat, to survive, to be
sheltered from the elements, to rest so that we can rejuvenate, and so on.
At the next level, he indicated that there are safety needs. Safety allows
people to stay safe from physical harm, from illness, from pain, and
more. Next, there are social needs, which may be satisfied through affili-
ation with others, including the need to be supported and to participate
in productive, rewarding relationships. He further proposed that there
are needs that contribute to self-esteem and self-respect and suggested that
there are also cognitive needs, which require that we learn, grow, and
become more aware of the world around us (which, by the way, is
what’s needed for good decision making).

These very basic elements have merit for our discussion on market
segmentation and how true needs form the building blocks for appro-
priate segmentation models.

Just a quick note on another topic. Invariably, you will find that
some people use the words wants and needs interchangeably. There is no
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damage done if you mix them, but I see them as another expression with
a blurry semantic delineation. For purposes related to product manage-
ment, we’ll use the expression needs.

In order to accomplish the work of market segmentation, you must
understand the difference between underlying needs and product 
features. Table 8.1 provides some clarifying examples.
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Feature Need

A personal identification number (PIN) for a Safety and security—to protect your money 
debit card. and your identity.

A telephone with an amplified handset. To be able to hear clearly.

A telephone with large push buttons. To be able to see clearly.

A chair with an easy-to-use height adjuster. Comfort.

A fast-loading computer game on an airplane. To be entertained during long flights 
(to avoid being bored).

An intuitive, easy-to-navigate user interface To be informed quickly when there is 
for a Web site. little time.

T A B L E  8.1

HOW MARKETS ARE SEGMENTED

Markets can be segmented based on a variety of characteristics, but of
utmost importance is the difference between consumer and business mar-
kets. Consumer markets tend to be distributed within the traditional
marketing categories that characterize each segment:

� Demographics guide the product manager or marketer to classify
people by age, gender, education level, ethnicity, culture,
income, and other dimensions. You probably wouldn’t target
twenty-something’s if you were a luxury auto company.

� Geographic indicators designate where consumers live and work.
A major coffee chain sets up a store every few blocks in a big
city—they must know something. People who live in Florida
have very different needs for furnaces and air conditioners than
people who live in New England.



� Values and beliefs are important gauges because they relate to the
characteristics of needs-oriented affiliations. For example, some
customers may have political or religious affiliations. Some may
support causes, such as protecting the environment or treatment
of animals. These customers represent, as the marketers like to
say, psychographic profiles, which may indicate what sorts of
companies’ products they may wish to affiliate with (e.g., envi-
ronmentally oriented people may only buy “green” products).
Values and beliefs are also very important for brands: if your
customers don’t like your stand as a corporation, they may not
buy from you no matter how much they like your product—
think Nike and sweat shops.

� Loyalty indicators help to determine how often a customer buys a
product or uses a service. Frequent buyers, frequent flyers, and
heavy users may be our favorite customers. Again, brand is
important here.

Business markets may share similar characteristics with con-
sumers, but more often are focused on the following:

� Geographic areas in which companies operate serve as useful delin-
eations. This partitioning into local, regional, national or interna-
tional categories allows you to determine their degree of market
coverage and therefore, potential opportunity for your product.
The number of facilities and the business carried out at each spe-
cific facility are also of concern to the B2B product manager. This is
especially important for international business operations.

� Company size would include sales, market share in an industry,
number of employees, assets on the balance sheet, profitability,
market capitalization, and other traditional business measures.

� Industry or industries served offers you the chance to get a sense
of the trends and activities in this area. (To find more about dif-
ferent industry types, refer to Chapter 7.)

� Market segments on which these companies focus allow you to iden-
tify who their customers are, or even who their customer’s cus-
tomers are (in more complex B2B2B or B2B2C enterprises).

� Loyalty indicators, as mentioned in the earlier consumer bulleted
list, are important because you want to understand the buying
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patterns of these businesses. A hotel chain may offer a local
business better rates and amenities when the company commits
to having all its traveling employees stay at that particular
hotel chain.

Not only do customers need to be categorized as consumers or busi-
nesses, but there are a host of subsegments within each grouping. These
subsegments are typically known as customer segments or customer tar-
gets (I often refer to these as “target customer types” when referring to the
detailed makeup of constituents within a broad market segment). Whether
classified as a consumer or business market, they comprise, typically, peo-
ple who use a product, influence its purchase, physically have to buy the
product, or are the decision makers. This consideration is particularly impor-
tant when it comes to identifying shoppers or buyers—whether or not
there is an intended willingness to pay (e.g., to write the check or part with
the cash) for a specific benefit. Each of these customer segments has its own
distinctive set of needs, and product managers or marketers can be caught
off guard if they don’t consider these distinctions.
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Just the act of doing market segmentation doesn’t always mean you
get it right. An article in the New York Times on July 3, 2005, had the
provocative title, “The Car Is for Kids, But Gramps Is Driving.” In it, the
author, George P. Blumberg discusses some stimulating facts about
market segmentation. He justifies his premise by pointing out that the
trendy, boxlike cars that appeared on the scene in the mid 2000s were
targeted at people in their mid-twenties. The article then went on to say
that “For a variety of reasons, manufacturers of youth-oriented cars
are missing their targets. The original anticipated median age of the
Matrix driver was 28.8, but it’s actually 42.7, … [a]nd (Honda) Element
drivers are at 44.7 instead of the anticipated 28.6.” The article contin-
ues with a very notable passage: “But even the best-researched plans
can have unintended consequences, as Honda discovered. ‘We pitched
the Element to 18-to–25-year-old males as a big box which could be
like a rolling dorm room, and hold their stuff, … But the Element’s
quirkiness—with its wide-open interior space and rubber floor—
appeals just as much to older hobbyists, families and businesses, who
like the vehicle’s utility and the fact that it can be hosed out.”’ And this
is an unintended consequence of Honda’s tactics—not at all bad.



Several years ago, I was negotiating with a communications com-
pany in Italy about the purchase of a major automation tool. This would
have helped the company reduce their workforce by about 2,000 people.
The arithmetic of the value proposition was compelling to the purchas-
ing manager. But we lost the deal! The value proposition was really
great, but the target was wrong. The decision maker had not informed
us beforehand that the workforce was heavily unionized; a fact we failed
to consider. We wasted a lot of time supporting an unsolicited proposal
because we didn’t properly recognize how the would-be customer oper-
ated and consider the customer’s particular needs, even though the
company was in the right market segment. In other words, we missed
the target!

MARKET SEGMENTATION AND THE MARKETING MIX

The reason product managers need to know about each of the market
segments is so that they can define which customers they should focus
on. They also need to know that the different customer types bring vary-
ing value to their business. Market segment definitions, as discussed
previously, divide customers into groups with similar characteristics.
That’s fairly simple to grasp. However, the axiom is very significant.
The reasoning is that a business should not formulate an identical mar-
keting mix for different customer types (although it seems like that is
too often done).

Segmentation models should allow product managers to tailor the
marketing mix to specific market segments or target customer types,
thereby affording the business a greater opportunity to satisfy the needs
of that specific group. A marketing mix strategy should also focus on the
customers within those segments who have enough purchasing power
to be profitable to the business. This means that if you have aimed at the
right target, the customer types in the chosen segment should favor a
specific product (especially if it is correctly positioned), be inspired by
advertising and promotional messages, believe that prices reflect the value
delivered, and acquire the product through the most convenient channel
(or place, e.g., a retailer, representative, supplier, manufacturer, over the
Internet or through an intermediary).

Take that big coffee retailer. Their target customer is a coffee lover
who appreciates the amenities of the store’s environment. The coffee
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retailer knows this target, prices the products at a premium, and pro-
motes the product through media outlets most likely to reach their 
targeted customer. That’s a marketing mix of product (coffee), pricing 
(at a premium), promotion (through the optimal media), and place or
channel (the retail outlet and other places that sell that brand of coffee).
That’s a marketing mix most suited to a particular customer type. The
coffee retailer won’t pursue other coffee drinkers who don’t value the
ambience or appreciate the premium quality coffee.

DESCRIBING THE TARGET MARKET

When a product manager prepares product strategies, Business Cases,
and other product or marketing documentation, it is necessary to
describe why a specific segment is chosen. These particular segments
represent the target market. Industry trend data and competitive activity
levels provide clues that determine the size and desirability of a seg-
ment. Thus, market attractiveness is selected based on several factors:

1. The degree to which the segment is growing. For example: the large
number of baby boomers in the United States is creating sizable
opportunities for companies offering services focusing on con-
venience, travel and leisure, and health care. The segment is also
attractive because demographic data suggest that there is a
tremendous amount of wealth built up by this part of the popu-
lation, and since they’re not all retiring and sitting around (many
continue to work and save), they have more money for discre-
tionary items.

2. The number of competitors vying for the space. If there are too many
competitors in a given market area, customers may have too
much choice and it may be more difficult to establish a differen-
tial advantage with your product. However, companies with
sufficient financial resources can often advertise their way for-
ward, leveraging their brands and recognized names. Witness
the growth of retail banking branches in major cities.

3. The manner in which a segment is accessible by known distribution
channels. The Internet redefined the world of commerce, making
products and services available for purchase twenty-four/seven.
Retail stores are open more hours. Warehouse stores serving con-
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sumers and businesses abound. Everyone is on the go and almost
everyone is connected electronically.

4. The profit to be gained by bringing products and services to those seg-
ments. No matter how attractive or accessible the segment, if it
won’t make enough money, it isn’t attractive enough.

Suppose you worked in a bank as the product portfolio manager
for all credit card products. When you looked at your market segments
based on credit card balance, what kinds of segments might you want to
preserve and which ones would you want to target to build up? If the
banking industry is characterized by intense competition, then you
would want to do at least two things: (1) guard your current customers
from being lured away by other banks. For example, those with good
balances who pay large fees; and (2) take market share from your com-
petitors, perhaps by pursuing large-balance accounts. To achieve this,
you have some decisions to make about what to do.

Table 8.2 presents this example in a matrix format showing five
general groupings of credit card customers, segmented by the size of the
balances they keep on their cards.

By using this simple model, a product or portfolio manager may be
able to consider different options, based on which segments offer the
best opportunity, while managing the risk profile of the portfolio.

Good segmentation models help bring the world of the customer
into better focus so that product managers and marketers can focus their
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T A B L E  8.2

Segmentation Example

Segments by Segments 
Credit Card Number of Account Vulnerable to Strategic 
Balance Accounts Profitability Competition Options

Less than $1,000 40,000 Low Maintain

$1,001–$2,000 90,000 Low-medium � Grow

$2,001–$5,000 56,000 Medium � Grow

$5,001–$10,000 39,000 Medium-high Grow

$10,001–$15,000 19,000 High Maintain



efforts on the most effective communication methods to those customers
to impel usage. Such models also stimulate more granular thought
regarding the needs of each segment, and cultivate a fertile ground for
potential new product features or attributes.

THEY DON’T KNOW WHAT THEY DON’T KNOW

Up to now, I’ve talked about the foundational elements of market segmen-
tation. However, the real challenge for the product manager extends fur-
ther—to the discovery of the real needs of customers in chosen segments.

All too often, we struggle with trying to understand needs. Cus-
tomers are frequently asked questions like, “What keeps you awake at
night?” or “If you could have three wishes, what would they be?” Com-
panies use focus groups and ask consumers which cola they like better.
More positive answers for one cola must mean that everyone likes that
cola. “Would you buy this one or that one?” asks the interviewer. “I’d
buy that one,” says the interviewee. What is often missed in the con-
trolled interview environment is, “If you were walking down the aisle of
the market, would you actually buy one?”

When people are interviewed in a controlled setting with other
people present, they may be reluctant to reveal their true feelings.

An article in BusinessWeek (November 15, 2005) called “Shoot the
Focus Group” states, “There’s peer pressure in focus groups that gets in
the way of finding the truth about real behavior and intentions…” There
are certainly new methods that can be applied to expose and capture the
customer’s true needs. The BusinessWeek article describes how a senior
packaging designer at Kimberly-Clark did something novel to learn
more about mothers who changed diapers:

“… a camera mounted on a pair of glasses to be worn by consumers at
home, so researchers could see through their eyes. ‘Letting us see what
they see, rather than pointing the camera at them, proved more comfort-
able for them and useful to us,’ … It didn’t take long to spot the opportu-
nities. While women in groups talked about changing babies at a diaper
table, the truth was they changed them on beds, floors, and on top of
washing machines in awkward positions. The researchers could see they
were struggling with wipe containers and lotions requiring two hands.
The company redesigned the wipe package with a push-button one-
handed dispenser and designed lotion and shampoo bottles that can be
grabbed and dispensed easily with one hand.”
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The product manager must be able to determine how to enter the
minds of current customers, or get inside the heads of desirable new cus-
tomers. Consumer examples of capturing the customer’s voice abound.
However, many product managers don’t work in consumer goods
industries. They are employed by industrial companies, medical device
companies, insurance companies, banks, investment firms, software
companies, and other service industries. What they have in common is
they can all use a good dose of knowing what’s in the customer’s mind.

There are several reasons you need this kind of first-hand perspec-
tive. First, it will help you on the road to uncovering unexpressed needs
of buyers, users, influencers, and decision makers. Second, by develop-
ing this perspective you will be able to derive relevant, needs-driven
value propositions. Additionally, there is a greater emphasis in organi-
zations on consultative selling. This selling model relies on salespeople
who are adequately trained to look for business anomalies, which they
accomplish by becoming intimately familiar with customer business
operations and workflows.

When an operational workflow is understood, it can be seen as a
present method of operation (PMO). When the work is broken down into
basic tasks and the task durations and activities can be measured, then
each granule of work can be looked at as an opportunity for operational
improvement. When a sleek, new operational paradigm can be discerned
where it offers fewer motions or activities, or fewer pieces of paper being
handled, then the win becomes a matter of arithmetic. A future method of
operation (FMO) can be envisioned: FMO versus PMO � a value. A value
worth noting, assimilated by a customer, can be transformed into a value
proposition. This may be easier to explain by discussing a problem I
solved when I was a product manager during my corporate life.

One of the products I managed once dealt with the automation of
customer interactions, call centers, and field dispatch operations. I had an
opportunity to carry out a site visit with a water utility company in the
United Kingdom. We met with office personnel, field operations, and a
variety of management people in order to gain a baseline understanding
of how they operated their business and to create business flows. The
arrangements were structured and agreed upon in advance, with cus-
tomer personnel to provide us with presentations about their operations.

What was described in the conference room was that water utility
customers would call in to the call center to report a problem, an agent
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would look up their record in a computer system, and a decision would
be made about who should fix the problem and when. Then we went
into the operations center. In a very large room, a group of people hud-
dled around antiquated computers; another group of people sat around
another group of computers; and there was lots and lots of paper. Just
the sheer amount of paper gave me the impression of disorganization
personified. I sat next to one of the operators and watched her handle
calls and her paperwork. A customer called in to report a leak. The
operator did a look-up and said that she had to put the customer on
hold. Then she looked up something that turned out to be some kind 
of geographic coding. By hand she wrote the caller’s information on 
a scrap of paper and brought it over to another operator. That operator
did a look-up and found the record. The first operator transferred the
call to the second operator, who then took over. After the second opera-
tor entered some of the information into the computer, a service order
was printed. She then verified the data with the customer and sched-
uled an appointment.

The second operator then walked about 100 feet to another bank
of computers and handed the service order to an operations supervi-
sor. The supervisor looked it over and walked it over to another person
who then faxed the service to a field operations office who would then
assign a field repair person to fix the leak. This was just on the receiv-
ing end.

The dispatching operations turned out to be inefficient, too. The
field repair crews came to work and waited until they got the service
orders. There were no measurements or standards for how long jobs
should take, or their level of complexity and no tracking of what the
field people did. The operations manager expressed concern about field
crews’ wasted time.

After my review of their operations, I knew I had “heard” the cus-
tomer’s voice and perceived the real needs that underlay their problems.
I fired up my laptop to a graphics program and diagrammed the business
flow in excruciating detail. After showing the program to the operations
manager and the sales representative, we discussed it further. With a few
tweaks, we created a flowchart that analyzed time intervals (once called
a time and motion study). This profile provided me with a wealth of
information about systems, people, operational rules, work tasks, and
timing. The resulting analysis helped us to define an improved FMO. By
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being able to derive an extraordinary value proposition, I helped the 
customer defend its investment while I defended my investment.

Moreover, this profile provided me with a wealth of information
about systems, people, operational rules, work tasks, and timing. I
gained a better understanding of the PMO. This gave me the basis for
characterizing discrete customer types: the users, which in this case
included the operator, dispatch supervisor, and field service crew peo-
ple, and the influencers, whom I classed as the operations manager and
his manager, the chief operating officer. Finally, by mapping the PMO, I
had a solid basis for communicating the value to the customer, and in
deriving the most effective pricing strategy.

PLANNING AND CARRYING OUT CUSTOMER VISITS

The preceding example shows why it is important for product managers
and marketers to really understand how customers operate. To do this,
you need to get into the field. Product managers often face travel restric-
tions, which is doubtless a challenge. However, if a product manager
asks to visit the customer, there’s a very good chance his or her manager
will heed the request.

The correct documentation for this vital element of market research
is a visit plan. Many salespeople use a somewhat similar technique to chart
which customers they’re going to visit and in what sequence, but this is
not quite the same. A product manager can plan a visit with a salesperson
or account manager. Procedurally, you can’t initiate this alone—you need
to respect the salesperson’s domain. When you have a clear plan for what
you want to accomplish for a visit requiring travel, you improve the odds
your travel request will be approved, restrictions or not.

Customer visits are generally carried out when your products are
sold to other businesses. B2B organizations have target customer types,
which include buyers, users, influencers, and decision makers.

If you were to put the customer segment representatives around a
table (the buyer, the user, etc.), you’d probably find that your customer’s
company has a cross-functional team. Now extend the model a little fur-
ther. If you’re in the “vendor” company as the product manager, you too
work on a cross-functional team.

With so many interests on both the customer side and the vendor
side, the benefit of structured customer visits cannot be emphasized
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enough. The customer visits I carried out were always enhanced by
including someone from Engineering or Development, a sales specialist,
an operations or systems engineer, and a product manager. Sometimes,
a marketing person would be on our customer visit team.

Single visits don’t necessarily provide you with the context and
benchmarks to compare one customer’s environment to another. There-
fore, visit strategies should consider a variety of visits over time. Some
visits will be to the same customer over time and some will center on a
multiplicity of customers over a period of time. Some visits take place
because there’s a problem with the product. Some are to showcase new
products. Some even happen when the customer comes to visit you at
your location for a demonstration or customer advisory group meeting.
The kind of customer visits being advocated here are for fact finding,
observing, looking for potential opportunities, and, of course, to identify
or validate customer needs.

Before starting out, you need to gain approval from management
for the visit using the form shown as Table 8.3.
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Name of customer

Address of customer

Industry classification

Account manager name and information

Product manager name and information

Travel required (Yes or No)

Travel budget needed

� Purpose of the visit
� Customer’s names and titles
� Team members who will accompany you and their roles
� The type of activities to be carried out (interviews, observations, tours, etc.)
� When you expect the debrief to be completed

Approved: _________________

Date: _____________________

T A B L E  8.3

Customer Visit Request Form



Once you gain approval to carry out the visit, you will want to use
a more detailed, formal visit plan document to plan and guide your
work activities. This should be produced in concert with your cross-
functional team members because it creates the framework for carrying
out this important on-site research. As with the many templates that are
provided, filling in the blanks is less important than scoping the work
and execution. For example, the objective is critical. You can’t lead a
team of people if you don’t know what you hope to find out. You will
probably learn more during the visits from what you observe and hear.
Those outcomes will become more apparent, and can be captured dur-
ing the visit.

Tied explicitly to the objectives of the visit are some structured
activities that could take place while carrying out the visit. They are
divided into the following areas:

� Interviews with key stakeholders. Structured interviews can be
highly revealing. Interviews with users might include categories
like ease of use, problems, and suggestions. Interviews with
decision makers could range from complaints heard from users
to billing problems. These interviews might even talk about the
customer’s future strategies. Interviews are not “in-person sur-
veys.” You and your team are involved in a conversational explo-
ration with an expert. Therefore, you need to have someone on
your team who can establish a rapport with the interviewee(s).
Curiosity and a general context for the business, as well as a
clear objective for the visit, set the stage for asking open-ended
questions that allow the customer to talk. “What are the biggest
competitive challenges you face?” is an example of an open-
ended question versus “Are you more concerned about com-
petitor A or competitor B?” Then, you need to be prepared for
the next follow-up probing question.

� Tours of facilities. (e.g., factories, call centers, distribution centers,
etc.). An amazing amount of data can be gleaned from a guided
tour, hearing from a functional expert, and seeing how your cus-
tomers carry out their day-to-day activities

� Observing people at work. Watching people in a factory, operations
center, call center, distribution center, or in operating depart-
ments provides great insight into company culture, mood, and
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other attributes of an organization. Recently, I visited a client’s
administrative offices and there was an immense amount of
pride shown in each department’s contribution to the business:
Operations, Quality, Sales, Finance, and so on. There were
impressive charts, graphs, and explanations. Everyone knew
what was happening in their department and the mood was
very collegial. A quick look at the charts was even more reveal-
ing. There was a general upward trend in orders; customer satis-
faction was high; product quality was improving. However, the
one thing I observed was that all the charts and dashboards
used data derived from disparate “systems.” If I were a product
manager for business intelligence automation software, I’d be
thinking about selling them something!

� Presentations. Initial visits may begin with people from business
functions providing overviews of “what they do.” This provides
an excellent foundation for asking good questions. Consultative
selling techniques depend largely on this type of questioning to
uncover potential problems. You can also structure presentations
around your customer’s perceptions of industry and competitive
trends they’re watching. This gives you some insights into their
customers and possibly even their customers’ customers.

There are a few other things to cover. Ground rules need to be set in
advance with regard to confidentiality, safety, and other aspects that
demonstrate respect for the customer’s environment, privacy, and secu-
rity. Furthermore, each team member will have a role to play. Someone
should be assigned to record notes and verbatims from interviews; some
will draw flowcharts; and others may use other available techniques to
record what took place.

During a visit, and at the conclusion of the visit, the team should
meet and review what they saw, observed, heard, and learned. In-process
debriefs are like football game huddles. They give the team the opportu-
nity to ascertain whether they’re on track, or, conversely, whether they
need to make any modifications in interview questions or to validate par-
ticipant perceptions.

Analysis of the visit should be carried out with the team, and per-
haps other cross-functional stakeholders. The discussions should con-
centrate on themes, findings, and information that can benefit unmet
customer needs.
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Furthermore, the findings should be more than a set of stand-alone
notes. They should suggest meaningful ways to think about improving
the product, operational support, and other business, technical, and
operational dimensions of the product. This is easier said than done
because observational and qualitative data are taken from perception
and interpretation, which is subject to human bias and functional para-
digms. One way to deal with this is to have the visit team members write
up individual reports. Then, have the group meet together in a separate
session where team members present what they saw and heard. This
gives the team leader (the product manager) and perhaps a marketing
counterpart the opportunity to summarize, generalize, and come up
with the most valuable conclusions.

Lastly, everything should be captured in written documents—the
functional reports as well as the group reports. All this data should be kept
in the Product Master Plan binder so it becomes part of the permanent plan
of record for the product, and for all the supporting product activities.

A caveat: all of these steps, even if carried out in the right sequence,
may not yield the optimal or “expected” findings. Results are often
related to the experience of the team members. My experience suggests
that the best visits are carried out by the most experienced cross-func-
tional visit teams. However, experience begets experience, so do not let
inexperience be a deterrent.

In order to fortify this planning sequence for you, a customer visit
plan template is available to you in Module 6 of this book. A visual for
this customer visit plan template is shown as Table 8.4.

THE VOICE OF THE CUSTOMER

The reason for customer visits as a form of market research is to learn
more about customer needs. Customer visits and field research allow
product managers and their teams to search for the customer’s voice.
Voice of the customer (VOC) has emerged as another well-worn expres-
sion that may have a variety of interpretations.

Just what is it and why is it important? Will it still be a corporate
expression in five years or will it be replaced by another word meaning
the same thing?

Observing customers can be compared with the work carried out
by anthropologists in their study of humanity. One of the offshoots of
anthropology is ethnography, which covers human social interactions
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through research carried out in the field or in situ (from the Latin words
“in the place”). For product managers and marketers, being in the field
means being with customers where you have the opportunity to work
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Name of customer’s company

Address of customer

Name of primary customer contact

Phone number

E-mail address

Company URL

Account manager’s name and information

Product manager’s name and information

Date of planned visit

Objective or purpose: Why is this visit being carried out? What do you want to learn? Is this
visit a singular visit to one customer, a series of visits to one customer or is it one customer
visit in a series of multiple customer visits?

Customer “segments” to be visited: (names of people, job titles, etc.)

Guidelines and ground rules: (e.g., voice or video recording, picture taking, security rules,
nondisclosure)

Team members who are attending: Names and titles (e.g., product manager, engineer,
marketing manager, account manager). Also, what role will each play? (observer, interviewer,
video recording, work-flow diagrams, photography, etc.)

Agenda and structure: How will the visit be structured? Introductory session, presentations,
tours, on-site employee visits, interviews, observations, etc.

Capture the visit: Use this space to write down what you heard or observed. Note work flows,
skills used, timing, difficult activities or actions by different customer types or users as they 
“do what they do.”

Debrief: Capture all observations based on what all visitors learned, observed, or inferred. Use
this data to prepare a final visit report or presentation for cross-functional team stakeholders.

Additional notes, actions, or follow-up: (e.g., thank you note for customer and for team members)

T A B L E  8.4

Customer Visit Plan Template



with them or observe them doing what they do, that is, carrying out
their daily activities.

Merely understanding about VOC is different from effectively
being able to apply it. Therefore, just because you can go into the field
doesn’t make you a skilled observer. When I open the refrigerator and
ask, “Where’s the ketchup?” my wife quickly points it out—which is
typically right in front of my face. She’s a better “observer” than I am.

It’s the same thing with field research. Field research provides the
product manager with the opportunity to hear the customer’s voice,
whether they express it vocally or not. The product manager should not
be the only one who “listens” for the customer’s voice or observes cus-
tomers in action. Many people on the cross-functional team hear and see
differently. The customer service agent takes complaints or orders and
hears tone of voice of customers on the phone. The responses to a cus-
tomer survey may be biased—depending on mood and other condi-
tions—or how you phrased the question. (“Were you happy with the
outcome?”) The sales person sees the customer at work carrying out daily
tasks. The engineer may see an IT person in their lab. A Web analyst
observes Web site entry points and navigation.
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Go to Where Customers Do What They Do

An article in BusinessWeek (July 17, 2006) titled “Staying Cool at
Nokia” portrays Alastair Curtis, Nokia’s design chief. When he dis-
cusses how a mobile phone design is created, he says, “When you
slide open the cover … you’ll hear a satisfying ‘thunk’ that suggests
the inner workings of a luxury car.” The article continues: Mr. Curtis
“… has a reputation for pulling together technology and aesthetics
into a package that sells.” What’s most interesting is when the article
states “Curtis has teams of scouts tramping through Milan, Rio de
Janeiro, and other centers of fashion and youth culture. They speak
to architects, furniture designers, paint specialists, plastics engi-
neers, and students. ‘By observing people, you see the way they
interact, the way they do things, the strange rituals they have,’ says
Curtis, who makes a point of visiting public spaces such as parks to
see how people use their phones.”



Capturing the customer’s voice is not a once-and-done visit and
report. It is an ongoing part of the market research process that is an
inherent part of the “market radar” used by the cross-functional product
team. Read-outs from this radar should be taken in regular team meet-
ings, where people report what they heard or observed. All of those
should be recorded in research notes, which, as noted before, belong in
the Product Master Plan.

USING PERSONAS AS A WAY TO CAPTURE NEEDS

Many companies have found success in defining products around user
models, which are referred to as personas or customer archetypes. An
archetype, as characterized in the dictionary, is a “perfect person.” A cre-
ated persona may be a good model because it represents a common set
of characteristics, motivations, affiliations, or other traits that makes that
group unique, like a market segment or customer target. As such, the
persona is not a basic customer, but a representation for a group of peo-
ple or customer types. A persona isn’t a segment, per se, because it is too
general, but the creation of a persona can be complementary to the seg-
mentation models you create.

On August 17, 2005, the Washington Post ran an article titled “In
Retail, Profiling for Profit—Best Buy Stores Cater to Specific Customer
Types” by Ariana Eunjung Cha. The article offers a great example of what
a large retailer is doing to identify customer types. In it, Best Buy identi-
fies a “Jill” characterized as a “soccer mom who is the main shopper for
the family but usually avoids electronics stores. She is well educated and
usually very confident, but she is intimidated by the products … and the
store clerks who spout words like gigabytes and megapixels.”

But who exactly is a Jill? “She’s very smart and affluent … Jill is a
decision maker. She is the CEO of the household … Jill’s children are the
most important thing in her life … Jill shops a few times a year—usually
twice—at an electronics store, but she usually spends a significant
amount.” The article goes on to say that they want to give “Jills” great
service by doing things like “sending sales associates with umbrellas to
escort the Jills to and from their cars on rainy days …” The personas at
Best Buy are determined through the exhaustive research and “analyses of
databases of purchases, local census numbers, surveys of customers and
targeted focus groups …” The use of personas can augment the process of
understanding customer needs. However, broad characterizations may
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only be a reference point for the product manager. The challenge is in
making the persona useful or purposeful or relevant, since other segmen-
tation models may be deemed more appropriate and useful.

YOUR RESEARCH STRATEGY

This chapter is not meant to be a primer on market research. Its goal is to
provide you with some relevant, usable techniques to understand cus-
tomer needs. Generalized market research practices are carried out
within a company in the context of the organization’s business chal-
lenges. Therefore, your own portfolio of complementary techniques will
be useful for your needs, whether your company offers products for
businesses or for consumers.

Product managers are not responsible for all corporate market
research programs. Mostly, they rely on the efforts of personnel from the
marketing department or market research department to plan and carry
out this work—some of which should be done on behalf of your product
team. That said, I cannot emphasize enough the importance of ongoing
research for product managers.

Your research should include constant scanning of business litera-
ture and syndicated research reports. It should include frequent 
customer visits, review of customer satisfaction data (like call center
reports or customer satisfaction surveys), and preference surveys, and
so on. You may need to support advisory panels, focus groups, and even
mystery shopping.

Use what you have first, and if you need more data, then structure
the research projects accordingly, but in harmony with your marketing
research counterparts. If you cannot secure the cooperative attention or
financial resources for your specific projects, you may need to use some
ingenuity and find other resources.

Following a theme from Chapter 7, you may need the help of an
outside firm to carry out customer or segment research. As with any
project employing an outside firm, you have to be prepared to clarify the
goals of the project and the format of the project’s output, and of course,
you have to manage the project and the budget. These types of research
projects tend to eat up a lot of money and sometimes don’t provide the
desired outcomes. Customer research must always focus on end results
that yield what you need to learn, why you seek such data, and how you
will use what you glean.
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SUMMARY

This chapter focused on finding the right customers in your quest to cul-
tivate an effective marketing mix strategy targeted to your most desir-
able set of customers—and to recognize their voices and needs. Why else
would a product manager develop relevant market segmentation mod-
els? Ultimately, you will create new value propositions and product
positioning, or have to revise or validate the existing ones. The funda-
mentals of both the value proposition and product positioning depend
on the following variables:

1. The target customer.
2. The implicit or explicit needs or problems that customer seeks to

solve.
3. The product’s attributes or features that solve the problem or

meets the need.
4. The benefit or advantage that the target customer would gain

from using that product or feature.

Another reason you need valid market segmentation models is that
product managers are often responsible for training salespeople so they
gain a solid understanding of their customers, which is conveyed in
marketing material, sales training manuals, and other documents that
contain value propositions and product positioning. Segmentation mod-
els will appear in other documents as well, including marketing collat-
eral, product requirements, and the many elements contained in the
Product Master Plan.

IMPROVE YOUR PRODUCT MANAGEMENT EQUIVALENCE 
QUOTIENT (PMEQ)

1. What are known market segments for the products you’re asso-
ciated with? How would you characterize the common set of
needs for each segment? Use a table like this as a guide.
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Name of Segment Characteristics and Underlying Needs



2. Based on the established segments, check if there is any market
or customer research validating that the customers your com-
pany focuses on are actually in those segments.

3. Find out who is responsible for the existing segmentation mod-
els for your product area. You may need to visit different people,
including your boss, your peers, and people in the Marketing
department. With this information, create a profile for each of
the segments based on their accepted characteristics, plus any
other needs you deem relevant.

4. In a B2B environment, and within the segment groupings, who
are the people who represent the buyer, user, influencer, decision
maker, or other individual involved in the buying process? Are
there adequate descriptors for each of these customer types?
Update these if necessary and keep them current in the Product
Master Plan.

5. When you review the functionality and features of your product,
you should be able to make a direct connection between the fea-
ture that exists and the need it satisfies. This system substantiates
whether your product’s features satisfy the needs of a specific
customer type within a segment. Use the following table to make
a direct connection from feature to need to name of the segment.
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Feature (1) Need Satisfied by Target Customer Type 
the Feature (2) Within a Segment (3)

6. Review all the sales training material and product marketing col-
lateral to ensure the wording is appropriate for the correct vali-
dation of market segments and target customer types on which
your product is focused. Read carefully for verbiage that embod-
ies the value proposition and positioning of the product. Be sure
the focus is on the right target customer type or market segment.

7. Participate in the planning and carrying out of a customer visit,
if you haven’t done this previously. If you are experienced, try to



involve a product manager who is less experienced so he or she
can gain the benefit of your experience. Use the visit planning
template as a guide.

8. Arrange to interview one or more people at a customer’s loca-
tion. Prepare a series of open-ended questions to guide the 
customer to answers that are most valuable to you. Prior to the
visit, invite some of the visit team participants to help you role-
play so that you have a good sense of where the conversations
might go, and develop strategies to ensure that you can expertly
guide the interview.

9. Set up periodic meetings with team members (or even with
executives). Be sure to include up-to-date market segment
overviews that illustrate how customer groups are changing
over time. Show “Who’s buying what,” where they’re buying,
how, and for how much. This demonstrates to others that you
are vigilant about the markets in which your products are sold,
you understand your customer’s needs, and you care about
delivering value-oriented benefits.
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9
PREPARING TO SET YOUR

MILEPOSTS: FORECASTING FOR
THE PRODUCT MANAGER

191

CHAPTER

Executive Summary

� Without accurate forecasts, a product’s potential cannot be
determined.

� Forecasts link the research of the marketplace to the strategic
possibilities for the product.

� Forecasting is used by product managers to calculate market
potential, depict sales, and meet demand.

Every business has to figure out how it is going to invest its limited
resources. Product managers manage the investments made in products,
and therefore need to derive forecasts and deliver the expected returns.
Unfortunately, most forecasts are wrong. Because incorrect forecasts
happen so often, there is a need to find a better way forward. This “way
forward” is the purpose of this chapter. The goal is to provide you with



a common-sense, data-driven approach to the creation of more realistic
forecasts, either for new products or for existing products.

Another reason this chapter is so important: It’s critical to allay
some of the fears and anxieties that product managers and their teams
may feel when the boss says, “I need your forecast by next Thursday.”
Based on some of the topics I’ve discussed thus far in the book, and
those that will be discussed in future chapters, the availability of timely
data on which to base your forecast and its underlying assumptions is
critical. You may not have all of the data you need, but your heightened
sense of urgency about data collection and analysis will put you in a 
better position in the future.

Lastly, before I proceed, I want to assure you that I am not going to
deliver a complex series of statistical or econometric models with
detailed mathematical formulas. There are many other resources that
you can use to gain that perspective. Your company may even have an
economics office, or there may be other specialists, either at the divi-
sional level, corporate level, or other levels, where complex future state
models are developed and maintained. I urge you to find those
resources to learn all you can about how forecasts are developed in your
company. The techniques applied in this chapter, and those most prod-
uct managers depend upon, are typically referred to as judgmental. With
this in mind, let’s get into forecasting in the product manager’s world.

FORECASTING BASICS

To begin, a general set of definitions is needed, as well as a sequencing
of events. These are summarized below and discussed in more detail
later in the chapter. Product managers are typically responsible for the
following:

1. Determining the total size of a desired market, which is called
the total addressable market (TAM);

2. Deciding what portion of that market the product can penetrate,
or the attainable market share (AMS);

3. Figuring out the number of units or the volume that the sales
team can commit to sell;

4. Calculating the number of units of tangible product that can be
produced (which is called demand planning);
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5. Determining realistic pricing for the product and how that
pricing will vary over time;

6. Translating the sales and demand forecast into a realistic budget
for the product.

This list of responsibilities is summarized in Figure 9.1, which
depicts it as a simple sequence of events.

You will notice that there are two different columns in Figure 9.1.
One column shows the sequence for new product forecasting, while the
other depicts existing product forecasting. Notice that each column has
the same categories and the work is essentially the same. The main dis-
tinction between the two has to do with the availability of data. New
product forecasts may not have a robust suite of data available to figure
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Sales Forecast
(What will Sales sell now that we 

have historical data?)

Sales Forecast
(What will Sales sell?)

Budget Forecasts
(What are the financial outcomes?)

Budget Forecasts
(What are the financial outcomes?)

Market Share Revision
(What's your curent share?)

Market Share Estimate
(What can we hope for?)

Resize the Total Market
(Has the potential changed?)

Size of Total Market
(What's the potential?)

Intangible
Products

Intangible
Products

Demand Planning
(Can we produce enough?) 

For tangible products

Demand Planning
(Can we produce enough?) 

For tangible products

New Product Forecasting Existing Product Forecasting

F I G U R E  9.1

Forecasting Sequence



out the size of the market or determine whether the market is worth 
pursuing. In fact, later on in the chapter I’ve created a simple case study
to demonstrate how this forecasting sequence can be applied.

Now that you see the general sequence, I want to link this sequence
to the Product Management Life Cycle Model, since all work activities
across the product’s life can (and should) be equated to the model.

In Figure 9.2, notice how the forecasting sequence is aligned with
the area of work called New Product Planning (NPP). As discussed
throughout the book, NPP does not always mean a brand new product.
New products can also include enhancements to existing products. The
arrow that connects the Post-Launch Product Management area of work
(Strategic and Tactical Product Management) and wraps back around to
the forecasting sequence shows the recursive nature of the product life
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Concept Feasibility

Size of 
Total Market

Sales
Forecast

Demand
Planing

Market
Share

Estimate

Definition

DCP DCP DCPMDP MDP

Launch

Development
Strategic & Tactical Management

Post-Launch
Product Management

New Product
 Introduction

New Product 
Planning

F I G U R E  9.2

Aligning the Forecasting Sequence with the Product Management Life Cycle Model



cycle as the business management of the product is carried out. This 
is important, because when you already have products in the market,
you have to reforecast, using the same sequence. Hopefully, you’ll 
have much more data, and with any luck you can compress the work
associated with forecasting market size or attainable market share. This
will allow you to focus on working with the sales force to develop more
realistic sales forecasts, and free you up to work with your Demand
Planning organization (if you have tangible products.)

FORECASTING IS A CROSS-FUNCTIONAL EXERCISE

Product managers do not create forecasts in a vacuum. There are many
interrelated activities that have to be carried out in order to derive a 
forecast—one that people in the supporting business functions can live
with. This is important because all forecasts drive the cross-functional
commitments leading to execution. Therefore, the cross-functional team
helps put the underlying assumptions into place. For example, will 
Marketing invest enough to stimulate demand? Will Sales have the 
right number of salespeople who are appropriately compensated to sell
the product? Will Manufacturing produce enough units to meet the
demand? These questions ultimately have to be answered in order to
have the team successfully run the business of the product.

Furthermore, other documents are produced that capture the fore-
cast elements. The Business Case must have a forecast section and a
series of assumptions that justify the investment in new products or
product enhancements. The Marketing Plan for the product will support
the business scenarios that, in turn, support ongoing business opera-
tions. For example, suppose an existing product isn’t being enhanced or
upgraded in an upcoming year. Or, suppose during mid-year you have
to recast and update the sales forecast and budget for the product. In any
instance, you will use the same general thought process to validate or
improve your initial set of assumptions. All of these are driven from the
heart of the cross-functional team, led by the product manager.

VALIDATING MARKET AND DEMAND POTENTIAL

Evaluating the attractiveness of a market requires that you consider
many factors. It is critical to determine future product or business via-
bility. Once this attractiveness is understood, the product team is in a
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better position to decide if the market is substantial enough and accessi-
ble enough to continue pursuing, or, at least, to pursue in the future.
There are two approaches to complete this evaluation: One way is to
determine or understand the market potential, and the other way is to
assess overall potential demand. I’ll talk about both momentarily, but 
you should be aware that even if you believe the market potential is
high, a host of other factors must be considered to both encourage
demand (i.e., adequate sales and marketing investments) and “deliver
the goods,” or get the product to the end customers through the most
efficient distribution channels. Lastly, the product must be priced appro-
priately such that it will deliver the promised benefit to the customers
you’re focusing on.

First, I’ll talk about market potential. Market potential, or, “what
could we possibly sell?” is driven by the possible size of the total market,
attractive market segments, and the growth rates of those segments.
These “upper-limit” estimates are complex to derive unless you have
some evidence of market variability, along with some idea of the size of
the markets themselves. Some of the methods used to capture this data
require that you:

� Use a statistical model that takes some percentage of a segment’s size
and allocates the market share estimates across the segment. This
could include a percentage of the population within a segment
or percentage of units sold across the number of competitors.

� Consider past unit sales volumes as a way to evaluate market potential.
If your sales volumes (in units) for the preceding years have been
growing at 5 percent per year, for example, and you believe that
your competitive market share will not shift as you make a series
of product enhancements, you might want to continue your 
5 percent per year growth rate.

� Examine distribution channel performance, which can be helpful,
assuming that you are able to track product sales through each 
channel. A company that uses traditional, direct methods may
expand their channels to include the Internet or indirect 
distributors, or expand to a series of international resellers. 
Any of these approaches may help you garner greater levels 
of market share.
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� Consider a variety of analyst perspectives, based on research reports, 
to determine how to characterize market potential. You can use
industry analyst research reports and abstract some of the 
most salient characteristics and trends in the market to estimate
potential sales. This can be a great way to navigate the 
marketplace, and to determine your share relative to the 
competition within the context of the direction of the 
overall industry.

� Use general governmental resources or industry associations. I like
using U.S. Census data, because it’s easy to get population num-
bers by age, by region, and other demographics (see www.
census.gov). Another such resource can be found on the Web site
“Survey of Current Business” (www.bea.gov/scb/index.htm) to
understand a variety of data related to gross domestic product,
price indices, and other economic data.

� Determine the level of competitive intensity in a market area. This is
an important context to have. You want to know whether or not
there is stiff competition with many products. If you’re already
in that market, then you understand the dynamics of that 
environment. If you are considering a new product entry in a
crowded market, then you must make sure your product is
highly differentiated. Michael Porter’s “Five Forces Analysis” is
a good method to use.

Now, someone might ask you whether you are doing a “top-down”
or “bottom-up” market or sales forecast. These are two different general
methods for evaluating market potential. If you start with a population
as a whole, and then drill down or keep segmenting until you reach the
customer demand, this is top-down forecasting. If you start with a single
customer and try to determine the customer’s demand from the cus-
tomer’s perspective, this is bottom-up forecasting. Which one you
choose to do will be a matter of preference for your business organiza-
tion and dictated by the data you have available. If you can do both, 
and they agree, then your confidence is increased. The success of each
forecasting technique is dependent on the availability of adequate 
market segment information. Moreover, bottom-up forecasting requires
a significant amount of customer data.
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Now, let’s talk about possible demand, or “what would customers
actually want to buy?” This can be characterized using the following
general approaches:

1. Determine what portion of the overall population (based on
demographics, geography, etc.) could actually buy the product.

2. Identify the number of people who actually buy or use the prod-
uct or product type. For example, think of toothpaste: If each
person in a market area buys an 8-ounce tube of toothpaste four
times a year, and if you multiplied that number by the number
of people in a segment, you would get an overall number based
on product use by segment.

3. Measure “intent to purchase.” In many companies, the Market-
ing department frequently carries out surveys that ask respon-
dents directly whether they would buy a product, and if so,
when their next need-state might emerge.

4. Discover analogous product performance. This is another very
effective method. If you are able to understand the pattern of sales
or market uptake for similar products in your company, you may
be able to identify adoption patterns. For example, if your com-
pany introduced a similar product in the past, how well did it fare
against its forecasts? What problems did it encounter? What has
been the company’s track record in capturing market share? Of
course, past performance won’t guarantee that your forecast will
achieve the same results, but it does serve as another useful refer-
ence point. It also provides an indication averaging over many fac-
tors of how well your company can perform. If you can obtain the
data of performance versus forecast, you have a reliable way of
adjusting marketing, sales, and other input to the model.

5. Finally, you can use a competitive analogy. Although somewhat
difficult to derive, there may be some available industry analyst
data to determine competitor market penetration rates, vol-
umes, and other indicators for their new product introductions.

FORECASTS ARE BUILT ON BELIEFS ABOUT THE FUTURE

Forecasts are based on data, knowledge, and, ultimately, assumptions.
Essentially, where you do not have an available fact that you need, you
will use an assumption. Assumptions are particularly applicable to the
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sequence of events depicted in Figures 9.1 and 9.2. You’re taking a large
data set and continuously narrowing it down, subject to known and
assumed parameters. If you have an existing product, you have data
about your current market segments, customer needs, product volumes,
and financial data. When your boss says you have to raise your sales fore-
cast by 5 percent next year, barring a lack of investment to drive market-
ing, sales, and other supporting structures, you do the arithmetic and
you’re done—regardless of whether the forecast is rational and achiev-
able. It’s usually a management edict that ends up contributing to missed
numbers. Real, usable product forecasts are dependent on meeting not
only the existing needs of known customers, but also anticipating needs
of existing and new customers, so you’ll need to take that into account.

A proper forecasting mindset begins with a clear understanding of
how expectations should be framed; only then can the product manager
create a useful and relevant forecast. But what are those expectations? The
correct set of expectations for any product decision, investment or other-
wise, is based on what you derive when you formulate the product strat-
egy and its associated “strategic mix.” This strategic mix is a combination
of marketing mix elements and a host of operational support activities,
which you’ll read more about in Chapter 10. Hence, the purpose of fore-
casting would be to improve the probability that a given product investment
decision will achieve the strategic goals of the division or of the company.

Needless to say, it is very important that all assumptions are clearly
identified. First, the market, your company, and the competition are not
static. Assumptions can change over time and must be fed back into the
forecast. Second, these assumptions are often the major factors in under-
standing the risk surrounding a product investment decision. At some
point, a changed market forecast or risk level may indicate that a new
product introduction be changed or abandoned.

VALIDATING ASSUMPTIONS AND APPLYING 
CUSTOMER PREFERENCES

Most forecasting techniques are based on numerical or statistical data ele-
ments. Sometimes you don’t have all the data you need, and sometimes you
might just need a little help—a second opinion. Whom do you go to? If you
lived in Greece about 3,500 years ago, the Oracle of Delphi was the place
you went. People came from all over Greece and beyond to have their ques-
tions about the future answered by Pythia, the priestess of Apollo. Pythia’s
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answers were often cryptic, not unlike some of the input you will receive
from your cross-functional team. However, these answers were interpreted
in ways that could determine when farmers planted their crops or even
whether another empire might declare war. In business, experienced execu-
tives and mentors may be able to help, either formally or informally.

The Delphi Technique brings together a panel of experts, usually in
a facilitated session, to consider future state scenarios and to provide
additional insight into the forecasts you’re considering. Sometimes you
can use your customers or a representative sample of targeted market
segments. The goal of this technique is to elicit preferences from these
customer (user) groups, customer councils, or advisory panels, either 
in a focus group setting or in prearranged meetings, with the explicit
purpose of determining their preferences. Where there is broad agree-
ment, those inputs are more readily accepted, and the product manager
can focus on those insights where there is broad disagreement.

Another method used by marketers is conjoint analysis, in which
customers are surveyed to determine their preferences for combinations
of product attributes or features (burgers and fries; a burger, a salad, and
a drink; a burger, fries, and a drink?). Remember, just because you use
numerical data does not mean you cannot adjust the numbers based on
qualitative data or inferences you draw from what you’ve observed in
the market yourself, or from others who can offer a second opinion.

HOW MUCH CAN WE REALLY MAKE? 
DERIVING MARKET SHARE ESTIMATES

With the fundamental context about forecasting in place, let’s tackle the
first two areas in the forecasting sequence described earlier. These include:

� Determining the total size of a desired market, the TAM, and
� Deciding on the portion of that market that the product can 

penetrate, or the AMS.

Let’s walk through the steps to accomplish these goals.

� Step 1. Assess TAM. If you had no competitors, and you could
sell all the units of your product to each and every possible cus-
tomer within a segment, how many units would you sell and
how much money would you make?

Total Possible Market Volume � Average 
Unit Price � TAM in Dollars (or currency)
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� Step 2. Segment the market based on TAM. These segments are 
subsegments of TAM or customer types of TAM based on 
typical market segmentation characteristics like geography,
demographics, and so on (see Chapter 8).

� Step 3. Derive assumptions. Assumptions represent possible com-
binations of future outcomes. Remember, assumptions are used
in other Product Management documents, including Business
Cases, Marketing Plans, product requirements, and product
strategies. Assumptions may consider market attributes such 
as technology, competitors, industry (PRESTO), and shifts in
customer preferences.

� Step 4. Estimate the AMS. How much share could you attain, in
unit volumes, pricing, and revenue? Each market segment has 
a historical profile and future size based on the parameters you
establish, or parameters established by outside research sources.
If you have existing products, you might be able to use some of
that historical data.

These four steps, which describe what you do to create a market
share estimate, are the easy part. Actually creating it may be more of a
challenge. In order to ease the way forward for you, I am going to pro-
vide you with an example that can be used to derive the market share
estimate, a sales forecast, and then a demand plan. The case will be
divided into two sections. The first part of the case will provide the con-
textual data and lead you up to the attainable market share. Then, I’ll
explain more about sales forecasting and demand planning, after which
I’ll conclude the work on the case.

The case example uses a fictitious company and easily identifi-
able market segments. This is not meant to be an academic study, 
but rather a simplified example, so that you may be able to construct
similar forecasts on the job. You will also find, as you read this, that
there may be some missing data or issues you might have wanted to
know more about to validate the assumptions. My suggestion is that
in your own forecasting work, you create a list of data elements you
think would be important and then reach out to other data resources
in your company or search on the Internet to find more about each
data area. Forecasting is a craft you learn over a period of time in your
career; the nuances of the situation and variables you consider will
always vary.
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CASE STUDY EXAMPLE FOR FORECASTING

You are the product portfolio director for the BetterLife Company. Your
company’s mission is to improve the lives of an aging population of
adults. This population is unique because of two factors. First, the cur-
rent population is staying active for longer periods and living longer
overall, and second, the population continues to swell as baby boomers
come of age. According to the Alliance for Aging Research, by 2030, one
in five people will be age 65 or older. There are three basic underlying
problems exhibited by this population. People who get older have prob-
lems with dexterity, vision, and hearing. With this in mind, BetterLife
products are designed to meet these needs with functionality that
enables ease of reading, hearing, and handling. BetterLife focuses on
two explicit market segments: people aged 55 to 64 and people aged 65
to 84, all living in the United States.

In 2001, BetterLife introduced the EZ Phone, a corded home tele-
phone with larger buttons, a larger display, and a high-quality speaker-
phone with a good amplifier. The phone sold well through the BetterLife
Web site and retail outlets. The phone sold for $75 in the United States,
and sales have been nothing short of phenomenal. In 2004, the company
added a new product called the EZ Remote, a universal remote control 
for televisions and other audiovisual systems operated by remote control.
It uses voice recognition for guided oral programming of television and
audio system controls, and it uses a small number of large, easy-to-see
buttons. This product has also achieved great success.

The company is highly profitable and has been working to create
the next big product, to be introduced in 2008, called EZ Cell. Consistent
with its strategy, it wants to introduce a cell phone with larger, well-lit
buttons, a high-quality speaker, and an easy-to-use display, all in a
slightly larger form than today’s slim, multifunction cell phones so that
it is easy to handle.

Your goal is to derive a unit volume forecast for 2008 to 2012 that
you and your team can agree upon. As you get started in this forecasting
exercise, you have a historical business profile prepared and put into the
form of a snapshot. Table 9.1 provides you with the BetterLife business
situation from 2001 to 2007, showing unit volumes, average prices, and
revenue. It also shows the overall population of the chosen market seg-
ments. A graph of EZ Phone sales is also shown in Figure 9.3. This helps
you put the business into perspective.
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2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007

EZ Phone units 212,740 329,747 456,700 599,190 799,918 1,075,890 1,366,381
EZ Phone average

price/unit $75 $75 $75 $75 $75 $75 $75
EZ Phone revenue $15,955,500 $24,731,025 $34,252,470 $44,939,240 $59,993,886 $80,691,776 $102,478,556
Revenue growth rate NA 55.0% 38.5% 31.2% 33.5% 34.5% 27.0%
Volume as % of the 

total population 0.352% 0.531% 0.716% 0.916% 1.192% 1.563% 1.963%
EZ Remote units NA NA NA 47,000 83,500 91,000 126,000

EZ Remote average
price NA NA NA $29 $29 $29 $29

EZ Remote revenue NA NA NA $1,363,000 $2,421,500 $2,639,000 $3,654,000
Revenue growth rate 77.7% 9.0% 38.5%
Volume as % of

total pop. 0.072% 0.124% 0.132% 0.181%
Total revenue EZ 

Phone � EZ Remote NA NA NA $46,302,240 $62,415,386 $83,330,776 $106,132,556
Total cost of goods 

sold all products $6,701,310 $8,903,169 $9,590,691 $13,242,441 $18,162,877 $24,832,571 $33,431,755
Gross profit all products $9,254,190 $15,827,856 $24,661,778 $33,059,799 $44,252,508 $58,498,205 $72,700,801
Gross profit % 58.0% 64.0% 72.0% 71.4% 70.9% 70.2% 68.5%
U.S. population by 

segment (000)
Age 55–64 25,050 26,600 27,850 29,100 30,350 31,575 31,700
Age 65–84 30,925 31,000 31,240 31,460 31,700 31,950 32,500
Age 85 � 4,425 4,550 4,715 4,850 5,075 5,300 5,400
Total population by 

segment (000) 60,400 62,150 63,805 65,410 67,125 68,825 69,600
Population growth rate 2.9% 2.7% 2.5% 2.6% 2.5% 1.1%

T A B L E  9.1

BetterLife Historical Product Snapshot



With some of this data under your belt, you are in a position to
reevaluate the TAM as well as the AMS for the new cell phone product.
Using the population data shown in Table 9.1 and the data points of two
different product lines launched within the past several years, you
believe that you can make some calculations.

Certainly, the population figures and the data from the two products
are helpful. However, as the portfolio director, you decide that you want
to know how much money is available to be made on these high-value
products in a category called “assisting electronics,” a phrase you coined.
You are not concerned about customer targeting, for example, using a
finer level of granularity by age groupings. and you are not concerned
with income and affordability. These form the basis in your mind for
your assumption set. Your assumptions will be supported by the growth
rates of the populations in those segments and the belief that people will
continue to spend, especially as they continue to be more mobile.

TAM calculation: One of the research reports you read stated that
“the market for consumer-based therapeutic and well-being products 
is expected to grow by 20 percent per year.” You believe that the total
population in 2007 of 69.6 million might spend between $300 to $600 
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per year on assisting electronics, or, roughly, between $20 billion and 
$40 billion. Now with certainty, you are never going to get that kind of
business, but it’s the starting point, because it validates that there is cer-
tainly enough money in the pockets of the customers in this segment.
The next step in the process is to identify characteristics about the mar-
ket segments. What you know is that the population was growing in the
early 2000’s at about 2 percent overall. The 55 to 64 segment is growing
more slowly than the 65 to 85� segment. That’s the conclusion described
by most economists and the Census Bureau. In fact, the total population
is predicted to grow from 69.6 million in 2007 to 85 million in 2015,
which is a 22 percent increase; annualized, it’s a little under 2 percent 
per year, but it suggests that there is an inflow of more than 1 million
people into this population grouping (net of “outflows”).

You also want to put your market share assumption set in place.
This will serve to reinforce what you believe to be true about the market.
Based on the research derived with your company economist, and
equipped with some additional information from an outside research
firm, you make the following assumptions:

1. People who buy these types of products seem to be less influ-
enced by external economic factors than other groups. This
means that these products tend to be recession resistant.

2. People aged 80 and over may exhibit a stronger demand for
these products, but may also have affordability issues, as sug-
gested by one of the industry analysts. Some of your direct
research argues that point because of an increase in the net
worth of people aged 75 and over.

3. You believe that competition will be limited since most large
companies don’t want to pursue this market segment for this
category of products. There is only one other company, based 
in Europe, and their products continue to be priced higher
because of the strength of the Euro, so their products sell at a 
25 percent premium.

4. Consumer electronics are going to become more complex, and
instructions will continue to be difficult to understand, so the
underlying needs for this segment will continue for the foresee-
able future.
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5. Retail outlets want to meet the needs of this segment and are
clamoring for devices that are simpler. They are even willing to
work with you on design and functionality.

6. The electronics retailers have said to you that they believe their
sales to the 55- to 64-year-old segment are rising at 21 percent
per year for the next five years because they have more discre-
tionary income, and that sales to 65- to 75 year olds are expected
to rise at 14 percent per year for the next five years

7. The wireless service providers told you that they are spending too
much time in their retail outlets and on the telephone trying to
work through set-up issues. They said that they need to increase
sales per person; that simpler devices would be given their own
display areas; and that they would provide cooperative advertis-
ing funds for promoting the product.

With this context in place, you can begin your work on figuring out
the AMS. AMS can be calculated based on your market share in relation
to your competitors, or it can be calculated on the basis of your share of
the population within the market segments on which you focus. Right
now, you’re not focusing your efforts on the current products, but you
want to focus your efforts on the EZ Cell product. You are entering a
very crowded market with leaders such as Nokia, Motorola, Samsung,
LG, Sony-Ericsson, and Siemens, who own 80 percent of the market
already. That leaves BetterLife battling in each space.

You learned recently that only 75 percent of people aged 55 to 85
had a cell phone. So you calculated that 75 percent � 69.6 million � 52.2
million people in the targeted segments actually have cell phones. Your
Market Research department also learned that 8 million people aged 
62 and over want cell phones but are afraid of the technology. You have
to come up with some assumptions about AMS based on what you
know so far.

1. There is an opportunity to take market share from the market
leaders, but most subscribers are locked into two-year contracts.

2. You learned that about 10 percent of the market churns annually.
There are many other variables, but you decide to make the
assumption that 5 million people or approximately 10 percent 
of the competitor’s customers are “up for grabs” on an annual
basis.
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3. You also believe that advertising and word of mouth will lure 
10 percent of the techno-phobic seniors into the stores—or, that
their adult children will want to purchase EZ Cell phones for them.

4. The total assumed population is therefore 800,000 techno-
phobics plus 5 million available customers, giving you a possi-
ble field of 5.8 million customers whom you could reach. But
this is not the market share that you can actually attain, espe-
cially in the beginning. You have to make an assumption about
what you believe AMS could be.

5. Talking to the retailers and other sources, it is believed that you
could reach between 2.5 percent and 4 percent of the field of 
possible customers in the first year. In the second year, you could
reach between 3.5 percent and 5 percent, and in the third year,
between 4 percent and 7 percent. 

With these numbers in mind you are ready to begin having conversa-
tions with the people in the Sales organization and in Marketing.

SALES FORECASTING

Ultimately, you will want to know roughly how many units will be sold
and how much money the company will be able to make. Of course, you’ll
want to know whether you can create, produce, and deliver the product,
which is part of the next section on demand planning. Typically, your man-
agement will suggest to the Sales executives, Marketing executives, and
other leaders that sales rise at a specific percentage over the prior fiscal year
in order to deliver the results to stakeholders, who are usually sharehold-
ers. The underlying assumption is that there is a history of sales activity.
However, you should always remember that sales forecasts, like all fore-
casts, are usually subject to industry activity and competitor actions.

One of the important contextual elements for sales forecasts is that
they be expressed in ranges of possible outcomes. When you prepare a
Business Case, a budget, or even a production forecast, you will want to
make sure that you consider best-case, expected, and worst-case scenar-
ios. The more alternatives you try, the more tedious the work. Sensitivity
analysis—the testing of a set of assumptions—is particularly helpful in
this case. I suggest that product managers always have what I call the
“worst-worst” case in mind. For example, if you think that the best case
is achieving 100 percent of last year’s sales volume, and your worst case
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is 85 percent of last year’s sales volume, you need to consider what might
happen if you only had 50 percent of last year’s sales volume. What
would the P&L look like in that case?

What you need most, when compiling a sales forecast, is the actual
sales force. Sometimes salespeople are asked to create their own sales
forecasts by product. These are rolled up, and then a sales executive car-
ries out a negotiation with the sales people in order to negotiate the final
quota. However, if this is done without product managers involved,
then there may not be a connection with the reality of making sure that
product is available. Furthermore, Marketing input is needed to deter-
mine if lead generation or demand generation programs are on the mar-
keting investment docket. Finally, how good is Sales (and the company)
at meeting sales forecasts?

Product managers can triangulate this internally derived data with
surveys and other observations carried out during customer or field 
visits. Understanding buyer intentions can truly help in capturing the
most likely buying scenarios.

MAKING THE SALES FORECAST USEFUL

Sales forecasting is not a once-and-done series of tasks. Forecasting is a
continual work in progress. The job of the product team is to continue 
to build its knowledge base and database of market activities. Econo-
mists are always looking for new data, analyzing cause and effect, and
working to improve forecast accuracy; so, too, should the product team.
Best-in-class companies maintain repositories of market, customer, and
competitive data to enable this constant refresh to take place. Product
teams help in data collection and analysis. The Product Master Plan is an
excellent repository for this data as well.

As suggested in the previous section, useful forecasts try to provide
several scenarios about the future, which give needed validity and
integrity checks. That’s why best-case, worst-case, and even likely-case
scenarios are so important. To put these checks into place, consider four
actions that help you validate your assumptions:

1. Make sure that you identify your data sources. Note whether infor-
mation comes from past sales data, economic data, government
data, and so on. Refer back to the earlier section on “Validating
Market and Demand Potential.”
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2. Constantly update the data with an ongoing program of product
sales and market performance reporting, as well as ongoing
market research.

3. Write everything down. If you don’t document the situation 
for each assumption set, you won’t remember what you meant.
This is important not only for sales forecasts, but any forecast
that winds up in a Business Case, Marketing Plan, or other 
document.

4. Finally, consider any other external constraints that might put a
damper on potential sales. A larger reality may provide some
kind of limitation because of a dynamic of the market, the econ-
omy, or another broad, less-controllable category. In the late
1990s, a large part of companies’ IT investment was directed to
making sure that systems could handle the rollover from 1999 to
the year 2000, fondly called Y2K. Y2K was a constraint on all IT
expenditures, so if the products or services you sold consisted of
software, hardware, networking gear, programming, or consult-
ing, you might not have been able to fulfill optimistic forecasts.
This reality check is critical, especially if there are limited cus-
tomer budgets. Willingness to pay is different from ability to
buy. Beware of adopting growth rates that result in unrealistic
market sales estimates.

DEMAND PLANNING

After the sales forecasts are prepared, the company’s demand planners
step in. The demand planning environment is different from sales fore-
casting. Sales forecasts ask, “How many will we sell?” Demand plans
describe how the company will make sure that the company can produce
or supply the product at the needed time at an acceptable cost.

Demand planning is a very dynamic process. As with many Product
Management practices, demand planning benefits from a strong dose of
cross-functional support. Specifically, you need to include members from
the supply chain organization, Manufacturing, Finance, Operations, Sales,
and Marketing. The demand plan starts with the sales forecast. This pro-
vides the demand planner with the “how much is to be sold” scenario.
From this, supply chain elements must be considered. The company must
either source raw materials or procure product elements and components
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so that the product can be produced. A service provider like a wireless
company has to not only procure cell phones from other suppliers, but
they also have to link their subscriber forecasts with supplier forecasts so
they have enough units on hand to sell. They also have to make sure they
have enough network capacity. A supply of cell phones and the network
capacity comprise the demand plan for that particular industry. Ulti-
mately, the product has to be available so that it is orderable and can be
shipped and delivered. Remember that the cell phone includes not just the
cell phone but anything that is sold with it, such as the battery charger,
manual, activation instructions, and packaging.

Furthermore, the demand planning function needs to not only
make sure that there are enough goods to sell, but also make sure, based
on sales cycles, inventory turns, and other measurements, that they 
can replenish inventories as needed. Demand planners benefit from 
performance data from within the firm, including:

� Return rates
� Number of products destroyed and not returned
� Inventory turnover
� Obsolete inventory numbers
� Sales forecast accuracy
� On-time shipping rates

The more your demand planners are able to synchronize their efforts
with sales and market forecasts, the more closely they can influence the
supporting functions of procurement, manufacturing, and distribution.
This is very important, because if these functions are out of sync with the
rest of the organization, operational inefficiencies will develop, resulting in
the misuse of valuable financial and human resources.

Now that you have the final pieces of the puzzle, namely the sales
forecast and the demand plan, let’s work on the sales forecast for the 
BetterLife EZ Cell product.

CONCLUDING THE CASE

Since the inception of the company, with the sales of EZ Phone and EZ
Remote, the company achieved sales in 2007 of over $106 million. For
the most part, BetterLife has barely begun to penetrate the population of
people aged 55 and up.
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You and the Sales organization, with validation from retailers and
service providers, predict that the possible number of customers is about
5.8 million in 2008. You take that as your TAM for now, using it as a point
from which to negotiate with Sales.

You have all agreed to a conservative growth rate for this TAM 
(in number of possible people) of 1.4 percent per year for the next five
years. This conservatively approximates the growth in the entire popu-
lation. You all agree that it is only going to serve as a guideline to vali-
date that there is a big enough, interesting enough market for you.

Based on assumptions about possible market share, according to
retailers and other sources, the following table was constructed. With an
average wholesale price of $75 assumed, three projected sales scenarios
are shown in Table 9.2.

After the estimates are prepared, you hold a cross-functional team
meeting to discuss the assumptions with all concerned stakeholders.
Here’s what you conclude at the end of the meeting:

1. Sales commits to selling 125,000 in year one, with a stretch goal
of 150,000.

2. Demand Planning, Development, and Procurement have com-
mitments from the manufacturer to ensure that a solid supply
will be in the channel 45 days before launch and a 15 percent
safety stock will be added before the official launch. The cost per
phone will not exceed $35 for two years.

3. Two major retailers and two wireless service providers are 
going to stock the phones and will assist with advertising 
expenditures.

4. The team agrees to meet every week to review sales targets,
complaints, and other issues that may arise.

5. The team commits to revise the sales forecasts within 30 days 
of launch and to meet every two weeks to make sure that the
business stays on track

The bottom line for BetterLife is that everyone agrees that the fore-
casts are achievable and commits to fulfill the business and market 
scenarios in the Business Case, which is almost complete. The team
believes that a “go” decision is warranted and that all cross-functional
team members are ready to go, once the executive committee provides
the funding for all wheels of the corporate machine to begin turning.
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EZ Cell Sales Forecast 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012
Base scenario

Population 5,800,000 5,881,200 5,963,537 6,047,026 6,131,685
Percentage of people who might buy 2.50% 3.50% 4.00% 4.00% 4.00%
Number of possible customers 145,000 205,842 238,541 241,881 245,267
Total retail revenue with a list price

of $149 $21,605,000 $30,670,458 $35,542,679 $36,040,277 $36,544,841
Total BetterLife EZ Cell revenue, based on a

wholesale price of $75 $10,875,000 $15,438,150 $17,890,610 $18,141,079 $18,395,054
Forecast total population 55� (in thousands) 70,500 71,650 73,000 74,120 75,380
Unit volume as a % of the senior population 0.206% 0.287% 0.327% 0.326% 0.325%

Scenario 2 Best case
Population 5,800,000 5,881,200 5,963,537 6,047,026 6,131,685
Percentage of people who might buy 4.00% 5.00% 7.00% 7.00% 7.00%
Number of possible customers 232,000 294,060 417,448 423,292 429,218
Total retail revenue with a list price

of $149 $34,568,000 $43,814,940 $62,199,689 $63,070,484 $63,953,471
Total BetterLife EZ Cell revenue, based on a

wholesale price of $75 $17,400,000 $22,054,500 $31,308,568 $31,746,888 $32,191,345
Forecast total population 55� (in thousands) 70,500 71,650 73,000 74,120 75,380
Unit volume as a % of the senior population 0.329% 0.410% 0.572% 0.571% 0.569%

Scenario 3 Worst case
Population 5,800,000 5,881,200 5,963,537 6,047,026 6,131,685
Percentage of people who might buy 1.50% 2.00% 3.00% 3.00% 3.00%
Number of possible customers 87,000 117,624 178,906 181,411 183,951
Total retail revenue with a list price

of $149 $12,963,000 $17,525,976 $26,657,009 $27,030,208 $27,408,631
Total BetterLife EZ Cell revenue,

wholesale $75 $6,525,000 $8,821,800 $13,417,958 $13,605,809 $13,796,291
Forecast total population 55� (in thousands) 70,500 71,650 73,000 74,120 75,380
Unit volume as a % of the senior population 0.123% 0.164% 0.245% 0.245% 0.244%
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As the case for BetterLife demonstrates, a fundamental amount 
of validated research and a solid assumption set is going to pave the 
way for their introduction of a new product that focuses on a specific
market segment—a segment characterized by proven, fully understood
customer needs.

At the end of the analysis, as the sales forecast is finalized, the tim-
ing of the first orders and the timing of order to cash (order to payment)
will be incorporated into the operating budget for the product line. If, in
the case described here, the product is announced in February, some
orders for product will have already been processed, because the distri-
bution channels will have been “loaded up” with inventory. You will
learn about launching products in later chapters in the book.

SUMMARY

Forecasting is, at the very least, extremely complex. As I described earlier
in the chapter, product managers typically use judgmental techniques,
based on a variety of data sources, to identify the TAM and the AMS for the
product. The forecasting sequence aligns with the Product Management
Life Cycle Model.

Forecasting is a continuous process that requires product managers
to think about markets and understand them, which is why the chapters
on industry environment and market segmentation were presented
prior to this chapter. The product manager and the cross-functional team
must keep as much current data as possible about the product, its
finances, the market environment, and anything else remotely relevant
about the existing product’s performance as a way to maintain a per-
spective on the business, and to be able to create or revise forecasts as
often as necessary.

Finally, the thought processes involved in forecast creation can be
fine-tuned over time. The more experience you have in working on fore-
casts, or in deriving forecasts, the better you become at the practice.

RAISING YOUR PRODUCT MANAGEMENT 
EXPERIENCE QUOTIENT (PMEQ)

1. If you have never done a forecast before, talk to your manager or
peers to learn about the forecasting activities that have been car-
ried out within your organization.
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2. Collect some of the forecast data and outcomes. Find out how
well the forecasts have fared against the actual performance, and
what analyses were carried out to determine the cause of any
variances.

3. Find out about the forecasting cycle in your company. What
kinds of forecasts are product managers responsible for, and
when do they work on these forecasts?

4. Work with other product managers to describe the techniques they
use for product forecasts. What exactly did they forecast? Who did
they work with? How did they arrive at the final numbers?

5. There are usually corporate economists or others in corporate
level positions who are responsible for corporate forecasting. Try
to introduce yourself to them and ask if they would be kind
enough to explain their forecasting methods to you. Ask them
about the data they incorporate and any models they might use.

6. If your company has a Demand Planning department, make
sure you know how they do what they do, when they do it, and
with whom they work. You will learn much from people who
also work in Manufacturing, Procurement, and other vital areas.

7. As you improve your forecasting proficiency, begin to fine-tune
your efforts in terms of establishing sets of assumptions for
upcoming work, which might include a Business Case or a
budget. As you improve your assumption formulation skills,
you will begin to find it easier to draw conclusions. You will also
develop a more astute approach to understanding risk, and
hence, be more aware during future-state scenario planning.
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10
STRATEGIC PRODUCT PLANNING:

THE INFLECTION POINT
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CHAPTER

Executive Summary

� All strategies for a product must answer three vital questions:
How has the product performed thus far? What is its envisioned
market position? What can be done to achieve that vision?

� When product managers can depict their long-range vision 
for their products, they fortify their own positions as central
business figures, and can more effectively bring together cross-
functional teams.

� Integrating the cross-functional product team into the strategy
formulation process produces more effective, realistic strategies.

The future influences the present just as much as the past.
F R I E D R I C H E N I E T Z S C H E ,  1 8 4 4 – 1 9 0 0



The purpose of this chapter is to introduce you to the basic ele-
ments of the strategic planning process for products. The fundamental
components of the strategic planning process combine related market-
ing mix elements, including pricing, promotion, and place (or channel).
Therefore, the product’s journey begins with what the product manager
envisions for the product for the future.

Well-developed strategies also focus on competitive advantages.
Where would Southwest Airlines or Ryanair be without their low-cost,
low-fare strategies? The product manager and the product portfolio
manager must have a workable strategy—a game plan—for every prod-
uct or portfolio. Product performance depends heavily on the quality
and range of its core strategy.

Strategies formulated by a product manager propose the execution
parameters for a product or for the portfolio of products. Well-formulated
strategies set the stage for robust, ongoing planning and decision making
throughout the product life cycle.

A strategy defines what is going to be done and how it’s going to 
be done. Product Management can be compared with a football game
(i.e. American football). The coaches work out game plans (strategies).
During the game the quarterback (team leader) and the coach (boss) con-
tinually monitor field position, weather, players, and other variables
and restrategize on the spot. The plan is constantly updated in case of
unforeseen events, such as an injury or change in weather. Winning
depends on strategies, and strategies apply to most endeavors—a game,
a war, a business, or a product’s success.

STRATEGY IS A DYNAMIC CONTINUUM

The term strategy is virtually indefinable. Strategy (from the Greek strategos)
is an amalgam of two Greek words: stratos meaning “army,” and ago mean-
ing (roughly) “to lead.” Centuries ago, Sun Tzu, a Chinese general, wrote 
a book called The Art of War that focused on effective war strategies and
tactics. One of its major themes is the futility of seeking hard-and-fast rules
instead of fluid, adaptable strategies.

For the product manager, the relevance of the phrase “leading an
army” means defining a holistic, but flexible strategy and being the
“general” (or CEO) of the product team.

Taking the analogy of “the product manager as general” further, a
general (product manager) directs a series of actions over the long term.
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He may or may not have a clear picture of enemy strength and disposi-
tion, but as a good leader, he has built a number of broad contingencies
into his strategies.

For product managers, as in all business, it is important to differenti-
ate between strategy and tactics. They sit at opposite ends of a continuum
and you can’t have one without the other.

Strategy requires a plan of action that encompasses a future time-
frame. Strategy addresses an entire chain of events or actions that may
be separated in space and time along the value chain. Strategy must
have more flexibility, and less dependence on specific events or pro-
cesses. Strategy has an inherent capacity for greater reactivity to patterns
of events or outcomes. Strategy focuses more on gaining an advantage
that is tied to a desirable future vision (such as an advantageous market
position). Strategies for products are less concerned with actions that
make up the individual, day-to-day operational components of the
product manager’s work.

The characteristics of tactics are opposite to those of strategies.
They depend on specific resources or external actions and are not
intended to take into account contingencies and unanticipated obstacles.
Tactics do not take the broad view, nor do they deal with major changes.
They only address the immediate problem. In baseball, when a batter
swings, his focus is on the hit. He doesn’t watch the shortstop “step
into” a possible infield ball. Like that batter, whose action is only in the
moment, tactics deal mainly with the present. There is no time to rumi-
nate on future gains, or to pause and evaluate status. The next action
must only deal with the immediate situation: the next punch, the next
step, surviving the next round.

USING A GENERIC STRATEGY

One of the most influential voices on competitive strategy is that of
Michael Porter, the father of the value chain, along with strategic groups,
generic strategies, and a host of other key concepts in this area. Pivotal
among his observations is the idea that structure follows strategy. Rather
than impose strategies over existing business structures and organizations,
companies should create groupings that embrace the cascade of strategies.
This principle is the core of many of my recommendations in this book,
including the heavy use of cross-functional product teams and my belief
that product managers should be at the epicenter of their enterprise.
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Another valuable observation from Porter is the idea of generic
strategies, defined as broad classifications of strategic thinking. He sug-
gests three types of generic strategies: cost minimization, product differ-
entiation, and market focus. However, companies must choose only one
generic strategy, because generic strategies work against each other
when mixed.

For example, imagine a heavily commoditized industry wherein a
CEO focuses on cost minimization (appropriate to the market). Then, in
midstream, he begins a program to differentiate the products. The cost
of additional R&D, customization, and market research would likely
undo the gains made by cost cutting, while the commodity nature of the
industry would indicate that differentiation could only gain marginal
results. As a general rule, using more than one generic strategy tends to
be counterproductive.

STRATEGY IS LIKE SOLVING A PUZZLE

When I was a kid, I would visit the Museum of Natural History in New
York City. The dinosaur skeletons always fascinated me, but I couldn’t
figure out how the museum assembled a complete dinosaur because the
bones seemed fused together. It was a puzzle. Later, I learned that the
paleontologists assembled the material they had (real data) and fused it
with clay (theory, hunches, or other “smarts”).

Strategic planning for products is akin to assembling dinosaur bones.
It means solving a complex series of problems (assembling the skeleton 
or solving the puzzle) based on (the bones, clues, or ingredients) of past
performance, current indicators, and other pertinent data.

As a product manager, your challenge is to solve these multivari-
able “puzzles,” allowing you to make coherent, appropriate decisions
about the future of your product. You have to look at all the components
to understand what’s happening, deduce why it’s happening, and
decide what should be done next.

Every product or business opportunity has a starting point and an
objective. You cannot devise a realistic strategy for your product unless
you know where you’ve been, where you are right now, and where you
want to go. A strong strategy answers the question, “How do I know I’m
on track to achieve my vision, and how will I know when I get there?”
This is strategic planning in a nutshell.
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My goal is to bring strategic planning to your world. I want to offer
you a perspective that makes strategic and tactical planning a reality for
you. Let’s go forward and try to create this perspective.

THE WATERFALL EFFECT

Within the corporation, there must be a cascading continuum of strategy
from the top down. Corporate strategy must interlock with division 
or business unit strategy, which must, in turn, cascade into portfolio,
product line, and product strategies, as shown in Figure 10.1.

Sorting out (or even adjusting) this cascade is one of the larger
responsibilities for the product manager. Organizational strategy varia-
tions sometimes make these cascades challenging to diagram.

In an ideal cascade, corporate strategy sets the position in terms of
market dominance (industry, technology, or demographics); financial
objectives; and corporate “identity” positions such as culture, values,
mission, and overarching goals.
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Divisional or business unit strategies define more specific advan-
tages tied to more specific markets, industries, technologies, or segments.
They also include financial objectives that focus on an optimal portfolio
of investment options, as well as components of a divisional budget, so
that product managers may more effectively evolve the strategies for
their products.

When companies have carefully crafted strategies and methods to
achieve them, they tend to have higher levels of product success and
higher levels of employee engagement. Who doesn’t want to play on a
winning team, and who doesn’t get caught up in bringing passion and
extra effort into a successful endeavor? When companies are more success-
ful with their products, they tend to invest more in innovation, advertising,
promotion, people development, and infrastructure. Carefully planned
investments tend to improve the probability that new-to-the-market, cate-
gory-defining products can be conceived and brought to customers.

Even with increasing specificity, however, strategy is still a creative
exercise. While there is a somewhat stepwise strategy formulation
process, it is not about rote analytics. Developing strong product strate-
gies still requires a tolerance for ambiguity and nuance and careful 
handling of vagueness and uncertainty in the form of contingencies,
decision timing, and a bias for meaningful, triggered action.

Product Management is not confined to its own niche and perform-
ance. It is contingent on dealing with the functions of the corporate enti-
ties within the cascade. Figure 10.2 provides a simple visualization
illustrating how other business functions continually try to influence
what happens at the product line level.

These functional strategies are orchestrated by functional depart-
ment members with an agenda that attempts to cast the best possible
light on the overall performance of that function in fulfilling its charter.
Functional strategies tend to introduce elements that result in subopti-
mization, which is the bane of good strategy because it inhibits overall
performance. The simplest example is the soccer player who “hogs the
ball.” Even though this “hot shot” might make three individual goals,
sharing the ball could allow more goals by better integrating the skills of
the other players into the mix. The net result of this kind of grandstand-
ing could easily mean the star player breaks a record while the team
loses the game.
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A business example might be a product that consumes a dispropor-
tionate share of the overall advertising budget or one that consumes
more engineering resources, producing products with only marginal
returns. While the product does extremely well, sharing could allow
more sales for the portfolio or the company. Net result: the company
loses money because a key resource became saturated by one product.

DYNAMIC STRATEGY FOR THE PRODUCT MANAGER

Successful products owe their stellar achievements to dynamic strategy. The
product managers of these high fliers are always aware of the dynamism of
strategic events. They are constantly alert for and responsive to the contin-
uous change in the oncoming, constantly morphing stream of actions, reac-
tions, opportunities, and capabilities. Such dynamic strategic thinking
helps product managers to process and accommodate higher levels of 
risk and uncertainty. They can react more effectively to “patterns” in the
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marketplace. The potency of such a full-spectrum strategy has a much
deeper impact on advantage and position than any traditional operational
strategy, no matter how extensive. What does all this mean? Your strategic
plans for your product are all about future position. Dynamic strategies
modify the future vision over time to address marketplace changes.

The effective product manager is responsible for creating a full-
spectrum operational and dynamic strategy that merges formulation and
implementation, while accommodating all elements of the marketing mix.

STRATEGY IN YOUR WORLD

All too often, strategic plans are created to satisfy some corporate edict.
It’s August and you have to “hand in” your strategies to the corporate
office. Everyone rushes around trying to get the forms filled out and
into Finance so they can crunch the numbers. In my view, strategic
planning for products should not be a once-a-year event if your goal 
is success.

My question would be, “What is the right time to restrategize and
replan?” My answer would be, “It depends on a number of factors—the
industry you’re in; competitor activity; how the product is doing from a
financial perspective; how fast the product moves across the life cycle;
plus any other unforeseen factors. But the important thing is that 
you have to consider them within the framework of what’s happening 
at all times.”

That’s a pretty long list of things to think about and act on. How-
ever, it’s not a good idea to skip over any details or to consider only a
few variables in such an extremely complex equation, and therefore
make decisions on too inadequate a basis. You need to know a lot more
about how each variable influences the desired outcome and how it
impacts your vision for the product.

Another challenge for product managers and other business stake-
holders in the organization is reconciling strategic product planning
with the annual budgeting process. The pressure on you seems to
demand that you make advance decisions and budget forecasts for
what’s to be done and when, and what financial outcomes are expected.

The budgeting process is supposedly all structured for you; all you
need to provide are your numbers and some facts to support them.
However, numbers are easy to list in August and difficult to reconcile
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when April rolls around and the actuals aren’t in line with the budgets
(and then you’re told you can’t travel). Some organizations really do a
great job with this, but I’ve seen enough results to know that when
missed forecasts are traced back to the root cause: “plug numbers” were
in the spreadsheet.

I don’t expect to change the world in terms of fully disconnecting
the budgeting process from strategic planning. In many organizations,
the use of budget as a throttle overcomes a significant challenge: How
do you know where you are? Without a budget to set some parameters,
how do you make comparisons between the current situation and the
past or the current situation and the future? What paths did the pro-
duct take in the market, and within the portfolio, and where will it go 
in the future?

THE “PRODUCT AS A BUSINESS” STRATEGIC PLANNING MODEL

The diagram in Figure 10.3 shows a business model deconstructed into
its components. Using it will help you produce a meaningful analysis of
what should take place in each phase. But first, you have to get the data
needed to get the right perspective; second, and perhaps more difficult,
you must decide on the “what.” The “what” is really the “what to do” in
order to plan the appropriate strategies and tactics.
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The model’s elements indicate the data you need. Having pertinent
data helps your mind form images and ideas about your business. These
elements also represent linkage points to other parts of this book—some
are in chapters you’ve already read and some will be in chapters to
come. For instance, when I suggest you need an industry snapshot, you
simply need to look up Chapter 7, on industry and competition. If
you’ve read through to this point, you may have already considered
some of the suggested work to “raise your PMEQ,” and you have actu-
ally already given thought to some of the analysis needed to formulate
the strategy. Note: There is also a bidirectional linkage to the Product
Strategy Template in Module 6.

This is not a one-size-fits-all product as a business strategy model.
There can be myriad variations based on a variety of factors, among them,
the maturity of the product or industry in which you operate. For example:

� If your strategy focuses on a brand new product, you need to
create a snapshot of the business and market environment in
which you plan to operate based on where the market is now
and how it arrived at its current state.

� If you have an existing product or product line and you’re going
to evolve the line or expand into new markets, you must create
a similar snapshot. But now, you have a wealth of historical
product performance and market data on which to build future
strategies for the product.

As this chapter progresses, we will be focusing on the evolution 
of an existing product, since it is more illustrative of the work of data 
collection, synthesis, and future opportunity evaluation, all of which
comprise elements of strategic planning.

THE MODEL: A QUICK WALK-THROUGH

This model (Figure 10.3) has four basic sections that are tagged with 
the letters A through D. A brief summary of each will be provided, and
then I will describe each in detail. The Product Strategy Template in
Module 6 recapitulates this model as well.

� Step A. Establish a baseline for the business of the product. This gives
you a focal point that allows you to compare where you’ve been
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with where you are so you can determine where you want to go.
Setting the baseline demands that you have the most relevant
product and business data available because such data is to be
synthesized into a product snapshot. Baselining isn’t a once-
and-done exercise. It needs to be reset from time to time
depending on the variable influences of the market and within
your organization, the same way the line of scrimmage moves in
a football game.

� Step B. Formulate or reformulate your vision for the product to cast it
as the driving force for the product or portfolio. You must be sure
you know where you intend to focus your efforts to accomplish
this and the reasons why you chose that focal point. You may not
have to create your “why” from scratch if you have an existing
product, you may just need to refine “where you want to go.”

� Step C. Identify strategic options by identifying the possible future
elements of the marketing mix, the desired industry and com-
petitive posture, and any other supporting business functions
that need to be brought into the future state equations.

� Step D. Link the strategic options to the Product Management Life
Cycle Model so that you see whether you have the right balance
of investments supporting current products, products in devel-
opment, and products in the process of being launched. Also 
to be included are ideas for new products or enhancements to
existing products that need to be vetted across the product 
planning phases.

THE PRODUCT AS A BUSINESS STRATEGIC 
PLANNING MODEL IN DETAIL

You’ve gotten an overview of the model. Now we have a context from
which we can extrapolate the details. Most important to the entire model
is the baseline. Follow me through all its complexities.

Step A. Baseline the Business of the Product

The baseline is the essential tool to help you to get the clearest under-
standing of your product, product line, or portfolio’s current circum-
stances. It is a reflection of everything “business” about the product,
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including the characteristics of the industries in which you operate, the
competitors you challenge, the resources your company brings to the
business, and the product financial, operational, and market results.
Creating a baseline actually amounts to a big data collection project. If
you have not done this before or have only done portions of this, or even
if you’re new to your job in Product Management, consider this one of
the most important activities you will ever carry out.

Before moving on to the data itself, there are some points about the
logistics to be considered. Gathering data involves considerable effort,
so you may want to think of a place to store this data once you have
assembled it. Certainly an electronic repository should be a necessary
consideration.

But you may also want to think about creating a physical location for
the data, not just for now, but also for the future. This should not be a one-
time-use area, but rather an ongoing repository area—perhaps a “strategy
room” with space for tables, white boards, and places to tack things up.
You will be collecting data from many cross-functional constituencies,
and the repository will make this data available to all product team stake-
holders. This is a great way to bring your Marketing counterparts and
other cross-functional team members together since they’ll have a place to
share the results of some of their efforts. It’s also a great place to have
team meetings because it creates a visual, contextual environment where
your marketplace can be seen and felt by all team members.

Although this could present a challenge for virtual teams, the idea
of the central repository for all product, marketing, financial, and busi-
ness data cannot be emphasized enough. Recall that the Product Master
Plan serves as the ultimate repository for the product’s documentation.

Organizing the Data

The organization of this data on paper is one of the most challenging
procedures for creating a baseline.

Table 10.1 shows how to get organized in order to collect data.
Breaking big work projects into smaller pieces or chunks within a “cell”
allows you to make progress steadily so that you don’t feel over-
whelmed by the work.

1. The left column is the product or business element being 
analyzed.
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2. The column on the extreme right is for the current year (CY). In
the CY cell, you would record the most relevant data correspon-
ding to the product or business element being analyzed. The two
columns to the left of the CY represent the CY less one year
(which would be last year) and CY less two years (which would
be two years ago). You can (and perhaps should) go back many
more years than just one or two if you are really trying to create
a retrospective view of the product.

These cells are not financial spreadsheet cells (although in some
cases, financial data would populate the cell). They allow you to map
out your work so you know where to record the results and, therefore,
the outcomes of the work yield the perspective you need. At this point,
you may be thinking, “It’s so much work to do.” But I assure you that
once you do this the first time, updating it at regular intervals will be
much easier—and you’ll be glad you have it.

Collecting data about the business of the product is organized into
the following broad categories:

1. Acquiring external data about the industry and competitors;
2. Acquiring customer activity data (validating segmentation

models);
3. Capturing data about how the organization evolved in terms of

capabilities and resources as well as its underlying financial health;
4. Securing data about the product’s market, financial, and opera-

tional results.

External Data: Industry and Competition

Your competitors across the industry landscape impact your product 
as day-to-day business activities are carried out. That is one of the 
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components of your baseline analysis and you would use the structure
of Table 10.1 to record this data.

Table 10.2 is an example that illustrates how to use the table effec-
tively. It shows how you can populate your chart with the most appro-
priate current and recent historical data.

Using the practices shown in Chapter 7, let’s apply this to the auto-
mobile industry, and specifically, to compact automobiles—based on
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Product or Business
Element Being Analyzed CY � 2 CY � 1 CY

Industry environment

Competitive environment

� Fuel prices fell 10%
� GDP growing at 3%
� Regulators not worried

about corporate average
fuel economy standards

� Intense competition for
SUVs

� Compact car sales are
falling

� No new compact models
appearing

� Competitors advertising
heavily for SUVs

� Factory production at
capacity for SUVs

� Compact car inventories
higher than normal

� Political environment
stable

� Regulators focusing on
safely issues

� GDP growing at 3.5%
� Fuel prices stable
� Inventory build-up worries

economists

� Major competitor
introduces stylish hybrid
with heavy advertising
achieving big success

� Competitors showing SUV
hybrids at the auto show

� Excessive compact car
inventories

� Election year politics
favors business-friendly
candidates

� Regulators talking about
fuel efficiency standards

� GDP growing at 2.0%
� Economists are talking

about recession
� Fuel prices surged 40%
� A major auto company

was taken private
� Demand for compact,

fuel efficient cars is 
rising

� More hybrids appearing
� Competitors advertising

“safe and small” fuel-
efficient cars

� SUV sales falling
� Not enough factory

capacity for compact
cars

CY, current year.
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known industry and competitive activity. This is for illustrative purposes.
I’m certain that given some research time, this table could be populated
more extensively.

Customer Activity

As your product is marketed, you want to know more about the cus-
tomers who are buying your product and what their motivations are.
The market segmentation models you read about in Chapter 8 are
applied in order for you to discern whether your product’s attributes
fulfill their intended needs.

If you are in a business-to-business company, you have classified
your customers by industry, geography, size, and the volume of business
carried out. If you work in a company whose products are sold to 
consumers, you have classified your customers by demographic vari-
ables like age, income, gender, and so on. Each customer type or group-
ing is characterized by a common set of needs, and they buy your
product because its benefits fulfill that specific need.

All customers go through some kind of selection process when
deciding to buy any product. Some make impulse decisions and some
go through complex buying decision processes with many influencers
and users. Your job in this phase of the strategy formulation process is 
to highlight and characterize your key market segments and customer
types; to understand how their needs and characteristics may have
evolved to the current point; and why that evolution took place.

Let’s use the information in Table 10.3 to organize our past and cur-
rent customer profile. The table helps describe one market segment for
the automobile company’s compact car by characterizing the needs of
that segment.

Securing data about evolving needs and preferences of customers in a
given market segment can be achieved when there are multiple data
points. In the simple example used in Table 10.3, the product team involved
could secure data from dealers and customer surveys to gain insights into
those evolving needs. It should be noted that when a current perspective
on these needs is not available, the assumptions we put into our product
strategies and supporting future forecasts will likely not be useful and the
decisions made could expose the business to unnecessary risk.
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Organizational Capabilities and Financial Health

It is the role of the company to provide a population of competent, capa-
ble engineers, designers, marketers, and other employees. The company
should also have adequate financial resources to support future invest-
ments in products, people, and operational support systems. Product
managers should be aware of and understand this financial data because
their future opportunities depend on having funding for resources to
support future product and marketing activity.

Let’s continue using our data collection model to create a snapshot
of the financial health and organizational capabilities for our automobile
company example. Table 10.4 provides this perspective.

Table 10.4 indicates to the product manager and his team that there
are more favorable internal business conditions in the current year. The
improved status suggests a greater opportunity for the pursuit of new
initiatives with which to address specific customer needs. Perhaps, in
this case, a new CEO instilled new spirit into the company. The height-
ened optimism can act to stimulate creativity by inspiring a renewed
sense of purpose in everyone.

Capturing Product Performance Data

The activity of forming the baseline for the product as a business is ulti-
mately built on the basis of how the product is currently performing in the
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Product or Business
Element Being Analyzed CY � 2 CY � 1 CY

Market segments

� Young families
� Age: 22–35
� Income $50–$75,000 

per year
� Region: Mid-Atlantic

states

� Need reliable, safe
transportation

� Comfort for long
commutes

� Growing need for safety
in smaller cars with so
many SUVs on the road

� Young families need ease
of access for child seats

� Need reliable, safe
transportation

� Concern for the
environment; desire to
reduce emissions

� Prices rising; thinking
about resale value

� Easy to maintain

� Need reliable, safe
transportation

� Concern for environment
and fuel economy

� More space needed for
growing families (some
are selling their larger
“family” cars in two-car
families)

CY, current year.
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market. This part of strategy formulation is, by far, the most complex when
you are constructing the database of current product performance data.

Invariably, you may find that you do not have all of the data
needed or prescribed here. You may find that other data may be impor-
tant too. At this point, you have to take over and determine what’s right
to do for the problems you uncover or the challenges you face—and 
ultimately, the decisions you will need to make. In order to secure this
kind of product-specific data, you need to know which data to gather.
Think of this as taking an “inventory” of the product—not a physical
count, but for the purpose of gathering a significant amount of data
about the current product as a business.

Taking this kind of inventory is a solid method that gives you 
a checklist of things to do in order to assemble the needed data. When
you have the data, it is then used to depict the current product by 
following the path it traveled through the market, and where it is now—
and you and your team are armed and enabled to rethink the future of
the product.

Some of the data elements are posed as questions you can probably
answer while others require research or data collection.

� When was the product introduced to the market?
� How has it evolved functionally?
� How has it changed aesthetically?
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Product or Business
Element Being Analyzed CY � 2 CY � 1 CY

Financial health and
Organizational
capabilities

� Revenue is falling
� Company operating at its

biggest loss ever
� Morale is low because of

layoffs in Marketing and
Engineering

� Revenue is stabilizing
� Company still losing 

money
� The union went on strike

for two weeks to protest
cuts in benefits

� Revenue slightly higher
� The first quarterly profit in

two years
� A new CEO is focusing on

creating stylish compact
cars and hired new
designers and engineers
to come up with a new line
of compact hybrids

CY, current year.
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� What technologies did you use?
� What materials were used?

There are many more questions that can be asked that, when
answered, can help define the current state of the product. Whether you
are starting out as a product manager for the first time or inheriting an
existing product, you can create this retrospective road map that describes
the road the product has traveled up until the current time. If you never
did this before, here’s how it works: First, create a chart like the one
shown as Table 10.5. I’ve provided some descriptors for you—some
hints to help you to find the relevant categories needed for your prod-
uct’s relevant retrospective road map.

Create your own worksheet that allows you to trace the product
back for as many years as data may exist. Talk to as many people as you
can reach, whether in Product Development, Marketing, Operations, or
others, to give you whatever information they have. Find anyone else
who may be knowledgeable—even the past product manager.

If you are involved in the creation of a brand new product, this 
may not work for you completely, per se, but there are other practices
you can use to determine a future product road map, and they will be
discussed shortly. 
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Product Element CY � 2 CY � 1 CY

Features
Models or versions
Designs or styles
Colors or sizes
Engine

Performance levels

Safety elements

Competitive positioning

Added air bags
Base model
Four door sedan
Black, white, and red
Four-cylinder gasoline

0–60 mph in 12 seconds,
hard stop from 60 mph in
140 feet
Disk brakes front, drum
brakes rear, no ABS
Most reliable compact

Added ABS
Added LX model
Added coupe
Added blue
Added six-cylinder gasoline

0–60 mph in 9 seconds, hard
stop from 60 mph in 120 feet

Four-wheel disk brakes

Fastest, safest compact

Added GPS navigation
Added LXE model
Added hatchback
Added silver metallic
Added plug-in gasoline-
electric hybrid
0–60 mph in 8 seconds, hard
stop from 60 mph in 112 feet

Added lane departure
warning system
“Green” and safe

CY, current year.
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Additional work is required to continue assembling this baseline
analysis. This additional work includes that which will help you gain per-
spective on three additional areas: the current product‘s life cycle state;
how the other marketing mix elements have been used; and the other areas
of the business that impact the baseline. 

1. It is essential you know where the product is situated in its life
cycle. That’s the only way the most appropriate product invest-
ment options can be considered for the future. Investment allo-
cations must be aligned to the appropriate life cycle phase to
avoid wasting scarce human and financial resources. To review:
the main phases are growth, maturity, and decline. Growth is
characterized by sales that increase rapidly with growing mar-
ket share and growing profits. Maturity is characterized by rev-
enue that grows more slowly, or where product revenue may
modulate slightly. Mature product profits may follow a similar
pattern or shift with increasing or decreasing costs. Decline
phase products exhibit sales or profits that decrease at an
increasing rate. In addition, the product’s historical and current
market share should be tracked against originally established
forecasts. Our retrospective method can be used to construct a
product life cycle profile. This profile will give you the needed
perspective to characterize the correct phase in the product’s
life cycle. The chart in Figure 10.4 offers another method that
can be used to build a retrospective. The difference is that
instead of a table on its own, a table and graphics are used. Visu-
alizing data related to product life cycles provides a very illu-
minating portrait of the past financial and market performance
of a product.

2. The other three marketing mix elements—price, promotion, and
place (or channel)—provide important input to the baseline
analysis. The goal in your retrospective analysis is to understand
how pricing adjustments, promotional investments, or channel
shifts contributed to or influenced changes in unit volumes, rev-
enue, cash flow, and product profitability. If, for instance, a new
model was introduced but required heavy promotional adver-
tising and extensive discounting to encourage buying activity,
then perhaps the model’s value proposition was not compelling
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at the envisioned price point. These analytics are a vital part of
the retrospective review because you don’t want to be introduc-
ing new models or versions if they don’t deliver the envisioned
benefits. Using the example of the automobile company once
more, the evolution of the other marketing mix elements is
shown in Table 10.6.

3. In the creation of product retrospectives, there is an ancillary list
of “things to examine” for the product manager. This list cannot
necessarily be distilled into a chart or graph. It has to do with the
other parts of the business that support the product. These oper-
ational infrastructure elements include:

� Information Technology (IT) and systems evolution
� Supply chain and logistics performance
� Manufacturing capacity and efficiency
� Customer Service and support activities
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100%
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arket Share

80%

60%

40%

20%

Product Life Cycle Data

Revenue

Gross Profit

15,000,000

12,000,000

9,000,000
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6,000,000

3,000,000

3,000,000

1,950,000

6,875,000 9,280,000 12,000,00013,770,000

8,950,5006,588,8004,606,250

CY - 4 CY - 3 CY - 2 CY - 1 CY

6,600,000

F I G U R E 10.4

Product Life Cycle Data and a Life Cycle Curve

CY, current year.



Learning what these different departments do and how their per-
formance influences overall product performance is critical to the
assembly of baseline data. Product Managers should keep these other
business function activities continually in mind as they carry out their
daily work. In evolving the strategy for the product, some of the busi-
ness indicators that come into view from consideration of these other
functions may be important to examine:

� Product quality
� Customer satisfaction
� Repair and return statistics
� Inventory turns
� Customer experience scores

This section is concentrating on data collection so that the product
manager and the team can gain the right perspective on the business of
the product. These data provide the foundational content when forming
the baseline of “where we are now.”

Based on what has been discussed thus far, and that our retrospec-
tives were built on the CY, CY � 1 year, and CY � 2 years (aside from
capturing the product revenue and gross profit), we can now assemble
all of the captured data into a unified profile. In reality, it would be unre-
alistic to capture all the data on one page. However, Table 10.7 provides
a visual snapshot of how all of the data collected might actually be
organized. This can serve as a helpful guide to ensure that the intrinsic
meaning behind the sum of all the data can be more easily understood.
Furthermore, it serves as a good indicator that there may be data miss-
ing (if one or more of the cells remains unpopulated). Overall, this sets
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Marketing Mix Element CY � 2 CY � 1 CY

Pricing activity
Promotional activity

Distribution channel

Rebates of $1,000
Radio, TV

Dealers

0% financing
Direct mail and TV

Dealers

$179/month lease
Tech magazines,
sponsorships
Dealers

CY, current year.
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the stage for the next work activity: synthesizing data into meaningful
information.

Synthesizing Data and Creating Useful Information

Collecting the data up to this point is only part of the journey to the baseline.
Referring to the Product as a Business Strategy Model (see Figure 10.3) the
next step is to synthesize the data—or to knit the data together in a way
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CY � 2 CY � 1 Product Element CY
External indicators
– Industry activity
– Competitor activity
– Customers/segments
Internal indicators
– Company financial situation
– Skills/capabilities
Retrospective road map information
– Features
– Models or versions
– Designs or styles
– Colors or sizes
– Technology used
– Performance levels
– Safety elements
– Competitive positioning
Product life cycle performance
– Revenue
– Gross profit
– Market share
– Pricing programs
– Promotional activity
– Distribution channel activity
Product operational performance
– Product quality
– Customer satisfaction
– Repair and return data
– Inventory turns

T A B L E  10.7

A Complete Product Retrospective

CY, current year.



that creates informational tip-offs, which can help you visualize and think
of new ideas and opportunities.

The acronym SWOT stands for strengths, weaknesses, opportuni-
ties, and threats. Most people who have learned about strategic planning
are familiar with the SWOT model. Basic familiarity with a model does
not mean it is used correctly, especially when SWOT is carried out at the
product or product portfolio level. It is easy to default to the use of com-
pany or divisional indicators because there isn’t enough sensitivity to
the necessity of carrying out product level SWOTs. However, in many
instances, when working with my clients, I have found that there just
isn’t enough product level data. Caveat: A casual attitude or just sheer
avoidance of this analysis can result in exposing your product’s weak-
nesses, leaving your product (and perhaps your company) vulnerable to
the competition. Collecting this product level data, and organizing it so
that you can carry out a SWOT for the product or product line can seem
an overwhelming, time consuming, and exhausting chore, but let me
assure you, this is a necessary task.

The SWOT model is typically represented as a quadrant model as
shown in Figure 10.5. In each one of these quadrants, you need verifiable
market data, product data, financial data, and operational data. Now, I’ll
show you how to utilize this model.

When a product exhibits a strength, it is contributing positively to the
portfolio and is strongly differentiated from those of its rivals. It could be
its positive contribution to the revenue stream, its reputation with cus-
tomers, its competitive position, its unique technology, or its documented
quality as perceived by customers and analysts. You need the right level of
data to help you define these strengths. Notice the words documented and
proven. This means that you have data to support the claim.

A weakness is the opposite of a strength. The product is not robust,
its design or style is outdated, it is competitively inadequate, customers
return the product too frequently, or there are too many complaints. A
weakness could include a lack of breadth in a product line, or eroding
market share. It could also mean that it is not generating a profit for the
product line. All of these, and more, can contribute to a poorly perform-
ing product.

A threat is typically felt from outside of the organization. Threats
leave the product open to a competitor’s attack. For example, if your
competitor has introduced a competing product with a more attractive
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value proposition and greater benefits and is telling potential or current
customers that your business has problems (whether this is true or not),
such a competitor could succeed in taking market share from you. A
threat can also connote that your product is in danger of losing cus-
tomers because it no longer meets the needs of the customers within
your chosen market segments.

Opportunity is the last and most important quadrant to be worked
on. It is the culmination of your research and the focal point for the
strategic product planning process. The reason is that “opportunity dis-
covery” is part of the inspiration and ideation process. Your analysis and
interpretation of the product’s strengths, weaknesses, and threats can be
the catalyst for generating fresh and innovative ideas for new products
or enhancements of existing ones. Opportunities or possibilities could
include the creation of a product that fills what you have perceived to be
an unmet need or a product enhancement that beats the competition. It
can help in redesigning a product to make it more attractive. It can sug-
gest investments in promotional or channel development to stimulate
demand and deliver the product to a wider market area. It can include a
change in a production technique or an operational support system.
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Strengths Opportunities

Weaknesses Threats

F I G U R E 10.5

A SWOT Model for a Product



The opportunity quadrant of your SWOT analysis is linked to your
product’s future success, and that is why you need to work on all of 
the other SWOT quadrants first—before you put anything into the
opportunity section.

The guideline for populating any quadrant is that it should be
backed up by actual, verifiable data. The content in any quadrant should
be populated in a way that allows it to be ranked or prioritized in order
of importance. Then, when your team members need to draw a conclu-
sion from the data, they are more easily able to put that conclusion into
some sort of perspective that is based on the relative importance to the
product or portfolio.

Therefore, the content of each quadrant will require the answers to
three critical questions:

1. What is it?
2. What data did you use to support the statement?
3. Why is it important?

Here’s how you might go about assembling your product SWOT 
by using some different examples for each quadrant.

Suppose you are the product team leader for a well-known MP3
music player and you wanted to write about the product’s strengths. In
Figure 10.6, one of the product’s key strengths is highlighted and
defended with data.

Now, suppose you are the product group director for a child’s toy
action figure sold in markets around the world and you are to describe a
product line weakness. Figure 10.7 shows you how this weakness is
described.

In the third example, you are now a product line manager of a busi-
ness software application and you are going to describe a threat, as
depicted in Figure 10.8.

Each of these examples is designed to show you how you should 
be applying the vast amounts of data you have collected and how to
reflect on, analyze, and process this in your own mind—and with your
cross-functional team members—to come up with a landscape of new
opportunities that can be considered for the future.

In the threat sample, the situation for your organization may be 
formidable, but maybe not as dire as you may think. When two com-
petitors merge, they may actually become vulnerable. Mergers tend to
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be disruptive within organizations because they are bringing two cul-
tures together, rationalizing multiple technologies and operational infra-
structures, and dealing with a host of other issues. It can also be
confusing for existing customers because they may not know exactly
what to expect, and may actually hold off on purchases.

I’ve purposely left the Opportunity quadrant as the last one to 
be addressed. When using the SWOT technique, you address each 
quadrant first, before examining potential opportunities. For example,
in Figure 10.9, I’ve decided to link the opportunity back to the threat.

Of course, a vast list of opportunities can emerge from each category.
Your goal when you are carrying this out for your product or product line
is to create a direct linkage between what’s happening in any quadrant and
what you could actually do about it. Strengths therefore are capitalized on.
Weaknesses can be overcome and converted to strengths or you might
evolve appropriate defensive strategies. Threats (being vulnerable) usually
require defensive postures. In addition to offering the prospect of fresh
possibilities for your product, opportunities can be enlisted as “attack” or
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Strength

What is the strength?

85% market share for all
products in the line and
45% profit across all
products in the time.

What is the data source?

Financial records,
industry analyst reports,
stock market analyst
reports, LCD industry
analyst reports.

Why is it important?

Strong market share and
robust product
profitability allows us to
be flexible and agile in
keeping ahead of the
competition.

F I G U R E 10.6

Defining a Strength
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Weakness

What is the weakness?

The product line is built in
China and a lack of quality
oversight allowed the contract
manufacturer to use lead paint in
its production process.

What is the data source?

The ABC consumer organization
and national trade commissions
carried out random product tests.
Our research labs also sampled
more than 85 product batches.
Finally a team of scientists were 
sent to the contract manu-
facturer and took paint samples
from the warehouse and found 
the source of the problem.

Why is it important?

Our reputation as a provider of
child safe toys—a reputation
unblemished for more than fifty
years—has now been tarnished
and our customers are returning
our toys and our other products
as well.

F I G U R E 10.7

Defining a Weakness

“defend” strategic postures to create the best possible position for your
product. As noted earlier, opportunity analysis is integral to the ideation
process and may help to remove ambiguity around what is often referred
to as the “fuzzy front end” of product innovation.

Prepare to Tell a Story About the Product

Data can have more meaning and value if you know the story the data is
revealing. What does it all indicate? What should be done, and how do
you deal with it? These are the vital questions product managers need to
answer. Data translated and synthesized into useful information allows
the team to arrive at the most appropriate conclusions, which can then
be factored into the most suitable strategic actions for the product. Here



are some thoughts to consider when you’re drawing conclusions from
the data:

1. How important are the product’s strengths in relation to its contri-
bution to the business? Some products are “must have” products in
the product portfolio, even though they may be commodity-like on
their own. Some products contribute positively to the cash flow of
the firm. No matter what the current position of the product
revealed by the data, it should be put into the most appropriate
context.

2. How could the weaknesses impact future product and market
success? For example, if the technology places your product at a
disadvantage, you’d want to be sure the company’s executives
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Threat

What is the threat?

Your two nearest 
competitors just announced 
a merger, explicitly to bring 
together the products you 
compete with. Those two 
products have 65% combined 
market share. Not only that, 
they plan to merge their 
software architectures into one
flexible platform. Your product
platform is five years old.

What is the data source?

The industry analyst and stock
market analysts provided this
data for you in a market briefing.
You and your team members
have also read this in industry
publications. No one expected
this merger.

Why is it important?

While you play platform catch-up,
this newly merged competitor is
going to take market share away
from you, asserting that their 
technical prowess and flexibility
will allow them to meet customer’s
needs more rapidly and at lower
costs. Since your platform is older,
it is not as flexible or robust.

F I G U R E 10.8
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recognize that the product needs some strong innovative engi-
neering resources in order to overcome this Achilles’ heel. What-
ever weakness you uncover, you need to be able to explain its
meaning and impact on the future of the product.

Extrapolating meaning from the data and a subsequent analysis of
its significance should be translated into a story about your product as a
business. Telling a story about your product and its current “state” pro-
vides comprehensive and incisive insight to you, your team, and man-
agement. Like the dinosaur skeleton I described earlier, you will have
bits of “bones” that you must interstice with “clay” to produce your
result. In other words, you have to mold your data and conclusions into
a cogent story—a narrative that can be conveyed to your teams and your
management.
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Opportunity

What is the opportunity?

Get working on the 
platform migration as soon as 
possible. (Deprioritize the 
next release.)

What is the data source?

Past merger activity like
this has never delivered
the promised benefit to
customers. Analysts say
that customers wait too
long for futures ” but have
problems to solve now.

Why is it important?

When competitors merge, 
they may take their eyes off 
the market as they try to 
integrate their product lines, 
systems, and cultures. 
There is no proof that their 
platform has been proven and
tested. They are highly
vulnerable.

F I G U R E 10.9

Defining an Opportunity



One more point in relation to Table 10.7: If one of the cells is miss-
ing some data, try to obtain the data, or make a judicious assumption
about what may have happened.

One last thing. If you feel that only you are responsible for this entire
assembly process, you may want to think about taking full advantage of
your cross-functional product team and how this kind of work structure
can benefit you when you are assembling and interpreting the data.

The State-of-the-Business Product Strategy Review

It’s time to meet with the leadership team so you and your cross-func-
tional product team can present your “product as a business” story. The
document you create (in your electronic text processor first, not in your
presentation software) is used as a basis for this review.

In a novel, themes, characters, and events are knitted into a plot
that is carefully unraveled and driven to a conclusion. The state-of-the-
business product strategy review reveals the story line, which is skillfully
guided by the product manager and the team. To prepare and create a
meaningful product strategy review, follow the outline and sequence as
shown in Table 10.8.

Staging the product strategy review serves an extremely important
purpose. it serves to inspire management’s confidence in your capabili-
ties as a guardian of the company’s investments. In addition, your peers
and members of your cross-functional team will more fully appreciate
the expertise you have brought to gathering the data, interpreting it, and
weaving your conclusions into the cogent story you are presenting to
show how things are going with your product as a business. There is
great satisfaction in being a product manager who knows the product’s
business inside and out, who can converse about its current situation,
and who can depict a future vision to management and to the team. it is
also tremendously gratifying when you meet your CEO in the elevator
and she says, “How’s your product doing?”

Step B. Recast the Vision for the Product

Refer back to the model in Figure 10.3. Product managers are usually
expected to have a vision for their product—a vision of what they want
to see for their “business” at some point in the future. This is a powerful
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statement for a powerful requirement. Vision is considered one of those
“non-negotiables” for CEOs, and is often a non-negotiable for product
managers.
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Section Title/Content
Product name

1 Product manager name and key team members
Date of presentation
A statement of what is to be presented and, if necessary, a statement of what is 

2 needed or requested from management for support and/or intervention and/or
funding

3 Current mission and vision for the product
Market review
– Industry and competitive activities and actions as well as your product’s current

4 positioning in relation to the competition
– Current market segments served
– Past trends and expected future changes
Financial review
– Unit volumes (by channel or geography, if needed)
– Revenue

5 – Gross margin/product profitability
– Explanations of any variances versus plans
– Future financial expectations
Marketing mix and business performance review
– Product evolution (features, changes, platforms, technologies, etc.)
– Pricing activity (discounting, special bid pricing, etc.)
– Promotional program performance effectiveness

6 – Channel activity and variations (what’s selling better through which channel
and why)

– Brand contribution efforts
– Operational performance analysis and findings
– Service and support metrics, analysis, and findings

7 Key performance indicators (KPIs)—discussion of the consolidated elements 
related to the product’s performance and why. SWOT data can be presented

Future opportunities and considerations
– Current: needing management support and attention

8 – Near-term: budgeting and approvals required for initiatives
– Longer-term: ideas and opportunities
Concluding comments, recommendations, and action planning

T A B L E  10.8
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In all my years of being a Product Management leader and in all my
experience working with my clients, conveying, or trying to convey the
importance of vision is often quite frustrating. One reason is that not all
product managers have the innate sense of a vision for the product. If
you inherit a product, vision isn’t a genetic transplant. So, if you are a
newer product manager or if you’ve inherited the product, it’s likely
that you may not “see” that vision right away. Vision stems from passion
for an idea, a cause, a goal. Think of Richard Branson’s Virgin Group or
Steve Jobs at Apple. Think of Steven Haines and his vision to profes-
sionalize Product Management. To me, vision is the dream you have for
your product or business.

But what do you do if you aren’t a mystic visionary? As an alter-
native, picture your product as realistically as you can and try to
answer this question: In two or three years, if you needed an industry
analyst to portray your product, or if you wanted a customer to write
the most incredible testimonial about the product, what would you
want them to say?

Or try this: Think about all of the product’s virtues. List how its use
makes life or business better. List any other positives you can think of.
Use this method to articulate your vision when it isn’t passionately
engraved in your heart. And, remember, not every product can inspire
passion, and some temperaments don’t access emotion easily.

Based on my experience with thousands of product managers in my
workshops and from hundreds of my executive-level clients, I have
learned that cultivating product vision can be difficult because by its very
nature it defies definition. I wondered how to help those who have trouble
developing vision and I came up with these exercises. People learn to list
their good qualities when they can’t envision themselves realistically, and
it works for a product as well.

Continue to maintain a deep sense of where you want to take your
product, new or otherwise, and that force that will help you drive your
product and establish your position of leadership.

A couple of other secrets to innovative future product success reside
in your efforts to uncover problems customers don’t know of, or in solv-
ing problems with resourcefulness and creativity. However, creativity
and innovation are not available on demand. For applicable techniques,
go to Chapter 8, on market segmentation, and try some of the procedures
for learning about customer anthropology. These techniques may give
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you some clues to assist you in your quest for the next new thing while
making sure the ideas you evolve remain true to your strategic future
vision.

Step C. Identify Strategic Options

Now that you have gone through the entire baseline exercise and con-
sidered your vision, your next challenge is to mull over each and every
category of data you have analyzed and develop a going-forward inte-
grated strategy for the product as a business. Based on the product’s
market, financial, and operational performance and a new perspective
on the vision, what’s next?

The work that you do to get your baseline and recast your vision is
all about being able to figure out what’s next. This chapter is placed
where it is in this book for a reason.

The outcomes from the strategic product planning process are
designed to provide one of the key inputs to the front end of the Product
Management Life Cycle Model—specifically, the phases within the area
of work called New Product Planning. The categories of work you car-
ried out in collecting the data to form your baseline—where the product
is now—are generally the same categories that you will use in recasting
opportunities for the future as you define which opportunities you
might pursue and why, and over what future time frames.

This is where the template shown as Table 10.9 comes in. This tem-
plate can be used to guide your future strategic options for the product
as a business. As in many of the templates used in this chapter, they con-
tain descriptive categories and a series of cells. Each cell has to be popu-
lated with a piece of data, an activity, or action. In this case there are six
main categories supported by a host of sub-elements, as well as three
columns. The six categories include:

1. the external focus you will be taking,
2. the internal support you will require,
3. the elements of your forward-looking product road map,
4. the other marketing mix elements that must support the prod-

uct’s road map,
5. future life cycle product performance indicators, and
6. strategic operational performance guidelines.
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Strategic Elements for the “Product as a Business” Less than 1 year 1–2 years 3 or more years
External market focus

What will the industry look like? Will you be 
expanding into other industry areas? Do you 
believe other industry activities will influence
your marketing mix strategies?
Which products will you compete with? How 
will your products be competitively positioned? 
What are your attack and defend strategies?
Which segments will you pursue and why? How do 
you believe customer needs will evolve?

Internal support
How much money will you need? What are the 
budgetary requirements for ongoing work and 
anticipated incremental strategic programs?
What skill sets are to be capitalized upon? 
Are there any gaps?

Product road map elements
How will you evolve the product’s functionality?
With which features or attributes?
Will you introduce new models or versions?
If so, when?
Will the designs and styles change?
Will you evolve technologies, architectures, or
platforms to support new functionality?
How will the product’s performance change?

Other marketing mix strategies
What pricing strategies are to be used to 
support product, promotion, and distribution?
What promotional strategies are to be used to 
support product, pricing, and distribution?
What distribution strategies are to be used to 
support product, pricing, and promotion?

Future life cycle performance
Unit volumes and revenue
Gross profit
Market share

Strategic operational performance
Product quality guidelines
Customer satisfaction targets
Repair and return goals
Inventory turns goals

T A B L E  10.9

“Product as a Business” Strategy Template



I have an expression I use to describe the integration of these six
categories. I call it the “strategic mix.” The expression is useful because
it extends the metaphor of the marketing mix into the entire suite of
interrelated business elements that, when taken together, form a holistic
strategic profile for the product.

Review the content of each of the sub-elements. The cells next to
each row should be populated by explicit work activities. In other
words, each cell requires action: “What are we going to do this upcom-
ing year, in one to two years, and three or more years out?” Every one of
the categories and cells must be interrelated. Using this template simpli-
fies the “game board” for your strategic planning activities because it
allows you to see all of the pieces and how each will evolve over time.

This future state set of opportunities and actions cannot possibly 
be cast in a vacuum. Remember, the product manager leads the cross-
functional product team and provides the facilitated guidance to help
determine the most plausible, market-oriented opportunities for the
next several years.

Beyond this are the action steps that must follow. Strategies for the
product require a high level of cross-functional buy-in because the team
is responsible for carrying out these strategies. Therefore, Functional
Support Plans (FSPs) should always be drafted to indicate “If we do
these things, what will we need to do to support them and execute?”

The reason that the FSPs are drafted is that the road map of options
for the product is not a done deal even though the exercise has reached
this milestone. The real goal in applying this planning model is the deter-
mination of what could be done and what the team recommends within
the context of the overall strategic vision and goals for the product. Usu-
ally, your team will not get funding for long-term projects. However, they
may earn placeholder status in the budget so that at an appropriate time
in the future, these opportunities may enter the New Product Develop-
ment funnel and be analyzed, along with other opportunities, with a Busi-
ness Case. Some opportunities may receive incremental funding for
current projects (products currently in development, products being 
readied for launch, and the ongoing funding of existing products).

This product as a business strategy model is connected to Step D,
the beginning of the New Product Development process (shown in the
New Product Planning work area of the Product Management Life Cycle
Model), not as committed work plans but as new product ideas and
product enhancement possibilities.
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As you will learn in the next chapter, the product team is going to
be considering many opportunities over of the course of the next year. It
is not possible for all of those unplanned-for opportunities to be imple-
mented. One of the key determinants of whether an idea or an opportu-
nity is worthwhile to pursue is to decide whether or not it is tied to the
strategy for the product, and furthermore, whether it is tied to the strat-
egy of the division or company. This is why, as you will learn, there are
successive phases of product planning that enable the team to consider
a variety of ideas and opportunities, not just the ones that were driven
out of the strategic planning process.

SUMMARY

The strategy of a company or one of its divisions is formulated by its
executives. It is the game plan that stakes out the firm’s industry posture
and competitive position. Product managers have the responsibility of
creating a vision and strategy for their products, consistent with the
division’s or company’s strategy.

There isn’t any magic involved in strategic planning at the product
level. What is involved is a lot of hard work in collecting and using data
to reveal secrets about the markets within which you operate, the cus-
tomers you serve, the internal stakeholders who are supposed to deliver
the systems and infrastructure elements that support the business, and
excellent service and support of customers. The main barometers are 
the financials, marketing, and other business metrics that are the most
relevant and serve to provide the signals that allow you to navigate the
turbulent seas of your marketplace.

The game plan is a complex, interrelated group of activities that 
are related to the market in which the product is sold, the infrastructure
supporting the product, and the elements of the marketing mix, all of
which, when brought together, create the most advantageous strategic
mix for your product as a business.

RAISING YOUR PRODUCT MANAGEMENT 
EXPERIENCE QUOTIENT (PMEQ)

1. When it comes to strategy, one of the first things to do is deter-
mine what’s happening in your own company and/or division.
Here’s a list of information you should collect and understand.
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a. What is the company’s stated mission and vision?
b. What is the explicitly stated competitive advantage the com-

pany strives for? (e.g, low cost, differentiation, etc.)
c. What are the primary financial and human resources the com-

pany capitalizes on to achieve its strategy?
d. How effective is the current strategy?

2. Keep current on what’s happening with other companies. Read
business publications like BusinessWeek, the Wall Street Journal,
Forbes, Fortune, and others to learn about how other companies
craft and carry out strategies.

3. Research the product strategies of your competitors. Try to for-
mulate a side-by-side comparison of your product against the
competitor’s products. How do their products’ strategies differ
from yours? What outcomes are they achieving and why?

4. Locate any product-related strategic planning documents, road
maps, and so on.

5. If you don’t have all of the material, devise a plan for securing
that data over some time period. Involve people in other busi-
ness functions in securing some of the data so that you may
build a shared purpose for the ultimate use of that data.

6. Create a game board like the one shown in Table 10.7 to help you
establish a historical perspective for the business of the product.
If you create a laminated wall poster out of it, when attached to
a wall, it will provide you (and other team members) with a
birds-eye view of your product as a business.

7. Make sure that you store the documentation you collect. This
could be a Product Master Plan binder, or on a Product Manage-
ment community file server or other convenient place.

8. Create a SWOT for your product over a period of days or weeks.
Use the method suggested in this chapter to secure as much data
on your own and then work with other people on your team, or
others who may be associated with the product in order to come
up with the “what, why, and data sources” that will help you
create a useful SWOT for the product.

9. If you don’t own the vision for the product you’re associated
with, find out who owns the vision for the product or product
line. Try to discover how the vision came about and how it may
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have evolved. If you understand this, you will understand the
“why” of the work everyone on your team is carrying out—
or you will pause to question why the team is heading in that
direction.

10. Everyone wants to know where they fit in the bigger picture and
why. If you do own your product and the vision for it, and are
really able to articulate where you want to go, have you made it
clear enough to others so they “get it”? Also, you may wish to
talk with other cross-functional stakeholders to get their impres-
sion of what they see or intuit from you as the product lead. 
Taking the strategic pulse of those around you may help you
when resetting the strategic vision and reexamining this future
state for the product.

11. As a product manager, your job will be to communicate with
others about the strategy or strategies you developed with your
team. Use techniques from marketing communications such as
making up a small poster or laminated card that articulates the
mission of your product team, the vision for the product, and 
the strategic goals. Be sure to use action words like deliver,
demonstrate, and achieve.

12. After you conduct product strategy reviews for management,
think about adding product and market review sessions with
the team members from each business function. For instance,
have a breakfast get-together before the workday gets started
(this means bring food). Create a 20- to 30-minute presentation
of the state of your business and, for reinforcement, emphasize
some of the key imperatives that are to be carried out in the
future. To instill more interest and greater esprit, you could even
split the presentation with other cross-functional team members
to demonstrate unity and commitment to the strategy.
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3M O D U L E

THE START OF THE 
PRODUCT’S JOURNEY: 

THE NEW PRODUCT 
DEVELOPMENT PROCESS

INTRODUCTION TO MODULE 3

Plans are only good intentions unless they immediately degenerate
into hard work.

P E T E R D R U C K E R

I have worked with many companies dissecting failed launches and Busi-
ness Cases gone awry. I’ve also had my own share of product perform-
ance issues during my tenure as a product manager and as a product
team leader. Along the way, I’ve built up a repertoire of reasons why
products might fail to perform in the market or miss their financial objec-
tives. You can also find, among the vast amount of literature written
about New Product Development (NPD) and why products fail.



One of the most frequently cited root causes of these problems
seems to be lack of attention to detail. Critical details, small and large,
were overlooked or passed over during what should have been prod-
uct and market planning. In almost every case, plans were formulated,
but results still didn’t live up to the plans. There are many reasons 
for these performance issues, and some of the most conspicuous include
the following:

� Teams are not clear on roles, deliverables, or timing.
� Market cues and customer needs are misinterpreted.
� Market sizing models are built on incorrect segmentation models

or incorrect assumptions.
� Customers have unrealistic expectations.
� Forecasts are inaccurate.
� Technical problems plague the product through its development

and after the launch. In fact, many products should never have
been launched at all due to some of those technical problems.

� Product requirements are incomplete or inaccurately portray the
customer’s needs, causing a tremendous amount of rework, both
during development, during product trials, and after the launch.

� Operational systems and infrastructure elements are not pre-
pared (or are ill equipped) to support the product in the market.

� Salespeople are either untrained or not given correct incentives
to sell the product.

� Value propositions are miscast because they do not capture the
benefits from the customer’s point of view, or they focus on the
wrong customer type.

� The product is not positioned correctly in the market.
� Channels are not correctly set up to adequately distribute the

product, or the channels cannot accommodate products due 
to insufficient capacity.

� Manufacturing cannot produce the product to specifications.
� Team members do not realize that activities take longer than

originally anticipated or are not fully committed to execution.
� Pricing does not reflect the benefits from the customer’s 

perspective.
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� Insufficient money or resources are allocated for promotional
programs, or there are no promotional programs.

� The products are not different enough to inspire the purchase.

This list is just the tip of the iceberg. All of you have probably expe-
rienced additional problems not mentioned here.

In more than 15 years of my benchmarking research (and counting),
the biggest reasons for these problems seem to stem from issues related to
the planning and development process, or NPD process. The NPD process
is bound by the period of time from when an idea is first considered up
until the resulting product is launched into the market.

It’s not that there is an absence of process. Almost all companies have
some kind of phased NPD process. Occasionally, there is no real planning
process because the boss or owner just tells people what to develop.
Notwithstanding that anomaly, more often, planning processes and meth-
ods are poorly understood, resulting in inefficiency, lack of consistency,
employee frustration, and, most problematic, an inability to properly exe-
cute whatever plans were derived. This incongruity is apparent in differ-
ent companies, different industries, and even in the same business unit or
division. Sometimes processes are so ambiguous that no amount of effort
and enthusiasm can fill the gap. Even when a formal process model is
used, its interpretation varies widely. Some people take the process as a
highly rigid set of edicts and checklists. Some take a more amorphous
approach, preferring to skip over needed analyses. Some just don’t have
the data or resources required to do the work.

By helping you understand these issues, or by validating what you
may have experienced, I offer you the hope that there is a way forward.
If the root cause of product and process failure is understood, then prod-
uct managers and their teams can make the changes necessary. This
means that you have to understand the work that has to be done and
how to do that work. Furthermore, you have to know when to carry out
the work as products move from idea to market.

There is a root cause issue to every one of these reactions to the
NPD process: a failure to do the work that is required during the phase
so that appropriate decisions can be made. The failure to do the work is
related to the fact that people either don’t know how to do pieces of the
work because of skill or competency gaps, or, they don’t take the time to
do that which is necessary. When results don’t materialize and the new
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innovations don’t bubble up, management believes that the process is
flawed and that it must be replaced. I have worked with several compa-
nies who believed their “new” NPD process model that would solve all
problems. But in comparing the “old” process to the “new” process, the
only things that changed were the names of the phases, or that they had
increased or decreased the number of phases and gates.

Furthermore, when a process model is adopted, product leadership
often fails to take complete ownership, and the model gradually fades
away when the consultants go home. In many cases, even if the process
is supported and maintained, and even when people are trained to use
the process, ambiguities drive team members to overanalyze data or to
make quick, shallow decisions that don’t consider the downstream con-
sequences when (and if) the product makes it to the market.

LIMITS AND BENEFITS OF PROCESSES

Processes are useful to have. Larger, complex organizations have a
greater need for standard processes and procedures. A reliable product
planning process gives you a better set of guidelines from which to
organize and carry out work, clarify roles and responsibilities, and
improve collaborative decision making in a team environment. How-
ever, in product planning and development, any phased process model
should only be considered a framework or guide. Markets are too
dynamic to apply a rigid linear process for each and every opportunity.
Too much rigidity ends up choking the organization, paralyzing team
members into inaction, or specifying functional resources that do not
have the appropriate skill set, or that are simply not available.

A phased process should be adopted for the right reasons. For exam-
ple, trying to reduce cycle time with structured planning models has
achieved, at best, mixed results. Consider Abbie Griffen’s article appearing
in the Journal of Engineering and Technology Management (Elsevier, 1997),
“Modeling and Measuring Product Development Cycle Time Across
Industries.” She undertook a research project to determine if companies
actually could improve cycle times using a variety of approaches, including
a formal product development process. In the conclusion, she states, “…
higher product complexity increases NPD cycle time and using a cross-
functional team reduces product development cycle time early in the
process, before physical development has begun.” In the real world, it’s
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nearly impossible to attribute cycle time reduction to the use of a product
development process, because all projects are different.

Process is not a source of creativity, but it is an enabler of creative,
inventive ideas. A structured process does not infuse your team with cre-
ativity and vision. Design, style, service, and unique customer experiences
aren’t driven by process elements—they come from the minds of astute,
market-focused people with a sixth sense for creativity and inventiveness.
By standardizing mundane, rote parts of the process and ensuring that the
right information is visible to the right people at the right time, a solid
planning and development process will make it much easier for you and
your team to come up with creative solutions to customer problems. Thus,
my ultimate aim for you is to make sure that you keep everything 
you do focused on the market, so that you can ensure that the products you
conceive, develop, and introduce have a much higher likelihood of being
successful.

A GENERIC PHASE GATE MODEL

For the most part, I am a strong advocate of a flexible phased product
planning and development, or NPD, process. This series of chapters
focuses on the work flow included in the phases, decision gates, and
documents related to the areas of work in the Product Management Life
Cycle Model called New Product Planning and New Product Introduction.

By the way, the word new should not be misconstrued to mean a
brand new product never before seen by the market. The “new” idea
might be an enhancement to an existing product, product line, portfolio,
or product platform. “New” in this context is meant to convey “different
from what we’re currently doing.” After all, what is a new product? Is it
a revolutionary new idea, never seen before by your competitors or your
markets? Is it a new product area for your company? Is it a totally new
take on a very old product? Or is it a set of features so revolutionary that
you completely remake the product? But here’s the good news: From the
perspective of the Product Management Life Cycle Model, it doesn’t
really matter whether you’re starting with a green field or a huge port-
folio of existing products. The thought process behind what you do—
and for the most part, how you do it—is exactly the same. Just because
you’ve inherited a mature, stand-alone product, you shouldn’t assume
that creativity doesn’t apply, or that there’s no need to consider new
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ideas. You simply begin to gather and validate ideas that may meet your
objectives, without being overly concerned about whether you’re work-
ing on a new product or some derivative of an existing one.

This holds true for companies that produce tangible products, serv-
ices, or even software or systems. There may be some variances such as
in the pharmaceutical industry, where there is a high degree of experi-
mentation within a scientific community—but even there, if you exam-
ine the Food and Drug Administration process for pharmaceutical
development and testing, you’ll find a phased decision-making process
as well.

No matter what kind of product idea (new or existing), and no mat-
ter what form it takes (tangible versus intangible), it is very important to
emphasize this point of using the process flexibly, yet consistently, in
order to avoid confusion among cross-functional product team members.

PROCESSES ARE LINEAR, MARKETS ARE NOT

NPD process models, as typically presented, are shown as a linear system
model. It’s linear because it goes along a line from left to right and it’s a
system model because there are definable inputs, activities, and outputs.
Sometimes, though, the process looks more like a boiler room operation,
as depicted in the amusing diagram shown in Figure M3.1. Perhaps you
can identify with this process as well.

A high-quality generic product planning and development process
is represented within the Product Management Life Cycle Model and is
shown with its associated phases and gates in Figure M3.2.

This is the same diagram used in Chapter 1 (Figure 1.8) in the 
section “How Does Product Management Transform a Product?” Refer
back to that chapter and that section to refresh your general under-
standing about each of the areas of work, as well as the underlying
phases and gates. Also a good idea: begin reading each of the subse-
quent chapters.

IMPORTANCE OF THE RIGHT PACE FOR NEW PRODUCT PLANNING

Proper pace is the greatest planning challenge for product managers and
their teams. Essentially, they must work a linear model so that the team
can go as quickly as possible, yet go slowly enough to cover all areas of
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F I G U R E M3.1

Product Planning Boiler Room Operation
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concern. Many product managers plan as if seated on a high-speed pas-
senger train. They can see the laptop directly in front of their face, but
cannot really process the rapidly moving countryside passing by the
window. Product managers and their teams do not need to take the train.
Instead, they need to walk along their journey so that they can take in
the details. I cannot emphasize this enough: You must slow down enough
during planning so that you can go faster later. This is exemplified by the
size of the rectangle representing the New Product Planning area of
work in the Product Management Life Cycle Model. If you overlook 
an operational detail (like establishing a product code in an ordering
system), you will spend hours or days fixing that problem instead of
paying attention to important market signals.

This need for careful planning explains why New Product Planning
spans the largest space in the Product Management Life Cycle Model.
Planning should take longer, allowing for more purposeful, focused exe-
cution later. What you don’t want to do is spend your time during devel-
opment and after the launch fixing things you could have anticipated
with better planning. That doesn’t mean everything will work perfectly,
and there will always be some clean-up after the launch—but not a
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major product or marketing overhaul. Once the product is in the market,
you should be able to spend the bulk of your time restrategizing and
replanning to take advantage of dynamic opportunities.

But wait. If speed and agility are important, are all new product
projects the same? No, not all product projects are the same. Brand new
product ideas require more thought and robust analysis than an enhance-
ment for an existing product. With an existing product, you (hopefully)
already have good industry, competitive, customer, and financial data so
the amount of research you need is lowered. This is best exemplified in
Figure M3.3, where you can see two different visualizations of the phases
of New Product Planning. In the top row for the new product, you see the
phases and gates organized sequentially, spanning a specific time frame
that appears to be longer in duration than that shown in the row below,
called out as an enhancement. This portrays the fact that when you have
enough market and product performance data about a current product,
you don’t need to do as much research to figure out what to do, and you
“compress” the phases and move more rapidly through them.

If the team spends the right amount of time planning, then it can
execute with ease, speed, and agility, whether it’s a complex new prod-
uct or a simple product enhancement. Thorough planning helps you
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anticipate and overcome problems, and improves your chances of culti-
vating products that contribute to the economic value and market
strength of the company.

THE VALUE OF FLAWLESS EXECUTION

The area of work called New Product Introduction (NPI), in contrast to
New Product Planning is much smaller, depicting that the time needed for
NPI should be much less than the time required for planning. I mentioned
that, during planning, you should go slowly now in order to go faster
later. Well, during NPI, it’s later. NPI is the time to go faster.

NPI depicts two parallel paths: Development and Launch. The
Development phase involves the work of the Product Development group
itself (which might be called R&D, Engineering, or IT). Development may
include the final designs and production of a physical product, software
development, or any other type of activity involved in fulfilling the prod-
uct definition. Launch, the other parallel path, involves the work of people
in the other business functions required to get the product to market.
Launching involves the work of product managers, marketers, salespeo-
ple, and those from Operations, as well as any other organizations who are
responsible for making sure that the product can be introduced, ordered,
delivered, and billed for.

Both shapes relate like wedges, in that Development tapers off over
time, while Launch ramps up, but both happen in lock step with one
another. This is in stark contrast to what is typically portrayed in NPD
documents used by most consulting firms and in the available literature
about NPD, which shows typical sequencing of design, development,
testing or validation, and introduction. This kind of linear sequencing
can cause a product to be late to market. It is imperative for the product
manager to be able to provide oversight during development, ensure
that the appropriate work is taking place, while making sure that launch
activities are being carried out from the time the initial project is
approved. This is NPI, which is characterized by execution—where the
product manager and the team get work done.

ORGANIZATION OF THE NEW PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT CHAPTERS

The most important things to remember as you follow these chapters is
that each chapter sets the stage for carrying out work. Individual phases
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are separated by decision points. These points are used to determine
whether or not the work done in that phase yields sufficient confidence
that a decision can be made to proceed to the subsequent phase or to kill
the project.

The challenge in a book like this with so many interconnected 
elements, is to make sure that every piece of work is covered in the seven
chapters, which are listed as follows:

Chapter 11: Making a Molehill out of a Mountain: The Concept
Phase

Chapter 12: Is There Really a Business Here? Assessing Feasibility
Chapter 13: Appearances are Everything: Defining the Product
Chapter 14: Justifying Product Investments: The Business Case
Chapter 15: Synchronizing the Gears: The Marketing Plan for the

Product
Chapter 16: Execution and Oversight During Product Development
Chapter 17: Introducing the Product and Orchestrating the Launch

You will find that a major topical area is handled in more detail in
one chapter and mentioned many times in others, when in real life you
will be using the practices, tools, or documents across the entire life
cycle. Take positioning for example. In the Concept phase chapter, the
positioning statement is discussed and a template is provided. In subse-
quent chapters, and in fact, throughout the product life cycle, the prod-
uct’s positioning is always going to need to be reevaluated and updated.

Finally, you will find that the processes, documents, and manner 
of all thought from hereon are dependent on all of the foundational 
elements as discussed in Module 1, and all of the chapters related to
“Making the Market Your Primary Focus,” as portrayed in Module 2. All
of the chapters to this point provide you with the basic tools you need to
be able to lead any product on its inevitable, profitable journey.
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11
MAKING A MOLEHILL OUT OF A

MOUNTAIN: THE CONCEPT PHASE

CHAPTER

Executive Summary

� New product concepts come from a variety of sources, including
intensive market analysis, observation, and even structured
ideation activities.

� There are always going to be more ideas than there are resources
to commercialize them. Not all ideas will make good business
sense. A structured process helps to narrow down the field,
quickly and efficiently.

� The Concept phase is really a fast-paced business decision-making
process.

� Without a solid strategic plan for the product, product concepts
are difficult to put into perspective.

Ideas are a dime a dozen. Good ideas are harder to come by. Product and
service ideas that will make it in the marketplace, and make a profit at 
the same time, are the rarest of all. Every day you’re bombarded with a
barrage of opportunities and product ideas, and from those, you cull a
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number of those ideas that seem to be promising. But how do you decide
which of those have enough merit to be appraised further? How does a
product manager decide which ideas are suitable enough to pursue fur-
ther? How do you recognize the truly workable, relevant ideas to build a
product on? Finally, how do you decide which ones should go through
the relatively hard work of the actual Feasibility phase and which ones
are left on the table and get pushed off the table as time goes on? This
chapter will put all of these into perspective, as we explore the Concept
phase, which is the first phase of the New Product Planning area of work.

THE BASIC PROCESS

Depicted here is a process for reducing a large number of product ideas
to a smaller number that have the best chance of achieving success in
your chosen segments. The process profile for the Concept phase is
shown in Table 11.1.

Starting with viable ideas from a variety of sources (Input), the
product manager assembles a small core team to assess the worthiness of
each possible candidate (Activity) and to discuss (and document) its
intent in an Opportunity Statement (Output). When a viable opportunity
is uncovered, worthy of additional analysis, the product team usually
presents its findings to the product portfolio review board with a recom-
mendation to provide additional funding to support additional analysis
in the Feasibility phase.

IDEATION: WHAT’S THE BIG IDEA?

As quarterback of the cross-functional team, the product manager’s
mantra should be “What’s next?” What signals can you spot? What is
the source? How significant are they to your product? Always keep in

Input Activities Output Decision
Ideas and opportuni-
ties from a variety 
of sources

Assessing the
opportunity

An “Opportunity
Statement”

Whether to move to
the next phase
(feasibility) or to
reject the opportunity

T A B L E  11.1

Concept Phase Process Profile



mind that every source of useful information about your product is also
a source of potential opportunities. Whether you’re developing strategy,
reporting on the state of the business, studying your industry, scoping
out the competitive environment, or segmenting markets, you will
encounter clues to customer or market problems that haven’t been
solved or could use a fresh approach to improve them. New products or
enhancements can be developed to solve new problems as the unmet
needs of existing ones are discovered; or a fresh approach can be used on
evolving problems as they arise from the market’s reactions to existing
products. Either way, you need ideas to solve these problems—ideas
that have “staying power”—which we define as ideas that will capture
and hold market share while producing a profit.

Ideation is the term used to define the methods and techniques that
generate ideas through market sensing, market exploration, and other
discovery techniques. Ideation is often associated with innovation,
which seems a natural connection. Product managers shape the future
state of a product with their vision, and that vision is shaped by their
knowledge of the relevant markets.

For this discussion, I am referring to active ideation, not some
process of sitting back and waiting for inspiration to come. You and 
your team must point your ideation “telescope” at the marketplace and
adjust the lens properly to scan the market for signals. As you scan the 
market horizon with your ideation telescope, adjust the focus for both
near and far away to scope out details and the bigger picture. Just as
you’d use a telescope, move your lens carefully. Scrutinize all facets of
patterns and trends and other other signals attentively. Don’t whiz past
vital signs or you may miss something without even knowing it.

Market-based patterns and trends are the first places on which to
focus your ideation lens because there is a lot of material to take in.
Delve into and research the many sources of market information: review
trade journals and business publications, visit customers, scan your
daily informational feeds, read synopses from your competitive intelli-
gence group, review relevant blogs, and check into any other sources
you can think of. Doing this will help you identify many useful indica-
tors. Furthermore, you should be sharing the knowledge you gather
with your cross-functional team, on a continuous basis. After all, the
product manager is not the sole contributor to the ideation process. Each
and every team member is a source of ideas and opportunities.
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As a matter of fact, for ideation, it is vital that you draw on people
from Marketing, R&D and/or Engineering, Materials Research, Opera-
tions, Technology, Product Design, and Market Research, to name just a
few. Bring these people together for some storytelling and brainstorming.
Here’s why:

� Storytelling allows people to express what they’ve seen, heard,
or read in a way that builds context. These stories can, of course,
include visuals, diagrams, and mind maps to connect ideas to
implications, issues, systems, people, or other random topics
that may emerge.

� Brainstorming helps stimulate “so what?” questions, which
helps the team identify potential answers that may clarify 
problems or create solutions.

� Many consultants and facilitators are good at carrying out this
kind of end-user research and translating it into compelling
products that solve customer problems in unique ways. You
may find it useful to get some support from one of these 
expert resources.

A BusinessWeek article, “The Power of Design,” (May 17, 2005)
focuses significant attention on this area. The article references a project
undertaken between IDEO, a design firm, and Kaiser Permanente, the
health-care organization. Kaiser had decided on a strategy “to attract
more patients and reduce costs.” Kaiser had the idea that a new facility
(a significant investment) would help them fulfill the strategy. As it
turned out, this was not the right path.

After Kaiser brought in IDEO, “Kaiser nurses, doctors, and facili-
ties managers teamed up with IDEO’s social scientists, designers, archi-
tects, and engineers and observed patients as they made their way
through their medical facilities. At times, they played the role of patient
themselves. . . . Together they came up with some surprising insights.
IDEO’s architects revealed that patients and family often became
annoyed well before seeing a doctor because checking in was a night-
mare and waiting rooms were uncomfortable. . . . IDEO’s cognitive 
psychologists pointed out that people, especially the young, the old, 
and immigrants, visit doctors with a parent or friend, but that second
person is often not allowed to stay with the patient, leaving the afflicted
alienated and anxious. . . . Patients hated Kaiser’s examination rooms
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because they often had to wait alone for up to 20 minutes half-naked,
with nothing to do, surrounded by threatening needles. IDEO and
Kaiser concluded that the patient experience can be awful even when
people leave treated and cured.”

The study led to the following conclusion: “What it (Kaiser) needed
was to overhaul the patient experience. Kaiser learned from IDEO that
seeking medical care is much like shopping—it is a social experience
shared with others. So it needed to offer more comfortable waiting
rooms and a lobby with clear instructions on where to go; larger exam
rooms, with space for three or more people and curtains for privacy, to
make patients comfortable; and special corridors for medical staffers to
meet and increase their efficiency.”

Notice that the experts on the team were from unrelated fields. The
experts were social scientists, psychologists, facilities managers, doctors,
and nurses. A mixed group of experts (a true cross-functional team) all
brought different perspectives to the problem, based on different para-
digms and experiences. They all had their ideation lenses focused and
filtered with a strong dose of the human element.

This is why real market and customer focus is vital to the success of
your products. The most important takeaway is this: It doesn’t matter
one bit how good your process is if you can’t come up with some good
ideas that provide your product with something unique that separates 
it from the competition. And if the product can’t be differentiated
because the market has commoditized it, than hopefully your company,
or your division, has either a reliable brand or some really great way to
inspire sales.

CATEGORIZATION OF PRODUCT “PROJECTS”

When I carry out diagnostic activities in a company, or facilitate a work-
shop, I usually ask participants about their product ideas. Everyone 
is enthusiastic about their ideas until I ask the question, “Where do you
keep those ideas?” Answers range from “on my laptop” to “in a spread-
sheet” to “in my head.” These are not the most nurturing places for ideas
to germinate. In fact, many better mousetraps have never seen the light
of day because they got lost in a drawer full of “stuff.” Some companies
have idea repositories, which in itself is a great idea. I like the suggestion
box metaphor. Any interested party, whether inside or outside of the
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company, should be able to submit ideas. Suggestion templates on Web
sites and e-mails to a suggestion inbox are just two methods for collect-
ing ideas.

Once collected, these ideas have to be processed. First, all ideas
should be classified by the idea type:

1. A minor enhancement to a product, like a new feature or attribute;
2. A major enhancement to a product, or a grouping of features 

or attributes;
3. A brand new product or a derivative;
4. A new or upgraded product platform;
5. A breakthrough product where nothing exists in the category.

Classifying ideas is useful because it quickly determines the
amount of work needed to follow up on the idea. Too often, your prod-
uct ideas and opportunities are focused on the first two—minor or major
product improvements or enhancements.

The next categorization is the idea source or motivation for the
idea. The trapezoid in Figure 11.1 contains many of the most common
idea sources. To the right of the figure is an arrow with a question mark
meaning “What do we do with this?”

SORTING OUT OPPORTUNITIES

The ideas and opportunities collected, categorized, and listed will con-
tinue to accumulate until the product manager and team decide to do
something further with them. Since there are usually many concepts,
they tend to build up, like a bucket of liquid. If your “bucket” gets too
full, it will overflow and good ideas may get lost. An opportunity inven-
tory will help you keep track of what you have in “stock.” If you use a
standard repository, at least it’s easier to check what’s in your opportu-
nity inventory. It is important to review the material in the inventory on
a regular basis. If the inventory builds up too much before you process
it, then you may feel overwhelmed by the task and you may miss a vital
market opportunity.

However, processing is easier said than done. With so many oppor-
tunities, you can’t possibly have enough time to thoroughly investigate
each one. Therefore, the initial screening of ideas, or rapid opportunity
assessment, is the purpose of the Concept phase. “Rapid” means a couple
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of hours to a couple of days, depending on the level of complexity and per-
ceived importance to the business. The document called the Opportunity
Statement is shown as a template in Table 11.2.

The product manager doesn’t evaluate ideas in a vacuum. I cannot
overemphasize this point. Every idea, or perhaps “bundle” of ideas,
needs to be evaluated by a subset of the cross-functional team, including
the product manager, a technical person (developer, engineer, scientist,
or technologist) and a marketing representative. I call these meetings,
“opportunity review sessions.” An opportunity can usually be assessed
in one or two short sessions (perhaps an hour or two each). Keep this
core team small to allow for a rapid appraisal. When a full team is pres-
ent, there may be too many opinions in the room and the pace will slow
markedly. The idea inventory is usually pretty much backed up, so these
small core sessions are intended to relieve that pressure by allowing the

•  Competitive reactions

•  Anticipated competitive actions

•  Industry trends

•  Regulatory mandates

•  Legal requirements

•  Customer complaints

•  Strategic imperatives

•  Executive initiatives

•  Customer suggestions

•  Sales team ideas

•  Other stakeholder ideas

•  Ideation exercises

?

F I G U R E 11.1

Idea Categories
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Name of this opportunity
Idea type or category
Source of the idea
Date of original evaluation
Product manager’s name
Name of engineer
Name of marketer
Name of other evaluator

Summarize the situation and describe the problem (describe how the need was 
uncovered):

For whom? (The market segment or target customer)

How would it solve the problem?

How is this opportunity strategically aligned?

What are the characteristics of the market that make this attractive?

Who are the primary competitors?

High level financials (rough estimate of unit volumes, pricing, revenue, and possible 
cost targets):

Recommendation. Should we request funding or approval to move to the Feasibility Phase 
or should we reject and file?

T A B L E  11.2

Opportunity Statement Template
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small, agile team to quickly assess the perceived importance to the busi-
ness. Table 11.3 describes the roles and responsibilities of this smaller,
core cross-functional team.

Since this is a cross-functional initiative, with a possible decision 
to move the opportunity to the next phase, each member of this small
core team works together on the Opportunity Statement giving their
input and recommendation. Each function should estimate the level of
resources they believe their team could commit to the product from
development through discontinuation. A full Functional Support Plan
(FSP) isn’t necessary (yet) because the opportunity is merely being 
evaluated, based on what is actually known by the participants in the
evaluation.

Another key to rapid assessment relies on each small core team mem-
ber’s own storehouse of knowledge and expertise. Every functional repre-
sentative must be able to discuss the opportunity and make a decision
about it. If one member has to do a vast amount of new research before
final discussion, it slows down the process, and the other participants will
tire and lose impetus. Eventually they’ll stop bothering to evaluate ideas.
Team members’ strong familiarity with the current products, industries,
customers, and technologies will speed the process. Ask more experienced

Team Member Concept Feasibility Definition
Product manager

Marketing

Development
(IT/Engineering)

Strategic planning

Product manager leads the session. Provides context,
business, and market logic. Helps establish strategic
linkage. Manages the idea repository and helps guide
priorities.
Provides data and other content in relation to the industry
and the competitive situation. Leverages knowledge about
customer needs and market segments. Provides balanced
thought on the marketing mix model (pricing, promotion,
and channel). Determines whether or how the idea can be
delivered to the market.
Provides technical knowledge and support to determine
whether the project is technically realistic and provides a
rough order of magnitude of its complexity, resource
requirements, and timing
Optional participant in determining strategic importance
based on divisional or corporate intent.

T A B L E  11.3

Cross-Functional Team Membership During the Concept Phase
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team members to produce drawings, sketches, models, user interface
mock-ups, or anything else that can help the team better visualize the idea
and the solution.

Also, keep in mind that one of the essential items in the Opportu-
nity Statement is a high-level financial projection that generates esti-
mates of market sizing and revenue potential. These estimates are
dependent on two fundamental practices: finance and forecasting. The
process will probably slow down if you or your marketing counterpart
hasn’t at least a rough idea of the market size and potential volumes for
the opportunity.

LOOKING DOWN THE PRODUCT PIPELINE

A given opportunity may be important enough to be classified as a 
single product “project,” or it may represent several different projects.
It’s also possible that the opportunity may enhance (or inhibit) existing
product activities. The dynamic mix of opportunities during planning
has to be viewed as an “up-front portfolio” of opportunities. The faster
the industry activity, and the faster the overall product life cycles, the
more dynamic the up-front portfolio. This continually evolving up-front
portfolio needs to be evaluated in light of the entire product portfolio, as
depicted in Figure 11.2.

Underneath each product group are three boxes: products being
planned, products being developed, and existing products. These three
categories comprise the entire product portfolio. Detailing the box called
“Products Being Planned” is a representation of the three phases of
product planning—a visualization of the winnowing process. Planning,
for the product manager, amounts to evaluating a lot of opportunities
and striving to find those few that demonstrate the best business and
financial attributes for the company.

The flow of opportunities through the phases of product planning
represents the dynamic product “pipeline” of new product projects.
Even while you’re evaluating new ideas, the speed with which product
projects are moving through that pipeline must be carefully considered
within the context of the entire product portfolio, not just your team’s
portfolio of new opportunities. In other words, even though you’re still
evaluating ideas, you have to look down the pipeline to see what else is
“in process,” and “in market.”
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Some call this activity “pipeline management” and it serves to 
govern the speed with which product projects can be considered. You
can’t push too much through the pipeline or there won’t be enough
resources to develop, launch, and eventually manage the products in the
market. In the pharmaceutical industry, the pipeline is judged by indus-
try and market analysts to determine the chance that the company 
will be able to introduce a blockbuster product. (Stock analysts refer to
the drug company’s “new product pipeline.”) Figure 11.3 illustrates 
the common viewpoint that the number of opportunities shrinks as the
process proceeds. Ultimately, budgets dictate that only a small number
of incremental projects can actually be carried out. The progressive,
graduated funneling visualization helps to make a connection. Even 
if you have 100 ideas, only two or three may end up coming out of 
the funnel.

The progressively narrowing or graduated funnel is the usual way
product management and product development practitioners think of
the planning process. When this is the only thing that product planners
actually think about, then the business may be exposed to undue risk.
I’ll explain why.

Existing
Products

Existing
Products

Products Being 
Planned

Products Being 
Planned

Opportunities
in Concept

Opportunities
in Feasibility

Opportunities
in Definition

Opportunities
in Concept

Opportunities
in Feasibility

Opportunities
in Definition

Product Group A

The Up-F ront” Portfolio The “Up-Front” Portfolio

Corporate or Divisional Investment Strategies
Products  –  Systems  –  Infrastructure

Product Group B

Products Being 
Developed

Products Being 
Developed

F I G U R E 11.2

The Up-Front Product Portfolio
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Think of the planning process as the on-ramp to a high-speed high-
way or motorway, and refer to Figure 11.4. The traffic moving on the
highway itself (at high speed) is used as the representation of the exist-
ing products presently being supported in the marketplace—the exist-
ing product portfolio. The speed that products can move along on the

Feasibility
Phase

Definition PhaseConcept
Phase

F I G U R E 11.3

The Graduated Funnel

Products in the market in Decline (moving slowly)

Products in the market in Maturity (moderating growth)

Products recently introduced (gaining momentum)

Products being readied for launch now
(on the on-ramp)

Products in development – to be launched in the near future
(Getting ready to enter the on-ramp)

Products being planned (looking for a place on the highway)

Products in the market in Growth (moving quickly)

?

F I G U R E 11.4

The Product Manager’s Motorway



“highway” is how the company’s product capacity is determined. If
there are too many products on the highway (in the market), then 
the products being launched or slated for launch may consume all the
remaining available capacity. Therefore, when too many products are
planned without consideration of what’s already on the highway, a
higher level of risk may impact the product and the reputation of the
company.

As you contemplate new products or enhancements to existing
products, your strategic thinking about the current situation of all the
products in the market must get your full consideration. This is another
reason product portfolio management is so important.

PRODUCT ENHANCEMENTS AS A GROUPED OPPORTUNITY

New opportunities are often challenging because a change in a product
rarely consists of a single enhancement with a single feature. More often,
a group of features or attributes are clustered together as a single prod-
uct enhancement. Most product projects in companies are enhancements
or upgrades to existing products.

The uniqueness of an industry often determines how enhancements
are grouped. In the software or technology industry, for example, product
changes are accumulated in a “release” or “version,” including additional
features, bug fixes, performance updates, and user interface adjustments.
Consumer products may introduce a “new and improved” product,
which usually involves a new package design with a new formulation.
Banks may introduce a new card product with enhanced security and an
easier to read statement. No matter what industry you work in, the prod-
uct planning process is an ideal mechanism for assembling elements or
groupings of product characteristics into a single opportunity. In another
approach to planning, the elements of the opportunity (combinations of
features, designs, content, attributes, etc.) can be adjusted for the most
optimal mix.

“SO WHAT?”: THE VALUE PROPOSITION FOR THE OPPORTUNITY

One of the most significant determinants of the potential success of a
product opportunity is whether or not it brings benefits that customers
value and appreciate, and whether they will actually purchase it. Such an
assessment is not contingent on whether or not the customer considers the
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product worth buying. Questions like, “Would you buy this product?”
often yield misleading answers. Customers may give an affirmative
response if asked in a survey or presented with an explicit question. What
they may not do, though, is actually part with the money. One reason
could be that they have other purchasing decisions to make. Another
could be that the idea seemed appealing when presented, but when the
product is actually available, it doesn’t meet the customer’s needs. This is
why it is so vitally important that the product manager, marketers, and
the entire team strive to identify the target customer for the product and
grasp what that customer needs and values most.

Information about several things is necessary to derive an effective
value proposition. Equipped with the proper amount of needs-based
segmentation data, four questions must be answered:

1. Who is the target customer?
2. What is the validated problem or need of that customer?
3. What is the benefit being sought in order to solve that problem?
4. How can the solution’s benefit be proven, either quantitatively

or qualitatively?

If these questions cannot be answered substantially, it’s not an
effective value proposition and the opportunity should not be pursued.
Perspective may help you avoid shallow, check-box answers. Try put-
ting yourself in the customer’s shoes. Think about your own roleplay
where you are the customer (either a consumer or a business customer),
and ask yourself the following questions:

1. Who am I? (If a person, what age, gender, occupation, and so
on? If a business, what industry, how large a firm, what prod-
ucts do we sell? Where do we do business?)

2. What is happening in my (personal or work) life that tells me 
I have some sort of problem or need? What exactly is that prob-
lem or need? Do I care enough to go further for answers? Does
someone else (a company or vendor) know enough about me
that they can recognize my implicit or explicit needs even if 
I haven’t yet defined or articulated them?

3. What would help me solve my (explicit or implicit) problem and
how would I benefit?
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4. If I were going to purchase something, how would I justify 
that purchase given my budget, my dissatisfaction with the
present state of affairs, and my overall situation? Is it worth it to
me within the context of other problems I have to solve, and my
limited budget?

I strongly recommend this approach when developing value
propositions. It is very effective.

Here’s an example. Suppose I was offered a persuasive story to 
convince me to purchase office automation software. The sales rep
demonstrated to me that this software would save 10 hours per week for
one $25 per hour employee, and I could save 500 hours a year (valued at
$12,500)—wouldn’t that be a great deal? Assuming I’m offered a good
price of, say, $2,000, that would mean it would pay for itself in just under
two months. What a great value proposition!

Or is it? What if I had to take two weeks to learn the software, and
another week to assimilate it into my business and some time for staff to
learn it? What if I still needed the $25 per hour employee for other tasks
and saving an hour a day would not matter much? Would it be some-
thing that really interested me? The software sales person probably
knows nothing about how I spend my time. I might not have two weeks
to learn the software. Perhaps I’d rather spend $2,000 on advertising
instead, hoping to get more sales leads.

Good value propositions are only as good as customers want or
need them to be, so you should know more about the customers to under-
stand their needs. Good value propositions also help you consider your
customers’ options and trade-offs. However, even well-constructed value
propositions, with the right math, may be inapplicable. In these cases,
forecast assumptions should help clarify which portion of potential 
customers may actually want to buy the product.

Value propositions for businesses should always focus on the 
values that businesses generally seek. All businesses just want to make
money, reduce costs, and be efficient. Anything that can be proven to
achieve these purposes may get your product onto their product evalu-
ation list. But even then, it must always be connected to an unequivocal
and explicit need of that customer type who is in the position to strongly
influence the purchase decision or who actually makes the decision to
make the purchase.
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Value propositions for consumers differ from those of businesses.
Consumer preferences differ widely and their purchasing decisions are
based on an assortment of variables. They buy diverse products for 
differing needs and desires. They buy staple goods regularly (eggs, milk,
rice, soap); they buy to replace old with new (clothing, computers); they
buy the next new thing (iPods, high-definition televisions); they buy
emergency products when needed (plywood before a hurricane); they
buy impulse products at their whim (ice cream, music downloads, 
luxury watches); and they buy durables to fulfill longer-term needs
(cars, washing machines).

Each customer, regardless of type, goes through a varying number
of motivational states, some persistent and some transient. The product
manager and the team have to be experts on each market segment, and
understand the underlying needs that ultimately drive the customer’s
value proposition.

Some standard verbiage should be incorporated into the value
proposition of the product, and what you write should be to answer the
following questions:

1. What is it? (the product or idea)
2. Who needs it? (the market segment or explicit customer target)
3. Why? (the problem it solves or benefit it brings)
4. What are the proofs?

a. How does the math work? (if there is arithmetic for increas-
ing revenue, saving costs, or an efficiency, it needs to be
explained), or,

b. What are the noneconomic proofs? (the way of life affected, etc.)

The proofs are the most important.

� How would you defend the idea to management or your portfolio
review board?

� How would you defend it to yourself?
� And here’s my favorite: Would you bet your bonus on it?

Here’s another way to test your proof: ask. Find a friendly salesper-
son, or a colleague who is less familiar with your product area, and read
your value proposition to each of them (and later, your positioning). If
they have difficulty understanding your point, or simply don’t get it,
then you may have to go back and work on it some more until it is clear
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enough to people who are not involved. You must get the value proposi-
tion right in order to set the stage for positioning the product. To sum up,
these four questions must be answered in the product description for it to
be meaningful—and as a result, the answers will make their way into the
marketing collateral.

CLARIFYING YOUR IDENTITY WITH A POSITIONING STATEMENT

Value propositions are important, but in order to be most effective, they
must be wrapped in a Positioning Statement. In their book Positioning: The
Battle for Your Mind, Al Ries and Jack Trout describe how positioning is
used as a communication strategy to reach target customers in a crowded
marketplace. Positioning slogans are used regularly as building blocks in
marketing communications in all media. You hear or see this every day in
every advertisement in reading materials, on the radio or television, and on
whatever other devices you use. Keep in mind: Products can be positioned.
Brands can be positioned. Companies can be positioned.

Product positioning is an important output of the product team,
not only during the phases of New Product Planning, but across the
entire life cycle. It is used as a way to describe how you want your prod-
uct to be perceived by the target customer, allowing comparison with
other available products offered by your competitors. The emphasis
must be on competitive differentiation. Why should anyone want to buy
your product versus that of the competition? What makes your product
so unique? Product positioning also provides a solid foundation for 
consistent communication about the product, whether it is internal to
the firm or used externally in marketing communications.

Positioning is often recognized by a slogan or saying. This is really
great fodder for advertisers, but not necessarily for all product man-
agers. Useful product positioning cannot be established unless all of the
foundational pieces are in place. These include:

1. the market segment (and customer target) on which you are
focusing;

2. the need states, motivations, or problems of the customer targets;
3. the environment of the industry;
4. the competition and how each of their products is positioned.

To do a more complete job on your product positioning, start with
the template shown in Table 11.4, which can help provide the right cues
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Name of the product (or enhancement)
Date prepared
Life cycle phase
Product manager’s name
Name of engineer
Name of marketer
Name of other team members

This product is designed for (the customer target or segment):

The validated needs of this customer target include:
1.
2.
3.

The product meets the needs of this customer with the following features 
or attributes:
1.
2.
3.

This customer target will benefit from using this product because it helps them:

(This statement captures the basic elements of the value proposition)

(How will the customer be able to achieve some value, either in qualitative or 
quantitative terms?)

The product is unique because:

And it compares favorably to available competitive products because of the following

T A B L E  11.4

Product Positioning Statement Template
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for things you need to capture. As you gain in experience, the actual
prose writing becomes easier to create. It should also be used as a dis-
cussion tool with people who work in creative functions (the prepara-
tion of a creative brief, for example), either in your own Marketing
department or with outside agencies who can take your Positioning
Statement and shape it for market consumption.

POSITIONING MEANS MAKING A DIFFERENCE

A word of caution: It’s much too easy to produce meaningless Positioning
Statements. Filling in the blanks of a template with nothing to support the
prose is not good business. Pay special attention to the messages on televi-
sion commercials and in magazine advertisements. See if you can pick 
out the key messages, especially when they say “ . . . unlike _____, ours is
different. Here’s why. . . .” Most products tend to commoditize over time,
and, unfortunately, weak positioning causes this to happen much sooner.
The longer a product is on the market, the more likely competitors will
take it apart and use its weaknesses to build up their own products. Before
long, products look the same and the marketing materials sound the same.

Some companies claim they differentiate their product by providing
greater levels of service. But, in reality, they don’t follow up and do so.
They pay lip service to the idea and delude themselves into thinking they
have improved. Sometimes products can’t be differentiated because they
are the same. In such a case, they’re capitalizing on their brand and repu-
tation of their company. There is no one silver bullet for this. People go 
to Commerce Bank in the northeastern United States because it’s open till
8:30 p.m. and on Saturdays and Sundays. That’s a vital service differen-
tiator. So when they say they’re “America’s Most Convenient Bank,” they
can prove it. If you’re going to be different, you need to be sure you
understand what that actually means. You also need to know that your
target customer knows it, too. Not everyone can be the “leading solutions
provider of mission-critical, end-to-end systems.”

NARROWING THE FIELD: CHOOSING AMONG OPPORTUNITIES

When a product team is considering multiple opportunities, a structured
decision matrix should be prepared to compare the opportunities being
considered. A simple decision matrix can be created and scored, assuming
that the team chooses decision-making criteria early on. I recommend you
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include resource availability and capability, strategic significance, financial
viability, the degree to which the solution meets the needs of a given cus-
tomer type within a validated segment, competitive posture, and complex-
ity. You can certainly create your own criteria or add those that seem to be
relevant for your situation, since each company and each industry has dif-
ferent decision-making criteria. In any case, no more than six criteria
should be used to evaluate concepts.

Quantitative scores can guide your choice, but probably should not
be your only basis for making decisions. There may be other important
factors that aren’t apparent or scorable.

� If a new product is needed to round out the product line from a
competitive standpoint, then scoring it may be unnecessary.

� If, during the strategic planning process, budgetary line items
and resources are already committed, then those don’t need to
be vetted either.

� If a product enhancement is needed to meet a regulatory
requirement, that project will usually take precedence.

These nonscorable items may radically change the priorities on
your list, and the most likely impact overall is that fewer people and
financial resources will be available.

The decision matrix is also useful when evaluating trade-offs for
product content or features. For example, if a major enhancement for a
technology product contains many different possible features, then the
team can evaluate a variety of feature groupings. Each “opportunity” is a
grouping, vetted against criteria like complexity, time, cost, resource avail-
ability, competitive importance, and other market and organizational 
criteria that might be applicable.

In Table 11.5, four different opportunities are profiled. Column A
shows the overall weight for opportunities. For this grouping of oppor-
tunities, competitive viability is more important than technical achieve-
ment. Strategic importance is weighted higher than acceptable market
size. These weights are usually determined within the organization,
depending on current financial and market position. Criteria will expand
as the opportunity evolves through the planning process. What we are
building up to is a decision about which opportunities to pursue. If we
have four now, we may only want to accept two and reject two. In the
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Feasibility phase, a larger team will do more extensive research, and will
prepare more documentation on the opportunity.

Suppose you could only select two projects to move to the Feasibil-
ity phase: which ones would you choose and why? You can use the deci-
sion matrix as a guide, but it should not be the only input to your
decision. Numbers tell a story, but your job is to determine which vari-
ables have the most weight and then evaluate this data in the context of
your market, customer, and organizational awareness. In reviewing the
scores for the opportunities in Table 11.5, one might just pick opportuni-
ties 1 and 4. An astute product team will focus on other variables. And
by the way, one of the decisions might be to pass on all of them. You
don’t always have to say “yes” if you feel that these are not worthwhile
investments after all.

MANAGING REJECTED OPPORTUNITIES

Each rejected Opportunity Statement should be filed away. It should be
categorized and stored to be available for review at some point in the
future. Suppose you decide to take another job, and two years in the
future the team in place wants to carry out a strategic planning session
to identify new opportunities. By having archived the opportunities and
ideas in a single repository (e.g., online, in a binder, or both) your suc-
cessors will know what you and your team were thinking about and 
acting upon.

Opportunity 1 Opportunity 2 Opportunity 3 Opportunity 4
A B1 C1 B2 C2 B3 C3 B4 C4

Decision Criteria Weight OPP 1 OPP 1 OPP 2 OPP 2 OPP 3 OPP 3 OPP 4 OPP 4 
1–5 Rating Score Rating Score Rating Score Rating Score

Strategically aligned 4 9 36 5 20 7 28 1 4
Acceptable market size 3 6 18 8 24 2 6 10 30
Financially attractive 4 7 28 9 36 9 36 9 36
Competitively viable 5 8 40 6 30 9 45 9 45
Understood needs 3 8 24 5 15 3 9 9 27
Technically achievable 2 5 10 5 10 1 2 9 18
Total score 156 135 126 160

T A B L E  11.5

Concept Phase Decision Matrix
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SECURING APPROVAL TO MOVE TO THE NEXT PHASE: 
THE CONCEPT REVIEW

If several opportunities are going to be considered in the Concept phase,
the team needs to present their findings to a product portfolio review
board or similar group, staffed by a cross-functional group of senior
managers or executives who have the authority to allocate investment
money within the organization. A formal review session should be
attended by key stakeholders on the product team, and these members
should be prepared to defend the investment, or to recommend its rejec-
tion, especially if an executive sponsor had asked for the team to review
the opportunity. The session may be brief, but presentations to executive
portfolio groups are often mixed sessions where new opportunities are
only one part of the agenda.

It is important to demonstrate to the review board that you have
carefully thought out the opportunity within the context of market, cus-
tomer targets, ability to develop, and financial viability. Concept reviews
should represent your team’s knowledge, experience, and efforts. You
must display confidence as you discuss opportunities that your team
assessed. Ask directly (and with equal confidence) for money, resources,
and time to do additional research to determine whether or not the
opportunity is worth pursuing. Before going to the review board, make
sure you have a Concept phase checklist (exemplified in Table 11.6). It
will serve not only as a reminder to look at all business and technical
issues prior to your review, but also to set the stage for a go or no-go

Criteria Yes No
The idea has business merit.
It has been tested for strategic fit.
The market need is understood.
The competitive situation is understood and seems viable.
The technology seems adaptable and available.
The financials have merit.
The resources for the next two phases are available.
The marketing group can carry out the research in Feasibility.
The decision review is scheduled (on ______ date).
Approved for moving to the Feasibility phase?

T A B L E  11.6

Concept Phase Checklist



decision. You want to answer one key question for the review board:
Should the project be rejected or moved to the next phase?

SUMMARY

The Concept phase is used to narrow down a vast number of ideas for
new products or product enhancements, within the context of a phased
product planning process. These ideas and opportunities surface continu-
ally from market observations, customer input, and the strategic planning
process. Product managers and their teams should make time to assess
these opportunities frequently enough so that their idea inventories don’t
accumulate and cause important opportunities to be missed. The name of
the game is speed. The primary stakeholders in Product Management,
Development, and Marketing should have enough common data and
knowledge about the product and the marketplace to be able to quickly
evaluate the opportunities using an opportunity assessment form. The
best opportunities should be recommended to management in a formal
Concept phase review meeting, where the ideas are either rejected or
moved to the next phase, Feasibility.

RAISING YOUR PRODUCT MANAGEMENT 
EXPERIENCE QUOTIENT (PMEQ)

1. Try to get a copy of your company’s New Product Development
(NPD) process documentation and try to align what was dis-
cussed in this chapter with what happens in your company. What
is similar? What is different? What are the standard documents
called (e.g., Opportunity Statement)?

2. What is the equivalent executive group that makes decisions about
allocations of money and resources for new product investments?

3. Is there a formal review process? Is there an opportunity for you
to observe an idea review session?

4. What do you do with your product ideas? Find out if there is an
idea repository or an equivalent storehouse of ideas or opportu-
nities. Who is responsible for working through those ideas?

5. Do some research on how to carry out an ideation session and
try it in your company with a small group of people with whom
you work.
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6. Try to carry out a lunchtime opportunity review session with 
a couple of people—one from Engineering and one from 
Marketing—to see if you could work through an Opportunity
Statement.

7. Observe and/or participate in several opportunity review 
sessions.

8. For your product or for the product line group you work in, 
try to map out an up-front portfolio and lay out the “product
manager’s motorway.”

9. Choose an existing product in your company with which you
are most familiar, preferably one that has several versions or
models. Compare the features across versions/models and try
to determine how much one product release varies from
another. Try to determine whether the release is brand new or is
a grouping of enhancements. You can then try to learn about the
history of the release or new model by talking to the product
manager who brought it about.

10. Construct a value proposition for an existing product in the
product line group in which you work. Try to determine if it is
complete within the context of what was discussed in this chap-
ter. Is it aligned methodologically? How would you change it if
you needed to?

11. Try to “reverse engineer” the value propositions and Positioning
Statements of your competitor’s products. Compare them side by
side to see if there is anything you might be able to exploit. Also,
use this type of exercise to see if you should be updating your own
value proposition and Positioning Statement. Use the templates
and suggestions mentioned in this chapter as your guide.

12. Strive to gain experience leading several opportunity sessions
such that you can evaluate several using a decision matrix.
Decide among your small team what you would want to recom-
mend to management and why. Then, present the series of
opportunities to your management or portfolio board with a 
recommendation to take one of those and move it to the next 
logical phase for a more detailed analysis.

13. Make sure you are documenting all of your work and archiving
it in the Product Master Plan.
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12
IS THERE REALLY A BUSINESS

HERE? ASSESSING FEASIBILITY

CHAPTER

Executive Summary

� In the Feasibility phase, a cross-functional product team decides if
there is a realistic business worthy of pursuit.

� Product managers must align the cross-functional team to make
sure that the product can be developed, launched, and sustained
in the market.

� Four key documents begin to come together and evolve during
Feasibility: the Business Case, Product Marketing Plan, Product
Requirements Document, and the Product Launch Plan.

� By the time the opportunity reaches the Feasibility phase review,
most of the key “business” questions about the potential product
should be well understood.

The goal of this chapter is to describe the Feasibility phase, which starts
after the successful completion of the Concept review. Based on a 
go-ahead by the portfolio review board to secure financial and human
resources, the cross-functional team is expanded to carry out a more 



comprehensive review of the opportunity. In this phase, the product
team focuses on gaining a more complete understanding of everything
needed to develop, launch, and manage the product in the market, with
heavy emphasis on Functional Support Plan (FSP) development. You
will learn that the most important document that evolves in Feasibility
is the Business Case. However, because the Business Case is such a com-
plex document, I’ve decided to dedicate an entire chapter to it, along
with a case example. You will learn more about the Business Case in
Chapter 14. The other key documents that evolve, starting in the Feasi-
bility phase, are the Product Requirements Document (PRD), covered in
Chapter 13, and the Marketing Plan for the product, covered more thor-
oughly in Chapter 15.

I suggest you read this chapter, and make sure that you capture the
essence of Chapter 14, to get the full force and effect of the activities that
take place in this phase.

Feasibility analysis, as described in this chapter, may be unfamiliar
to you based on work you may have carried out previously. Typical 
feasibility studies tend to focus on a few key aspects of financial and
market viability, coupled with a cursory “can we build it?” assessment
from R&D. Feasibility, in the way it is described here, represents the
deep dive necessary to validate the strategic, business, and financial via-
bility of the opportunity. In fact, the core effort of the Feasibility phase
within the Product Management Life Cycle Model is perhaps the most
difficult work carried out by the product manager, mainly because of the
level of effort required. The chances of choosing and developing prof-
itable ideas go up immensely when the cross-functional team really digs
into the details during the Feasibility phase. I strongly recommend
working hard to carry out the most important research and develop the
critical documents that capture how the product solves the customer’s
problem, and how the business will support the product.

Table 12.1 shows that the membership of the cross-functional team is
focused on carrying out a significant amount of work during this phase.

Specifically, the team develops the preliminary Business Case and
supporting documentation to assess whether the new product or enhance-
ment has enough business, market, and financial merit, and whether it can
be operationally implemented and supported. The product team members
must also take the time to evaluate what commitments they would need to
make to each other—and to the overall team—in order to develop, launch,
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Team Member Concept Feasibility Definition
Product manager

Marketing

Development
(IT/Engineering)

Finance

Customer Service

Sales

Operations

Supply chain

Legal, Regulatory 
and/or Compliance

Manufacturing

International

Orchestrates the complex cross-functional teamwork activities.
Leads the efforts to build the Business Case and other relevant
documentation.
Brings appropriate research resources to the team as needed.
Synchronizes efforts across stakeholders to support the draft of
the Marketing Plan and shared responsibility for a product
launch.
Works with the product manager to begin the process of
translating preliminary product requirements into high-level
design documents and/or product specifications. Provides
product platform data, detailed cost estimates, quality
guidelines, test plans, and designs for manufacturability 
(as needed). Commits to support of early trials, beta tests, etc.
Works with the team in economic and financial planning,
including the determination of budgetary support required and
availability of funding. Works with Product Management and
Marketing in the creation of business scenarios and
assumptions in support of the Business Case, forecasts, and
ultimate financial outcomes.
Deals with current and future service-related activities like call
center staffing, complaint or case handling, and order taking.
Additionally, plans for Web self-servicing, and other elements
that need to be integrated into the current servicing and support
infrastructure.
Collaborates with Product Management, Marketing, and Finance in
supporting forecasts for sales volumes and revenue commitments.
Defines which operational infrastructure elements need to be in
place and determines whether or not the product can be
launched and sustained in the market.
Determines sourcing needs. Makes sure that the organization
can support procurement, logistics, and related activities.
These advisory team members should be consulted to make
sure that products are guided by the appropriate legal or
regulatory practices and principles.
For tangible products, the manufacturing operation needs to be
involved so that it knows about potential production forecasts
and scheduling, plant capacity, and other related activities.
Provides international input to product team for local
requirements, regulations, and demand. May include Regional
Marketing, Regional Sales, etc. (company dependent).

T A B L E  12.1

Cross-Functional Team Membership During the Feasibility Phase



and manage the product in the market. Knowing what kind of real 
commitments are required makes it much easier for the team to decide
whether the idea is really feasible. For this reason, the Feasibility phase
focuses quite heavily on FSPs. Feasibility phase input, activities, and out-
puts are shown in Table 12.2.

The role of the product manager as team leader is absolutely criti-
cal in the Feasibility phase. However, it is quite likely this “new prod-
uct” is not the only project he or she must work on. He or she may be
managing an existing product or other product projects, and may even
be working on or leading other teams. All team members are also work-
ing at fulfilling obligations in their own departments.
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Input Activities Output Decision
The Opportunity 
Statement

� Define the level of effort by each
function to verify and validate that
the opportunity makes business,
market, and financial sense

� Having functional team members
understand each other’s
deliverables through the evolving
development of their Functional
Support Plans (FSPs)

� Other activities carried out by the
team during Feasibility include:
1. Conducting additional market

research
2. Collaborating on the Business

Case
3. Drafting preliminary project

plans
4. Estimating funding
5. Creating prototypes
6. Clarifying the proof points for

the value proposition
7. Refining the positioning

statement

Draft documents, including:
1. Business Case
2. Marketing Plan
3. Requirements
4. Launch Plan
5. Starting or updating the

Product Master Plan,
including FSPs

Whether to move to the
next phase (Definition) or
to reject the opportunity

T A B L E  12.2

Feasibility Phase Process Profile



Given the workload, synchronization of team input becomes more
difficult and, likely, more complex. There is a lot of work involved in
synchronizing the efforts of the cross-functional team, and poor team
behaviors may start to show up: people overcommit or are fearful about
asking for help in reprioritizing current work commitments.

This is also true of subsequent phases provided that the team
decides to continue and given that the appropriate approvals are
secured for the team to continue its work.

Despite the complexity, the team’s work might possibly be simpli-
fied and you may be the agent for this improvement. This could be 
due to your increased understanding of how to delve into the industry,
competitive, and customer research required, as described in previous
chapters. However, during the Feasibility phase, the team may still 
have to ramp up its efforts and find additional resources that validate
existing research or seek further market data beyond what is currently
available.

USING FUNCTIONAL SUPPORT PLANS TO CLARIFY ROLES,
RESPONSIBILITIES, AND DELIVERABLES

FSPs are developed during the Feasibility phase. These plans are critically
important because they establish the fundamental pattern for negotiation
and communication across the team. The FSPs are also crucial for focus-
ing the team on the sequencing of deliverables, determining cross-
organizational dependencies, and identifying possible risks. Ultimately,
the team is responsible for ascertaining that the product can be success-
fully managed in the market across its in-market life cycle, and within the
context of the entire portfolio of products.

During the Feasibility phase, product team members commit to one
another (and to the team as a whole) to expend the effort needed to
develop and launch the product. FSPs serve as horizontal contracts
between dedicated team members and the product team leader. Team
members may not fully understand how to prepare FSPs. It is therefore
up to the product team leader to instruct them in the methods. They
probably have a general idea of the necessary work activities, but may
not know which of the team members is meant to receive a deliverable.
The requisite pairwise relationship would be established as shown in
Figure 12.1.
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This first step in the cross-functional negotiating process allows for
the pairwise discussions to take place—using the FSP template shown in
Table 12.3 as a guide. (Note: In the discussions, there may actually be
more than one person from each of the pair of functions.)

The product manager should lead the two functions in the discus-
sion, which is intended to be a cross-functional negotiation session. Each
member of this discussion should be provided with an FSP form like the
one shown in Table 12.3. The product manager can have brief meetings
with individual functional team members or small groups to define work
tasks, hand-offs, and deliverables as called out in the template. The more
precisely the roles and responsibilities are defined, the higher the proba-
bility that the team will be able to fulfill its obligations—and that will 
ultimately contribute to the success of the product. If there is a project
manager on the team, he or she absolutely must be present to document
the project activities.

After all the possible pairwise sessions are completed, team members
will find that there are other cross-team deliverables and dependencies
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Marketing commits to
provide the following to
Sales in 30 days:

•  A market profile to the
Sales team, including the

   specific segments and
customer targets.

•  Need-state descriptions
   or persona’s for each

customer target.

Sales commits to provide
the following to
Marketing:

•  A list of 30 key executives
   to interview in each of 3
   major segments within
   the next 14 days.

•  A draft unit volume
   forecast for each segment
   within 30 days.

SalesMarketing

F I G U R E 12.1

Establishing a Pairwise Relationship
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Function Date
Product Name BU/Division
Project Name Project Number
Name of Team Member Role (core/advisory)
Phone (office) Phone (mobile)
Email address Alternate Contact Info.
Manager’s Name Manager’s phone

Life Cycle Phase:
Planning Phase (Concept, Feasibility, or Definition)
Execution Phase (Development, Launch)
Post-Launch (Is the product in-market now?)

Deliverables provided by this function TO other functions
Describe the deliverable To whom is the deliverable due? Date promised

Deliverables needed FROM other functions (dependencies)
Describe the deliverable From whom is the deliverable due? Date promised

Resources to be provided—include names, skill sets, and anything else to clarify what is provided by the function
and why.

Describe budget or funding needed by this function to support this product or project:

Funding Category This Year Next Year Year After
Budget money already allocated
Incremental start-up money needed
Money needed as incremental to baseline budgets

Key dates and milestones:

Risk assessment: Describe the complexities of the work and the timeliness of both deliverables to and from this
function:

Performance measurement: Describe the metrics which will be used by this function to report status to 
the team: 

T A B L E  12.3

Functional Support Plan Template



that still require resolution. A good way to handle these open items is for
the other “pairs” of functions to set up offline negotiating sessions.

The final cross-functional negotiation takes place in a full team meet-
ing, which will probably last many hours. Each functional representative
reviews their FSP with the entire team regarding their own deliverables,
timing, and dependencies. Other team members, especially those who
would be affected by a necessary deliverable that was omitted or unnamed,
will call attention to the omission of that deliverable. Figure 12.2 shows the
way the interactions may evolve.

Questions will invariably arise: Can the receiving function actually
absorb the deliverable? What should they do with it? Are they supposed
to respond with another deliverable and can they do so in the expected
time frame? After a while, when more of these questions arise, it
becomes apparent why this interaction is so complex.

The quality and tenor of this interaction ripples across the remainder
of the life cycle. During subsequent phases, especially during Develop-
ment and Launch (Execution), and in Post-Launch Product Management,
it will be apparent why these cross-team dependencies and interactions
are so important. Setting up these plans is the fundamental, yet crucial
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Development
Customer
Service

SalesMarketing

F I G U R E 12.2

Cross-Functional Negotiating



approach to help the team track performance and to minimize ambiguity
with clearly defined roles and responsibilities. It won’t hurt either if you
use the basic goal-setting tools like SMART objectives or the RACI model,
discussed in Chapter 4.

One of the best methods to track these cross-team deliverables is a
project management tool. I do not endorse one automation tool over
another, but I strongly embrace the methodology. Whatever tool is used,
it must be used consistently and updated as frequently as needed. It
should be used as a way to communicate status and risks. I’ll talk a little
more about project management controls in the next chapter.

FSPs can evolve when people from within each function have a
good sense of their responsibilities and deliverables. The following
descriptions and bullet lists can be used as guides to begin your discus-
sions with each person from each function. They may not be complete
because of the nuances and practices of your own organization, but it
should serve as a suitable starting point.

THE MARKETING FUNCTIONAL SUPPORT PLAN 
(THE MARKETING PLAN FOR THE PRODUCT)

The Marketing FSP (Marketing Plan) is a complex document. As an FSP,
especially during the product planning phases, it serves as an integration
document because it may contain contributions (or even subplans) from
other marketing-related organizations. Specifically, the Marketing Plan
is the place to capture commitments from:

� Product Marketing
� Market Research
� Integrated Marketing Communications
� Event Marketing
� Marketing Operations
� Global Marketing
� Regional Marketing
� Field Marketing
� Strategic Marketing
� Solutions Marketing

This does not even include all the related functions, like people in
marketing who maintain relationships with advertising and creative
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agencies, industry analysts, and public relations firms. Not only are
there many related marketing groups that typically fall under the Chief
Marketing Officer, but there may actually be marketing plans that stack
up hierarchically through an organization.

The format and flow of the Marketing Plan for the product will be
more fully discussed in Chapter 15. For now, what I want to emphasize
is the primary documentation from the “Marketing” person who repre-
sents all of the marketing-related functions to the product team during
the phases of product planning. Therefore, the Marketing function must
be able to:

� Describe the work activities that will contribute to solid descrip-
tions of the market segments, customer targets, and the 
underlying needs of each grouping.

� Commit to the maintenance of data about the general 
marketplace.

� Make sure the right research data is available to support market
sizing, competitive positioning, and segmentation for the 
Business Case and other documents like the Launch Plan and
marketing collateral.

� Assess the capabilities and vulnerabilities of competitors.
� Collaborate on the creation of the value proposition and 

positioning.
� Work together on pricing models.
� Clarify the most appropriate distribution models.
� Determine possible creative needs for integrated advertising

and promotional programs for the product during the launch
phases and after the launch.

� Articulate the need for public relations support.
� Specify the requirements to communicate with industry 

analysts.
� Align marketing plans and programs with other corporate 

initiatives.
� Resolve possible issues related to cross-elasticity with other

products (either complements or conflicts).
� Estimate marketing resources and budgets.
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� Provide estimates for the creation of sales collateral, your internal
Web site, and other documents that are seen in your market area.

� Ascertain needed training (e.g., Customer Service, Sales).
� Identify efforts to support the product’s market introduction,

including market trials and controlled introductions, as well as
the over-arching launch plans.

PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT/IT/SYSTEMS 
FUNCTIONAL SUPPORT PLAN

The Development FSP for a new or enhanced product describes the activ-
ities, responsibilities, and deliverables of the Development organization.
In many organizations, Development may be called R&D, Engineering, or
IT (Information Technology). In other organizations, IT may be a separate
organization responsible for operational systems and infrastructure,
while Development refers to product development. For the purpose of
this FSP, I am referring to the technical organization responsible for
designing, developing, testing, and maintaining the product.

The Development FSP focuses on the sequence of activities and inter-
actions with other functional departments. In addition to the FSP, Devel-
opment prepares its own internal plans and documents which guide its
work activities. As with each FSP, the Development FSP will ultimately
have schedules, deliverables, hand-offs, milestones, and budgets that can
be integrated with the other FSPs. Development is usually expected to:

� Identify resources and skills that are needed to design and
develop the product.

� Specify and validate technologies to be considered.
� Define or validate product platforms or architectures to be used.
� Interpret product requirements from Product Management so

that product design documents and/or specifications can be
drafted and negotiated with product managers.

� Prepare to meet industry standards if needed, by market
area/country.

� Assemble initial drawings for manufacturing so that product
prototypes can be created, and to verify that the product can
actually be produced.
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� Work with the supply chain organization so that bills of materials
can be created and that procurement activities can be supported.
Bills of materials are also used by cost accounting to estimate
product costs.

� Determine if additional tools or facilities are needed.
� Estimate project costs, resource requirements, and time frames

for project plans and align with other functions.
� Define quality guidelines and product testing plans.
� Design the product to be manufactured or work with external

suppliers to manufacture it.
� Determine if offshoring is needed for programming support.

FINANCE FUNCTIONAL SUPPORT PLAN

The Finance department’s FSP is one of the most important because 
it describes the activities, functions, and tools that help the product 
team focus on financial viability and future product profitability. It also
helps provide the linkage to other interconnected functions such as 
compliance, governance, and reporting to support the business of the
product. The Finance FSP is primarily focused on providing economic
evaluations, financial modeling, forecast support and tracking informa-
tion for the product manager and the product team. Generally, Finance
must be able to:

� Conduct economic and financial analysis for product investments.
� Make sure that product and market forecasts have the right sup-

porting data and assumptions to ensure they are financially
achievable, believable, and realistic.

� Provide support for Business Cases, including discount rates 
for net present value calculations, and other required financial
standards.

� Set up the appropriate systems and tools to track and report on
product financial performance.

� Set capital budgeting parameters for equipment, facilities, etc.
� Support the derivation of market-based pricing models working

with Marketing and Product Management.
� Prepare financial statements used for the Business Case.
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� Collaborate with the Supply Chain group (or procurement) 
and Development on the bill of materials so that cost of goods
estimates can be formulated.

� Develop revenue and gross profit estimates based on pricing
models, unit volume forecasts, and cost estimates.

� Establish contact with and prepare to provide input to the regu-
latory and reporting organization so that product financial data
complies with all necessary standards.

CUSTOMER SERVICE FUNCTIONAL SUPPORT PLAN

The Customer Service FSP for a new or enhanced product describes the
activities, responsibilities, and deliverables of the Customer Service
organization. Customer service may be a combination of order taking
(which can be inbound sales over the phone, outbound telesales, or a
combination of both) and service (which can be inbound complaints and
problem handling and/or case management, or outbound service like
following up on service quality and customer satisfaction surveys).

Currently, there is an increasing focus on customer interactions and
the customer experience, which elevates the priority of customer service
programs. Therefore, the Customer Service FSP should address the major
issues and evolving trends related to servicing and supporting customers.
The entire range of support channels should be considered: telephone,
Internet, teller machines, kiosks, e-mail, and so on. The commitments of
the Customer Service function should help the team:

� Determine what is actually needed to carry out support 
activities in terms of training and staffing based on required
service levels.

� Ensure that customers can contact the company (inbound) to
report problems or lodge service requests (case management or
trouble handling).

� Estimate the combined inbound/outbound human resources
that are required to support blended interactions and a variety
of programs (e.g., up-sell, cross-sell programs).

� Confirm that systems and resources will be available so that 
customers can call in or log in to submit orders (usually in 
conjunction with IT or other systems organizations).
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� Ascertain the feasibility of different interaction channels
through which service, sales, or support might be provided.

� Verify that the supporting infrastructure can facilitate and 
measure the desired customer experiences.

� Secure training from Marketing for Customer Service personnel.
� Staff the contact center.
� Define necessary IT or operational systems availability and

capacity for contact systems and Web infrastructure.

SALES FUNCTIONAL SUPPORT PLAN

The Sales FSP is a highly important document because it paves the way for
the product team to communicate and negotiate with Sales. Good product
ideas will remain only product ideas unless the Sales team agrees to supply
enough qualified people to sell the product. Sales also needs to bring to the
table a willingness to be trained and a capacity to compensate salespeople
for their efforts. Without these pieces of the selling puzzle in place, the
product will probably fail to meet its business objectives. The Sales FSP can
serve to minimize the risk of product failure because it enables the product
team to secure commitments from the Sales team for items such as:

� Sales forecast estimates
� Market sizing validation—working with Marketing
� Sales operations activities
� Well-established relationships with the Human Resource

department for alignment on compensation plans
� Partnerships with Marketing to ensure training is carried out at

the right time
� Reporting on progress so the product team can monitor 

performance

OPERATIONS FUNCTIONAL SUPPORT PLAN

The Operations FSP, especially during the product planning phases,
serves as another integration document, because it may contain contri-
butions originating from many organizations. Think of the operational
infrastructure of a firm that enables everyone else, in every function, to
be able to carry out their work. These areas might include:
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1. Facilities
a. Site management
b. Building maintenance
c. Laboratory setup
d. Plant setup
e. Equipment management

2. IT and its supporting systems such as:
a. Customer ordering systems
b. Billing systems
c. Customer management or contact management systems
d. Company Web site
e. Accounting systems

3. Installation and maintenance
4. Field operations (repair, infrastructure surveillance)
5. Quality and productivity programs
6. Human Resource Management:

a. Training and development
b. Organizational development

Each subfunction in the operations department could provide an
FSP, but not every department is a core team member. The most critical
questions about Operations support are usually as follows:

� Can the product be set up in a system so that it can be ordered,
billed, and posted to the right accounts?

� Can products be put into the electronic product catalogs and
showcased on the company Web site?

� If installation is required, can installation and maintenance 
programs be put into place?

� Can related field operations and activities be carried out?

SUPPLY CHAIN FUNCTIONAL SUPPORT PLAN

If the product requires components or materials that must be procured
from outside suppliers or vendors, an FSP is needed from the supply chain
team. This FSP describes the activities, responsibilities and deliverables
that are needed to:
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� Have a vendor selection methodology to support the product 
as needed.

� Be able to work with product development on designs and
drawings and in the creation of bills of material for the product.

� Support the sourcing of product components or entire products
from external suppliers.

� Collaborate on material logistics to ensure that the materials are
available on time and that finished goods can be transported to
and through distribution channels.

� Coordinate with Finance to make sure that vendor payment
terms are agreeable and that monies will be available to pay
vendors according to those terms.

� Carry out vendor negotiations on pricing—work with Finance
to ensure that cost of goods can be captured.

� Work with Finance on standard or target costing programs.

LEGAL/REGULATORY/COMPLIANCE FUNCTIONAL SUPPORT PLAN

The FSPs from Legal, Regulatory, and/or Compliance provide advice
and guidance to the product team on the regulations, guidelines, and
timing set up by governmental bodies and by corporate standards. It
also provides advisory support, oversight, and governance for intellec-
tual property management, including trademarks, copyrights, patents,
and, in some cases, antitrust laws. Based on this FSP, these functions
should commit to:

� Support contracts that may arise from vendor agreements 
or sales.

� Work with Marketing to make sure that all copy is in accordance
with corporate guidelines.

� Provide filings for any legal documents.

MANUFACTURING FUNCTIONAL SUPPORT PLAN

If tangible products are to be produced, a Manufacturing FSP is needed to
describe the activities, responsibilities, and deliverables of the Manufac-
turing organization. Parts and components can also be secured from 
outside the company, so a tight relationship with the Supply Chain depart-
ment is necessary. The Manufacturing representative to the product team
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is responsible for ensuring that the product can be manufactured and
whether it should be done internally or externally. The overall goal of this
function is to make sure that physical or tangible products can be pro-
duced. If a product analysis has to be performed to determine if it should
be made internally versus purchased or sourced externally (make versus
buy), Manufacturing and Supply Chain work closely with Development
and the product manager in order to carry out that analysis. This is 
discussed in more detail in Chapter 13.

The responsibilities of the Manufacturing organization relevant to
the FSP should include:

� Evaluating manufacturing capabilities to make sure the product
can be produced.

� Determining alternate sources of supply, if necessary.
� Ensuring that all parts and components are available on time 

(in partnership with the Supply Chain organization).
� Assuring the team that plants and facilities will be set up to

meet demand through effective design and implementation of
the manufacturing process.

� Creating all purchasing requests for capital expenditures with
sufficient lead time to allow for approvals, order processing,
delivery, setup, and testing on the production line.

� Ensuring that quality control systems will be in place to meet
established quality standards.

� Collaborating on all product drawings such that the most
appropriate and efficient production methods can be employed.

� Designing serialization procedures for product tracking, if needed.
� Setting up procedures to ship and receive defective products

and support repair and return policies, in partnership with the
Customer Service department.

� Committing to maintain product drawings and to adhere to
established documentation and archiving standards.

INTERNATIONAL FUNCTIONAL SUPPORT PLAN

The International FSP for a new or enhanced product is negotiated
between the product manager and the associated international organi-
zations. Some of these other organizations may be referred to as Global
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Marketing, Business Development, or something else. When product
management is centralized in one country and the company does busi-
ness in other countries, the degree to which this business is carried out is
important to understand. In some cases, there are merely sales outposts
in select countries. In other cases, there are full-blown business struc-
tures designed for marketing, sales, delivery, service, and support. Since
most businesses are becoming more international, the product manager
should be sure to cultivate and maintain a solid working relationship
with these organizations.

In my first product management job, I was the international prod-
uct manager but the product team leader wanted absolutely nothing to
do with international requirements. He claimed they distracted the
team and took away needed resources. This created an egregiously inef-
fective structure because without product modifications for the local
market (in my case, Japan), there was no way that the product could be
sold there even if the product was halfway dressed up for the local mar-
ket. The salespeople knew it, the marketers knew it, and the competitors
knew it very well. The product didn’t even last two years before we
folded our tents.

A globalization strategy begins at the top of the company. The
product team, working closely with their international counterparts,
defines and delivers the product to the chosen markets. The Interna-
tional FSP therefore should include commitments for the following
responsibilities, as a minimum:

� Ensure that any international requirements are provided to the
product manager.

� Consider each product for each market based on the 
needs it meets and the market environment in which it 
must survive.

� Develop pricing models consistent with the value proposition.

� Provide any adjustments to the positioning statement reflecting
the local competitive environment.

� Work with marketing to create market-specific programs for
lead generation, awareness building, etc.

� Derive country-specific sales and volume forecasts.

� Evaluate currency risk and exposure, consistent with corporate
guidelines.
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RESOURCE PLANNING AND SUMMARIZATION

During the product planning phases, each business function must pro-
vide documentation regarding the resources that are required to support
the product in the next phase. This is an important determinant of
whether or not a product project can be authorized to proceed to the
next phase, or if it must be rejected. I recommend that each team put
together a Resource Estimate and Approval document (Table 12.4) as part
of their FSP input to the team. This is also a great tool to use when con-
sidering the ongoing management of existing products and for defining
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Name of function
Date
Name of team member
E-mail address
Name of product

Upcoming phase activities Upcoming phase resources
Activities Due Date Person days/wks Expenses Capital

Reason this funding is needed and why these activities are so critical:

APPROVALS:

Functional Department Agreement:

Signature of Authorized Department Executive

Print Name Date

T A B L E  12.4

Resource Estimate and Approval Form



resources that should be used when the product is in the market (during
Post-Launch Product Management).

After all Resource Estimate and Approval forms are collected, the
product manager should have a snapshot view of all resource commit-
ments. Not only is this important for the current phase, but it could also
capture subsequent phase estimates. A suggestion might be to use the
Product Team Resource Summary form as shown in Table 12.5. By the way,
this is a great tool for the product manager when providing summary
reports to management.

The FSP is a great tool to establish the cadence for securing data
from other team members, highlighting their commitments, determin-
ing the dependencies, and identifying any risks. This approach gives
team members a guide that tells them what they need to do, whom they
work with, what they are responsible for, the time frame within which
to work, and if there are any risks that may stand in the way of this
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Product Name
Product Manager
Date

Function Current Phase Current Phase Current Phase Next Phase Next Phase Next Phase 
Headcount Expenses Capital Headcount Expenses Capital

Product manager
Marketing
Development
Finance
Customer service
Sales
Operations
Supply chain
Legal/Regulatory
Manufacturing
International
Other
TOTAL

T A B L E  12.5

Product Team Resource Summary



work getting done. This also allows the product manager the opportu-
nity to look at the bigger picture and act as the team’s “quarterback.” As
it is, product managers have a heavy workload. If, in addition, they
must fill in on jobs others are responsible for, important details could be
missed and such oversights would likely jeopardize the success of the
product.

Once all FSPs are assembled and agreed on, an integrated set of
FSPs should be created. In project management terminology, this would
be the program plan, represented pictorially in Figure 12.3. For the rest
of the chapters on planning, when I refer to FSPs, it is not necessary to
repeat the entire list or rework it. Refer to the lists in this chapter and use
the FSP format as shown in Table 12.3 to guide your work as you reach
out to people in other business functions.
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Marketing FSP

Development FSP

Finance FSP

Customer Service FSP

Sales FSP

Operations FSP

Supply Chain FSP

Legal/Regulatory FSP

International FSP

Integrated
Functional

Support
Plans

Product
Master

Plan

F I G U R E 12.3

Integrating FSPs into One Integrated Program Plan



DOCUMENT EVOLUTION DURING FEASIBILITY

Many documents are prepared during the Feasibility phase, and most of
them are in a constant state of evolution. Even at the end of Feasibility,
they are merely preliminary or draft documents. I am often asked about
how long a preliminary document should be. Aside from the “it
depends” answer, I try to provide an order of magnitude estimate. For a
Business Case, the preliminary Business Case may be about 5 to 10 pages
and the final would be approximately 25 to 30 pages. It’s not a hard and
fast rule, but it can act as a gauge for level of effort.

The main documents being prepared during Feasibility include:

1. Business Case. This document represents the primary investment
justification for the project through its description of the history,
the problem to be solved, and how this investment contributes
to the strategic, market, and financial well-being of the product
line. It also defines the benefits to the organization within which
the product line exists, based on a given set of assumptions. The
Business Case is discussed in greater detail in Chapter 14.

2. Product Launch Plan. The Launch Plan begins its evolution here.
Although probably not completed in exhaustive detail, a solid
first pass should be completed before the product investment 
is finalized. Many launches start too late and then everyone
must scramble to finish the work of the launch. Meanwhile, 
they miss other critical work activities. If the team can stir 
up some interest in the product’s launch-worthiness early on, 
it may influence the ultimate decision to move ahead with 
the project.

3. Product Requirements Document. The PRD is used to clarify the
actual functionality and features of a product. The PRD is initi-
ated during the Feasibility phase so that the product’s character-
istics and capabilities can be articulated. The PRD is discussed in
more detail in the Definition phase chapter (Chapter 13), which
contains a more comprehensive protocol for eliciting, defining,
organizing, and managing the product requirements.

4. Marketing Plan for the Product. The Marketing Plan as descri-
bed earlier is treated as an FSP for the product. It represents 
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the holistic interconnection of the marketing mix elements
(product, pricing, promotion, and place or distribution channel).
In essence, it’s the road map for getting the product to the 
target market segments. The Marketing Plan is discussed in
Chapter 15.

PRODUCT PERFORMANCE AND MONITORING PLANNING

If a product is going to be introduced or enhanced, its performance 
in the market should be tracked against the plan already established.
Many companies call these tracking metrics Key Performance Indicators
(KPIs). The Business Case should be able to articulate the expected
returns to the business in the form of KPIs. The product manager 
and other key stakeholders should be responsible for establishing prod-
uct-specific performance goals and the requirements by which actual
performance will be tracked.

Although they are established during the phases of New Product
Planning, performance measurements may change as the complexion 
of the business changes. I want to stress the importance of setting up
useful mechanisms such as product scorecards that will help the team
run the business of the product while the product is in the market. If the
product manager fails to make sure adequate performance-monitoring
capabilities are set up, there is a chance that the data will not be available
when it is time to restrategize.

Most performance metrics for products are generic to the pro-
duct team, although some may originate within a given business func-
tion. The following list represents the typical indicators used to run 
the business:

� Unit volumes
� Pricing
� Discounting
� Cost of goods (material, labor, overhead)
� Expenses by department (if controllable)
� Customer satisfaction
� Quality measurements (number of defects, number of 

complaints)
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� Inventory levels
� Repair and return levels
� Mean time between failure rates
� Warranty claims
� Warranty costs
� Win rates
� Sales by channel
� Sales cycle
� Order-to-cash cycle

THE DECISION MATRIX FOR THE FEASIBILITY PHASE

I have brought in the decision matrix from the Concept phase to show
how the number of opportunities that were considered can be reduced
from four to two. I took the highest scoring opportunities from the Con-
cept phase as examples and expanded the list of decision criteria, adding
four more criteria. The ratings from the initial matrix are not changed to
keep the models consistent.

An important activity for you is to either locate a current scoring
model from your own company or derive a model that can be used by 
all stakeholders that contains the most appropriate criteria or variables
for your company and your specific project types. The main areas you 
are scoring are business (or market) and technical areas. The job of the
product team is to sift through the main documents, discuss them thor-
oughly, and think critically about the feasibility of transforming this
investment into a product reality. This is the reason the phase is so appro-
priately named.

While studying the decision matrix, consider a few questions:
What would you want to know more about? Do you think that you
could make a real decision based on those numbers? Would you feel
comfortable going to the product portfolio review board without a
good story? Ultimately, the scores will guide the decision, but in other
cases, subjective business judgment and other business drivers may
steer the decision to go forward with either project, or to kill both 
projects. Remember, just because you have gone through the analysis
doesn’t mean you have to carry out the project. There is plenty of other
work to do!
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PHASE REVIEW: FEASIBILITY

Once you have your rationalized, integrated collection of FSPs in hand,
all the relevant product documentation, and an updated decision matrix
(Table 12.6), you’re ready to prepare for the Feasibility review. Most peo-
ple who research and write about product development seem to focus
on the “gate review.” This approach forces the team to work toward a
gate with a checklist in hand. What teams need to really do is to focus on
the work to be done during the Feasibility phase, and only when the
phase work is done should the team decide to review its findings and
recommendations with the portfolio review board or management team.

Keep in mind that the organization is looking to the product man-
ager and the team to define new investment opportunities. If it was your
money and you were going to invest it, what information would you
want before doing so? Obviously, you’d want to know the outcomes 
of the Business Case. Therefore, a phase review is really an intensive
review of the preliminary Business Case. One thing you don’t want 
to do is make it an all-day extravaganza. You should take no more than
30 to 60 minutes to make your case to management.
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Opportunity 1 Opportunity 4
A B1 C1 B4 C4

Decision Criteria Weight OPP 1 OPP 1 OPP 4 OPP 4 
1–5 Rating Score Rating Score

Strategically aligned 4 9 36 1 4
Acceptable market size 3 6 18 10 30
Financially attractive 4 7 28 9 36
Competitively viable 5 8 40 9 45
Understood segment needs 3 8 24 9 27
Technically achievable 2 5 10 9 18
NPV meets threshold 3 4 12 7 21
Preliminary Business Case shows 

positive outcomes 5 4 20 6 30
Acceptable risk levels 3 6 18 3 9
Functional groups have requisite 

expertise 4 9 36 2 8
Total score 242 228

T A B L E  12.6

Feasibility Decision Matrix



Summarizing the Business Case, the content for the phase review
presentation must be able to present and answer the following questions:

� What is the opportunity?
� How did it come about?
� What are you asking for?
� Why is it strategically important?
� What is the market and/or customer problem being addressed?

Can you adequately describe the segments and customer targets?
� How will the problem be solved? What products, services, or

solutions will be needed?
� What is the value proposition for the customer? How will you

prove that the value you deliver is the benefit they will buy?
� How will it be positioned competitively? How will you prove it?
� What technologies, platforms, techniques, methods, or science

will you depend upon?
� How does the investment look from a financial and operational

perspective? Can we make the product, market it, operationalize
it, launch it, and manage it as part of the overall portfolio? How
will all this be confirmed?

� What will happen and when? Is there a project schedule? 
Is there cross-functional buy-in?

� Are there any legal or regulatory issues? Are there any intellec-
tual property issues? Are there international issues?

� What are the risks? How significant are they? What are the 
mitigation plans for each risk category?

� Where is the back-up data?
� What is the recommendation? Is it to move forward or reject?

It’s a long and thorough list, but it is not a good idea to schedule the
review unless you can answer each and every question.

In preparing for the review, you may want to rehearse with your
team in advance and do some role playing (someone plays the CEO
role). The product manager should never go alone to the review. Key
stakeholders from Marketing and Development should also attend, and
perhaps one or two other very relevant team members. This phase
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review is an important decision-making session. Bottom line, it means
you go in armed with the knowledge that what you recommend is 
crucial, whether it is to move ahead or to cancel any future efforts.
Rejecting the project is a viable option if you and your team members
believe the risks outweigh the return, or if the investment doesn’t make
business sense.

Another important point to remember: In a Feasibility review, other
projects may also be presented, some of which were done within your
team and some which originated with other team members. In the next
phase (Definition), you learn that you cannot manage too many projects
and expect to get any meaningful work done on all of them. Another
consideration is that different projects may be making claims on the
resources already committed to various other projects.

When functional team members claim they “could” do the work
(because it’s within the realm of their expertise), it doesn’t mean the
budget would include the head count needed to get the work done.
That’s why the Resource Estimate and Approval form is so important. In
the final analysis, it forces the functional team’s management to consider
all of its resource commitments.

At the end of each phase, your team should have prepared a
checklist to make sure anything and everything related to the invest-
ment proposal was considered. An example of this checklist is shown
in Table 12.7. I suggest constructing the checklist over time, especially
if you are newer to this process. Most companies have pretty robust
checklists already, so it’s also worthwhile to check into your corporate
process.

SUMMARY

The Feasibility phase started with an approved Opportunity State-
ment, which was the output from the previous Concept phase. The
purpose of the Feasibility phase is to evaluate, in greater detail, those
product concepts. This is accomplished by getting a better sense of its
business, market, technical, and operational viability. This phase
focuses on intense data gathering and research by each of the business
functions working on the cross-functional product team. FSPs are
drafted in a pairwise manner, and then expanded across the landscape
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of the team. The product manager and the team then examine all of the
contributions required by all team members holistically (the integrated
FSP) to see how it all fits together. These inputs are then knitted into
the fabric of the supporting product documentation.

Therefore, the emphasis during this chapter is on the work that
people from the business functions carry out and how that work con-
tributes to the evolution of the Business Case, Marketing Plan, PRD,
and Launch Plan for the product (which, as stated earlier, is covered in
subsequent chapters). Finally, metrics are developed that would be
used to track the product’s performance, if it ultimately makes it to the
market. Based on these documents, a decision matrix is rendered and
evaluated. When everything is in place, a Feasibility review is carried
out with the appropriate review team (such as an executive portfolio
review board) to either allow the opportunity to go on to the next
phase or to reject it altogether. Regardless of whether you have decided
to reject or forward the opportunity, it’s necessary to carry out the Fea-
sibility review to report on the extensive work that has been done to
evaluate the opportunity.
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Criteria Yes No
Preliminary Business Case complete
Preliminary FSPs complete
Market segmentation models complete
Industry and competitive profiles complete
Market window is identified
Forecast foundational elements validated
Financial calculations support the Business Case
Make-buy analysis conducted
Technology seems viable
Platforms and architectures are identified
Product can be supported
Product can be built
Product can be launched
Product can be sold
Feasibility review scheduled
Go or no-go to the Definition phase

T A B L E  12.7

Feasibility Phase Review Checklist



RAISING YOUR PRODUCT MANAGEMENT 
EXPERIENCE QUOTIENT (PMEQ)

1. During the Feasibility phase, one of the most important things
you may need to do is facilitate a negotiation between two or
more business functions. This is important because you need to
clarify roles and responsibilities for subsequent phases and to
help set the stage for work that has to be carried out. If you have
not “brokered” these pairwise discussions in your career, seek the
counsel of your manager or another manager to learn from their
experience about how they negotiated work activities between
different business functions. To enhance your own experience, try
to meet with each person from the relevant business function in
order to lay the foundation for this discussion. Provide them with
an FSP template and ask them to work on as much of it as possi-
ble. Next, review their deliverables to one of the functions and
then bring that other function into a brief meeting to review that
which is to be provided. Have each person try to clarify each
other’s deliverables, timing, and dependencies. After you hold
some of these sessions, you will appreciate the degree of com-
plexity involved.

2. Consult with the members of your cross-functional team to
determine how they expect to validate their ability to commit 
to a given project. Explain the idea of the FSP and share the 
template. Find out what elements of the template are more diffi-
cult to pin down, and begin working on ways to discover the
needed data.

3. Bring in a project management specialist to help you capture
commitments, deliverables, resources, and schedules for each of
the FSPs.

4. Much of the work carried out in the Feasibility phase is related
to content discussed in Module 2, “Making the Market Your 
Primary Focus.” Industry and competitive research, segmenta-
tion, forecasting, and strategy all play a vital role in guiding 
this work. You may need to look ahead to Chapter 14, on the
Business Case, to get your template for action. There is also a
template for the Business Case in Module 6.
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5. Review the New Product Development process that may already
be used in your company. (There may be a process organization
or equivalent function.) There may even be an internal Web site
you can visit to find out about your company’s processes. This
phase may or may not be called “Feasibility” in your company; it
would be the phase that follows an initial idea phase. Review the
relevant documentation and checklists to make sure that the
work you are doing is aligned with your process model.

6. Find out about the product proposal process in your company.
To which group or board are new product feasibility studies pre-
sented? What are others’ experiences in dealing with this board?
What can you learn that will help you enhance your chances for
having a successful review?

7. For any research, investigations, or other work carried out, don’t
forget to keep updating the Product Master Plan in relation to
these efforts.
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13
APPEARANCES ARE EVERYTHING:

DEFINING THE PRODUCT

CHAPTER

Executive Summary

� A solid definition of the product from the customer’s perspective
improves the product’s chances of achieving its market goals.

� The Definition phase is the most important linkage between the
needs of customers with the designs and capabilities of products.

� The Definition phase serves not only to clarify the product’s content,
but it also covers the completion of all planning documentation,
including the Business Case and the Product Launch Plan.

This chapter describes the important documentation that needs to be
finalized in the Product Definition phase, which is the third phase in 
the succession of phases within the area of work called New Product
Planning.

An opportunity reaching the Definition phase did so because it
passed the Feasibility phase review. The team demonstrated to the port-
folio review board that it had carried out sufficient research, prepared the
appropriate documentation, and therefore received approval to invest



time and resources to finish up the plans for the product. This phase is
important because decisions made in this phase have profound impacts
on later phase investments in the actual development, launching, and
marketing of the product.

In the Feasibility phase, the team had more flexibility in deliberating
about features, content, and trade-offs. However, during the Definition
phase, the debates about product content, function, and design become
more focused because the definition needs to be clearly understood by all
team members. The Definition phase buttons up all of the planning work
done in previous phases, with the end result being the completion of all
product and business documentation.

In the Definition phase, the main documents to focus upon include:
the Product Requirements Document (PRD), the Business Case, the Mar-
keting Plan for the product, and the Launch Plan. This chapter will cover
the PRD and the Launch Plan. The other documents, the Business Case
and the Marketing Plan for the product, are handled as separate chapters
so that they can be referenced as stand-alone documents, and because
they are very dynamic in nature. Finally, there is one topic that is often
neglected in the Definition phase. It involves a make versus buy analysis.
This area is often neglected because of the belief that the product should
be built or developed in-house. In fact, more often the product is not built
or developed in house, but is outsourced.

As in the other phases of product planning, there are inputs, activi-
ties, and outputs as the team drives for a go or no-go decision on the
product, as represented in Table 13.1.

Typically, companies associate the product definition solely with
product requirements, features, and the few business activities that
couldn’t be previously completed. Nothing could be further from the
truth. Team activity continues to intensify and expand in the Definition
phase, as Functional Support Plans (FSPs) solidify, and roles and respon-
sibilities are clarified. The Business Case, Launch Plan, and Marketing
Plan evolve as team members continue to negotiate and finalize their
commitments for related activities during the phase. Most importantly,
this is the phase where all team members agree to the fulfillment of 
their commitments during development, launch, and Post-Launch Prod-
uct Management. As with the preceding phases, the work during the
Definition phase is characterized by a matrix, shown in Table 13.2.

Hopefully, the lessons thus far have instilled in you a sense that a flex-
ible, phased process offers a guiding framework for evaluating product
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opportunities. However, this represents only part of the product definition
puzzle. Creativity and vision, the notion of what could be, cannot be
taught. Think of the phases of product planning as the highway on-ramp,
and as we gather speed, the product Definition phase helps us accelerate
onto the highway with a solid set of interpretable, realistic, descriptive
product requirements. The process also allows us to choose to decelerate
and do other productive work.

PRODUCT DEFINITION DOCUMENTS

Product Definition is not only the name of the phase, it is a guiding force
in the product planning and development process. If the Business Case
is one of the most important documents for product management, the
product requirements are the bridge between the activities of product
planning and the actual building or production of a sellable product.
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Input Activities Output Decision

Draft documents: 
– Business Case
– Marketing Plan
– Product Requirements
– Launch Plan
– Updated Master Plan 

and Functional 
Support Plans
(FSPs)

� Continue working on all of the 
supporting documents.

� Negotiate between product 
manager and developers on 
Product Requirements
Document and Product 
Design/Specifications
Document.

� Functional team members 
continue negotiating on 
commitments should the 
product investment be 
approved.

� Finalize any market research.
� Finalize funding.
� Finalize forecasts and 

assumptions.
� Finalize financials.
� Carry out make vs buy if needed.
� Validate the value proposition 

and the positioning.

Final documentation:
– Business Case
– Product requirements
– Marketing Plan
– Launch Plan
– All FSPs
– High level exit plan
– Product Master Plan

The go or no-go decision 
whether to fund the 
product project for 
development or to reject.

T A B L E  13.1

Definition Phase Process Profile
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Team Member Concept Feasibility Definition

Product manager

Marketing

Development
(IT/Engineering)

Finance

Customer Service

Sales

Operations

Supply chain

Legal and/or 
Regulatory

Manufacturing

International

Orchestrates the complex cross-team activities and leads the efforts to continue building
or finalizing the Business Case. Writies and finalizes Product Requirements. Documents
the Launch Plan. Collaborates on the Marketing Plan with Marketing and balances the
future marketing mix. Prepares documentation for final portfolio gate review.
Finalize market research. Secure commitments from the appropriate resources to
support marketing activities in the subsequent phases and after the launch. Continue
work to finalize the Marketing Plan with associated elements like market tests, trials,
and the launch. Work closely with Product Management on synchronizing the balance
of the marketing mix.
Carry out comprehensive negotiations with Product Management in interpreting the
product requirements and producing the corresponding design documents and/or
product specifications. Provide final cost estimates, quality guidelines, drawings, and
any other documentation required to build the product (which could include software
engineering, manufacturing, or working with outside suppliers). Commit to support of
market trials and/or beta tests, and to Post-Launch product support.
Continue working with the team in economic and financial planning. Finalize the
consolidated budgets for each of the business functions and determine the probability
of funding based on company investment guidelines. Continue working with Product
Management and Marketing in validating assumptions in support of the Business Case.
Ensure that the forecast assumptions are reasonable and achievable as they are
translated into future state product financial data.
Ensure that future service-related activities like customer service staffing, complaint
or case handling, order taking, Web self-servicing, and other elements are integrated
into the current servicing and support infrastructure. Synchronize with Operations
and/or IT on infrastructure support and equipment deployment, if needed.
Finalize commitments with the team such that the product can and will be sold by the
sales force. Commit to quotas and sales force compensation based on agreed-to
forecasts. Commit to having salespeople available for training.
Commit resources and operational infrastructure elements to ensure that the product 
can be integrated within the operational fabric of the firm for the basics like ordering,
billing, complaint handling, etc. Make sure that facilities are also available as needed.
Finalize sources for any materials, facilities for production, logistics, and any other
related activities. Support activities related to make vs. buy.
Verify that all legal and regulatory issues are addressed. Commit to the team that the
business is compliant with all laws and regulations in targeted markets. Make sure that
legal support will be available for any contracts or other usual legal support activities.

Commit to meet the unit volumes necessary to support selling activity by making 
sure that drawings are received from Development and that production forecasts are
ready to be fulfilled.
Ensure that global marketing, selling and other activities will be supported in the
chosen global areas. Gain commitments from the team that the product will meet 
local requirements and regulations.

T A B L E  13.2
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Success of the Definition phase is measured in terms of a product whose
purpose is fully understood and whose features and attributes actually
solve (or contribute heavily toward solving) a customer’s problem or
enable the customer to take advantage of an opportunity.

The Business Case is the primary business document for product
definition. The product description section of the Business Case should
contain major elements from the product requirements. It should clearly
reflect the research and findings carried out throughout the phases 
of product planning. The elements of the Business Case that directly
influence the product definition include:

1. The degree to which the product is aligned with the strategy of
the product line or business division within which the product 
is situated.

2. A solid understanding of customer needs, including the needs of
users, influencers, and decision makers.

3. A clear perspective on the competitive environment and how
the product will help the company to win in the market.

4. A recognition of the economic and regulatory environment and
its impact on the product in its chosen markets.

5. Explicit positioning in the market and in relation to the competi-
tion.

6. Demonstration that the product’s features and attributes were
derived using structured qualitative and quantitative priori-
tization within the context of customer needs and market
requirements.

7. Solid risk assessments and mitigation strategies.
8. A valid, balanced marketing mix model (product, pricing, pro-

motion, and distribution).
9. Project resource availability to carry out the work in develop-

ment and operational execution.
10. A committed cross-functional team that shares the vision and

purpose for the product.

Getting the product definition as right as you can, as soon as you can,
really does matter. In terms of technical requirements, being able to com-
municate clearly and negotiate with Engineering is critical to having what
you want, made to your requirements when you need it. The document
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used to carry out this negotiation is the PRD. The PRD is one of two types
of documents used as the product definition evolves. The other is the
Product Specifications Document (PSD), which should contain product
design and technical specifications for the product. Your terminology will
likely vary, but here is the difference: The PRD is a document that
describes the functional and nonfunctional characteristics of a product
that reflect business, market, or customer needs. This document is owned
by a product manager and may be written or documented by a business
analyst, systems engineer, or a technically proficient product manager 
(it just depends on the complexity of the product). The PRD evolves from
the initial highly descriptive elements of the Opportunity Statement 
(as illustrated in Figure 13.1) while the PSD does not.

The PSD is written by people who work in Product Development,
which can be R&D, Systems Design, Engineering, IT, or an equivalent
technical function. It answers the question of how the product require-
ments will be provided. Of course, the technologists want more specificity
from the business people, and the product managers or business people
want better, cost-effective designs that yield a product that works as
defined in the PRD. Problems emerge when it comes to interpretation,
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especially when product managers want more and the developers cannot
or do not want to commit to the work, usually because of issues related to
ambiguity. Therefore, the more truly market oriented and customer aware
the product manager is, the greater the chances that the PRD will be more
complete, which increases the chances that the PSD can and will reflect
that intent. There should be a fixed line between the business-driven PRD
and the technically oriented PSD, as visualized in Figure 13.2.

These two groups of people need to negotiate (as in a contract) and
balance the content of the two documents as depicted by the arrows 
in Figure 13.2. The PRD, for example, represents the “market.” There-
fore, it should be written so that it can be read and interpreted by people
in Marketing because they may use the verbiage and content for other
marketing materials. They won’t be able to do so if the content is too
technical and engineering-centric.

MANAGING REQUIREMENTS

The product manager needs a systematic approach to shaping the prod-
uct definition. The product requirements process is fairly well docu-
mented, especially for the technology industry. Because of this, I will
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provide a general overview of the requirements process, so that you can
get your bearings if you are relatively new to the product definition
process or need the guidance of a standard process. The general steps in
requirements management consist of the following:

1. Eliciting requirements,
2. Defining requirements,
3. Organizing documents, and
4. Managing requirements from beginning to end to assure that

there is complete traceability.

A primary result of this effort is the creation of clear documentation
that defines the functionality, features, and/or attributes of products.

There are two main types of requirements, both of which focus on the
customer or user: functional requirements, and nonfunctional requirements.
Functional requirements reflect the basic intent of the product, or “what
it’s supposed to do.” Functional requirements are often articulated using
the word shall. Nonfunctional requirements describe characteristics, prop-
erties, or qualities that the product “should” or “must” exhibit. These are
sometimes called behaviors of the product, usually related to the product’s
desired characteristics, usability, or maintainability (and sometimes, per-
formance).

Whether the requirements are functional or nonfunctional, they
must meet the customer’s need and the manner in which those problems
are to be solved. Therefore, the PRD cannot even be started without an
understanding of the market segmentation models and the underlying
needs of the customer targets within those segments—those needs for
which the product is being defined. The big question is, “For whom are
we building this product, and why?”

Eliciting Requirements

Elicitation is the process of drawing out a response from someone 
(a customer), either through questioning or observing. The process of
eliciting requirements for a product can be informative and interesting,
and sometimes fun. Elicitation allows the product manager to dig 
for each and every product requirement. Successful products reflect
requirements that are derived from known data, and with input from a
variety of sources—sources reflected as customer targets (e.g., users)
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within the segmentation models. Once these sources have been identi-
fied, the product manager should have a way to systematically obtain,
synthesize, and rationalize the data. Rationalizing helps to reduce the
number of requirements that may be in conflict or redundant.

Eliciting requirements is aligned with many of the approaches 
I’ve discussed thus far, such as needs-based market segmentation and
ideation. The techniques that work best in collecting requirements
include:

� Highly structured interviews from customers or other experts. I’m not
talking about questionnaires, but direct interviews. The kinds of
questions I like to use are similar to those that might be used in
consultative selling. These types of open-ended questions serve
to guide the customer, allowing the interviewer to gain perspec-
tive from the responses and other descriptions provided by the
customer. This technique is especially helpful in uncovering
needs customers don’t even know they have. When I ask a 
question about a customer’s environment, it can be as simple as,
“Can you explain to me how you process an order?” which
allows me to listen to the customer talk and explain. It also
allows me to gain a better context, and to craft other open
ended, context-free questions.

� Conducting working sessions. In my last corporate job, I partici-
pated in a customer advisory group composed of users and deci-
sion makers for a customer service application. On one of the
days that we all met together, we spent about three hours in a
fairly intense brainstorming session where we captured dozens
of ideas. We divided the larger groups into smaller groups, gave
each group a fictitious budget, and then sent them into breakout
sessions with instructions to allocate money to each of the fea-
ture areas. When we brought them all back together, we were
able to come up with a good list of things to work on—not that
we were going to include each and every wish into our product,
but we were going to use each idea to explore further and elicit
greater levels of requirements. Again, you cannot create the
requirements if you cannot get to the underlying needs.

� Information gathering from the cross-functional team. People in Mar-
keting, Sales, Customer Service, and other functions, or corporate
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experts, are a great resource because of their evaluations of 
customer interactions or market activity.

� Conversations with industry analysts. Industry analysts are 
very insightful because they carry out conversations with com-
petitors, economists, and other market or domain specialists.
Customers often tell analysts things they don’t tell vendors.

� Reviewing competitive product features and attributes. An important
element of competitive analysis is to reverse engineer or exten-
sively analyze the competitor’s product, or to use the competitor’s
product as a source of requirements. This can reveal interesting
competitive strengths or weaknesses as well. At one point in my
corporate career, I did a feature comparison with a competitor’s
product and was surprised at how the competitor implemented
some of their product’s functionality. The product didn’t perform
exactly as indicated in its marketing materials nor did it do what
had been reported in the feature comparison prepared by industry
analysts. The teaching point is to avoid being fooled by function-
ality or features with the same identifier or name in competitive
comparisons by industry analysts. You can use this type 
of detailed competitive product profiling to add some unique
competitive advantages into your own product definition.

� Potential customers or current customers or product users. Customers
who are familiar with your product can be a great resource. There
may be many users of the product in one company (in a business-
to-business company) or there may be many consumers who are
willing to talk to you. They all probably have opinions and make
great candidates to interview or observe.

� Brainstorming. This unstructured, free-form facilitated technique
is a great way to elicit and capture customer needs and potential
requirements. You can brainstorm with your cross-functional
team, with customers, or other subject matter experts. Along
with brainstorming, mind mapping is also a great technique that
helps people create visual connections or linkages between
thoughts, ideas, and expressions to reveal potential solutions
that may not have been explicitly apparent through general
interviewing or observing.

� Story telling. This is a remarkable method for a variety of pur-
poses. Stories can be used to convey what happened in the past
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and can be used to visualize the future. Product managers who
can tell stories that portray the customer’s “way of life” can 
create current scenarios about what people do now and scenarios
about what people might do in the future. Scenarios as character-
izations are also helpful in building customer “personas.” 
Scenarios put product requirements in context. However, there is
another benefit: scenarios can be used to build assumption sets
for forecasts in Business Cases and in crafting meaningful value
propositions. Lastly, these stories can be told when providing
read-outs of anthropomorphic methods as used during customer
visits and when capturing observations about customers in their
own environments.

Whatever you do in this elicitation process, make sure that this is all
being recorded properly so that you can do a better job of writing those
requirements at the appropriate time.

Defining Requirements

As just described, product requirements can begin as a story, scenario, 
or abstraction of a series of events involving a customer. These stories
are typically modeled around a desired customer target or persona.
Statements that ultimately emerge might include “our day-to-day work
demands that we all be able to stay in touch with each other no matter
where we are.” From this, you might be able to deduce that there is 
a need for a low-cost wireless telephone. As the process continues, 
the requirements might become more specific or they may diverge, 
ultimately coming up with a statement like “the phone must weigh 
less than three ounces,” or “the phone must have a display that can be
easily read in broad daylight,” or “the phone should be able to operate
for up to 72 hours on a single battery charge.” Requirements evolve 
and become more specific as the product manager is better able to
explain to the designers and/or developers what he or she wants in 
the product.

Better requirements have the following characteristics:

1. They are clearly described and written, which means they are
not subject to different interpretations by different readers.

2. They are complete, which means they cover all the pertinent
points.
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3. They are generally consistent, because they do not conflict with
other requirements in the document. I say “generally” because
you might want to examine seemingly contradictory needs to look
for potential linkages, which may help you solve a customer’s
problem in a unique way.

4. They are fully traceable, which means that the source of each
requirement is identified and linked back to the original customer
requirement that was elicited.

5. They are testable by quality engineers or other people (including
product managers), with an underlying intent for the product to
be maintained, serviced, and supported in the future.

Additionally, PRDs should include additional information. Such
information may include contextual statements, tables, and glossaries.
Actual requirements should therefore be highlighted by a unique text
size or color, or with boldface text. Writing requirements is like writing a
how-to book. This kind of a book has sections, chapters, and subchap-
ters that may have some repeated thoughts or activities. The require-
ments author has to collaborate with many specialists (editors) to make
the book whole.

Let’s look at some examples of functional and nonfunctional
requirements. Functional requirements describe what the product should
help the customer to achieve. I’m going to use the simple example of 
an automated teller machine (ATM) at a bank because it is something 
we are all familiar with, plus it has physical attributes and technical
attributes.

The ATM’s purpose is to help banking customers who have a
secure identification key (personal identification number [PIN], etc.) to
authenticate themselves and to enable them to carry out a variety of self-
service banking activities, including getting cash, checking balances,
and transferring money in a secure, safe environment. One element of
the product’s functionality may be described with a scenario or a chain
of events as follows:

A customer walks into the bank’s vestibule to use an ATM to get cash. The
customer inserts their card, which prompts the ATM to send a signal to the
bank’s computer system that someone is ready to sign on. The computer
then sends an instruction to the customer to enter his or her PIN. After the
PIN is entered, it is securely conveyed back to the computer system, which
then looks up the PIN in its database. The result is either an authorization
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or denial of access to the customer’s account. If authorized, the customer
can carry out their desired transactions.

The functional requirement is a reflection of this short story, and
contains, at a minimum, the following sections:

1. A requirement number (e.g., FR 1.0, for functional requirement
1.0), which allows for hierarchical organization and traceability.

2. A description of the requirement so that it is put into perspective:

The ATM must be able to authenticate the customer when the customer
inserts the identification card into the card slot of the ATM.

3. The reason for the requirement, which tells a more concise story
about why the requirement is important:

It is critical that customers be able to securely establish their identity
when they choose the self-service option in dealing with the bank. The
bank’s strategy is to drive more and more people to the self-service
option to reduce teller staffing.

4. Assumptions that may be helpful in a requirement so that the
author can put the requirement into perspective. Assumptions
may not always need to be expressed, but if they provide addi-
tional context beyond the reason for the requirement, they
should be included:

It is assumed that the ATM is placed in an area that is safe and secure
for customers to transact their business.

5. A requirement source, so that any clarification of intent can be traced
back to the person or group who suggested the functionality:

Joe in the Marketing department and Audra in the IT department came
up with a more robust authentication scheme. This is due to the bank’s
recognition that customer security is an increasingly important factor
in whether a customer does business with our bank. This was made
clear in hundreds of recent customer interviews.

6. Dependencies on any other products or systems: 

The ATM is connected to a banking network, which links back to differ-
ent parts of the bank’s computer system and perhaps various databases
(like a PIN database, an accounts database, and a customer database).

7. Reference documents or materials that help the author to relay to
the reader that this requirement may not stand alone:
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Refer to PRD 45 from the ABC Security Company and XYZ Bank
regarding the mandatory ATM interfaces to the banking network.

8. A profile or history of changes so that the adds, updates, or deletions
can be tracked.

Nonfunctional requirements help set the parameters for customer
usage and interaction. If functional requirements assert what a product
shall do, the nonfunctional requirements define what qualities or charac-
teristics the product should have. The more technology oriented the prod-
uct, the more attention that needs to be focused on these requirements. 
For example, software-oriented “systems” need to have requirements
describing configurability, scalability, modifiability, throughput, response
times, and so forth. Nonfunctional requirements tend to focus on the 
following:

1. The external product design elements or styles the product
should follow (how the product should look, feel, sound, etc.);

2. How the product should perform under a variety of conditions;
3. How the product should be maintained (if it requires mainte-

nance);
4. The kinds of safety or security elements the product should have

to protect the customer;
5. Any regulatory or governmental requirements the product

should be able to meet.

With these five general nonfunctional requirements categories, here
are examples that might help put each category into better perspective:

� External design:

The ATM should have a screen that can be seen from the angle of a per-
son who is from 4 feet 10 inches tall to 6 feet 8 inches tall and should
have a viewing area measuring 12 inches in width by 10 inches in height.

� Performance:

The ATM should be able to operate in a temperature range of 0 degrees
Celsius to 40 degrees Celsius.

� Maintenance:

Preventive maintenance for the keyboard should not be required more
often than once per year for ATMs averaging 144 transactions per day.
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� Security and safety:

For security purposes, transactions should be completed within 30 sec-
onds of the last customer interaction (button push or screen entry) or
else the authentication process should restart.

� Regulatory:

All ATMs must conform to the rules for placement and security as
described by the state banking department.

Most nonfunctional requirements establish boundaries for the
product—or what some designers and developers call constraints on the
product. A constraint on an ATM might be whether the network could
handle a specific number of ATMs or whether or not there were even
enough skilled developers to carry out future computer programming
for system upgrades or maintenance. On the same plane, a functional
requirement might end up restricting an ATM to a specific number of
transactions per day because it’s all the network can handle.

With this context for functional and nonfunctional requirements, 
I want to turn your attention to the next category within the complex 
set of activities related to product definition, namely, organizing the 
necessary documents.

Organizing Documents

In order to clarify and justify the requirements, Product Management
and Product Development need to collaborate and negotiate. Product
Management needs to be able to explain the requirements, while Devel-
opment needs to be able to interpret and understand them, so it can
respond accordingly. Many products are treated as a system, structured
from a variety of product elements, so there should be a document hier-
archy that organizes the requirements according to the product’s overall
design. In a system, there may be a list of requirements for software 
as well as for the physical hardware (as described earlier); there could
also be a series of documents focusing on performance, maintainability,
and security.

I cannot provide you with an explicit set of guidelines that tell you
how many types of documents should be used, because the documenta-
tion is dependent on the type of product and its degree of complexity. The
critical takeaway is this: requirements should be organized so that you can
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easily isolate specific requirements that may need to be considered sepa-
rately. For example, if you plan to evaluate subassemblies as they are com-
pleted, it would be highly inconvenient to have requirements for those
subassemblies scattered through many sections of several documents.

Managing Requirements from Beginning to End

Requirements start their lives when the first opportunities are connected
to customer assessments, articulated in this chapter as requirements 
elicitation. Requirements can take on a life of their own due to their
interconnectedness and their propensity to cascade from one level to the
next, just like an outline for a book. In other words, once the require-
ments are captured, they evolve. The rough evolutionary path of any
changes needs to be documented so that at any time the requirement can
be traced back to its source.

When I learned computer programming in college, I learned that the
programmer’s responsibility was to place documentation in sections of the
programs so that anyone called upon to debug the code could have a con-
text for the reason for a specific routine within the code. Having such trace-
able requirements allows the product manager, analyst, and development
teams to manage the project’s activities and tasks, and furthermore, helps
to manage project risks. Usually, some kind of a hierarchical diagram
between documents can help with visual traceability.

The second key to requirements management is related to the man-
agement of change. Even if a team member (especially a developer) 
has an idea for a feature, don’t build it in until it has been agreed upon
by the owner(s) of the product definition. Change in the input to prod-
uct definition is a constant imposition on the product team. If changes
are made too hastily, critical features or attributes may be left out, or the
analysis of the impact of a change may evoke conflict, leaving the team
vulnerable to a variety of influences.

This is why the need for traceability cannot be emphasized enough
here. Even if the PRD is frozen, some inputs will change, be added, or
need to be dropped, based on complexity, cost, and time. Traceability
affords the product manager and the team the ability to ensure that they
can trace back the requirement to its source, as well as the reason for 
the requirement, and a linkage to other related requirements. This way,
if a requirement needs to be left to “version 2.0” of the product, the
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changes in the PRD can be monitored and efficiently managed so that
the functionality can be realized and brought to market later.

The longer the Development phase, the more likely that product
changes will emerge from all of the business functions as they evolve
their FSPs. Even though there is strong advocacy for freezing the defini-
tion and baselining the product requirements at the major decision point
between New Product Planning and New Product Introduction, it may
be unrealistic. If you hold the line on very-long-duration Definition
phase activities (development lasting more than 9 months, for example),
the product may lose value because the dynamism of markets, technol-
ogy, and team experience in the process, which makes change inevitable.

If long-duration development projects are overexposed to possible
changes, you should note that very-short-duration development proj-
ects might not contain enough content to be meaningful. This is espe-
cially true in software and technology projects, and less prevalent in
consumer goods or other tangible industrial products. Many software or
technology firms use fast-track releases that put the product managers
on a definition treadmill, leaving in-market products in the unmanaged
care of salespeople or unskilled marketers.

Successful projects seem to allow for selective change, mostly
related to new competitive information or other unanticipated market
factors. Some are “in-bounds” changes, which are typically related to the
management of scope of the project. Some of these are “out-of-bounds”
and must be deferred. The key to change management is to formally
capture and document these changes. The names of the change docu-
ments may be the ECR (Engineering Change Request), or MR (Modifi-
cation Request), or other similar names. One of the key problems to
avoid is, of course, scope creep or feature creep, especially without
appropriate adjustment of critical documents.

The cross-functional team, using decision matrices to look at the
relative importance of scope adjustments or change requests, approves
any such changes. Any major trade-offs requiring a shift of the invest-
ment or a major change in the project should be brought to the product
portfolio review board (or equivalent) for approval. After all, if they
approved the investment, they should be able to approve major changes.
Some companies freeze the requirements (no changes at all), instead of
waiting for a major enhancement that may not be scheduled. To avoid
missing the market window, they send out essential changes in a retrofit
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kit to customers after the launch. Companies with no formal change
management philosophy struggle with scope creep demons, which ulti-
mately lead to higher levels of product failure in the marketplace.

Without traceability, inevitable changes cannot be managed during
development, and certainly not when the product is in the market. With
traceability, changes can be managed in an orderly manner, because 
the product manager or business analyst can follow the bread crumbs
(the path of the relationships between product requirements) across the
established document hierarchy.

THE EVOLVING PRODUCT DESIGN

Although the R&D or Engineering group is responsible for the PSD that
will govern the structural or physical design of the product, in some
industries product designs are not always as final by the end of the Def-
inition phase as product managers would like them to be. The reason is
that the engineers don’t always know exactly how the product’s final
form and design will take shape. Even if a concept prototype was built
during the Feasibility phase, real product “construction” issues will
invariably arise. I recall watching a documentary on television about the
Airbus A380’s development. It showed how the development team
struggled with the operation of the landing gear. The gear is supposed to
“drop” under its own weight even if the motor that actuates the lower-
ing of the gear fails. It took a lot of work for the engineers to figure out
why the landing gear door kept getting in the way. They ultimately fixed
the problem, but it was one of the flaws that just couldn’t be uncovered
in a design document. The experience had to be gained by the actual
building of the first product. Whether the product is tangible or intangi-
ble, of an advanced technology nature or not, the design will change.
Therefore, some allowances need to be made for reevaluation of the
product’s design, early in the Development phase.

LINKING THE PRODUCT DEFINITION TO “BUILDING” THE PRODUCT

As product definition evolves, the cross-functional team has to decide
how the product will be “built.” Building the product could mean soft-
ware development, the actual manufacture or assembly of tangible
products, procurement (external sourcing) and distribution, or staffing
to deliver a service. More and more, products are being built beyond the
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four walls of your building—often in other countries. You may build the
product in another location by your own company or you may have to
have someone build it for you. Building in-house just might not be 
the right decision for a variety of factors, including cost, time, market
proximity, supplier proximity, local regulations, or current capacity.

Outsourcing is the word used when a function that may normally be
carried out by your company in-house is actually carried out elsewhere
by another party. Whatever the condition you and your team encounter,
you have to be able to carry out a “make versus buy” or “build versus-
buy” analysis. In the next section, I’ll describe how to carry out a make
versus buy outsourcing analysis.

MAKE VERSUS BUY

In order to establish a methodology for making the make versus buy
decision (see Table 13.3), the product manager and the team should have
a clear understanding of the following:

1. The estimated cost of goods or cost to produce the product from
all internal resources, which includes:
a. Material costs (you need a detailed bill of materials from the

Cost Accounting department and Supply Chain group).
b. Labor costs (you need to have bona fide estimates from internal

resources responsible for production).
c. Overhead costs (you need the actual overhead rates applied

to the product from the Accounting or Finance department).
2. When the product is actually needed to be in the market.
3. Whether there are enough of the right resources to build the

product.
4. The degree to which intellectual property (such as patents or

trade secrets) would be used in the product.
5. The degree to which product quality must be built in and 

maintained.
6. The contractual oversight needed from the Legal department,

especially in the case of a technology transfer to the outside 
supplier.

7. The support of the Purchasing department or Supply Chain
organization.
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CARRYING OUT A MAKE VERSUS BUY ANALYSIS: AN EXAMPLE

Because you will likely face a make versus buy or build versus buy deci-
sion at some point in your career, here is an easy-to-navigate example to
help you put this into perspective.

Consider the following situation: It is February. You are the product
manager for Zoltar, an electronic toy robot that responds to voice com-
mands. Based on testing with kids aged 10 to 13, you and your team
think the product will be a smash for the next holiday season. The prod-
uct needs to be in the retail channel by mid-summer to make the holiday
rush. It’s a premium product that will ultimately have a retail price 
of $595.00.

The Business Case asserts, and Sales commits, to selling a minimum
of 35,000 units at a discounted wholesale price of $250.00. The product
design is complete, the physical requirements and the software require-
ments are complete. Your company’s factory recently went through a
downsizing, but then received a directive from the CEO that they had to
ramp up capacity to produce another product on the same production line.
The plant representative said they cannot build your product until Sep-
tember, with deliveries into the warehouses by late October. You also know
this plant is always late and seems to be short a robust quality control staff.

Your job is to figure out the best alternative to get the product built
and into the retail channel in order to be on the shelves by September 15.

Your product team is working with your Supply Chain organiza-
tion and identified two suppliers who have some experience in building
this type of product. Part of the analysis is in making a structured 
comparison between the sourcing from your company and the other
outside sourcing options. Your team was able to assemble a build versus
buy matrix.

Based on this matrix, there are some questions you should consider
as part of a quick analysis:

1. What is the total cost per unit at volumes of 20,000, 25,000,
30,000, and 35,000 units?

2. What makes one vendor better than another?
3. Is there any data that is not presented here that you would want

to know about?
4. Do you think that you could construct another alternative?
5. Which alternative would you choose and why?
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There are just a couple of additional thoughts for you to consider
regarding building versus buying. Additional thoughts are presented in
the form of questions you might want to ask, including:

1. Does the vendor have enough experience to inspire confidence?
2. Does the vendor have references with whom we could speak?
3. If we source externally, do we have resources to maintain the

relationship with the vendor?
4. Will the vendor be able to work with Product Management over

the long run for product updates or upgrades?
5. Will the vendor allow periodic inspections of their facilities and

processes?

Finally, as with any decision, the risks for each alternative should
be evaluated. These “what-ifs” can guide you and your team. Using a
risk matrix, you can decide which are the most important variables in
the decision, and of those variables, which ones carry the most weight.

THE COUNTDOWN STARTS NOW: LAUNCH PLANNING

In the many Post-Launch audits I’ve carried out, a Launch Plan was found
to be late or deficient in terms of tasks, activities, and cross-functional
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Internal Option 1 Option 2

Material cost $50.00 n/a n/a
Labor cost $32.00
Overhead cost $17.00

Total cost per unit $99.00 $119.00 $104.00
Software development $475,000 n/a $150,000
Monthly unit inventory carrying cost $4.00 $4.00 n/a
Lead time (order to ship) 120 days 90 days 60 days
Minimum factory order quantity 10,000 7,500 4,000
Minimum total contract quantity n/a 25,000 30,000
Date needed June 14 June 14 June 14
Date available October 22 June 14 June 14
Cost of product documentation $75,000 $32,000 $52,000
Level of vendor experience with this type of product High High Moderate

T A B L E  13.3

Example Make Versus Buy Matrix



deliverables. The downstream impacts of poorly planned launches
include products that miss their market window, don’t have the support-
ing documentation or marketing materials, or are introduced before 
testing is completed. Product managers are responsible for the product
launch, and should seriously consider starting their planning as early as
needed. Although I’ll be talking about what happens during the Launch
phase in Chapter 17, I’m positioning the Launch Plan as one of the key
output documents of the Product Definition phase. Generally speaking,
the Launch Plan should be started somewhere during the Feasibility
phase and evolve through the Definition phase as shown in Figure 13.3.

Other factors for crafting a successful Launch Plan are described 
as follows:

1. All the appropriate business documentation for the product needs
to be incorporated into “everything launch,” which includes a
focus on the chosen market segments, Business Case assump-
tions, value proposition, and other supporting documents.

2. It’s a team effort. The Launch Plan is a cross-functional effort
and requires an integrated project plan. A launch team leader,
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Concept Feasibility

High Level
Launch Plan Launch Plan

Version 0.9
or Version 1.0

Definition

DCP DCP MDP

DCP = Decision Check Point
MDP = Major Decision Point
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The Evolution of the Launch Plan



who can be a product manager, a marketing manager, or other
executive level, must be the champion for the launch. The plan-
ning actually starts somewhere during the Feasibility phase and
evolves through the Definition phase. I prefer the designations
“version 0.9” or “version 1.0” of the Launch Plan. This allows for
many inevitable changes and modifications after the product’s
funding is allocated for the subsequent phases of New Product
Introduction, which include Development and Launch.

3. Measurements should be established to determine launch suc-
cess. These are the initial business metrics to determine whether
the business of the product is being carried out as planned. These
measurements are different from other Post-Launch questions,
such as “did we get the brochure done on time?” (Post-Launch
audits are covered in Chapter 18). The metrics on which the plan
should focus set up the team to look for the following:
a. Forecast versus actual units sold
b. Average price compared with plan
c. Time to first order after launch
d. Average amount of time to fill an order
e. Duration of the sales cycle
f. Percentage of shipments sent on time
g. Degree to which discounts have to be used
h. Customer satisfaction ratings

By having this perspective of “setting up the business for success,”
all of the people associated with the relevant business functions who
have a role in the launching sequence should be able to assemble their
FSPs to support the launch. You can refer to the general FSP template in
Chapter 12, or for early launch planning just use a simple template like
the one shown in Table 13.4.

COUNTING BACK: HOW TO MEET THE LAUNCH GOAL

The launch, like any project plan, has an explicit end goal (the market
window). A practical way to look at work activity planning for specific
launch goals is to view it from the point of view of the end point and to
count backward. I’ll share with you an example: the creation of a product
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brochure. By breaking down the tasks of this launch deliverable from the
initiation point back to the start point, you will be able to see the impor-
tance of this perspective. First, you have to sequence the project as if you
were starting from the beginning, using the following tasks:

1. Write and edit content.
2. Have content reviewed by subject matter experts from Product

Management, Marketing, Product Development, and so on.
3. Make sure that the positioning is clear and consistent with 

established guidelines.
4. Have content reviewed by Legal and/or Regulatory.
5. Have the brochure layout done.
6. Have brochure artwork completed.
7. Review the design, artwork, and layout.
8. Locate printers—get quotes for the print job.
9. Get Purchasing involved to get a purchase order for the print

job.
10. Order the print job.
11. Ship to a central location for collateral fulfillment.

From these eleven start-to-finish steps, we now construct a project
profile of “finish-to-start,” with the finish assumed to be August 15. This
is visualized in the Gantt chart shown in Table 13.5, using the counting
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Business Function____________________________________________________________________________

Name of Launch Team Representative ____________________________________________________________

Deliverables Start Date End Date Needed Information from Other Functions Risks to the Launch

What When
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Simple Launch Functional Support Plan



back method. This tells the team when they have to start working on the
brochure. In this case, it’s November of the prior year. This could be a big
shock, especially if you found yourself in February and you learned how
far behind you already are.

OTHER PARAMETERS FOR SUCCESSFUL LAUNCH PLANNING

There are a couple of other characteristics of successful Launch Plans.
First, if your product launch is significant for the company, an executive
sponsor or champion should be identified before the end of the Defini-
tion phase. This helps with a variety of factors, including making sure all
cross-functional team members are doing their jobs. It’s also important if
there are industry analysts or others who are watching your company
because only some executives have the authority to carry out those inter-
actions. This may be out of most paradigms, but launches should actually
have a series of phases in order to be executed appropriately and on time.
These launch phases (early, middle, and late, for example) may help the
team in setting expectations about specific launch goals and deliverables.
I’ll discuss these phases of launch execution in Chapter 17.

Next, it’s a good idea to think about things like beta trials and mar-
ket tests as important activities in support of Launch Plans. Although
this may not fully coincide with the Launch Plans crafted during the
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Task/Deliverable Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug
Launch date �

Ship from printer to 
collateral fulfillment center

Order print job from printer
Get purchase order for print job
Design and artwork review
Brochure layout
Legal review
Check for positioning
Content edits by SMEs
Content creation
Start project

T A B L E  13.5

Counting Back Launch Plan



Definition phase, placeholders should be put into the plan with action
items to find the beta customers or market trial locations in the early
phases of launch execution.

Like every plan involving resources, time, and people, considera-
tions should be made for launch budgets. The Launch Plan budget
should be established early to make sure that there is enough funding to
support all the launch activities.

Identify your cross-functional team counterparts early as well.
Launching a product to the market also means you’re launching it to the
Sales force. Hopefully the FSPs included this, but just in case, put in a
checklist item to make sure that Sales is on board and able to “carry the
bag” and get paid.

SETTING THE CONDITIONS TO RECOGNIZE 
FUTURE LIFE CYCLE STATES

One of the last topics to be discussed during the Definition phase has to do
with planning the future of the product. As will be discussed in the section
on Post-Launch Product Management, once the product is introduced it
will typically follow a curve that includes growth, maturity, decline, and
at some point, be discontinued. You don’t want to just let the product
meander through the market—you want to establish “look-out” points,
which are typically financial or market indicators. This helps set the stage
for the most appropriate responses to changes in the market, which will
trigger optimal marketing mix investments as those conditions warrant.

The product’s forecast revenue or profit should be plotted on a
graph, showing the future trajectory of its performance. If you are in
charge of the product in the future, or if someone else is in charge, a sig-
nal needs to be established that communicates that a strategic action is
needed. Another way of setting a look-out point for this is called “setting
a future state condition” for the product. Therefore, we provide condi-
tional statements in the product’s planning documentation: “If sales go
up at a rate of 20 percent per time period, then the product should be con-
sidered as being in growth,” is a good example. The graph in Figure 13.4
depicts the future life cycle curve for a product whose sales are going up
20 percent per time period.

The next question is, “What do I do with this?” First of all, you’ll
want to use it to solidify your product’s investment position. The product
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manager who can legitimately say that his or her product is in a state of
growth can secure higher levels of marketing or product investments
than a product that doesn’t grow as quickly or that is maturing.

However, what if the growth condition is no longer encountered?
Following the conditional logic of “if-then-else,” the product manger
needs to set up a subsequent set of potential strategic options that states,
“If sales are flat or modulate slightly (plus or minus a few percentage
points) over some time period, the product is probably in some phase of
maturity.” Figure 13.5 depicts that trajectory.

This whole business around setting up some kind of future state
condition is predicated on the fact that product managers may not be 
in their jobs two or three years from now. Conditional statements help
establish the “what the product manager was thinking about then” 
perspective for the product manager who’s on the job in the future. It’s
like leaving a legacy, so the future product managers don’t need to try 
to figure out what you and your team were thinking about years before. 
It will also save future product managers from misspending because
their perception of the actual life cycle state is out of line with what was
originally intended.
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THE EXIT PLAN

When entrepreneurs start up new companies, they have a specific goal
they want to achieve. When authors write novels, they build characters
and a plot, and ultimately direct the story to a conclusion. When a product
is conceived, it is envisioned to evolve across its own life cycle. Our Prod-
uct Management Life Cycle Model is a representation of that holistic,
beginning-to-end point of view for the product. During the phases of prod-
uct planning, it is up to the product team to establish the market conditions
that would trigger a decision to withdraw the product from the market.

A Product Exit Plan (or Discontinuation Plan) should be made a
part of the Product Master Plan before the product investment Business
Case is presented to the portfolio review board. This Exit Plan does 
not have to be more than a short paragraph. It should clearly state the
market conditions and key performance indicators that would signal 
the need to begin discontinuation procedures to the future product
team. The exit process will be described in more detail in Chapter 21, on
product discontinuation.
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THE PRODUCT DEFINITION PHASE REVIEW

After the activities and documents have been completed for the Defini-
tion phase, the product team must prepare for the Definition phase
review with the product portfolio review board. One of the documents
that should be completed prior to the phase review is called the Product
Team Concurrence Form, which is the actual sign-off “cover page” for
any documentation used to present the final investment proposal to the
portfolio review board. An example of this type of form is shown in
Table 13.6.
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Name of Product

Name of Project

Functional Name of Authorized Phone Signature People Resources Financial Resources 
Organization Team Member Committed Committed

Agreed to by Portfolio Review Board

By___________________________

Date:

Denied by Portfolio Review Board

By___________________________

Date:

T A B L E  13.6

Product Team Concurrence and Program Approval Form



At this critical meeting, the team makes its recommendation to go for-
ward with the project or reject the investment. The Business Case is gener-
ally the foundational document used in this session, so it should be
complete, realistic, and believable. All team members must agree on the
investment (and have signed the product team member concurrence
form). The Definition phase checklist shown in Table 13.7 serves to make
sure that the team has covered all aspects of this important review meeting.

SUMMARY

The Product Definition phase is the keystone set in place by the product
manager and the team because it marks the point between the plans being
set in place, and the actions and activities that will bring the product to
life. The idea, whether it was for a new product or an enhancement, made
it into this phase because of its business and strategic merits. The work
carried out during the Definition phase focuses on the remaining research
and legwork used to finalize all of the necessary planning documentation,
including the Business Case, the PRD, the Product Launch Plan, and the
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Criteria Yes No
Business Case complete (assumptions, forecasts, outcomes, etc.)
Functional Support Plans complete
Market segmentation models complete
The Product Requirements Document is complete
The Product Specifications Document is complete
Industry and competitive profiles validated and complete
The market window is established and agreed to
The financials are aligned with corporate guidelines
A make-buy analysis was carried out to support an internal build
The technology to be used is sound
Intellectual property issues are addressed
Skilled resources are identified for development and launch
Customer service commits to being able to support the product
Sales will be trained and will adhere to established quotas
Executive launch sponsor identified
The product Launch Plan V0.9 is in place
Go or no-go to proceed to the development phase

T A B L E  13.7

Definition Phase Checklist



Marketing Plan for the product. This chapter focused specifically on the
PRD and the Launch Plan with supporting activities such as make versus
buy as well as setting up future life cycle states. All of these documents set
the stage for developing and launching the product.

The next two chapters will turn your attention to a more com-
plete discussion of the Business Case and the Marketing Plan for the
product.

RAISING YOUR PRODUCT MANAGEMENT 
EXPERIENCE QUOTIENT (PMEQ)

1. Spend some time learning the requirements development process
and documentation for your company. Compare it with the pro-
cess described in this chapter. Specifically, map out any differences
in how nontechnical documents are updated and/or finalized
during the Definition phase.

2. Locate actual requirements documents and study their formats
and content. You will find that they are written in a variety of
styles with varying levels of completeness, depending on who
wrote the requirements and how. It is suggested that you talk to
the authors, if they are available, to learn the process they used.

3. Are there any elements missing from your own process? Are the
Business Case, FSPs, and Launch Plans updated or evolved as a
standard part of the process? If not, can you devise a way to
incorporate these missing steps into your own work without 
creating organizational issues or confusing your management?

4. Meet with your Engineering counterparts. Ask them about their
satisfaction with the product definition process. Find out what
they like and dislike about their perceived quality of interactions
with other product managers as well as with the PRD/PSD con-
tracting or negotiation process. They may have some biases, so
you might want to use their comments as a reference point as
you figure out how to position yourself with them.

5. In order to keep the market in your “sights” during the Defini-
tion phase, make sure you continue to review and update the
industry, competitive, and customer research documentation.
Maintain contacts with people in the market research area or
those in the area of industry analyst relations. Remember that
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the insights you gain from ongoing market analysis will help
you in characterizing the product’s definition as it evolves.

6. Stay actively involved in the customer visit process.
7. Review previous customer interview guides to see how some of

the questions are formulated. Talk to others who have led formal
customer interviewing sessions to learn what they believe are
effective or ineffective interviewing techniques.

8. Take a class on consultative selling techniques so that you can
improve your technique in data gathering, observation, and
questioning. Along these lines, go on the road with salespeople
to observe their interactions and to get on site with customers so
that you may have an opportunity to cultivate some customer
relationships.

9. Coordinate a customer advisory board or advisory council meet-
ing, or a user group.

10. Practice writing customer usage scenarios so that you can per-
fect the technique in creating PRDs.

11. Find out who in your organization has carried out a make versus
buy analysis. You may need to visit someone in Procurement or
the Supply Chain group, since they may have been involved in
the process at some point in the past. The goal is to learn what
may have taken place and why, and what some of the outcomes
have been. Ask to review any documentation that may exist in
this area.

12. Carry out your own make versus buy analysis in the next 
Business Case you work on, if it is warranted.

13. Review the launch planning documentation and compare it with
some of the guidelines discussed in this chapter.

14. Work on a launch planning project team. Observe the dynamics
throughout the planning process and take special note of aspects
such as project planning and scheduling of tasks. Refer to SMART
goal setting and RACI (as mentioned in Chapter 4) to determine
just how roles and responsibilities are assigned and agreed upon.

15. Take the opportunity to lead a team with the responsibility to
plan for a launch.
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16. Work with your manager to make sure you have the opportu-
nity to continue your experiential development in leading small
teams preparing product planning research and documentation.

17. Attend a Definition (or equivalent) phase review session.
18. Evaluate planning process activities and performance based on

your increasing experience by looking for opportunities for
improvement and in streamlining planning activities. Use what
you learn to help product managers who have less experience so
that their learning curves are shortened.

19. Lead product planning review sessions for your teams so that
they are up to date on process planning methods, documents,
and so forth. Become one of the “go-to” resources as a product
planning expert.
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14
JUSTIFYING PRODUCT 

INVESTMENTS: THE 
BUSINESS CASE

CHAPTER

Executive Summary

� A Business Case is a standard method used to justify investments
in new products, product enhancements, and major marketing
programs.

� The Business Case is a dynamic document that evolves from the
Concept phase, through Feasibility, and is baselined in the Defini-
tion phase. Its assumptions are continually reevaluated through-
out the product’s life.

� Business Cases are assembled as a collaborative effort of the
cross-functional team. Its believability is tied directly to the realis-
tic achievability of its intended outcomes.

� Within the context of the Business Case, the product manager
takes on a role equivalent to an investment manager. Therefore, he
or she must protect the invested capital of the company and must
accordingly manage its exposure to risk.



Throughout the other chapters of this book, I’ve referred heavily to the
Business Case as a vital underlying document contributing to the suc-
cess of products. That’s absolutely true. During New Product Planning,
the Business Case is a principal vehicle for decision making at each of
the appropriate decision checkpoints. Business Cases can be used for
other investment decisions which include vendor selection or carrying
out make versus buy versus partner analysis. They are also used to jus-
tify investments in equipment, business unit expansion, or other inter-
nal projects. This chapter provides you with the formal structure and
guidelines for the Business Case, and provides you with a sample case
study to reinforce the key points.

THE PURPOSE OF THE BUSINESS CASE

Business Cases are generally designed to answer the question, “If there is
a business or market need, and if I could meet that need by making an
investment, what are the business and economic impacts if I choose X or
do Y?” In order to accomplish this goal, a good Business Case shows
expected financial and business consequences of the decision over time, and
it includes the rationale for quantifying benefits and justifying capital and
operating expenditures.

It also describes the overall impact of the investment opportunity in
terms that every financially astute manager or executive seeks: net cash
flow, discounted cash flow, payback period, and internal rate of return.
Business Cases can even be used to validate the value or benefits of an
investment from a customer’s point of view. I call this the Customer’s
Business Case. To put this in context, if the customer was evaluating an
investment in your product, would the justification made by the cus-
tomer be equivalent to the value and benefits you asserted to your own
management in the Business Case?

While it isn’t the only important document, it is a living (continu-
ously updated) document that spans the life of the product. Because this
document is so important, it seems appropriate to take a more detailed
look at it, as well as provide you with an example, presented as a situa-
tional case. First, let’s take a look at a few important characteristics of a
strong Business Case.
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CHARACTERISTICS OF GOOD BUSINESS CASES

At the outset, you should clearly understand that the Business Case
alone is not a management accounting report or financial document. It
seeks to qualitatively and quantitatively rationalize an investment,
while considering elements of market needs, proposed solutions, and
economic outcomes. It is based on varied assumptions about the current
state of the market and possible future state scenarios. It also establishes
a consistent paradigm for rationalizing investments across the product
portfolio.

That said, Business Cases must be believable. The executives who
oversee the product portfolio have limited resources and, often, limited
patience. If you and your team appear with incomplete Business Cases,
poorly crafted assumption sets, erroneous forecasts, or wild, unsupport-
able claims, you will probably not be asked back. Product managers
must always think about building their credibility horizontally and ver-
tically within the organization—and the Business Case is a primary tool
for doing so.

Business Cases vary in size, scope, and level of effort, depending on
the amount of investment and degree of risk involved. Business Cases
should be sufficient to put the point across. They don’t have to always be
excessively long and verbose. Regardless of length, however, Business
Cases usually undergo several iterations before you have just the right
blend of information.

Business Cases absorb input from different people from the most
appropriate cross-functional team members. Before you begin the Business
Case, ground rules for document sharing and version control methods
should be agreed upon by the team building the case. The product team
leader may assign a Business Case project owner, which may be the prod-
uct manager or the product team leader. It is the responsibility of that team
leader to maintain version control. By the way, all Business Cases should
be archived in the Product Master Plan.

In assembling a Business Case, the product team or an assigned
project team is responsible for the collection of data, associated analy-
sis, and completion of the case. The team should be cross-functional,
with clearly defined roles and responsibilities, an underlying project
plan for carrying out the work activities in preparing the case, and a
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target completion date. There is never enough time to be as precise as
you and your team members might prefer. Team members must there-
fore be comfortable with the risks associated with making assumptions
about unit volumes, market share estimates, resource capabilities, and
deriving forecasts. Many Business Cases are often unnecessarily
extended over many months because of the quest for more and 
more accurate data. In those months, the competition can introduce a
product that beats you to market. The team should attempt to strike 
a balance in terms of data collection, assumptions, risks, and recom-
mendations.

Since the Business Case helps to justify an investment that influ-
ences the future of the product, the Business Case team must have what
I call “line of sight to the market” (Fig 14.1).

Line of sight means that the team can clearly articulate not only
how the product will be developed and launched, but also how it will
integrate with the current portfolio of products. The team has to be
able to answer questions such as: Will Sales sell it? Will Marketing mar-
ket it? Will Operations integrate it? Will Customer Service be equipped
to take calls? Will we make money? Every one of these questions must
be asked and answered with clarity if the Business Case is to be mean-
ingful and useful.
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ACTIVITIES AND SEQUENCING

The Business Case evolves. When I talked about Functional Support
Plans (FSPs), I explained that FSPs evolve across the phases of product
planning. The Opportunity Statement, developed during the Concept
phase, is the first pass at the Business Case. In the Feasibility phase, the
Business Case is still a draft document, but it becomes more comprehen-
sive as the team does more research. During the Definition phase, the
Business Case is further updated to what can loosely be termed a “final”
state. Figure 14.2 helps to visualize this sequence.

I use the term “final” loosely because decision making does not
stop after the Business Case is approved and the investment is author-
ized, and actually, neither does the Business Case. While Figure 14.2 is a
representation of the evolution of the Business Case during the three
phases of product planning, it could lead you to the conclusion that once
the Business Case is completed in the Definition phase, it’s filed away.
This would not be correct.

The assumptions, forecasts, and actions that flow from the Business
Case will invariably change. Market conditions change, competitors act,
technologies evolve, and people change jobs. With so much change, the
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team must ensure that the Business Case is re-examined at relevant
intervals, just to make sure that the investment still makes sense. In fact,
the Business Case should be reviewed periodically during the phases of
New Product Introduction, as represented in Figure 14.3 (Development
and Launch). The Business Case should also be re-examined throughout
the life of the product.

I would say, unscientifically, that more than 95 percent of my clients
cannot produce an original Business Case (in text format) for an existing
product. Couple this with the fact that incremental changes to products
are typically not well documented, and it’s usually very difficult to tell
how well the product performed against the original Case.

When you invest in financial securities, you want to know how well
you did so that you can invest more in one area and divest others—which
is essentially portfolio management. When you make investments in
products, you will want to know how well those investments achieved
your investment goals. Therefore, I suggest that the Business Case be used
as the audit platform for running the business. Depending on your business
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and the velocity with which your products move through the market, a
Business Case audit should be carried out so that new investments can be
put into better perspective.

BUSINESS CASE STRUCTURE

In this section, I am going to review the major sections of the Business
Case. If you just need a template, refer to Module 6. Following this section,
I am going to show you a “mini-case” so that you can get an idea of some
of the language you can use as you prepare your own Business Cases.

Cover Page

Every formal business document needs a cover page. A cover page iden-
tifies the document (Business Case) and serves to communicate to the
audience the name of the product, a project name (if needed), the names
of the team members, a version number, a date, and anything else that
may be helpful.

Executive Summary

The executive summary is used to capture the essence of the entire case
in one or two pages. It describes the purpose of the case and sets up the
formal investment request. It achieves this by summarizing the business
and market environment, and describes how the customer’s needs are
being met. Furthermore, it presents the assumptions made, culminating
in a high level financial profile. It is prepared as the final step, when the
rest of the Business Case is complete.

Framing

Every good story needs a strong context, and this section of the Business
Case is where you set the context for everything you want to say to man-
agement. In fact, this is the perfect section to tell a story about what
you’ve observed, what’s happened that caught your interest, and why
you’re interested. This material allows the team to express two things: a
chronology of events that led up to building the case, along with the over-
all business situation; and a formal funding request that describes what
is needed now, next year, and in subsequent years.

Additionally, this section should set out in clear terms exactly what
is requested from the product portfolio review board. A clear statement
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is needed, such as “We are requesting $350,000 this year and $175,000
next year to support the development and launch of the ABC product
enhancement.”

Business Need and/or Strategic Fit

The goal of this section is to describe how the product line or product
portfolio will benefit from the investment. You should describe the
opportunity based on the business or market need, and describe the dif-
ferent alternatives that were considered when coming up with your
approach. Most organizations focus on revenue improvement, cost sav-
ings, and operational efficiency. These are usually structured as invest-
ments that increase market share, improve customer satisfaction and
loyalty, or improve efficiencies of the internal operational infrastructure.

Think about the Business Case as one of the opportunity documents
that may emerge from the organization’s strategic plan. With this context,
the investment opportunity is part of a larger puzzle, so you should always
be able to state how the opportunity complements the organization’s strat-
egy. By highlighting the team’s understanding of strategic issues, it makes
it easier to explain and justify the requested investment. Part of this expla-
nation probably involves describing the way your idea fits with other
products or services in the portfolio. When you’re describing the fit with
other products in the portfolio, you’re going to have to describe whether
this investment is complementary to other products. Alternatively, there
may also be potential overlaps in the product line, leading to cannibaliza-
tion of sales. These issues need to be uncovered and addressed.

Market Assessment 

This section of the Business Case provides the context around which the
case is built. Included are the data about the industry, the competition, 
the market segments on which the investment is focused, and the needs of
the customers in those segments. This should be expressed in a way that
shows a clear understanding of customer needs such that the investment
can be defended to management. Additionally, this is where the market
window may be discussed, namely, what market conditions abound that
make this an important, timely investment. When does the market need
the product or enhancement, and when is it right for the company to
release the product?
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Product Description 

A product description is needed to convey the characteristics of the prod-
uct that are connected to the needs you’ve uncovered. The description
includes elements such as:

� features, functions, and attributes;
� unique designs or styling;
� performance characteristics; and
� technologies or platforms being recommended.

One of the most useful documents for this purpose is the Product
Requirements Document (PRD). Product requirements represent cus-
tomer needs, competitors, technologies, and other standards that help
shape the product’s functionality and positioning in the market relative
to the competition. (The PRD is discussed in more detail in Chapter 13.)

The level of detail for the product description in the Business Case
may vary. For a brand new product it may be more comprehensive,
while for an enhancement it may be brief. My recommendation is this: if
the description is too long, capture the major highlights in the body of
the Business Case, and put the details in an appendix. Regardless of the
level of detail, of course, the product description should clearly reflect
the value proposition and the intended positioning.

Project Proposal

The project proposal reflects the level of effort required to develop,
launch, and manage the product in the market. The cross-functional
team assembling the Business Case creates it. Often, a project plan is cre-
ated that focuses only on the work necessary to develop and launch the
product. Consequently, many product investments fail to meet their tar-
gets because they don’t consider the investments required to support the
product when it’s in the market. There have been many instances in my
work with companies where the “line of sight to the market” is not
established, so the product fails.

A project’s success is defined by its ability to meet its objectives,
within the specified time frame, on budget, with the right level of quality.
The project proposal must clearly identify the following, as a minimum:

� the resources to be used from each functional department;
� the deliverables for which each function is responsible;
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� the timing for each deliverable;
� the dependencies of those deliverables on other deliverables;
� an implementation and operational plan;
� a plan to support product, field, or market testing; and
� a high-level launch support plan.

In this particular section of the case, you don’t need massive details
because the section would probably be too long and either would be
glossed over or major points missed. You should have sufficient detail in
the body of the Business Case so that the portfolio review board under-
stands the complete picture, and relegate the details to an appendix.

Assumptions, Forecasts, and Financials

Scenarios are stories about the future. A variety of scenarios should be
portrayed because the Business Case is essentially a well-thought-out
story that proposes an investment that will impact the future of the busi-
ness. Useful words for scenario building may start with, “What if …?”
As you develop your scenarios, each story may be changed, or altered
slightly, to reflect adjustments in forecast volumes, pricing, costs, and
expenses—that is, your assumptions about the future. For each scenario,
change only one or two variables at a time, so that outcomes can be com-
pared against a financial “base case.” The variables that are usually
changed in the Business Case center on pricing, volumes, costs of goods,
cash flow projections (getting paid), selling cycles, the discount rate, and
expenses by department.

Ultimately, the Business Case should demonstrate an incremental
benefit to the business. After all, the investment is adding to the portfolio of
products in some way. The Chief Financial Officer and your CEO are par-
ticularly interested in the incremental portfolio impact, which is consid-
ered in “before” and “after” scenarios. The before scenario is your base case.
(Some people use the term “as-is” to describe the current situation). Think
of the base case as business as usual: if you didn’t make an investment,
how would the business look now and into the future? To highlight your
proposal, select a scenario showing how the business would look in the
future with more units, different prices, different market timing, and other
variations that the forecast assumptions might suggest. (Some people use
the term “to-be” to describe these future states.)
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Take the example in Table 14.1. In the base case, the volumes are
assumed to increase by 25 percent each year. In scenario 1, the unit 
volume is assumed to rise at 40 percent per year. Just by changing one
variable, unit volume, the outcomes for subsequent years will change.
Your Business Case should consider a variety of similar assumptions.
Some are better than others, but it is up to the team to determine 
which scenarios reflect better cases that are realistic, believable, and
achievable.

Financial analysis is one of the most important parts of the case.
Frequently, the executive leading the review will go straight to the 
numbers. The numbers do tell the story, even though the rest of the 
case needs to portray the most complete story. The financial analysis
should include:

1. A profit and loss (P&L) projection based on the team’s agreed-
upon assumptions.

2. A cash flow projection, showing when money is being spent,
and when money is expected to arrive. Just because you think 
a sale is made in November doesn’t mean that revenue can be
recognized in that year or quarter. Your Accounting or Finance
department can help you with “revenue recognition” rules.

3. The capital expenditures needed to start, and any ongoing or
additional capital expenditures.

4. The operating expenses needed to start and sustain the business
incrementally.

5. The discount rate used to discount cash flows. You get this from
your Accounting or Finance department.
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Examples of Scenarios

“Base Case” Scenario 1
CY CY � 1 CY � 2 CY � 3 CY CY � 1 CY � 2 CY � 3

Unit volume 100 125 156 195 100 140 196 274
Unit pricing $25 $25 $25 $25 $25 $25 $25 $25
Total revenue $2,500 $3,125 $3,906 $4,883 $2,500 $3,500 $4,900 $6,860

CY, current year.



6. The payback period, defined as the amount of time it takes to
have enough money coming back into the business to cover the
initial costs of the investment.

7. The net present value (NPV) or the amount of the total value of
the future cash inflows in today’s dollars.

8. A break-even analysis, which is an important measure of invest-
ment effectiveness that shows where the cash inflows equal 
cash outflows. Break-even can be expressed in time or units of
volume as well.

Operations and Implementation

In order to put the investment into action, several puzzle pieces must come
together to meet the market window, the time when the product needs to
be in the market. The first part of this section explains how you plan to
implement elements of the marketing mix. This means that pricing sys-
tems should be in place to manage pricing models for different segments or
different product combinations, or even discount structures based on pro-
motional programs. Promotional programs must be ready to be launched
and tracked as well. And distribution channels should be set up for fulfill-
ing orders, handling complaints, managing returns, and dealing with other
logistics issues—in close harmony with the Supply Chain organization.

Systems to support human resource planning and management,
facilities, procurement, and an operational infrastructure must come
together in a synchronized way to make the machine of the business
works. If there are international issues, there may be local procedures for
selling, distribution, and localization. If any one issue is missed, the
product’s market entry could be delayed. Although the project plan
should be the framework for organizing work, the team should have a
clear operations and implementation plan so that the product can be
sold, ordered, billed, shipped, and supported.

Risk Analysis and Contingency Plans

The Business Case should represent the best possible proof that an
investment will deliver the promised return to the business as estab-
lished by key performance indicators (KPIs) and other metrics. One way
of assessing risk is through both qualitative and quantitative (statistical)
analyses of the major project elements or deliverables. A qualitative risk
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statement is “What if Development slips their schedule by two weeks?”
Upon review of the FSP’s elements, the team then looks at all the cross-
functional dependencies to see who else is affected and what happens
with their deliverables. Again, this is the argument I make for good proj-
ect management methods and tools that help track these dependencies.
An answer to the question could be, “a day-for-day slip in the end date
for the project,” because all other functions are dependent on Develop-
ment’s deliverable.

Quantitative risk assessments might also be made. Using a decision
matrix, each milestone from each business function can be evaluated
against specific probabilities of a problem occurring. 

What kinds of problems can actually occur? I’ll give you some
examples of the issues I’ve encountered and had to address:

1. Management support risk—because not all managers will buy-in
based on their affinity to supporting certain kinds of projects
and their veto power on the portfolio board.

2. Technology risk—because engineers often think the new architec-
ture or new tool or technique will solve all problems, only to find
that the technology was untested.

3. Deadline risk—because management imposes sometimes arbi-
trary deadlines and the team cannot possibly do the real work
necessary to validate the investment; and if a “go” decision is
reached, the project may immediately be in jeopardy.

4. Resource risk—because sometimes a function says “sure we
could do this,” but when the project is approved, the resources
aren’t available.

5. Project risk—because there isn’t an experienced project manager
who can oversee the complexity of the program and keep all
stakeholders to commitments.

6. Team risk—because sometimes the team doesn’t work well
together.

7. Complexity risk—because sometimes the project is so large and
cumbersome that assigned resources cannot see all of the work
that has to be done, or don’t have the skills to complete the work
once it’s identified.

8. Requirements risk—because sometimes the requirements are
incomplete and unclear.
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These items represent just the tip of the iceberg. I’ve encountered
many of them both before and after Business Cases were approved.

One of my career and life lessons has been this: the more you know
about what can go wrong, the more careful you become about the Busi-
ness Cases you commit to doing. Part of this lesson rests not in quantita-
tive data, but in the “gut feel” for the business, which is why the Business
Case is such an important decision-making tool.

Recommendation

Every Business Case ultimately comes to a conclusion, and that conclu-
sion is the recommendation. “Should we invest or not?” If so, why; and
if not, why not? This is one of the most important decisions that product
managers and their teams make, and it is the reason you’ve been invited
to present your Business Case. Here’s a hint: don’t say “yes” when you
mean “no.” So many of the people I have interviewed over the years
have made this mistake. They did so much work on the analysis that
even if the decision seemed to point to “no,” they recommended to go
ahead anyway. The idea behind the Business Case is to “green light” the
right projects and to reject the wrong ones, regardless of how hard it was
to arrive at that decision.

Appendices

The Business Case is built upon vast amounts of data. It would not be rea-
sonable to put every piece of data into the case because it would end up
being too long. The appendix holds exhibits, charts, and anything rele-
vant that serves as proof for representations, estimates, and assumptions
presented in the case.

KICK START THE BUSINESS CASE

As you might surmise, the Business Case process can be complex and
sometimes takes longer than you would prefer. It may also be a bit more
difficult to get team members into a room for this kind of a project. It
doesn’t mean they don’t care; it just means that corporate realities some-
times force us to veer from the path a little to get the good jobs done.
Here’s an idea I’ve used to help get things moving.

First, do a little homework. Take the Opportunity Statement and
begin to populate your Business Case template on your own. You should
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always have a lot of research material around, so capitalize on that, as
well as other available content. The goal is to try to sketch out a great
story line for the investment. Therefore, it’s smart to do a lot of work on
the framing section—the history and chronology—to put the opportu-
nity in perspective. Also, put some of the forecasting templates together,
even if they’re very rough. You want to demonstrate to your colleagues
that you have the vision. If you can show them that some of the work has
already been done, it’s easier to engage them. Your job as the product
manager, in this case, is to do enough work that you can get the main
stakeholders into a first meeting.

Next, meet with each needed person individually and discuss the
project and some of the up-front work you’re doing. This helps build con-
sensus in advance. After you have a good draft, get a few close colleagues
into the room (usually from Development, Marketing, Finance, and some-
times Sales) and have a go at the Business Case. Although Feasibility is
often about bringing a larger team together, there are times when you
want to take the Business Case a little farther with a smaller core team.
Because I tend to be somewhat conservative, I use this interim step to
check out my gut feel and to put some better data together.

Before the group meeting, provide a list of “things to look into.” In
reality, that implies your call for help from the other team members.
What you’re trying to do is gauge the level of their excitement, because
thinking politically, you usually need the functions to spread the word
upward to their management. The collective bosses are usually the 
portfolio reviewers, so if their subordinates (your peers) aren’t excited,
you can probably say goodbye to the case, even though it might be
worth a chance.

A CASE STUDY IN CREATING A BUSINESS CASE

Now that I have provided you with the Business Case structure, I will
tell you a short story about a product manager named Elizabeth and her
job at a local bank. Then I’ll then ask you to follow along with me as 
I take you on the journey of the Business Case.

Elizabeth is the product manager at the Regal Bank of Ohio. The
bank is based in a small, growing suburb outside Columbus, Ohio. Eliz-
abeth is responsible for the profitability of automated teller machines
(ATMs) and online banking. Regal has ten branches. There are two
ATMs in the vestibule or lobby of each branch. The original cost of each
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ATM was $30,000 and each has been fully depreciated. Each of the 20
ATMs generates 233 transactions per day for the bank, broken down 
as follows:

� 70 withdrawals from current depositors generating no income
� 45 cash withdrawals from other banks’ customers (foreigners) 

at $2.00 per transaction
� 27 balance requests at $1.00 per transaction
� 41 transfers within the ATM network at $2.50 per transaction
� 50 bill payment fees at $.50 per transaction

Elizabeth’s management is interested in finding more ways for 
customers to self-serve. They also want to draw traffic from other banks
and improve foreign transaction revenue. The bank’s strategy is to
improve market penetration in the region and capture new customers,
while retaining and delighting existing customers. Elizabeth’s boss told
her that she had to increase her annual revenue by 30 percent per year
for the next two years.

Recently, she decided that it would be a good idea to spend a couple
of hours in and around the branches to observe foot traffic and talk to the
branch manager and customers. She asked her colleagues in Branch
Operations, IT, and Marketing to accompany her on some of her visits
because she realized the value of other “eyes” for observing customers 
on customer or field visits. In some cases, they visited the same branch
several times, at different times of the day. Elizabeth and the team noted
the movements and patterns of customers, both at the machines and as
they were waiting for tellers. She even had one of her colleagues “act out”
by trying to annoy other customers who were waiting in line, taking a
long time at one of the machines, making a withdrawal and checking her
own balance, all the while watching the expressions on customers’ faces
as she lingered. The customers were always in a hurry and seemed
unhappy to be at the bank.

Elizabeth and her colleagues observed a lot of construction of new
shopping centers, condominiums, apartments, and housing develop-
ments around every branch. She also noticed that automobile traffic was
very heavy and people at the drive-up window seemed impatient. Dur-
ing morning visits, the team observed that most customers had a piping
hot cup of coffee picked up from the new coffee house across the street.
She made it a point to have everyone read a regional report issued by her
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Economics department, which stated that there were 2,000 new building
permits issued last year and 2,500 issued this year. For a town of 20,000,
that meant at least 2,000 new families in the area.

During inclement weather, people had to run to the bank from the
parking lot. They were soaked by rain, blown by the wind, and frustrated
by the time they got to the vestibule to complete their transactions.

Elizabeth was moved to think that a makeover was due, since the
vestibules looked a little drab and customers seemed unenthused by the
experience of going to the bank. On two of the outings, she decided to
drive over to the competitor’s bank to see how they were doing. She
noticed some construction in their vestibule and saw a crate containing
new machinery, along with some outside construction next to the night
drop box.

During a team meeting, Elizabeth asked the Financial department’s
representative to the team to provide the team with the ATM P&L state-
ments (Table 14.2), indicating revenue, expenses, allocations, and net
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T A B L E  14.2

Business Case P&L: Current Situation

Revenue Daily (Avg) Fees Per ATM Per ATM Per ATM 20 ATMs Per 
Transactions Per Day Per Week Per Year Year (Now)

Withdrawals from Regal customers 70 $0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Withdrawals from foreign customers 45 $2.00 90.00 630.00 32,760.00 655,200.00
Balance requests 27 $1.00 27.00 189.00 9,828,00 196,560.00
Transfers 41 $2.50 102.50 717.50 37,310.00 746,200.00
Bill payment fees 50 $0.50 25.00 175.00 9,100.00 182,000.00

Revenue totals 233 $244.50 $1,711.50 $88,998.00 $1,779,960.00
Direct expenses

Fees to banks 5% of foreign revenue 4.50 31.50 1,638.00 32,760.00
Networking and communication 21.00 147.00 7,644.00 152,880.00
Electricity 11.00 77.00 4,004.00 80,080.00
Paper and supplies 9.00 63.00 3,276.00 65,520.00
Maintenance 0.00 100.00 5,200.00 104,000.00
Banking ops overhead 5% of revenue 12.23 85.58 4,449.90 88,998.00

Total direct expenses $57.73 $404.08 $21,011.90 $420,238.00
Depreciation and amortization $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00
Corporate allocations 25% of revenue $61.13 $427.88 $22,249.50 $444,990.00

Net profit before taxes $125.65 $879.55 $45,736.60 $914,732.00
Profit % 51.39%



profit before taxes. As all of them could see, the ATM business was still
very profitable.

Elizabeth’s boss said that the product portfolio review board
needed a Business Case to support the growth of the ATM business—
and that he wanted it, along with her recommendation, in 3 weeks. She
called a meeting of her cross-functional team, including her good friends
in Marketing, IT, and Branch Operations, to brainstorm some ideas.
Here’s what the team came up with:

� Add a new ATM in each vestibule as a free-standing machine,
avoiding any construction costs.

� Remodel two of the vestibules and add a new machine to each
of two branches.

� Each branch will get one new ATM in a sheltered drive up and
there would be a remodel of the vestibules in each of ten
branches. Branches will also provide morning coffee, pastries,
and install a television so that customers can catch a glimpse of
the local news.

THE SAMPLE BUSINESS CASE

Although this is not a very complex situation, I am going to select the
third option and create a sample Business Case analysis for you so that
you can see how I went about assembling this case. Here’s how my Busi-
ness Case might look:
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Executive Summary

ATM Expansion Project

Introduction
The purpose of this Business Case is to request funding for an addi-
tional ten ATMs (one at each branch) for an expansion and modern-
ization project at all ten branches. Our team seeks a decision to go
ahead based on an investment of approximately $1 million.

Description
Our goal is to drive up service revenue and increase customer activity.
Through the placement of ten new ATMs which will be strategically
positioned either in drive-ups or vestibules, plus refurbishment of the
ten ATM vestibules at all ten branches, we believe at the very least, traf-
fic and transactions will increase at least 10 percent, which is what this
case is based upon, with upside potential of 22 percent. Customers will
be greeted with hot coffee each morning, and a television will be
placed in each vestibule. The goal is to provide greater levels of con-
venience for our customers, and to accommodate the additional traffic
anticipated due to explosive regional growth.

Market Overview
The market area is growing rapidly. The local economy is expected to
grow at 4 percent per year. With more than 2,000 families moving in,
a 20 percent increase in highway traffic, and new shopping centers,
the market area needs additional banking capacity. Our research
department provided data that indicated a preference for our personal
service over the competition. Although there continues to be consoli-
dation and escalating competition in our industry, our community
bank niche remains robust.
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Assumptions
Our team met with the most appropriate internal resources, as well
as external vendors. We secured quotes and commitments that will
quickly mobilize all resources, should we get the go-ahead within the
next four weeks. We assume volumes will increase at a minimum of
10 percent and networking fees will be reduced by 10 percent. Our IT
group committed to a vast improvement in transaction speed.

Financials
Capital expenditures would be between $830,000 and $996,000
(best/worst), with initial expenses of $71,000. The estimated payback
period is between 18 and 20 months. Incremental profit between
years 1 and 5 is approximately $2.3 million.

Recommendation by team is to approve.

Current 1st Year 2nd Year
Revenue $1.8M $2.4M $2.9M
Profit $.9M $1.2M $1.4M
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Framing: History and Formal Funding Request

For several years, our bank’s position and stature in the community
has grown, and according to our quarterly preference survey, our
positive reputation continues to grow. We have ten branches and an
increasing number of depositors, and what looks like an increasingly
diverse set of ATM transactions. Our community focus draws people
from other banks into our lobbies to withdraw money, pay bills, and
make transfers. They also come on their way to work because the
number of shopping centers, coffee shops, and the other destination
stores is increasing. The growth rate in the community is 10 percent
per year. There are 3.5 members per family and 2,000 families are
moving in this year alone, swelling our population. In order to capi-
talize on these trends in population size, residential and commercial
building, and a strong jobs market, our team is proposing an expan-
sion program for our ATMs.

Therefore, we are requesting funding of between $830,000 and
$996,000 for capital and $71,000 for expenses for this year and next
year for this project.

Strategic Fit

Our corporate economist and our executive team have formally 
described other programs for deposits, credit card issuance, small
business lending, and mortgage lending that will capitalize on
improving our market presence and the number of depositors. The
strategy of the bank clearly states that we will focus on market share
growth and new customer acquisition in all banking areas. In fact, if
growth continues, the bank’s strategy is to build several new branches
and perhaps consider a merger with another neighborhood bank.
This ATM investment capitalizes on this trend with a modest, low-risk,
high-return scenario. We want to ensure that this investment garners
the appropriate growth.

Market Assessment

The market environment is quite dynamic in our town, as it is
throughout the country. Competition is everywhere. Bank of the Mid-
west is purchasing our local competitors and is building selectively.
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The local economy is flourishing with residential and commercial
construction. Our mortgage business is strong. We require 20 per-
cent down payments on all mortgages, so our lending profile mini-
mizes our risk. The regulators know that we are conservative and our
practices are above reproach. Our bank’s financials are strong, and
even if we lose some of our current customers, our gains will far sur-
pass our losses because our branches are in the neighborhoods
being built up now. One of the things that our customers tell us is that
they love our personal service. They cannot believe that when they
call, they talk to a person, not a machine. We represent what banks
are supposed to represent. Even when people are harried in the
morning, they don’t dislike coming to the bank, despite some of the
facial expressions we saw upon observation. Finally, people are
more informed today. The idea of having a television on in the
vestibule with news, and of course with coffee, will bring our cus-
tomers closer and will foster loyalty. Besides, if they know the coffee
is free in the morning, they’re more likely to stop by, and we’ll have
their attention for potential up-sell and cross-selling opportunities.
We think this is the right time to expand our ATM business. Our win-
dow of opportunity is now. If we are successful, we will begin to con-
sider an ATM strategy for supermarkets and malls, because foot
traffic is growing everywhere.

Project Plan

Our customers, who value their time and place a premium on con-
venience, will benefit because screens on the ATMs will be brighter
and easier to navigate. Since they’re always in a rush, customers will
appreciate the speed with which each machine cycles through each
step of the transaction. Each complete transaction should take 30 per-
cent less time than the average 100 seconds per transaction today.
Moreover, each customer will be greeted with a bright, welcoming
vestibule, and each morning they’ll have a fresh cup of coffee waiting
for them in travel cups that they can take with them in their cars.

Increased networking throughput and lower networking costs
are transparent to the customer, except that they will notice the
increase in the speed of their transactions.

Finally, customers will certainly appreciate the drive up window
with the new ATM, and customers who are on foot and just want to
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complete their transactions outside will have a safe place to stand in
the covered walk-up area, even if a car is in the drive-through area.

IT development on networking and related activities will pro-
ceed until early January. Upon approval of this Business Case, pur-
chase orders (which are ready now) will order ATMs, construction
services, and other relevant functions. Two construction crews would
work sequentially, so that one new machine could be online every 
three to four weeks until October of next year. We commit to a proj-
ect review after the fifth machine is installed, with a six-week waiting
period to test for results and customer activity.

Assumptions and Financials

We worked with the facilities manager and the contractor, and met
with the designer we worked with on the last branch decorating proj-
ect. Since we all met together, we were able to secure these rough
estimates. Our team believes they may be a little low, so we are going
to add 20 percent to all of the costs. We will ask for the amounts
quoted but will ask management to hold the 20 percent in reserve.

The main elements of this project focus on the following 
activities and impacts include:

� Retrofit the branches with a new or modified drive-up lane and
one new ATM. Construction is estimated to be $24,000 per facility
plus $3,500 for a walk-up area. A new ATM is $37,500, including
installation.

� Redecorate ten vestibules, assuming design fees of $25,000 over-
all plus construction, carpet, and paint for $18,000 per vestibule.

1. Programming. When we met with the IT department, we dis-
cussed the process improvements for a 50 to 75 percent
improvement in system response times. We believe that will
shorten customer wait times by 25 to 35 percent, allowing us to
move more people in the lobby. The IT department is hiring an
outside contractor for this project, which will take two months
and cost $46,000, which is spread out over ten machines, at
$4,600 per machine.

2. We are going to add morning coffee service to each new lobby.
We will make arrangements with the local coffee shop to deliver
an urn containing 75 cups of coffee plus condiments. On Friday
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and Saturday, we will serve cake, cookies, and fruit salad. This
will add $500 per week per branch, but we think it will add to the
customer experience. For each lobby we will add a high-defin-
tion television broadcasting cable news.

3. Marketing and cross-sell. By keeping the people in the lobbies,
not at the machines but preparing coffee and watching the
news, we will have the opportunity to put out additional market-
ing collateral and show bank advertisements on the television.
For this, the marketing group has agreed to provide funding out
of their budget and there will be no impact on the project.

4. Timeframes. One branch every three to four weeks starting in
January. Total time � 30 to 40 weeks.

5. We assume that each ATM, including current ATMs, will
increase its transaction volume by 12 to 22 percent, but for this
case, we are examining only a 10 percent increase for each
ATM as a worst-case scenario.

6. Our communications costs are going to be reduced by 50 per-
cent because of higher security internal network usage and
ATM network usage. The telephone company lines are being
disconnected now. Although this was already happening, it
only adds to the financial attractiveness of this program

7. Electric usage will be neutral. New ATMs are more efficient,
which will offset slight increases in rates by the local utility.

8. Maintenance will be reduced by 10 percent due to more stable
computer programs and networking equipment.

9. Transaction fees are not expected to change for at least the
next two years. As a matter of fact, our competitor just raised
their foreign transaction fees from $2.00 to $3.00.

10. Funding request summary and accounting impact:
a. Machines: $375,000, depreciated over six years, equivalent

to $6,250 in annual depreciation per ATM
b. Construction: $455,000, depreciated over ten years, equiva-

lent to $4,550 in annual depreciation per ATM
c. Design services: $25,000 to be expensed this year, and pro-

gramming services: $46,000 to be expensed this year and
paid for out of the controller’s special expense budget.

d. Total investment directly related to the ATM product group
includes $830,000 capital � 20 percent contingency ($166,000)
� total of $996,000
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The financial statement depicted in Table A represents our worst-
case scenario for this proposal.

T A B L E  A

Business Case Financial Profile

First Year of 30 ATMs Per 20 ATMs Per Change Change %
Expansion Year (Future) Year (Now)

Revenue
Withdrawals from 

Regal customers 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 n/a
Withdrawals from

foreign customers 891,800.00 1,070,160.00 655,200.00 414,960.00 63.3%
Balance requests 273,000.00 327,600.00 196,560.00 131,040.00 66.7%
Transfers 1,023,750.00 1,228,500.00 746,200.00 482,300.00 64.6%
Bill payment fees 250,250.00 300,300.00 182,000.00 118,300.00 65.0%

Revenue totals $2,438,800.00 $2,926,560.00 $1,779,960.00 $1,146,600.00 64.4%
Direct expenses

Fees to banks 5% of 
foreign revenue 44,590.00 53,508.00 32,760.00 20,748.00 63.3%

Networking and 
communication 95,550.00 114,660.00 152,880.00 �38,220.00 �25.0%

Electricity 100,100.00 120,120.00 80,080.00 40,040.00 50.0%
Paper and supplies 81,900.00 98,280.00 65,520.00 32,760.00 50.0%
Maintenance 117,000.00 140,400.00 104,000.00 36,400.00 35.0%
Banking ops overhead 

5% of revenue 121,940.00 146,328.00 88,998.00 57,330.00 64.4%
Direct expenses for 

improvements
Total direct expenses $561,080.00 $673,296.00 $420,238.00 $253,058.00 60.2%

Depreciation and 
amortization 54,000.00 108,000.00 0.00 108,000.00

Corporate allocations
25% of revenue 609,700.00 731,640.00 444,990.00 286,650.00 64.4%

Net profit before taxes $1,214,020.00 1,413,624.00 914,732.00 498,892.00 54.5%
Profit % 48.30% 51.39%
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Operations and Implementation

Our teams are ready to go. Prior to the final review of this case, all
cross-functional stakeholders met, including those from Branch
Operations, Field Operations, Maintenance, Telecommunications,
and even our community outreach groups. A detailed project plan
and local impact statement were reviewed with the township com-
mittee. No objections were made. Adding ATMs to our network is not
a complex activity because we have made sure that all departments
know what is going to happen and when.

Of particular note are the efforts from Marketing, which is focus-
ing on in-branch announcements, direct mail, and radio spots to tell
our customers about the added convenience in dealing with us over
the competition. We think that this is a win-win situation!

Risk Analysis

One of the most important things to realize with this investment is
that we are carrying it out sequentially, one branch at a time, so that
we can closely monitor the progress of the project and manage cash
expenditures. Here are some of the risks we feel warrant attention:

1. If there is a building construction slowdown, the number of
new families coming into the community will slow. This
might impact our number of transactions and, hence, our
revenue may slow.

2. If our machines do not ship on time, we will be late. RCM
company, where we get our machines, has not met its deliv-
ery commitments lately.

3. If the transactional mix changes negatively (meaning we
have more of our own depositors carrying out non-fee-based
transactions), we may not make our revenue targets. Con-
versely, if our depositors do come into the vestibules and are
“up-sold” via brochures and other advertisements (because
they’ll be in the lobbies longer with coffee and the news),
other product areas may actually benefit.

4. If the IT project focused on faster transactional speeds does
not yield its intended result, we may not be able to achieve
the appropriate throughout.
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With all of this said, we believe that this investment should go for-
ward. If, after five branches are converted, we do not see material
positive results from the first few installations, then we will revisit
this case and reevaluate our assumptions, thereby minimizing some
of the risks associated with this investment.

Conclusion and Recommendation

The ATM product team stands ready to support the strategies of the
bank through this lower-risk, high potential return project to expand
market share, improve customer activity, and improve revenues. We
have proven that even our worst-case scenario yields positive bene-
fits to the product portfolio and we respectfully request funding for
this case.



CONCLUDING COMMENTS

This simple case example is designed to show you the general flow and
thought process behind an investment proposal, harnessed within the
format and flow of a Business Case. It is also written in terms of the busi-
ness so that it allows the product manager and the team to express what
they will do and how the investment will impact the results. The prod-
uct team shown here could benefit from understanding about the kinds
of investments other product teams are doing so that they have an
understanding of how competing investment requests might impact
theirs. Furthermore, it is possible the other product team activities might
even complement this investment.

You can use the template in Module 6 or just follow the general
sequencing here to create your own Business Cases within the context of
the phases of the Product Management Life Cycle Model.

SUMMARY

Each and every investment opportunity for a new product, product
enhancement, platform, or related item in a company should have a for-
mal Business Case. The Business Case documents the facts leading up to
the investment request and presents the business, market, and financial
rationale behind the investment.

Business Cases are not produced autonomously by a product man-
ager, but in harmony with the cross-functional team members who can
commit human and financial resources to carry out the actual activities that
are the focal point of the investment. Therefore, the Business Case is, in
reality, a true representation of—and the documentation for—the three
phases of New Product Planning: Concept, Feasibility, and Definition.

The Business Case should not be created and developed as a graph-
ics presentation, but as a text document first. The document evolves as
various inputs are collected and synthesized into a meaningful story,
which can be readily told by any team member who helped develop it.
The contents, intent, and impact should not be a surprise to anyone, so it
becomes a perfect vehicle for communicating across the business func-
tions. Long-term, the Business Case produced for a product or product
portfolio should be kept in the Product Master Plan binder, so that it can
be referred to over time and used as a learning mechanism for new
employees and new team members.
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RAISING YOUR PRODUCT MANAGEMENT 
EXPERIENCE QUOTIENT (PMEQ)

1. Consider the case study of the Business Case presented in this
chapter. Try building a similar case for one of the other options,
or another option you might have recognized when you read 
the case.

2. Find out what kind of Business Cases or other investment deci-
sion tools your organization routinely uses. What steps seem to
be missing? How can you include this type of Business Case in
your own work, without minimizing the normal process?

3. What additional process steps and/or interlocks does your com-
pany utilize? How can you integrate them into your own Business
Cases? Based on these answers, try to identify the closest event to
a Business Case review and gather examples of documentation
for past reviews. Study these to determine how best to improve
your own presentation of ideas to the relevant decision body.

4. Consult with the various individuals and departments that jus-
tify investments (either product investments or non-product
investments) within your own company to see how they prepare,
socialize, improve, and present their Business Cases.

5. If possible, locate a Business Case for an existing product, along
with any notes that may have been generated from it. Gather
additional research from your own sources: industry, competi-
tion, market research, observation, periodicals, industry analysts,
and the like. Compare your research with the actual product’s
performance and see if you can see how well the product is doing
against the assumptions of the original case.

6. Observe several Business Case review sessions, if you’re allowed
to do so. How could you adapt the process described here to
those cases and your own situation and environment?

7. Try the “kick start” approach if you’re having trouble getting
team members to buy in to the case.

8. If you have a project that passed a Concept review and you have
completed an Opportunity Statement, take the team to the next
level by working through a preliminary Business Case in the Fea-
sibility phase. Coordinate the research and investigations and
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help team members through the functional support planning
process. Use this experience to lead the team into the Feasibility
review. Afterwards, conduct a post-Feasibility phase review to
learn where you and the team did well, and what areas could be
improved.

9. As your experience grows and you are managing other product
managers, establish an environment for coaching and support
so that all product managers can learn from one another, and
that a “storehouse” of Business Cases and other important doc-
umentation becomes a repository of professional growth.
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15
SYNCHRONIZING THE GEARS: 

THE MARKETING PLAN 
FOR THE PRODUCT

CHAPTER

Executive Summary

� The Marketing Plan for the product is a Functional Support Plan
(FSP) from the Marketing department supporting marketing
investments for the product.

� One of the most visible areas of the Marketing Plan is the market-
ing mix, but the plan requires the integration of many other well-
thought-out elements to be complete, effective and actionable.

� Unlike other FSPs, the Marketing Plan may be subject to more
scrutiny at higher levels within the organization, because market-
ing activities are the main ways that companies influence customer
purchasing decisions.

Everybody has a Marketing Plan, right? The Marketing Plan sounds like
it should be a simple document. There are certainly enough books, out-
lines, and resources that provide you with templates for Marketing



Plans. Nearly every company that does business has people spending
time on a Marketing Plan of some sort. However, the Marketing Plan is
subject to varying interpretations by different types of practitioners in
different organizations. The Marketing Plan is often confused with a
Business Plan or Business Case because it contains common elements
such as strategy, segmentation, industry and competitive analysis, along
with forecasts. In some organizations, the Marketing Plan is owned by a
marketing manager; in others, a product marketing manager takes the
reins; and in still other organizations, a product manager owns the plan.
Given this inconsistency, it’s important for me to be clear about the 
purpose, ownership, content, and structure of the Marketing Plan for the
product, which will be described in this chapter.

THE MARKETING PLAN FOR THE PRODUCT 
IS A FUNCTIONAL SUPPORT PLAN

The Marketing Plan is nothing more than an FSP, from Marketing, for the
product. What’s most important for you to take away is that the Marketing
Plan for the product, like any plan, sets up an outline for explicit marketing
work activities that have to be carried out at various points along the prod-
uct’s life cycle. Product teams use the Marketing Plan to map the product’s
pathway into the market. It describes a variety of investments that need to
be made and sets up a marketing budget for the product, as well as metrics
that can be used to compare actual performance in the most important
areas of the plan.

GETTING ORGANIZED

The Marketing Plan is prepared in a collaborative manner between the
designated representative from Marketing (or Product Marketing) and
the product manager. Sometimes, the responsibility for the creation and
management of the plan will end up in the hands of a product manager.
At other times, some of the work will be carried out by a marketing man-
ager or product marketing manager, or others who actually work in
other sub-functions within the marketing department. By the way, in
many companies, the product managers and marketing managers report
to the same person.
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Additionally, since this is an FSP, there are going to be deliverables
to and from people in other functional organizations. These cross-team
dependencies may not be the same for a general Marketing Plan, but
they are common for product Marketing Plans. You know about FSPs
based on what you’ve garnered from other sections of the book. You’ll
need to make sure you have articulated these cross-team deliverables
and dependencies within the body of this plan.

In the same way products are organized hierarchically in an organ-
ization, so, too, are the Marketing Plans that support those products.
Figure 15.1 shows this hierarchy.

The Marketing department and its varied sub-functions help shuttle
this along. Sometimes, however, the Marketing department can be a con-
fusing place to navigate. Because of this, one of the first things product
managers should understand is the “who’s who” of the Marketing depart-
ment and how the people in those sub-functions impact the Marketing
Plan. The Marketing department is not just the place where promotional
advertisements are created, events planned, and strategies hatched. Mar-
keting departments are complex, and they vary from company to company.
Just so that you are familiar with some general Marketing organizational
structures, I’ve prepared a brief outline to describe the typical functions and
sub-functions you may find in a general Marketing department:
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Business Unit of Divisional 
Marketing plan

Product Line
Marketing Plan

Product
Marketing Plan

Product
Marketing Plan

Product
Marketing Plan

Product
Marketing Plan

Product Line
Marketing Plan

F I G U R E 15.1

Marketing Plan Hierarchy



� Chief marketing officer (CMO)
� Strategic marketing management
� Global marketing management
� Product Management
� Inbound marketing management

– Competitive intelligence (CI)
– Industry analysis
– Customer research
– Regulatory research

� Outbound marketing management
– Integrated advertising and promotion

• Direct mail
• Print
• Digital or multi-media
• Events
• E-mail marketing

– Public relations
– Industry analyst relations
– Event planning and management
– Creative management

• Agency relationships
• Art and design
• Production

– Channel management
– Web marketing
– Solutions marketing
– Corporate/divisional branding

What’s really interesting, and quite helpful, is that when you secure
the organization chart for the Marketing department, you actually have
a blueprint for activities that can be mapped out in the Marketing Plan for
the product.

Another way of thinking about the Marketing department is from a
systemic point of view. All systems have an input; they process what they
take in, and there is an output. An interesting way to view this “system”
of marketing is through the visualization shown as Figure 15.2.
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The marketing function can be easily divided into two meta-activities:
inbound marketing and outbound marketing. Inbound marketing refers to
the efforts devoted to securing data and information from a variety of
sources so that it can be used to guide Marketing Plans and programs.
Inbound marketing sub-functions would include customer research, com-
petitive intelligence (CI), or industry analysis. Inbound marketing is the
radar of the organization. People who carry out inbound marketing activi-
ties are constantly scanning the horizon of the marketplace, identifying
market-based issues such as general trends, economic signals, and com-
petitive activity. Inbound activities are described in Chapters 7 and 8. Out-
bound marketing encompasses the work activities carried out to create
programs that communicate your message to customers and analysts,
using advertising, public relations activities, events, and other things I will
describe shortly.

Lastly, I want to reinforce one of the key points about the importance
of a close relationship between Marketing and Product Management, as
shown in the Figure 15.3. This figure suggests that there is a broad team
in place that should be able to support the product. The product manager
and the marketing representative to the team need the Marketing Plan for
the product as the way to link all the other marketing sub-functions to 
the work that must be done to support the product. Furthermore, it is the
product manager’s responsibility to know who’s on the overall team. The
reason is that if the product manager becomes either a collaborator or 
the actual author of the Marketing Plan for the product, he or she knows
what elements should be included, and who is the go-to person to secure
support for the activities from that sub-function.
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The Marketing System



MARKETING PLANS ALWAYS BEGIN WITH STRATEGY

Foundational elements for the Marketing Plan are set within the strategy
that should be formulated for the product as a business. Whether it’s
been developed for an individual product or a product portfolio
(remember, this is a hierarchical model), strategy is the starting point.
Chapter 10, on strategy, helped put the past into perspective so that a
future state marketing mix and other associated business elements could
be envisioned and mapped out, in order that these could all be executed
at the right time. To put strategy and the Marketing Plan in perspective,
the strategy describes where we are going and the Marketing Plan 
contributes to how we’ll get there.

The Marketing Plan is a contribution toward the future business of
the product because it typically focuses on elements of the marketing
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mix, expressed as strategically driven tactical plans and programs. As
I’ve frequently mentioned in this book, there are other organizations
that need to participate and contribute to the success of the product, like
Operations, Customer Service, Manufacturing, and Supply Chain. Each
of these organizations also develops FSPs, but their work is not usually
listed in the Marketing Plan. However, there may be deliverables from
Marketing that are needed for other departments to do their work. For
example, Marketing may need to train customer service agents or Mar-
keting may organize sales training events.

BUILDING A HISTORICAL MARKETING PROFILE

To construct a Marketing Plan, you can begin your work by formulating a
historical marketing program profile. You want to check what’s already
been done, from both inbound and outbound perspectives, as far back as
reasonable. Your work on this is similar to organizing your data for strate-
gic product planning. As the plan evolves, you will be turning to the var-
ious Marketing sub-functions whose input is necessary for the creation of
a successful Marketing plan (as shown in Figure 15.3).

Since this is a big data collection project, you will need lots of room,
physically or virtually, to store the physical data and artifacts being
pulled together. Keep in mind it is not a one-day project. The data is
accumulated over time and updated on an ongoing basis—it will always
be a continuing work-in-progress. If you make this a once-and-done
effort, you will lose the benefit of the emerging insights you and your
team will gain from this amazing repository, over the long run.

Historical Inbound Programs

The best way to begin the project is by delving into the various types of
historical inbound data. There may be organizations within your com-
pany that can help. However, in some cases, you may have to do a lot of
the research yourself. Either way, the goal is to get the most complete
background possible. What follows are some key areas to consider:

Competitor Research

Many companies have a Competitive Intelligence group. But whether
they do or not, it can be helpful to reach out to anyone in your company
who may be carrying out competitor research. You can also search your
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own archives and discover what other people in your department have
accumulated. The idea is to gain the best perspective about the competi-
tion and their products, past and present. Think of how sports teams
review videos of past games to learn from them. They observe games
and strategies in retrospect; they check how they interacted with their
opponents and how the opponents reacted to their strategies. For your
research, you will want to  include things like:

� Competitor data sheets and any marketing collateral you can
find for all their competing products.

� Data on each product taken from their Web sites.
� Diagrams to show competitor product line hierarchies.
� Actual products—if you can purchase their products, display

them so that you can see how they look, feel, how they’re
designed, and so on. If they are not tangible products, find as
much descriptive visual information as you can get. For virtual 
repositories, pictures taken from different angles may provide 
a similar realistic impact.

� Competitor’s integrated advertising and promotional programs.
List those you know about and scour industry publications,
press releases, events in which they participate. Find out about
how they invest their money in communicating with the 
marketplace. From this, you can discern how they are position-
ing, to whom, and with what value propositions. You want to
know what you’re up against, don’t you? Some companies go so
far as to engage market research firms to travel to different cities
and watch television and read local newspapers to see if your
competitors are doing regional or local advertising.

� Competitor brand data should be captured to learn about the
strength of their branding activities and how this might contribute
to the success of their products. This can be achieved either by
procuring second party research or through research activities 
carried out by your Competitive Intelligence department.

Field Research Data

You or others in your company may have taken trips to see competitor
products displayed in retail or wholesale outlets. You may have tried to
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call their call center to request information. You could measure how long
you were on hold or in the IVR (interactive voice response) queue, or
how knowledgeable or helpful the customer service representative
comes across. I have many clients who hire outside research companies
to shop the competitors.

Market Segmentation and/or Customer Research

In Chapter 8, it was suggested that you find out about your customers,
namely who your company sells to now and why they buy. What bene-
fits do they derive and why do they select your products over competi-
tors? This information can be found in reports from customized research
projects, customer satisfaction surveys, loyalty studies, field visits, voice
of the customer research projects, and any other pertinent data you can
locate. Such records create a perspective for the team to understand the
motivation for research studies carried out by your company, its out-
comes, and how those outcomes were applied toward the evolution of
your marketing mix.

Industry Research Reports

Your company may subscribe to industry research providers who create
profiles on the industries in which you operate. If these reports are 
available, relevant content related to the product line should be made
available for inspection and evaluation. If your company engaged the
services of outside research firms for customized industry assessments,
these too should be displayed. If you can, have some of the market 
sizing forecast charts enlarged and put onto poster board and hung up
on walls. Charting your market share is a great way to visualize your
product’s performance and to help everyone see the trajectory of your
product’s market movement.

Checking for Inbound Data Sufficiency

The purpose of this inbound data compilation project is to help you 
see what kind of data was collected in the past, and why. Does what you’ve
gathered represent enough data to allow you and your team members 
the insight needed to determine why specific outbound plans and pro-
grams were created by those competitors? Furthermore, is there sufficient 
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information already, or does this raise a flag to the team suggesting that
greater levels of research investments are required in order to facilitate bet-
ter outbound program decisions? For example, recently, I was working
with a client and I asked if they had actually purchased the competitor’s
product. They replied that they had not. They explained that they hadn’t
thought of it and also, they couldn’t get funding for it even if they did think
of it. “How could this be?” I asked. Could you imagine an automobile
company not buying each and every competitor’s car?

To complete the picture, attention should be paid to the other part
of the data collection project: historical outbound program data.

Historical Outbound Programs

The next step in preparing for your Marketing Plan is research directed
at past outbound programs. Historical outbound program data helps
the team to “see” the methods used to communicate with the market-
place, and to learn about the effectiveness of such past investments. For
this research, you’ll most likely be reviewing more archival data than
actual research. Every company has many outbound initiatives, but
many of them are not easy to categorize. Nevertheless, here are a few
common areas to consider.

Advertising and Promotional Information

Find out about each advertising and promotional activity undertaken by
your organization, specifically product-related promotions. Advertising
and promotional activity can include direct mail, e-mail, trade magazine
and/or general advertising specialties (pens, pads, etc.), press releases,
spec sheets, product information, television commercials, radio spots, and
so on. Try to find out about the targeted customers, budgets allocated, and
associated response rates for each of the programs. If your product has no
direct advertising or promotional program investments, relying only on
sales force, Web site, or retail outlet, it may be more of a challenge to under-
stand what actually motivated the customer’s interaction with your firm.

Sales Information

Accumulate any and all sales or sales mix data (products, services, etc.),
including direct sales, indirect sales, Web sales, and so on. This gives you
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data about what you sell, through which channels and to which cus-
tomers. Often this is the hardest data to gather. Many companies struc-
ture this data into multiple databases, separated by geography, product
line, or division. Sometimes the customer profiles are kept separately for
security purposes, and at other times, customer names and sales vol-
umes are very closely held for competitive reasons. For products with
long life cycles (several years), sales data usually resides in one or more
generations of systems, requiring that you extract and compare data
from different sources. Regardless of the level of effort needed, however,
this sales data is crucial to developing a strong Marketing Plan.

Marketing and Selling Collateral

Accumulate your sales collateral, positioning information, or other
product-oriented data to help you have a full and complete understand-
ing of how you communicate about your products. When you collect
your competitor’s corresponding collateral and place it alongside yours
on a bulletin board or display wall, you’ll have a great visual and maybe
will get some good ideas for attacking the competition.

Using the Historical Profile

The outcome of this project is not only what you learn, it can also be a series
of fun, team-building experiences. Everyone is focused on the goal of the
project, and to that end is getting a better perspective on the plans and pro-
grams of the past. As you proceed, people will begin to get excited about
their role in the future. This historical profile is a great vehicle for earning
higher levels of credibility as a product and market expert. Once the data is
assembled and showcased visually, you will have equipped your team
with a solid base of information with which to assemble a Marketing Plan
for the key upcoming time period (e.g., the next fiscal year).

PUTTING THE MARKETING MIX IN PERSPECTIVE

The Marketing Plan is only as valuable as the team’s ability to carry out
that which is articulated in the plan. In my experience, especially
reviewing past Marketing Plans from some of my clients, only a small
portion of the programs envisioned in the Marketing Plans is ever car-
ried out. The typical Marketing Plan seems to be more of a wish list or
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things to think about doing, rather than an explicit road map for calcu-
lated tactical marketing investments seeking a desired outcome. In order
to be successful with your Marketing Plan, you cannot fall into this trap.

Granted, planning to execute is usually more complex because of the
interrelationships between the marketing mix elements. The elements in
the mix cannot operate independently—they are highly interdependent.
Imagine launching a product without a promotional program to commu-
nicate to the marketplace about the product’s benefits. Imagine introduc-
ing a product without a price. Or could you have a successful product if it
couldn’t be delivered? Figure 15.4 shows the interdependencies between
the marketing mix elements.

The second part of the marketing mix equation is, “Who is responsi-
ble for each marketing mix element?” This is a tremendous challenge in
many organizations. Very often the responsibilities do not rest with one
person or group, but with many people and many groups. This is not
always optimal, but if we understand that each marketing mix element
must be considered from both strategic and tactical points of view, then
the product team has a better chance to set the product up for success. If
the product’s success hinges on the performance of the product team, then
anything impacting the product’s performance should be managed by the
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team led by the product manager. This can sometimes become problem-
atic due to organizational structures. Some of these issues include:

� Product Management and Product Marketing are often in sepa-
rate groups and report to different functions.

� There are separate groups for pricing, promotional mix manage-
ment, and distribution. In many companies, integrated promo-
tional program management is not centralized.

� The marketing communication group for products is separate
from the advertising and promotional organization in the 
Marketing department.

Despite the melting pot of organizations you may have to deal with,
remember that one of the key skills of the product manager is leadership.
As I have explained elsewhere in the book, leadership is about influence.
Although the marketing representative to the cross-functional team may
be responsible for leading these marketing elements, it can’t hurt you to
get involved. For example, it might be a good idea to attend a marketing
meeting, or a marketing group planning session, led by the marketing
representative but influenced heavily by the product manager.

OUTLINE FOR THE MARKETING PLAN

In order to get you started on your own Marketing Plan, let’s look at the
most important components of the plan. There is no such thing as a perfect
template for this kind of plan, because every company has their own spin
on marketing. That said, most Marketing Plans should consider the same
general elements. Since I have had the chance to review many Marketing
Plans from many different companies, I’ve been able to isolate four things
that will increase your ability to be successful:

1. The data you use as your input should be collected on an ongo-
ing basis. 

2. I cannot emphasize this enough. The Marketing Plan should have
some place to call for resources needed for ongoing research and
data collection activities. You may encounter a major shortage of
structured, archived marketing data or there are people who have
it and don’t make it available for others. This may take some extra
effort to find, but it is worth it.
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3. This particular Marketing Plan should only cover the product or
product line (or that small product portfolio). It is not a divi-
sional or corporate plan. This brings up an important point: you
may need to review higher-level plans to see where yours needs
to “tie into the system.”

4. Some programs in the plan may not be new programs, but con-
tinuations of prior year or prior period plans. The team needs to
recognize that incremental programs may be limited depending
on what is actually happening within the organization and across
the team’s spectrum of committed-to previously budgeted work
activities.

To begin assembling the Marketing Plan, I suggest this basic outline
and flow:

1. Executive summary
2. Strategic context
3. The market environment for the product

a. Industry and competitive activities
b. Market segments and customer targets

4. The marketing mix—strategies and tactics
a. Product (description � value propositions and positioning)
b. Pricing strategy
c. Promotional plans and programs to drive demand

i. Corporate programs that require mandatory participation
ii. Product-specific programs

d. Place or distribution channels to deliver products and services
5. Marketing alliances used to gain access to other market areas
6. International marketing activities
7. Product launches being planned or being carried out
8. Sales training programs needed
9. Additional research programs needed

10. Any other deliverables to be provided by Marketing to other
functions, and other deliverables needed by Marketing from
other functions

11. Integrated budgets for all programs
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12. Measurements and metrics
13. Risks
14. Appendices and supporting material

SETTING THE TEAM UP WITH A REALISTIC MARKETING PLAN

Like many of the documents on which we focus, this plan should be
assembled with the help of the most relevant cross-functional team mem-
bers. The product manager, product marketing manager or marketing
representative, someone representing the Sales organization, and some-
one representing the Customer Service function should be participating in
the development of the Marketing Plan. Every company is different, but
what I’ve learned from my own corporate career, as well as in consulting
with other companies, is that the Marketing department tends to silo
itself. If you’re not careful, Marketing tends to focus much more on broad-
brush programs like corporate advertising, corporate market research,
events, and non-product-oriented marketing activities—sometimes leav-
ing Product Management to fend for itself.

For example, when Global Marketing is planning a big industry
event (like a trade show), they enlist the individual product groups, so
that each group is able to display and demonstrate their products. As a
result, the corporate marketing group controls the budget and manages
the event as a project. In that case, each product team must make sure
that they have the means to support that event, including adequate
budget, resources, and time for the event. This would go into the Mar-
keting Plan for the product.

ESSENTIAL SECTIONS OF THE MARKETING PLAN

The essential sections of the Marketing Plan are clarified below. You will
also find a Marketing Plan template in Module 6.

Executive Summary

The first section of the Marketing Plan should be a short (but compre-
hensive) executive summary. Like all executive summaries, it should be
completed after the entire plan is assembled. The major elements of this
summary focus on:



� Summarizing the market environment and the strategic market-
ing imperatives.

� Summarizing the programs to which the team is committed.
� Describing how new programs synergistically fit with existing

programs.
� Identifying the human and financial resources required to

achieve success.
� Capturing any risk factors about which management should 

be aware.

Strategic Context for the Marketing Plan

Each and every tactical marketing activity should be aligned with the
established strategic goals. In order to make sure your executive sponsors
know this up front, you should begin the Marketing Plan by setting the
strategic context. In other words, it must explain exactly how your pro-
posed marketing activities for the product are strategically aligned with
those of the product organization and its “next-higher-level” strategies.
Remember that the vision for the product is translated into action-
oriented goals. Essentially, this section should clearly explain why you
want to carry out the specific activities that help in achieving that vision.
Management needs to know how your plan will explicitly guide the efforts
of team members in confronting competitors, serving specific market seg-
ments, and delivering benefit-laden products to your chosen markets.

The Market Environment for the Product

Next, you should provide a general summary of what’s going on in your
marketplace, told as a short story. The market environment is shaped by
the industry in which the product is sold, the competitors that are con-
fronted, and the customers who should be the focus of marketing activi-
ties. Your explanation should make it clear to management that the team
understands the general direction of the market. Specifically, include
information such as the size, demographic makeup, and descriptors that
make the market attractive or relevant.

Recognize that this summary of the market environment also serves
as proof that the team has a thorough understanding of the industry and
competition. Discussion in this section should highlight how the product’s
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attributes are shaped by the targeted customer’s needs, within the confines
of the chosen market segments. If you’re having trouble with this part of
the plan, read through and understand Module 2, “Making the Market
Your Primary Focus,” where I explore in detail the rationale and methods
for evaluating industry and competition, choosing market segments, and
creating market share forecasts.

Ultimately, this section sets the stage for the justification of incre-
mental marketing investments that you’re asking management to make.
Not every investment is going to be approved. Therefore, significant
marketing investments will need to be vetted with a Business Case, just
like product investments.

An important output of this discussion about the market environ-
ment should mention any opportunities that were agreed upon by the
product team members as outputs from any strategy formulation activ-
ity carried out. Remember, this Marketing Plan represents the output of
the research and analysis performed by the team, including key business
issues, market drivers, and motivations for evolving the marketing mix.

The Marketing Mix: Strategies and Tactics

Many Marketing Mix models are based on the four P’s: Product, Price,
Promotion, and Place (or channel). These should be your control levers
for marketing execution. This section of the plan should provide suffi-
cient detail for management to be able to clearly and directly understand
your planned activities in order to approve them. Many of these elements
have been called out in the documentation evolved for the strategic plan
for the product. Therefore, in addition to clarity and completeness, this
part of the Marketing Plan should be consistent with that documentation.

However, before delving into the Marketing Mix, I wanted to share
some thoughts with you on the topic. I have encountered a variety of sit-
uations where poor outcomes were traced back to ill-conceived marketing
mix models or mix models that didn’t consider all elements of the mix.
Furthermore, Philip Kotler, one of the masters of marketing academia,
introduced four C’s (customers, costs, convenience, and communication)
as a variation on a theme. I even heard a chief marketing officer say that
traditional marketing is ineffective.

So often, desired business outcomes fail to materialize because the
various business functions in the entire organization don’t operate as if
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they share the same objectives and do not work together to mesh in a
synchronous manner. In fact, as I’ve stated throughout the book, the
cross-functional team and Functional Support Plans (FSPs) really do
offer an optimal opportunity for everyone to focus on the same goals.

Lastly, marketers today are determined to integrate many different
types of marketing communication vehicles into a holistic program
(“integrated marketing”). With this type of emphasis, the marketing mix
may be thrown out of balance because the emphasis is on reaching a vast
array of customer types through a plethora of methods (e.g., young
mobile consumers using Internet-enabled portable devices).

With all mix forces vying for resources, it’s important to remember
to focus on the achievement of balance across and between all marketing
mix elements. I’ll now review each element.

Product

Getting back to basics, in all this discussion of plans and promotions, we
need to focus on the object of all this marketing effort, which is the first
P, for product. There are many dimensions that need to be articulated in
this section of the plan:

� Your comprehensive description of the product (derived from
the product requirements or other relevant descriptive material)
is needed so that the object of the marketing mix strategies can
be put into context. Also, major elements of product features or
functionality should be called out to reinforce explicit linkages
to the benefits that are to be delivered to the chosen market 
segments and associated customer targets.

� Financial projections for the product are essential. Volumes and
revenue should be characterized by product variant (if appro-
priate) and channel through which the product is to be sold.
This financial profile can also be graphically depicted, which
may provide a visual for the life cycle state of the product.

� The value proposition for the product (especially for each 
market segment) must be stated clearly. In addition, the product’s
Positioning Statement should be included. Related to the Posi-
tioning Statement, there may be a series of unique selling points
(USPs) that may need to be called out. This information will be
used in promotional literature and in training salespeople. 
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Some of the distinctions that may be highlighted include design,
style, performance, reliability, and ease of use. Additionally, there
may be service distinctions that focus on a unique customer expe-
rience. Remember, products that are perceived 
as being unique have a better chance of commanding more
advantageous prices.

Pricing

The price of any product reflects the targeted customer’s willingness to
buy the benefit. Price setting represents a tremendous challenge because
of its dependency on the correctness of the value proposition. Even if 
the value proposition seems correct, there may be other intermediating
factors that customers simply will not accept. For the Marketing Plan,
the pricing strategies need to be called out in the following ways:

� The list price(s) for the product.
� The linkage of the pricing rationale to the value proposition.
� The linkage of the pricing model to the unit volume and rev-

enue forecast for the product. This is critical because price and
volume are inextricably linked. If the price is too low, you may
sell too many units, and if the price is too high, you may sell too
few. As stated earlier, the more unique the product, the higher
the perceived value and the more likely that you will be able to
charge more.

� Any discounting programs that would be acceptable. This means
that “floor pricing” should be established so that salespeople
know how much they can discount in a competitive situation.

Promotion

In this section, the team focuses on promotion: the plans and programs
that will communicate to your customers (or intended customers) about
your products. These promotions drive demand, interest, and, hope-
fully, customer action. Mandatory corporate or divisional programs
should be listed first so that the team knows, at a minimum, what they
must support. As suggested earlier, the kinds of promotional programs
that are possible may actually be limited by the organizational structure
of the Marketing department, so it’s wise to check.
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Think of promotional programs as an integrated mix of tactical
activities that can be divided into discreet individual campaigns. There-
fore, a campaign is a miniprogram that directs promotional marketing
investments to achieve a desired result. Each campaign is called out with
its focus on a particular market segment with a specific goal, call to
action, budget, and metrics. Articulating a host of campaigns in your
plan doesn’t automatically mean they will be carried out or funded.
Some of them could be placeholders that can be carried out at some
point in the future if the market conditions warrant the investment.
Table 15.1 shows how campaign plans might be organized.
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T A B L E  15.1

Promotional Campaign Plan Matrix

Name of Potential Targeted Goal of Call to Budget Campaign
Campaign Date Group Campaign Action Metrics

Place or Channel

A product takes many and varying paths from its point of origin to the
customer’s hands. These paths are called distribution channels. There are
channels for the movement of tangible goods and there are channels for
the distribution of services. These conduits and methods vary by indus-
try. One way to depict these channels involves a visual representation I
term a “channel map.” The channel map may look like the diagram
shown in Figure 15.5. The Marketing Plan should portray the product’s
intended movements to the end customers. When plotting the various
channels, your planning should make sure any potential sources of con-
flict and confusion are avoided—whether among salespeople who will
ultimately represent the product or the target customer.

Marketing Alliances

Very often, companies need to team up with other firms who may have
access to a desirable market segment, have operational expertise, or 
have a larger sales force, especially when working in a given geography.



Complementary business objectives form the common ground of
alliances or joint ventures.

Forming alliances may be easy, but managing alliances is extremely
difficult and time consuming. Make sure that your team realizes the
effort, time, and money involved in these efforts. Furthermore, there
may be publicity that needs to be called out in the promotional plan sec-
tion. If this is part of your go-to-market strategy, or part of your market
penetration strategy, this should be articulated in the Marketing Plan.

International Marketing Activities

You may be successful at home, but that doesn’t guarantee success with
international customers. Always keep in mind they have distinctly differ-
ent tastes, needs, and customs. International marketing is different from
marketing in your own country, and can entail the use of a host of differ-
ent business models. These models can range from exporting your current
products to a distributor in another country, all the way to include setting
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up local operations. All your chosen markets offer unique challenges 
and setting up well-thought-out marketing strategies for international
markets are among the most demanding.

The International section of the Marketing Plan should address a vari-
ety of factors not typically considered in traditional domestic Marketing
Plans. For example, you may have to plan for international transactions
and payments (currency and exchange rate risks prevail), import/export
or local documentation, local language support for product documenta-
tion and training, cultural or local business practices, alliances (if you take
this route), and protection (related to increased risks relating to payment,
intellectual property, or travel). If you plan to set up operations in another
country or region, then the Marketing Plan is dependent on the product
being manufactured and distributed, with a host of other support func-
tions like field operations, sales, and customer service. Finally, there may
be product certifications and approvals, which are to be called out in the
Product Requirements Document (PRD). All relevant issues related to
these activities should be included in this section of the plan.

Product Launches Being Planned or Being Carried Out

Your product launch may not be the only launch on the radar. There may
be several launches during the same month or quarter, or your product
may be bundled with others in a division or business unit launch. There
may be product launches that are in the process of being carried out, or
there may be launches on the immediate horizon that may complement, or
detract from, messages you may be preparing. Furthermore, there may
also be pre-launch activities taking place in the form of market trials, beta
tests, and so on. Your planned launch activities should mesh with each of
these existing activities. This is vital if you are resource constrained. It is
important to be able to characterize the work and any risks that may
impact the on-time delivery of a product to the market. You can refer to
Chapter 13, in which launch planning is discussed, and Chapter 17, where
launch execution is explained.

Sales Support and Training Programs

Sales teams are dependent on product managers and marketers for 
marketing support and training. Training programs usually focus on
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how to sell the product, but adding other kinds of training to your
agenda can foster stronger ongoing relationships with sales teams. For
instance, training sales teams on the industry, the competition, and
evolving trends in customer tastes and preferences is extraordinarily
helpful and is usually met with a high level of appreciation by those
sales teams. Training salespeople to sell more consultatively helps them
to foster greater partnerships with customers. There may also be sales
guides, sales kits, sales briefs, and other meaningful documents that
support the sales teams that you furnish them or guide them to find.

Training activities can be carried out at sales kick-off meetings,
regional update meetings, or at other events where you have the chance
to build strong bonds with sales teams. Lastly, it is important to make
sure that the appropriate “negotiations” take place that will ensure that
sales management has made available the right compensation packages
to encourage salespeople to be motivated to sell your products.

Additional Research Programs Needed

Additional research funding may be needed for primary or secondary
research. Such research investments should be articulated in this part of
the plan. Furthermore, other corporate organizations may need to be
involved, such as Corporate Competitive Intelligence. Each research
request should be summarized, by source and needed resource, with an
approximation of the funding needed. Customized research projects
may require a Business Case as a justification for those expenditures,
even if they are earmarked in the Marketing Plan.

Cross-Functional Deliverables and Dependencies

This section of the Marketing Plan for the product cements the intent
that makes this a Functional Support Plan. As I have discussed
throughout this book, one of the characteristics of an FSP is that it
describes what people from one function commit to delivering to one
another across the organization. For example, Marketing might pro-
vide deliverables to Sales or Customer Service in the form of training
or supporting marketing documentation. In return, those functions
should provide adequate staffing and timing for the training. There
may also be deliverables due between other sub-functions within the
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Marketing organization that should be clearly articulated. In this case,
the marketing lead might need to orchestrate interactions between 
the promotional mix manager and the pricing manager to ensure that
they are synchronized in achieving specific goals related to tactical
marketing mix initiatives.

Integrated Budgets

Budgeting for the Marketing Plan’s elements should be set up to show
what funds will be needed within identified time frames. My preference
is to lay out these expenditures depicted as funds are needed, by month,
being careful to point out the funding that would be authorized by man-
agement if they approve the plan. Other funding categories might
require separate authorizations or Business Cases. In any event, the mar-
keting budget is an important tool that affords you the ability to plan
and track marketing investments.

One of the particular differences between a product Marketing Plan
and a general (divisional or corporate) Marketing Plan is that product
investments are handled differently. Investments in product development,
testing, and other cross-functional supporting work are captured in the
Business Case for the product. In many companies, the marketing budget,
although called out explicitly in a Marketing Plan like this, allocates a share
of marketing cost to each product based on some predetermined percent-
age of an overall budget line item. In these cases, marketing expenses then
become uncontrollable direct expenses for the product team.

Measurements and Metrics

Marketing managers are increasingly being held responsible for making
sure that marketing funds are being productively invested in the busi-
ness. How will the efficacy of marketing programs be measured? Mod-
ern marketing measurements talk a lot about return on investment (ROI).
Marketing program ROI for the product is highly dependent on the effec-
tiveness of company or divisional promotional program expenditures.
It’s difficult to measure the return on market research or on product
launch programs. Product-level investments are considered to be outside
the purview of this plan, since they are considered from the point of view
of sustaining activities. Similarly, new product development investments
are vetted through Business Cases.
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Marketing program measurements are, for your plan, promotional
return metrics. An event like a trade show may represent one of those
investments. If the expected outcome of the event is an explicit number of
new orders or new sales leads, and those orders or leads guide the team
to accomplish agreed-upon goals for new or incremental business, then
the ROI for that event (as a campaign) would be considered positive.
Additional metrics might include the following:

� advertising program effectiveness, like increased call volume
after an advertisement, or visits to a unique landing page;

� event analysis, meaning to what degree an event like a “webinar,”
trade show, or other activity resulted in increased sales or expres-
sions of interest; and

� brand awareness, as measured through brand preference 
surveys.

Risks

Every plan is filled with potential problems. What could go wrong?
Each and every dimension of the plan should have some kind of risk
assessment. The plan should express to management “what if” scenarios
that demonstrate the team’s desire to protect company investments.
Risk profiles show not only the marketing activity, but also the probabil-
ity that outcomes will yield (or not yield) the desired result. This can be
represented in a list or a table, depending on the complexity of the plan
and the number of activities that create risks. Examples of risk factors
might include the following issues:

� A campaign’s investment might not yield the desired number 
of leads.

� An economic downturn might reduce the number of units sold.
� Excessive discounting, due to unanticipated competitive actions,

could lead to reduced product profitability.

It isn’t possible for me to give you a concrete list of all possible
risks, since these vary not only by company, but also by division, busi-
ness unit, and product line. Simply be aware that you must carefully and 
realistically evaluate all major or visible risks that you can imagine
might impact the plan.
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Appendices and Supporting Material

Each Marketing Plan should have a good supply of back-up data, statistics,
charts, and anything else that may serve to explain that which is commu-
nicated within each section of the plan. Sources should always be called
out within the relevant area of the plan, with a reference to the page or sec-
tion of the appendix where the source document can be found. The goal of
these sections is twofold: they must call out any detailed evidence that
proves or supports your recommendations; and these sections should
absorb any material that seems too detailed for other sections of the plan.
A few trips to other Marketing Plan reviews (at least, those that involve
your management) will help you gauge the right level of detail for the
main document and supporting material.

SUMMARY

The purpose of this chapter was to provide you with a formal structure
and guideline for creating a Marketing (Functional Support) Plan for 
the product. I wanted to make sure that I clarified the purpose of the
Marketing Plan so that it was actionable and realistic within the context
of the work needed to support the product in the market. I have two
important closing thoughts for you to consider. First, you can’t predict
exactly which marketing elements will be needed for a product unless
you thoroughly understand the market. The industry environment,
competitors, and market dynamics have to be internalized before you
can establish succinct goals and then write a realistic plan. Second, if you
take the time to really understand your markets in this way, you’ll find
it relatively easy to assemble a strong Marketing Plan, using this chapter
simply as a reminder list of things to include. Ultimately, the purpose 
of the Marketing Plan is to convince management that you are in a 
position to do meaningful things that will influence customer purchase
decisions, besides just building the next best mousetrap.

RAISING YOUR PRODUCT MANAGEMENT 
EXPERIENCE QUOTIENT (PMEQ)

1. Try to locate a Marketing Plan for a product or product line. If
there is one, see how it compares with the outline presented in
this chapter.
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2. Try to assemble all of the historical inbound and outbound data so
that you can start assembling a Marketing Plan for your product.

3. Pay attention to the cross-functional deliverables and dependen-
cies within the Marketing Plan outline. Use this as one of the key
distinguishing characteristics of this plan from the others in your
organization that may be more corporate, or at a higher level.

4. Is there a hierarchy of Marketing Plan documents as suggested
by Figure 15.1? Finding out about this will help you put market-
ing planning as used in your organization in perspective.

5. If you happen to be working on a Business Case, try to build a
Marketing Plan to support the product investment being justified
in that Business Case. This presents an ideal opportunity to put a
real product-level Marketing Plan together. If this isn’t possible,
try to take a retrospective view on a previous case and see if you
can build a Marketing Plan for that product investment.

6. Gather some typical Marketing Plans from other products
within your company or organization. How do these differ from
the suggestions in this chapter? What steps seem to be missing?
What additional process steps and/or interlocks does your com-
pany utilize?

7. How can you include elements of the suggested Marketing Plan
in your own work, without modifying the normal process?
What new marketing activities do you feel you should integrate
into your own plans?

8. Find out when some Marketing Plans will be under review and
see if you can attend to take notes. When you attend, try to
determine ways to improve your own presentation of ideas for
the relevant decision body.

9. Consult with the various individuals and departments that justify
investment decisions within your own company to see how they
prepare, socialize, improve, and present their Marketing Plans.
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16
EXECUTION AND OVERSIGHT 

DURING PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT

CHAPTER

Executive Summary

Product managers are responsible for executing plans. During the
Development phase, this means:

� Keeping all business functions focused on meeting their commit-
ments.

� Facilitating and synchronizing the work of many functions across
the organization.

� Surfacing risks in a timely manner.

Execution is born of a product manager’s passion for the product and
for the business, as the product comes to life.

� During development, unanticipated events will force the team, led
by the product manager, to adjust priorities.

� Product managers must know how to manage projects.
� The product manager makes sure the product fulfills the require-

ments and that it is produced on time, and with the desired level 
of quality.



Up to this point in Module 3, I’ve discussed the three phases of New
Product Planning. This is the first area of work within the Product Man-
agement Life Cycle Model. As you know, planning involves an array of
forward-looking activities resulting in the preparation of the documen-
tation that will guide the work of others. All of this is done so that the
product can be built, launched into the market, and managed success-
fully. Earlier I mentioned that during planning, you should go slowly at
first so that you can go faster later. Now, it’s later. The Development
phase within the area of work called New Product Introduction (NPI) is
the subject of this chapter, where the product manager leads the team to
bring the product to life.

As I explained in the introduction to Module 3, NPI provides the
umbrella for two parallel phases: the Development phase and the Launch
phase, shown as two wedge-shaped forms in Figure 16.1. During the
Development phase, any remaining design issues are resolved such that
the product can be fashioned from the requirements, tested to assure that
it works as envisioned, and handed off to production so that it can be
delivered to the market. The Development phase is shown to start out
broadly and then taper off to reflect the intensity of work, while the
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Launch phase is shown as starting out slowly and ramping up. Figure 16.1
reinforces this key point.

Within the Development phase, as with other phases, there are
inputs, activities, and outputs. Table 16.1 summarizes this work flow.
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Input Activities Output Decision
� Product Master

Plan, containing:

– Business Case
– Marketing Plan
– Product

Requirements
– Launch Plan

� Development of the
product

� Select vendors, if make
versus buy is considered
an option

� Recheck marketplace
activity

� Validate assumptions
within the major
documents

� Check product require-
ments for accuracy

� Oversee any design
modifications based on
possible production
prototypes

� Update FSPs if needed
� Oversee project

schedules, reporting, and
mitigation of any risks

� Assure that all product
documentation is
prepared and validated

� Make sure that the
product meets all
regulatory standards as
applicable

� Make sure all product
testing is completed
(including alpha and beta
tests)

� Make sure that the appro-
priate hand-offs take place,
e.g., Development 
to Manufacturing, Design
to Supply Chain, etc.

� Completed Product
that works as
specified

� Updated Master Plan
documentation

� Whether to continue
with the launch or
terminate the product
project

T A B L E  16.1

The Development Phase Work Flow



During the Development phase, many different interactions are tak-
ing place between people in other business functions. At the same time,
team members fulfill many of the pairwise commitments made to one
another in the Functional Support Plans (FSPs). Before continuing, I’m
providing you with a visual that will give you a high-level view of some
of these interactions, using the wedge shape of the Development phase
(Fig. 16.2).

THE PRODUCT MANAGER’S ROLE DURING 
THE DEVELOPMENT PHASE

The product Development phase requires strong execution management
and oversight—in other words, true team leadership. This oversight is
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critical because changes in the marketplace may necessitate changes to
the product. It can be easy for a product manager to be distracted during
Development by exigencies of the moment because he or she assumes
other teams are adequately executing.

Execution doesn’t always fit neatly within the NPD process mold
with so many processes, organizations, teams, divisions, business units,
and so on. Among all these dimensions is a gap. Larry Bossidy, in his book
Execution: The Discipline of Getting Things Done, calls this, “the gap nobody
knows.” Especially during Development, Product Management is the
most variable job category in the company. It’s the “whatever it takes” that
synchronizes all the other activities related to the product. Organizational
structures can’t anticipate everything; job descriptions can’t predict every
needed skill. In fact, events and priorities bubble and boil daily for the
product manager trying to execute. Like bubbles in boiling water, unex-
pected, unprecedented things rise to the surface, with no defined process
or pat answers. The product manager is the person who has to deal with
them—hence the “whatever it takes.”

The key to managing well is vested product ownership. Product
managers are essentially investors, because they have invested their
budget, their credibility, and their career in this effort. But the product
manager is an active investor. The product manager’s role during the
Development phase is not that of product builder, but of business over-
sight manager, much like a venture capitalist or executive might take
direct oversight of a critical initiative. The product manager’s credibility
as a product and market expert helps in negotiating, mediating, and
facilitating a dialog among disparate groups who have varying agendas,
even if they are all on the same team. This is another proof point for the
product manager as the CEO of the product.

From this description it is obvious that the product manager can’t
handle everything alone. In fact, the cross-functional team shares over-
sight responsibilities (and, if appropriately constructed, shares the
incentives and rewards as well). FSPs and the project plans they contain
represent the key to good team mechanics. The FSP represents the bind-
ing thread that holds everything together. As you move deeper and
deeper into Development, it becomes clear that all the planning work to
get these reciprocal commitments right is going to pay off.

Even with FSPs, of course, product managers shouldn’t be clueless
about other functional areas. It aids in developing a strong relationship
between the product manager and the cross-functional team if the product
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manager comprehends precisely how work gets carried out within and
between business functions. In fact, one of the secrets of execution is 
asking “how” questions, a topic I’ll cover in just a moment.

THE PRODUCT MANAGER AS FACILITATOR AND PARTNER

During Development, the relationship between the product manager and
the Development function is especially important, because the people in
Product Development, Quality Assurance, or Product Testing, and any
other supporting function are vital to the successful creation of the prod-
uct. Product managers walk a fine line in this relationship while they
keep the Development team focused and on schedule. Simultaneously,
the product manager must make sure that the product’s progress is
tracked against the Product Requirements Document (PRD), the Business
Case, and any project plans that were established and approved.

You can imagine, then, that the product manager’s relationship
with Development goes beyond just teaming. The product manager
must help the Development team finesse some of the aggravating
issues and administrative trivia that may arise. For example, the prod-
uct manager must make sure that the appropriate hand-offs take place
at the right time. Did Development send the right bill of materials to
Procurement and Cost Accounting on time? Did the hand-off take place
between Development and Manufacturing? Is Logistics, or Shipping,
or Fulfillment aware that a product is coming and are they ready to
handle it?

Similarly, the product manager must manage external requirements
that may impact development efforts. For example, the product manager
must ensure that regulatory approvals/certifications for local or interna-
tional product deployments get done in order to make sure that the prod-
uct can be marketed, sold, and supported domestically or internationally.
This might include the laboratory tests for electrical safety, financial
product’s regulatory compliance, food or pharmaceutical safety, type
approval for communications equipment compliance, and others.

PRODUCT MANAGERS MUST UNDERSTAND EXECUTION

In short, the product manager must clearly understand execution, which is
about getting things done. If there were no conflicts, everything would be
done as soon as possible, on time, and flawlessly. Once the dependencies
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for a given task have evaporated, two types of conflicts prevent immediate
and swift action: conflicts of understanding, and conflicting agendas. Very
often, both types of conflicts emerge during both Development and
Launch, occurring between functions or even within one function. And the
product manager must surface and deal with these conflicts right away—
it’s the only way to prevent them from throwing the project off track.

TRUTH MIXED WITH COMPASSION

Execution requires a healthy dose of realism. Product managers should
surface realities and address them as effectively as possible. However,
this realism can’t be harsh. The product manager must finesse relation-
ships, which requires “soft” (a.k.a., people) skills. Soft skills come very
naturally if you can empathize, that is, if you know how other people
tend to think and feel. Part of this empathy requires that you understand
the other person’s environment and the typical situations to be con-
tended with. Such  familiarity is built up over time and through years of
experience working with product developers, and in working together
in a cross-functional setting.

Beyond environment, however, it helps if the product manager can
understand developers. This means you need to take time to find out
how developers and engineers think. There is much to be learned from
the great minds of engineers, and there is much they can learn from the
product manager about business and markets. It may not seem like a
necessary activity, and from a pure project management point of view, it
isn’t part of the typical work breakdown structure—but it is essential.
Open up the dialog, visit the laboratories and the work spaces devoted
to design, and spend some time getting to know your developers, and
making sure they get to know you.

SURFACING CONFLICTS AND REALITIES WITH “HOW” QUESTIONS

Earlier in the book, I discussed why “how” questions are a secret to
strong execution. It’s simple, but true: if you ask “how” questions until
you have a clear understanding of the path between here and there,
you’ve greatly reduced the risk of missing the target. How will the new
feature be implemented in a week, when the previous record for such
features is two months? How will customer feedback from the beta 
program be handled? How will the limited number of engineers on the
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project be able to handle both development and testing during a very
short project timeline? Product managers may find it more comfortable
to sit idle in development reviews and project meetings, trying to soak
up information and figure out how things are really going to come
together. It isn’t easy to speak up and question things that aren’t clear,
but it’s a lot easier than dealing with project cost overruns and failed
products later.

This kind of questioning is also useful in resolving both misunder-
standings and conflicting agendas. When two team members or two
functions aren’t moving in lockstep, it’s very important to bring it up.
How are the two of you going to coordinate this activity? How are you
going to verify that it can be done, given these changes? How can we
both get on the same page? This doesn’t mean that there won’t be con-
flicts, especially when it comes to differing agendas. Sometimes team
members or functional representatives won’t or can’t hold to their FSP
commitments for some reason. If it’s an unforeseen problem that makes
the commitment impossible to fulfill, it’s a “how” question: How can we
change this requirement with minimum impact on the product plan? If
it’s anything else, you may simply have to hold a hard line or use a pre-
defined escalation path. Hopefully, well-crafted FSPs will help you
avoid most of these situations.

Regardless of what kind of conflict has to be resolved, it’s impor-
tant to put together some kind of special follow-up activities to make
sure things are getting fixed.

PROGRESS TRACKING

Keeping close tabs on Development status at all times actually helps 
prevent many of the stickier conflicts. Keeping track of the work of prod-
uct developers helps the product manager monitor progress, evaluate
emerging risks, and prepare to make decisions that can influence the
outcomes of the product. Most of the time, continuous feedback and
good preparation can keep projects running smoothly enough to keep
big headaches to a minimum.

You’ve probably heard that what gets measured gets done. Some of
the best measurement tools are the planning documents approved moving
into the Development phase. While they are generally not static because 
the market is not static, they still serve as a very handy yardstick. Listed
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here are three critical tools I’ve discussed, and how their content con-
tributes to progress tracking:

� The project plans within the Business Case contributes to the
tracking of development progress, helping the product manager
see whether the product that’s coming together actually matches
what the market seems to want.

� The PRD serves as a yardstick in terms of product functionality,
features, and attributes. The question, “Will the product do what
it’s supposed to do?” is always on the mind of the product man-
ager. The PRD also serves to control scope and other unexpected
change requests. (More on change control and “scope creep”
shortly.)

� Product specification and design documents move in lockstep
with the PRDs. Also, the developers maintain internal project
plans that usually become visible only when product managers
attend development status meetings.

And, by the way, markets change their minds, even while you’re
developing a product.

That’s correct. Market changes may cause you to adjust the Business
Case, Launch Plan, Marketing Plan, or even product requirements before
you can finish the product and get it to market. Customer needs, which
are the definitive inputs to the requirements, may change in the space of
a development cycle. The longer the development cycle, the more likely
changes will occur. Customer needs that drive market segmentation
models need to be checked to make sure that motivational states have not
shifted and that your value proposition is intact. And customers are not
the only movable boundary. Industry influences should be verified to
determine if there are any changes in the original signals or trends that
support the business justification. Competitive actions in the markets
(and competitor product changes) should be carefully reevaluated, so
that your proposed competitive advantage, represented in the product’s
positioning, remains compelling.

Periodically, the entire planning document set should be checked
against the market drivers that contributed to their creation. As things
change, the realities should be surfaced, along with any resulting con-
flicts (as described earlier), and then addressed as rapidly and effec-
tively as possible. Diligent oversight of development, combined with
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continual review of market dynamics, may uncover discrepancies in
requirements. It certainly reduces misunderstandings, and it definitely
reduces scope creep, as I’ll describe momentarily.

FREQUENT STATUS UPDATES ARE ESSENTIAL

Diligent oversight requires frequent status updates, and these updates
are one place where the cross-functional team can really contribute. As
I’ve mentioned, product managers don’t review progress in a vacuum.
Frequent status meetings of the cross-functional team are needed during
the Development phase so that each team member can stay informed.
This is where FSP commitments make a great yardstick, because they
can (and must) be monitored, along with the associated project plans
and budgets. Using the cross-functional model effectively means that
each team member will own the primary reporting responsibility for his
or her function. Those same team members should be expected to keep
their functional management in the loop. Frequent management updat-
ing is needed, so this forum is the means to communicate status, out-
comes, and emerging risks to management.

MANAGING PROJECT PLANS HELPS MANAGE RISK

Many product managers lament that they are just managing projects
most of the time. This may be true because product managers must 
follow up on the work (tasks) or projects of other people in different
business functions. There is no way around this.

Whether you enjoy project management or find it tedious, the fact
is that you should know something about it. Years of experience in 
managing projects has shown that well-structured project plans track
development progress very well. Good project management is pivotal.
Most project deliverables and results are only as good as the project
plans themselves. Managing these work activities, deliverables, and
dependencies—and their relationships—has already been codified in a
standard body of knowledge (described in the next paragraph). By
implication, the product manager must know project management.
Understand that the product manager doesn’t always have to do active
project management, but may have to play the role as needed. In some
companies, there is a Program Management Office staffed by able project
managers who are dedicated to teams. In other companies, another
capable person can be assigned from a related business function.
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One of the reasons that project management is so important to prod-
uct managers, especially during the phases of NPI, is because the quality
of project management impacts the readiness of the product, based on all
of the FSPs. Project management has a standard protocol and methodol-
ogy defined by the Project Management Body of Knowledge or PMBOK®

(pronounced “Pim-Bok”). It defines a project as “a temporary endeavor
undertaken to create a unique product, service, or result.”

Projects are managed under what is called a “triple constraint,”
composed of project scope, time, and cost. Each constraint is like a vari-
able in a mathematical equation. If one variable changes, then the entire
outcome of the formula will change. Successful outcomes from the
Development phase are dependent on several simultaneous, ongoing
projects being completed on time, on budget, and with the specified
functionality and features, each with the desired level of quality. If costs
go up or the project takes too long, a different set of less than desirable
outcomes will result.

In my experience working for a defense contractor, there are usually
cost/schedule control system criteria that establish acceptable quality
constraints for project outcomes. When I held that job, the U.S. Air Force
was the customer and the product went into fighter jets. The firm could-
n’t just complete a project on time and within budget; the product had to
work with the highest levels of quality and reliability. Each constraint
had to match military specifications.

In order to summarily clarify some of the elements of project 
management, here are a few key points.

� A project plan is made up of many tasks that are organized and
grouped under an umbrella called a Work Breakdown Structure
(or WBS).

� All tasks have a start point and an end point, so by default, each
has a duration attached to it.

� Some tasks must be completed before other tasks can start
(predecessors), and some tasks are dependent on the completion
of others (successors).

� Some tasks can be carried out simultaneously, while others can
be carried out autonomously.

� Each task has assigned human resources and budget items.

Project management literally provides a structured method for
planning and carrying out work—which is what execution is really
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about. As a product manager, you should be intently concerned with
how activities are defined so that the path from start to finish is crystal
clear—hence the “how” questions.

An example of a WBS for a customer-service training project
(within a larger system implementation program) is shown in the ensu-
ing list. I’ve set it up this way just to demonstrate a hierarchical project.
Each WBS element has a series of tasks associated with it, but all of the
tasks from all of the WBS elements must come together in order for the
project to be successfully completed. In this example, if the Marketing
department doesn’t have the resources for the training, the project will
either be late or incomplete.

WBS 10.0—Customer Service System Turn Up
10.1—Customer Service Agent Training

10.1.1—Secure facility
10.1.2—Order materials
10.1.3—Send out invitations
10.1.4—Process registrations
10.1.5—Notify marketing department of training date
10.1.6—Distribute product literature for agents to study
10.1.7—Distribute preclass test

Incidentally, much of this WBS information should already be captured
in the FSPs developed by members of the cross-functional product team.

The visual for the above task progression is shown in Figure 16.3,
where Task 1 is the predecessor of Task 2, and Task 3 is a successor of
Task 2. Each task must be completed in sequence.
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Basic Sequential Task Progression

Figure 16.4 introduces the idea that other tasks may be carried out at
the same time, while still others must be completed because there is a deliv-
erable required to another organization. In this example, Task X’s deliver-
able is just as important to the completed project as all of the other tasks.



Work activities can also be represented in a table that describes
tasks, responsibilities, start and end dates, dependencies, and risks.
Table 16.2 shows how to represent tasks in a tabular format.
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Task Progression with Dependencies
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Other Function?

Task 1
Task 2
Task 3
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T A B L E  16.2

Task List in Tabular Format

ADDITIONAL PROJECT MANAGEMENT TOOLS

There are some additional tools used to show how projects are organ-
ized, which include the Gantt chart and the network diagram. These
standard methods bring all of the human resource, timing, and cost vari-
ables into plain sight, ready to be tracked. It’s worthwhile to take a quick
look at each of them.

A Gantt chart is used to portray tasks as a series of horizontal bars,
sequenced and linked to show duration and dependencies within the
context of the WBS. A Gantt chart is shown in Table 16.3.



The other commonly used task representation is a network dia-
gram. There are two network diagram techniques. One is called the Pro-
gram Evaluation Review Technique (PERT) and the other is the Critical
Path Method (CPM). These are good tools to visualize where a delay
might cascade through the project. Each representation has nodes and
lines (pathways) that connect the nodes, intended to graphically portray
project duration and completion of tasks.

What generally differentiates these methods is the location of the
task (on the line or in the node). In the CPM, the critical path is the longest
distance of the most critical tasks through the network diagram, so a 
slippage along the critical path becomes a time period for time period
slippage. Figure 16.5 shows this simple visual of a network diagram for a
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project. Node 5 is right on the critical path, so if a predecessor task 
deliverable is a day late to node 5, the project deliverable (node 6) slips
day for day.

The intent of this section of the chapter is not to make you an expert
on project management. However, you should have enough familiarity
with project planning and management so that you can effectively use
these tools to track progress and manage risk.

Project plans identify risks because they point out physical impos-
sibilities and unlikely estimates. For example, if a single resource is
needed for two different tasks in a project, and those tasks must take
place simultaneously, the project is at risk. Likewise, if the first five engi-
neering operations each take 50 percent longer than expected, the prod-
uct manager can quickly compute—and communicate—the associated
schedule risks. As you work with project plans, you’ll quickly discover
that they make great project status dashboards for various aspects of the
Development phase.

As a matter of fact, these plans can be combined to create a much
larger dashboard, when you use the Product Master Plan as a project
plan repository. The diagram shown in Figure 16.6 visualizes how three
FSPs and their associated project plans are integrated so that all the proj-
ect elements can be assessed. This “giant dashboard” means risks that
affect overall product readiness for the market can be more quickly rec-
ognized and managed.

PROGRESS VALIDATION IS ESSENTIAL

Recall again that all deliverables by designated staff members from a busi-
ness function represent the completion of each of their own projects. This is
why the product manager and the cross-functional team should know (and
oversee) all of the general project deliverables from each business function
and should understand how all deliverables relate to one another. When the
product manager and the team are working together during development,
they can review their progress against those plans—ideally every week—
and provide the needed readouts and status updates to management. This
proactive project/program review process will contribute greatly to the
team’s credibility and will demonstrate the product manager’s leadership.

When I worked for a defense contractor, we had a room with a wall
that must have been more than 100 feet long where massive project
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graphics were viewed by project teams so that everyone could view the
project’s status. These visuals made it easier for project managers to
keep the plans and status reports up to date.

But project plans are only as good as the input. What if the input is
underestimated, or optimistic, or premature? What if unstated assump-
tions go into a status report, or unexpected issues don’t get surfaced and
compared with the plan?

This is where the product manager and the team should insist on
tangible proof of development progress. Nothing against the develop-
ment team—they’re almost always doing the best they can with the
constraints they’re given. But there is no substitute for clear, visible
proof of development progress. For example, some of the outcomes of
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early Development phases include models, mock-ups, or prototypes.
Getting the cross-functional team together to pick apart these simu-
lated products usually pays big dividends in understanding. A ten-
minute session with a prototype can save weeks of rework by catching
misunderstandings before they become deeply embedded into the
product.

Management by walking around (MBWA) can also help you keep
tabs on progress and spot flaws in requirements-to-product translation.
MBWA is generally credited to have been developed by David Packard, of
Hewlett-Packard fame, during the firm’s early development. Managers
were encouraged to get up from their desks, get out to the offices, cubicles,
and laboratories, and find out what’s going on real-time—eyeball-to-eye-
ball. MBWAis a powerful tool in this regard. It can give progress validation
in a fraction of the time it takes to evaluate someone’s accuracy on the
phone or in a report. It is vital that product managers visit the laboratory,
shop floor, factory, or any other area where developers build what they
build. Product managers must be able to see the physical product, assess its
functionality to determine whether the intended features are included, and
form an even deeper connection with the product they “own.” Even if it’s
software that is being developed, a user interface can be navigated, or an
administrator’s panel can be viewed when sitting next to a programmer.
Beyond just improving progress readings, MBWA also helps managers
develop the kind of empathy that dramatically improves soft skills.

PRODUCT TESTING

The product manager and the team must verify that the product works,
and will be built according to the product requirements. Making sure
that the product actually works as designed is the function of testing. At
this juncture, it is appropriate for the product manager to be involved in
oversight of testing (to make sure it’s being carried out), as well as do
some actual testing to make sure that the functionality and features are
actually working as planned. Every company has a variety of testing
protocols as well, so make sure you’re familiar with those. Knowing
how important testing is in assessing the product’s integrity, here are
some of the types of testing situations or protocols you may encounter:

� Functional testing considers whether the product is actually
doing what it is supposed to be doing. For example, if your
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company is building automated teller machines (ATMs), you
might enter the amount on the ATM screen, press the enter 
button, and see whether the ATM gives you the right amount of
cash. If it doesn’t, then the ATM doesn’t function as required.

� Use testing allows the product to be tested under the actual con-
ditions for its usage. An employee of the company could be
asked to use the prototype, or it could be tried out in a labora-
tory environment. Some critics of use testing say that it just
delays the product introduction because it takes too much time.
I truly believe that some kind of tangible testing of the product
must take place to verify whether it looks, feels, and works as
envisioned by the product manager.

� User or customer interface testing is another key test. User inter-
faces could apply to anything from toys to electronic games to
computer applications. How a user or customer interacts with
the product to bring about the desired experience is the goal of
this type of testing.

� Stress testing usually means that the product has to withstand
certain conditions. It could include materials testing or just func-
tional testing under severe conditions. At AT&T many years
ago, public pay phones had to be tested to withstand severe
temperature and weather extremes.

� Systems interface testing is important for products that are parts
of larger systems or contain many subsystems. For example, IT
systems may pass data between dissimilar systems, using com-
patible or standard formats. Extensive testing is required to
ensure that the data isn’t corrupted because of a faulty interface.

� Structural or material testing may be required for components or
parts of products. Sometimes these tests are carried out by out-
side companies. Product managers may not be involved directly
with this type of testing, but it’s useful to understand and plan
for this activity.

� External testing and approvals were mentioned previously. Some
products cannot be sold unless they comply with specific stan-
dards as established by regulators. For example, electrical test-
ing, fire safety testing, and a host of other approvals may be
used. Visit the Underwriters Laboratory Web site (www.ul.com)
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to get a sense of these kinds of approvals. The most important
thing is to start very early in the development process. A certifi-
cation not carried out in time to allow for potential rework or
laboratory time availability can delay a launch by many months
and put you at a competitive disadvantage.

The product manager must ensure that Development integrates
testing protocols into its project plans and allows for the appropriate
hand-off’s and hand-backs (if a test fails, for example). Most often, there
is a quality assurance (QA) group within the Development organization.
QA is responsible for structuring and carrying out product tests. They
also work with Development and Product Management to report find-
ings so that problems can be identified and fixed. Finally, the QA group
should make sure that the product’s quality is sustainable while the
product is in the marketplace. Unless QA sits directly on the cross-func-
tional team (and has its own FSP), these sustaining quality evaluations
should be a commitment in the Development FSP. As always, your orga-
nizational structure may vary.

THE BETA TEST

Certainly, testing the product in the laboratory, or even with some
“users” inside your own company yields interesting or helpful results.
But such “alpha” trials only go so far. At some point in the development
process, you should be able to test an actual customer’s experience with
the product. One of the most powerful validation tools for this type of
customer testing is beta testing. Making sure that Development and other
relevant groups support and execute early customer testing using a beta
trial will put a great deal in perspective. Nothing forces performance
against deadline like formal, active, in-market testing by a small group of
actual customers. A beta trial has its roots in the technology industry, but
it’s used in a variety of other industries as well (such as scientific equip-
ment or small-scale industrial machinery). Even consumer products are
beta tested: Polaroid used to beta test cameras, film packs, and so on.

Each beta trial is a short-term customer test of a product to see if 
it works the way it should. It allows the customer to identify defects 
or problems so that Development can fix them early. This test is not
designed to determine whether the market segmentation is right or 
the customer needs are valid. Therefore these tests should use a select
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customer or customers and be carefully controlled. In a business-to-busi-
ness setting, a beta trial should normally include the following controls:

� A small group of “friendly” customers should be identified.
� A project plan should be constructed, identifying key roles and

responsibilities for Product Development, Marketing, Sales, and
Product Management. The project plan conforms to the duration
of the trial and the disposition of results after the trial.

� A contract between the customer and the product company
should guide the project so that the customer understands 
the goals, duration, and any compensation to be received. 
A confidentiality clause should also be included. There must be
a definitive end date to the trial.

� The customer should be educated about what will be tested, and
how to report results. The team needs to make sure they collect
the customer’s data, conduct any final interviews, and take the
product back to the laboratory.

And, of course, a beta trial is no good if the results are ignored. Many
companies do beta trials as a way of debugging products, but plan them 
so poorly that the defect fixes have to ship in a Post-Launch update. This
doesn’t convey the right impression. Under such circumstances, it’s hardly
worth doing the beta testing to begin with. In Chapter 17, covering launch
execution, I’ll talk about the use of a market trial, which represents another
step toward a full market roll out.

PRODUCT DOCUMENTATION

Product documentation is literally how you communicate with customers
when describing how to use a product. If it is not completed on time, or
merely left for a later phase during development, it may jeopardize the
product launch. As evidenced by the high percentage of less-than-useful
product manuals on the market, documentation is often poorly written
and, frequently, not tested. Ensuring that the product’s documentation is
complete and accurate is another key responsibility of the product man-
ager. When planning, remember that product documentation sets may
include:

� Customer or user guides
� Installation instructions
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� Repair manuals
� Troubleshooting guides
� Administration manuals
� Operating manuals
� Care and maintenance manuals

The writing, editing, testing, publication, distribution, and updating
of product documentation is usually done by a documentation manager.
Sometimes this is managed within the Product Development organization,
but sometimes writers report to other departments. Product documents
must be accurate, readable, and helpful. Whether the documentation is
published in paper or digital format, it must meet the needs of the
intended audience and, most often, meet a corporate standard or guideline
for format and structure.

In one of my jobs leading a software product team, the documenta-
tion manager actually reported to me. One day she came to me with a
problem. She told me that the documentation her team was creating was
inaccurate. She said this was because she didn’t have the most current
system from which to create the product user and administration
guides. We called upon our team of developers, product managers, and
documentation writers and set up a room with screens and projectors.
Then we projected the image of the documentation on one side of the
room and projected the system administration screens on the other side
of the room. Step-by-step, we went through the current system and
found many errors both in the system (found by the product managers)
and in the documentation (found by all). The major lesson to be learned
from this is to make sure that all cross-functional team members are syn-
chronized so that they can carry out their work, and give the product a
fighting chance to fulfill the product definition.

MANAGING SCOPE AND BUDGET CREEP

Scope creep refers to unanticipated change requests, embellishments, or
“great ideas” for the product that surface after the PRD has been base-
lined and frozen. One big problem with scope creep is that it represents
additional work, by the same people, with no additional budget and no
additional time. It’s also a problem because it means straying from the
PRD, and therefore deviating from the team’s understanding of customer
needs. It may also cause the product to fit poorly into the product line, or
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incorporate a value-added feature into a lower-cost model, distorting the
marketing mix. This undesirable state of affairs is a plague to product
managers and the team, because it’s distracting and unproductive.

Say what you will about innovative, maverick geniuses who go
their own way with product requirements, but the hard truth is much
simpler. The three main causes of scope creep are poorly conceived
requirements, incomplete product specification and design documents,
and excessively long development projects. Poorly conceived require-
ments force engineers to interpret what’s being requested, which may or
may not lead to the features that were intended. Incomplete or over-
looked design details are discovered as prototypes and mock-ups are
created, causing the team to have to “go back to the drawing board,”
which puts the project at risk. Excessively long development projects
cause the time for understanding to get murky and cause the turnover to
put too many hands on the work—not to mention the changes in market
conditions over a long span. The product manager has to create crisp,
clear requirements, and keep projects on track, efficient, effective, and
short. If things get fuzzy or take a very long time, engineers may, out of
sheer necessity, stage a coup and take control of the project.

It isn’t possible for the product manager or the team to catch all
mistakes, or all scope creep work items, but bad requirements must be
fixed when they’re found. The product requirements may be incorrect,
inexact, or just may not adequately reflect customer needs. The features
being developed could be less important to the targeted customer
groups than originally thought, or the market may have moved, as
alluded to earlier. Whatever the reason, the team must fix unclear, con-
fusing, or inaccurate requirements. The PRD, PSD, (Product Specifica-
tion Document), FSPs, and Business Case are all good guides for
resolving requirements errors.

Scope isn’t the only thing that can creep. The product manager
leads the team in keeping the product on budget as well. The goal
must be to assure that the development of the product meets all cost
and financial targets established in the Business Case. Accomplishing
this means carrying out periodic reviews of financial data, work
schedules, and estimates to complete the product, which implies a
continuous data-gathering process, and a continuous financial report-
ing process.

Sometimes products get so far away from the original scope, or so far
over budget, that they just have to be canceled. Even if a change in market
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conditions compromises the product (by changing the assumptions of the
underlying Business Case), then a decision to halt development may need
to be made. Rather than continuing to thrash alternatives and reorganize
projects indefinitely, it’s better to set some clear conditions under which a
product would be canceled. At that point, if you’ve done everything rea-
sonable within those conditions to salvage things, then it is up to the prod-
uct manager to consider a decision to kill the project—which is why we
have decision points factored into the New Product Development process.

MANAGING CHANGE: TRADE-OFFS AND 
PRIORITIZATION DECISIONS

Partway through development in many projects, the Product Develop-
ment group discovers that some product features are more complex to
develop than originally estimated. Other features may have crept in
because of post-PRD requests. Sometimes key features are simply over-
looked during the Definition phase. In this case, the product manager
and the cross-functional team should decide whether to make feature
trade-offs. The earlier these trade-offs can be made, the better. The more
involved the product manager is in development meetings, the more
likely these items will be caught early.

Engineers believe they know trade-offs very well. Engineers or
product developers in many companies have an uncanny knack for
proving that they know the most about the product, and that they are in
the best position to deal with technical trade-offs. But as good as they
are, they may not have the market, strategy, or business perspective to
select just the right adjustment to the product requirements. This means
that product managers will have to explain the business basis for any
given trade-off. You’ll need to be equipped to defend the product
through your market and customer knowledge and experience. Some-
times, you will need to defend customer needs, and justify market-
derived features.

Market knowledge helps product managers when feature prioriti-
zation is called for. There will always be trade-offs and other work repri-
oritizations that need to be considered within the context of cost,
schedule, resource availability, and skills. As the engineers get to know
you, it will become apparent to them that market knowledge sets the
stage for optimal change decisions, and that clear, needs-based require-
ments are essential to document the product’s functionality and features.
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Should the product require changes during the Development phase,
there are usually formal change request protocols within each organiza-
tion. These documents are variously referred to as engineering change
notices (ECNs), engineering change requests (ECRs), modification requests
(MRs), software bug reports, or equivalent documents. In addition, as
products evolve and get tested, they also generate defect notices (DNs) or
some other document noting problems that need to be fixed.

All of these change requests are typically numbered and categorized
according to some kind of severity, based on complexity, impact on a sys-
tem, and so on. The problem with this system is that the categorization is
usually made by the person who files the document. That person’s view
may not be the product manager’s view or the product team’s view. Cate-
gorizing a problem’s severity should be made within the context of com-
plexity, impact on the product’s success, time, cost, market impact, and
strategic significance. Using a decision matrix (see Chapter 5, on decision
making) can be especially helpful in listing change requests or other prob-
lems. Table 16.4 shows a simple decision matrix for a bank ATM develop-
ment project, identifying seven different problems.

Frequently, the entire content of development meetings may revolve
around these particular issues, so it’s worthwhile for the product man-
ager to become intimately familiar with these processes and documents.

One of the key messages is that the product manager should attend
development meetings, as observer or participant, but not as a leader of the
meeting. Note that participation is usually earned based on experience and
knowledge, not on job title. The goal of attending is twofold: to keep a
strong read on the pulse and progress of development, and to be readily
available to deal with feature trade-offs (and prevent scope creep) in real
time. It also sends a positive message to the developers that you are inter-
ested, listening, and involved in the project. In addition, by attending, you
will continuously improve your understanding of engineers and develop-
ers. Remember to use “how” questions and hone your soft skills as you go.

By the way, newer product managers should attend these meetings
to get their bearings and to learn as much as they can. They will quickly
learn the importance of attendance, and also learn about the product in
ways they might never have considered.

One of the ways to communicate to you the benefit of attending a
development meeting can be told through a short story about one of my
first experiences in attending a development meeting:
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Complexity Incremental Schedule Impact Competitive  Market Window Total 
Reported Problem to Fix Cost Impact (in weeks) Impact Impact Score

1 � Low 1 � � $10K 1 � � 2 wk 1 � Low 1 � Low
Related Req’t Change Rating Scales 3 � Medium 3 � � $50K 3 � � 5 wk 3 � Medium 3 � Medium
Number Number 1–5 5 � High 5 � � $50K 5 � � 5 wk 5 � High 5 � High
R 009 12 Screen readibility obscured

by person over 5’ 11” 1 2 3 1 3 10
R 231 21 Too much pressure required

to push buttons 2 3 3 2 2 12
R 093 34 Touch screen accuracy problem 5 5 3 5 5 23
R 131 55 Currency counter inaccuracy 2 1 3 5 4 15
R 205 61 Machine is 10 pounds over

the maximum 55-pound limit 4 3 3 1 2 13
R 077 71 Customer database interface

problem 3 4 3 3 3 16
R 022 93 Customers want more color

options 1 2 5 1 1 10

T A B L E  16.4

Decision Matrix for Prioritizing Development Changes
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The first development meeting I ever went to took place when I was
fairly new to Product Management. My product—the Japanese version of
a made-for-U.S. office telephone system and a new telephone set—was
being readied for market along with its North American counterpart.
Since I took over the product midstream, I only knew what I knew based
on the limited scope of the product requirements documentation. 

I heard about a Bell Laboratories “architecture review” meeting
that was to take place in Middletown, New Jersey, and asked the depart-
ment head of R&D if I could attend as a fly on the wall. He agreed to my
request. (I had done a fair amount of research on the competitive prod-
ucts in the market and knew about designs, functionality, and other
characteristics of the competitor’s products, having recently returned
from Japan where I attended a communications industry trade show
and saw a vast array of stylish, full-featured competitive products.)

In the meeting, I sat in the back of the room as the engineers made
presentations and reviewed their specifications. The product director for
the entire product line was also present. As the meeting progressed, the
engineers began a discussion about the display on one of the telephone
set models. They argued that the two-line display was too costly and
would force the engineers to redesign the housing and make new molds,
among other changes. Therefore, they agreed that the two-line display
would have to be eliminated until some future time. Even the lead prod-
uct manager for one of the United States–based telephone sets was non-
plussed by this decision. Politely, I raised my hand and asked if I could
make a comment. The 20 or so people in the room all looked at this new
guy from International Product Management and the room got notice-
ably quieter. I started by saying, “In Japan, the market leaders, Pana-
sonic and Toshiba, already have two- and three- and four-line displays
on their telephones. Some displays are in color with cool little animated
characters.” I asked, ”Is there any way you can reconsider this decision?
The only place we can sell these is in small professional offices, and
that’s not our intended market segment.” Then I stated that ‘Interna-
tional’ needs a multi-line, bright turquoise color display (LCD) and we
need to fulfill a forecast of at least 10,000 units, and this change would
put us at risk because we would not have the product needed for the
market. I had been polite, but the Bell Labs department head quickly
shut me down. He said something to the effect that no one really used
the second line of the display anyway. I thought, “How did he know?”
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When I was in Tokyo, our distribution partner took me to visit different
offices there. I noticed that three or four people shared a phone and they
could view the caller information and other data on the bigger, multi-
line displays. Bottom line: the product was never delivered with a two-
line display—and I ultimately shut down the business in Japan.

THE DEVELOPMENT PHASE REVIEW AND CHECKLIST

A Development phase checklist should be prepared prior to the review
meeting and takes a form similar to the one that follows in Table 16.5. Cer-
tainly, the checklist you create for your own organization may be more
complex. Notice that the last item on the checklist is the go/no-go for
launch readiness. This signals that the product is ready for either early-
phase limited market availability or to support a full-scale product launch.

At the conclusion of the Development phase, the product team
presents its results, listing all activities that focused on the design, devel-
opment, testing, and validation of the product. The primary presenta-
tion at the review includes members from the Design, Development,
Manufacturing (if required), and Quality organizations, with strong
support from the product manager. The key decision sought is to make
sure that the product is ready to be introduced to the market. The Devel-
opment phase review actually precedes any reviews regarding launch
readiness. The reason is that the Development organization must prove
that the product was created under the guidelines of the product
requirements and resulting design and specification documents.
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Criteria Yes No
Product design validated and tested. Prototypes performed properly.
Scope was managed appropriately. Product meets requirements.
Product tests carried out and any changes incorporated.
All regulatory tests passed and conformance standards met.
Handoff’s managed between design, factory, supply chain, etc.
All product documentation completed and validated.
Ready to support controlled introduction or limited availability.
Development review scheduled.
Go /no-go for launch

T A B L E  16.5

Development Phase Review Checklist



SUMMARY

The product manager’s role during the Development phase focuses its
efforts on overseeing the work of people who create the product. This
could mean designers, developers, programmers, and people who test 
the product. There are also other cross-functional team members who are
involved in a variety of activities and hand-offs. These activities put the
product manager in the role of facilitator, motivator, and, often, project
manager, because the main goal is to make sure that the product is created
as envisioned in the product requirements, that it can be efficiently pro-
duced, and that it can be delivered to the market on time, within budget,
with the appropriate level of quality. Your success in these endeavors will
add to your credibility as a market-focused, actively engaged business
leader. It will also contribute to your credibility as you take on a more
complex portfolio as your career evolves.

RAISING YOUR PRODUCT MANAGEMENT 
EXPERIENCE QUOTIENT (PMEQ)

1. Investigate the business management structures for oversight of
development within your own organization. How is it done?
Who is involved in oversight? What are the gateways or sign-offs
that transition the product from planning to development?

2. Talk to peers or others who work in your organization to gather
some historical information from past projects and see how the
planning and introduction areas of work compare with each
other. How much effort is expended in planning? How much
effort and time goes into development? Can you find a correlation
between planning effort, development time, and product success?
Is there a “sweet spot” for your organization, and if so, why?

3. Investigate your own company’s development activity. What are
the standard inputs? What are the typical activities? What are
the outputs? What decisions are made along the way? How 
are they made?

4. Compare your company’s process to the process described in
this chapter. Can you find or suggest ways to improve the devel-
opment activities for your own product, without creating unnec-
essary conflict?
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5. Review a few past development projects and talk to experienced
product managers, program managers, and development team
leads within your own organization. How many non-standard,
unexpected, or hard-to-assign tasks and responsibilities tend to
crop up during development? Are there some that crop up con-
sistently? How do these other team leads tend to handle them?
How could you apply what you’ve learned from this chapter to
handle them more effectively?

6. Evaluate your own product situation. How can you clearly com-
municate vested ownership and leadership of product success
without appearing to make a “power play” or trying to “wrestle
away control” of the product? How can you show more interest
and enthusiasm in a way that will be accepted and appreciated
by the developers and engineers?

7. Take time to learn about the functional areas that participate
most heavily during product development. Are there meetings
you can attend? Are there managers or team leaders you can 
get to know? Are there inter-function processes that you should
know about, and possibly even assist in smoothing out or
redesigning?

8. Find out what kinds of development meetings are held, and
arrange to attend as many of them as possible, within your own
time constraints and the comfort level of the developers. Of course,
building relationships and trust with your Development counter-
parts is essential to establishing the comfort level of your being in
those meetings. Find out in advance how the meetings operate, so
that you can participate in a constructive, helpful way. How could
you use “how” questions and leadership soft skills to make these
meetings go more smoothly, if it’s appropriate to get involved?

9. What external requirements are placed on your products, in
terms of certification, exports, independent testing, licensing,
and so on? When do these requirements have to be met and how
long is the lead time for each of them? Did you include all of
those items in your PRD?

10. Find out what kind of progress tracking is normally done within
your own organization. Get some historical progress reports, if
they’re available, and compare them with your own Business
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Case, requirements documents, and other components of the
Master Plan. Will the typical progress reporting mechanisms
show you a clear understanding of how development work
relates to the Master Plan, or do you need to meet with devel-
opers and other team members to design a more complete
reporting system?

11. Make sure that you are actively continuing your market surveil-
lance during development. When you’re running your team
meetings, make sure that everyone has a chance to do a cus-
tomer and/or market review. Market updates are captured and
used for updating your product documentation, including the
Business Case, Marketing Plan for the product, etc. This will also
help you when it comes down to managing change requests and
reprioritizing work. Keep the Product Master Plan updated.

12. Investigate your own company’s project management methods.
Compare these with the Project Management Institute’s app-
roaches and the PMBOK® disciplines. How can you improve
your own project management skill set? If necessary, how can
you integrate better project management into your own Devel-
opment phase activities? If you have no formal project manage-
ment training, take at least a basic Project Management Institute
(PMI) or equivalent course that uses the PMBOK®.

13. Find out whether your company assigns trained project man-
agers to development and other product efforts. If so, how can
you get one assigned at the earliest possible opportunity? If not,
how can you get one involved in your team or take care of the
work yourself?

14. Develop a plan for validating progress that includes several 
elements: prototypes, models, mock-ups, or early alpha ver-
sions; the freedom to visit laboratories and development work
areas frequently; and participation in testing. Share this plan
with your team and with the developers to let them know you
are interested, involved, and aware of product development
progress.

15. Gather testing plans, beta test processes, and documentation
plans for several past projects within your organization. Review
these for depth, comprehensiveness, completeness, and timing.
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How could you improve on these plans within your own prod-
uct life cycle? Work with the relevant team members or team
leads to adapt these plans as necessary.

16. Look at the proposed and “as-built” feature sets for several
products similar to yours, within your own company. Talk to
others or examine other product documents to see how changes
were introduced and managed. Try to determine how priorities
were managed by talking to those who were associated with the
project. Add their learnings to your own list of things to watch
out for.

17. Evaluate budgets and actuals for previous products similar to
yours. How did Development perform with respect to financial
plans? Are there common, recurrent trends that you might want
to expect and be ready to forestall?

18. Work with your development team leads to understand the
change control systems used in your organization. Make sure
that you are added to both the “pushed” information (change
reports, notices, etc.) and also added to the relevant systems as a
user, so that you can asynchronously monitor change activity.
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17
INTRODUCING THE PRODUCT AND

ORCHESTRATING THE LAUNCH

CHAPTER

Executive Summary

� Product launch is one of the most visible and most important
activities within the product’s life cycle.

� The product launch is not a one-time event. It is a series of activities
carried out over a period of time, culminating in a final announce-
ment to the market.

� Successful launches work toward a competitively attractive mar-
ket window.

� The launch is not a short-duration, high-intensity event that is con-
centrated near the end of product development; instead, it’s a
long-term activity that starts during product planning and gradu-
ally ramps up to a successful, on-time launch, based on full readi-
ness of many disparate elements, systems, and organizations.

� Product teams should feel comfortable canceling a product launch
at any time if it becomes apparent that the product’s strategic
goals will not be attained.



The product launch is one of the most visible activities for any company.
It’s the chance for the company to showcase the product’s unique value
proposition. For Product Management, it represents the pivotal transi-
tion between the structured New Product Development process and the
less structured activities of Post-Launch Product Management. Because
the launch is so visible and often accompanied by much fanfare, its 
success or failure quickly becomes apparent.

To ensure that you have the best chance to achieve success with your
product launches, this chapter is designed to provide you with a context
that will reveal vital information for you so that you can understand the
challenges you might face. Then, I’ll equip you with a clear-cut set of rec-
ommendations to improve your launch success, which, of course, will
bolster your credibility as a product manager.

LAUNCH BENCHMARKING OUTCOMES

Between 2002 and 2007, I carried out informal benchmarking in a variety
of companies across many industries, including medical devices, scientific
instruments, retail banking, pharmaceuticals, transportation services,
technology products, and heavy industrial equipment. These benchmarks
evolved through structured launch audit diagnostics, organizational diag-
nostic sessions and interviews, interactions at professional association
events, and informal conversations with executives and workshop partic-
ipants. Issues revealed through this benchmarking seem to be common
among all companies; there do not seem to be any industry-specific 
indicators. The most frequently seen issues related to product launches
include:

1. A failure to establish clear market windows for the introduction
of products.

2. Executive champions are not assigned to lead important
launches. Even when they are assigned, they do not keep close
enough tabs on the progress of the launch.

3. Launch plans are not synchronized with the Business Case or are
not included in Marketing Plans.

4. Sales force and channel organizations do not have the capacity
to sell the product, and, in many cases, do not have their com-
pensation plans adjusted to encourage the sale of new products.
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5. Sales and Marketing collateral is incomplete, inaccurate, or late.
6. Sales training is not carried out on a timely basis, or the training

is not sufficient to equip salespeople to sell the product.
7. Operational systems and infrastructure elements within the busi-

ness are not ready to support the launch, either because they are
brought into the process too late, or are not sufficiently staffed.

8. Launch metrics are missing, incomplete, or ignored.
9. Product teams are reluctant to kill a product mid-launch, even if

that’s obviously the right thing to do.

Just because these outcomes were identified does not mean that all
companies did not carry out launches. In fact, most did, despite many
challenges. The benchmarking suggested that even when some of these
mistakes were made, products went on to be successful.

However, what did become apparent was that when the launch-
related documentation was not completed around the time the product
definition was completed, or if other business documentation was not
updated (e.g., Business Case or Marketing Plan) during the carrying out
of launch activities, other consequences emerged. These included prod-
uct rework, product material rewrites, and resubmission to certifying
authorities, all of which added more time and costs than planned. If
problems were deprioritized, then Post-Launch problems appeared in
the form of negative analyst opinions and customer dissatisfaction.

The launch is often seen as a separate and distinct exercise, as if
carefully developed strategic planning for the product never took place. 
I have reviewed actual launch planning documentation, and when I
compared such data with other product strategy documentation and
Business Cases, I found differing market data and differing strategic
positioning data. In these cases, the Launch Plan was found to have
been completed by the Marketing department and the product strategy
or the Business Case was completed by Product Management. Results
were no different if Product Management reported to the head of Mar-
keting or if it reported to Development. There tended to be insufficient
communication and synchronization of activities between the two
groups and work plans were inadequately coordinated. These are
major mistakes, because the product launch is not a new strategic ini-
tiative. The launch is just one dimension of the continuous execution of
the product strategy.
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These findings, and the issues they represent, are very troubling.
Product managers and marketers profess that they do not have guide-
lines and templates. However, even when they do, launch results seem
to indicate that teams don’t always fulfill their commitments on time.
This leaves executives sorely troubled, especially when large product
investments have been made. Yet every problem listed earlier can be
capitalized upon and converted into an asset. If you look at each item in
the list, you’ll see clues to more effective launch efforts. Let’s see how
these clues lead us to better results.

THE PRODUCT LAUNCH PHASE WORK FLOW

The Launch phase has one objective: to successfully get the product into
the market so that revenue will begin flowing into the company as
quickly as possible. This phase is visualized by the triangle highlighted in
the Product Management Life Cycle Model, reprised in Figure 17.1. You
may remember that the Development phase overlaps launch activities,
hence the two triangles. Launch execution actually starts when develop-
ment work begins. For the launch, the shape of the triangle is depicted
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with an upward slope to indicate that launch activities ramp up as devel-
opment proceeds, and also to remind us that launch is the product’s 
on-ramp to the market.

In Chapter 13, on product definition, it was suggested that the
Launch Plan be in a “version 0.9” state, which is a good way to say that
the Launch Plan should be just about complete at that point. With the
approval of the Business Case, along with the availability of the other
product and marketing documentation, the cross-functional team mem-
bers should spring into action. Early Launch Plan completion signals
that all launch activities will be staffed and carried out, with achievable
work tasks, milestones, and deliverables.

One of the methods I used—one that clearly provided a benefit for
my teams—is a multi-phase launch model. Don’t forget, the launch is a
New Product Introduction phase, and this means that the team is exe-
cuting on the Launch Plans. If the Launch Plan is just being started at 
the beginning of the Launch phase, as is typical in most companies, 
the launch may already be in jeopardy. The three phases of the launch
work flow I recommend can be categorized as early, middle, and late.
Whether your company has an existing launch process or not, I’m going
to strongly suggest that you try to divide up the launch into smaller, 
easier pieces that have more identifiable work activities.

Sequencing the launch in this way has additional benefits. First, it
allows the product team to make go/no-go decisions, at any stage, about
whether or not to proceed with the launch. Such an outcome can happen
because the product manager and the team are continually able to validate
market signals, re-assess the strategy, test the assumptions of the Business
Case, or respond to any other jeopardy conditions that may be encoun-
tered. Second, phased launch execution helps maintain strong communi-
cation among cross-functional team members, so that launch work can be
carried out and completed with a minimum of frustration and headaches.

The Launch phase has the systemic elements of inputs, activities,
and outputs, as do all phases within the Product Management Life Cycle
model. Table 17.1 summarizes this work flow and contains the multi-
phase visualization in the “activities” section.

However, I want to provide you with a slightly different view on
the launch, viewed through the three launch sub-phases mentioned
above. These sub-phases will help you be a better launch orchestrator
because they follow a sequencing of thought and action. I refer to the
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three launch phases as the “three A’s.” The three A’s are activities that
allow the product manager to:

1. Arrange
2. Activate
3. Announce

The three A’s provide for a slightly more granular road map for you
so that you can have an opportunity to improve the outcome of the
launch. The three A’s are depicted in Table 17.2. All arrangements are
made in the early phase. All the tangible work activities carried out that
activate to serve the business take place in the middle phase. The later
announcement phase involves the culmination of all work activities,
such that the product can be announced to the market. Furthermore, this
triple-A road map lays the groundwork for most of the topics that will
be discussed in this chapter.

With this perspective, I’m going to take some of the important
launch activities and provide a synopsis of things to consider. To reiter-
ate, your own company probably has some sort of Launch Plan process,
so please take care to integrate that plan into your own Launch Plan.

EXECUTIVE CHAMPIONS NEED TO LEAD 
IMPORTANT PRODUCT LAUNCHES

All launch programs require the oversight of someone. A product man-
ager or product director can oversee launches for product updates or
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Early Middle

Input Activities Output Decision

Late

• Product development
    and testing underway.
• The product is being built
    to meet requirements.
• Re-assessed Business
    Case, Marketing Plan,
    and other product
    documentation.
• Version 0.9 of the
    Launch Plan.
• Clearly identified launch
    executive as champion.

 Carry out multiphase launch activities.  Go/no-go to 
launch the 

 product.

• Operational systems
    tested and ready.
• Marketing materials,
    systems, and people
    ready.
• Sales ready.
• Development ready
    to handle Post-Launch
    problems.
• Product is ready to
    launch.
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enhancements. All of this work is ultimately supervised by a product
portfolio review board or equivalent council. However, important
launches require an executive champion. This should be decided before
the end of the product Definition phase and be committed when the
Launch phase commences. When so much money is riding on a success-
ful launch, a key executive will make sure that all functions carry out
their work and can also provide more timely intervention when prob-
lems arise. These key executives are usually appointed as corporate
spokespeople and are able to interact with analysts, instruct or guide
public relations activities, and be a face to the market, according to
established corporate protocols. If the product is not being launched in a
domestic geography, additional, local executive sponsors may need to
be engaged for the product’s transition to the market.
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Early
 (Arrange)

Middle
(Activate)

Late
(Announce)

• Arrange sales training dates.
• Get marketing materials written, approved 
    and ready to support promotional programs 
    by checking copy and design. Assure that 
    regulatory approvals are being secured.
• If events are to be carried out, make sure all 
    arrangements are being made.
• Carry out product or market tests. 
• Arrange analyst meetings or PR activities. 
• Secure product codes and ensure product
    catalog is updated.
• Provide onging status updates to sponsor 
    and management.
• Prepare to activate operational systems. 
• Review launch program risks and problems 
    requiring intervention.
• Recheck and update business documentation. 
• Recheck value proposition, positioning, pricing, 

promotional program work, and channel 
readiness.

• Meet with executive sponsor to ensure 
   alignment on Launch Plan.

• Confirm market window or agree upon the
   announcement date.

• Synchronize all activities with Development 
    and QA to make sure that all testing activities 
    (e.g., betas, market trials, etc.) can be 
    supported and carried out.
• Update any changes to plan as required. Secure
    final dates and deliverables from all functions.
• Review all documentation, including Business
    Case and Marketing Plan.
• Work with Development to resolve any 
    remaining design issues.
• Review and agree on dates for provision of
    product or prototypes to any standards groups, 
    regulatory bodies, or product safety organizations.
• Align any creative organizations who are 
    responsible for copywriting, design, or other 
    related work.

• Carry out sales training.
• Carry out customer service agent training.
• Process preorders (if needed).
• Meet with analysts as needed.
• Ensure that all tests have been carried
    out successfully and that there are no
    remaining issues.
• Verify that all regulatory approvals have
    been secured.
• Load prices and product codes into
    appropriate systems.
• Turn up all operational systems.
• Assign the product availability rating.
• Load channels and ship as needed.
• Validate that any metrics that are used
    to track launch success post-launch are
    in place.
• Recommend go or no-go with launch.
• Announce the product to the market.
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CONFIRM THE MARKET WINDOW

Successful product introductions require a clear market window. The
market window is defined, very simply, as the best time to launch a
product into the market. It’s the point at which the product is strate-
gically positioned as sufficiently unique or differentiated versus the
competition. Some organizations have a standard launch time frame
(quarterly, semi-annually, or annually), sometimes as collective launches
of every new product offering, gathered up from all the divisions or
business units.

Clustered launches like this are done so that a large company can
make predictable announcements to the market and to analysts. I char-
acterize this as the “launch train,” where all the product teams race to
get their products completed and marketing documentation finished,
otherwise they’ll have to wait for the next train, which may not be for
another three or six months. Products released this way are often
launched without regard for an explicit market window. There may be a
good reason to have a specific salable product at a specific time. Some-
times a trade show might be the motivation for a launch. When product
managers race to meet deadlines of structured, clustered, or interval
launches like these, they are forced to make the assumption that the
organization will be fully prepared to sell and support the product. And,
of course, all this hinges on the market’s unverified willingness 
to drop everything, pick the product out of dozens of other clustered
offerings, and buy it according to the forecast.

A real market window becomes apparent because there is nothing
as unique in the market, or the competitor is inactive, or a customer need
has emerged—meaning it’s just the right time to seize the moment.
Sometimes a market window is seasonal, as with clothing, fashions, or
outdoor equipment. Sometimes there are purchasing windows, budget
windows or adoption cycles that should be met in order to get into a
purchasing decision cycle, a seasonal catalog or equivalent document.
The strategy for your product should be closely tied to the launch by
making sure that you answer the question, “When do we need to be in
the market, and why?” What should also drive the identification of your
market window is your familiarity with the industry, your market seg-
mentation models, and your competitive situation. Very often the out-
comes of beta tests or market trials helps the team determine the best
time for the product announcement (more on this shortly). By the way,
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by this point, the Product Master Plan should be a treasure chest of
knowledge to contribute to improved launch performance.

A good example of a well-timed launch was Apple’s iPhone, which
was announced in the month of January, but made available during the
month of June. Although there were stock-outs in the first weekend after
release, the launch sequence probably started a year before the launch, if
not earlier. Apple’s strategy, in partnership with AT&T, could have been
to disrupt the market with the hope of stalling sales by other service
providers and of other wireless devices. Anticipation, carefully and
intentionally generated in the market, fueled additional market demand
and excitement, especially for early adopters.

SYNCHRONIZE YOUR DOCUMENTATION 
(THE BUSINESS CASE, MARKETING PLAN, AND LAUNCH PLAN)

The Business Case, Marketing Plan, and Product Launch Plan must be
carefully synchronized, and more importantly, they must remain in
lockstep. If they don’t offer all team members the chance to “sing off of
the same song sheet,” you may miss important details. As suggested 
earlier, the main documents often are assembled and owned by different
people under a variety of conditions, using different assumptions. What
is important is to make sure that you are all focusing on the same set 
of objectives. It is up to the product manager as the leader of the team 
to make sure that these documents are explicitly linked and the related
work activities are integrated and synchronized. Ongoing team status
meetings and a forum for communicating project plans, resources, 
deliverables, and dates will contribute to better launch outcomes and
outstanding harmony between the teams.

The Business Case, which served to justify the investment in the
product and its associated marketing expenditures, is the guiding docu-
ment. The Marketing Plan for the product sets the tactical wheels in
motion, and, as mentioned in Chapter 16, if a launch is to take place, 
the Launch Plan’s elements will be included in the Marketing Plan for
the product. Think of the Launch Plan as a project plan that lays out the
tasks and activities to introduce the product to the market. When
thought of in this way, the launch activities, along with other Functional
Support Plans, are easier to isolate. All of these documents are housed in
the Product Master Plan, so there is always an integrated plan of record
for the product.
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Vigorous cross-checking between all supporting documents is an
excellent way to mitigate risk, as Figure 17.2 indicates.

REVIEW MARKET AND BETA TESTS—
OR CONDUCT THEM IF NECESSARY

Launching a new product without a market test is like riding a bicycle in
New York City while wearing a blindfold: it’s something you would
never think of doing because it’s so dangerous. If the team has invested
so much time and money to get this far, then the team should do a lim-
ited test or “soft launch” for the product. When a new restaurant opens,
it really doesn’t open to the public for a few weeks. Even if you walk by
and see people at the tables, waiters bringing food, and lots of other
activity, you may not be able to simply walk in and eat. In this case, the
restaurant goes through a soft opening, in which friends, kind individu-
als, and others help the restaurant owners test every dimension of 
the business. Every operational aspect of the store is scrutinized and
adjusted, including seating, order taking, order processing (cooking),
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delivery (serving), billing, payment processing, and even the dining
experience.

Market tests help to achieve the same goal. More typically suited to
consumer products, the market test validates the market segmentation
models by answering the question, “Do those customers we selected
really need this, and will they buy it?” Market tests also validate fore-
casts by answering a key question: How many can we sell on a limited
basis, and when those results are extrapolated, will they approximate
the forecast? Finally, market tests help the team understand what 
customers actually think of the product.

In Chapter 16, I discussed the use of beta trials. The beta trial seeks
to achieve similar kinds of results in the business-to-business (B2B)
domain as a market test would achieve in the consumer world. The goal
is to take the product to your intended customers, have them use it in the
way in which it is intended to be used, monitor the results, and deter-
mine whether you should proceed to a complete launch of the product.
Even if you arrive at a no-go decision at first, market test and beta trials
may increase the odds of identifying changes that could make the prod-
uct viable—changes that you might be able to implement within the
time and budget constraints for launch.

PRODUCT AVAILABILITY RATINGS

Market testing allows the product team to validate the need for the
product and to make sure that all infrastructure elements can support
the product. Based on market test results, or perhaps on your own accu-
mulated knowledge of the market, a gradual introduction of the product
might be the right thing. Many companies use product availability rat-
ings as a control valve to regulate the speed with which a product moves
to the market. While general availability (GA) is a classification assigned
to the product when it is orderable by any customer in any of the chosen
markets, there are more limited modes of short-term product release.

One product availability classification is controlled introduction (CI),
more common in B2B marketing. It allows for a product to be available to
a very tightly controlled market area or customer grouping. CI ratings are
used when a product is in a beta trial state, or perhaps being test marketed
in segments or geographical areas that are easily “readable.” If the CI
phase exposes the organization to any undue risk, or the product does not
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work properly, successive launch phases can be canceled and the product
investment can be curtailed.

Limited availability (LA) is another rating classification, and one
that allows for a slightly wider audience to purchase the product. LA
ratings permit marketing efforts and operational support systems to be
fine tuned. It also gives a wider market audience or geographic area a
chance to experience or use the product. Close attention is focused on
the product and on these customers or customer targets to ensure that
the product works as represented, that the value proposition is valid,
and that the benefits reported by the customers are those intended by
the strategy. LA is also a classification that can be used as products
approach the decline phase of the in-market product life cycle, when
sales need to be restricted because support structures are being slowly
decommissioned—especially if there is a replacement product being
readied or already available. One prominent risk of the LA classification
is tipping your hand to competitors before you have an opportunity to
reach your larger target market with an updated or brand new product.

PROVIDE ADEQUATE SALES TRAINING

Sales teams need to be educated in the most appropriate manner for the
industry in which your company operates. In some companies, sales
training is incomplete or does not happen, beyond the issuance of a new
spec sheet or Sales Brief. In some cases, that’s all that salespeople have
available. Some sales training teaches salespeople to sell features and
technology, as opposed to more engaging, consultative methods. Worse,
sales compensation programs are sometimes not changed to provide
adequate incentive for salespeople to sell the new product. You can do
everything else right, but if your sales teams don’t understand how to
properly position and present the product, it will fail.

Sales training can take many forms. Training of sales teams in faster
moving, consumer product categories tends to be more structured and
frequent than training in B2B companies. Programs should be planned far
enough in advance to match the speed of your industry. Training should
coincide with periodic “kick-offs,” followed by more formal, scheduled
programs. Product managers and their marketing counterparts should
jointly plan training events and make sure that the salespeople can be
educated via the most effective methods.
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Salespeople are generally auditory and visual learners—they may
not like to read as much as they like to observe or listen. Whatever method
you choose, though, sales documentation should be organized to make
sure that the following kinds of information are imparted:

1. The characteristics of the customers who are ideal targets for the
product, including buyer types, influencers, and decision makers;

2. The primary, proven needs that drove the development of the
product;

3. The benefits and associated features for the product;
4. Methods to ask questions, using consultative techniques;
5. Demonstrations, models, and other visual aids that will help

salespeople retain as much as possible.

Successful launches depend on well-trained salespeople to carry
the product’s messages to the market. Sales teams must understand the
product, and know exactly why each segment would want to buy it.
Lastly, they must be fairly compensated for their efforts.

ENSURE READINESS OF MARKETING COLLATERAL, WEB SITE, 
AND INTEGRATED PROMOTIONAL PROGRAMS

Sales and marketing collateral should be prepared in a timely fashion,
which means preparations should be made early in the launch sequence.
Mid-sized to large corporations tend to demonstrate consistency in their
use of style sheets to portray and maintain the corporate brand, which is
a good thing. Still, there is a tremendous amount of variability across
organizations, within organizations, and across industries in terms of
the actual effectiveness of collateral, including its visual appeal, messag-
ing, and readability. Here are some suggestions to make sure that sales
and marketing materials are appropriately created:

� Product managers and marketers should work closely together
by clearly defining their roles and responsibilities when prepar-
ing sales and marketing materials.

� The product manager should ensure that there is a highly
skilled subject matter expert who writes some of the detailed
material. However, you need a good creative copywriter to
make sure that the documents are clear, readable, and not full of
technology speak, especially when unwarranted.
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� Inspections and reviews of sales and marketing documentation
(including Web sites) should take place to ensure that they are
readable and understandable. Creative copywriting and editing
are required. An executive once said to me regarding his
favorite assumption about the marketing collateral and creative
copywriting, “They’re in Marketing, they must know how to
write collateral.”

� Make sure that product requirements are truly business require-
ments and that they are easily understood and interpreted by
those who need to write marketing materials. People in Product
Marketing are often provided with product requirements, under
the assumption that they’ll be able to distill the benefits and fea-
tures from those requirements. Likewise, technical documentation
writers are often assumed to be able to write sales training materi-
als, and they too, may not have the creative ability to translate
those technical terms into the language of the customer.

� Allow enough time to prepare sales and marketing documenta-
tion not just for the creative writing, but also for artwork, layout,
legal reviews, printing, and fulfillment.

It is critical that product managers and marketers negotiate the
deliverables for each of the documents that have to be created. Try creat-
ing a mini-project plan for each item of collateral that needs to be 
prepared. In most companies, there are standard sets of documents for
the sales force, including some kind of sales guide, sales briefs, fre-
quently asked questions (FAQs), objection handling documents, and so
on. Every piece of collateral should be prepared as if it were going to be
used to support sales training. The relevant Functional Support Plan
should be used as a guide to carry out and document any negotiations
that take place between Product Management, Marketing, and other
related stakeholders.

Positioning statements, supported by valid needs-based market seg-
mentation models, must feed the sales and marketing documentation.
Demonstrated proofs used in the Business Case should be the basis for
writing about the business and market environment, the situations 
customers find themselves in, and how the product provides the most
compelling benefits to those customers. Ideally, you should use the
already-derived segmentation models to support robust integrated mar-
keting communications documents and activities. (Integrated marketing
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is a newer term used to represent a “portfolio” of marketing communica-
tions vehicles and programs that go from traditional advertising and 
promotion to digital, multimedia programs.) All vehicles used to commu-
nicate to customers, from sales collateral to your Web sites, should com-
municate your compelling value proposition. Again, I cannot emphasize
too strongly that all marketing collateral, and any other related docu-
ments, electronic or paper based, must be easy to read, point out key 
benefits, and allow salespeople and customers to stay as informed as 
possible about the products—and the value those products create.

MAKE SURE DISTRIBUTION CHANNELS ARE ABLE 
TO SELL AND DELIVER THE PRODUCT

Sales and distribution channels must be able to sell and deliver the prod-
uct. Often, too many products are simply pushed into retail and/or
wholesale channels, and the channels often don’t have the capacity to
carry the product to the final destination. This can result in a lack of
“shelf space” for the product with distributors, or a lack of real mind-
share on the part of salespeople. This undesirable situation is referred to
as a channel capacity problem, depicted in Figure 17.3.

My benchmarking results have shown that when capacity issues
exist, forecast volumes are not realized within one or two months after the
launch and sales volumes tend to be negligible. Worse, however, are the
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results of product portfolio reviews that show thousands of inactive stock-
keeping units (SKUs) with virtually nonexistent inventory turnover for
tangible products.

In many cases there is no intermediary between the product team
and the channel organization, meaning there is no one to resolve capacity
issues, even when they work for the same marketing executive. A channel
capacity manager or similar job category, supervised by the product portfo-
lio review board, would be a good way of minimizing this risk. Further-
more, if the capacitance issue could be surfaced as a decision-making
criterion earlier in the product planning process, some product invest-
ments might be curtailed. This would leave room for product investments
thought of as having a greater probability of achieving success.

Introducing a product to the market involves a complex array of
activities. The cross-functional team is supposed to grease the skids of
the organization by making sure that the product can actually reach the
market via the chosen distribution channel, and be sold by those who
are believed to be able to sell it. In retail banking, for example, there are
a host of deposit-oriented products, each with terms and conditions and
new features that are supposed to stimulate demand. If the retail bank
branches are short of staff, there is the likelihood that salespeople in the
branch will not have the capacity to even read the internal product
release notes, let alone effectively sell the product.

Because channel capacity planning and management is one of the
most overlooked issues, it represents a tremendous opportunity for prod-
uct managers to improve product viability when they’re formulating prod-
uct and marketing plans. From a channel perspective, it’s worthwhile to
look back at the historical performance of each and every product or SKU
within the portfolio, trying to determine how well it sold, in what volumes,
and over what time frames. If the product and portfolio strategies are more
closely aligned, and if the opportunities vetted through the new product
planning process take the channel perspective into consideration, some
products (even some sure winners) might be reconsidered before too much
money is invested.

ENSURE READINESS OF OPERATIONAL SYSTEMS

Many firms may be able to finish the development of the product on
schedule, but this doesn’t mean that operational infrastructure elements
are always activated on time. One of the reasons for this failure is poor
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operational planning. Operational infrastructure elements for the launch
are often not clearly documented because too much emphasis for the
launch is focused on marketing and selling.

The elements of the operational infrastructure that must be engaged,
turned up, or activated include:

� Sourcing and logistics, to make sure that tangible products are
available, in the channels or warehouses, and ready to ship.

� Order taking, order handling, and fulfillment, so that customers
can interact with the company, submit orders, and receive product.

� Installation or implementation support, which should be read-
ied and handled through the appropriate service organizations.

� Repair and return processes, procedures, and actual handling,
all of which should be put into place at the right time.

� Customer complaint handling via training of customer service
agents, appropriate staffing, and adequate IT infrastructure.

� Any other IT support systems, physical plant, or other infra-
structure elements required, which should be in place and ready
to support the product.

It cannot be overemphasized that these operational pieces of the business
puzzle must be a part of every Launch Plan. Moreover, as the product
moves through the market, product managers and product teams must
evaluate the effectiveness of these operational systems and methods, and
look for greater cost savings and efficiencies.

LAUNCH METRICS MUST BE ASSEMBLED AND READY TO TRACK

On a related note, launch metrics are critical operational measures of how
well the business is executing on the plans that were set down. For exam-
ple, each business has its own unique cycles for sales activities, from
actual announcement date to the time of the first order. Another relevant
sales measurement might be from first order until the time the invoice is
sent, or from invoice to payment receipt (order-to-cash). Other metrics
might involve time required to fill an order, or even call center response
times. Each company in each industry should have a set of relevant meas-
urements, meaningful from the time the first public announcement 
is made, to ensure that all business systems and functions seamlessly 
execute.
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When Microsoft introduced their Zune player in December 2006, it
was launched with much fanfare, just in time for the holiday season.
However, Information Week magazine reported on December 26, 2006, that
“Zune sales dropped significantly after a successful launch week . . .  Dur-
ing the holiday season, Zune was seldom seen among the top 10 con-
sumer electronics on Amazon. Microsoft, however, says sales have met its
internal forecasts, and it expects sales to pick up over time as the company
increases marketing and introduces technology enhancements.” The fore-
cast unit volumes in this example were not met. This means that product
inventory was probably higher than planned, which meant that carrying
costs were higher, but most importantly, that revenue didn’t meet targets.

BE WILLING TO RECOMMEND GO OR NO-GO FOR LAUNCH

One of the reasons for the use of a phased decision process is to make sure
that decisions are actually made. Unfortunately, many product projects,
especially later-phase, funded projects, continue as if there were no check-
points and no possibility of cancellation. That’s a mistake, because many
things can go wrong, even at the last minute: the product could have a
quality or material problem; the software could have too many bugs; the
salespeople might not be able to get essential samples. Whatever the prob-
lem, the work on the launch might just need to stop. It doesn’t always
work this way. Once a product has been built, or even nearly built, teams
don’t usually consider a cancellation or postponement of the launch. The
cause of this denial is usually behavioral. Stakeholders have so much
invested that they assume the product couldn’t possibly be in jeopardy.

I very strongly suggest that go/no-go decision reviews be taken
very seriously. When products are introduced and customers begin to
use them, the last thing they want is a product that doesn’t work as
advertised, or a customer service representative that can’t answer a basic
question when the customer calls. Product work can be stopped at any
point along its journey. Like the emergency stop cord on a train, anyone
on the cross-functional team should be able to pull the cord, call a time-
out, and reassess the state of the product to make sure that any problems
can be discussed and solved.

THE ANNOUNCEMENT

One of the most critical milestones in the launch sequence is the
announcement. The announcement date is synchronized within the 
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context of the market window established in the Launch Plan. The prod-
uct portfolio review board in their role as overseer of all product invest-
ment activities makes sure that there aren’t any other launches taking
place that might confuse the market.

The announcement date is agreed upon by the cross-functional
team and represents the time when all launch work activities have been
completed. It means that official notices to the market will be provided
via the agreed upon media, PR, and other marketing communication
and promotional channels. In the end, the announcement signals to the
market that the product is ready to be ordered or purchased. Amid much
fanfare, the sales teams hit the road, ready to challenge the competitors,
and customers await the arrival of the latest and greatest. The announce-
ment could not be achieved without careful launch planning, which
began early in the phases of New Product Planning. Successful launches
bring the product to life and fulfill the strategic, operational, and finan-
cial goals of the firm.

THE LAUNCH CHECKLIST

Each phase along the product planning and development spectrum is
punctuated by a go/no-go decision. At the conclusion of each phase, a
checklist is prepared to make sure that all actions have been carried out.
For the launch, this checklist is very important, because if a specific
checklist item is overlooked, the product may fail to meet its targets.
Some of the most important launch checklist items, which reflect the
items I’ve highlighted in this chapter, are shown in Table 17.3. Of course,
you will want to create your own company-specific checklists that you
can expand and modify as you gain additional experience.

SUMMARY

One of the most important facts to remember about the product launch is
that it is made up of many different activities that are carried out over a
period of time. These activities are governed by a Launch Plan that should
be “almost final” at the end of the product Definition phase and be syn-
chronized with the completion and/or revision of the Business Case. Fur-
thermore, because the launch is a cross-functional initiative, it requires the
skilled guidance of a launch project leader, capable creative resources, and
a sales force that can be trained to carry the most important positioning
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messages to the market—and of course, be paid for their efforts. And this
needs to be achieved with the appropriate corporate and executive support.

There are certainly company- or industry-specific nuances in every
launch; however, the most important fact to remember is that you have
to start early enough in order to carry out all of the work required to
complete the launch, introduce the product to the market at the right
speed, and finalize the announcement within the company and to cus-
tomers, industry analysts, and others who need to be informed. Finally,
any plan requires that the most appropriate set of metrics be used to
determine the level of success of the launch.

RAISING YOUR PRODUCT MANAGEMENT 
EXPERIENCE QUOTIENT (PMEQ)

1. As early as possible, obtain many examples of prior launch plans,
successful and unsuccessful, from within your company. Study
them to determine how the sequence, along with the presence or
absence of various activities, seems to relate to product perform-
ance against forecast.
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T A B L E  17.3

Launch Review Checklist

Criteria Yes No
Marketing materials complete
Sales training complete
Product and/or market tests complete
Customer service agent training complete
Operational systems ready
Analyst briefings lined up and ready
Events planned and ready
All risks reviewed
All business documentation validated
Channels ready
Pricing programs approved
Web site ready
Logistics ready
Announcement date agreed upon
Master Plan updated
Review meeting scheduled
Do we recommend go for launch?



2. Talk to product managers and people who worked on launch
teams for several different products within your organization.
Try to determine how launch plans and execution differ, and
what aspects of execution may need better documentation.

3. Attend launch project review meetings to learn how they are
carried out. In fact, find out how you can play an increasingly
active role in carrying out launch-related activities within the
context of an established Launch Plan.

4. Obtain and review available launch planning documents and
templates.

5. Secure as much knowledge as you can, through meetings or
interviews with key executives in Sales, Marketing, and other
areas regarding how some of the following work is planned and
carried out:

6. How are launch plans and activities synchronized to market
windows? What are the official launch policies for the organiza-
tion? Is there an internal launch Web site?

7. Speak to key marketing executives to find out how is executive
launch sponsorship is usually secured. What level of sponsor-
ship seems to be applied to different types of products and
launches? Ask some of the leaders of launches what they have
done in the past.

8. Find out if channel capacity is evaluated for current products
sold by your company. How are capacity issues dealt with?

9. How are products assigned within the sales force during the
launch? Are these assignments changed after launch?

10. How do incentives seem to be structured for salespeople? Speak
to the managers in charge of the Sales department to find out.
Use this information and any contacts you have the next time
you are trying to figure out the launch worthiness of a product.

11. Do there seem to be rules about or conditional behaviors for the
sales force with respect to launches? For example, are salespeo-
ple given an incentive to “push” a product for a quarter or two,
and then move on to something else?

12. How are launch plans and activities synchronized with annual
business plans, Business Cases, Marketing Plans, for each product
you’re considering for launch?
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13. How is operational readiness ensured? What elements of opera-
tional readiness seemed to be missed or ignored?

14. What launch metrics seem to be commonly used, and how do
they relate to forecasts, strategy, and the Business Case?

15. Take the three-phase launch plan and design your next launch
around the three A’s. Use the diagram (Table 17.2) to character-
ize the work of other cross-functional team members and to
draw those people together in the launch planning process.

16. What is the collateral development process within your organi-
zation? Who owns it, and what kind of lead times are generally
followed?

17. Find out how creative resources are engaged in your organiza-
tion for copywriting, artwork, and other promotional activities.
What are the rules or procedures used to secure these resources?
What happens if these resources are not available for a future
launch? What would you do?

18. Find out how you ensure that the product meets all safety and
regulatory requirements? When do you need to start this work
and how is the work carried out?

19. How is sales training carried out in your company? Try to attend
several different presentations by different product managers to
see how they train salespeople. Also, work with the leaders
within the Sales organization to identify issues where salespeo-
ple need help so that future sales training can be more effective.

20. When you have an opportunity to lead your own launch team, try
to be involved with analyst review meetings to learn the protocol
and methods so you can prepare and carry them out in the future.
You will probably need to work with an executive sponsor for this.

21. What seems to be the common practice for canceling a product
launch? How can you set conditions for your own product that
will result in a go or no-go decision that is more likely to be
accepted later in the launch process?
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4M O D U L E

CONTINUING THE JOURNEY:
POST-LAUNCH PRODUCT

MANAGEMENT

INTRODUCTION TO MODULE 4

The journey thus far has provided you with a great foundation. This
foundation is captured in chapters focusing on leadership, decision-
making, and finance. The journey has also been guided by helping you
focus your attention on the market—a focus that led to meaningful
strategies. Equipped with the right tools, you were then led through the
process to drive a product from idea through development and into the
market. It’s now time to transition to one of the most important areas of
work: Post-Launch Product Management.

Throughout this book, I’ve repeatedly asserted that business is
business. To that end, the product manager’s job is to “run the business
of the product.” There is no magical formula for carrying out this work
for a product or product line, nor even for a broad, divisional, or corpo-
rate product portfolio. Running the business means that the investments



made in the product must deliver the promised results. Delivering
results means that product managers and their teams must fulfill their
commitments, monitor their performance using meaningful metrics,
and take action to address deviations from their plans.

This purpose of this module is to guide you through what some
product managers describe as “purely chaotic.” In my workshops, we
humorously refer to the Post-Launch Product Management area of work
as the time when the product manager’s hair is on fire. Sometimes we even
try to draw a picture of a product manager, and the artwork is quite inter-
esting, as shown in Figure M4.1. The product manager is on roller skates,
always trying to listen (big ears), constantly trying to satisfy customers,
watch the finances, and manage a host of other activities.
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However, if you’ve done your homework and aligned your team,
fires can be minimized. You can learn a more effective approach to the
job of running the business by reading the next four chapters, which
comprise this module.

Chapter 18 is appropriately called “Auditing Results after the
Launch.” In this chapter, I’ll offer you a method, modeled on operational
and financial auditing, to get to the root cause of problems encountered
after the launch. I’ll also talk about win-loss audits.

Chapter 19, called “Post-Launch Product Management: Running the
Business,” gets to the heart of the matter. I’ll talk about how to figure out
where the product is situated on the life cycle curve and to determine
“what’s happening” with the product. You’ll also learn how to leverage
your cross-functional team to run the business with a focus on product
profitability, customer experience management, marketing performance,
maintaining your reputation, inspiring loyalty, and making sure every-
thing is running smoothly.

Chapter 20 provides you with a broad perspective by bringing life
cycle product portfolio management into focus. It achieves this by 
providing you with foundational definitions, so that we can apply the
Product Management Life Cycle Model to product portfolio manage-
ment. I’ll then help you see how important it is to try to achieve the
proper balance between existing products, products being developed
and readied for launch, and products being planned, so that you can
focus on the optimal approach to product investment allocations.

Chapter 21 brings us to the end of the product’s journey, in the
chapter called “Enough’s Enough! Discontinuing the Product.” One of
the most common issues I’ve heard from clients is that they have a diffi-
cult time determining when and how to discontinue a product. This is
the chapter that guides you through the discontinuation process. You’ll
even find a sample discontinuation notice.

When you’re finished with these four chapters, you will have brought
the entire Product Management Life Cycle Model “full circle,” because
you’ll have seen the full picture of the product’s life, from beginning to end.
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18
AUDITING RESULTS 
AFTER THE LAUNCH

CHAPTER

Executive Summary

� The Post-Launch audit, conducted by an impartial auditor, exam-
ines the effectiveness of launch activities and Launch Plans.

� The win-loss audit examines the reasons for winning or losing indi-
vidual sales, in an effort to isolate and correct systemic problems.

� Both types of audits are only as good as the team’s willingness 
to implement changes that mitigate the problems found during
these audits.

In many of the earlier chapters, much of the emphasis has been on plan-
ning and execution so that a product can be efficiently brought to mar-
ket. This chapter is the first in a series of chapters covering two
important “look-backs” when products are in the market. The first is 
the Post-Launch audit and the second is the win-loss audit. Both are 
critical efforts that could benefit from structure and formality. You’ll see
the word protocol more than once to emphasize this point. These audits
are important because they reveal deep insight into organizational,



structural, or procedural issues that can be addressed and fine-tuned to
the benefit of all product teams. Lastly, audits allow for learning to take
place across the organization as new findings emerge and are shared,
and then archived in the Product Master Plan.

AFTERWARD

The product manager and the team worked exhaustively on introducing
the product during the launch, and the sales are coming in! Or are they?
Over the years, I’ve engaged in informal dialogs in workshops, struc-
tured dialogs with product managers, marketers, and executives, and
carried out Post-Launch audits for various products. These dialogs have
revealed some interesting facts about Post-Launch performance analysis.
Specifically, these findings suggest that Post-Launch reviews are gener-
ally sporadic, inconsistent, and relatively unstructured. In essence, few
teams take a good look back at how well the launch was carried out, and
how well all of the people, financial resources, systems, and operational
support were applied to the business of the product launch.

Companies anxiously await first sales data, Web visits, and responses
to advertisements, as well as from press releases and feedback from sales-
people. These are typical and normal reactions to the Post-Launch envi-
ronment. More often than not, though, companies do not use a standard
method, applied at prescribed intervals, to find out what happened, with
what result, and why.

In general business terms, an audit is an evaluation or examination
of a process, project, or system to determine how well all the internal 
elements performed together against the original plan. Audits tend to
remind people of a financial investigation, so some may be reticent to
use the term. Nevertheless, product managers, marketers, and executive
champions for the launch should have a formal, structured method to
audit launch results. What is desired is a review of what happened in
relation to the plan, what worked, what didn’t work, and what results
were achieved against the plan.

A Post-Launch audit examines the performance of every business
function that committed to support the launch in Functional Support
Plans (FSPs). At a minimum, the audit should examine the following
aspects of the launch:

1. Market window and timing relative to the window
2. Executive sponsorship and support
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3. Synchronization between the Business Case and the Launch Plan
4. Preparation of sales and marketing collateral
5. Sales training
6. Operational system readiness
7. Launch metrics

With these main elements of the Launch Plan in plain sight, the Post-
Launch audit can be effectively carried out. I’ll talk about each of these
presently.

Timing of the audit depends on the type of product. Faster-moving
consumer products (of all types) typically hit the market with a lot of
advertising and promotion, amid great fanfare. With this kind of invest-
ment, the audit has to happen fairly soon after the launch, perhaps
within 30 to 90 days. For business-to-business (B2B) products with
longer sales cycles, the Post-Launch audit would be effective any time
from three months to nine months after the launch. This is not to say that
any function should ignore problems that arise, prior to the audit, along
the product’s path into the market. Root-cause problem analysis is 
one of the reasons for the Post-Launch audit. The time lapse between the
date of general availability and the audit allows for the business to run a
little while, so that problems appear in the normal course of business.

USING AN IMPARTIAL AUDITOR

The Post-Launch audit, like any financial or operational audit, should have
an impartial auditor. This may seem difficult, but it can actually be a peer
of the executive sponsor or even someone from the corporation’s quality
office or equivalent organization. It must be someone who understands
processes, systems, and corporate methods. A formal report from the
launch auditor should be the output of this process. As the product man-
ager, you will want to work closely with the Post-Launch auditor so you
know what to expect. You should serve as the guide to the auditor, perhaps
along with a Marketing counterpart (or whomever led the launch).

This auditor should use the actual Launch Plan as the baseline doc-
ument. The first order of business on the auditor’s list of things to do is to
gather all the launch documentation, which would include project plans,
FSPs, and anything else that explains the general structure of the work,
timing, FSPs, project plans, and deliverables involved in the launch. The
auditor will also want a list of everyone associated with the project who
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had major responsibilities (an organizational chart can be very helpful 
for this). The auditor will probably want to set up interviews with each of
the major stakeholders to determine:

1. How each of them believes they performed.
2. How their organization is currently being impacted in relation to

their actual agreed-upon commitments to the launch.

The auditor should review each function’s project plans to make
sure that they fulfilled their commitments, and understand what may or
may not have happened.

After the initial interviews are held, a series of cross-functional
team meetings can be held, with the auditor facilitating the discussions
within each of the sessions. The audit sessions should take place with 
all core cross-functional team members present, so that everyone can
learn about the interactions, interdependencies, and “break-points” that
contributed to system failures or gaps in response times. In the follow-
ing sections, I’ll detail how some of the key questions can be evaluated.
Please note that your own organization or situation may dictate a differ-
ent set of things to examine.

Market Window Compliance

First on the audit agenda is the market window. The market window
should have been established at the time the Business Case was created
(which is when the initial Launch Plan should have been assembled).
This window may have represented the company’s typical launch cycle,
or the launch may have coincided with an announcement at a trade
show or similar event. Whatever criteria and launch window were
established, the window should have been chosen to garner maximum
market reaction. The question is, did it? The audit may look at the prod-
uct availability ratings in an automated system, in relation to the
planned dates, in a format like the one shown in Table 18.1. Discussions
about discrepancies (and lessons learned) should actually take place in
the audit meeting.

In Table 18.1, the controlled introduction (CI) date was scheduled
for April 1, but the product’s packaging and instructional insert were not
ready on time. In the 40 days between the planned CI and the actual
introduction, valuable operating and product feedback was missed. The
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general availability didn’t change at that point, apparently because no
one noticed that there was a problem. In fact, there was a component
problem that caused a delay of 1.5 months. In that time, valuable market
momentum could have been lost.

Suppose, for example, that the product was something that college
students would have purchased prior to returning to school after sum-
mer break. Launching a product after students are back at school would
mean that the product would never have penetrated the market at the
anticipated rate of sales, so an entire year’s sales may have been lost.
That 1.5 months could be the deciding factor between product and mar-
ket success, and failure. The audit report, in that case, would have indi-
cated how oversights and quality issues contributed to product and
market performance problems.

Executive Sponsorship

Another key Launch Plan element deals with the existence of an executive
champion, who should be identified in the Launch Plans. There is a real
role for this sponsor in providing oversight to the launch project team, and
in removing obstacles so that the team can carry out its work. Often, key
decisions need to be made. If the executive in charge is not available, less
than desirable consequences may result. In any Post-Launch audit, it is
very clear when executive support is evident or lacking.

In Table 18.2, an audit of a specific activity within the launch
sequence reveals that the sponsoring executive was needed at a launch
meeting to agree and sign off on a venue. The executive may have 
had another obligation, but there was a breakdown in communication
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T A B L E  18.1

Audited Results: Market Window Compliance

Launch Activity Plan Actual Variance and Reason
Controlled introduction date April 1 May 10 15-day delay due to incorrect logo on packaging and

delayed arrival of instructional insert from the printer
(because the Document Production department did not
have this in their project plan).

General availability date July 15 September 5 Product defect in early deliveries was found in sourced
component. QA never checked the component because
their engineer left the company.



that jeopardized the launch, resulting in a five-week delay in a decision.
This, in turn, caused the loss of a favored venue and the support of a 
key industry analyst. All of these failures happened because the execu-
tive in charge may not have thought it was important enough to make
the decision, and the appropriate emergency escalation paths were not
put into place.

Business Case Synchronization

Another key area for the audit concerns the direct linkage between the
Business Case and the Launch Plan. These two documents should be
linked early in phases of New Product Planning and kept synchronized
throughout execution. The auditor can examine the evolution of both
documents, reviewing the revision dates and content of those plans, and
how revisions may have impacted overall outcomes. However, the
auditable elements related to the alignment of these documents are
probably not as significant as the actual Launch Plans and activities.

Adequacy and Timing of Collateral

Related to the preparation of sales and marketing collateral, the auditor
and the team members should examine the launch planning documen-
tation to determine what happened with each sales and marketing doc-
ument. If the collateral development within the Launch Plan focused on
brochures, spec (specification) sheets, Web site updates, and sales train-
ing materials, then each document or subset of documents should have
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Audited Results: Executive Sponsorship

Launch Activity Plan Actual Variance and Reason
Decision on which venue to use for February 5 March 12 Executive champion was not available for the 
the launch ceremony and public event planning meetings due to previous 
announcement. commitments. The Marketing team did not have

the authority to bind the company to the
preferred venue and so lost the time slot and
venue. Furthermore, the key industry analyst
who was available only in the location was then
committed by her company to another project.



had a project plan associated with it. Table 18.3 provides an auditor’s
view of the activities involved in the preparation of a product brochure.
As can be seen, the 2.5-month delay in the product brochure was due to
a lack of proper planning and ownership.

Collateral seems to be problematic in many launches. Even though
the manager who has responsibility for the launch and the associated
projects may have all the plans, these types of miscues seem to occur fre-
quently. Ultimately, much “scrambling around” is done to get the docu-
ments finished. Planning marketing collateral far enough in advance
helps prevent this very common “schedule killer.”

Adequacy of Sales Training

Another key area of focus during the launch audit is to make sure that
sales training takes place in a timely fashion with the right materials.
Sales training can be delivered through both formal and informal events,
usually coordinated between product managers, marketers, and, often,
engineers or developers. As Table 18.4 demonstrates, delays along the
launch project pathway delayed sales training by a month in our exam-
ple. In that month, salespeople could have been learning more about the
product, and could have been interacting with Product Management
and/or Marketing to clarify questions and issues.
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Audited Results: Adequacy and Timing of Collateral

Launch Activity Plan Actual Variance and Reason
Product brochure March 15 May 30 Several reasons are cited for the delay:

1. Marcomm attempted to write the content but in the end decided 
they needed a copywriter, which took several weeks to find and
secure a purchase order.

2. The product models were never ordered for the photographer
because this was not on anyone’s project plan.

3. The brochure verbiage review by Legal was overlooked.
4. The team did not know the internal printing department was closed

because of cost cutting and an external printer needed to be
located.

5. No one took responsibility to communicate to the printer that final
printed copies were to be shipped to the sales offices.



Reviewing Operational Readiness

One of the reasons for the use of a cross-functional product team and
FSPs is to make sure that the product can be inserted into the market, 
so that business can be transacted. The Operations FSP is a complex 
set of interrelated sub-plans that may include areas like Finance, IT,
Human Resources, Methods, and other basic business functions. There
are complex, inter-function interfaces that need to be maintained, espe-
cially if many different databases are located within different operating
departments.

The Post-Launch audit should involve a concerted effort to under-
stand all of these interdependencies, which should have been called out in
the launch project plan. The auditor may need to interview and investigate
each of these areas to isolate any breakdowns in communication, and also
to accentuate positive activities that were completed, so that future Launch
Plans (and Business Cases) can consider these organizational intricacies.
As Table 18.5 demonstrates, seemingly small, interfunction activities can
have broad consequences for the launch.

Conformance to Launch Metrics

The last area I’m going to suggest for the Post-Launch audit is related to
the preestablished launch metrics. These metrics might include the usual
unit volumes, timing of those volumes, revenue, discounting, promo-
tional responses, and even competitive responses, depending on your
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Audited Results: Adequacy of Sales Training

Launch Activity Plan Actual Variance and Reason
Sales training—Eastern region To be carried out between June 12 The e-mail notice to the head of the Eastern 

May 10 and May 20 region went out on April 20 instead of 
March 10.
The brochures were not ready on time due
to writing and publishing delays.

Sales training—Western region To be carried out between June 19 The product demos that were supposed to 
May 20 an May 30 be delivered by Development were not

ready until the first week of June. The
developer in charge missed the second
launch meeting and didn’t send a delegate.



organization’s specific needs and preferences. The auditor should use
accounting data and operational data to determine whether the goals
were met. The auditor will also invariably learn about other issues in the
process, which will act as learning to update or revise future choices of
metrics. It is strongly advised that product managers and their teams pay
close attention to these audited results. The impact on their ability to
manage their products as businesses can be profound. Table 18.6 shows
how some of the measurements were audited in our fictional example,
and the root causes of those variances.

MAKE SURE TO CAPTURE LESSONS LEARNED

The preceding example scenarios depict various elements of a typical
Post-Launch audit. Perhaps you’ll identify with some of these depictions.
I cannot overemphasize the tremendous benefit of carrying out a Post-
Launch audit with an independent or impartial auditor. The auditor’s
focus on decomposition and diagnosis of the Launch Plan and actual out-
comes is invaluable to improve future launch activities. All too often, the
Post-Launch reviews end up being one meeting, with biased individuals
defending their positions and blaming others for not doing their jobs.
This is not effective, nor is just wondering why revenue isn’t coming in
and why the phone isn’t ringing.
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T A B L E  18.5

Audited Results: Operational Impacts.

Launch Activity Plan Actual Variance and Reason
Update product codes in the product April 15 June 15 The product manager did not know this because it 
catalog system was his first launch program.
Train the customer service agents on June 15 July 12 1. The scripts were not developed on time because 
the product and install up-sell scripts no one was assigned to it and the scripting tool 
in the CRM system had a defect in its work flow generator.

2. The training date for customer service also had
to be delayed because the sales training (which
was also delayed) took place on the dates
originally set aside for customer service training.

3. The Customer Service department was to hire
three more agents, and has not been able to
secure them because HR didn’t approve the
hiring requisitions because of budget cutbacks.



The audit is a root-cause analysis that should result in action-based
recommendations, some of which should be acted on immediately, espe-
cially when reputations are at stake. Ultimately, the Post-Launch auditor’s
report should be reviewed with all launch team stakeholders to make sure
that future launches benefit from what was learned. Probably one of the
most important lessons from the Post-Launch audit is how well it serves 
as a platform for pre-launch activities in the future. As more launches are
carried out, past problems can be minimized or (with any luck) not
repeated at all. Meanwhile, continual auditing means that new problems
and their subsequent resolution can be added to the launch knowledge
base. And of course, all of these documents should be archived in the
Product Master Plan.
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T A B L E  18.6

Audited Results: Launch Metrics

Launch Activity Plan Actual Variance and Reason
Order processing time 3 days 6 days The Web-based order input system is not

always accessible by sales people so they are
faxing orders one or two days after the actual
order time. The order processing center is
short on staff, so orders are in a state of
backlog.

Time from order shipment to receipt 43 days 67 days Several Customers refusing to pay until 
of payment (order-to-cash) defects are fixed.
Number of customer complaints 250 in the first 820 in the first  1. Most complaints are divided into two 

30 days after 30 days after categories: product performance and 
launch launch product documentation, as determined by 

statistics filed by customer service agents 
and in listening to call recordings.

150 in the next 1,624 in the 2. One of the main problems reported is that 
30 days next 30 days the product’s functionality doesn’t work as 

represented and the second is that 
customers complain that the instructional 
insert is inaccurate.

3. They are both related. The more the product
was sold, the higher the number of
complaints. Customer recordings also reveal
greater dissatisfaction as hold times
increase due to a rising number of
complaints.



WIN-LOSS AUDITS

Most companies don’t just take orders for their products; they are often
in competitive bidding situations, or maybe providing proposals or 
quotations for customers. These situations are more common in B2B
interactions. In these cases, a win-loss audit is another useful form of
Post-Launch audit. As a matter of fact, win-loss audits should be carried
out on an as-needed basis across the entire life cycle.

Documents used by businesses to invite proposals are often called
“Request for Quote” or “Request for Price.” For clarity, we can simply
refer to it as an RFx (a request for something) by a customer (usually
initiated by a purchasing department). When a company submits an
RFx, it is said that they’re making a bid for business, usually in a com-
petitive situation. Some RFx’s are very long and complicated, and
sometimes they’re just a couple of pages long. Most product managers
will be involved in responding to these at some point in their careers.
Product managers who have provided excellent product documenta-
tion and training for sales teams will usually have minimal involve-
ment in the typical RFx, or perhaps no involvement at all. This is
usually an indication that the documentation has been adequately
developed or shared, and that the salespeople are well equipped to
respond.

The object of the win-loss audit, as you might guess, is to figure out
why your company won or lost a bid. Typically, though, we only want to
find out why we lost—and by correlation, we want to find out if the sales
process itself is effective. We naturally turn to the salesperson to find
out. The response is, more often than not, “price.” An official win-loss
audit is generally needed, because we may not want to accept price as
the only sales barrier. As with any audit, a formal protocol or method
should be established.

The win-loss audit takes two paths that must ultimately converge:
the internal path and the external path. The internal path seeks to under-
stand that which led up to the sale, including identification of the
prospect, qualification, and the level of sales and other organizational
interaction in support of the sales effort itself. The external path involves
customer interviews and debriefings. The goal of all these efforts is to
correlate the internal and external observations. You want to understand
why you lost the bid, but also recommend improvements for the future.
Some of those improvements may require change to the product (which
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is why Product Management should be involved) or to the selling
process (which is why Sales is involved).

Internal Win-Loss Auditing

The internal audit for win-loss starts out with an understanding of what
led up to the sales situation. The salesperson and his or her manager
should be involved in describing the source of the lead and the people
with whom the salesperson interacted. This serves to validate that they
were working with the right customer and that they understood the
motivations of that target customer type (buyer, decision maker, etc.). It
also helps the product manager make sure the customer target is appro-
priately characterized. Additionally, the auditor reviews call reports or
notes, which should have been documented, in the sales management or
CRM (customer relationship management) system.

One of the most common problems in the internal sales audit is that
salespeople don’t always record their call notes or reports, so it’s diffi-
cult to follow the audit trail. The other challenge is to sift through
embellishments and potential exaggerations by the salesperson or sales
manager, in terms of uncovering actual needs and whether the product
actually was appropriate for the customer. Other sales process issues
that should be addressed include a discussion of who the competitors
were, what they were representing (if known), and how this may have
been expressed in conversations with customers. Finally, the salesperson
should be asked what he or she believed were the decision-making 
criteria for the sale (e.g., benefits, features, installation, service, pricing,
references, brand image, and customer’s perception of the company,
among others). In the end, the auditor wants to know one thing: “Why
did we win or lose?”

External Win-Loss Auditing

Once the internal interview and internal data elements are examined
and summarized, an outreach to the customer is needed. The customer
interview requires an impartial person to initiate contact, just to make
sure that the right person is contacted—preferably, the decision maker.
Although it may be considered an easy interview to arrange and carry
out, it should be taken very seriously. This activity is like an act of diplo-
macy. Diplomats use formal protocols to interact with other diplomats.
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The first step in the process is to send a letter or other communiqué to
the decision maker (on company stationery). The author of the letter is
another executive or an auditor. This may sound old-fashioned, but a letter
sets the stage for the formality with which this should be carried out.
Appropriate care is necessary even if there is a win, and even if you have 
a good relationship with the customer. Once the customer responds 
(via whatever mechanism you wish—phone call, e-mail, or postal letter),
suggest a formal agenda for the meeting. The meeting agenda should be
documented and agreed upon in advance, including the duration of the
meeting, topics that are off limits, a discussion of how the request for the
proposal came about, who the bidders were, how they found out about
your company’s product, and the overall decision-making process.
Another topic that should be on the agenda is the sales process, including
the role of the salesperson, and his or her responsiveness, professionalism,
and degree of understanding of the customer’s business. Once the inter-
view ground rules are established, the meeting is executed, with the audi-
tor recording detailed notes and highlighting the most important points.

Assembling a Report

Finally, after both internal and external interviews are done, the auditor
combines the two sets of data into a report. This will usually consist of 
a read-out of some kind, to either the executive in charge, the product
team, or, preferably, both—in the same room. The determinant of report
format will largely depend on the degree to which problems may have
been personality related. For instance, if the salesperson was found to be
ill informed and didn’t document his or her interactions and didn’t act
professionally or responsively in the eyes of the customer, the handling
of this matter will be outside the purview of the product team. Based 
on the feedback from the report, decisions should be made (as soon as
possible) and changes made to the sales process (as soon as practical) to
improve the odds of winning the next bid.

SUMMARY

The goal of this chapter was to describe two important audit techniques:
the Post-Launch audit and the win-loss audit. These two methods offer
invaluable feedback for the product manager and the cross-functional
product team after the product has been introduced to the market. Good
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Post-Launch auditing will improve future launch planning and execu-
tion. Effective win-loss audits help improve the rate at which sales close
while the product is in the market. These audit techniques provide excel-
lent feedback to the product team, but they are only as good as the
changes that result from lessons learned. Knowledge is just potential
power; only when it’s put into action will things improve.

RAISING YOUR PRODUCT MANAGEMENT 
EXPERIENCE QUOTIENT (PMEQ)

1. Investigate whether your company, division or business unit
conducts some type of Post-Launch audit to determine overall
launch effectiveness. Although these are frequently called “post-
mortem” reviews, discourage the use of this title, because the
product should not be considered “dead to the world” after it’s
been launched.

2. Gather some Launch Plans from similar products within your own
company and attempt to conduct a mock, impartial Post-Launch
audit of your own. Talk to some of the players and review all avail-
able documentation. Can you see patterns that you should avoid
or adopt in your own launch planning? Can you see better ways to
design your own Post-Launch audits?

3. Try to identify an independent auditor within your organiza-
tion—someone with whom you feel comfortable and who will
give you honest, well-researched feedback. Try to find out the
“rules of engagement” for their time for a future session. Also,
they may be able to provide you with some insight on things
you should look out for that might bolster some of your plan-
ning activities. In other words, try to find out how to not repeat
others’ mistakes.

4. Consult with your Sales organization to understand what kind of
win-loss analyses may be already conducted at your company.
Ask to be involved in several analyses of other deals, strictly as
an observer. How can you use this knowledge to design better
win-loss auditing processes and contribute more meaningful
feedback to your sales force?
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19
POST-LAUNCH PRODUCT 

MANAGEMENT: RUNNING 
THE BUSINESS

CHAPTER

Executive Summary

� Product managers and their teams are responsible for optimizing
the performance of existing products, consistent with the strate-
gies of the organization.

� When products are active in the market, the cross-functional product
team should be the “board of directors” for the product, analyzing
the product’s performance and making the most appropriate strate-
gic and tactical business decisions for the product.

� Product teams cannot make optimal decisions for the business of
the product if they do not know the product’s “state” in its life, or
where it is situated on the product life cycle curve. Misaligned
interpretations of life cycle state will lead to suboptimal strategic
and tactical decisions.



As described throughout this book, the product life cycle starts with the
evaluation of ideas and opportunities, and ends when the product is dis-
continued or withdrawn from the market. The Product Management Life
Cycle Model is the framework used as a guide for making sure that the
right products are planned, developed, launched, and managed. This
chapter will guide you through the area of work called Post-Launch Prod-
uct Management, the portion of the model where the product is living its
plans and where the product team is responsible for optimizing the finan-
cial and market performance of the product in the market, consistent with
the strategies of the company.

Unfortunately, many business resources refer to this activity as
“product life cycle management,” which can be confusing. By taking a
beginning-to-end perspective of the product’s life, we can view one prod-
uct or many products in a portfolio more holistically, allowing for a more
strategic view of all products and how they each contribute to the value of
the entire portfolio. This perspective allows for more efficient allocation of
product investments in the product lines where investments are needed.
This is why product managers and their team should be optimizing their
product’s performance, not maximizing performance. Ultimately, product
managers should strive to build a durable long-lived “product business”
and a solid reputation.

RUNNING THE BUSINESS

Of course, tracking performance is often easier said than done. Whether
you’ve launched a brand new product, introduced an enhancement, or
tried to capitalize on a new market opportunity, a high degree of real busi-
ness diligence is required to track the performance of the product as it
moves through its selected markets. Mindset, behaviors, and activities in
this area of work differ from what you’ve done up to this point. The first
two work areas in the Product Management Life Cycle Model are guided
activities with flexible process models. There are templates for eliciting
product requirements, building Business Cases, creating the Marketing
Plan, and evolving the Product Master Plan. By contrast, Post-Launch
Product Management requires a lot more thinking on your feet. This is
where the true work of the product manager and the team starts, because
there isn’t a Post-Launch Product Management step-by-step template.
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I call this dimension of Product Management “running the business”
because this is when product managers earn their stripes as business 
owners, just like successful entrepreneurs and CEOs. In this work area,
you’re always on the go, and your mind is constantly processing massive
amounts of data from explicit market signals to implicit market cues. You
can’t really stop for a minute, because you’ll be bombarded from all fronts.
Sometimes, you may feel overwhelmed. You may want to put the book
down now, feeling that you didn’t sign up for this. Don’t do that; if you’ve
built out the Product Master Plan carefully as we’ve gone along, you
should find that you can keep your fingers on the pulse of the business,
and react to both external and internal signals with a subtle finesse that
will even surprise you at times.

If you were running a small business, you would always need to
respond to the exigencies of the moment because of customer requests,
supplier issues, and operational challenges. Product managers run their
own small business and will always be pulled by e-mails, numerous
meetings, random executive requests, a variety of questions from Sales,
customer complaints, and many other demands. To equip you with the
best tools and methods, the preceding modules in this book provided a
wealth of contextual information and insight into what it takes to run the
business of the product.

As a matter of fact, based on your experience running businesses 
or parts of businesses, you may be familiar with some of what will be
discussed here. To others, this will be brand new material. Either way,
you will hopefully benefit from some new tricks and ideas to help you
think about your products as businesses. For all readers, this chapter 
can serve as a guide to help you factor in a series of progressive 
work experiences and activities, both for current and future work
assignments.

There’s one thing I’m sure you will discover if you haven’t already:
most plans have flaws. Some of the work you do is aligned with the
plans that were formulated along the product’s journey. You will quickly
learn that even these carefully prepared documents will have to be
updated with some frequency. You can’t drive looking only at the map,
and like driving, you’ll find that constant surveillance of the internal 
and external environments will end up guiding you as much as any
advance plans.
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A STRUCTURE FOR RUNNING THE BUSINESS OF THE PRODUCT

In spite of the “field-expedient” nature of Post-Launch Product Man-
agement, we can structure the product as a business model into several
sub-models, tools, and analytical techniques. This structure isn’t a
process, per se, but it will give you some “subroutines” you can run
when different conditions are encountered. Even though it isn’t a pat
process, the elements of this model do make better sense when consid-
ered as the following set of activities that product managers should be
able to carry out:

1. Identifying the “in-market” life cycle state of the product, so you
know where your product sits on the product life cycle curve.

2. Defining “what’s happening now” with the product as a busi-
ness, using a variety of scorecards. Scorekeeping runs as a pow-
erful undercurrent to the business. Your measurement tools are
shaped by the data derived from your ongoing review of finan-
cial results, industry and competitive movements, operational
performance indicators, and customer reactions to the product.

3. Influencing your cross-functional product team, as you lead its
evolution into something akin to a small board of directors for the
product. You will also learn about the importance of frequent
product review meetings, replete with a standard agenda and a
way to record the results of those sessions.

4. Recasting the strategic mix, which links life cycle position, score-
keeping, and cross-functional team action planning, to a variety
of new possibilities and actions. Strategic mix is an expression 
I use to embody six business guideposts for running the product
as a business. The strategic mix uses an acronym I’ve created
called PUMICE, which expands into the following categories:
a. Product profitability and financial performance.
b. Unforgettable customer experiences to build or bolster the

brand.
c. Marketing performance management, which includes market

adoption, marketing mix management, and branding activi-
ties in your chosen market areas.

d. Integrity in doing business, because your reputation may be
what sustains you in the long run.
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e. Customer loyalty, so that happy customers continue to buy
your product and recommend you to others.

f. Efficient operations, so that everything runs smoothly along
the value delivery chain.

There are probably more measurements, conditional actions, and
specific milestones that you can establish in your own Post-Launch envi-
ronment. In general, though, these four steps will give you a pretty good
model for running your own product like your own business. Now let’s
examine each of the steps.

IDENTIFYING THE IN-MARKET LIFE CYCLE 
STATE OF THE PRODUCT

From time to time I ask product managers and other product stakehold-
ers to tell me if they have products in the market that are in the Growth
phase of the product’s life cycle. Many say that they do, but when I ask
how they know it, most of them answer that their products are in
“growth” because revenue is growing. When asked how revenue is grow-
ing, and over what period of time, many provide responses such as,
“sales are up 7 percent for the past two years.” This may or may not be
the product’s actual revenue trajectory. Who decides what the Growth
phase looks like, and is revenue the only determinant of growth? That’s
an important question for us to answer.

A product life cycle curve can be represented by either a product’s
revenue, gross profit, or cash flow across its entire life cycle. As shown in
Figure 19.1, the cash flow curve suggests that during the Planning,
Development, and Launch phases, the product is using up cash, but not
generating any.

When a product is in the Growth phase, the cash flow is increasing
at an increasing rate. It further depicts the fact that positive cash flow
must “pay back” the initial investment, hence the “break-even point”
notation on the curve.

Mature products, on the other hand, have revenue that is either
increasing at a decreasing rate, or is relatively flat. There are some prod-
ucts that can be mature for extended periods of time with stable revenue
and predictable profit contributions. Some mature products can even
contribute higher gross profits than they did earlier in the life cycle,
mainly because of operational improvements to the business. Finally,
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Decline phase products have sales decreasing at an increasing rate with
eroding profits and vanishing customer bases.

There are even more granular views you can take in characterizing
a product based on sub-phases, such as early growth, middle growth,
and late growth. It depends on how granular you want to get and the
speed with which you need to respond to market signals each life cycle
state. Each of these curves, either for planning purposes or showing
actual performance, is the result of data points that are graphed and plot-
ted. Every product has a unique set of characteristics and thus may have
a curve that does not follow a standard shape. Each curve tells a story
about the business of the product, and all of the data points collectively
tell a more complete story.

Using these curves can be a little complex, though. Take the repre-
sentation of two different curves depicted in Figure 19.2. Notice that the
revenue curve stays higher for a longer period of time and slopes down
gradually, while the gross profit curve descends at a more rapid rate. A
product manager who believes that sales are going up in year three is
not wrong—if that’s the only observation point.

As can be seen, though, by year three, the gross profit is already
under pressure. Perhaps salespeople are discounting prices and push-
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ing higher volumes, while raw material costs continue to soar. There
could be a host of scenarios that might explain such data. The main
point, though, is that the life cycle curve for a product in the market 
is not really one curve, but many that have to be assembled as a 
storyline. Even more importantly, that storyline needs to be put into
perspective—a perspective provided by the original Business Case 
for the product. Figure 19.3 gives you an idea how you might acquire
this perspective.

If you examine Figure 19.3 closely, you’ll see that there are now four
curves. Two curves represent the revenue and gross profit from the orig-
inal Business Case, and the other two represent the product’s actual per-
formance. The original Business Case identifies the projected revenue
and gross profit for the product over a six-year period of time. Now the
story changes, because we know that the original Business Case was
more optimistic, and the business is not doing as well as originally
expected. Suddenly, what seemed like a growing product becomes one
that’s actually showing signs of revenue and gross profit pressure by the
end of the second year.
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Using the Business Case or another similar planning tool allows the
product manager, in close partnership with their Finance and Marketing
counterparts, to set the stage for managing the product in the future. A
good method to pave the way for better Post-Launch Product Manage-
ment is to predetermine and document what the future life cycle state
should look like. For example, one could state in the Business Case that
“the product in ‘growth’ should exhibit sales increases of 8 percent year
over year with a gross profit of 70 percent.” Then, when the product man-
ager and the team review the product’s performance at some point in the
future, they have a standard against which to measure its lifetime per-
formance, not just performance based on an in-year budget that offers no
historical perspective. If the Business Case and other supporting financial
forecasts are archived in the Product Master Plan, the product manager
(current or future) can immediately gain the most important perspective
on where the product is in its (in-market) life cycle state.
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Finally, when you pinpoint the product’s correct life cycle state, you
can choose the most appropriate investment strategies for the product. If
you believe your product is really in the Growth phase, you will likely
be investing in product improvements and promotional programs.
However, if you misunderstand the product’s life cycle state and invest
heavily in a mature product (that you believe is in growth), you proba-
bly won’t reap the kinds of returns you’re expecting, and you would
also be using up valuable resources that could be applied to other
endeavors. Once the product manager has a view of the product’s place
in the market, graphically portrayed, the team’s efforts can be more
effectively focused on the most appropriate future strategic options.

DEFINING “WHAT’S HAPPENING NOW” WITH THE PRODUCT

Suppose you, the product manager, met up with the CEO of your com-
pany in an elevator, and he or she asked you, “What’s going on with your
product?” What would you say, and how would you inspire the confi-
dence of the CEO in your role? Well, the simple answer is “money” (that is,
you’d express results in financial terms). Financial and other business and
market-based measurements give you the best read on product perform-
ance. This is the reason that finance is one of the foundational practices for
Product Management. Without finance, there is no way to assess how well
the product is performing against established plans. Having a good prod-
uct performance scorecard graphically depicts the product’s financial situ-
ation. Monitoring the product’s financial performance is critical at each
phase in a product’s market life. Therefore, it is vital that financial report-
ing systems be tuned to report product-specific financial data.

In many companies, the actual expenses from organizations like
Marketing, Sales, and R&D are not always driven directly to the individ-
ual product’s P&L. Instead, these expenses are allocated to each product
by the corporate Finance department, according to predetermined formu-
las. Because these are generally uncontrollable by the team, I am going to
leave these out of the formula and focus solely on unit volumes, pricing,
total revenue, cost of goods, and gross profit. Gross profit is a broad yet
acceptable measure of product profitability.

A simple financial scorecard should be used not only for standard
monthly and year-to-date analysis, but also to show the data from the
original (or revised) Business Case that justified the product’s original
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investment. This provides the most relevant way to compare the data to
indicate whether the financial assumptions of the Business Case are
being fulfilled. Table 19.1 provides a snapshot of a simple spreadsheet
you can use to track product financial performance.

If you have more than one product (or even one product sold
through multiple channels), you will need to construct a more detailed
financial statement, such as the one shown in Table 19.2. As long as you
are able to break down the unit volumes and unit prices by channel, you
will be able to create a robust financial profile for the product. Of course,
you will need to work with your Finance representative to make sure
you can extract this data from your company’s accounting systems in
order to prepare a report with the right level of granularity. In a nutshell,
you must have the right financial data, at the right level of detail, in
order to effectively analyze product results against plan and take the
correct remedial action.

Not only does the product manager need to keep track of the finan-
cial score for the product, but there is also other work to do. First, the
team needs to re-check the trends that shape the industry, the ongoing
actions of competitors, and the evolution of customers’ needs. Second,
there are some business indicators that should be tracked for the prod-
uct. While the product is rapidly moving through the market, you need
a way to capture what’s going on. The matrix shown in Table 19.3 is a
great way to keep track of, and portray, industry and competitive activ-
ities, as well as set the stage for future opportunistic action planning
and/or restrategizing. For example, if you are a product manager for 
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Original Revised Current 
Business Business Year Y-T-D Y-T-D Y-T-D Month Month Month 
Case Case Plan Plan Actual Variance Plan Actual Variance

Units
Average price per unit
Total revenue
Cost of goods sold
Gross profit
Gross profit %

T A B L E  19.1

A Standard Financial Scorecard for a Product

Y-T-D, year-to-date.



a line of mid-market plumbing fixtures used in home remodeling, and
the economy is heading toward recession, what possible short-term
strategies might you pursue, and to what end?
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Original Revised Current 
Business Business Year Y-T-D Y-T-D Y-T-D Month Month Month 
Case Case Plan Plan Actual Variance Plan Actual Variance

Units product A
Average price for A
Total revenue for A
Units product B
Average price for B
Total revenue for A
Total revenue A � B
Cost of goods for A
Cost of goods for B
Gross profit A
Gross profit % A
Gross profit B
Gross profit % B
Gross profit total
Gross profit % total

T A B L E  19.2

A Standard Financial Scorecard for Two Products

Y-T-D, year-to-date.

Observed Industry or 
Competitive Activity Possible Strategies Desired Outcome
Housing remodeling industry is 
slowing due to a downturn in 
the economy. Additionally, 
competitors are selling another
lavatory design to the distributors.
The distributors told the sales team
that they are concerned about 
reduced sales to remodeling
contractors.

T A B L E  19.3

Industry and Competitive Activity

Investments in a new technology
lavatory design might be put off for
a short time. Furthermore, it may be
a good time to reevaluate sales
forecasts, inventory positions, and
other key business indicators.
Minimize expenditures in product
design for the next six months by
suspending the contract of the
design consultant.

� Slow down expenditures.
� Wait to see what happens with 

the economy.
� Manage inventory levels to 

protect company assets.
� Maintain gross profits by 

managing product costs.



After examining industry and competitive influences, the team
should examine the effectiveness of its segmentation models, based on
how well the product sells, and to whom. The goal of this analysis is to
see how well the product’s attributes satisfy the needs of customers in
the targeted segments. The main question to ask is, “Are the people who
buy our products now the same as we originally thought, or are they dif-
ferent?” Suppose a company that sells customized, made-to-order com-
puters creates a line of high-performance laptops with large graphics
monitors, originally targeting teenage gamers. As sales progress, the
company collects product registrations and finds that the actual buyers
are not teens, but graphics designers and business travelers. The team
would quickly learn that product promotions to teen gamers were either
ineffective or that the gamers could not afford the computers. In either
event, it would mean that promotional expenditures were probably inef-
fective, and furthermore, that the market segmentation model should be
re-evaluated. The associated marketing mix elements would also need
to be fine tuned.

As part of running the business, the team should review the out-
comes from any customer visit reports, voice of the customer research
projects, or other feedback that serves as a means to validate customer
needs. This is very important, because needs-based segmentation mod-
els require constant surveillance to ensure that all investments are
focused on the most strategically viable market areas. Similarly, cus-
tomer responses to marketing and sales activities should be evaluated.
In order to determine the effectiveness of some of these programs, pro-
motional campaign tracking tools should be used that capture the cam-
paign’s goal, budget, call to action, and results. A sample is shown in
Table 19.4. Although Marketing may own this job, in reality they are
cross-functional team members, and this promotional mix of marketing
investments must be tracked as any other product-related investment 
is tracked. This also helps set up expectations for future campaigns to
support product revenue growth and future product profitability.

The last two groups of measurements focus on marketing mix, mar-
keting performance measurements, and operational performance. The
marketing mix represents the strategic combination of investments in 
the product, its pricing schemes, promotional programs, and paths to the
end customer via the most efficient channels of distribution. As the prod-
uct moves through the market, various combinations of marketing mix
options are devised, put into place, and tracked. The questions “What did
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we do?” and “How well did we do it?” should be constantly asked by the
product team, so that new strategic actions can be considered and taken.
Table 19.5 shows a variety of marketing mix and marketing performance
indicators.

Unlike a financial table that uses similar headings, when dealing
with tables like Tables 19.5 and 19.6, the content of each cell can confirm
both quantitative and qualitative data. This helps the team discern the
plan, its results, and variances against the plan. This kind of quick vari-
ance analysis provides an excellent perspective for figuring out what
happened, so that adjustments can be made (a re-plan) or so that future
opportunities may be capitalized on. (By the way, when a variance
between two percentages is noted, the variance is taken as the percentage
difference between the plan and the actual, not the absolute percentage.
For example, if the plan is 50 percent and the actual is 60 percent, the vari-
ance is 10 percentage points. The calculation of the variance in that case
would be (60% – 50% � 10%)/(50%) � 20%.

The analysis of data shown in Table 19.5 can be highly insightful
because it is set up to tell a story about what’s happening. In this exam-
ple, sales channel performance is shifting to the Web. If direct sales activ-
ity is slowing, perhaps the team might recommend that sales workforce
adjustments (reductions) be considered. On the other hand, this shift
could mean that salespeople are processing orders on the Web, so a more
detailed analysis is probably the right thing to do.

In evaluating the current state of the product, the team should also
focus on the degree to which the operational infrastructure is efficiently
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Campaign Customer Goal of Media or Call to Action Budget Expected Expected Actual 
Description Target or Campaign Channel Number of Future Results

Targeted Used Qualified  Business
Segment Leads

Trade show

Direct mail

T A B L E  19.4

Promotional Campaign Tracking

CEOs and
COOs

Purchasing
agents

Lead
generation

New orders

Speaking slot
plus booth

Postcard

Come to the
booth and
enroll in a raffle
to win a free
trip
Visit Website,
reorder early
and get 10% off

$45,000

$12,500

20

150

Close 5 deals
at $30,000
each
($150,000)

Close 20 at
$5,000 each
($100,000)

Got 30 leads,
closed 6 deals
at $30,000
($180,000)

Closed 30 at
$4,000 each
($120,000)
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Marketing Mix and  Prior Year Y-T-D Plan Y-T-D Actual Y-T-D Variance Revised Goal
Marketing Performance or Variance % 
Pricing actions and
discounting

Promotional campaign
expenditures

Channel performance data

Campaign return on 
investment
Market share
Unique Web visits 
(monthly average)

T A B L E  19.5

Marketing Mix and Marketing Performance

No actions

No actions

31% indirect
45% direct
20% Web
21%

37%
32,000

Promotional
discounts of up
to 10% to
encourage 5%
increase in unit
volumes.

$67,500 in a trade
show and
postcard
campaign.
28% indirect
42% direct
30% Web
23%

42%
47,000

Promotional
discounts
averaging 12%
encouraged
10% increase in
unit volumes.

$67,500 in a
trade show and
postcard
campaign.
29% indirect
35% direct
36% Web
23%

40%
36,000

Higher
discount
percentages
improved
profits,
revealing a
higher degree
of price
elasticity than
thought.
N/A

3.6% indirect
6.7% direct
20.0% Web
N/A

(4.8%)
11,000

Use selective
discounting
for the first six
months of 
next year.

No additional
promotional
expenditures.

28% indirect
28% direct
44% Web
24%

41%
41,000

Y-T-D, year-to-date.

Operational Measurements Prior Year Y-T-D Plan Y-T-D Actual Y-T-D Variance Revised Goal

Order processing time 7 days 6 days 6 days N/A 5 days

On-time shipments 95% 96% 94% (2.1%) 96%

Repair and return data 1 in 500 1 in 550 1 in 500 (50) 1 in 600

Inventory turnover 6 times 6 times 4.5 time 1.5 times 6 times

Customer trouble reports 730/month 620/month 790/month (170/month) 600/month

Customer satisfaction 91% 94% 88% (6.4%) 93%

Plant utilization 77% 81% 81% N/A 83%
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Y-T-D, year-to-date.



supporting the product. Operations usually encompass areas such as
sourcing and servicing customers. All companies are organized differently,
so you should have a good understanding of your own company’s opera-
tional infrastructure, as discussed at various times throughout this book.

In one area, the Operations function helps ensure the efficient
sourcing of materials and production of products. Products also need to
be moved efficiently from the point of production to distributors, or to
end customers. Collectively, these operational elements are referred to as
a supply chain. There should be a supply chain participant on the product
team to make sure that the team’s strategy can be executed through the
most efficient sourcing, handling, logistics, and physical distribution.

As an example, a company that sells customized computers requires
an efficient, responsive supply chain to make sure that customer orders can
be fulfilled and shipped rapidly. On-time shipments would be one supply
chain metric that the team would want to manage. If that computer com-
pany ships defective products, then repair and return data would reveal
these problems, as would a variety of customer complaints. Table 19.6
could help this hypothetical team to examine a variety of key performance
indicators (KPIs), all related to operational dimensions of the product.

Reviewing these financial and non-financial indicators should be
standard practice for product managers and their teams. By having a
broad perspective about how product performance depends on different
aspects of the business, the product manager and the team are in a much
better position to revise their plans. With the right data, the team can read-
ily make both short-term and long-term decisions, and evaluate strategic
and tactical options to adjust the business to the conditions of the market.

“What’s happening now?” is a question the product manager
should always be prepared to answer—after all, the product manager is
accountable for the performance of the product. A product performance
report card is an excellent vehicle to use and should be on the monthly
agenda for every product team. The product performance report card
should include, at a minimum:

� Financial results (unit volumes, average prices, gross profit)
� Major sales activity (key wins and losses)
� External KPIs (industry and competitive activity)
� Operational KPIs; and
� Marketing mix performance (pricing movements/discounting,

promotional campaign performance, and channel performance).
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There are also some interesting visualization tools that you might
want to use to create product dashboards, which can accompany the
product performance report cards. An example is shown in Figure 19.4.

LEADING THE CROSS-FUNCTIONAL PRODUCT TEAM

The cross-functional product team should remain in place across the
entire life cycle, acting as a board of directors for the product. The team
should manage the product as a business, according to agreed-upon
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roles and responsibilities, and as articulated in Functional Support
Plans. The team should review the data regarding the product’s market
progress, uncover tactical alternatives or new strategic options, and
decide on the best course of action. In essence, the team has to decide
what’s next, based on signals from the market and new data from within
the organization, such as newly reprioritized projects, downsizing, or
reorganizations.

Product Team Meetings

The team should meet as frequently as needed, and at a minimum, once a
month. As discussed throughout the book, I recommend a formal protocol
for these critical product team meetings. The meeting should be guided by
a standard yet flexible agenda that enables effective review of KPIs and
general business issues related to the product. Furthermore, the team
should be governed by rules of attendance, discussions on progress, and
decision making. Nevertheless, the team should allow some flexibility in
handling nonstandard business and product issues as well. If complex
cross-team issues emerge during these review meetings, it is suggested
these be taken offline, with resolution presented and discussed early in the
subsequent meeting. As with other phases, it is critical to make sure that
primary core team members are present for each meeting and maintain
strict rules for substitution. Typically, substitutes may not be authorized to
act or make decisions for the functions they represent.

Each team meeting should take approximately 90 to 120 minutes,
which is achieved more readily by having a strong, agreed-upon agenda,
prepared far enough in advance so that participants are ready when the
meeting takes place. Some of the standard agenda items may include
those in the following sample agenda for a product team meeting. Your
team should decide on whatever standard meeting agenda is appropriate
for your given environment:

1. Agreement on the current agenda, with recognition that there
may be a need to review nonstandard items.

2. Issue resolution from prior team meeting (if any).
3. Market review by product and/or marketing managers.
4. Customer reviews, including wins and losses, major sales, and

other customer-related issues requiring team attention.
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5. Financial review, provided by the Finance representative and
the product manager.

6. Functional team member read-outs. Each team member should
provide a 5- to 15-minute overview of their status of activities
and deliverables. Read-outs of more than 15 minutes might
require special handling or a separate meeting.

7. Project updates and status reports from any of the business 
functions currently carrying out projects.

8. Nonstandard issues that are not part of the regular team meeting.
9. Action plan review, in which each person from the respective

business functions reads out what action plans he or she intends
to complete before the next meeting.

For each product team meeting, one team member should be
responsible for recording the team meeting minutes. These minutes
should be distributed within 24 hours of the conclusion of the team
meeting. A suggested template for these team meeting minutes is shown
in Table 19.7. You can always devise a template that is most appropriate
for your team, but please consider the suggestion that you use the for-
mat consistently, and that you keep a copy of the template and each set
of minutes in the Product Master Plan binder.

RECASTING THE STRATEGIC MIX

The strategic mix incorporates strategic and tactical work categories that
should be used by the product manager and the team to guide the prod-
uct through the marketplace. Throughout this book I talk extensively
about the marketing mix, with its component four Ps: product, pricing,
promotion, and place or distribution channel. The Strategic Mix is a little
different, because it encompasses the six categories mentioned earlier,
using the acronym PUMICE, Recall that PUMICE stands for:

Product profitability and financial performance
Unforgettable customer experiences
Marketing performance management
Integrity in doing business
Customer loyalty
Efficient operations

Each element of PUMICE will be described in the following sections.
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Product Profitability and Financial Performance

How the product performs financially and how it fares in the market deter-
mines its overall success. Solid product financials focus on the achievement
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Product Team Meeting Minutes Date of Meeting:
Name of Product: Product Team Leader: 

Executive Sponsor or Champion:
Participants names and function represented:
1. Product management: __________________________________
2. Finance: _____________________________________________
3. Engineering: __________________________________________
4. Customer Service: _____________________________________
5. Supply chain: _________________________________________
6. Operations: ___________________________________________
7. Marketing: ___________________________________________

Major issues and market information revealed: Source of issue and by whom What is the significance of the 
issue and how is it being 
handled?

Review of Financials and Significant Team Metrics
Category Budget Actual Variance Explanation
Revenue
Volumes
COGS
Gross profit
Customer satisfaction
Trouble reports
Review of Action Items
Date Assigned Specific Action Function Responsible Business Risk Outcomes
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of planned revenue for the product, management of the cost of goods sold,
and control of gross profit in relation to established plans. Aside from this
fundamental set of indicators, devising future strategic mix options that
result in higher levels of product profitability and market success can be
very complex. In corporate finance, market analysts often talk about the
quality of earnings. At the product level, financial quality is also important
and gross profit seems to be the financial metric over which a team may
have the most control.

There may be instances where a product’s financial contribution is
difficult to ascertain, due to its inclusion in a larger portfolio, needed by
the company to maintain competitive parity. For example, banks cannot
get rid of checking accounts, even though they are only marginally prof-
itable. Some companies may not have discreet product financial data,
but instead focus on the product line data. Outside of any accepted port-
folio anomalies, the main point is that without solid financial data, a
product’s financial success cannot be determined.

For example, one place to look for financial improvements is in the
area of product costs. Comprehensive cost analysis allows the product
manager to look at many possible product changes. Profitability might be
improved by considering new procurement options, materials changes,
new build versus buy alternatives, or even product development effi-
ciencies such as offshore software development, contract manufacturing,
or outsourced installation or maintenance.

Future state product financial management consists of actions taken
to cut costs and increase revenue. These are drawn from analyzing the
product’s current financial and market performance. Strategic mix options
should also be tested. These are based on recast segmentation models and
new assumptions about the industry and competitive climate, along with
changes to the product, its price, and its distribution method. Then, using
the P&L as your guide, you consider unit volume adjustments based on
the most appropriate market assumptions, and then revise your forecasts
accordingly.

Unforgettable Customer Experiences

At the 2003 Product Development and Management Association (PDMA)
International Conference, the director of engineering planning and the
product development office director from Harley Davidson gave a pres-
entation called “100 Years of Great Motorcycles.” In that presentation, the
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director stated that “Harley Davidson customers don’t just buy a motor-
cycle; they purchase an experience and a family membership.” The direc-
tor went on to talk about how the employees of the company were
“Stewards of the experience … that the responsibility to preserve a rich
heritage does not allow for complacency.”

One of the implied themes of this chapter is the importance of the
product’s business performance against plan, whether that plan is a
Business Case or an annual plan. If a company is serious about creating
unforgettably positive experiences, then these experiences need to be
planned, just like every other dimension of the business of the product.
Designing for the customer experience means that you will be able to
measure the actual customer experience against that plan and gain the
most meaningful customer insights. Measuring, in turn, means that 
you can audit and analyze what happened, and set new plans in place 
to improve.

Unfortunately, this aspect of the business of the product is more
often than not an afterthought. Often, there isn’t a customer experience or
constituent insight “owner” on the product team. The customer service
member is usually concerned about staffing a call center and getting
agents ready to take orders or handle complaints, and sometimes handling
customer satisfaction surveys. There should be a customer experience or
customer/constituent insight owner, and that person must recognize that
customers experience the company and the product (across marketing
mix and operational areas) in the following ways:

� The advertising and promotional experience and the responses
evoked by those advertisements may yield the following
response: “I don’t like the music in the television advertisement.”

� The ordering experience, including ease of Web site navigation,
the interaction with a customer representative, order confirma-
tion, and so on, may evoke the following: “The Web site was
slow and then froze up. Then I called the call center and was put
on hold for 20 minutes, and then the agent couldn’t answer my
questions. Then, I didn’t get an order confirmation via e-mail, 
as promised.”

� The price may evoke a response such as: “How could they
charge that much?”

� Distribution channel actions bring about a response related to
delivery quality: “Every time I order your product, it’s late.”
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� Packaging experiences are based on both the physical design
and ease of opening or closing the package, and a customer 
may lament: “Every time I pick up a new USB card, it takes 
me 10 minutes to cut through the plastic without cutting 
my finger.”

� Product quality experiences are shaped by ease of operation,
ease of interpreting instructions, ease of interacting with or
using the product, or other “look and feel” attributes.

� Cognitive experiences are shaped by repeated, persistent inter-
actions with a company, which might involve a reaction to the
logo or the brand, as well as the feelings customers experience
when using the product.

With all this in mind, what does it take to design the unforgettable 
customer experience for the future, and to measure it?

Managing the customer experience means that you really need 
to know what makes customers do what they do—which is directly 
connected to the needs of each customer type within your needs-based
segmentation model. A company cannot claim to create an unforget-
table experience unless they know the particulars of experience valued
by the customer and the derived benefit. The consumer needs to know
that the product works as advertised. The purchasing agent needs to
know that when an order is processed, it will be handled appropriately.
The customer experience is not only about knowing what customers do, 
but how they do what they do. Each and every customer interaction
with your company or with your product forms an indelible image in
their minds.

Customer interactions or touch points occur in a variety of places,
including at a retail store interacting with a salesperson; speaking on 
the phone to a call center agent to order a product; logging on to a Web
site to register a complaint; dealing with a field service representative;
having a product installed; or any of many other possible touch points.
Each time you travel with an airline, for example, your experience is
shaped by the reservation process, the check-in procedure, the boarding
process, your seat, the food, the flight attendant, whether the flight 
is late, and when your luggage arrives. One negative experience can 
dismantle all of the good will developed by other positive experiences
along the way.
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Table 19.8 is representative of the type of planning and analysis tool
that you should consider using for your product. The key elements include:

1. An experiential category you wish to measure.
2. Realistic, measurable experiential objectives you wish to achieve.
3. The outcome versus the objective, which means that you can use

system data, follow-up surveys, and account management data
to validate whether the objective was met.

4. The quantitative or qualitative variance or gap versus the objective.
5. An explanation of the variance and an action-oriented improve-

ment plan.
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Experiential Desired Experiential Actual Experiential  Variance from Reason and 
Category Objective(s) Outcome Objective Action Plan

Telephone ordering
process

On-time delivery
of a product
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A Customer Experience Managment Tool

Less than two minutes
on hold or in a call
queue.

Speaking with a
knowledgeable,
pleasant agent.

Processing the order
in two minutes or less.

98% compliance by
agents in asking a
survey question at the
end of the call.

Product delivered
according to the
delivery promise, e.g.,
“next business day by
10:00 a.m.”

Averages of 3 minutes
from data derived from
the telephone switch.

Listened to call
recordings and found
satisfactory
performances.

Reviewing timing
through IT records and
learning that the
average order process-
ing time is 1.4 minutes.

91% compliance by IT
records and call
recordings.

Products delivered on
time and as promised,
according to point of
delivery data from the
delivery management
system.

One additional minute
due to short staffing
in call center.

Agents are handling
calls with the right
attitude.

Positive .6 minute
variance.

7% negative
variance.

No variance.

Review staffing reports
and call arrival and
disposition data.

Continue agent
monitoring and 
training.

Continue to monitor.

Continue agent
monitoring and training
to improve compliance.

Continue monitoring
deliveries not
completed, e.g., when
customer is not
available to accept
delivery. How does this
impact customer
experience ratings?



In many cases, product managers and their teams may feel that 
the customer experience is out of their hands, mainly because other
departments are responsible for service and experience delivery. This
does not have to be the case. By rationalizing this into the scope of
responsibility and accountability of the product team’s work, the prod-
uct manager can lead others toward the reality that the experience is
both the starting point and the ending point in the customer life cycle.
Customers will stay with you for a long time if you consistently deliver
on the experiential promise, but they will go somewhere else when you
violate the promise, even if your product is the best product in the
world. With this in mind, the product manager and the team should
increasingly factor in revised plans for managing the customer experi-
ence, so that you can stay on the road to the creation of unforgettable
customer experiences.

Marketing Performance Management

Other than financial performance, market performance is the other
major determinant of product success. Market performance indicators
help us understand how well the product is performing based on mar-
ket adoption, marketing mix effectiveness, and the brand images of
company or product. The market is simply the place where the product
is sold and bought, and thus is outside of the four walls of your com-
pany. What matters most is what happens in the market, because this
provides an outside-in perspective, which allows the product manager
and the team to have an appropriate set of market-oriented guideposts,
such as those used when figuring out the current state of the business.

Successful market adoption of the product within the context of 
the Business Case or other annual business plans is determined by the
following:

� The degree to which it is perceived as being different from other
available products (how it’s positioned).

� Whether its benefit is priced appropriately (the value proposition).
� The degree to which it is available (as in multiple channels versus

a single channel).
� The amount of awareness that is built around the product

(through advertising and promotion).
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� The degree to which customers believe that service and support
will be provided, should it be needed (either in the buying
process or after the sale).

� The experience that is created when purchasing the product,
using it, or obtaining service.

� The efficiency with which the business operations infrastructure
supports the product.

Revising the Marketing Mix

While the product moves through the market, the supporting marketing
mix will change. After the product is launched, the team focuses on fixing
any anomalies that are diagnosed in the post-launch and/or win-loss
audits. Revised product and related marketing mix strategies are then
considered. They are based on observed movements in the industry, com-
petitive actions, technology evolution, input from customers, revised
segmentation models, and other data.

Revising Product Strategies

In Chapter 10, on strategy, we used a variety of business indicators to
figure out the current situation so that future pathways could be plotted.
Most frequently, the strategies considered for products include:

� Major enhancements, adding new functionality or features, new
designs, colors, sizes, or interfaces. (An automobile company
may introduce a completely redesigned model.)

� Minor enhancements, fixing product quality problems, minor
design changes, and updates. (A software company may release
a product update to fix some performance bugs and improve
the user experience.)

� Brand new products, which emerge to uniquely satisfy a cus-
tomer need, which dramatically change a product platform or
architecture, or which result in the ability to more ably meet the
needs of newly identified market segments.

All future state product strategies should be formulated with the
goal of maintaining or updating the positioning of the product in relation
to other available competitive products.
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Most product improvements should be evaluated and guided by
applying the new product development (NPD) process described within
the Product Management Life Cycle Model. These new investments
should use Business Cases to justify those product investments within
the context of the entire product portfolio. Remember, though, that
investments that are not aligned with the appropriate life cycle state will
probably not achieve their desired goals. No matter what changes are
considered for the product, the other marketing mix elements must be
realigned so that they can support new investments in the product.

Revising Pricing Strategies

Pricing strategies are incredibly important across the entire life cycle,
since they are so visible to the customer. Pricing strategies change as
products and markets mature. Pricing is the one way that customers val-
idate that the product delivers the value or benefit provided by the prod-
uct. This is where the value proposition is put to the test on a daily basis.
Often, product managers, marketers, and salespeople fixate on prices
because pricing is the most visible barometer of success. When the sales
team says, “We lost that deal because our price was too high,” it evokes
one set of feelings, and when they say, “We won because our price was
so low,” you experience another, similar set of feelings. Incorrect pricing
when a sale is easily made can leave a team wondering whether money
was left on the table.

On the other side of the counter, pricing sets in motion a series of
post-purchase analyses for the customer. After they purchase a product,
customers actually have to own and/or operate it. Some of the truths
about total value of ownership begin to settle in. Customers begin to ask,
“Was it worth the price paid?” Products cost money to own and operate.
Electronic gadgets require an endless supply of batteries. A new car may
require higher insurance fees, premium fuel, frequent maintenance, and
very expensive tires. A new software system may require annual mainte-
nance fees, administrative overhead, training, and customization. All cus-
tomers, at some point, may question the Business Case they constructed
(on paper or in their heads) when they decided to buy the product.

Market-oriented pricing strategies must be revisited across the prod-
uct’s life cycle. Market pricing strategies are the antithesis to traditional,
inefficient, cost-plus models. Cost-plus pricing is invariably dangerous
because it disregards the most important variable of all—that of volume
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or quantity. The impact of cost-plus pricing can be highly positive or
highly negative, depending on the base assumptions and the outcome.
Suppose you have a product that costs $30,000 to produce 1,000 units, so
the cost per unit is $30. Now suppose that you decide to mark up the
product by 50 percent, selling it for $45 per unit. Your assumption is that
you will sell 1,000 units at $45, generating total revenue of $45,000. You
made $15,000 in gross profit! But what would happen if you only sold 700
units and you already set your price at $45? You have to spread the $30,000
in costs among 700 units, which raises the cost per unit to $42.88 per unit.
If you are selling them for $45.00 per unit, your gross profit is only $2.12
per unit or $1,484 in total. That’s a far cry from $15,000 in gross profit 
that you might have made if you sold 1,000 units. The lower your volume,
the worse off you are. The higher your volume, the better off you are. 
The issue is that cost-plus pricing is the result of inside-out thinking and
doesn’t really consider the conditions of the market.

Another unsatisfying pricing model is created when all pricing is
done in reaction to the competition—especially when that pricing yields
little or no profit. Commoditization often forces this to happen; however,
of late, offshore manufacturing, software development, or other factors
like support and production have become the competitive weapons 
of many global companies. If your product is produced in a high-cost
country and sold at a heavy discount to win the business, then your
company may be doing some downsizing very soon—unless your prod-
uct offers a tremendous incremental benefit over the competition. Com-
panies that pursue contract manufacturing and assembly should be able
to do a better job of facing lower-cost competitors.

Market-oriented pricing can result in better returns to the business.
This means that the product manager and marketing counterparts con-
tinue to evaluate industry trends and competitive actions. Of course, the
most effective updates to pricing models will only be as good as the
product manager’s evolving understanding of customers and their ever-
changing need states, motivations, and preferences. Fundamental to
almost everything in this book is the need for a basic understanding of
what motivates customers, the challenges they face, and the needs they
exhibit, whether implicit or explicit. Without that, there is nothing on
which to build flexible segmentation models and value propositions.

As the product travels on its path across the life cycle, different strate-
gic pricing options will need to be chosen, depending on the situation.
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There will be times when pricing needs to be calculated based on a one-
time, competitive bid, in which case costs should probably be considered
in relation to the price. There may also be times when the price can be
used to drive away customers that you wish would migrate to another
product, in which case you might raise prices until you achieve a specific
behavior. Other pricing strategies might include those that are adjusted 
to build or defend market share, and yet other strategies are used for
highly differentiated, luxury goods. The point about pricing strategies is
that they not be crafted and carried out in a vacuum. They need to be
closely tied to the other marketing mix elements, and based on a desired
market outcome.

Revising Promotional Strategies

Promotional strategies consist of a variety of tools used to commu-
nicate to the market. Promotion is achieved through advertising, direct
marketing, personal sales activities, analyst relations, and public rela-
tions. The goal is to make sure that buyers are persuaded to contact 
your company for more information, try the product, or buy the prod-
uct. Promotion is also important because you will always want your
products to be cast in the best light in the eyes of industry analysts, who
may compare your products with competitors’ products. 

Most promotional activities are articulated and synchronized in the
Marketing Plan (refer to Chapter 15). Sometimes, the plans are not syn-
chronized or coordinated because some organizations distribute the
work among marketing sub-functions that act like functional mini-silos.
For example, the advertising and creative sub-functions often don’t inte-
grate their work or messages with those created by the cross-functional
product team. The main point is that promotional planning and execu-
tion must be threaded back to the marketing mix strategies, in order 
to make sure that integrated marketing communications activities (the
entire promotional mix) are strategically aligned for efficient execution
and measurement.

Our lessons, from the creation of a value proposition, to positioning
a product in the market, to the marketing mix strategies on which we
focus, are dependent on one constant: the customer. Therefore, the prod-
uct manager and the team must make sure that they continually validate
the market segmentation models and act as the check-and-balance 
system to the integrated marketing communications programs being
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carried out by the marketing communications group (or whichever
group is responsible).

Revising Distribution Strategies

“Place” is the final P in our marketing mix strategy discussion. It is
important because all products must have a path from the source of the
product to the customer via some channel. Some call it a marketing chan-
nel, while some refer to it as a distribution channel. Some products travel
the path directly from company to customer (Dell Computers), some
travel via the industrial wholesale channel (Kohler plumbing fixtures),
some through consumer retailers (Best Buy), and some are directly sold
over the Internet (Amazon). Some companies use intermediaries such as
sales agents, resellers, professional services companies, and the like.

Product managers and their teams appreciate the value of these
channels or intermediaries because they help products reach more 
customers with fewer direct selling resources. Some intermediaries help
in the value delivery chain because they purchase your products, stock
them, process orders, and deliver products to end customers. Some
intermediaries are merely selling and billing functions that don’t hold
any physical inventory. Service businesses, like investment companies
and insurance companies, sell their products directly to customers with
their own brokers, but usually have a complex array of resellers who are
made up of independent agents, broker-dealers, and financial planning
specialists.

This is why it is so important to have the data about past channel
performance (which products sold through which channel), but also
about the future needs of customers who are shopping, ordering, and
taking delivery of physical products or intangible services. Product man-
agers and their teams can avail themselves of different types of channels,
depending on the strategic approach desired to get products to the cus-
tomers in chosen market segments. Future state distribution strategies
are dependent on the preferred source of supply by customers in those
segments.

The Internet has created a whole new marketing mix area I call a
“marketing mix hybrid.” This marketing mix hybrid is strongly
employed by businesses that use the Internet as a distribution channel, a
product, and a promotional tool. Consider the Web site of any bank.
When a customer (business or consumer) logs on to the bank’s Web site,
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the entry page provides many access points for each customer type,
whether business, consumer, or investor. Log on as a consumer, and you
can manage accounts (open checking accounts and purchase certificates
of deposit), pay bills, or apply for a mortgage. When you log on as an
investor, though, and you may have a range of visible financial products
and analysis tools that the consumer banking customer would not see.

The bank Web site is a showcase for many products: deposit prod-
ucts, credit card products, mortgages, and so on. Each product team has
a chance to put its “storefront” on the Internet. Now, add in the fact that
someone needs to manage the bank’s Web site as a product. The Internet
product manager needs to make sure that the portal works, is easy to
navigate, and provides storefront merchandising support for the prod-
uct teams. Finally, the bank’s Web site also provides space for special
promotions, which encourage further interactions by customers of 
the bank. The product manager and the team should seriously consider
this kind of hybridized marketing mix model, since portable, Internet-
enabled devices continue to proliferate. The more devices there are, 
the greater the chance that these devices will afford your company the
chance to promote your products, invite immediate calls to action, and
encourage inquiries, product searches, and order processing.

As the product continues on its journey, the product manager
orchestrates the product’s path to the market via these indirect or direct
channels, and continues to monitor performance of unit volumes and
revenue through each channel. The product manager is able to use a vari-
ety of promotional mix elements to stimulate volumes in a particular
channel, depending on desired future state strategies.

Protecting the Brand

The product manager and the team are guardians of the brand. Their
product may be the brand, or it may contribute to the company’s brand
image as perceived by customers. The word brand is open to many differ-
ent interpretations, using words like name, sign, symbol, promise, pledge,
and perception.

Whatever words you choose, the brand image of the company or the
product is formed in the mind of the customer over repeated, highly pos-
itive interactions (I like Starbucks coffee), through inheritance (my mother
always used Tide laundry detergent), or referral (many of my friends
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drive Volvos). Customers who are loyal to the brand continue to buy
because the product and the company fulfill an expected promise.
Whether customers choose the Intel processor versus the AMD processor
in their computers or the Volkswagen versus the Mercedes, or the Sony
versus the Panasonic television, they do so because of what the brand rep-
resents to them: quality, design, an experience, a feel, or a look. Future
strategies for the product and related marketing mix elements must stay
true to the company’s brand strategy through the attributes expected by
customers. Nurturing the company’s brand is a corporate responsibility. If
your product doesn’t fulfill that brand’s promise, no degree of advertising
or pricing changes will lure those precious customers back.

Integrity in Doing Business

Just about every product manager works in a company. The company
operates within a market area with local offices, people who live in the
community, and officers who represent the company in industry circles
and to financial analysts. History shows us that some companies go
astray because they don’t always report accurate financials, have com-
placent boards, or tolerate other sloppy governance. The mission state-
ment of the company is usually a great place to learn about what it
stands for. If all the gears are synchronized, then the reputation of the
company can be built on its brand image, stature in the community, or
other values that permeate its hallways and beat in the hearts of its
employees. If not, the company will be viewed as lacking integrity.

Integrity in business dealings is what all employees in a company
should practice and maintain based on codes of ethical business methods.
This might mean using quality components or materials in products so
that they are safe; fair and equal treatment of people in the company; or
fair business standards with customers, suppliers, and partners. Product
managers must demonstrate the highest level of integrity. Even if they 
are not responsible for running the company, they are still responsible for
running the business of the product.

Customer Loyalty

Many companies assert that customer loyalty is an integral part of their
strategy. Sometimes customer loyalty is confused with customer satis-
faction. Satisfied customers generally like doing business with your
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company, like your products, and like the collective experiences they
have both with the company and the product, as described in the earlier
section about creating unforgettable experiences. Loyalty refers to a cus-
tomer’s ongoing desire to do business with your company or to continue
to use your products. You won’t have loyalty if you don’t have satisfied
customers who continue to have unforgettable experiences with your
company and with your product. You can always have satisfied cus-
tomers, but if they don’t continue to buy from you or recommend you,
then they don’t exhibit behaviors of loyal customers.

It is no secret, based on many books and articles, that it costs more
to acquire a customer than to keep the customers you have. In your own
experience, if you have a bad experience in a restaurant, even if the food
is good, you likely won’t go back. For the product manager and the
team, factoring in the desired experiences, and planning to satisfy the
customer, is an important element in the strategy for the product and 
the supporting marketing plans.

Happy customers may not always come back for more when com-
petition is intense. The more competition there is, the more difficult it is
to retain customers’ interest, other than by finding some way to contrac-
tually bind them to your company for an extended period of time. For
example, the current U.S. wireless communications companies do this
by capturing the customer via a low-priced wireless device, accompa-
nied by a two-year service contract. Sometimes customers feel they
don’t have a discernable choice, such as might be the case with a choice
of cable television service versus satellite service. Customers know that
the relative experience of being a customer of either company is gener-
ally the same, so they default to rational ignorance, becoming reluctant
to switch unless given a compelling reason or inducement. When com-
petition is rampant, such as with airline travel or credit cards, then 
people may switch based on the best deal. Longer term, however, when
products are distinctive, based on perceived quality, design, preferred
brand, or some other visible attribute, then customers will typically
come back for more.

When customers are voluntarily committed to a company or its
products, there may be simpler ways to track their purchase levels for
extended periods of time. This is easier said than done, but if your com-
pany can track the frequency with which your product is purchased
across the customer life cycle (the time in which they are associated with
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your company or product), then you can track the lifetime value of those 
customers. For example, airlines keep track of how many miles you fly
in their loyalty programs, and credit card companies keep track of the
value of your purchases. With this in mind, it’s easier for you to know
which customers you really want to keep. And it’s also a way to validate
why these customers choose your product over other available options.

From a quantitative point of view, some companies may use scoring
models to enable you to segment your customers into groups. The data
can be gathered using surveys, which might determine the degree to
which customers are satisfied, their intent to buy your product again, or
whether they would recommend your product to others. These surveys
are also useful in validating whether your current customers’ needs have
shifted and coming up with creative ways to maintain relationships with
those customers.

Efficient Operations

The last category in the Post-Launch strategic mix seeks to ensure the
integrity of the operational infrastructure that supports the product. 
Can the infrastructure competently evolve through ongoing, systemic
changes? As discussed in various parts of this book, the multitude of
operational areas that support the business is rarely the first place that
product managers and their teams look for opportunities to improve the
financial and market performance of the product. Nevertheless, opera-
tional efficiency is worth considering and often yields compounding
results.

Table 19.6, shown earlier, provides an analysis of some of the most fre-
quent operational performance areas that directly support products. Each
operational area can (and should) be considered for potential operational
improvement. This means  understanding each and every step involved in
the process. Such an examination allows for closer inspection and root
cause research, which may help reveal new and better ways to carry out
various types of operational activities. For example, if you were to look at
order processing time, you would want to understand every step of the
process, from the source of the order (phone, Web, salesperson) to ship-
ment completion. You might then want to examine how the order form
goes to the Ordering department, how Accounting handles the orders,
how inventory is picked, and how other related activities are carried out.
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Flow charts, activity timing, and the like become the baseline for examin-
ing cost-sensitive effects: the degree to which costs accumulate, the number
of people involved, and anything else that might offer an opportunity for
streamlining and cost cutting.

SUMMARY

Successfully running the business of the product requires an astute
understanding of all aspects of the business. These aspects include every
data element used in formulating strategies, carrying out those strate-
gies, or maintaining good records in the Product Master Plan. As the
product moves through the market, its performance must be measured
against established plans, with any variances isolated, analyzed, and
resolved. Based on those measurements, you and your team must take
direct, focused action, and then measure the results of those actions to
see if you’re effecting a positive change. Even if your product is deliver-
ing an acceptable gross profit, the product manager needs to ensure that
every part of the business is always being fine tuned and improved.

RAISING YOUR PRODUCT MANAGEMENT 
EXPERIENCE QUOTIENT (PMEQ)

1. One of your first priorities should be to find out how existing
products are currently being managed in your company. Can
you align what you learn with the areas of work within the
Product Management Life Cycle Model?

2. Find out how product performance results are reported and how
frequently they are reported—and to whom. You may need to
speak with people who work in Finance and Marketing.

3. Talk to product managers who currently manage existing prod-
ucts. Ask them about some of the work they do and see how that
work is aligned with what’s been discussed in this chapter.

4. Ask your manager if there is there a product portfolio review
board or equivalent management team. Find out who they are
and how often they meet. Ask if they would be receptive to your
observing several of their review meetings.

5. Can you correlate any other factors that may have influenced the
past performance of the product? For example, can you equate
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any internal or external factors to the product’s performance as
indicated by the life cycle curve? Are there any unique systems
you should access to get the data you need?

6. Utilizing the PUMICE technique, try to create your own product
performance report card on a product you’re working with.
What data do you have access to? What data is missing? If you
need help, talk to your manager about this to see if you can come
up with meaningful ways to analyze and report on a product’s
progress.

7. For the product you’re associated with, create a product life cycle
curve based on revenue, unit volumes, and gross profit. Can you
identify the product’s life cycle state?

8. Try to create a product performance dashboard with as many 
relevant indicators as possible. You can always change or adjust
content. Use this as a way to communicate how the product is
performing when carrying out periodic reviews with manage-
ment or with your cross-functional team members.

9. If there is no assigned cross-functional product team designated
to act as the “board of directors” for the product as suggested in
this chapter, you may wish to arrange your own meeting to dis-
cuss the business of your product. Create a standard meeting
agenda as recommended. The first step in this process is to iden-
tify the people from the business functions that you believe are
most important to this endeavor, and share the idea with each
person in a one-on-one meeting. If you can secure their agree-
ment, then schedule an informal cross-functional team meeting.
Make sure you are fully prepared with financial and market
data. If you want them to bring a status report to the meeting,
make sure it’s what you’ve agreed upon in advance. You want to
make sure you make the meeting a productive “safe harbor” for
the team to, in a matter-of-fact way, discuss the business of the
product.

10. Evaluate the strategic mix for your product and try to use this
methodology as a way to feed the product strategy formulation
process, as is articulated in Chapter 10.

11. Create a customer insight or constituent insight process as a way
to evaluate customers’ experiences. You may need to monitor
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customer complaint calls, e-mail complaints, repair statistics,
product quality reports, or other vital data. The analysis will
help you to identify potential new opportunities for new prod-
ucts, enhancements, promotions, channels, and pricing. It will
also help you plan for more meaningful customer experiences
and engender higher levels of customer loyalty. (You can also
refer to Chapter 8 for more information about customer research
methods.)

12. Evaluate all of your KPIs to determine if other business or mar-
keting metrics are required. If you feel that there is information or
feedback you need to help you better manage the product, then
you may need to add these metrics to the evaluative process.
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20
LIFE CYCLE PRODUCT 

PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT

CHAPTER

Executive Summary

� The performance of all products within an organization’s portfolio
is a major variable in the strategic planning process.

� All products represent investments by the firm and must be man-
aged holistically to achieve optimal performance outcomes.

� A product portfolio review board should provide the ultimate over-
sight of the company’s product investments.

� Product portfolio management requires that decisions be made to
ensure that the firm’s resources are optimally deployed.

Savvy investors avidly monitor the performance of their investments.
They chart historical activity and review prices every day—sometimes
many times during the day. They make every effort to determine where
the markets are headed in order to see how they can make the most
money. They continually rebalance their investment portfolios by judi-
ciously selling off some investments, buying others, while holding on to
a core of solid, productive, profitable investments.



Managing a portfolio of products is no different from managing an
investment portfolio. Products are simply investments made by the com-
pany. Good management of your product portfolio requires close over-
sight, constant review of historical and current performance, and the
courage to rebalance and rationalize the portfolio when necessary while
aligning your actions with the overall strategy of the firm. Whether
you’re managing a small product line or commanding several product
categories that go across the firm, you must decide how to allocate lim-
ited funds across many possible product investments. In this chapter, 
I’d like to show you how to do this kind of simple, strategic portfolio
management, using a straightforward method called life cycle product
portfolio management.

There are some great resources available, including the Boston
Consulting Group’s BCG Growth Share Matrix and the GE/McKinsey
Model. These are good corporate portfolio and strategic planning tools,
and they can be adapted to product portfolio management—especially
when analyzing existing products. What you really need, though, is a
practical way to examine every product, wherever it sits in its life cycle,
to decide where to invest and where to stop investing. By showing you
some real-world ideas for implementing this method in your organiza-
tion, I hope to help you simplify portfolio evaluation, so that you can
invest your product resources wisely and productively.

DISPELLING SOME MYTHS ABOUT PRODUCT 
PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT

It will be easier to grasp the life cycle method if you’re not harboring any
“modern misconceptions” about portfolio management. Over the past
several years, much has been written about product portfolio manage-
ment, mainly in academic and consulting circles. A lot of this literature
advocates a strategy that, frankly, just doesn’t work. Current thinking
seems to suggest that portfolio management means constantly adding
new products, rather than slowly evolving the mix of products across
the life cycle. Popular methods would have you focus on “product
pipelines,” encouraging a very high volume of products being planned,
products being developed, and products being readied for launch—all
of which absorb working capital.

This emphasis on new product development project portfolio management
can lure you into a false sense of security, because it feels like you’re
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expanding a continuous stream of new, innovative products. However, if
you create a huge flow of new products, and the product catalog continues
to swell, you will eventually overload the capacity and comprehension of
your sales force, your market, and even your own infrastructure. Stock-
keeping units (SKUs) start to proliferate, the number of products skyrock-
ets into the thousands, and your inventory becomes an unfocused jumble
of idle working capital. Like the day trader who takes on too many stocks,
you end up with all your capital invested in a jungle of overlapping, unre-
markable products that you really don’t understand and can’t evaluate.

Let me offer a couple of relevant examples. Retail bank product port-
folios are filled with hundreds of unsold (or undersold) products. There
isn’t enough physical space in the branches to make customers aware of
all these products, nor can branch personnel garner enough mindshare to
sell them effectively.

I remember one meeting with executives in a multi-billion dollar
company who actually acknowledged this problem, yet didn’t have the
fortitude to attack it. Solving the problem would just take too many peo-
ple, too much time, and too much money. In truth, there wasn’t enough
incentive to change (enough pain), because profits were good, but overly
ambitious product development had created hundreds of product vari-
ants resulting in thousands of idle SKUs. Can you imagine how that weak
working capital position would impact the company’s ability to seek a
merger or guide itself through a market downturn?

Likewise, computer hardware companies often produce far too many
models, sub-models, and revision numbers. One recent visit to a major
computer firm’s Web site revealed more than 13,000 unique part numbers
in a single product line, many of them differing in imperceptible ways.
Customers calling the support hotline typically spend an inordinate
amount of time just trying to specify exactly which model they own. This
“portfolio overflow” hurts profits in at least two very visible ways. First,
the firm’s customers reach the point of rational ignorance in choosing mod-
els, so they default to the cheapest products. This means the purchase deci-
sion defaults to price, which means a commodity sale. Second, these same
customers spend an exorbitant amount of telephone support time discov-
ering that the feature they really need requires a different model that costs
more money. This means that customers view the firm as less than ethical,
when in fact they just have too many products. In short, huge investments
in constant portfolio expansion have caused customers to see this firm as a
shady commodities broker—a reputation neither deserved nor intended.
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Incidentally, the proliferation of product portfolio planning and
management software only encourages this “stuff the portfolio” think-
ing. Portfolio management software promises comprehensive insight
and wonderful visualization tools for new product development and
project portfolio management. Granted, there’s a real need to manage
the “input side” of the portfolio, but it’s problematic that these tools only
focus on inputs. Companies are easy prey for this one-sided thinking
because they are always desperately searching for the best practices to
grow the product pipeline.

Improving pipeline performance isn’t a bad objective, it’s just
incomplete. I contend that a back-to-basics business model gives much
better results. Figure out how well your current products are doing, and
you can more easily achieve your desired strategic and financial goals. 
A little focused, concentrated, creative thinking will help you see what
really needs to be done, especially if your thoughts are grounded in a
clear understanding of the current situation.

So as I go forward, keep in mind that you need to focus on portfo-
lio optimization: inputs and outputs, investments and divestitures, new
products and discontinuations. I’m going to start by giving you a long,
somewhat complex definition—but don’t worry, I’m also going to break
it down. When I’m done, you should be able to use the long definition
almost like a checklist for good portfolio management.

WHAT IS LIFE CYCLE PRODUCT PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT?

Life cycle product portfolio management is an ongoing, multi-dimen-
sional, multi-phase, decision-making methodology that allows a busi-
ness to achieve strategic, market, financial, and operational balance
across each and every product in an organization, across all life cycle
phases. Embedded in that definition are the most important messages
about life cycle product portfolio management:

1. Ongoing. Product portfolios should not be analyzed just once 
a year, or just when things break. They must be analyzed fre-
quently enough to fine tune the mix of investments at the speed
of the market.

2. Multidimensional. Solid business management practices always
consider many strategic market factors, as well as a variety of
internal factors (e.g., core competencies or technologies) at the
product line, group, division, and corporate levels.
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3. Multiphased. A comprehensive view of the portfolio considers all
products across the entire life cycle. This includes opportunities
being analyzed (new product projects being planned), products
being developed, products being launched, and products that
are being sold in the market.

4. Decision-making methodology. Best-in-class Product Management
practices ensure that you make the best possible strategic and
financial decisions, even when allocating investments across the
entire portfolio of products.

5. Achieving balance. A diverse product portfolio balances invest-
ments by considering how much is being invested in every
product, across its life cycle, considering the risks associated
with each of those investments.

In other words, decisions about products should be made within the
context of the entire budget for all products within the portfolio. When it
comes to your own money, you can’t just look at one security in your port-
folio and ignore the others, or your net portfolio performance could result
in a huge loss. Similarly, you can’t just ignore monies allocated to the other
products in your product line, your division, or your company. Otherwise,
you’ll end up with a great product from a bankrupt company. You have to
have a sense of what kind of Product Management activities are going on at
every level in the organizational chart: in your group, in your division, and
in the company as a whole. You have to simultaneously take care of the
products for which you are directly responsible, while keeping an eye on all
of the other product lines and portfolio groupings in your organization. The
company needs to ensure that the overall corporate portfolio—and each
product in that “big” portfolio—are strategically significant for the firm,
competitively positioned, and capable of providing the optimal return.

A PORTFOLIO REFERENCE MODEL

In the world of finance, an investment portfolio is composed of the num-
ber and type of securities held in an account. Most people know the
three rules of investing money: “Diversify, diversify, diversify.” Say
what you will, a diversified mix of investments is critical to achieving
portfolio balance, within the context of the investor’s goals and individ-
ual tolerance for risk. If you were an investor, and you had a portfolio of
financial instruments (stocks, bonds, mutual funds, etc.), you would
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probably want to examine that investment portfolio on a fairly frequent
basis. Human nature even has us looking more often when times are
good and the portfolio is growing. Conversely, we tend to “cover our
eyes” and not look as often when the markets are not doing well. Most
financial planners suggest that investors take a look at their portfolios
once or twice a year and see how well the portfolio is performing against
the goals they established. At that time, you would re-balance the port-
folio by selling underperforming investments, possibly taking some
profits, and reinvesting in other, more promising areas.

If the world of personal investing seems so simple, then why
wouldn’t we do this with our product portfolios? It’s only a short leap
of faith to suggest that products represent investments by a company,
and in return, the company should expect a reasonable return on those
investments. Furthermore, the product portfolio manager has a fiduci-
ary responsibility to the organization to protect the investment against
unwarranted risks, and to pursue prudent incremental investments con-
sistent with the organization’s overall strategy.

THE IDEAL WORK STRUCTURE FOR PRODUCT 
PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT

In many companies, the area of product portfolio management is seen as
an isolated set of business activities that are done “somewhere else.” This
should never be the case. Product portfolio management must be woven
into the complex fabric of the organization’s other business activities in
order for its true value to be realized. The linkage between product port-
folio management and the strategic planning process cannot be empha-
sized enough. Important threads connect mission and vision to the
manner in which specific product work is structured and carried out.
This linkage is critical, because if the portfolio strategies are not properly
cascaded down and communicated, then the product managers will mis-
interpret or fail to act on those portfolio directions. This kind of linkage
is what strategic alignment is all about.

Beyond this, however, the organization should be structured such
that cross-functional analysis and decision making can take place, since
possible decisions and future plans must take into consideration the work
required by other business functions. Without a cogent, collaborative,
cross-functional approach, key decisions, impacting different business
functions and product groups, will not be carried out efficiently, and may
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even fail. Logical, cascading work flows will help any company carry out
any kind of product portfolio management in a more collaborative, cross-
functional group. On the other hand, without an understandable corpo-
rate or divisional strategic context or appropriate organizational structure,
product portfolio decisions simply can’t be made. The glue that holds this
cascade together is the culture of the organization and the people who
carry out the work. As my extensive benchmarking shows, many compa-
nies do not adequately consider the connection between top-level strategy and
lower-level execution. In corporate benchmarks associated with product
portfolio management, the greatest implementation problems I’ve uncov-
ered have to do with communication, collaboration, and establishing a
common purpose for product portfolio management.

The Cross Functional Product Review Board

Once all strategic, structural, and cultural issues are in sync, then the most
important work structure can be implemented: the cross-functional prod-
uct portfolio review board. This board is an executive-level team estab-
lished as a forum for ongoing, periodic reviews of product line portfolios
within a division or business unit. The product portfolio review board is
the overarching decision-making governing body, guiding and prioritiz-
ing product investments for existing products, products in development,
and product projects in various planning phases. It is important that this
group has overriding approval or veto authority on all product invest-
ments. Figure 20.1 shows the makeup of a typical cross-functional product
portfolio review board. Notice the similarities to the cross-functional
product team structure shown in Chapter 4 (Figure 4.2) earlier in the book.
The main difference between them is the level of seniority, that is, the
product portfolio review board is staffed by senior business leaders.

This senior leadership group is accountable and responsible to collec-
tively make cross-product and cross-functional decisions, especially in the
allocation of funding for products and product projects. Ideally, they
should oversee cross-functional product teams that are working on the
product lines within the review board’s product lines. For the product
portfolio review board to operate most effectively, it should have frequent,
consistent interaction between its members and the members of the cross-
functional product teams it oversees. (See also Figure 23.1 in Chapter 23,
“Organizing for Product Management,” where this leadership team can
also provide oversight in chartering cross-functional product line teams.)
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A LIFE CYCLE PRODUCT PORTFOLIO MODEL

The Product Management Life Cycle Model (PMLCM), shown in 
Figure 20.2, is not only used as a reference for individual products, as
described throughout this book. As it turns out, it is a true reference
model for the entire product portfolio.

The PMLCM sets the stage for dissecting the portfolio into its requi-
site elements, so that each piece can be assessed. The areas of work serve
as a good way to take a first cut at dividing up the portfolio into chunks,
which I call “meta-buckets.” Figure 20.3 shows how the areas of work or
meta-buckets are divided up.
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Compared with the initial PMLCM, the first difference you will notice
involves the size and configuration of the areas of work or meta-buckets. 
In this model, Post-Launch Product Management is represented as bigger
than all of the other work areas and New Product Planning is represented
as smaller (although still slightly larger than New Product Introduction).
New Product Introduction is represented as smaller because the number of
products (in various phases of development or introduction) may be
smaller than in the other areas of work.

Another difference in this model variant is that it shows smaller boxes,
seemingly arranged in a linear manner. These I call “product buckets.” This
lets me create a simple visual into which we can classify all of the prod-
ucts, no matter where they are in the phases of planning, introduction, or 
in-market. This gives us three meta-buckets and nine total product buckets.

Although the PMLCM has appeared frequently throughout this
book, I want to distinguish the meta-buckets and product buckets so
that they can be used as intended for portfolio management. The meta-
buckets include the following:

� New Product Planning serves to distill many ideas for new prod-
ucts or enhancements to a small number of “product projects”
that have the best chance of achieving market success. There is a
constant stream of activity as new ideas continually flow through
the system, each supposedly better than the next, vying for scarce
financial and human resources. Product projects in this bucket absorb
resources; they do not contribute any money to the company.

� New Product Introduction covers the development and launch
of new products or enhancements. For portfolio management
purposes, I like to think about this as “work in progress.” This
means that the company has decided to invest financial and
human resources in developing those enhancements or new
products and is readying them for market. Products in develop-
ment or being launched also absorb resources and do not contribute
any money to the company.

� Post-Launch Product Management refers to the products that
are in the market in various phases, characterized by market
position, revenue, and profit contribution (or lack thereof) to the
business. Current products usually contribute positive cash flow 
to the business to finance operations and pay salaries. They also
provide money for reinvestment so that the business can grow.
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With these descriptions in mind, turn your attention to the visual
provided in Figure 20.4. It shows the major product portfolio work area
buckets and overlays a cash flow curve. The image captures two impor-
tant statements asserted earlier: work carried out in New Product Plan-
ning and New Product Introduction do not contribute cash to the
company, and the investment doesn’t typically achieve a break-even
point until some time after the product is introduced, even after the cash
flow turns positive. With this viewpoint, you can begin to see why it’s 
so important to look across the entire life cycle when thinking about
product portfolio optimization and balance.

METHODOLOGY

Most corporate financial analysts view the corporate portfolio in terms of
divisions, business units, or even wholly owned operating subsidiaries.
They manipulate these entities like chess pieces on a chessboard, based
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on the historical and current performance of those businesses. Although
we are not looking at business entities, we can think about products like
pieces on a chess board and consider past performance and current 
performance in the same manner we might create a strategic baseline. In
fact, this thinking is exactly the essence of life cycle product portfolio
management—the strategic management of groupings of products. Just like
any strategy, we need to know where we are, where we’re going, and
what options we can reliably choose to get there.

CONSIDERING EXISTING PRODUCTS

Instead of starting with the meta-bucket called New Product Planning,
we’ll start with Post-Launch Product Management. If we understand
where the money is coming from and synchronize our investment oppor-
tunities toward value creation and strategic positioning, it will be easier
to figure out how to invest money in other areas.

Table 20.1 takes the Post-Launch Product Management meta-bucket
and turns it on its side. This reveals a matrix or strategic framework for
you to populate with financial and market data. The goal of this step is to
figure out where money might be coming from to either support any of
the other Post-Launch buckets, or to apply to other product investments.

How does this actually work? Each intersection of a product bucket
and a column is a cell that should be populated with data. The data
should include a minimum set of financial and strategic data measure-
ments. I prefer to have at least the following quantitative and qualitative
data—which may seem like a lot, but it is important to secure this data:

1. Product unit volumes
2. Average prices paid
3. Cost of goods
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4. Gross profit/financial contribution
5. Total expenses as allocated to the product
6. Earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation, and amortization

(EBITDA)
7. Depreciation and amortization
8. Net profit
9. Market share

10. Inventory levels
11. Inventory turns
12. Repair and return statistics
13. Strategic value to the firm
14. Customer satisfaction
15. Competitive positioning
16. Industry situation

Based on the physical size of the model in the book, this won’t all fit
in that tiny cell, but it can be done through collection and compilation of
the data. Without this present data, it will be impossible for you to figure
out how to allocate future investments across any of the products within
this meta-bucket, whether for enhancements or ongoing product and
marketing management.

Without getting caught up in an exhaustive amount of detail, I’ll
place an imaginary magnifying glass over the cell corresponding to the
column “Where are we now?” and the row entitled “Growth.” This shows
us that we are examining the performance of two products that are
thought to be in the growth phase. This is depicted in Figure 20.5 as a call-
out to show you the contents of the cell. In the callout, I’ve inserted
spreadsheets for Product A, sold in segment X, and Product B, sold in seg-
ment Y. Each product’s individual financials are included, along with
some general operational metrics.

Given this information, the team is equipped to carry out some
analysis. With only two years of data, you may not get the complete 
picture, but in the example above (in Figure 20.5), there are two different
products, with different profiles, being sold in two different market seg-
ments. Product A grew at 9 percent while product B grew at 5 percent.
Product A’s gross profit is up, its inventory turns are improving, customer
satisfaction has improved, and market share has improved. Product B’s
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gross profit is down, inventory turns have worsened, customer satisfac-
tion is down, and market share is down.

In this case, investment decisions in the next analytical box called
“Where are we going” will have some interesting options. The team may
wish to question whether or not product B is actually beginning to mature,
and whether the level of investment may need to be cut back. On the other
hand, maybe it’s just in need of a competitive adjustment. These are the
issues that the product line team needs to address with the product portfo-
lio review board. However, the board will require something concrete from
the product line team: a contextual analysis for future options. This analy-
sis would need to be based on the most important business practices dis-
cussed in this book, namely, industry and competitive analysis, market
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segmentation, finance, forecasting, and strategic planning. Do you see how
it all starts to tie together? The product portfolio review board will review
all of the products and their performance profiles, whether they are in
Growth, Maturity, Decline, or the Exit phase. To achieve this, they will
depend upon a solid set of data and analytics provided by each product
line team.

The meta-bucket called Post-Launch Product Management—and all
of the products in that bucket—provide a context to the review board for
all income and outflows supporting those existing products. With these
product line performance outcomes, a collective view of the business of
all the products in the market helps the review board see where money is
being spent, how well it’s being spent, and what the returns are for cur-
rent products. It also alerts them to problems that may necessitate revival
strategies or the withdrawal of the product from the market. All current,
in-market product strategies provide the proper backdrop and perspec-
tive for reviewing the rest of the portfolio.

PRODUCT PROJECTS IN NEW PRODUCT INTRODUCTION

The next stop on our product portfolio journey is the list of products being
developed and those being readied for launch. Products in the Develop-
ment phase and the Launch phase are typically new product projects or
product enhancement projects. These projects should have been approved
by Business Cases and other business and marketing documentation.
Since these are “work in progress” investments, the portfolio review board
is going to need a read-out on how well financial and human resources are
being utilized, whether projects are slated for on-time completion, and if
there are any problems.

Figure 20.6 shows the two product buckets called Development
and Launch with the associated status of three example projects. Two
projects are development related, with one in launch. It shows that
$1,095,000 was authorized for the three projects, and as of now, $780,000
was spent. Project 1 is a month late and Project 3 is two months late. If
the portfolio review board were to consider the resource availability for
other projects, they would, in fact, find that current projects 1 and 3 are
understaffed and late. If some competing resources were needed for
other projects, the portfolio team would not be able to authorize funding
for these late projects.
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PRODUCTS BEING PLANNED

Finally, the product portfolio review board must examine the product
projects across the three phases within the meta-bucket called New
Product Planning. Table 20.2 provides a profile of five fictitious projects
being proposed, showing how they have either progressed through the
phases or have been rejected. Of the five, only project number 5 was
approved to move into the Development phase.

CREATE YOUR OWN PRODUCT PORTFOLIO MODEL

Mentioned briefly early in the chapter, you might want to spend some
time learning about many of the other “matrix” methods for corporate
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portfolio management as you navigate the complex waters of life cycle
product portfolio management. There are actually several matrix models
you can learn about, including:

1. The BCG Growth Share model
2. The GE/McKinsey model
3. The Shell/DPM model
4. The Product Market Evolution Portfolio model
5. The ADL Life Cycle model
6. The Risk-Return model

No one model is perfect, but you can consider using elements of
each of them to derive your own integrated matrix model that would be
the most useful for your organization or product line. Of course, I prefer
the areas of work within the Product Management Life Cycle Model 
as the primary buckets.

Whatever you choose to do, think about which matrix you like and
the number of cells within your own grid (e.g., 2 � 2, 3 � 3, 5 � 3, etc.)
that you wish to have, based on axis definition and cell content. Be care-
ful how many cells you have because you’ll have to name them and pop-
ulate them with the data you ultimately select. For example, you may
have your x axis defined as the product’s competitive position and the 
y axis portray market segments or target customer types.

The major challenge is to identify the variables you wish to use.
This is really the most difficult part. Some of the variables you might
want to think about are categorized in the following list:

� Strategic alignment or fit
� Product/solution attractiveness to current target market 

segments and customers
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1 June 3 $500K 4 No
2 June 10 $600K 6 Yes July 12 $800K 7 Yes TBD
3 June 17 $275K 3 No
4 June 24 $870K 8 Yes July 17 $750K 6 Yes Aug 29 $990K 10 No
5 June 24 $480K 5 Yes July 17 $480K 5 Yes Aug 22 $480K 5 Yes
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� Value to the line, the division, or the company
� Importance to the brand
� The product’s time in market. (e.g., some companies want to

have some percentage of revenue coming from products that 
are less than three years old)

� Time to market (for new products)
� The product’s growth potential in selected markets
� The degree to which a product complements others in the 

portfolio
� Whether or not a product cannibalizes sales of other products
� Whether the right core competencies are available
� Whether the product leverages existing technologies or 

platforms
� Amount of R&D funding used
� The degree to which existing technologies or platforms are used
� The market areas where the products are sold
� The degree to which a product meets current customer 

commitments
� The degree to which a product positions the firm to attack 

competitors’ vulnerabilities
� How well a product defends against a competitor’s forays or

protects market share

PORTFOLIO DECISION MAKING

Now that you have had a high-level glimpse of the type of product and
project analyses and status information that needs to be brought in front
of the product portfolio review board, what’s next? Portfolio decisions
are made based on the careful analysis of the current situation, and based
on what needs to be done to help the organization achieve its strategic
objectives. Decision options can be categorized by posing questions and
considering outcomes:

� Should products in development be canceled?
� Should a mature product be revived?
� Should we focus on investments to increase market share?
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� Should we invest in a more diverse set of products so that we
minimize our exposure to risk in a given product category?

� Should we invest in improving the product’s name recognition
in a limited geography?

� Should we invest in cost cutting for a product line?
� Should we invest in other marketing mix elements, new distribu-

tion channels, or more advertising and promotion?
� Should some products be discontinued?

When people are evaluating their financial investments, they ask
three questions: Should we buy? Should we sell? or Should we hold?
These are the decisions that the portfolio review board must consider.

Since the board is a decision-making body, what guides their deci-
sions? They make decisions by evaluating each existing product, each
product in progress, and each product project proposal from three broad
perspectives: economic value, strategic impact, and available resources.

As I discussed in Chapter 5, on decision making, and as reviewed in
the chapters where decisions have to be made at the end of phases, deci-
sion “screens” should be used. The decision screen should not have to be
the definitive decision-making tool. Some criteria are more important than
others, and each should be weighted accordingly in a standard decision
matrix. I recommend its use as a reference model so that as many evalua-
tive criteria can be considered, whether they be quantitative, qualitative,
subjective, or objective.

Challenges emerge when multiple products or new product projects
compete for the same resources: people and money. In some of these
cases, a risk “score” must be added to the calculation. Furthermore, it is
the responsibility of the product portfolio review board to not make deci-
sions in a vacuum, but to carry out discussions with key stakeholders.
Often, a product’s profile can be enhanced by those team members who
are more committed to the success of one product over another. These
qualitative angles cannot be ignored.

Other helpful evaluative methods that serve as a good balance to
weighted decision matrices may include:

� Financial measurements, which might include the anticipated
return on investment (ROI) for the product, or the current ROI.
Products can be ranked by the financial resources used and
returns provided to the firm.
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� Basic checklists, such as whether or not a product meets certain
criteria. For example, “Is the product uniquely positioned in the
market?” A yes or no answer is needed. The board will then
tend to respond positively to the number of yes responses.

� Decision trees can also be used, as described in Chapter 5, to
determine the other possible outcomes that might emerge—or
other decisions that might have to be made if one path is chosen
over another.

In order to make progress, product portfolio decisions must be
made. If the appropriate go/no-go decisions are not made, then prod-
ucts will proliferate and the portfolio will remain out of balance, expos-
ing the organization to unwelcome competitive attacks.

AVAILABILITY OF DATA IS CRITICAL

For the product portfolio review board’s product line reviews to be viable
and effective, there must be ready access to detailed project and product
data. The most efficient way to get this data is through standard corporate
financial and other “back office” systems. Complementary data sources
might also include sales pipeline data and quotas. These will help the
review board visualize the kind of business that may be coming into the
company. This view may, in turn, help the board weight some of the deci-
sion criteria that will be scored to determine the best possible avenues for
product investments.

Ultimately, the product review board is there to take action. How-
ever, even when equipped with the right tools and data, the board often
fails to make the most appropriate decisions. Some boards allocate
money to projects that don’t perform, but then don’t terminate the proj-
ects when they discover these are problems. Other boards don’t allocate
money to products for needed improvements. Many get lured into rosy,
30 percent growth rate projects, and then get disappointed later because
those returns are not realized. The point is this: even with data, product
portfolio decision making can be difficult.

SUMMARY

Product portfolio management is a critical business practice. Many
organizations would do well to nurture their core competencies in this
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critical business area. Still, today more than ever, companies are at a
loss when trying to efficiently manage portfolios that consider all prod-
ucts across all phases of the life cycle. The marketplace will continue to
churn and economic uncertainty will always prevail, and this only
underscores the importance of elevating product portfolio manage-
ment within the organization. Portfolio management is a critical
method that must be stitched into the corporate fabric. If not, compa-
nies will miss important opportunities because they will be focusing on
cost cutting, eliminating resources, and betting on a host of new prod-
ucts to build top-line growth. The more effective answer is a holistic
approach to the practice and methods of life cycle product portfolio
management, tightly connected to the strategic directives of the busi-
ness. These methods will improve the chances that the business can
grow and prosper.

RAISING YOUR PRODUCT MANAGEMENT 
EXPERIENCE QUOTIENT (PMEQ)

1. Try to determine how product portfolios are currently managed
within your own firm. Doing so may require your understanding
of how strategies cascade from upper to lower levels.

2. Investigate whether specific portfolio management tools are
used to collect and evaluate portfolio data within your company.

3. Reach out to one or two key executives in your division or at the
corporate level. Ask them to explain the methods they use to
devise your company’s product portfolio strategies. How can
your comprehension of the material from this chapter improve
that approach?

4. If your company doesn’t currently have a high-level review
board, consider proposing such a board at the highest level that
makes sense for your products. For example, can you propose to
your manager that he or she create such a board with immediate
peers? Consider creating a Business Case for such a board and
presenting it to your management. In this case, you could under-
score its importance and propose a pilot implementation.

5. Evaluate your own products and the portfolios in which they
reside. Are you currently forced to invest resources in underper-
forming or unused SKUs? Can you work at reevaluating and
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eliminating underperforming products to improve the effective-
ness of your own portfolios?

6. Try to mock up a portfolio evaluation of one or two major portfo-
lios that envelop or touch your own products. Can you identify
the meta-buckets? How would you report status on these prod-
ucts and/or portfolios to a review board? Could your mock-up
results be useful insight for you, your peers, or your management?
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21
ENOUGH’S ENOUGH! 

DISCONTINUING
THE PRODUCT

CHAPTER

Executive Summary

� Non-viable, non-critical products within the portfolio use vital
resources that could be used for other product investments.

� Product disinvestment should seriously be considered for some
products as an option during the life cycle product portfolio planning
process.

� Product discontinuation may involve selling the product to another
company or group of investors, or the sale of intellectual property,
designs, or technologies as a means of recouping losses.

We struggle with the complexities and avoid the simplicities.
N O R M A N V I N C E N T P E A L E

This last chapter in the series of chapters focusing on Post-Launch Product
Management represents the end of the journey for the product. End of life,



sunset, exit, and discontinuation are terms used to describe the time in the
product’s life when it is no longer viable in the market because it no longer
fills a need, or because it has been replaced by another product from your
company or from a competitor. As every product needs to be managed
across the active phases of its life cycle, so does its discontinuation and
eventual withdrawal from the market. This chapter is designed to help
you recognize those market signals and guide you through the product
discontinuation and market withdrawal process.

BARRIERS TO DISCONTINUATION

For some reason, this natural conclusion to the life of a product seems to
be a major challenge for many firms. Product and portfolio managers
don’t take product discontinuation seriously, nor do they typically make
it an important part of product life cycle management decision options,
apparently because they:

1. Don’t pay close enough attention to the financials or market 
performance indicators.

2. Aren’t attuned to this part of Product Management or may think
the responsibility belongs elsewhere.

3. Feel that if they lead the exit, they’ll lose their job, and that 
others in the organization will lose their jobs as well.

4. Feel that the up-front investments have already been spent. Why
bother removing it from the market if it doesn’t cost anything to
keep it there? You might hear, “Who knows, maybe someone
will order one.”

If good life cycle product portfolio management provides for the
investment in a steady stream of products across all phases of the life
cycle, then it should stand to reason that the portfolio management
process should actively consider discontinuation, not prevent it. If we get
past the psychological factors for avoiding discontinuation and adopt a
controlled exit process as a best practice for Product Management, per-
haps we can look at product discontinuation as a logical conclusion to the
product’s life.

First of all, product discontinuation does not just happen because
customers stop buying the product, although lack of sales is a good rea-
son to discontinue one. Product discontinuation is part of the normal
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portfolio evaluation cycle. The life cycle product portfolio management
process recommends evaluation of all of the products in the portfolio.
The approach defines which products are currently in the market, what is
being primed for launch, what product projects are in development, and
which product projects are in various planning phases. Second, product
discontinuation doesn’t occur on a given date. Just like the launch that
phases the product into the market, the discontinuation process phases
the product out of the market. You can’t just pack up your tent and go
home. Since discontinuing products is a natural part of the life cycle, it’s
worthwhile to explore the decisions and processes for doing so.

THE DISCONTINUATION DECISION

The discontinuation decision process (versus the actual decision itself)
should not be difficult to initiate, especially if end-of-life signals have
been pulsing onto the cross-functional team’s radar for some time. With
due diligence, the product team should have noticed explicit, Decline
phase indicators. Understand that sales don’t just automatically drop 
off the chart, unless you’re selling some style-oriented or fad product. 
A number of signals point to a product’s readiness for discontinuation:

� The product is no longer strategically viable or valuable to 
the firm.

� Sales volumes and revenue are declining rapidly, or have 
evaporated.

� Market share of your product is falling precipitously.
� Customers have been encouraged to switch to another product

that your company sells.
� Customers have switched to a competitor’s product that is less

expensive or more attractive.
� Production or maintenance costs are escalating and the product

is losing money.
� Team members are disinterested and unmotivated by a 

sinking product.
� Salespeople aren’t willing to sell the product.

Even though, in the past, there may have been some reticence on
behalf of the product manager to bring up the topic with management,
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these signals tell you the time is right to take action. But what is that
action?

PRODUCT DISCONTINUATION DOCUMENTATION

In order to appropriately structure the necessary decision making, a for-
mal decision document should be created. This document tells the life
story of the product, describing why it’s probably time for it to enter 
the retirement phase of its life cycle. This document is called a Product
Discontinuation Document (PDD).

The PDD is organized around building a case for the discontinuation
of a product and its withdrawal from the market. The PDD describes the
roles, responsibilities, and necessary communications among stakeholders
within the company, as well as communication plans to reach customers,
suppliers, and partners outside the firm. It is also an important document
that describes the existing contractual relationships that the company may
have with those customers, suppliers, or partners. For example, if there are
multi-year withdrawal provisions in contracts with certain customers,
those liabilities need to be surfaced, funded, and managed. Ultimately, the
PDD becomes a formal means for cross-functional product team members
to understand their roles and responsibilities throughout the discontinua-
tion and market withdrawal process. A typical PDD is depicted in the tem-
plate outlined as follows:
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Product Discontinuation Document

Name of product:
Date of original introduction:
Name of product manager:
Date of this document:

Section 1. Executive Summary
As with any Executive Summary, it is completed after all of the work is
completed. This summary should tell, up front, what course of action
should be taken, over what time frame; what remaining commitments
must be managed; and any financial, human, or operational resources
needed to support discontinuation. The Executive Summary captures
everything discussed in the plan, including explicit statements or 
recommendations to management.
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Section 2. History and Chronology
Providing a historical chronology or retrospective helps to put the
product’s performance and its associated metrics into perspective. You
will describe how the measurements have been tracked over time, and
which market signals were acted upon. Some of the data that might be
offered include the product’s functional evolution, competitive place in
the market, financial history, market share, and anything else that
would characterize how and why the product has reached this phase.

This section should also provide descriptive data about what
actually happened to the product and why its performance waned,
explaining carefully what led to its decline and loss of business.
Alternatively, if the product is being discontinued because it’s been
replaced, this, too, should be mentioned. Further to this point, this
would have been included in the replacement product’s Business
Case, so you will also want to refer to that documentation.

Section 3. Product Description and Related Organizational or
Portfolio Impacts
This section describes the product, explaining its purpose, the market
segments on which it focused, the needs it addressed, and how those
needs may have either changed, or possibly how competitors were
able to take away market share. As suggested in the previous section,
you should reinforce the point if another product is replacing the
product being discontinued and talk about any migration planning.

Other portfolio impacts may also be important to discuss. The
team’s job is to make sure that the removal of this product would not
cause other products in the portfolio to be exposed to undue risk, and
this section should show how the team plans to address these risks.

Section 4. Business Assumptions
As products are considered for discontinuation, there may be some
residual sales activity. Additionally, some expenses are probably
being incurred, and some operational support activities are taking
place. In this section, a forecast should be derived that estimates any
anticipated future product sales. Other financial assumptions should
also be considered, including pricing, costs, and any other expenses
directly attributable to the product.

Furthermore, and if applicable, a list of customers should be
assembled so that all contractual relationships are uncovered and all
terms and conditions for all customers are fully understood. These
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become part of a plan for a critical subproject, designed to find out
when these customers can be communicated with, how long you have
to maintain spare parts or telephone support, and any other commit-
ments that would keep you from shutting down support mechanisms.

If your product is made with outside parts or components, or
sold with partners or distributors, all of these business relationships
need to be understood so that all contractual situations can be
reviewed, and so that termination conditional clauses might be trig-
gered. For example, a “last-time” stock order might be a restrictive
condition with a supplier.

Section 5. Financial Data
The assumptions derived from the previous section related to any near-
term revenue and expenses, plus the costs of maintenance and sup-
port, need to be put into standard financial P&L statements. If there are
asset positions that need to be liquidated, Balance Sheet data must
indicate items like remaining book value and possible write-offs. Addi-
tionally, there may be inventory positions that require consideration for
disposal, or that may have to be set aside for spare parts. Conversely,
final builds may be needed in order to shut down assembly lines or to
avoid having to set up a line in the future (which could be very costly).

Anything of a financial nature that requires sustaining resources,
facilities, or other expenses must be included in this financial pro-
file. These results should be distilled and reported in the Executive
Summary.

Section 6. Project Plans and Schedules
The discontinuation process is carried out over time. A phase-out
plan is very helpful to guide a cross-functional team’s activities dur-
ing this time because it provides exhaustive detail about what hap-
pens and when. The following list of tasks may help you construct
and describe the phase-out plan:
1. Write letters to customers describing the intent to discontinue, in

the time period allotted. Some customers may require one- or
two-year notifications and multi-year support arrangements after
that period (it can actually take five years to discontinue support
on certain kinds of business infrastructure products).

2. Determine how long inventory can be held prior to its disposal.
3. Develop an inventory disposition plan.
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4. Determine the spare parts stocking requirements, according to
contract provisions, usually starting when the discontinuation
notices are sent out.

5. Determine if any regulators have to be notified, and when.
6. Determine the shutdown process for operational support systems,

possibly including the following subtasks:
a. Turn off ordering and billing systems.
b. Remove part numbers and descriptions from catalogs.
c. Recall any software from escrow accounts.
d. Recall all product and sales documentation from sales offices.
e. Develop internal communication plan and set dates for notifica-

tions to be transmitted.
f. Develop communication plan for partners, suppliers, or cus-

tomers, and set dates for notifications to be transmitted. Make
sure to secure Legal department approvals.

Section 7. Risks and Contingencies
Not every discontinuation is going to go exactly as planned. Situations
will arise where a customer may take legal action to prolong support
for the product. It may also be learned that components for this prod-
uct are used in other products in the company (e.g., a memory card, a
wiring harness, etc.), so if you discontinue your product, it might can-
cel critical supplies of another, active product. On a product’s bill of
materials, shared components or product elements should always
have some kind of indicator where the component is shown to be used
on another product.

Section 8. Recommendation
Just like any planning document intended for management authori-
zation, a clear recommendation should be provided.

THE CROSS-FUNCTIONAL TEAM

Throughout the life of the product, the cross-functional team provides the
most effective guidance of the product. During the discontinuation phase,
the team is no less important. Perhaps team members wish to devote their
time to other, more enriching endeavors; however, their participation 
cannot be discounted. Team members need to be fully engaged in the 
discontinuation process, and must commit to carry out vital activities that



are related to things like physical disposition, facilities, systems, legal
activities, and so on.

Since this cross-functional team may have been exposed to team
member displacement and changes over the declining phases of the
product’s life, team members may feel that their jobs are in jeopardy.
“Once I’m finished here, what’s next?” The same can even be said for the
product manager. Therefore, the product manager should make sure
that he or she has reached out to management to ensure that there are
indeed other opportunities waiting for team members. Although this
isn’t always the most pleasant topic, the one thing I can recommend is
that communicating to management in advance is critical. In Chapter 22,
I’ll talk a little more about managing your career.

Just one quick note: Some companies actually provide additional
bonus monies for employees who stay with a less-than-pleasant task or
set of activities related to a product discontinuation and market with-
drawal. This is a very good idea, and a topic you may want to bring up
with your management for discontinuation of high-profile or deeply
embedded products.

OTHER TYPES OF “DISCONTINUATION”

A number of years ago, I was part of a team that acquired another com-
pany. One of my roles was to rationalize that acquired company’s port-
folio of products, within the context of the strategies already formulated
for the portfolio. One of the products was a software system that was
being sold to small- and medium-sized companies. There were only
about 100 U.S. customers for that product, so I had my team go through
a discontinuation process that took approximately two years. That was
the easy part. The complex part involved a South American reseller of
the software and other professional services. With the dismantling of the
support infrastructure, another way had to be figured out to eliminate
my company’s responsibility for that product. We ended up selling the
reseller perpetual rights to resell and modify the software, limiting their
territory to South America. In exchange, we received royalty payments
for three years, after which time we would no longer own the base code
or any other rights, title, or interest in that software.

This is one example of what some companies do when they need to
divest themselves of non-strategic products. This is especially significant
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Sample Discontinuation Notice

Dear North America and Europe Customer or Distributor:
This letter is to confirm to your company that OUR COMPANY, INC.
is discontinuing the manufacture of a number of PRODUCTS and

when a company can no longer make any money on the product because
the overheads and corporate allocations become untenable. For example,
the following types of strategies are often considered for discontinuation:

� A company might outsource the labor force for a product or sell
off the product to another company.

� There may be intellectual property rights or patents that may be
of value, and those can be sold as well.

� For products significant enough to be small companies by them-
selves, a management group from inside the company (or even
a separate outside company) might purchase the product as a
business and set up its own operation with the product and the
customer base. Just because a product doesn’t make strategic or
financial sense to one company doesn’t mean it won’t make
sense to another.

Finally, sometimes a truly undesirable situation arises where a prod-
uct becomes harmful or unsafe and requires a complete discontinuation
and market withdrawal. In this case, the most important thing to do is to
figure out how to mobilize quickly and bring all the products back to the
company for disposal. Rapid discontinuation and recalls don’t qualify for
formal product discontinuation case studies. However, if you work in an
industry where a recall is a possibility, emergency procedures should be
documented so that if the situation arises, the organization knows how to
mobilize and deal with operational and logistics issues and, of course, the
public relations and other controlled communications to the market.

THE DISCONTINUATION NOTICE

If you have not had the opportunity to prepare an official discontinua-
tion notice (for example, to send to a customer or distributor of your
product), it might be helpful to use the following simple template.
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SPARE PARTS as listed on Exhibit __ to this letter. In accordance
with OUR COMPANY’s product discontinuation policy, we are
hereby giving notice of these product changes in order for your
company to adjust its product purchasing records, or to make any
final lifetime purchases of the discontinued products that are still
in supply.

This notice only applies to OUR COMPANY, INC. customers and
distributors in North America and Europe. OUR COMPANY’s cus-
tomers and distributors in Asia, Latin America, and other regions will
receive their product discontinuation notices from OUR COMPANY’s
regional account management organizations responsible for such
international locations.

While Exhibit __ covers an extensive listing of discontinued end-
of-life part types, they represent a small percentage of the OUR COM-
PANY product portfolio. Many of these products have had little or no
recent sales history and may cover a number of versions or selec-
tions of the same basic product. We are including these items in this
notice to insure that our customers and distributors are informed of
the obsolescence of these products.

Part Types to Be Discontinued
If you are the primary contact within your company to receive this
notice, a record of your company’s known direct purchases of the dis-
continued part type(s) from OUR COMPANY during the past twenty-
four (24) months is included with this letter as Exhibit __. If OUR
COMPANY has no record of your company’s purchase of the refer-
enced parts in North America or Europe during the past twenty-four
(24) months, an Exhibit __ purchase record will not be enclosed.
Additionally, if you are receiving this notice under one of OUR COM-
PANY general customer or distributor mail lists, you will not receive
an Exhibit __ purchase history.

Last-Time Buy Conditions
General: Last-time ordering conditions may vary by product. Refer to
Exhibit __. The Last-Time Buy Date automatically expires when the
final available inventory quantity or production unit has been sched-
uled and sold.
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Dates: Last-time delivery conditions vary by product. Refer to
Exhibit __. The code “LA” in the “Last Buy Date” or “Last Delivery Date”
columns indicates a limited availability part type. Refer elsewhere in this
notice for further description of limited availability condition.

Order Placement: Discontinued product orders placed with OUR
COMPANY in North America or Europe must be clearly identified as
a “Last-Time Buy.” Each Order must: (a) reference control number
LTB-____; (b) contain your company’s requested delivery dates per
this notice; (c) be within the minimum order quantity requirements in
an existing volume purchase agreement or meet OUR COMPANY’s
standard minimum order policy; and (d) otherwise conform to all
other applicable conditions in this notice.

Pricing: Standard rules for minimum order quantities apply
based on the existing agreement with OUR COMPANY. If you have an
expired volume purchase agreement (VPA), OUR COMPANY will
honor the discounts from the previous VPA if an order was placed
with us in the past 18 months.

Acknowledgment and Delivery: OUR COMPANY will acknowl-
edge each acceptable discontinued product order in writing or by
electronic data interchange (EDI). We will attempt to meet your com-
pany’s requested delivery date(s) wherever possible. However, OUR
COMPANY’s acknowledged delivery date(s) are deemed to be
approximate because of the special circumstances associated with
last time product manufacturing conditions.

Except as stated above, the applicable terms and conditions of
sale for these discontinued products will be the unmodified provi-
sions in our standard order acknowledgement form or, as applicable,
the terms and conditions contained in a duly executed contract in
force between our companies.

OUR COMPANY ACCEPTS NO LIABILITY FOR EXCESS REPRO-
CUREMENT COSTS OR FOR ANY SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR CON-
SEQUENTIAL DAMAGES WHATSOEVER ASSOCIATED WITH THIS
NOTICE, WITH ITS PRODUCTS, OR WITH THE FINAL MANUFAC-
TURE AND PERFORMANCE AGAINST ANY LAST TIME BUY ORDERS
RELATED TO THE DISCONTINUED PRODUCTS COVERED BY THIS
NOTICE.

We regret the inconvenience and impact this notice may cause
your company. OUR COMPANY sales, marketing and distribution
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personnel stand ready to assist you in placing your company’s final
orders, or in providing product information you require.

On behalf of OUR COMPANY, we appreciate your understand-
ing and assistance in helping us to help you minimize the impact of
this product discontinuation on your company. We look forward to
OUR COMPANY’s continued support of your company’s product
requirements in the years to come.

SUMMARY

The purpose of this chapter was to provide you with a perspective on
product discontinuation and a structure to discontinue a product. The
initial decision to create a product is guided by a Business Case, which
justifies the investment and describes how the product should perform
in the market. As described, just like a Business Case is used to invest, a
formal method, along with clearly thought out documentation is
required to disinvest. Just like the launch was shown as a gradual ramp-
up to the market, when a product is discontinued, there is a gradual
ramp-down. This ramp-down allows customers to migrate to other
replacement products or make other arrangements. It also allows you
the opportunity to put whatever sustaining infrastructure in place to
support the ramp-down, including the procurement of spare parts, serv-
ice staff, or other extended support activities required to fulfill the com-
pany’s obligations to customers and to ensure that the company’s brand
is fully protected.

RAISING YOUR PRODUCT MANAGEMENT 
EXPERIENCE QUOTIENT (PMEQ)

1. Investigate whether your company has a product discontinuation
team, group, or initiative within the firm. This team may be labeled
as a “sunset,” “exit,” “discontinuation,” or “shutdown” team. If
there is such a team, you will want to connect with the members to
understand the discontinuation process.

2. Begin to decide what conditions or indicators will cause you to
evaluate the possibility of product discontinuation as a poten-
tial strategy. Discuss these criteria with your management to



determine which ones would be acceptable for a product dis-
continuation plan.

3. Obtain any discontinuation plans previously used for similar
products in your company. How do these plans compare with
the recommendations in this chapter? What additional infor-
mation would you include to strengthen the Business Case for
discontinuation, should you have to make that decision?

4. Develop an outline for your Product Discontinuation Document
as a standard part of your Product Master Plan, even during the
planning phase of the product life cycle. Discuss with your
cross-functional team how discontinuation will be handled and
how commitments will be maintained over the exit period.
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5M O D U L E

PROFESSIONALIZING
PRODUCT MANAGEMENT

INTRODUCTION TO MODULE 5

Whether you have had the opportunity to read through this entire book
or have only encountered this module as you thumb through its pages, 
I invite you to get comfortable for a short while to absorb some of the
support and guidance contained in the next two chapters.

This book provides a perspective for professionalizing Product
Management, inspired by my vision for this profession. One of the ways
the book achieves this goal is by helping readers understand the foun-
dational knowledge, skills, and experiences required for people engaged
in this amazing profession (or considering the job).

In this light, there are two perspectives regarding the topic of Prod-
uct Management professionalization. The first deals with the product
manager—and the evolution of the body of knowledge and portfolio of
experiences that are needed to excel in this job category. The second
dimension focuses on the role of the managers of product managers: the
leaders and executives who are responsible for the organization.

Chapter 22 is called “Charting Your Career.” Every person engaged
in the profession has a starting point. As I discussed in the Introduction,



most people in Product Management come into the position from “some-
where else.” In order for you to get your bearings as soon as you can, I’ve
provided you with a brief skills assessment. This should give you some
data to help you get your bearings and work with your manager to define
(or re-define) your work activities so that you can approach your devel-
opment in a more deliberate yet efficient manner. I’ve even included a
career planning template to help you keep track of your progress. You can
also use this template for working with your manager as you continually
revise your work plans and raise your product management experience
quotient (PMEQ).

Chapter 23, called “Organizing for Product Management,” is aimed 
at the bosses. It is envisioned as a work tool for business leaders in struc-
turing the organization and in guiding product managers. The chapter 
sets the stage for organizing a leadership level cross-functional oversight
group that serves many functions, including that of portfolio supervision,
product team staffing, team empowerment, process ownership, building 
a community, and other helpful, needed executive leadership. I’ve also
addressed the issue of, and need for, ongoing coaching. Coaching is an
important part of management because people usually need support in
validating their goals and in carrying out their work. Finally, I’ve provided
a brief case study, written by a leader in an actual company, who led the
organization through a product management transformation.

I sincerely hope that you find these chapters helpful to you. If you
are a product manager and you read Chapter 23, you will come away
with an appreciation for some of the challenges your bosses face. This
appreciation may help you in “stepping up” to the challenge of improv-
ing your own capability. On the other hand, if you’re one of the bosses
and are reading Chapter 22, you may come away with a better apprecia-
tion for the type of guidance that you may be able to provide for your
employees. In both cases, everyone comes out a winner.
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22
CHARTING YOUR CAREER

CHAPTER

At the outset of this book, I stated that I wanted to transform this largely
accidental profession called Product Management into a recognized disci-
pline. To achieve this, I developed two general themes: one theme is
related to a product and its journey across its life cycle, from beginning to
end; the second theme is that of the product manager’s journey across his
or her career. Throughout the book, at the end of most chapters, I provided
some suggestions for “Raising Your Product Management Experience
Quotient (PMEQ).” I hope that you have been able to use some of these
ideas in carrying out your own job.

What I want to do in this chapter is provide you, the product man-
agement practitioner, with some additional support in charting your
career. In Chapter 23, I’ll be providing some additional guidance for the
bosses—the managers of Product Management. Furthermore, because
“business is business,” if you happen to find yourself in this chapter 
and you’re not a product manager, I urge you to read on. You will come
away with an understanding of the business skills that are most essen-
tial to Product Management, product marketing, marketing, and general
management.



IT’S UP TO YOU

Early in my corporate career, one of the guidelines communicated to me
by management was that “your career is up to you.” The same holds
true today. The pendulum of the business cycle swings rapidly in
response to volatile business conditions. Because of this volatility, man-
agement development—the professional grooming of managers—may,
from time to time, take a backseat to short-term corporate performance
goals. In some firms (but not all), managers are formally developed by
providing them with experiential opportunities. They may stay in each
of a variety of jobs, some for several years, under the guidance of expe-
rienced coaches. Some are assigned mentors who are not their bosses.

There are many exemplary leadership development programs 
in companies all over the world, because these companies realize that
they must have a steady stream of executive talent from which to
choose. However, based on my experience in working with hundreds of
companies and talking to thousands of product managers in my work-
shops, it doesn’t seem that companies pay as much attention to this
today as they did in the past, especially with increasing emphasis on
Product Management.

What’s even more frustrating, as many product managers tell me
during workshops, is that they don’t feel that their bosses buy in to the
best practices for Product Management, or that there’s no time for imple-
menting what was learned in the training program. Therefore, my mes-
sage to you is this: No matter what your management says or does, if
you want to cultivate your experience in this profession, you need a
plan. You need to create a professional development strategy, tied to
some action plans that will build your skills and experience, because, in
fact, your career will always be up to you.

A CAREER STRATEGY

When you studied the strategic planning process earlier in the book, you
learned that you must understand where you are, where you want to go,
and how you are going to get there. If you follow this sequence for prod-
ucts, you can follow this sequence for your Product Management career
as well. To achieve this, you need to devise learning strategies for your-
self so you can set yourself up for success. You need to be able to create
linkages to your annual goal-setting process, so you can describe to your
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manager the kinds of things you believe you should be working on.
Your initiative in figuring some of this out will likely be rewarded.

One way to develop your own learning strategy is to emulate what
entrepreneurs do. Entrepreneurs may not know everything they need to
know, but they have a spirit and a drive to do as much as they can in
order to achieve their vision. From this, the message is that product
managers need to possess a vision for themselves. Whether it’s a grand
vision or only what you can see for the next two years, you need an end
point to aim for. The more you can bring this about on your own, the
more you’re actually contributing to your own leadership develop-
ment—an important competency discussed in Chapter 3.

WHERE ARE YOU NOW?

A career can be thought of as a series of jobs that a person holds during
his or her working life. The jobs you’ve held thus far have, in some way,
influenced your current situation. You may find that you are thinking of
a job in Product Management; have a couple of years’ experience; or have
been doing the job for many years. In Chapter 1, I provided you with
basic information about what product mangers do, so I’m not going to
rehash those responsibilities here. Subsequent chapters described each of
the work categories that relate to the roles and responsibilities of product
managers, which you will want to leverage.

Finding out where you are right now begins with an honest
appraisal of what you know, what skills you have, and what experience
you have amassed. With this assessment, you can determine, either
through your own efforts or working with your manager, what you can
do to improve your effectiveness as a product manager. This is Product
Management career planning in a nutshell.

ASSESSING KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS, AND EXPERIENCES

To begin your work, I’m providing you with a basic diagnostic tool. It is
a self-assessment survey that may help you figure out where you are,
and help you think about where you would like to be. After you carry
out the self-assessment, I’ll give you an action-planning tool you can
use. The assessment is not a test. Its goal is to help you establish a bench-
mark in 12 broad Product Management work categories, which are gen-
erally aligned with the flow of the book. Some line up explicitly with
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chapter headings, while some competencies that are clearly important
may be mentioned across several chapters. To create an assessment, the
following categories will be used:

1. Leadership
2. Cross-Functional Teaming
3. Decision Making
4. Finance
5. Industry and Competitive Analysis
6. Market Segmentation
7. Forecasting
8. Strategy
9. The New Product Development (NPD) Process

10. Marketing Planning
11. Business Cases
12. Managing Existing Products and Product Portfolios

With these general categories, I am going to provide you with a
series of assessment forms corresponding to each Product Management
category. The assessment form uses a rating scale of 1 to 4. Here are the
descriptions of each rating that you should use as a guideline:

� A score of 1 means that you have no knowledge or experience.
Don’t take this as a negative attribute. It may just mean you’ve
never had the opportunity to do this work.

� A score of 2 might mean that you have a fundamental aware-
ness and can explain the work. You may have demonstrated this
work on a limited basis and carried it out under the guidance of
a manager.

� A score of 3 means you consistently demonstrate your profi-
ciency because you carry out this type of work as needed, with
little or no management support. Furthermore, you seek to con-
tinuously improve your proficiency in this area.

� A score of 4 means that you are an expert and can transfer your
knowledge to others.

There are two dimensions to this assessment; the first is “where I am
now” and the second is “where I’d like to be.” Where you would like to
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be helps you set the stage for building a better understanding of the work
activities you could carry out over the next year. It also serves as a way to
communicate to your manager about those areas you’d like to develop
and where you may need some coaching. I want you to understand that
this assessment is merely a framework and a guideline, which means its
content is not comprehensive. In fact, in Chapter 23, I’ll have this discus-
sion with the managers. I have a more complete diagnostic competency
assessment that I carry out in the course of my normal work, so you can
always contact me for additional help.

To use the assessment, place a check in the box that corresponds to
your current skill level (“where I am now”). Next, put a check in the cor-
responding area of the “where I’d like to be” column. You might think,
“of course, I want to be a 4” in every area, but what I want you to think
about more is where you might like to be in the next year. This way, you
can better prioritize the work areas on which you might want to focus.

Once you’ve carried out your self-assessment and identified areas
on which you would like to focus, the next thing to do is to create some
developmental goals. You can do this independently, with your manager,
or both. You probably should work closely with your manager because it
will demonstrate that you are sincerely focused on proactively managing
your career. It will also involve your manager in ongoing professional
development and guidance. In addition, your manager may be able to
help you identify other “go-to” resources who can act as mentors who
can help you when it comes to carrying out different kinds of work. Your
active collaboration with your manager will enable you to integrate your
work activities with your company’s annual goal-setting process.

Finally, this process of self-assessment and professional action
planning contributes to the overall professional stature of Product Man-
agement. Product Management leaders, as you know, must possess a
wide variety of skills to achieve targeted strategic, financial, and market
results. Having such results orientation is critical to your success as you
evolve as a Product Management leader.
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Where I Am Now Where I’d Like to Be
Leadership 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

1. Develop a network of contacts inside my company
2. A collaborative problem solver
3. Achieve results by influencing others
4. Cultivate good relationships with customers
5. Build strong advocacy for customers

Where I Am Now Where I’d Like to Be
Cross-Functional Teaming 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

1. Know the stages of team development
2. Have clarity around roles and responsibilities
3. Create shared sense of purpose

Where I Am Now Where I’d Like to Be
Decision Making 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

1. Use a structured decision-making process
2. Understand major decision-making methods
3. Track results of decisions

Where I Am Now Where I’d Like to Be
Finance 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

1. Regularly review product financial performance results
2. Collaborate with Finance on cost models

Name
Date of Plan
Manager’s Name (Coach)

In the table below, describe the key competencies you would like to improve upon. Each competency will be
associated with your current skill level score from your personal assessment, specific work plans as agreed upon
with your manager, your target dates for completion, and your revised skill level.

Competency Current Detailed Skills, Developmental  Estimated  Estimated  Actual Revised 
to Develop Skill Opportunities, and Work Plans Duration to Completion Completion Skill Level

Level (Training, Coaching, Special Assignments) Complete Date Date 

T A B L E  22.1

Career Action Planning Template
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Where I Am Now Where I’d Like to Be
Industry and Competitive Analysis 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

1. Regularly meet with Sales to gain market insight
2. Routinely scan industry publications
3. Track industry and competitive trends
4. Maintain competitive product profiles
5. Share industry and competitive data with my team

Where I Am Now Where I’d Like to Be
Market Segmentation 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

1. Understand customer groups with similar needs
2. Use market research to validate segmentation models
3. Carry out a program of ongoing customer visits
4. Link customer needs to product requirements

Where I Am Now Where I’d Like to Be
Forecasting 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

1. Check market share forecasts
2. Establish factory or demand forecasts
3. Derive unit sales forecasts

Where I Am Now Where I’d Like to Be
Strategy 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

1. Establish a vision for the product
2. Continuously look for new and innovative opportunities
3. Link strategic planning to a future state marketing mix
4. Ensure alignment to “next higher level” strategies

Where I Am Now Where I’d Like to Be
New Product Development (NPD) Process 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

1. Use a phase-gate NPD process
2. Use decision screens in project selection
3. Position the product in the market
4. Prepare the value proposition
5. Write product requirements
6. Get involved with product testing
7. Plan the product launch
8. Effectively use project management techniques

Where I Am Now Where I’d Like to Be
Marketing Planning 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

1. Create Marketing Plans for the product
2. Drive pricing strategies
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The body of this template focuses on the competency you wish to
develop, your current skill level, and the developmental opportunities
which would contribute to your growth in that particular area. You will
likely need to work with your manager in identifying these work plans,
however, the benefit in having a set of learning goals will surely help
you improve your effectiveness as a product manager. An outgrowth of
the opportunities you identify in this template will be work projects.
Therefore, I’m going to provide you with two tools to help. One is a
Career Action Planning Template and the other is an applied learning
project.

CAREER ACTION PLANNING

One of the best ways to apply the data you developed through your
assessment is to create a learning road map. In Table 22.1, I have provided

Where I Am Now Where I’d Like to Be
Marketing Planning 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

3. Establish promotional programs
4. Determine the most appropriate distribution channels
5. Create marketing collateral
6. Prepare and deliver sales training

Where I Am Now Where I’d Like to Be 
Business Case 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

1. Create Business Cases for product investments
2. Devise assumptions tied to product forecasts
3. Involve the team to ensure buy-in for future execution
4. Link assumptions to strategy

Where I Am Now Where I’d Like to Be 
Managing Existing Products and Product Portfolios 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

1. Audit launch results
2. Carry out routine product team status meetings
3. Understand all operational systems used to support 

the product
4. Monitor inventory levels and other business metrics
5. Focus on delivering unique customer experiences
6. Oversee the orderly discontinuation of products
7. Analyze the product portfolio



you with a career action planning template as a tool to help you focus on
some specific objectives.

YOUR APPLIED LEARNING PROJECT

An applied learning project is one that builds a specific set of skills or
competencies. You may be able to carry out several of these each year.
When this kind of work plan is integrated into your goal-setting or
performance planning process with your manager, it helps you carry
out more purposeful work activities and cultivates a good rapport
with your manager. The project should be described using the follow-
ing criteria:

1. What is the project called?
2. Why is it important?
3. What skills do you anticipate developing?
4. Describe the project’s goals and the measurements you would 

use to prove that those goals could be achieved.
5. Describe the techniques or practices you would apply.
6. With whom would you anticipate working?
7. How would you report progress?
8. What kind of support is needed from management?

When you complete this work project, you should write a complete
report comprising approximately 8 to 12 pages. It should contain the fol-
lowing elements:

1. The challenge you took on.
2. The concepts, skills, techniques, models, or tools you used, and

how you used them.
3. The process you followed.
4. The people with whom you worked.
5. The obstacles you encountered and how you overcame them.
6. The decisions you made and how those decision were made.
7. The measurements you established and how you achieved these

results.
8. The overall outcome of the project and the impact on the busi-

ness of the product or portfolio.
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9. Why you should have this made part of your permanent record.
10. Your manager’s signature and others’ recommendations.

SUMMARY

Product managers are always in a state of learning. Sometimes the learn-
ing is purposeful and sometimes it’s by accident. Based on my experi-
ence, I learned a fair amount by accident. The goal of this chapter then,
has been to help you to better focus your efforts so that you can be as
efficient as possible in guiding your own development. Using a struc-
tured, data-driven approach can be the most helpful to you as you take
the reins of your career as a product manager. Hopefully, with the 
simple assessment tools I’ve provided, you can put your knowledge,
skills, and experience into perspective. This should help you to pinpoint
the areas on which you should focus. Finally, when you have “applied
learning projects” active throughout your career, you will grow more
quickly. Moreover, you can use this type of tool to help others who may
end up working for you at some point in the future.
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23
ORGANIZING FOR PRODUCT 

MANAGEMENT

CHAPTER

This chapter is written for managers of Product Management and those
who are responsible for evolving the Product Management organization.

The job of those who lead the function of Product Management is to
ensure that the firm can achieve competitive advantage with a solid base
of competent product managers and product team leaders.

Just like the journey of a product across its life cycle, and the journey
of a product manager across his or her career, each organization follows 
a journey as well. Sometimes the map is difficult to read, and sometimes
the road isn’t well paved, but if you and your executive colleagues are
equipped with the right set of tools, you will be better able to contribute to
the organization’s success. 

At the end of this chapter is a brief case study from a company, the
Airlines Reporting Company, which successfully transformed their entire
Product Management organization.

GETTING ORGANIZED

There are several organizational problems I want to talk about. I’ve discov-
ered these problems over many years of benchmarking and interviewing
key business leaders.



First of all, some business leaders don’t buy into the view that Prod-
uct Management is (or could potentially be) a critical element of the
company’s business model. Instead, many of them think of Product
Management staff as: 

A) A cadre of people in Marketing who create marketing collateral,
train sales people, and staff demonstration booths at trade
shows.

B) Those people who write product requirements and crank out vol-
umes of product definition documents—without ever interview-
ing a customer.

C) Surrogate sales specialists who help perform demos, answer cus-
tomer complaint calls, or help close deals.

It may be true that product managers will be involved in each of these
areas from time to time. However, too often these narrow sets of respon-
sibilities become the paradigm for how business leaders think about
how Product Management functions within a given environment.

There is a tremendous variability in the interpretation of the role 
of Product Management. When there is a profession with the potential 
to have a powerful impact on the business results of the organization, 
it seems to me it is not acceptable for upper management to accept less.
I suppose that a lot of this variability is due to a lack of clarity that sur-
rounds roles and responsibilities. This can also be related to the fact 
that the organization’s leadership lacks respect and appreciation for
both the purpose of Product Management (see Chapter 1) and the true
role of the product manager. One reason may be that they have not had
the experience or positive examples to learn from.

However, the most troubling issue has to do with the fact that too
often product managers are ill-equipped for the job. Instead, they are rel-
egated to the role of herding cats, thereby leaving a product leadership
vacuum. In response, the organization attempts to right itself by having
other people—from other functions—carry out the work that rightfully
should be orchestrated by a product manager. Often, this vacuum is
filled by Engineering, the function that believes they have the strongest
product knowledge. This leads to a lopsided inside-out view of how to
market a successful product.

The end result speaks for itself: some companies push ideal products
to customers, who do not get why they need the next best thing. They
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don’t see what was wrong with the old thing, and aren’t willing to part
with their money simply because a technologist insisted it’s a good idea.

Even where Product Management is a quasiprofessional activity,
product managers have different reporting relationships. More often
than not, product managers report to the Marketing function. In tech-
nology companies, product managers usually report to Development.
No matter how it’s organized, best-in-class product managers should be
required to:

1. Envision a realistic future for the product or product line.
2. Derive the most appropriate strategies based on thorough assess-

ments of the industry and competition.
3. Lead and influence others who do not directly report to them.
4. Direct the efforts of a cross-functional product team, a team whose

responsibility is to optimize the product’s market position, consis-
tent with corporate or divisional strategies.

5. Make the most appropriate business decisions in a collaborative
manner with the cross-functional product team, consistent with
the product’s position within the Product Management Life
Cycle Model.

6. Apply financial techniques in planning and managing products.
7. Identify the most desirable market segments to pursue based on

the most important customer needs to satisfy.
8. Create achievable forecasts of sales, market share, and produc-

tion levels.
9. Utilize a New Product Development process consistently to 

narrow down a large field of ideas and opportunities to the ones
that make the most business sense.

10. Use Business Cases to effectively justify and guide product related
investments.

11. Leverage product portfolio management techniques to help the
company fulfill its financial and competitive objectives.

Hopefully, the list shown above, coupled with the material covered
in Chapter 1, plus all the material presented throughout this book can help
in establishing a standard set of skills that support the body of knowledge
for Product Management.
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In Chapter 22, I provided a framework for product managers to bet-
ter equip themselves in managing their careers. As much as I believe that
career management is up to the individual, product managers require
strong executive sponsorship, coaching, and mentoring. All executives
understand that change starts at the top. Therefore, the balance of this
chapter is devoted to helping the collective “you,” as the executive team, to
nurture and cultivate Product Management as the most important element
of your organization’s business model. My thoughts also apply to those
who are directly responsible for leading the team of product managers.

THE ROLE OF THE EXECUTIVE CROSS-FUNCTIONAL TEAM

No matter how an organization is structured, the general population of
employees looks to executive leaders for guidance so they can have clarity
of purpose. They want to know what’s expected, how they’ll be evaluated,
and how their bosses will support and help them. Easy enough.

The problem is that executive teams don’t necessarily do a good job
of guidance. Often the cause can be attributed to a lack of harmony in the
leadership team. Every team, no matter what level, seems to suffer from
the typical team behavioral issues, including lack of alignment on priori-
ties, mistrust, and lack of accountability for business results. The implica-
tion is that members of executive leadership teams may not mesh well
together. Each member believes his or her function is the most important,
and this lack of harmony trickles down to lower-level employees. This
leaves the responsibility for cross-functional product team success up to
the leadership and influence of the product manager—and again, since
the job of the product manager is often inconsistently defined, results are,
at best, uneven.

Compounding the problem of disharmony among executives, there
are some leaders, especially Product Management executives, who have
never done Product Management jobs. As a result, these managers don’t
have a direct appreciation for the complexity of the job. Furthermore,
when an executive team is considering a shift in the organization’s focus
to Product Management, those who don’t fully understand the role of
the product manager don’t understand why any change is needed.
Especially if business is “okay,” these leaders tend to prefer other solu-
tions. Many executives have expressed to me their unease with being in
charge of Product Management, for fear of losing control over their own
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domain. Many of these problems can be solved through a committed
organizational transformation. This means organizational change. I’m
probably not telling you anything you don’t know, when I say that most
people in organizations resist change because they don’t understand
what to do with the change, how to lead it, or how long the change
process will take.

TRANSFORMING THE ORGANIZATION

The first step in transforming the organization is for the executive lead-
ership team to carefully consider the requirements for supporting Prod-
uct Management. Within this context, the executive leadership team
should be responsible for the following items:

1. Chartering and supporting cross-functional product teams.
2. Acting as the product portfolio review board and directing prod-

uct investments.
3. Assigning a process owner for all product and portfolio processes

and documents.
4. Providing the systems and tools for product planning and per-

formance management.
5. Resolving problems as they are escalated by product teams.
6. Ensuring ongoing professional development of product man-

agers.
7. Supporting the building of a Product Management community.
8. Creating an environment for establishing and maintaining cus-

tomer partnership councils or advisory boards.
9. Investing in market research to support the product teams.

Let’s take some time and look at each of these in some detail.

Chartering and Supporting Cross-Functional Product Teams

If your organization wants to take advantage of the benefits of Product
Management, chartering, supporting, and empowering a cross-functional
product team is vital to the success of your program. In Chapter 4, I
described the generic, cross-functional product team and its role as the
mini-board of directors for the product, with a product manager as the
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team leader. One of the keys to the effective implementation of this model
is delegating the right people to the team. Therefore, the executive leader-
ship team must be able to agree on who those core team members should
be. Each delegated functional team member should have the authority to
act on behalf of their own business function and ensure that they generate
the appropriate Functional Support Plans to help them plan and manage
their commitments. With this level of authority and accountability, you
don’t want to put novices at the table. A product team leader must have
several years of demonstrated leadership experience and be trusted and
respected by his or her peers (the other core team members) and by 
management. Job titles such as senior product manager, group product
manager, or product director would probably be most appropriate for this
role. The team should generally be in charge of a significant product or 
a product line. It’s hard to describe the absolute parameters, but you can
use product revenue or product complexity as one of the key gauges for 
figuring out the scope of business responsibility the team will carry.

Another desirable characteristic would be for the team to stay
together across the entire life cycle of all the products within their scope
of responsibility. This is very important, because it allows for the team to
maintain a high degree of familiarity with the product line and support
the cultivation of quality, long-lasting relationships between team mem-
bers. Teams in place for longer periods of time are also more efficient
and highly performing, especially when it comes to the adept allocation
of investments across products within the line.

Cross-functional teaming should also be part of the organizational
structure for associate product managers or product managers. Cross-func-
tional teams at those levels tend to be more transient, as people move from
project to project. These teams are better directed by the higher-level cross-
functional product line team, where functional members are assigned as
needed for a variety of purposes, such as the evaluation of a new product
opportunity or even to oversee a minor product launch. An illustration of
this team hierarchy is shown in Figure 23.1.

Empowerment

Organizing teams is one challenge; empowering them is another. The
word empowerment, as with many terms used in business today, is sub-
ject to a variety of interpretations. First off, empowerment is not merely
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bestowed on a product team leader, let alone a team. If the executive
leadership team believes that the product team is able to handle the
tasks at hand, and the team discharges its responsibilities accordingly,
with positive results, then the team will have earned some empower-
ment points. However, good behavior and good results don’t always
mean empowerment remains an earned asset. For example, if the prod-
uct team doesn’t take calculated risks and misses market opportunities,
then it will not have earned empowerment.

Empowerment also means that the product team will have ade-
quate resources at its disposal to get its job done, so if the right people
and an adequate budget are not made available, then the team will have
failed. There also needs to be a synergy among team members in cre-
atively solving problems and making decisions. The better the decisions,
the more empowerment points they earn. These are the fundamental
elements to think about when empowering product teams. And one last
point about empowerment: teams who are actually empowered will tol-
erate significant levels of stress—and there is plenty to go around in
today’s corporations. Be aware, however, that micromanagement is dan-
gerous. Be sure that you’ve established a good balance between the cre-
ation of an independent business group and your need for immediate
feedback and immediate results.

Acting as the Product Portfolio Review Board 
and Directing Product Investments

One of the roles of the executive leadership team is to act as the product
portfolio review board. There must be portfolio oversight of all product
investments: that means oversight across all products situated across
their product life cycles. As discussed in Chapter 20, life cycle product
portfolio management is a critical area of focus in order to ensure that
product investments are routinely balanced and rationalized. The leader-
ship team acts as the product/project review council wherein product
strategies are reviewed and Business Cases are presented for investments
in new products, enhancements, and marketing activities.

Several times a year, each product line team should provide a strate-
gic review to the board. This review is needed to assure that the product
teams stay focused on their strategic objectives and achieve their explicit
strategic results. Chapter 10 provides a strategic review template for
product teams. On a regular basis, usually monthly, each product team
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should present its business performance results to the leadership team,
including comprehensive market and financial read-outs, major business
wins, project status reports, and other information related to initiatives
and activities. A standard reporting format and agenda should be used
for all teams. When creating the agenda, a few extra minutes should be
allotted to allow for those non-standard agenda items that never fit into
templates. Written documentation should be maintained by the product
team in the Product Master Plan.

Assigning a Process Owner for All Product 
Portfolio Processes and Documents

There is nothing more wasteful and less efficient than creating a New
Product Development (NPD) process or a document and then putting it
on the shelf. Processes and documents constantly evolve, especially since
process improvement is one of the ongoing mantras in modern compa-
nies. Therefore, it is absolutely vital to assign an owner for all product
portfolio processes and documents. The process owner should be a highly
experienced leader who has lived through the wars of Product Manage-
ment. Bill Ausura, my late business associate, owned the product and
portfolio process group at AT&T and then Lucent Technologies (now
Alcatel-Lucent). His group of about eight Product Management special-
ists maintained the process documentation, business documents, and sys-
tems used to support a field of over 1,200 product managers across a
number of business divisions. Moreover, it was his group that AT&T’s
executive leadership sponsored to carry out the Product Management
benchmarking. Incidentally, membership in this elite group was where 
I gained valuable experience and honed my skills in benchmarking. The
program that began in 1993 and spanned several years yielded important
information about how best-in-class companies utilized and optimized
Product Management. Bill’s expertise was invaluable as the processes,
documents, and systems were fine tuned over many years.

The critical thing about process ownership is this: the executive lead-
ership team must realize that the longevity of that group is vital to the
transformation and, optimally, should be a continuing entity. When Bill 
left Lucent in early 2001, so went his team, and so too, the processes, docu-
ments, and systems that took more than a decade to build. I also recall 
that one of the companies we benchmarked in 1995 and 1996 was HP. HP
had some of the most incredible Product Management practices and a
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well-formed Product Management process ownership group. We learned,
a few years later, that this Product Management group had been disbanded
during a cutback.

Having an owner ensures that the process documentation and busi-
ness documents (e.g., Business Cases, Product Requirements, NPD guide-
lines, etc.) are updated and made available to the Product Management
community. Furthermore, the group assures that processes, practices, and
documents are used consistently, and that there is a common Product Man-
agement vocabulary.

The process owner and his or her staff can also be a major go-to
resource for the community at large. This is especially helpful because this
team can provide in-house professional development support, coaching,
and team facilitation. In short, the process oversight group can be of
tremendous help to the executive leadership team by ensuring that there is
a staff of experienced professionals who can provide guidance and advice
for the evolving profession in the company.

Providing the Systems and Tools for Product 
Planning and Performance Management

There is nothing more frustrating than product managers who cannot tell
you how much money they’re making on their products. In this modern
time of advanced business automation, I am amazed to find that a vast
number of product managers cannot articulate their gross profit numbers.
Integrated back-office systems should provide vital statistics on unit vol-
umes, pricing, revenue, and P&Ls at a glance through visual dashboards
and other reporting tools. Moreover, sales force automation systems
should provide indications of sales pipeline activity so that product fore-
casts can be validated or updated in a timely fashion. Additionally, project
accounting systems should support project status reporting on incurred
costs and estimates to complete on major project categories related to the
products.

Aside from the standard accounting and other business metrics that
are required, another important area for business automation relates to
the NPD processes. The reason for this is that it helps to ensure a high
degree of visibility into the pipeline of new product ideas, enhancements,
and other requests within the context of the entire portfolio and across the
life cycle. There are so many projects being approved in companies that
resources are often over-committed to too many projects.
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Another thing to think about would be automated suggestion
boxes and other means to process product ideas from salespeople, cus-
tomers, and anyone else on the team. Create electronic versions of the
Opportunity Statement and document control and management sys-
tems with programmable work flows so that Business Cases, Product
Requirements Documents, and other vital documentation can be con-
trolled by a single source but edited by many people who are situated in
different areas.

Resolving Problems as Escalated by the Product Teams

The responsibility of the cross-functional executive leadership team is to
address and resolve problems that are escalated from the product teams.
In order to achieve this stature, the rules for escalation must be established
so that the product team knows the conditions under which escalation is
warranted. Usually some kind of external event, project jeopardy, or cus-
tomer issue will require a leadership team intervention.

However, some thresholds should be established so that the product
team can maintain its autonomy, meaning that most issues should be
resolved by the product team. This is important because you want to cul-
tivate an environment of collaborative problem solving and decision mak-
ing. In the event that there are any blurred lines between urgent and less
than urgent, ask the team to think through the issue and come up with
some options for action. If the team needs help in this area, you may wish
to engage the services of a consultant or coach to help the team through
the process. These lessons are an important part of the team’s earned
empowerment, as discussed earlier. With a better set of tools, the team will
know exactly what to communicate in terms of the severity of the prob-
lem, what specifically to ask for in the escalation, when action is needed,
and why. As with all “lessons” in the team’s evolution, leaders should
allow time for post-event analyses and continued coaching.

Ensuring Ongoing Professional Development of Product Managers

One of the key activities of the leadership team should be to establish and
maintain professional development programs for product managers. One
way to think about this recommendation is to compare the professional
development of product managers with the programs used to cultivate
high-potential leaders. Not all product managers make it into the program,
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but there should be development pathways for all staff members. For all
product managers, there should be comprehensive job descriptions for
multiple job levels and criterion for moving from one job level to another,
based on experience and/or time in that level. Finally, there should always
be an “on deck” plan for evolving product leaders so that the organization
is prepared to take on new challenges and so that it can grow its field of
solid product team leaders.

In another vein, adequate learning and development opportunities
should be instituted for product managers. One of the best ways to
achieve this is to analyze the profiles of all the product managers in the
community as often as possible. This can certainly be a part of the
annual or semiannual rating and ranking routine, but I’m talking about
something a little more detailed. There should be an ongoing effort to
maintain competency profiles for each product manager so that experi-
ential gaps can be tightened up and so that continuous, targeted learn-
ing and development programs can run as an undercurrent to the daily
work of the product manager.

In Chapter 22, there is a brief assessment that I provided as an
example for product managers. (These profiles represent a subset of the
competency assessments and organizational diagnostics I carry out on a
continuing basis.) Profiles like these should be kept up to date. More-
over, explicit experiential development projects should be factored into
the performance development plans or annual goal-setting programs for
product managers. In Chapter 22, I also provided the product managers
with both a career action planning template as well as a framework for
an applied learning project.

In line with this overall focus on professional development, which
is based on skill gaps, it would be a good idea to consider creating a cur-
riculum for product managers and find targeted programs such as
instructor-led training (like mine), coaching (which I’ll mention later),
and mentoring. Mentoring can be arranged through formal or informal
contacts in your organization, usually with your executive peers or other
leaders who may have a specific set of skills or characteristics.

Mentors help develop the “person,” so there are no job perform-
ance goals attached to the relationship. For example, a product manager
could have a leadership mentor and an engineering mentor or a work-
life balance mentor. You can also encourage product managers to find
their own mentors. Very often, the Human Resource department can be
a helpful source of this information.
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Support the Building of a Product Management Community

Building a community of product managers should be sponsored and
supported by the executive leadership team. A community of practice is
an excellent way to engender learning by having members of the com-
munity share what they’ve learned through presentations, stories, and
other documentation. A community can meet in person, in video confer-
ences, and in online forums. A community also needs a designated Web
site where standard Product Management documentation can be kept
(e.g., templates, tools, brand information, marketing guides and style
sheets, etc.), as well as for document management (for active documents
and archives). Needless to say, the community Web site could easily
house Product Master Plan virtual binders.

Part of the responsibility of community building is to cultivate an
environment that reflects the mission and values of the organization.
This should not be taken lightly. A collaborative culture can be encour-
aged and nurtured, and should be rewarded. The basics of team build-
ing and leadership include behavioral attributes such as integrity, doing
right by customers, clear communication, helping one another, striving
for innovative ideas, and always looking to improve a process or a
method. These can be instilled into the team through the leadership
team’s direct observable actions. This puts key leadership team mem-
bers, such as the CEO or general manager, chief marketing officer, and
others in a position of role model for others within the community to
observe and hopefully, emulate.

Establishing an Environment for Creating 
and Sustaining Customer Partnerships

This is a critical program. Customer relationship building can be a price-
less asset to companies whose executives provide the resources for this
unique structure. An example of this would be to have your most impor-
tant customers come together twice a year to help in the shaping of prod-
uct and portfolio priorities. If your company is global and your customer’s
travel expenses are limited, hold regional partnership meetings instead.
These are generally more easily carried out for business-to-business organ-
izations. The closer your relationship with your customers, the greater
your ability to gain access to different customer target groups for extended
anthropomorphic research. Moreover, this helps you build closer partner-
ships with your Sales organization and account managers.
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Investing in Market Research to Support the Product Teams

The investment in a robust market research function would be an invalu-
able investment to support product managers and marketers alike. In the
Introduction to this book, I described how the benchmarking I carried out
suggested that best-in-class companies religiously focused their efforts on
the marketplace. Enabling an outside-in view of the world can serve as an
inspiration to product teams. However, it is unwarranted to place the
entire burden of all industry, competitive, and customer research in the
laps of the product managers. Certainly, the product managers are respon-
sible for making sure they’re in touch with the markets in which they
operate, but there are times they can use a little help and some additional
resources. Market analysts should be assigned tasks related to uncover-
ing industry trends, competitor product analysis, and customer segment
research. They can also help in securing syndicated research or in securing
research reports from the corporate Competitive Intelligence organization
(which is sometimes not fully accessible to product managers).

Market research at the product line level is more difficult to carry
out and requires that analysts have more product-specific knowledge.
Doing reverse engineering on a competitor’s product is not something
that can be performed by analysts, but they would benefit from seeing
the parts on the table, the bill of materials, and other “parts” that would
help them in better understanding your products as well as those of the
competitors.

Also, corporate or divisional research projects are often undertaken
by the Marketing department. That would include brand studies, mystery
shopping programs, and other in-market voices of the customer research. 
I urge the leadership team to make sure that product managers are aware
of the existence of these programs and are apprised of the outcomes. 
All this information should be made available on the product managers’
community Web site.

Lastly, I need to talk about supporting customer or field visits. I am
a big proponent of these visits. When carried out appropriately (mean-
ing, in small, cross-functional teams), with specific objectives and expert
guidance, these can be extremely valuable. When I hear that there is no
money in the travel budget for customer visits, I feel that the business is
at a big disadvantage. There is a routine and a protocol for carrying out
these visits (refer back to Chapter 8 to find out more) so that your teams
can be advantaged by this unique experience.
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COACHING PRODUCT MANAGERS

Coaching is important in every organization. It’s especially important 
in Product Management because in most companies, even with the best
processes and documents, people and culture seem to take a front 
seat. When people don’t help one another or don’t share knowledge or
experience, everyone suffers. When people don’t think they’re part of 
a bigger picture, the organization suffers. In today’s busy companies,
managers do so much “work,” they often neglect the development and
growth of their employees. It is very troubling for me to see these omis-
sions, having worked in more nurturing environments earlier in my
career. Therefore, what I urge you to do is to support and guide people,
especially the product managers.

However, there are several things that help. People generally improve
their performance when they know why they’re doing what they’re sup-
posed to do and they learn best when they see how work is done. This
means that if you’re the boss of the product managers, you have more
experience than your employees, and you can demonstrate and guide their
work. What you want to inspire is a culture of action and doing, not over-
analyzing and discussing.

Coaching is complex and it’s hard work. That’s why many managers
avoid it. The other reason is that they don’t know how. I’m going to pro-
vide you with a few ideas that you might be able to utilize so that you can
become more effective and thereby improve the effectiveness of your prod-
uct managers. It should be noted that coaching is not a one-time event—it’s
ongoing and is part of your job responsibility. You may need to coach from
time to time or you may need to coach daily. More often than not, the need
for coaching usually comes about when you notice an undesirable behav-
ior or poor result, or you receive a complaint from another colleague 
about your employee. Unfortunately, this is usually when managers put
their coaching hats on. This should not be the only time you coach. For
example, if you set aside five to ten minutes a week with each employee,
you would be able to do quick check-ins to make sure that work is pro-
ceeding, to provide a short lesson, or to learn if an intervention is needed.
Just think, that’s only four to eight hours per year per person.

Think of it this way. Coaching helps you guide employees. When
you’re coaching, you’re in position number two and the employee is in
position number one—which is often out of most people’s paradigms for
the manager–employee relationship. Coaches receive their reward from
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building a success in their employee. To achieve optimal outcomes they
should always seek to fine tune their coaching methods.

Since coaching is situational, the following situations may arise
when coaching is needed the most:

1. If there are behavioral problems with the employee. You want to
understand what’s happening and try to get to the root cause,
and make suggestions to rectify the problem.

2. There may be the general coaching of your own employees or
other manager’s employees so that others can gain from your
insight, experience, or suggestions. (By the way, this is the most
rewarding coaching that you can carry out and should be carried
out with the greatest frequency.)

3. You may need to provide remedial training and guidance if you
notice weakness in a specific competency, or just to keep the
employee focused on performance objectives.

4. You may need to coach a person out of the organization for con-
sistent underperformance or other behavioral actions.

Good coaches of product managers are what I call “product 
therapists.” They listen well and ask really good questions. This, of
course, gets product managers to think about situations and to
develop the brain wiring that enables them to learn more. In other
words, they help product managers to be better learners. However,
the real ideal in coaching is to change something in the employee, set
a goal, and then measure the goal, which is why coaching must be
ongoing.

And as the fourth entry in the list above states, sometimes you need
to coach an employee out of his or her job. One of the key facts is that
being a product manager is not right for everyone. There is no benefit to
the employee, the department, or the company, for a person not cut out
to the task. It’s unfortunate, but a real corporate reality.

Overall, though, coaching is a rewarding, gratifying part of being a
leader of product managers. When others learn that you’re a good coach
(word does get around), you may have more people knocking on your
door. Just make sure you put out a sign on your door that says “Product
Therapy—Please Make an Appointment.”
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SUMMARY

The reason this chapter is in this book is to provide leaders of Product
Management—not just the product manager bosses, but the executive
leadership team—with a guideline to help organize for Product Man-
agement. No matter where you are in your spectrum of organizational
development, if you are serious about achieving higher levels of market suc-
cess with a robust, optimized portfolio of products, then you need the
right people with the right skills and experiences to carry out these 
jobs. These people should be organized into effective cross-functional
product teams who have the resources and budgets to do what’s neces-
sary to run their products and product lines like businesses. Further-
more, to ensure success, product managers need a good toolbox filled
with processes, templates, and other guides. However, these are just
guides. Although a good set of tools is important, the job of the product
manager is a job that requires thinking and processing signals from
dynamic markets, not just filling out templates and following every
process to the last period. Your job is to make sure that the product man-
agers you lead and coach have every advantage to drive their teams, and
your companies, to incredible levels of market success.
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Case Study: Product Management at 

Airlines Reporting Corporation (ARC)

Sheila Quinn Cuyjet, 
Director, Product Operations, 
ARC Data and Analytical Products

ARC History
ARC is a small United States–based company, with fewer than 500
employees, owned by 11 large airlines. ARC was formed in 1984 to
process ticket transactions for U.S. travel agencies and to serve as a
clearinghouse for payments between the travel agencies and more
than 160 worldwide air and rail carriers.

Although ARC was formed as a for-profit corporation, it operated
like a non-profit trade association, providing low-cost, outsourced
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services to the airline industry. Since its inception, ARC has operated
with a focus on transaction processing, high-quality service, techno-
logical advances, and continuing cost reduction.

Travel Industry Macroeconomic Impacts to ARC
Since the 1990s, the travel industry has struggled to overcome sig-
nificant structural challenges, including bankruptcy among several of
the world’s largest airlines. The airlines have been forced to control
the costs of labor, fuel, leases, and ticket distribution. During this
same time, low-cost airline carriers flourished, presenting a signifi-
cant competitive threat to the legacy carriers. United States–based
travel agencies consolidated, and more ticket transactions were
driven to carrier-direct sales and online travel agencies.

These changes in the airline industry put tremendous pressure
on ARC. Without major changes, ARC’s core business of settling
ticket transactions between the travel agencies and air and rail carri-
ers would have fallen victim to newer and cheaper business models.
ARC realized the need to evolve the business strategy to encompass
broader products and services and expand the customer base.

ARC launched a large data warehousing project in 2001 to com-
bat fraud in the airline industry and reduce paper ticketing costs. The
data warehouse was named ARC COMPASS.® This and other techno-
logical advancements enabled ARC to shift from 100 percent paper to
more than 96 percent electronic ticketing by 2007.

Product Management as a Driving Tool for 
Organizational Evolution
I joined ARC in December 2002 to bring Product Management to the
ARC COMPASS® business unit. We quickly learned that in order for the
ARC COMPASS® business unit to be successful, we needed to deploy
key programs like Product Management across the company. At the
time, one of the main issues was that the centralized IT organization
had historical ownership over the development and prioritization of all
projects, companywide. Within the business unit, we had little ability to
control the projects our business line planned to deliver to the market.
We used Product Management as a tool to help our business line prior-
itize and deliver relevant projects for successful revenue generation.

At the time, I don’t think any of us realized that Product Manage-
ment would become a driving tool for organizational evolution. I’d
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worked in Product Management since 1988 and brought about 15 years
of experience as a product manager, working in several organizations
where Product Management was the norm in running the business
(Sprint International, Time-Life Books, Inc., MCI, PSINet, and VeriSign).
In fact, ARC became the fourth company I’d joined, specifically attracted
to an initiative to either improve or introduce Product Management 
as a discipline to drive greater product or service success and thus 
generate more profitable revenue.

In 2002, I joined a group of four others determined to launch a new
business line at ARC. The mission of this new business was to grow
new revenue by developing a new line of products and services based
on the data stored in the ARC COMPASS® data warehouse. Strategi-
cally, our objective was to diversify the revenue stream for ARC. We
begged, borrowed, and stole resources from other departments. At the
time, ARC didn’t have a Marketing department and there were no sales-
people. I wrote many of the customer agreements myself because our
Law department was mostly focused on travel agency compliance and
the historical role of ensuring no antitrust problems developed.

ARC was not product, marketing, sales, or customer oriented.
Our new business unit had to create many new corporate structures
to survive. For the successful operation of the business unit, we
needed to focus on product and feature prioritization and gain control
of business policies and business line financial planning, which were
scattered throughout a variety of people and departments within the
company. We were trying to create an entrepreneurial, faster-paced,
product- and marketing-oriented, high-technology business model
within a highly structured and legacy policy–driven culture, and
organization focused almost exclusively on cost management.

It was in this climate that I began implementing Product Man-
agement as a discipline across the whole company.

Soon after I was hired, ARC hired an experienced product man-
ager, in the (also fledgling) “e-business” department. We joined
forces. Our task was daunting: we asked for the inventory of products
and services and were given a list of over 100 “products and serv-
ices.” Closer inspection revealed that most of the items on the list
were not product, but features, benefits, and even job functions. Peo-
ple clearly had no idea what we were asking for. We asked for the
customer list and market segmentations and were told “we don’t
have customers; we’re like a trade association, we have accredited
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travel agencies and carrier stakeholders.” Quite a large number of
employees were threatened by the creation of this list.

After we’d sorted through the list of more than 100 products and
services, we began to realize that there were two clear categories of
products and services: “reporting and settlement” services and
“data and analytical” products. A number of other, largely unrelated
products and services were grouped into a category that, two years
later, emerged as the “industry products and services business unit.”
As we presented our findings to the executive team, we started to
realize that this might mean an organizational shift. Over time, the
initial steps into Product Management played a critical role in identi-
fying two business lines, in addition to the ARC COMPASS® business
line, which had already been formed.

We also began the difficult task of educating employees compa-
nywide on basic Product Management. We took a comprehensive
approach:

� Educate and communicate to the executive team regularly (monthly
at first) to get their understanding and buy-in, as well as their 
support.

� Educate additional employees who may become product man-
agers—get them outside training, especially when our expertise
was doubted.

� Start filtering the information to the many functional departments
where we’d need awareness of Product Management and buy-in for
this new way of doing business: Product Engineering, Technical Ser-
vices (similar to an IT organization), the Law department, Financial
Services, and Customer Service (at the time a call center).

Once the three business lines were formally established and we
began to use the discipline of Product Management throughout the
company. As a result, ARC later created Marketing, Sales, and Cus-
tomer Service organizations.

Product management was at the heart of this organizational 
evolution, combined with a drive from the executive team, in order to
culturally evolve the company from a financially break-even, service-
oriented company to a profitable, revenue-generating company, a
company strategically focused on broadening the customer base and
diversifying revenue to sustain ARC’s long-term viability to meet new
and rapidly changing market demands.
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Implementing the Product Management Discipline
We began to write an overall approach to Product Management,
including templates for documentation of product concepts, product
plans, Marketing Plans, requirements documents, Launch Plans, Busi-
ness Cases, and so on. We used our experience from past employ-
ment, worked with Steven Haines, researched other companies and
writings, and used organic help from inside ARC to round out this
information. We created a steering committee to help us (Becky Briggs
and many others were crucial to our success); met regularly; set up
focus groups to get feedback from other departments; and trained
most employees with a core presentation and then went deeper into
the fundamentals of Product Management for those more directly
focused on Product Management. ARC began to hire additional prod-
uct managers with external Product Management experience or we
trained employees inside the company to become product managers.

Challenges Along the Way
� Broadly shifting the employee mindset from a service based organ-

ization to a revenue generating, market-centric organization. This
had significant impacts on fundamentals such as market segmenta-
tion, pricing, and the overall sales approach.

� Actually creating and sustaining forward momentum with a small
number of “change agent” employees. It was emotionally very
hard to sustain personal drive and initiative when a few employ-
ees were carrying a significant load and trying to create a ground
swell of enthusiasm, as well as the expertise necessary to trans-
form the culture. Change comes hard for many employees, and
often, the few “change agents” received significant negative reac-
tions from those with whom we needed to cooperate for cross-
functional support.

� Creating a sense of urgency among complacent employees. As the
macroeconomic factors of the airline industry have intensified 
the airline focus on cost savings, ARC needed to expand its busi-
ness model beyond the core business of processing financial trans-
actions. ARC excelled in this business, with demonstrated success
in continuing cost reduction and improved quality of service. In
addition, ARC needed to explore additional products, services, and
customers. Convincing complacent employees of this reality was
difficult.
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Successful Evolution
Product Management has evolved at ARC, and we now have product
managers hired from outside organizations and those we’ve trained
from inside ARC. The templates are being streamlined and organ-
ized, and are more consistently used.

Some of the essential elements of our success included:
� Leadership, passion, and commitment
� Communication to the executive team and their support
� Outside expertise to validate internal education and training
� Best practices and teamwork
� Product Management professionals using the discipline of Product

Management

Demonstrated Success for the Arc Data and 
Analytical Products Business Line
The ARC Data and Analytical Products Business Line grew from noth-
ing to substantial revenue in just five years. We’ve expanded the 
customer base beyond the traditional carrier and travel agency cus-
tomers, to include airports, industry analysts, the government, and
convention and tourism bureaus. We’ve grown the business line to
support approximately 40 employees. Electronic ticketing is now at
over 96 percent, with a $12.5 million reduction in core operating
costs. Nearly 1 billion ticketing records are now available online to
nearly 30,000 members of the global travel industry. We’ve earned
several awards: The Data Warehouse Institute (TDWI) best practices
award in business intelligence, May 2007; Computer World best prac-
tices award in business intelligence and innovation, September 2007;
and the DM World Class Solutions Award in 2006.
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THE PRODUCT 
MANAGER’S TOOLBOX

A toolbox, by definition, contains the tools to help improve any project or
undertaking. Consistent with the entire theme of The Product Manager’s Desk
Reference (PMDR), I have included a variety of tools throughout the book:
templates, tables, figures and other useful diagrams. Their purpose has
been to illustrate principles, demonstrate usage, and provide you with the
formats that will help in carrying out your work, and building your career.

In this section, I have isolated the most important templates and
have called this grouping “The Product Manager’s Toolbox.”

The templates and outlines included in the “Toolbox” differ from
typical fill-in-the-blank forms because each template has brief explana-
tions that will help guide your thought process and simplify procedures
that may seem complex. The instructions contained in these templates
should provide a relevant context for you so you can use them to get your
work done effectively. Where needed, I have commented directly in the
template so that you can see where the content of one template may be
related to the content of another template. For example, in the Launch
Plan Template, I suggest that the Launch Plan has linkages to the Market-
ing Plan for the product as well as to the Business Case for the product.

What’s really great about these templates is that you can use them as
is, or you can customize them by creating your own version in your
favorite text processor. As you use these templates, you will find them



helpful in making analyses, writing direct reports, and creating plans for
all the facets of your work. You will also benefit from using these as you
build deeper, more collaborative relationships with your cross-functional
team members. Ultimately, you will also use these templates to help your
peers and to communicate more clearly with your management. You can
access all templates by visiting the Product Manager’s Desk Reference
Web site (www.pmdeskreference.com).

THE PRODUCT MANAGER’S DESK REFERENCE WEB SITE
Starting Sequent Learning Networks was my first big step toward ful-
fillment of my vision of professionalizing Product Management. Writing
The Product Manager’s Desk Reference is another step in that direction.

Now there’s www.pmdeskreference.com. This Web site is an exten-
sion of the Sequent Learning Networks Web site. But it is also a stand-
alone destination for current and future readers of this book as well as
those who work in the Product Management and Marketing community.

A Community of Practice
The purpose of the Web site is to offer a go-to resource for readers and
as a way to build a community of practice for product managers and
marketers and all those who are involved in every phase related to
Product Management. To foster this community, I invite you to visit
www.pmdeskreference.com in order to access a variety of resources
and to share ideas.

Some of the resources you’ll be able to take advantage of include
the following:

– Download editable PMDR templates.
– Share your stories so others can comment of learn from your

experience.
– Drop a note in the Suggestion Box where you can make com-

ment about the book or submit suggestions for the next version.
– Contribute to the PMEQ (Product Management Experience

Quotient) database so that we can all benefit from hints and tips
that helped you in your job. You will be able to read a variety of
PMEQs, as they have been submitted.

– Begin a discussion on a topic that you would like additional
help with and view others’ comments related to your posts.

As we evolve, we’ll add other helpful resources like podcasts, video clips,
surveys and others that will contribute to learning, professional growth,
and a thriving community of practicing product managers and marketers.
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CUSTOMER VISIT PLAN TEMPLATE
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Name of customer’s company

Address of customer

Name of primary customer contact

Phone number

E-mail address

Company URL

Account manager’s name and information

Product manager’s name and information

Date of planned visit:

Objective or purpose: [Why is this visit being carried out? What do you
want to learn? Is this visit a singular visit to one customer, a series of visits to
one customer, or is it one customer visit in a series of multiple customer visits?]

Customer segments to be visited: [names of people, job titles, etc.]

Guidelines and ground rules: [e.g., voice or video recording, picture taking,
security rules, non-disclosure]

Team members who are attending: [Names and titles (e.g., product manager,
engineer, marketing manager, account manager). Also, what role will each play?
(observer, interviewer, video recording, work-flow diagrams, photography, etc.)]



Agenda and structure: [How will the visit be structured? (e.g., introductory ses-
sion, presentations, tours, on-site employee visits, interviews, observations, etc.)]

Capture the visit: [Use this space to write down what you heard or observed.
Note workflows, skills used, timing, difficult activities or actions by different
customer types or users as they ‘do what they do.’]

Debrief: [Capture all observations based on what all visitors learned, observed,
or inferred. Use this data to prepare a final visit report or presentation for cross-
functional team stakeholders.]

Additional notes, actions, or follow-up: [e.g., thank you note for customer
and for team members]
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FUNCTIONAL SUPPORT PLAN TEMPLATE
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Function Date

Product Name Business Unit/Division

Project Name Project Number

Name of Team Member Role (core/associate/advisory)

Phone (office) Alternate Phone

E-mail Address Alternate Contact Info.

Manager’s Name Manager’s Phone

Other Pertinent Information to Describe This Functional Support Plan

Life Cycle Phase

Planning [Specify Feasibility, Definition]

NPI [Specify Development or Launch]

Post-Launch [Specify Growth, Maturity, Decline]

Deliverables Provided by This Function to Other Functions

Describe the Deliverable To Whom Is the Deliverable Due? Date Promised

Deliverables Provided to This Function From Other Functions

Describe the Deliverable From Whom Is the Deliverable Due? Date Promised



Critical dates and milestones:

Risk assessment:

Performance measurements to be used:
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Resources to be Provided
[Include names, skills, and any other important clarifying information]

Name and Core Competency 
to Be Provided Time Allotted (e.g., Hrs/Wk, Duration) Other Information

Additional FSP staffing information to clarify the resource requirements:

Budget or funding needed

Funding Category This Year Next Year Year After



OPPORTUNITY STATEMENT TEMPLATE
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Name of this opportunity

Idea type or category

Source of the idea

Date of the original evaluation

Product manager’s name

Name of engineer

Name of marketing manager

Name of other evaluator

Situation Summary: [What is the customer’s problem? Describe how this
need was uncovered.]

For whom is this opportunity intended? [market segment or customer 
target type]

How would this opportunity solve the customer’s problem?

How is this opportunity aligned with the division or company’s strategy?

What characteristics of this market make it an attractive opportunity?

Who are the primary competitors?



High level financials: [Provide a rough estimate of unit volumes, pricing,
revenue, and possible cost targets]

Recommendation: [Should we request funding or approval to move to the
Feasibility phase or should we reject and file?]
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PRODUCT POSITIONING STATEMENT TEMPLATE
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Name of the product (or enhancement)

Date prepared

Life cycle phase

Product manager’s name

Name of engineer

Name of marketing manager

Name of other evaluator

Customer target or segment for which this product is designed:

The validated needs of this customer type include:

1. ________________________________________________________
2. ________________________________________________________
3. ________________________________________________________

The product meets the needs of this customer with the following fea-
tures or attributes:

1. ________________________________________________________
2. ________________________________________________________
3. ________________________________________________________

This customer (target) will benefit from using this product because it
helps them: [How will the customer will be able to achieve some value, either
in qualitative or quantitative terms?]

The product is unique because of the following:

The product compares favorably to competitive products because of
the following:



Product Team Members

BUSINESS CASE TEMPLATE
Cover Page

Business Case Title or Subject
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Product Team Name

Project Title

Product Manager Name 

Project Manager Name

Category or classification

Business Unit or Division Name

Date

Name: Title, Dept/Function:

Name: Title, Dept/Function:

Name: Title, Dept/Function:

Name: Title, Dept/Function:

Name: Title, Dept

Name: Title, Dept

Name: Title, Dept

Version Control Information:

Version Number Date Document Owner Notes/reasons

Approvals:



SECTION 1—EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Introduction: [Brief overview of the purpose of this case and the desired out-
come or decision required]

Description: [Describe the project and the reason for this investment and the
major issues that will be addressed]

Industry, market, and customer attributes: [What are the major customer
or market needs that are addressed through this case? State the market size, rev-
enue potential, targeted segments, etc.]

Assumptions and Risks: [What are the major assumptions, including finan-
cial, operational, technological that are discussed in detail and which could
impact the probability of success?]

Key Financial Indicators
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Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 TOTAL

Revenue

Cost of Goods Sold

Gross Profit

Gross Profit %

Expenses

EBITDA

Net Present Value

Headcount Estimates

Capital Purchases

Payback period

Cumulative Disc. Cash Flow



SECTION 2—FRAMING THE CASE

History, Chronology of Events, and/or Current Situation

Part 1: [Framing is the first part of the investment justification process. The
purpose is to discuss the purpose of, or reason for, the Business Case and the
factors that led to its creation. This section should also contain any data to
confirm when the product needs to be in the market—the market window—
and why.]

Part 2: [Each Business Case should contain a funding request. This should be 
a carefully crafted statement that clearly articulates exactly how much money 
is being requested initially, and in the future.]
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Funding Required Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Total

Expense money (people, supplies, etc.)

Capital expenses (equipment, facilities, etc.)

SECTION 3—BUSINESS NEED AND/OR STRATEGIC ALIGNMENT

Describe how this opportunity contributes to the goals of the organiza-
tion in terms of strategic fit and overall benefits to the business, either
economically or qualitatively:



SECTION 4—MARKET ANALYSIS

Describe the industry environment and the competitors that operate
within the industry. Include detailed data that demonstrates your
understanding of the dynamics of the industry, why it is attractive, and
how your product will take advantage of the industry situation:

This section should further provide a comprehensive competitive analysis to
describe each competitor, the products they sell, and how the invest-
ment for this product will help your company to win against the compe-
tition. The table below may help you in this activity.
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How do you capitalize
Name the competitor on what you know and
and the products with What is the source What are have researched to
which you intend to, or of this competitor’s their main beat the competition
already compete advantage? weaknesses? using this investment?

Describe the market segments and the customer types within those seg-
ments. Make sure that you describe the characteristics based on demo-
graphics, geography, and other parameters, depending on whether the
segments focus on businesses or consumers. Describe the underlying
needs of these customer types and how those needs were validated. You
will need to demonstrate that the product can meet the needs of these
customers better than any other competitor’s product:



SECTION 5—PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

This section conveys the description and characteristics of the product
or service. You may describe or reiterate the main needs of customers
within each segment, and the targets within those segments so that you
can show how those needs will be met. Helpful sources to complete this
include existing marketing collateral, the product requirements docu-
ment (PRD) and the product positioning statement.

Write the product description:

Diagrams and other descriptors: [If needed, add pictures, diagrams, or 
reference models that will add clarity to the product description.]

SECTION 6—THE PROJECT PROPOSAL

When new or enhanced products and/or services are developed, or if
non-product projects are undertaken, a project plan is created to show
how multiple organizations will participate, with what deliverables and
committed dates. The project leader (which could be a product manager
or project manager) will need to articulate the goals for the project, artic-
ulate the deliverables, commit to specific dates, and call out any cross-
team dependencies. Define critical path items and make sure you have
suggested ways to mitigate risks of delays, or how to fill slack time. 

Prepare a project description and summary:

What is being carried out and why?
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Who will be working on the project?

How are the project’s activities going to be carried out?

Provide a project schedule as a table indicating major milestones and
deliverables. Also, provide any visualization that indicates key activi-
ties, durations, deliverables, and interdependencies.

Project Resources Required:

Describe the number of people needed across all functional organiza-
tions. Each function should provide a statement of their commitment 
to the product team should the investment be approved. Each depart-
ment, in effect, supplies a Functional Support Plan (FSP) for the Busi-
ness Case.

Each FSP should describe the number of resources, skill sets, timing,
budgets, and any other characterization required to indicate what will be
done, by whom, and when. A table may be used to summarize this with
detailed FSPs as an attachment or appendix to the Business Case.
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Task or Person Task Possible 
Deliverable Responsible Start Date End Date Dependency Budget Risks



Launch Support

Since all product projects need to be launched, it might prove helpful to
include a high-level Launch Plan in this Business Case. It should spell
out the dates, resources needed, and any other pertinent information to
assure that the product hits the market at the right time with the right
amount of executive support.

SECTION 7—ASSUMPTIONS, FORECASTS, AND FINANCIALS

Every Business Case contains a set of assumptions that guide the fore-
casts of unit volumes, pricing, revenue, and cash flow. Scenarios can
be used to provide the right context for a variety of outcomes under
varying assumptions. In this section, identify each scenario and the
assumptions for that scenario. Provide back-up data in the Appendix
as needed.

Scenario 1:

Scenario 2:

Financial Analysis

In this section you’ll be preparing estimates and forecasts based on the
scenarios built earlier, and the described assumptions. The assump-
tions should be clearly stated and include rationale for choosing a spe-
cific forecast. Make sure to include best case, worst case, and most
likely case. There are two financial templates that you can use to cap-
ture your ‘base case’ and subsequent scenarios. Use as many as you
need to portray the scenarios you created. The following major cate-
gories should be included in your financial analysis and forecasts:
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1. Profit and Loss (P&L) estimates
a. Unit prices and volumes (sales mix)
b. Cost of goods
c. Expenses by function

2. Cash Flow
a. Timing of inflows and outflows
b. Capital expenditures needed (amount and timing)
c. Discounted cash flow (and NPV)

3. Balance Sheet Impacts to Consider
a. Asset additions, retirements, depletion or write-offs
b. Facilities added or taken off line
c. Cash needed to fund the project or notes/debt to finance the

project

4. Cost of capital (the discount rate) for discounting cash flows
(check with Finance Dept)

5. Financing alternatives (make/buy, lease/buy) for capital equip-
ment (if needed)

6. Depreciation and amortization factors

7. Study period (number of months or years covered by this case)
—when does the investment have to start and when does it
end? Also, make sure to identify whether the case covers calen-
dar years or company specific fiscal years

8. Break-even point (volume, currency, and/or time)

9. Tax rates, if appropriate

10. Sensitivity analysis (price, cost, volume) and impact on prof-
itability

11. Cost/benefit analysis for specific projects (including goals of
cost savings, avoidance, or increased revenue)
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Base Case Financials—Business as Usual (or Base Case)

Use this financial profile to show how the business might perform if no
investment is made.
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Current Year 
(CY) CY � 1 CY � 2 CY � 3

Forecast Unit Volume

Unit Price

TOTAL REVENUE

Cost of Goods

Gross Profit

Gross Profit %

DIRECT EXPENSES

– Marketing

– Sales

– R&D/IT/Dev

– Customer Service

– Operations

– Finance

– Other

TOTAL DIRECT EXPENSES

EBITDA

Depreciation & Amortization

Corporate Allocations

Other Indirect/Uncontrollable Expenses

Taxes

NET INCOME



Business Case Financials—Scenario 1

Use this, and successive financial profiles, to show how each scenario
will influence the business and financial outcomes.
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Current Year 
(CY) CY � 1 CY � 2 CY � 3

Forecast Unit Volume

Unit Price

TOTAL REVENUE

Cost of Goods

Gross Profit

Gross Profit %

DIRECT EXPENSES

– Marketing

– Sales

– R&D/IT/Dev

– Customer Service

– Operations

– Finance

– Other

TOTAL DIRECT EXPENSES

EBITDA

Depreciation & Amortization

Corporate Allocations

Other Indirect/Uncontrollable Expenses

Taxes

NET INCOME



After a thorough financial analysis is carried out, comparing scenarios and
outcomes, any further information to clarify the information provided in
this section should be provided here.

SECTION 8—IMPLEMENTATION AND OPERATIONAL ACTION PLANS

This section addresses the practical realities of the Business Case. Essen-
tially, it describes what is to be done if the investment is approved, when,
and how. This section can include any information regarding production,
facilities, timing, people, systems, supply chain, logistics, and anything
required to support a new product or an enhancement to an existing
product. Action-oriented Functional Support Plans can serve as a useful
way to think about operationalizing the business of the product and in
supporting the product after it’s in the market. 

Use the following table as a way to describe what happens across the
product development, launch, and post-launch phases:
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After the product 
During the As the Launch is is launched 

Development Phase being carried out (Post-Launch Audit)

What work is being 
carried out?

What are the dates or 
milestones (when?)

How will the work be 
carried out?

Who will carry out 
the work?



SECTION 9—RISKS AND CONTINGENCY PLANS

If one were to examine the constraints, dependencies, project plan ele-
ments, and a host of other variables, it becomes clear that any Business Case
can be plagued by a variety of risks. Using all available data, the team needs
to view the project very carefully to identify the risk areas. What are the spe-
cific risks involved? You may look at any dimension of this case, or any
functional area and ask the question: What if? By understanding what can
go wrong, you’ll have a better understanding of how to mitigate those risks
or to have a tactical plan to counter the situation if it arises.

Referring to the table used in Section 8, two rows have been added to
identify and address possible risks.
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After the product 
During the As the Launch is is launched

Development Phase being carried out (Post-Launch Audit)

What work is being 
carried out?

What are the dates or 
milestones (when?)

How will the work be 
carried out?

Who will carry out 
the work?

What could happen?
– Probability?
– Magnitude?
– Impact?

What will be put in 
place to address the 
risks? (the mitigation or 
contingency action plan)

Clarify any additional risks or any important contingency plans here:



SECTION 10—RECOMMENDATION

One of the last activities for the Business Case is to communicate to man-
agement your opinion about the project. To achieve this, you will need
to draw appropriate conclusions and include your recommendation for
go or no-go. It is important to remember that the positive outcome you
might envision as you begin to assemble this case may indeed be differ-
ent from what the facts, data, and assumptions reveal. Remember, just
because your team invested a considerable time in developing the Case
does not mean it should be a go. That would obviate the need for the
Case; therefore, if the Case just does not make good business sense or
doesn’t fit with the profile of investments expected by management,
then incorporate good business judgment and do not recommend. 

SECTION 11—APPENDICES

– Charts, graphs, etc.
– Detailed supporting data
– Citations and references
– Consultant studies
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PRODUCT STRATEGY TEMPLATE
The purpose of this template is to summarize the basic steps in the for-
mulation of a strategy for your product or product line. Many tem-
plates provide you with a form to fill-in-the-blanks. The strategy
formulation process is more complex and requires a fair amount of
research, data collection, analysis, and thoughtful insight. In essence, it
is a complex exercise that should be done as often as required for the
product. To carry out the exercise the product as a business strategy
model is used represented by the diagram shown here and referenced
in chapter 10.
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Baseline
New Product Planning

A

B

C

D

Past and Current Period
Product and Product

Performance Data

Synthesis of Product
and Product

Performance Data

Create or refine the
vision for the product

Determine strategic
options and

opportunities

Concept DefinitionFeasibility

This model is divided into four major areas as indicated by the letters A,
B, C, and D. However, for the purposes of this template, only areas A, B,
and C are included. The template is essentially a summarization of the
steps used, and the data collected to achieve three major goals:

A) Identify where you are with the product
B) Refine your vision or end state for the product
C) Determine future strategic options and opportunities
D) Is not covered in this template because it represents the out-

comes and opportunities that are outlined in C, which are fed,
along with other inputs, into the new product development
(NPD) funnel.



Captured from the essence of Chapter 10, steps A, B, and C are sum-
marized here:

Step A: Establish a baseline for the business of the product. This
gives you a focal point that allows you to compare where you’ve
been to where you are so you can determine where you want to
go. Setting the baseline demands that you have the most rele-
vant product and business data available because such data is to
be synthesized into a product snapshot.

Step B: Formulate or reformulate your vision for the product to
cast it as the driving force for the product or portfolio. You must
be sure you know where you intend to focus your efforts to
accomplish this and the reasons why you chose that focal point.
You may not have to create your why from scratch if you have 
an existing product. You may just need to refine where you want
to go.

Step C: Identify strategic options by identifying the possible
future elements of the marketing mix, the desired industry and
competitive postures, and any other supporting business func-
tions, which need to be brought into the future state equations.

The work involved in Step A is detailed and complex because of the
level of data required to be collected. However, a simple diagram pro-
vides the basis from which to plan your work and organize your data.

The main focal point is the data element shown roughly in the cen-
ter of the matrix. Your goal is to identify a cell and get the data that
would occupy that cell. Although it is not realistic or physically possible
to put the data in this small cell, the actual data would be collected in
many other documents. Think of this as a map to guide you in that data
collection. The current year is to the right of the product element and 
the prior two years are to the left (CY – 1 represents the prior year and
CY – 2 represents the year before that).
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CY – 2 CY – 1 Product/Market Element Current Year

External Indicators

–Industry activity

–Competitor activity

–Customers/market segments

Internal Indicators

–Company financial situation

–Skills/capabilities

Retrospective Roadmap Information

–Features

–Models or versions

–Designs or styles

–Colors or sizes

–Technology used

–Performance levels

–Safety elements

–Competitive positioning

Product Life Cycle Performance

–Revenue

–Gross profit

–Market share

–Pricing programs

–Promotional activity

–Distribution channel activity

Product Operational Performance

–Product quality

–Customer satisfaction

–Repair and return data

–Inventory turns



DATA SYNTHESIS

After you’ve completed the data collection project, you have to syn-
thesize all of the data and analyze it. To do this, you use a SWOT analy-
sis for the product or product line. Refer back to Chapter 10 to learn
more about why the product level SWOT is most important. The most
important thing is to make sure that information you populate in each
quadrant can be substantiated.

Your subsequent analysis, both using the SWOT as a guide and in
extrapolating meaning from the other data elements, will provide you
with a perspective on how your product is doing. Now you’re ready to
share this with your management in a formal strategic review. The prod-
uct strategy review should be organized as follows:

1. Introduction to the product (including name and vision statement)
2. Market review
3. Financial review
4. Marketing mix and business performance review
5. Key performance indicators and their significance to the product
6. Future opportunities and considerations

Step B involves recasting the vision for the product. If you believe
you collected enough data and are going to update your vision (or
where you see the product several years into the future), you can report
this in the strategic review. You can also leave the vision as is.

Step C involves considering future strategic options. This is set
forth in a similar fashion as the Step A process; that is, you can use a
matrix as your guideline to propel your vision for the product into the
future. In this case, the future is divided into three segments: opportuni-
ties to pursue in one year or less, opportunities in the next year or two,
and opportunities three or more years into the future. Each cell in the
table can be populated with information and action plans.
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Less than 3 or more
Product/Market Element 1 year 1–2 years years

External Market Focus

– What industries will you focus on?

– What products will you compete with?

– Which segments or customer types will you pursue?

Internal Support

– How much money will you need?

– What skills will you need?

Product Roadmap Elements

– How will you evolve the product’s functionality?

– Which models or versions will you introduce?

– How will designs or styles change?

– What technologies or architectures are to be used?

Other Marketing Mix Strategies

– How will pricing strategies change?

– What type of promotional strategies will be needed?

– How will channel strategies evolve?

Future Life Cycle & Strategic Performance

– What unit volumes and revenues are anticipated?

– What market share will you obtain?

– What quality guidelines will you follow?

– What customer satisfaction metrics do you seek?

– What is the accepted level of inventory turns?



Once you assemble the future state plans within each cell, you will likely
need to focus on selecting from a variety of opportunities. Each oppor-
tunity will have financial, human resource, and higher-level strategic
implications. This is where the product manager and the team will begin
making decisions about what to pursue and why. Some elements will
wind up in the annual budget or business plan for the product, and oth-
ers may end up as place holders, which, when appropriate, will require
a Business Case as the document to justify the investment.
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PRODUCT MARKETING PLAN TEMPLATE
The Marketing Plan for the product is a Functional Support Plan from
the marketing department. Its purpose is to identify explicit activities
and deliverables to support the product at various phases of its life
cycle, both domestically and internationally. For new products or prod-
uct enhancements, this Marketing Plan maps the product’s pathway to
the market. You will find that many of the sections of this plan capitalize
on work you carry out to support other documents as well. This means
that the data collected in support of other product related activities can
be used here, or updated as required.

You can use this plan for new products or existing products, even if
its preparation doesn’t coincide with your annual budgeting cycle. How-
ever, you may be called upon to update this plan during your annual or
semi-annual budgeting process.

Even though this Marketing Plan is different than a standard divi-
sional or corporate Marketing Plan, it must link to these plans in a hier-
archical manner, as shown in the following diagram, and as depicted in
Chapter 15.
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Business Unit of Divisional 
Marketing Plan

Product Line
Marketing Plan

Product
Marketing Plan

Product
Marketing Plan

Product
Marketing Plan

Product
Marketing Plan

Product Line
Marketing Plan



Finally, it is up to the product manager to know how the marketing
function is organized. This is important because there may be sections of
the product Marketing Plan that may require input or support from
other marketing sub-functions, including:

� Competitive intelligence
� Industry analyst relations
� Corporate marketing
� Solutions marketing
� Creative organizations
� Public relations
� Event planning
� Global marketing
� Strategic marketing
� Alliance marketing
� Marketing policy
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Marketing Plan Outline

The first step in the creation of the Marketing Plan for the product is to
have a general outline. You may wish to change this for your own orga-
nization’s structure. This outline is a good starting point.

1. Executive summary
2. Strategic context
3. The market environment for the product

a. Industry and competitive activities
b. Market segments and customer targets

4. The Marketing Mix strategies and tactics
a. Product (description plus value proposition and positioning

documents)
b. Pricing strategy
c. Promotional plans and programs to drive demand

i. Corporate programs which require mandatory participation
ii. Product specific programs

d. Place or distribution channels to deliver products & services
5. Marketing alliances used to gain access to other market areas
6. International marketing activities
7. Product launches being planned or being carried out
8. Sales training programs needed
9. Additional research programs needed

10. Any other deliverables required to be provided by Marketing to
other functions, and other deliverables required by Marketing
from other functions.

11. Integrated budgets for all programs
12. Measurements and metrics
13. Risks
14. Appendices and supporting material
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SECTION 1—EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Describe the market environment for the product.

Marketing Program Summary: [List or describe each of the major marketing
activities that will be used to support the product. This is not just for promo-
tional programs. It should include any investments that will have to be sus-
tained by the Marketing department.]

Alignment: [How do these marketing investments fit with the strategy of the
division or company and how are they linked to other marketing plans and pro-
grams? (This may include other product lines or divisional activities.)]

Assumptions and Risks: [What are the major assumptions being used within
this plan?]

Key Marketing Investments and Expected Returns:
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Expected Expected
Current Year Returns Next Year Returns

Product Investments

Promotional Programs

Inbound Research



SECTION 2—STRATEGIC CONTEXT

Marketing Plans represent outcomes from strategy formulation activi-
ties. In this section, describe the overarching strategy for the product
and how the marketing plans contained in this document are linked to
that strategy. 

SECTION 3—THE MARKETING ENVIRONMENT FOR THE PRODUCT

This section describes the three main elements that comprise the market:
the industry, competitors, and customers.

Section 3.1—Industry: [The environment of the industry should be described.
In which industry areas is the product sold? What are the trends that have been
observed? Why is this industry attractive? Refer to elements such as industry
size, industry growth rates, and other relevant facts.]

Section 3.2—Competition: [Describe the competitive environment for the
product. Which products, from which competitors, do you compete with? What
is the market share for each competitor’s product? What differentiates your
product from the competitors? How will you win in the market with this prod-
uct? Use the table below as a guide.]
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How do you capitalize
Name the competitor and on what you know
the products with which What is the source and have researched
you intend to, or already of this competitor’s What are their to beat the competition 
compete advantage? main weaknesses? using this investment?



Section 3.3—Market Segments and Customer Targets: [Describe the char-
acteristics based on demographics, geography, and other parameters, depending
on whether the segments focus on businesses or consumers. Describe the under-
lying needs of these customer types and how those needs were validated. You
will need to demonstrate that the product can meet the needs of these customers
better than any competitor’s product.]

SECTION 4—THE MARKETING MIX

The marketing mix is represented by product, pricing, promotion, and
place or channel. These are the control levers of a marketing machine
that controls marketing execution. This section is divided into those four
sub-sections of the marketing mix. However, there are some general
guidelines to follow. One mix element is not usually changed on its own.
It is changed within the context of other mix elements, depending on the
strategic intent for the product and for the organization overall.

Section 4.1—The Product: [Provide a comprehensive description of the product.
Make sure to articulate the most important needs addressed by the product and
indicate the specific market segment or customer target for which this product was
created.]

Now, relate the specific needs of that segment or target to the fea-
tures within the product. Then describe the value or benefit for that cus-
tomer. This must be in the customer’s terms because it sets the stage for
the value proposition and how the product will be positioned. Use the
table below as your guide.
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Segment or Customer 
Target Need Feature Benefit



Diagrams and other descriptors: [If needed, add pictures, diagrams, or ref-
erence models that will add clarity to the product description.]

Product Forecast: [All products have sales forecasts for the upcoming year.
Alternatively, if an incremental product investment is to be made, this Market-
ing Plan should identify that increment. This will also serve to link this section
to others where explicit activities are called for.]
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The Value Proposition for the Product:

The Positioning Statement for the Product:

Section 4.2—Pricing: [Provide the pricing guidelines here and relate it to the
overarching strategy, as well as to the value proposition.]

New Product or 
Existing Product Enhancement Total Existing � New

Unit Volumes

Average Prices

Total Revenue

Product Descriptor Allowable Floor (Lowest) 
or SKU List Price Discounting Chargeable Price
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Mandatory corporate or divisional programs: [In this section, list any
programs or events that require the participation of the product team, or which
will require financial or human resources. If there are any issues, make sure to
list them here and to cite them in the risks section of this plan.]

Section 4.4—Distribution channels to be used: [Describe the path of the
product from point of origin to its final destination. Use a channel map or other
visual to portray this information. Make sure to call out any incremental costs
required for channel development.]

SECTION 5—MARKETING ALLIANCES

If partners or alliances are to be used, the reason should be articulated here.
Some reasons could include the access of market areas that are new (inter-
national geographies) or perhaps to support an evolving solutions business.
(If international alliances are used, link this discussion to the next section.)

Segment Media Campaign 
Campaign Expected to Be Goal of Channel to Call to Metrics to 
Number Date(s) Targeted Campaign Be Used Action Budget Be Used

Section 4.3 – Promotional Programs: [Describe each promotional program
as a unique campaign. Use the table that follows to list out, organize, and pos-
sibly prioritize the expenditures]



SECTION 6—INTERNATIONAL MARKETING

Your international marketing activities may require a unique regional
marketing mix. You may have to alter the product’s platform, change
packaging, consider a variety of pricing issues and exchange rate varia-
tions, and rely on different distribution channels (including sales agents,
resellers, etc.). Furthermore, each organization is different. Some compa-
nies use local sales offices, some have joint ventures or alliance partners.

SECTION 7—PRODUCT LAUNCHES BEING PLANNED OR 
BEING CARRIED OUT

Since all product projects need to be launched, it might prove helpful to
include a Launch Plan. If a new product or enhancement is being readied
for market, then this section should be linked to the launch profile pre-
sented in the Business Case.

SECTION 8—SALES TRAINING

One of the most important activities to ensure success is to make sure that
the product can be sold. This means that there need to be sales people who
are able to sell the product, and they need to be adequately compensated.
Training programs are dependent on the type of product. Some products
are complex and need to be sold in a consultative manner. Therefore, sales
training needs to focus on the customer’s business operations as well as
the attributes of the product. Other products require that the sales people
be familiar with the overall benefits and features. Describe the training in
terms of dates, needed resources, and budgets.
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Function to
Task or Which the Dependency
Deliverable Deliverable on Any Other Budget Possible
by Marketing Is Due? Purpose Due Date Functions Impact Risks

SECTION 9—ADDITIONAL RESEARCH PROGRAMS NEEDED

There may be times when the product team requires research materials
or consultative research services to validate market assumptions or to
support other product team activities. If additional market research pro-
grams are required, they should be articulated here. 

Research Required Purpose Budget

SECTION 10—CROSS-FUNCTIONAL DEPENDENCIES OR DELIVERABLES

Since this Marketing Plan is a Functional Support Plan, it must articulate
any tasks or deliverables that are to be provided by any of the marketing
functions to other business functions. For example, marketing might
need to provide updates to the customer service department for call 
center scripts and in return, the customer service department is to pro-
vide adequate resources to collaborate on the script flow and agents to
be trained. The table below is a good way to articulate each deliverable.
It can be expanded to suit your own environment.
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SECTION 11—INTEGRATED BUDGETS FOR ALL PROGRAMS

All marketing activities cost money. In many companies, the marketing
budget is handled at the corporate or divisional level, and then expenses
are allocated to products at a predetermined rate. However, a product
team may require explicit expenditures in order to carry out their work
programs. The table below can be used to articulate any of these budg-
etary expenditures to support the product.

In some Marketing Plans, more detailed financial information may
be required. For example, you may need to integrate the product forecasts
from the product section above with the marketing expenditures here. In
other organizations, the Marketing Plan for the product may need to con-
tain the profit and loss (P&L) for the product. You may need to rename
this section “Financials” or something similar if your company requires
this level of detail or if your product team deems this important.
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Current Year Next Year
Existing Current Year Continuing

Budget Category Programs New Programs Programs

Advertising

Advertising Specialties and Premiums

Merchandising

Publicity/Public Relations

Analyst Relations

Event support—Product Level

Event support—Corporate Mandate

Endorsements

Sales Incentives

Sales Support

Sales Training

Customer Service Support

Creative Services

Copywriting

Publishing/Printing

Fulfillment

Web Site Design

Web Site Maintenance

Corporate Program Support

Product Design Services

Consulting Services

Customer Visits

Customer Councils/Advisory Boards

Beta or Field Trial Support Programs

Other Marketing Services and Expenditures

Design and Packaging Services

Branding Support

TOTAL FUNDING REQUIRED



SECTION 12—MEASUREMENTS AND METRICS

This section of the plan identifies the relevant metrics that are to be put
into place to track the performance of marketing activities and invest-
ments. Each organization usually has a different set of standards. How-
ever, one way to view measurements is by examining each line item
where money is to be invested. In Section 11 of this plan, there are a vari-
ety of budget line items. Further, the marketing campaigns shown in
Section 4.3 also call out specific investments and metrics. Use a table 
like the one below to set out each investment category and its desired
metrics. Leave a column for results so that as the product evolves in 
the market, you can use the gathered results as a benchmark for future
marketing investments.
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Desired Quantitative Results
Marketing Investment Investment to Qualitative Outcome Versus
Category Be Made Outcome (Metric) Outcome

Risk (What Could Happen?) What Action Would Be Taken to Mitigate This Risk?

SECTION 13—RISKS

This section should identify anything that could go wrong and why. It
should also contain any plans that would be put into place to compen-
sate for the risk.



SECTION 14—APPENDICES

– Charts, graphs, etc.
– Detailed supporting data
– Citations and references
– Consultant studies
– Voice of the customer research
– Other research findings
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PRODUCT LAUNCH TEMPLATE
This template provides you with a context for planning and carrying out
a product launch. Unlike other templates in this category, this template
focuses on two dimensions: planning for the product launch and carry-
ing out the product launch (executing).

The Product Launch Plan

The Product Launch Plan is essentially a project plan that helps the prod-
uct team identify the critical resources, activities, and timing required to
carry out a product launch. It evolves from the early phases of New Prod-
uct Planning and should be just about final when the product investment
(or the product project investment) is authorized. With this context, it
may be useful to synchronize the Launch Plan with the Business Case.

The Launch Plan will probably need to be updated as product design
and development activities commence. The Launch Plan can be prepared
as an independent document or it can be embedded in the Marketing Plan
and/or Business Case for the product. The reason for establishing these
linkages is to avoid rework and having to craft another lengthy document.
You will use content from other documents to set the strategic context for
the launch and describe the market environment (industry, competitors,
and market segments).

The most important factor is to make sure that launch planning starts
early enough so that the plan can be carried out on time, within budget,
and with enough forethought to achieve the goals set out in the plan.

The Launch Plan is dependent on the following steps:

Step 1: Determine exactly what is being launched, and describe the goal
or desired outcome for the launch. [In this section, it should be clear as to
whether this is a new product or an enhancement to an existing product. The
product description can be used here as well, or it should be referred to in the
appropriate planning documents. Further, the launch goal should be articulated
such that its linkage to the overarching strategy can be clearly understood by all
launch team members, and to management as well.]
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Step 2: Define the market window. [The plan should identify the time period
when the product must be available for purchase by the intended customers. For
some industries, a buying season sets the stage. For others, a key industry event
or trade-show may be the right time.]

Step 3: Identify the launch team and the launch team leader. [The
Launch Plan is a cross-functional initiative that requires a team leader (a prod-
uct manager, product marketing manager, or other project manager). An exec-
utive sponsor or champion is important, especially if this is an extremely
critical product launch, or, if the launch is being bundled in a launch of several
products. The launch team membership list can use a table such as the one that
follows.]
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Launch Team Roles Launch Team Names and Contact Information

Executive Sponsor

Launch Team Leader 

Product Manager

Marketing Manager 

Marketing Communications

Creative Manager

Legal and/or Regulatory Compliance

Early Adopter/Market Testing Manager

Manufacturing/Supply Chain/Logistics

Operations (Billing, Ordering, etc)

Finance

Sales

Customer Training

Intellectual Property Management

Human Resources

Customer Change Management 



[Additionally, since the Launch Plan requires resources at specific times, the
perfect document to clarify roles and responsibilities is the Functional Support
Plan. Use a form like the one that follows for each business function (Marketing,
Development, etc.).]
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Information or Work Risks to the Launch If
Needed from Other This Deliverable Is Not

Deliverable Start Date End Date Functions (What/When) Completed on Time

Tasks Resources Start End Jan Feb Mar Apr May

Task 1

Task 2

Task 3

Step 4: Develop a clearly mapped out project plan. [Every launch team
should use project management techniques to clarify the work tasks for everyone
contributing to the launch. It is recommended that Functional Support Plans be
used (see Step 3) and that they be integrated into one document with all inter-
function dependencies called out. A critical path chart should be prepared to
show the absolute longest duration of all tasks, collectively. This way, the launch
team will know how delays or problems with one deliverable might impact the
entire end-date (or announcement date).]

Step 5: Establish launch metric. [Launch metrics are important to ensure
that the product can and will be sold. Sales related metrics are typically most
important, although operational metrics will be important as well. Sales metrics
might include the number of new sales leads generated, the time it takes from
order to shipment, the number of new customers purchasing, the time it takes
from getting an order to getting paid, the amount of each sale (to make sure the
pricing is right), advertising effectiveness, etc.]



Carrying out the Product Launch (Executing)

When the Business Case for a new product or an enhancement is
approved, the design and development of the product commences and
the launch team begins its work. These work activities are aligned with
what was agreed to in the Launch Plan. The following activities, as a
minimum, should be carried out during launch execution. You should
also work closely with any existing launch organizations, processes, or
procedures used by your company to ensure that your plan integrates
well with the normal way of doing business in your company. Think of
launch execution as a multiphase process:

Early phase launch execution:

� Meet with executive sponsor to make sure that you’re aligned
on the launch plan

� Confirm the market window with the cross-functional launch
team

� Synchronize all activities with Development (e.g., on testing or
trials, timing, etc.)

� Review/update other important documents (Business Case,
Marketing Plan, PRD, Value Proposition, Positioning, etc.)

� Align with any creative groups that need to be engaged

Middle phase launch execution:

� Prepare sales training
� Assemble sales kits or equivalent documents
� Arrange sales training dates
� Get marketing materials written
� Make arrangements for specific events
� Carry out market tests
� Get product codes
� Make sure the supply chain organization is carrying out its work
� Check factory production schedule (if needed)
� Assure that all regulatory or standards testing is completed
� Finalize pricing (if needed)
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� Put together any demonstration kits or demo packages
� Load ordering and billing systems
� Make sure that distributors or re-sellers are trained and ready
� Make arrangements for industry analyst meetings or PR
� Recheck documents
� Review status with executive champion
� Set the final announcement date

Later phase launch execution:

� Carry out sales training
� Train customer service agents
� Train distributors and resellers
� Carry out internal announcements
� Distribute marketing materials
� Finalize market tests
� Verify that all regulatory approvals have been secured
� Assign product availability ratings
� Load up internal websites
� Turn up all operational support systems
� Carry out executive final go/no-go for the launch
� Make the announcement
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PRODUCT DISCONTINUATION OUTLINE
When a product’s sales head into decline, one of the possible strategies
is to discontinue the product and withdraw it from the market. The
product discontinuation process begins with an evaluation that resem-
bles a Business Case. The Business Case justified the investment for the
product, so the discontinuation case describes the reasons to dis-invest
in the product, or simply, to divest.

The following outline can be used as a method to evaluate the impact
of possible discontinuation on the portfolio. You may need to include
issues that are germane to your business or industry; this is a good place
to start.

1. Executive Summary
2. History and Chronology—describe the business conditions and

market drivers.
3. Business Assumptions—to make sure that all issues are being

addressed.
a. Unit volume assumptions
b. Pricing strategy until the product becomes unorderable
c. Time required to service and support customers
d. Funding required pre- and post discontinuation
e. Asset write-offs to be considered (if any)
f. Legal or contractual issues remaining
g. Customer issues/competitive issues
h. Regulatory notification
i. Operational issues

i. Spare parts or inventory requirements
ii. Required facilities

iii. Plant capacity requirements
iv. Final order dates to be considered
v. Stock liquidation timing

4. Financial Data—including financial history and future prospects
a. Profit and Loss (P&L) projections

5. Project Plans and Schedules
a. Human resources required
b. Tasks involved in the discontinuation
c. Budgets for each function during discontinuation
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d. Vendor or partner notifications
e. Customer notifications
f. Internal notifications

6. Risks
7. Recommendations
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PRODUCT MASTER PLAN OUTLINE
The Product Master Plan is the official plan of record for a product, prod-
uct line, or portfolio. It is a living, evolving collection of other plans and
documents that evolve and are collected over time. The Product Master
Plan can commence its life when a new product is conceived, developed,
or introduced; or it can be constructed retrospectively for an existing
product.

Its main purpose is to act as the single storehouse of everything
having to do with the product so that all documents have a place to
reside so that it can be handed to successive generations of product man-
agers and so that it can serve as a learning tool for any member of the
cross-functional product team.

The Product Master Plan will certainly evolve. It may start as a sin-
gle binder and expand to many binders. Each tab in your binder may
end up being a single binder or set of binders. The goal is to make sure
that no one ever has to look for product-related documentation because
it’s all located in one place.

This outline is provided to encapsulate most of the major sections
of the Product Master Plan into a unified list. You can take this and start
your own Product Master Plan as a three-ring binder with tabs, on an
internal Web site, or both.

Product name:

Product team leader name and contact information:

Product Team Protocols

– Membership rules
– Meeting guidelines
– Meeting documentation and distribution
– Attendance guidelines and rules
– Decision making rules
– Meeting reporting and action planning
– Escalation rules and escalation paths
– Conflict resolution rules
– Communication rules
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Product Team Member Functional Support Plans

– Each team member’s name
– Team member’s management information
– Functional Support Plan (FSP) documents and integrated FSP’s
– Other project plans supporting the product

Product Specific Data

– Product/Product Line Name(s)
– Product Descriptions
– Product Requirements Documents (PRDs)
– Value Propositions
– Positioning
– Diagrams and visual retrospectives
– Fit within the portfolio

Other Product and Marketing Specific Documents

– Business Cases
• Opportunity statements

– Product Strategy
• Product vision
• Product roadmaps (retrospective/future)
• Marketing mix strategy

– Marketing Plans for the product
• Inbound programs and research
• Outbound programs
• Product launch data

– Forecasts

Market Specific Data

– Market segments
– Target customer types
– Customer visit reports and ‘needs’ documents
– Industry categories and characteristics
– Industry research documents
– Competitive product analysis
– Competitor information and data
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Product Performance Data

– Financial data
– Product life cycle data
– Marketing statistics
– Operational support metrics
– Post-launch audit reports

Customer Specific Programs

– Beta trials
– Customer testimonials
– Customer advisory programs
– Customer case studies and references
– Bid/RFx history
– Win-loss audits
– Special pricing programs
– Important customer communications
– Service level agreements

Sales Documentation

– Sales kits
– Sales training
– Sales briefs
– Demonstration packages
– Bid boilerplates
– Sales events

Officially Submitted Documents

– Budgets
– Business Cases
– Strategies
– Marketing Plans
– Strategy reviews

Other Product Documentation

– Customer presentations
– Product presentations
– Alliance contracts
– Product discontinuation documents
– Historical research reports
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G L O S S A R Y

Accounts payable—The debts owed by a business, usually in relation to
goods or services, inventory, or supplies.

Accounts receivable—The money owed to a business by its customers
for products and services delivered to a customer.

Activity-based costing—A technique that logically allocates overhead
to products based on actual usage of factory facilities or machinery.

Advisory (cross-functional) product team member—A cross-functional
product team member providing consultative support on an as-needed
basis. Advisory team members may come from Legal, Regulatory, Gover-
nance, or similar functions.

AIPMM (Association of International Product and Marketing Man-
agers) — A professional association for those involved in product man-
agement or product marketing. (See www.aipmm.org)

Allocation—The apportionment or assignment of a business function’s
expense to an income statement (P&L) of a product.

Amortization—The systematic write-off of costs incurred in the purchase
of an intangible asset such as a patent or copyright.

Analysis paralysis—An expression used to describe the ongoing analy-
sis of a problem without making a decision.

Announcement—The product announcement is the formal notification
to the marketplace that a product is available for purchase by customers.

Apprentice—A person who is learning from a more experienced person.
For example, just as apprentice electricians learn their skill from a jour-
neyman or a master electrician, a product manager can learn from more
experienced product managers or product leaders.

Architecture —See Product architecture.

Area of work—Within the Product Management Life Cycle Model, there
are three major groupings of work activities carried out by product
mangers and their teams. These areas of work focus on three main items:
New Product Planning, New Product Introduction, and Post-Launch
Product Management.
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Assets—On the Balance Sheet, an asset is something owned that has
value, including cash, marketable securities, accounts receivable, plant
and equipment, and inventory.

Associate (cross-functional) product team member—These are cross-
functional product team members who are typically part-time team
members. An associate member can also be an authorized delegate or a
subordinate of a core team member.

Assumption—When used in a Business Case, forecast, or other planning
document, an assumption is a statement that relates to a potential future
state or future situation.

Attainable market share—The market share you could potentially, or
realistically achieve (attain) in volume and/or revenue.

Attribute—A characteristic of a product that can include a color, design,
style, form, shape, or feature.

Audit—An inspection of the plans, procedures, or records of a part of a
business to determine whether or not a plan was followed and if a desired
outcome was achieved. In this book, an audit looks into various aspects of
a product launch or a bidding situation (win/loss).

Availability rating—See Product availability rating.

Balance Sheet—A financial statement that provides a snapshot of a com-
pany’s overall financial health. The Balance Sheet is composed of assets,
liabilities, and owner’s equity (or net worth).

Barrier to entry—A condition that exists in a market that makes it difficult
for another business to establish a foothold. A barrier can include intense
competition, governmental regulation, a shortage of skilled labor, or other
obstacles.

Base case—When creating a Business Case, the base case is the starting
point. The base case represents the current business as usual situation. A
base case allows for other investment assumptions to be evaluated and
then compared with the base case.

Baseline—A set of data or information about an aspect of a business (or
product) that provides a point of perspective from which future options
can be evaluated. A baseline analysis during the product strategy formu-
lation process allows a product manager to assess the past and current
business and market environment for a product, so that future strategic
options can be considered.
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Benchmark—A study that compares the actual or observed perform-
ance of a business activity, process, method, or function to a standard of
competence.

Benefit—Something of value as perceived by a customer.

Best case—When analyzing investment options or creating forecasts,
the best case is usually the most optimistic scenario.

Beta test (or trial)—Testing of a product by a friendly customer or cus-
tomers who are willing to use the product as intended so that any issues
or problems can be uncovered and resolved.

Bill of materials (BOM)—A list of materials or components that are used
to assemble a product. A bill of materials can be arranged hierarchically,
from a simple parts list to a complex set of lists of sub-assemblies and
sublists.

Bottom-up forecast—This type of forecast method begins with the
determination of the demand for a product by a single customer and
builds the forecast upward based on multiple customers, and so on.

Brainstorming—A creative technique used to come up with ideas or con-
cepts. In Product Management, brainstorming can be used for product
ideation or general problem solving.

Brand—Although definitions abound, a concise description of the brand
may be represented by this statement: a brand represents the shared or
combined set of perceptions formed in the minds of a market segment
about a company and/or a product.

Brand manager—In many companies, a brand manager’s role is equiv-
alent to that of a product manager. Found more often in consumer goods
companies, the brand manager influences the marketing mix for a prod-
uct, a group of products, a category of products, or even for a market
segment or segments.

Break-even point—In general terms the break-even point is the point in a
product’s life cycle when the total of all investment costs are equal to the
profit generated by the product. Additionally, a break-even point can be
measured in units (how many do we have to sell to break even?) or in time
(how long will it take to break even?). The accounting definition takes into
account fixed costs, variable costs, quantity, and time. Check with your
Finance or Accounting department when the actual calculations need to 
be made.
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Budget—An estimate of product sales, prices, costs, and expenses over
a specified time period, which is typically a year. Another way to think
of a budget is to refer to it as a spending road map.

Bug—An error in a computer program that may have an adverse impact
on the performance of a product. Bugs can also have a negative impact
on the overall customer experience.

Bundle—A grouping of products sold to a customer that, together, seek
to solve a customer’s problem or fulfill a specific need. Customers who
are offered bundles may have an opportunity to shop the different parts
to get the best deal. However, many businesses use bundling as a way to
sell a solution. See Solution.

Business Case—Within the context of this book, it is a formal document
used to justify investments in new products, product enhancements,
and marketing expenditures.

Business Intelligence (BI)—A method used to analyze and interpret
business performance data so that fact-based business decisions can be
made. The business data referred to in BI is usually extracted from a
variety of domains and databases, and presented in a way to bring about
more efficient analysis.

Business-to-business (B2B)—A business model where a company 
(a business) sells its products to other businesses.

Business-to-business-to-business (B2B2B)—A business model where a
company (a business) sells its products to other businesses, which in
turn sell those products to other businesses.

Business-to-business-to-consumer (B2B2C)—A business model where
a company (a business) sells its products to other businesses, which in
turn sell those products to consumers.

Business-to-consumer (B2C)—A business model where a company 
(a business) sells its products to consumers.

Buyer—A customer type in a business who becomes the ultimate pur-
chaser (e.g., a procurement manager) of a product. In consumer prod-
ucts, the buyer is usually the ultimate purchaser, too.

Campaign—An outbound marketing activity orchestrated to bring about
an explicit business result. For example, an advertising campaign may be
created to generate sales leads.
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Cannibalization—When products from a product portfolio are sold
in the market together, and one product draws sales away from the
other. In this case, one product is said to cannibalize the potential sales
of the other product. Overall, this may have a negative impact on the
portfolio.

Capability—Within the context of this book, a capability refers to the
knowledge, skills, experience, and overall abilities of cross-functional
product team members. In this light, each team member must be able 
to understand, and be able to fulfill their commitments to the team.
Therefore, a capability is the proven ability of an individual or group to
perform a specific type of work.

Capacity—See Production capacity.

Capacity Management—Used in this book, capacity management refers
to the ability of a distribution channel to be able to take the product from
its source, and deliver it to the intended customer. A lack of capacity in
this case means that there are usually too many products that need to be
sold and delivered, but there aren’t enough capable resources.

Capital expenditure (“Cap-ex”)—An investment in equipment, facili-
ties, or other tangible asset which is used in the creation of a product.

Cash flow statement—A financial statement showing the inflows
and outflows of money. Cash flow is important in creating forecasts,
Business Cases, and in analyzing the financial impacts of product
investments. Cash flow is the basis for deriving discounted cash flow
(DCF).

Champion—A person in an organization, usually a senior manager or
executive, who provides the oversight, vision for, or unbridled enthusiasm
for an initiative.

Channel map—See Distribution channel map.

Channel(s)—See Distribution channel.

Checklist—A list of items reviewed by a product team at the end of a
product development phase. Checklists are used by a product team to
make sure that all work items and tasks have been completed.

Collateral—See Marketing collateral.

Competency—A set of knowledge, skills, and experiences required to
carry out a job.
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Competitive advantage—The relative advantage that one product or
product line has over those products offered by other companies.

Competitive intelligence (CI)—That which is derived from the analysis
of data about competitors. Competitive intelligence helps product teams
transform data into information that can be used to strategically guide a
product through the market.

Competitive positioning—Ensuring that your product can be favorably
compared with your competitor’s product.

Competitor profile—A document that characterizes a competitor, its
products, and other competitive attributes.

Complementary products—Products in a product portfolio that are sold
together in the market, where one product’s existence may induce the
sale of the other product (the complement).

Component—A subassembly or piece/part used in a product that allows
a product to achieve the desired level of functionality. A fuel injector is a
component used in an automobile engine.

Concept—An idea for a new product or product enhancement.

Concept phase—The first phase within the area of work called New
Product Planning in the Product Management Life Cycle Model. In the
concept phase, a small group of product team stakeholders evaluate
many product ideas or market opportunities so that a smaller number
may be selected for further evaluation.

Concept screening—The process carried out during the Concept phase
to sift through many product ideas, and to help deriving decisions as to
which concepts are worthy of moving to a subsequent planning phase —
namely, the Feasibility phase.

Condition—As used in this book, a market condition is a business situ-
ation, either planned for or encountered, as a product moves through
the market. Therefore, a market condition may trigger a market action.
For example, if competitors lower the price of their products, it may trig-
ger a response from other competitors.

Consultative selling—A technique used by sales people to uncover cus-
tomer needs and business problems. It is based on building a solid
understanding of the customer’s business through a structured, some-
times hierarchical, questioning or probing method.
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Consumer—Typically used in defining an individual or household that
will benefit from using a product or service (e.g., B2C).

Core competency—Work or activities that are unique or core to an
organization, such as a company or a division in a company. Core com-
petencies can be an important part of a company’s strategy if the com-
petencies are unique enough to distinguish it from its competitors.

Cost of goods sold (COGS)—The total cost of raw materials, labor, and
overhead used in the creation of a tangible product.

Cost-plus pricing—A technique that adds a fixed percentage to the
product’s cost (as a mark-up) to derive the product’s selling price.

Criteria—Conditions that enable a decision to be made, especially at a
decision point within the areas of work related to New Product Planning
and New Product Introduction.

Critical Path Method (CPM)—A project planning technique that opti-
mizes the sequencing tasks that are needed to complete a project. The
critical path is usually the longest path taken to complete those activities.

Cross-functional product team—A cross-functional product team is
made up of delegated representatives from their respective business func-
tions. It is (or should be) the primary mechanism through which an organ-
ization initiates and executes product strategies and plans. This team is
responsible for the strategic, market, and financial success of the product
across the entire product life cycle, from concept through discontinuation.

Cross-functional project team (see also Functional project team and Pro-
ject)—A cross-functional project team is made up of appointed team
members. These teams are only in place for the duration required to
carry out the tasks and activities associated with a defined deliverable.
Once the project team’s work is finished, the team members disband,
and are available for carrying out work on other projects. Within the
context of this book, the product team will carry out many projects,
and will spawn many different cross-functional projects (such as a
product launch).

Customer Business Case—The process that documents the customer’s
justification for their investments in products and services.

Customer experience management—An element of the strategy of 
an organization or product team that seeks to bring about favorable 
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perceptions across every type of interaction a customer may have with a
company and/or product.

Customer focus—The extent to which a company, division, or product
team seeks to fully understand the needs, motivations, and way of life of
customers.

Customer insights—That which is discerned from understanding a
variety of customer needs and behaviors. Insights can be used to
influence strategies, guide product development, validate segmenta-
tion models, and prepare creative briefs. Insights are also used for
guiding the creative process, which is used to drive advertising and
promotional activity.

Customer loyalty—The degree to which customers continue to buy or
recommend products from the same company.

Customer relationship management (CRM)—A strategy devoted to the
development and management of close relationships between customers
and the company. In many cases, CRM is referred to as the automation tool
that helps bring about this strategy.

Customer segments (also customer type or customer target)—In seg-
mentation, many people may be considered the “customer,’ and may
therefore be involved in a purchasing decision. This can include a buyer,
a user, an influencer, and a decision maker. This is important because 
the true value proposition should be based on the needs of a specific 
customer type.

Customer visit—A formal structured excursion to a customer’s location,
or to a location where it is feasible to observe customers carrying out
activities that may provide clues as to their needs.

Customer visit plan—A formal document used to establish the goal
for a customer visit, the team members who will participate, and other
particulars that are relevant to guide the customer visit.

Cycle time—The speed with which an operation takes place from begin-
ning to end. In product development, cycle time is often the time it takes
from concept to product launch.

Decision checkpoint—A point during the product development process
when a general decision is taken as to whether a product investment
(opportunity or idea) is to be brought forward to a subsequent phase.
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Decision matrix—A tool or method used to weight and rank multi-
dimensional choices. This is used for new product project selection and
product investment prioritization. It can also be used for product feature
prioritization.

Decision tree—A decision-making method that uses a branch diagram
to portray different options and outcomes.

Decline phase—The last phase of a product’s life. This phase is charac-
terized by sales that are decreasing at an increasing rate and a rapid loss
of market share. Often, the Decline phase is pre-planned to allow for the
introduction of a replacement product.

Dedicated core (cross-functional) team member—A product team mem-
ber delegated to represent a single business function to a cross-functional
product team.

Definition phase—The third phase within the area of work of New
Product Planning where the product documentation is completed prior
to recommending a go or no-go decision for the product investment. The
output documents of this phase are typically the Product Requirements
Document (PRD), the Business Case, the Launch Plan, and the Marketing
Plan for the product.

Deliverable—The tangible or intangible work product from a functional
team member.

Delphi method—A systematic forecasting practice that seeks input or
advice from a panel of experts. Each expert provides their forecast input
in a successive series of rounds, until consensus is achieved.

Demand planning—A forecasting method used to figure out how much
of a product should be produced, and when that product should be pro-
duced, based on a variety of factors such as the sales forecast, production
line scheduling, manufacturing capacity, inventory strategies, logistics,
and other variables.

Demographic—The characteristics of a market segment, or population.
Most often, demographic characteristics include age, gender, income,
educational level, etc.

Dependency—When one business function needs another business
function to complete a task, series of tasks, or deliverables before com-
pleting its own work or fulfilling its commitments.
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Depreciation—The value that an asset loses over time—typically, the
asset’s useful life. An example could be a machine used to produce a
product which may have a useful life of five years; therefore, it loses 
20 percent of its value each year. That 20 percent appears on the profit
and loss statement (P&L) is included as depreciation.

Derivative—A variation of an existing product. This variation can be an
enhancement, improvement, or other update that does not impact the
underlying platform.

Development—This term is used in two ways. First, it is the functional
department in an organization responsible for designing and building
products. Second, it is a term ascribed to the actual creation of the product.

Development phase—A phase within the Product Management Life
Cycle Model, specifically within the area of work called New Product
Introduction (NPI). In the Development phase, the product’s design is
finalized, developed (or created), and tested, based on the agreed-upon
product requirements.

Differentiation—The act of setting the product apart from competitors
in ways that are most meaningful to customers.

Discontinuation—See Product discontinuation.

Discount rate—Future cash flows that are discounted to the present (see
Discounted cash flow) are discounted based on the cost of funds (cost of
capital) to the company.

Discounted cash flow (DCF)—A financial expression that considers all
future cash inflows and discounts those cash flows to the present (using
the discount rate). This acknowledges the fact that money received
sooner has more value than money received later.

Distribution channel—A mechanism that allows a product to be moved
from its source of supply to the end customer. Channel is the expression
that encompasses one of the four Ps of the marketing mix: place.

Distribution channel map—A drawing or visual diagram used to por-
tray the movement of goods through a company’s distribution channels.

Documentation—A term that refers to documents produced by product
managers or other functional team members. Documents include the
Business Case, Product Requirements Document (PRD), Marketing Plan,
and Product Specification Document (PSD). Documentation can also
include that which describes the functionality, usage, and method to
operate a product.
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Duration (task)—The amount of time it takes to complete a task, from
the time it begins until the time it is finished.

EBITDA—Earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation, and amortiza-
tion is the money realized (earned) by a business or a product before
taxes, depreciation, and amortization are deducted from those earnings.

End user—The ultimate customer or “user” of a product.

Engineering change notice (ECN) or engineering change request
(ECR)—A document used to record a requested change or adjustment
needed to a product, either during development or while the product is
in the market.

Enhanced product—An upgrade or revision to an existing product
through additional features or functionality.

Entrepreneur—An individual who passionately operates a new venture
or new business, accepting all risks for the business. Product managers
should exhibit entrepreneurial characteristics.

Equity—In a Balance Sheet, equity is what remains after liabilities are
subtracted from assets.

Ethnography—A qualitative customer research technique that seeks to
study or evaluate customers in their own environment. Market researchers
use this anthropomorphic technique to observe customers in situ to under-
stand their behaviors or culture in an attempt to understand their needs.

Execution—The act of carrying out planned work.

Exit plan—An expression that can be used to describe a plan to discon-
tinue a product or withdraw from a market.

Feasibility phase—The second phase within the area of work called
New Product Planning. During the Feasibility phase, the product team
carries out the research and analysis needed to determine whether the
product idea has business, market, and strategic merit.

Feature—A product capability or attribute that fulfills a specific cus-
tomer or market need and provides an appropriate benefit. A mobile
device battery with a long life (the feature) meets the need of a customer
who uses their portable device for communicating and Web browsing
(needs).

Financial ratio—The relationship of one financial measure to another,
usually expressed as a percentage.
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Focus group—A small group of invited individuals (possibly current or
prospective customers) who are guided by a moderator to discuss or
evaluate a product or product concept.

Forecast—The outcome of a series of exercises and analysis that helps a
company, division, or product group to predict the number of units they
might sell or produce, or the market share they could attain.

Functional area —A business department in a company.

Functional project team—A project team staffed by people from a single
business function.

Functional silo—An individual business function that tends to act as a
stand-alone function, often formulating its own strategies and work
plans in parallel with other business functions. This expression is used
when describing an organization whose functions tend to be less com-
municative and collaborative. Companies with functional silos may
have greater difficulty in creating strong, competitive products because
they may fail to recognize the benefit of cross-functional teaming.

Functional Support Plan (FSP)—A major document used by members of
a business function that describes the activities, deliverables, budgets,
dependencies, and schedules for that business function to members of a
cross-functional product team, on behalf of a product, across the entire
life cycle of the product. The FSP is a major building block of the Product
Master Plan.

Functionality (of a product)—Typically, the product’s functionality
enables the product to do what it’s supposed to do. In other words, a
product’s functionality enables it to address customers’ needs.

Future method of operation (FMO)—An envisioned or possible set of pro-
cedures, processes, and methods that might be employed by a company,
division, or organization to accomplish business objectives that is different
than the present method of operation (PMO).

GA (generally available) product rating—A product availability rating
that signals to the organization and to the marketplace that a product
can be ordered and delivered.

Gantt chart—A project planning and scheduling technique. It uses hori-
zontal bars to portray a project’s tasks and depicts each task’s start date,
end date, and duration. It also can show dependencies on other tasks
being carried out within the overall project.
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Gate—A decision point within the product development process that
determines whether or not a product opportunity or project should
move to a subsequent phase, or be rejected.

GICS—Global Industry Classification Standard developed by Morgan
Stanley Capital International (MSCI) and Standard & Poor’s (S&P) to
provide a way to classify different industry sectors. These classifications
can be helpful to product managers and marketers in carrying out
industry analysis.

Graduated funnel—A graphical representation showing how a large
number of product ideas are narrowed down to a small number of ideas
during the phases of New Product Planning.

Gross profit—A financial calculation that subtracts cost of goods sold
(COGS) from revenue. Gross profit is one of the most realistic measures
of product profitability because its inputs and outputs are more easily
influenced by a product team.

Growth phase—After a product is launched, it usually enters a phase of
rapid growth, characterized by sales increasing at an increasing rate,
growing profits, and increasing market share.

Gut-feel decision making—Subjective decision making based on rational
thought or experience.

Hand-off—The planned transfer of responsibility of one set of deliver-
ables by one business function to another function. There is a hand-off
between R&D or Engineering to Manufacturing when the product design
and development are completed.

Holistic—An expression applied to looking at an organization or a
process completely and systemically. The Product Management Life
Cycle Model is a representation of the life of a product, holistically, from
beginning to end.

Horizontal contract—An expression that reinforces the reasoning for
the Functional Support Plan (FSP), and that captures the rationale for the
negotiation that takes place between two or more business functions.

Idea category—Classification of a product idea or concept based on
the idea type or motivation. For example, an idea might be categorized
as a competitive response if a product must be modified to meet a
competitive threat.
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Ideation—A term used to define the methods and techniques that gen-
erate ideas through market sensing, customer or market insights, market
exploration, and other discovery techniques.

Inbound marketing—The efforts devoted to securing data and informa-
tion from a variety of sources so that it can be used to guide Marketing
Plans and programs.

Income statement—See Profit and loss statement (P&L).

Industry—A set of organizations or companies who focus their selling
and marketing efforts on meeting the needs of similar market segments.

Industry analysis—The methodology employed in determining the
activities and trends of a set of organizations that bring about business
and economic activity by selling and marketing products to similar mar-
ket segments or customer types. Industry analysis is a vital element of
overall market research and analysis.

In-market—An expression that refers to products currently being sold
in the market.

Innovation—Refers to the solving of a customer or market problem in a
way that is more unique than anything else that exists in the market. The
solution can include either a radical or incremental change to a product
or service.

Interface—An interface exists between different systems or between sys-
tems and networks when considered within the context of computer tech-
nology. An interface can also refer to the way in which people interact
with a computer or other type of device (a user interface or graphical user
interface). An interface can also have an organizational connotation where
one organization works closely with (interfaces with) another. There are
other definitions based on the industry context. However, these may be
most common to product managers.

Inventory—A collection of or listing of products that are held in storage
(in stock) by a business.

Inventory turnover—A measurement of how many times the inventory
is refreshed because of ongoing sales.

IT—Refers to the functional department known as Information Technology.

Just in time—A manufacturing method in which product parts and com-
ponents arrive at the manufacturing facility as needed for production of
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ordered product, rather than being stockpiled on site. This method
requires strong supply chain management.

Key performance indicators (KPIs)—An important set of metrics (see
Metrics) used to determine how well a product is performing in the market.

Launch phase—The Launch phase is situated within the area of work
called New Product Introduction that includes all of the activities
required to bring the product to the market. The Launch phase is con-
cluded when the product is formally announced to the market.

Lead users—Companies or customers whose needs are thought to be
ahead of market trends. In many instances, current products do not meet
the needs of a lead user.

Liabilities—Financial obligations that are represented on the Balance
Sheet.

Limited availability (LA)—A product availability rating that limits the
ability of a product to be ordered. A limited availability rating can be
used as products are gradually withdrawn from a market.

Line extension—A product that is added to an existing product line
either as a newer version or derivative of a current product.

Logistics—The activities involved with controlling the movement of
goods through a supply chain, from the point of origin to the point of
delivery through designated distribution channels.

Major decision point—During the phases of New Product Planning
and New Product Introduction, major decisions are made that involve
the commitment of financial and human resources for a subsequent
phase. Alternatively, the major decision could be to discontinue any
additional expenditure on the product idea.

Make versus buy analysis—A structured analytical technique used to
determine the optimal manner in which to produce a product. The alter-
natives include developing and building the product in-house versus
having the product developed by another company.

Market analysis—The activity involved in translating data gathered from
market research to yield information on which product and marketing
decisions can be made.

Market attractiveness—The appeal of a market area based on the cus-
tomer types in that market area or market segment. Furthermore, an
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attractive market can be identified by the ease of access (limited com-
petitive activity).

Market focus—A strategic orientation of an organization or product team
that holistically considers the dimensions of the industry, the dynamics of
the competitive environment, and customers’ needs in determining the
appropriate product portfolio investments.

Market penetration—The degree to which a product is being sold in a
given market area. Higher penetration means that more people in a cur-
rently pursued market area are purchasing the product, or that the product
is being sold in other market areas.

Market pricing—Pricing strategies that consider customer needs, the
value proposition, strength of the brand, and other market forces.

Market research—The formal and informal methods used to learn
about the industry, competitors, and customers, enabling an organiza-
tion or product team to achieve the optimal market focus. Also the activ-
ities related to the systematic, ongoing efforts aimed at gathering and
capturing data about industries, competitors, and customers.

Market segment—A group of customers (or potential customers) that
share common needs or buying behaviors.

Market segmentation—The classification method that helps product
managers identify customer types based on specific categories such as
common needs or similar buying behaviors

Market share—The amount of market demand that can be captured by
a product or product line. Market share is expressed as a percentage of
the total addressable market (TAM).

Market target—See Target market.

Market window—The ideal time to introduce a product to the market.
This can also be referred to as a window of opportunity or a launch win-
dow. For a product, the market window could be seasonal or targeted at
an industry event. It can also be the optimal time to surprise a competitor.

Marketing collateral—The collection of documents and media used to
support selling and marketing activities. These documents can include
brochures, data sheets, sales kits, Web content, sales scripts, etc.

Marketing mix—A combined set of strategic or tactical tools–often
referred to as the “four Ps.” The mix elements include the product itself,
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its pricing, the promotional programs that support the product, and
place (meaning distribution channel).
Marketing Plan for the product—A Functional Support Plan that
defines the inbound research and analysis needed to set the stage for
outbound plans and programs to support the product in the market. It
provides the appropriate rationale that defines the work required and
resources needed to carry out these plans. Marketing plans for the prod-
uct are slightly different from corporate or divisional Marketing Plans. It
is incumbent on the product team to make sure that the Marketing Plan
for the product considers corporate mandates or obligations for the
product team’s support of those programs.
Marketing return on investment (ROI)—The returns or measured
outcomes of a marketing program as a percentage of that marketing
investment.
Master Plan—See Product Master Plan.

Mentoring—A technique used to help less skilled or experienced people
learn from more experienced people. The mentor is the experienced per-
son and the protégé is the person who is guided. A product manager will
benefit throughout his or her career by establishing relationships with
others deemed to have a comprehensive set of skills and experiences.
Metrics—A metric is a measurement. When a plan is put into place, a
way to measure the outcome is needed. When a market share forecast is
created and the outcomes are measured at a future date, the planned
metric is compared with the actual metric to determine the degree to
which the metric was met. From this data, strategies can be revised and
tactical options can be reconsidered.
Migration—The systematic shift of customers from one product version
to another. This can be part of a purposeful product strategy aimed at
discontinuing an obsolete product.
Module—A product element that can be a component or subassembly.
Morphological box—The visualization of the decision-making tech-
nique known as morphological analysis. It can be helpful when there are
many different decision-making options and many different outcomes.
Motivational state—That condition (or need) existing in the mind of a
customer that drives the customer to purchase a product (see also
Need state).
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Myers Briggs Type Indicator (MBTI)—A personality evaluation tool
designed to identify personality types and psychological differences.

Narrative—Any descriptive or prosaic method of explaining forecasts, pro-
jections, or results, generally used to augment numerical or financial data.

Need—As defined for markets, a specific, recurrent requirement experi-
enced by a given market segment or group of target customers. Needs
are sometimes complex and not easily related to primal or basic human
needs as defined in Maslow’s hierarchy of needs.

Need state—A basic human need or requirement, at a specific point in
time. Basic needs can focus on safety or security. However, need states
(or motivational states) are generally transient. For example, when a
consumer’s car is beyond repair, she enters a new need state that moti-
vates her to evaluate different types of new cars to purchase that will
help her achieve her objectives (commute to work, shuttle children to
sports activities, or transport many passengers).

Net income—Excess (or deficit) obtained when total expenses are sub-
tracted from total revenue. Generally computed over a standard account-
ing period, such as a month, quarter, or year. In the case of a product, this
may be computed over a portion of the product’s life cycle as a means of
evaluating the performance or health of the product.

Net present value (NPV)—The value of some future (financial) outcome
stated in today’s dollars, taking into account the fact that a dollar (or
other unit of currency) today is worth more than a dollar in the future,
accounting for the effects the cost of those funds, typically computed by
compounding using a stated discount rate.

Networking, network effect—The tendency of ideas, products, and oppor-
tunities to increase as increasing numbers of people socialize, purchase, or
use it. Also used to refer to the process of making organizational and social
connections by traversing networks of mutual acquaintances.

Net worth—Assets, less debts and obligations (liabilities). Also referred
to as owner’s equity or just equity.

New Product Development (NPD)—Within the Product Management
Life Cycle Model, NPD encompasses activities and activities covered
under the two areas of work referred to as New Product Planning and
New Product Introduction. In these areas of work, many product 
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concepts and ideas follow a general, phased decision process model
(NPD process) and are transformed into products that are considered to
have the best chance to achieve market and financial success, consistent
with the strategies of the organization.

New Product Introduction (NPI)—The area of work within the Product
Management Life Cycle Model, during which the product is simultane-
ously developed and launched into the market.

New Product Planning (NPP)—The first and usually most extensive
area of work within the Product Management Life Cycle Model, which
consists of three phases: Concept, Feasibility, and Definition. It is called
new but it really considers both brand new product ideas as well as ideas
for enhancements of existing products. Within this area of work, many
product concepts are generated and are progressively narrowed. This
process requires considerable market research and documentation. The
outcome from NPP should be a product idea that is worthy of the invest-
ment sought, and has the potential to achieve strategic, market, and
financial success.

No-go—A decision to cancel a product or product project at a specific
point from its inception up until its launch.

Non-profit—In the broadest sense, an organization in which no part of any
net earnings can accrue for the benefit of any private shareholder or indi-
vidual. The U.S. Internal Revenue Service defines a nonprofit via section
501(c) of the United States Internal Revenue Code (26 U.S.C. § 501(c)), list-
ing 27 types of nonprofit organizations exempt from federal income taxes.

Nonviable—A product, idea, concept, or opportunity that cannot meet
its intended strategic goals or expectations.

North American Industry Classification System (NAICS)—The NAICS
is a highly granular, standard numerical classification system that assigns
six-digit codes and standard titles to every possible business type. NAICS
is used by the U.S. Census Bureau, U.S. Department of Labor, and other
economic organizations to compare organizations and economic activity
across North America when deriving statistics or locating businesses that
can provide specific products or services.

North American Product Classification System (NAPCS)—NAPCS is a
comprehensive, demand-oriented product classification system designed
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to provide a statistical framework for comparing products for various eco-
nomic and competitive analyses. To date, 12 categories of products have
been coded into the system, comprising the service offerings associated
with NAICS categories 48 through 81. NAPCS and NAICS are intended to
be coordinated databases.

Obsolescence—The stage of a product’s life cycle in which it is no longer
viable or competitive from the point of view of its primary market 
segments.

Offshoring—A special case of outsourcing in which business operations
or overhead activities are moved to other countries to reduce costs.
Sometimes referred to euphemistically as globalization of operations.

Operating expenses (OPEX)—Refers to ongoing, usually variable costs
of operating a business; contrasted with capital expenses, which refers to
the plant and equipment needed to support operations.

Opportunity—An idea or a concept derived from a variety of methods
such as strategy formulation (see SWOT) from market research activi-
ties, or ideation.

Opportunity assessment—The process of evaluating an idea, concept, or
opportunity to determine whether there is sufficient strategic, market,
and financial merit for continued consideration and possible develop-
ment into a product. Generally results in the recording of an Opportunity
Statement.

Opportunity Statement—A brief (one- or two-page) evaluation of a
product concept or idea to determine if the idea is worth pursuing, espe-
cially within the context of many other ideas and opportunities.

Optimization—A state in which all inputs, components, elements, and
processes are working together to produce the most desirable, viable, and
sustainable outcome possible given the current operating conditions. As
referenced in this book, products and product lines should be optimized
within the context of the portfolio of products so that the best combina-
tions of product investments produce the most desirable, sustainable
market, financial, and strategic outcomes.

Order-to-cash cycle—The activities and processes that take place from
the time an order is placed by a customer until payment is received and
credited. It is used as a reference point for assessing future cash inflows,
especially for forecasts, Business Cases, and budgeting.
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Organizational culture—The collective set of attitudes, activities, and
behaviors that, collectively, tend to give an organization its personality.

Outbound marketing—Encompasses the work activities carried out to
create programs that communicate messages or position products to
customers and analysts, using advertising, public relations activities,
and other events.

Outsourcing—The practice of moving business operations or overhead
functions to businesses or subcontractors that are independent of a com-
pany’s normal operations. Outsourcing may be important for product
managers and their teams as they determine the optimal way to produce
or support a product.

Overhead—Expenses incurred in the production of a product that are
indirectly related to the cost of the product. Overheads might include
rent, electricity, fuel, and similar expenses. Overhead in service busi-
nesses relates to similar types of expenses and are often categorized as
“general and administrative” expenses.

Pairwise—The practice of building larger consensus by seeking a series of
one-on-one agreements between people from two different business func-
tions. A pairwise negotiation or agreement is the starting point in devel-
oping Functional Support Plans. Generally followed by gradual inclusion
of more and more functions or parties, one at a time, until comprehensive
consensus is reached across all stakeholders or interested parties.

Payables—See Accounts payable.

Payback period—The amount of time it takes to recover an investment’s
initial outlay.

Penetration (or market penetration)—The degree to which a product 
has saturated (or propagated within) a given market segment or target
market. For example, a 40 percent market penetration would imply that
approximately 40 percent of the target customers in a given segment have
actually purchased the product at least once within a given time period.
Related to but not equal to market share: market penetration measures the
percentage of possible target customers who have actually purchased a
product, while market share compares actual product revenue with the
total possible revenue available for that product in a given market. For
example, market share recognizes the contribution of multiple purchases
by the same customer, whereas market penetration generally does not.
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Persona—A customer archetype or model created to represent a common
set of characteristics or motivations, as with a customer type within a
market segment or demographic. It is typically a representation of a
group of people as opposed to a singular individual. A persona is a use-
ful reference model for market segmentation and for cultivating useful
value propositions. However, a persona is also a helpful guide in crafting
meaningful, relevant product requirements.

PEST Analysis—See PRESTO.

Phase-gate process—A general product planning and development
decision-making process that enables a structured evaluation of product
opportunities (e.g., new products, enhancements, etc.). Work tasks and
activities are structured into phases or groups of activities that allow the
opportunity to be progressively analyzed and researched. When a set of
analytical activities is completed, a decision is required that determines
if the opportunity is to progress to a subsequent phase, or to be canceled.
Also see New Product Development (NPD) process.

Place—See Distribution channel.

Plant and Equipment—The physical production assets of a manufactur-
ing company.

Platform—The underlying foundations, technology frameworks, base
architectures, and interfaces upon which products are built.

PMBOK (Project Management Body of Knowledge)—A standard
approach to project management espoused and promoted by the Project
Management Institute. For the most current details, see www.pmi.org/
Resources/Pages/Global-Standards-Program.aspx.

Policy—A general, usually strategically focused statement, rule, or reg-
ulation that describes how a particular activity, operation, or group of
operations will be carried out within a company.

Portfolio—See Product portfolio.

Positioning Statement—The document used to competitively position a
product in the market by identifying the target customer or market seg-
ment, clarifying the product’s benefits, describing its unique characteris-
tics, and comparing it to equivalent competitive products.

Post-Launch audit—A formal review (or series of reviews) designed to
determine how well a product launch was carried out, and how well 
all of the people, financial resources, systems, and operational support
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mechanisms were applied to the product launch. The post-launch audit
provides insight into organizational, structural, or procedural issues that
can be addressed and fine tuned to the benefit of future launches.

Post-Launch Product Management (PLPM)—An area of work within
the Product Management Life Cycle Model. PLPM is characterized by a
collection of (largely asynchronous) tasks, activities, and tactics that are
required for running the business of the product after it is launched into
the market. There are several subphases for every product. Generically,
these phases characterize the product’s growth in the market, its matu-
rity, and ultimate decline and discontinuation.

Present method of operation (PMO)—In essence, the current way of
doing things, that is, the collection of procedures, processes, and methods
currently employed by a company, division, or organization to accom-
plish business objectives.

PRESTO—A useful, macroscopic view of a market, segment, or market
area, constructed by examining the political, regulatory, economic, social,
and technological factors affecting that market (or geographic area), also
considering other factors that do not easily fit into any other category.

Price—The amount of money charged for a product; one of the four Ps
of the marketing mix.

Product—Something that is offered for sale, either tangible or intangi-
ble; defined more fully and completely in Chapter 1, “What Is Product
Management?”

Product announcement—See Announcement.

Product architecture—The product’s fundamental structure or platform
that enables the product to achieve its desired functionality. A product’s
architecture may be built upon physical components, use specific materi-
als, software and related interfaces, and other attributes that may be shared
across many different variations (models or versions) or adaptations.

Product as a business—AProduct Management perspective and approach
in which each product is treated as an independent investment or entre-
preneurial activity, with its own P&L. This expression is used extensively
to reinforce the fact that a product should be its own business entity, or
important part of a product portfolio.

Product availability rating—A classification of a product, used internally
to describe the degree to which it can be sold or distributed. For example,
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an availability rating of GA, or “generally available,” means that the prod-
uct can be ordered by any customer. CI means “controlled introduction,”
which may mean that the product can only be ordered through a special
arrangement prior to its final announcement to the market, directly
through an account manager, for limited use.

Product champion—An executive or other high-level manager who
supports the planning, development, and continued strategic success of
a given product or service offering.

Product customization—The process of adding special features or com-
ponents to an existing platform, product line, or product to meet newly
discovered needs of a target market or market segment, or of an indi-
vidual customer.

Product Development and Management Association (PDMA)—A pro-
fessional organization for those involved in product development and
product management. Refer to www.pdma.org/for a current and detailed
description of the PDMA.

Product discontinuation—The process of removing a product or service
offering from a market.

Product elements—Components or subassemblies, or parts of a tangible
product. A product element could be a feature or term of use for an
intangible product.

Product life cycle—A term to describe a product, from its conception to
its discontinuance and ultimate market withdrawal.

Product line—A grouping of products focused on similar markets or on
solving a particular type of problem.

Product Management Life Cycle Model—A model representing a prod-
uct’s life, from beginning to end. This model is used extensively as a ref-
erence model throughout this book.

Product manager and/or product line manager—A proactive, desig-
nated mini-business owner or general manager for a product or product
line. The product manager is responsible for optimizing the product’s
market and financial performance, consistent with the strategies and
goals of the firm.

Product Master Plan—A document repository and master control plan for
a product or product line. It is made up of many different subdocuments
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that are historic, current, and strategically oriented. It serves as the plan of
record for both current and future product activities. As a collection of
plans and information about the product, it serves as an archive, a learning
tool, and communication mechanism across the organization, and across
generations of product managers and product teams.

Product mix—The combination of all products sold within a given port-
folio. Very often, the term product mix is used for budgeting or portfolio
tracking because it describes how many of each product are to be sold or
are actually sold.

Product portfolio—Several products or product lines may be grouped
into a related collection called a product portfolio. Portfolios may be
organized based on segments targeted, their underlying architecture, or
even the specific source or manufacturing method used. All products 
in a business unit or division, or across the entire enterprise, comprise
varying views of product portfolios.

Product project—This is a term used to describe any project that may be
subordinate to, or chartered by, the product team. Examples of product
projects include: a project for an enhancement to an existing product, a
project undertaken by Development, a market research project, or prod-
uct launch.

Product positioning—The way in which a product or service is pre-
sented or communicated to a particular market or market segment such
that a specific perception can be created in the minds of the desired cus-
tomer types within that segment. Product positioning is important
because it asserts a product’s differential advantage over competitors’
products. A Product Positioning Statement is used to craft this message.

Product Requirements Document (PRD)—A document that describes
the functional and nonfunctional characteristics or attributes of a prod-
uct that reflect business, market, or customer needs.

Product scorecard—A report that contains data and metrics about the
financial and business performance of a product or product line against
the guidelines established in a Business Case or in an annual product
budget.

Product Specification Document (PSD)—A document written by peo-
ple who work in Product Development (which may include R&D, 
Systems Design, Engineering, IT, or an equivalent technical function).
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The PSD should respond directly to that which is written in the Product
Requirements Document (PRD) so that the product can be developed.

Profit and loss statement (P&L)—For product managers, the P&L is a
financial statement that helps determine whether a product contributes a
profit to the business. The most important elements are revenue (units sold
� price charged), cost of goods sold (material, labor, and overhead), and gross
profit (total revenue minus cost of goods sold). Gross profit is an effective
way of determining if a product is achieving its financial objectives.

Program Evaluation Review Technique (PERT)—A method of depict-
ing, scheduling, and prioritizing a complex set of activities in a way that
supports effective project management. This method provides excellent
visibility into a project’s progress and potential obstacles and risks.

Program management—A meta-project management activity that
involves managing more than one project or more than one project team.
Related projects may roll-up to a program just as the projects within
individual Functional Support Plans (FSPs) are consolidated.

Project—A group of related activities and tasks associated with accom-
plishing a specific goal or objective. As referred to in this book, projects
usually produce a deliverable from a person or person in a functional
department.

Project Management—The act of planning and managing a series of
tasks and agreed-upon deliverables. It is based on standard methods
and processes. See PMBOK and the Project Management Institute (PMI)
for references to additional information.

Project Management Institute (PMI)—An organization that defines,
promotes, and provides education in the area of a standard project man-
agement. For the most up-to-date information on PMI, see www.pmi.org.

Promotion—One of the four Ps of the marketing mix that involves a
variety of methods used to communicate to select customer types within
desirable market segments.

PUMICE—See Strategic mix.

Push back—The act of presenting data to another person (in another
function or in management) to justify why or why not a given course of
action should or should not be pursued. Within the context of this book,
a product team may need to push back to management when the work
load of the product team needs to be reevaluated or reprioritized.
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Quality Assurance (QA)—A business function that is responsible for
the (often statistically based) evaluation of how well a product conforms
to requirements (according to the PRD) and specifications (according to
the PSD) .

RACI—A system for clarifying and/or assigning roles and responsibili-
ties to a variety of members of a cross-functional team, or the con-
stituencies within the departments that support the cross-functional
team. For any given activity, it designates who is responsible for carry-
ing out work; who is accountable for its completion; who should be 
consulted; and who must be informed.

Rational ignorance—A flaw in the decision-making process built on the
assumption that no decision will produce an acceptable result, and thus,
any decision can be made without the need for reasonable consideration.

Rationalizing—With respect to business systems and products, ration-
alizing refers to the process of eliminating any duplicates, conflicts, or
disconnects in a given set of objects or data. For example, when one
rationalizes a product line, one ensures that there are the right number
of products in the line to precisely meet the needs of the chosen target
markets. This serves to eliminate any internal competition, redundancy,
cannibalization, or superfluous features.

Receivables—See Accounts receivable.

Regulatory requirements—Product or service requirements that are
imposed by an outside (usually governmental) agency that must be met
by every product or service under the purview of that agency.

Request for proposal (RFP) or request for quote (RFQ)—A document
that invites a vendor to submit a combination of products, services, and
other elements (including pricing) to meet a specific set of requirements
established by a customer.

Requirements—See Product Requirements Document (PRD).

Research and Development (R&D)—The branch of a company or
organization that translates product requirements into products. Often
this group is made up of engineers, computer programmers, or other
technical personnel. In some firms, there is a distinction between the R
and the D where Research is the function responsible for experimenta-
tion and discovery, and Development is the function used for actual
product creation.
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Re-strategizing—The process of (periodically or continuously) reeval-
uating the inputs and assumptions that comprise a product strategy
and, if changes or new insights warrant, altering the product strategy
appropriately.

Retrofit—To modify an already fielded product to meet requirements
not addressed by the original product configuration.

Return on investment (ROI)—Any method of comparing the amount of
money invested in a given initiative with the profitability or financial
results of the initiative. ROI calculations are generally very subjective.

Revenue—The amount of money obtained from the sale of products or
services. Revenue is calculated by multiplying the number of units of the
product sold by the price per unit.

Risk—The consideration of a situation that might arise that would tend
to prevent a strategy or objective from being successfully achieved.

Risk mitigation—The act of developing advance plans or taking imme-
diate actions to minimize, or prevent known or unknown events (risks)
from adversely impacting a strategy or business objective.

Role-playing—The process of considering a particular situation or
opportunity from the point of view of another party, such as a customer
or persona, and then attempting to emulate and/or imitate the thoughts
and behaviors of that party to gain insights that may be useful in devel-
oping or modifying products.

Scalability—The capability of a product, service, or platform to be readily
enlarged or expanded to handle greater capacity than offered by a single
instantiation, whether through replication, customization, or additional
supporting elements.

Scenario—A specific sequence of hypothetical events and contingencies,
used for planning and forecasting purposes. A scenario can be thought of
as a possible story about the future. Scenarios are useful when preparing
product requirements, Business Cases, and forecasts.

Scope—The set of features, functions, and attributes associated with a
given set of product or service requirements. The scope of work is that
work that is to be carried out in order to create or update a product.

Scope creep—When features, functions, or attributes are added to a
product during development that goes beyond the agreed-upon product
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requirements. When this condition occurs, the product is said to be
experiencing scope creep. Scope creep is generally considered to be the
number one cause of cost and schedule overruns in development proj-
ects. (Alternatively, this is sometimes called feature creep.)

Segment—See Market segment.

Segmentation—See Market segmentation.

Sensitivity analysis—The practice of changing a variable in a financial
model or forecast to determine how a change in that variable affects the
overall outcome. For example, to consider the way in which a change in
price might affect the gross profit in a product forecast, one might vary
the price in small increments and recompute the figures to see how gross
profit changes.

Service-based business—A business that provides services to customers,
rather than tangible products.

Service level agreement (SLA)—An agreement between a customer
and a product or service provider that defines conditions under which
the provider will offer support or additional services to the customer,
and what level of services will be offered under each of those conditions.

Share—See Market share.

Shelf space—A traditional marketing measure that describes the num-
ber of inches of store shelf space devoted to the display of a given
product. Over time, this expression has been broadened to loosely
describe any measure of how much mindshare, display space, sales
effort, or other proportion of a selling resource is assigned to one prod-
uct over another.

Silo—See Functional silo.

Socialize—Building support for ideas, plans, and strategies by shar-
ing them with various interested and/or influential members of the
organization. Socializing is based on the observation that people will
tend to show more interest in ideas that are more widely discussed.

Solution—A combination of products, services, and other elements that
solve complex problems, have a high degree of integration across disparate
elements, and usually require customization for a specific customer type or
industry. Compare to Bundle.
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Sourcing—The process of finding or procuring materials or components
for products, services, and other elements needed for product creation,
manufacturing, or solution delivery.
Stakeholders—Parties who have a vested interest of some kind in a
given product, decision, or activity. In general, all stakeholders should
be represented in the RACI matrix (see RACI).
Stock-keeping units (SKUs)—A standardized numbering system for
uniquely labeling products so that there is no confusion at any point
along the value chain.
Stock-out—When a company does not have product available to fill
existing orders, the condition is referred to as a stock-out.
Storytelling—A narrative way of describing a scenario, product idea, or
strategy intended to provide a real-world context to promote decision
making and better understanding.
Strategic mix—A combination of Post-Launch Product Management
activities designed to make it easier to run the product as a business.
Using the acronym PUMICE, these activities include:

– Product profitability and financial performance;
– Unforgettable customer experiences to build or bolster the brand;
– Marketing performance management, which includes market

adoption, marketing mix management, and branding activities
in your chosen market areas;

– Integrity in doing business, because your reputation may be
what sustains you in the long run;

– Customer loyalty, so that happy customers continue to buy your
product and recommend you to others; and

– Efficient operations, so that everything runs smoothly along the
value delivery chain.

Strategy—A strategy is a series of planned actions and objectives
designed to achieve a specified future outcome. Strategy helps to depict
and achieve the end-state, while tactics (such as tasks within projects or
projects themselves) contribute to the achievement of strategies.
Strengths—The attributes or characteristics of a product or service that
tend to give it a natural competitive advantage.
Subassembly—A subset of a total product configuration that should be
separately considered for the purpose of effective Product Management.
Also see Product element.
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Sub-function—Within various business functions are highly specialized
sub-functions that should sometimes be considered separately. For
example, Quality Assurance may be a sub-function of Development,
and Payroll may be a sub-function of Accounting.

Sub-phases—Recognizable sets of activities within a given product life
cycle phase that are distinct enough to be treated as a miniphase. For
example, the product launch phase may have early, middle, and late
sub-phases.

Sub-segments—A subset of a market segment that has unique charac-
teristics that needs to be considered independently when planning or
specifying a product. Equivalent terms would include customer target
type or target customer.

Subteam—A subset of the product cross-functional team, convened for
the purpose of dealing with a limited or focused subset of product
related activities or tasks.

Suppliers—External companies that provide subassemblies, components,
or other product elements.

Supply chain—The supply chain refers to the processes and methods
supporting the physical existence of a product from the procurement
of materials through the production, storage (creating inventory), and
movement (logistics) of the product into its chosen distribution chan-
nels. Product managers need to understand how the product is cre-
ated and delivered from its point of origin to point of purchase. In
most companies, “Supply Chain” is the business function or organiza-
tion that oversees this process.

SWOT—A general method used as an element of strategic planning.
SWOT is an acronym for strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and
threats. Within the context of Product Management, SWOT is used to
synthesize the many elements of the business environment for a product
or product line (as opposed to a corporate or divisional entity). The gen-
eralized quadrant structure of the SWOT model is used.

Synergy—Any relationship between two persons or entities in which the
combined effort produces a more useful result than the individual efforts
of those entities would produce on their own. Sometimes described by
the phrase, “the whole is greater than the sum of its parts.”
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Tactic, tactical—A group of specific tasks, actions, or objectives that are
relatively focused in scope, intent, and procedure. A tactic is associated
with a specific, tangible outcome in support of a strategy.

Target customer —Within a given market segment, those customers
with common needs who may be likely to benefit from a given product.
Some also use the term customer target.

Target market—The grouping of target customer types (by geography,
demographic, or other segment definition), who exhibit a common set 
of needs.

Team sizing—Making sure that the cross-functional product team has
the appropriate representation at each phase, across the entire product
life cycle.

Threats—With respect to SWOT, threats are represented by the compet-
itive products or their characteristics that offer the competition the best
opportunity to damage your reputation.

Total addressable market (TAM)—The total amount of possible sales of a
given product type within a given segment; generally expressed in dollars
(or local units of currency).

Traceability—The degree to which each element of a product can be
mapped back to the individual requirement or requirements, which in-
turn, are linked back to the original validated market or customer need.

Trade-offs—The act of selecting alternate product requirements because
of new information or because of an inability to meet the original
requirements. The trade-off may also have to be made if there is a lack of
capability, budget, or human resources. The trade-off process is essen-
tially a decision-making process used by the product manager and the
team reprioritize specific product requirements.

Turnover—With respect to inventory, turnover is a ratio that refers to the
number of times that the inventory is replenished. Higher turnover is
preferred because it indicates that products are selling rapidly.

Unique selling point (USP)—A feature or attribute that strongly differ-
entiates a given product or service from all other entries in a given cate-
gory. USPs are built out of product positioning statements.

Upgrade—Additional capability added to a given product or service.
Generally, upgrades represent the outcome of product enhancements
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and are undertaken to improve the product’s overall positioning and its
value proposition.

Upsell—The practice of convincing a customer to purchase a higher-
value product or service than the version currently owned.

Upside potential—The best case scenario for a given opportunity, as in,
what is the most we could possibly make from this investment?

Value proposition—Defines the need and proves the economic or quali-
tative benefit to a specific customer, based on the benefit perceived by that
customer. Value propositions must be expressed clearly in the language
that the customer understands.

Value-added—Refers to the addition of something else of value to a cus-
tomer as a vendor attempts to solve a customer’s business problem.
Value-added services, for example, might include the addition of con-
sulting services or in customizing a product explicitly for a customer.

Version control—The process of maintaining strong controls over changes
to documents, software, or prototype products to prevent confusion about
what changes are the most current.

Vertical markets—Market segments focused on a specific industry, such
as pharmaceuticals, telecommunications equipment, or fast food. Often
referred to as industry verticals.

Vision—The envisioned end state or optimal future situation. A product
leader envisions a product’s position in the market at a point in the
future. The product leader’s vision provides essential guidance to a team
as strategies are formulated.

Voice of the customer (VOC)—A technique that captures customer needs
either through explicit or direct interactions with customers using surveys,
focus groups, or observations as made on a visit to a customer’s location.
Furthermore, the voice of the customer can be heard by observing a cus-
tomer using a product or by observing a customer doing what they do.

Volume—The quantity of units or amount of money associated with a
particular product; can be applied to sales, inventory, production rates,
or any product-related quantity.

Vulnerabilities—With respect to SWOT, the characteristics of a prod-
uct that make it inherently susceptible to unfavorable comparison to
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competitive products. If a company’s product is threatened by the com-
petition, it is considered vulnerable. (See Threats)

Walk-through—The process of evaluating product requirements, docu-
mentation, performance, operation, test results, or any development-
related aspect of a product, generally for the purpose of validating that
the product conforms to some level of specifications.

Warranty—Guarantees or promises made regarding the performance or
quality of a product; made by the seller to the buyer.

Weaknesses—With respect to SWOT, the attributes of a product that
cause the product to be less than competitive.

Work breakdown structure (WBS)—A structured list of all activities
and tasks required to complete a project.

Win-loss audit—An evaluation of a sale (or attempted sale) to deter-
mine why a customer did or did not purchase the product.

Work flow—The entire sequence of steps, activities, processes, and tac-
tics carried out in order to transform a given input into a desired output.

Working capital—The amount of liquid assets (generally, cash) that are
available to operate or run a business.

Work structure—In this book, the ideal work structure to get Product
Management work done is the cross-functional product team.

Worst-case scenario—The least desirable outcome that might result
from pursuing a given set of assumptions related to a product invest-
ment, forecast, or similar activity.

Write-offs—Monies due a corporation that have become impossible to
collect and thus are written off the books. For example, accounts receiv-
able that cannot be collected from a bankrupt customer may have to be
written off as a bad debt.
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R E F E R E N C E S  A N D
R E S O U R C E S

Other than those references explicitly called out in the book, there are
many journals and periodicals I found to be very helpful. Here are the
periodicals I refer to most frequently.

MAGAZINES, PERIODICALS, AND JOURNALS

� BusinessWeek Magazine
� The New York Times
� The Wall Street Journal
� The Financial Times
� The McKinsey Quarterly
� Strategy � Business (Also visit: www.strategy-business.com)
� Harvard Business Review 

(Also visit: harvardbusinessonline.hbsp.edu)
� The Journal of Business Forecasting
� The MIT Sloan Management Review
� B2B
� PDMAs Visions Magazine
� Entrepreneur
� Forbes
� Fortune
� ABA Banking Journal
� American Banker
� Leadership Excellence
� Sales & Marketing Management
� Information Week Magazine
� Telephony Magazine and Telephony Online
� Treasury and Risk Magazine
� The Journal of Marketing
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� Survey of Current Business Online from the Bureau of Economic
Analysis: www.bea.gov/scb/index.htm
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� Project Management Institute Web site: www.pmi.org
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Make vs. buy analysis
carrying out, 338–339
matrix, 339
in NPP Definition phase, 320,

337–339
Management, 2, 5. See also Business

management; Product management;
Product portfolio management; 
Project management; specific
management topics

as authority/direction, 46
development, 560
leadership vs., 46
meaning of, 14–15
organization transformation and

performance, 578–579
pipeline, 275
by walking around, 429

Management by walking around
(MBWA), 429

Managers, of Product Management, 569
Product Management self-

assessment and, 563
Manufacturing FSPs, 304–305
Market(s). See also specific market topics

definition of, 133–134, 168
economics and, 133
environment, 400–401
forces and industry evolution,

140–141
ideation, 267
knowledge, 435
marketing and, 133
oriented, 133
tests in NPI Launch phase review,

454–455
Market area, and PRESTO, 143–144
Market assessment

Business Case sample, 374–375
Business Case structure, 360

Market, business

consumer market vs., 170
market segmentation of, 171–172
target customer types, 172

Market, consumer
business market vs., 170
market segmentation of, 170–171
target customer types, 172

Market data, in Product Master Plan, 36
Market evaluation, 195

market potential in, 196–197
potential demand in, 196, 198

Market focus
generic strategy and, 218
product focus vs., 19
of product managers, 133
product success and, xxxvii–xxxviii

Market potential
in market evaluation, 196
methods for determining, 196–197

Market research, 187
customer visits as, 183
investment in organization

transformation, 582
Marketing Plan sections, 407
VOC and, 186

Market segment(s)
Executive Summary, 167
industry and, 137
preserving, 175
in Product Master Plan, 36
targeting, 175

Market segmentation, 188
of business markets, 171–172
of consumer markets, 170–171
customer needs and, 167–170, 230
Executive summary, 167
in historical inbound programs, 393
marketing mix and, 173–174
PMEQ raising and, 188–190
Product Management self-

assessment of, 562, 565
targeting and, 17
unintended consequences of, 172

Market share
attainable, 192, 200, 201
estimates and forecasting, 200–201

Market, target. See Target market
Market window

compliance in Post-Launch audit,
474–475

confirmation in NPI Launch phase,
452–453

Marketing. See also specific marketing
topics

collateral in NPI Launch phase,
457–459

markets and, 133
materials in Product Master Plan, 37
organization relationship to 

Product team, 390

outbound, 389, 390
plan, general, 408
Product Management and, xxxii,

389, 390, 397
Product Management self-

assessment of planning, 562,
565–566

system, 388–389
Marketing department

functions/organization of, 387–388
organization and Marketing 

Plan, 388
Marketing FSP, 39. See also Marketing

Plan, product
as Marketing Plan, 297, 385, 388

Marketing, inbound
CI in, 389
customer research in, 389, 390
industry analysis, 389

Marketing mix. See also specific
marketing mix topics

for differing customer types, 173
distribution strategy revisions and,

513–514
four categories of, 168
interdependencies, 396
market segmentation and, 173–174
and Marketing Plan, 385, 386,

395–397, 401–404
and pricing strategy revisions,

510–512
product performance and, 

496, 497, 498
promotional strategy revisions and,

512–513
strategies/tactics, 401–404
target customer types and, 

173–174
Marketing mix elements

in baselining business of the 
product, 233–234, 235

evolution, 235
place/channel as, 401
pricing as, 401, 403
product as, 401, 402–403
promotion as, 401

Marketing mix revisions. See also
Strategic mix

of product strategy, 509–510
strategic mix and, 509–514

Marketing Plan, product, 410. See also
Marketing Plan sections

cross-functional team and, 399
Executive Summary, 385
function of, 298–299
getting organized, 386–390
hierarchy, 387
historical marketing program 

profile in, 391–395
as integration document, 297–298
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marketing department organization
and, 388

marketing FSP as, 297, 385, 388
marketing mix and, 385, 386,

395–397, 401–404
in NPI, 453, 454
in NPP Definition phase, 22, 320
in NPP Feasibility phase, 290,

310–311
outline, 397–399
PMEQ raising and, 410–411
product as a business and, 390
in Product Master Plan, 38
sections of, 399–410
strategy and, 390–391
template, 619–632

Marketing Plan sections
additional market research 

programs needed as, 407
appendices/supporting material 

as, 410
cross-functional deliverables/

dependencies as, 407–408
Executive Summary, 399–400
integrated budgets as, 407–408
international marketing activities

as, 405–406
marketing alliances, 404–405
marketing mix strategies/tactics,

401–404
metrics/measurements as, 408–409
product launch planning/execution

as, 406
product market environment,

400–401
risks as, 409
sales support/training programs 

as, 406–407
strategic context, 400

Maslow, Abraham, 169
Master Plan, Product, 2, 42–43, 309

appendices in, 37–38
basic construction of, 35–38
binders of, 33, 34, 42
Business Case in, 38
consistency of document names, 35
customer needs in, 36
documentation in, 29–30, 31, 32,

33–34, 35, 37
Executive Summary, 29
Exit Plan, 346
format of, 32–33
FSPs in, 36, 38, 39–41
major documents included in, 38–41
market data in, 36
market segments in, 36
marketing materials in, 37
marketing plans in, 38
operational systems in, 37
outline, 640–642

outward facing programs in, 37
plans changing in, 31–32
PMEQ raising and, 43
process documentation in, 37
product descriptions in, 36
product line descriptions in, 36
product performance data in, 36–37
product strategy in, 36, 38
product team protocols in, 36
purpose of, 30–32
value of, 33–35

Mayer, Diana, 45
MBWA. See Management by walking

around
McLean, Andrew N., 45
Medical practice, Product Management

compared to ancient, xxxii–xxxiii
Mensch factor, in leadership 

behaviors, 53
Mentoring, xxxv, 200, 560, 572, 580
Metrics

as Marketing Plan section, 408–409
NPI Launch phase, 461–462
Post-Launch audit and launch,

478–479, 480
product performance, 311–312

Meyer, Marc, 13
Microsoft, 462
Model(s). See also specific model topics

linear system, 258
matrix, 536–538

“Modeling and Measuring Product
Development Cycle Time Across
Industries” (Griffen), 256

Modification requests (MRs), 436
Module 1, Foundational Elements for

Product Management, 263
cross-functional product teams, 2,

61–84
decision making, 2–3, 85–104
introduction to, 1–3
leadership/creating influence, 2,

45–60
meaning of, 2, 4–28
product managers’ finance, 3,

105–132
Product Master Plan, 2, 29–44

Module 2, Making the Market Your 
Primary Focus, 263

analyzing industry/competition,
135–166

finding markets via customer
needs/market segments, 167–190

forecasting, 190–214
introduction to, 133–134
strategic product

planning/inflection point,
215–252

Module 3, New Product Development
Process

concept phase, 265–288
execution/oversight of, 413–444
feasibility assessment, 289–318
introduction to, 253–264
justifying product

investments/Business Case,
353–384

marketing plan, 385–412
product definition, 319–352
product launch, 445–466

Module 4, Post-Launch Product
Management

auditing results post-launch, 469,
471–484

introduction, 467–470
life cycle product portfolio

management, 469, 521–542
product discontinuation, 469,

543–556
running the business, 469, 485–520

Module 5, Professionalizing Product
Management

career charting, 559–568
introduction, 557–558
organizing for Product

Management, 569–590
Module 6, Product Manager’s Toolbox,

591–642
Modules/product elements, 7

features/terms within, 13
intangible, 13
meaning of, 12–13

Morphological box, 93, 94–95
MRs. See Modification requests

NAICS. See North American Industry
Classification System

NAPCS. See North American Product
Classification System

Needs, vs. wants, 169–170
Negotiations, cross-functional, 294, 296
Network diagram, 425

CPM, 426
PERT, 426
for a project, 426–427
tasks and, 425, 426

Networking, as leadership behavior, 52
The New Competitor Intelligence (Fuld),

153–154
New product(s)

enhanced vs., 261
forecasting, 193
“new” meaning in, 257–258
pipeline of projects with, 274–275
strategies, 224

New Product Development (NPD),
xxxvii. See also Process model, NPD;
Product Development

cycle time, 256
decision making, 100
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New Product Development 
(NPD) (Cont.)

as flexible phased product planning
and development process, 257, 258

introduction to, 253–263
phase gate process for, 20–21
in PMLCM, 20–21
product failure and, 253–256
Product Management self-

assessment of, 562, 565
product portfolio management, 522

New Product Introduction (NPI), 257,
260. See also Development phase, NPI;
Launch phase, NPI

as Area of Work, 20, 22–23, 448
Business Case in, 358, 453, 454
life cycle product portfolio

management, 535–536
Marketing Plan, 453, 454
in PMLCM, 20, 257, 260, 414, 448
Product Development group 

and, 262
product projects, 535–536
time needed for, 262

New Product Planning (NPP), 20,
21–22, 257, 260. See also Definition
phase, NPP; Feasibility phase, NPP

as Area of Work, 20, 21–22, 414
Business Case in, 354
Concept phase of, 21
flexible interpretation of, 261
forecasting sequence and, 194
life cycle product portfolio

management, 536, 537
new vs. enhanced, 261
in PMLCM, 20, 21–22, 257, 260, 414
product positioning in, 281–283
product projects, 536, 537
right pace for, 258–262

Nietzsche, Friedriche, 215
North American Industry Classification

System (NAICS), 137
North American Product Classification

System (NAPCS), 137
NPD. See New Product Development
NPI. See New Product Introduction
NPP. See New Product Planning

Operation(s)
Business Case sample, 379
in Business Case structure, 364
FSPs, 41, 302–303, 478
strategic mix and efficient, 489, 502,

517–518
Operational readiness review, in Post-

Launch audit, 478, 479
Operational systems

NPI Launch phase, 460–461
in Product Master Plan, 37

Operational workflow, as PMO, 177

Opportunities. See also Concept phase,
NPP; Ideas; Opportunity Statement

comparison via decision matrix,
283–285

decision making criteria for,
283–284

graduated funnel of, 275–276
ideas and, 270
inventory of, 270
organization of, 270
as product projects, 274
rapid assessment in NPP Concept

phase, 270–274, 286
review sessions, 271, 273
SWOT product, 237, 238–239,

240–241, 243
up-front portfolio of, 274
value propositions for, 277–281

Opportunity Statement
Business Case and, 357
cross-functional teams and, 273–274
managing rejected, 285
in NPP Concept phase, 21, 271, 272,

273, 274, 285, 324, 357
in NPP Feasibility phase, 22
PRD and, 324
template, 597–598

Options
assessment in decision making,

85–86
combining, 93, 94
strategic, 225, 247–250

Organization. See also Business
organization; Organization
transformation; Product Management
organization

change as leadership behavior, 54–55
Organization transformation

ARC case study of, 569
creating/sustaining customer 

partnerships in, 581
executive leadership teams and,

573–582
market research investment/

product team support in, 582
performance management and,

578–579
product investments and, 576–577
product managers development 

in, 579–580
product planning/performance

management and, 578–579
product portfolio processes/

documents and, 577–578
product portfolio review board 

and, 576–577
resolving product team problems

in, 579
supporting cross-functional product

teams in, 573–576, 582

supporting/building Product 
Management community and, 581

systems and tools in, 578–579
Organizational Behavior, 169
Organizational Dynamics, 77
Outbound marketing. See Marketing,

outbound
Outlines. See also Templates

product discontinuation, 638–639
Product Master Plan, 640–642

Outsourcing, 337
Outward facing programs, in Product

Master Plan, 37
Overhead, and bundles, 11

Packard, David, 429
Pairwise relationships

in cross-functional teams, 
293–294, 296

in NPP Feasibility phase, 
293–294, 296

PDD. See Product Discontinuation 
Document

PDMA. See Product Development and
Management Association

PDMA Handbook of New Product
Development (Wiley), 6, 62

Peale, Norman Vincent, 543
Performance. See also specific

performance topics
management and organization

transformation, 578–579
product performance and

operational, 496, 498, 499
Performance, financial

Business Case and, 493–494
scorecard spreadsheets, 494, 495
strategic mix and, 488, 502, 

503–504
Performance, marketing

brand protection and, 514–515
management, 508–515
marketing mix revisions, 509–514
product performance and, 

496, 497, 498
Performance, product

assessment in PLPM, 488, 493–500
comparisons and competitive

advantage, 151
dashboard, 500
failure, 253
of industry/competitive activity,

494, 495
marketing mix and, 496, 497, 498
marketing performance and, 496,

497, 498
metrics for, 311–312
monitoring planning and, 311–312
operational performance and, 496,

498, 499
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promotional campaign tracking
and, 496, 497

report card, 499–500
segmentation models and, 496, 497
tracking, 486

Performance, product data
baselining business of product 

and, 230–236
in Product Master Plan, 36–37

Personas, 186–187
PERT. See Program Evaluation Review

Technique
Phase(s). See also specific phase topics

decision points and, 263–264
Phase gate model, generic, 257–258
Phase gate process, for NPD, 20–21
Physicians, compared to product 

managers, xxxiii
Pipeline

management, 275
of new product projects, 274–275
product, 274–277, 522, 524

P&L. See Profit and Loss Statement
Place, as marketing mix element, 404
Plan(s). See also Functional Support

Plans; Launch Plan, product;
Marketing Plan, product; Master
Plan, Product; specific plan topics

Business Case sample project,
375–376

changing in Product Master Plan,
31–32

Product Exit, 346
product marketing, 22, 38

Planning. See also Demand planning;
Financial planning; New Product
Planning; Product planning; Strategic
product planning

NPP Definition phase and future,
344–345

Product Management self-
assessment of marketing, 562,
565–566

Planning process
graduated funnel in, 275–276
as motorway, 276–277
product, 256

Platforms, product, 7, 28
of Honda, 13, 14
large companies and, 14
managing, 13–14
meaning of, 13

PLPM. See Post-Launch Product 
Management

PMBOK®. See Project Management
Body of Knowledge

PMEQ. See Product Management
Experience Quotient

PMLCM. See Life Cycle Model, Product
Management

PMO. See Present method of operation
Porter, Michael, 142, 144, 217, 218
Portfolios. See also Investment portfolio;

Product portfolios
cross-functional product review

board, 528
opportunity up-front, 274
optimization, 524
overflow, 522
review board, 289, 319

Positioning, competitive, 150
Positioning, product, 188

foundational pieces of, 281, 282
in NPP, 281–283

Positioning statement, product
identity clarification with, 281–283
template, 282, 599
value propositions in, 281

Positioning: The Battle for Your Mind
(Ries and Trout), 150, 281

Post-Launch audit, 483–484
Business Case synchronization 

in, 476
collateral adequacy/timing, 476–477
elements, 472–473
executive sponsorship, 475–476
Executive Summary, 471
impartial auditor, 473–474
launch metrics conformance,

478–479, 480
lessons learned, 479–480
market window compliance, 474–475
operational readiness review, 

478, 479
PMEQ raising and, 484
root-cause problem analysis of, 473
sales training adequacy, 477–478
timing of, 473
win-loss audit and, 471, 481–484

Post-Launch Product Management
(PLPM), 20, 260

as Area of Work, 20, 23
assessing product performance in,

488, 493–500
auditing results post-launch,

471–484
chaos of, 468
Executive Summary, 471, 485
existing products, 532–535
forecasting sequence and, 194
identifying of in-market product

life cycle state, 488, 489–493
introduction, 467–470
leading cross-functional product

team in, 488, 500–502, 503
PMEQ raising and, 518–520
in PMLCM, 20, 260
product discontinuation, 469,

543–556
product manager in, 468

running the business, 469, 485,
486–489

running the business of the 
product, 467–469, 485–518

strategic mix recasting, 488–489,
502–518

Potential demand
determining, 198
in market evaluation, 196

Potential, market. See Market potential
“The Power of Design,” 268
The Power of Product Platforms (Meyer

and Lehnerd), 13
PRD. See Product Requirements 

Document
Present method of operation 

(PMO), 178
FMO vs., 177
operational workflow as, 177
value and, 177

PRESTO, 143–144
Pricing

as marketing mix element, 401, 403
strategy revisions and marketing

mix, 510–512
Prioritization

features, 435
in NPI Development phase, 435

Problem solving
case study in, 89–93
customer needs and, 87
decision making and, 85, 86, 

87–98, 149
facilitation/collaborative, 53–54
industry analysis and, 149
industry research and, 149
map, 91–93
process, 87

Process
creativity and, 257
limits and benefits of, 256–257
as linear, 258
phased, 256, 258
Product Development, 28, 256
product planning, 256
structured, 257

Process model, NPD
boiler room operation, 259
as linear system model, 258

Process model, phased, 256
Process owner, 577–578
Process profile

NPP Concept phase, 266
NPP Definition phase, 320, 321
NPP Feasibility phase, 292

Proctor & Gamble, Product
Management conceived by, 18

Product(s), 2. See also specific product
topics

availability ratings, 455–456
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Product(s) (Cont.)
buckets, 530
business of the, 226–245, 467–469,

485–518
cancellation, 434–435
cross-functional product teams and

single, 64
differentiation, 218
focus vs. market focus, 19
as marketing mix element, 401,

402–403
in Product Management 

meaning, 19
product manager and, 15

Product as a business, 18, 62, 72
cross-functional product teams and,

244, 500
Marketing Plan and, 390
strategic product planning and,

223–250
strategy template, 248

Product as a Business Strategic
Planning Model, 223

baselining business of product in,
224, 225–244

four steps of, 224–250
strategic options identification in,

225, 247–250
strategic options link to PMLCM 

in, 225
vision recasting for product in, 225,

244–247
Product comparisons, 156–157

CI and, 156–157
Product Definition phase, NPP. See

Definition phase, NPP; Definition,
product

Product description. See Description,
product

Product design
evolving, 336
in NPP Definition phase, 336

Product Development. See also New
Product Development

best-in-class product managers
reporting to, xxxviii

cycle time, 256–257
FSPs, 39–40, 299–300
group and NPI, 262
process, 28, 256
Product Management 

and, 333
projects, 64

Product Development and
Management Association (PDMA),
xxxix

Product discontinuation. See
Discontinuation, product

Product Discontinuation Document
(PDD), 546–549

Product elements. See
Modules/product elements

Product, existing. See Existing products
Product failure

causes of, 253–256
NPD and, 253–255

Product group
existing products in, 274, 275
product being planned in, 274, 275
products being developed in, 

274, 275
Product ideas. See Ideas
Product launch. See Launch, product
Product line(s)

cross-functional product teams and,
64, 575

grouped into product portfolios, 8
hierarchy, 8
meaning of, 7–8
as small product portfolios, 8
strategy, 219, 220, 221
teams, 64
with two product portfolios, 9

Product Management. See also specific
Product Management topics

as accidental profession, xxvii, xxix,
xxxiii–xxxvi, xxxix

accounting and, xxxii
anatomy, xxxii–xxxiii
ancient medical practice compared

to, xxxii–xxxiii
best-in-class, 61, 73
business leaders interpretations 

of, 570
classes, xxvii
community, 581
elements of, xxix–xxx
four fundamental pillars of,

xxx–xxxi
as genetic, 19
goal-achievement knowledge in,

xxx–xxxi
as holistic activity, 23–24
as independent, xxxii
knowing where you are in, xxx
knowing your destination in, xxx
lack of consistent framework, xxviii
marketing and, xxxii, 389, 390, 397
as model for business 

organization, 19
past lack of codification, xxix
as pivot for success, xxix
problems in, xxviii–xxix
Product Development and, 333
product transformation by, 20–24
skill utilization knowledge in, xxxi
vision in, xxx

Product Management Experience
Quotient (PMEQ), xxxii, 224

Business Case sample, 382–383

cross-functional product team, 81–83
decision making, 103–104
finance for product manager,

131–132
forecasting, 213–214
industry/competitive analysis,

164–166
Leadership, 59–60
life cycle product portfolio

management, 541–542
market segmentation and, 188–190
Marketing Plan, 410–411
NPI Development phase, 440–443
NPI Launch phase, 464–466
NPP Concept phase, 287–288
NPP Definition phase, 349–351
NPP Feasibility phase, 317–318
PLPM, 518–520
Post-Launch audit, 484
product discontinuation, 554–555
Product Master Plan, 43
raising your, 24–28, 43, 59–60,

81–83, 103–104
strategic product planning, 250–252

Product Management Life Cycle Model
(PMLCM). See Life Cycle Model,
Product Management

Product Management, meaning of, 2, 18
Executive Summary, 5
four questions in, 6
management in, 5
Proctor & Gamble conception of, 18
product in, 5, 19

Product Management organization. See
also Organization transformation;
specific organization topics

ARC case study, 585–590
evolving of, 569
problems with, 569–573

Product Management, organizing for,
569–572, 585

ARC Product Management case
study, 585–590

executive cross-functional team in,
572–573

organization transformation in,
573–582

product manager coaching in,
583–584

Product Management practitioners. See
also Product managers

early challenges for, 
xxvii–xxviii, xxix

ignorant of priorities/support
structures, xxviii

Product Management
professionalization. See also Career
charting; Product Management,
organizing for

career charting, 559–568
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introduction, 557–558
organizing for, 569–590
self-assessment in, 561–566

Product manager(s). See also specific
product manager topics

boss’ Product Management
ignorance/disrespect, xxxv, 570

as business’ brain, xxxiii
cross-functional product teams and,

73, 574
definition/responsibilities of, 15–18
from different background

disciplines, xxvii–xxviii,
xxxiii–xxxvi, 557–558

execution and, 418–419
as facilitator/partner, 418
ill-equipped for job, 570
inexperience of, xxxv–xxxvi
leadership and, 46–61, 397, 570
market focus of, 133
Motorway, 276–277
in NPI Development phase, 416–419
physicians compared to, xxxiii
in PLPM, 468
practices of, 16–18
products and, 15
as quarterback, xxxix
reporting relationships of, 571
research for, 187
running the business of the

product, 467–469
as team leader, 292

Product managers, best-in-class
reporting to general manager,

xxxviii
reporting to marketing, xxxviii
reporting to Product Development,

xxxviii
requirements for, 571

Product Manager’s Desk Reference
Web site, 592

Product managers, development of,
xxxi–xxxii. See also Career charting;
Self-assessment, Product
Management

apprenticing of, xxxv
coaching in, xxxv, 558, 572, 583–584
company program for, xxxv
executive sponsorship in, 572
mentoring in, xxxv, 200, 560, 

572, 580
in organization transformation,

579–580
Product managers, team of. See Team,

of product managers
Product manager’s toolbox. See

Toolbox, product manager’s
Product Marketing. See Marketing
Product Master Plan. See Master Plan,

Product

Product, meaning of, 2, 5, 6
typical hierarchy in, 7
varying definitions in, 6–7

Product, new. See New product(s)
Product opportunity. See Opportunities
Product performance. See Performance,

product
Product planning

as boiler room operation, 259
organization transformation and,

578–579
in PMLCM, 258, 260
process, 256

Product Platforms. See Platforms,
product

Product portfolio(s), 7
common attributes of, 8–9
cross-functional product teams 

and, 64
meaning of, 8–9
organizing principle of, 9
processes/documents and

organization transformation,
577–578

product lines as small, 8
product lines grouped into, 8
product lines with two, 9
Product Management self-

assessment of managing, 562, 566
product/product lines as entire, 

9, 10
up-front, 275

Product portfolio management, 9, 277.
See also Product portfolio
management, life cycle

cross-functional, 526–528
cross-functional product review

board and, 527–528, 536, 538–540
dispelling myths about, 522–524
ideal work structure for, 526–527
investment portfolio management

and, 522, 525–526
matrix models for, 536–538
NPD, 522
strategic planning process and, 526

Product portfolio management, 
life cycle

data availability, 540
decision making, 538–540
definition, 524–525
Executive Summary, 521
existing products in, 532–535
ideal work structure for, 526–527
life cycle product portfolio model

and, 528–531
matrix models for, 536–538
methodology, 531–532
NPI, 535–536
NPP, 536, 537
PMEQ raising and, 541–542

PMLCM and, 528–531
product projects, 535–536

Product portfolio review board,
organization transformation and,
576–577

Product positioning. See Positioning,
product

Product projects, 307
categorization of, 269–270
differences between, 261
life cycle product portfolio

management, 535–536
NPI, 535–536
NPP, 536, 537
opportunities as, 274
pipeline of new, 274–275

Product requirements. See also Product
Requirements Document; Product
requirements process

evolution of, 324
functional, 326, 330, 331–332
managing, 326–336
nonfunctional, 326, 330, 332–333
in NPP Definition phase, 22, 321,

325–336
PSD and, 324
scope creep and, 434

Product Requirements Document
(PRD)

in NPP Definition phase, 320,
323–325, 326, 330, 334

in NPP Feasibility phase, 290, 310
Opportunity Statement and, 324
progress tracking and, 421
PSD and, 324–325
scope creep and, 433

Product requirements process, 325–326
defining requirements in, 326,

329–333
eliciting requirements in, 326–329
managing requirements from

beginning to end in, 326, 334–336
organizing documents in, 326,

333–334
Product Specifications Document (PSD)

in NPP Definition phase, 324–325
PRD and, 324–325
product requirements and, 324
progress tracking and, 421

Product strategy. See Strategy, product
Product success

market focus and, xxxvii–xxxviii
patterns, xxxvi–xxxvii

Product team(s). See also Cross-
functional product teams; Cross-
functional teams; Teams

definition of, 81
executive leadership teams and, 575
Executive Summary, 61
focuses of, 73
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Product team(s) (Cont.)
hierarchy, 574, 575
marketing organization’s

relationship to, 390
problem resolution in organization

transformation, 579
profiles of, 62–63
project team and, 2, 61, 63–64, 74, 81
responsibilities of, 74, 75

Product Team Concurrence Form, 347
Product team leaders

in cross-functional product teams,
73, 75

leadership and, 46–47
as superhero, 46–47

Product team meetings, 65, 501–502
minutes template, 503

Product team members. See Cross-
functional product team members

Product team protocols, in Product
Master Plan, 36

Product Team Resource Summary, 308
Product testing

beta, 431–432
customer, 431–432
in NPI Development phase, 429–432
types of, 429–431

Product transformation
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